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Abstract 

The subject of this dissertation is the origin and evolution of a rational humanist 

movement by a group of Bengali-speaking and Bengali-writing Muslirn intelligentsia in 

the 1910s and 1930s. The mono of this movement was: h a n  jekhane simabatidha. 

buddhi sekhane arushta. nzukri sekhane esambhab or "Where knowledge is restricted. 

there the intellect is inert, there freedom is impossible." This mono is examined in this 

dissertation primarily in the thought of two Bengali Muslim intellectuais in several ways: 

a)  an examination of the rational humanist Muslims' ideals of unfettered fieedorn, 

intellect and creativity. that were inspired especially by two distinguished Bengali 

sources. Raja Rammohun Roy and Rabinciranath Tagore; b) examination of the rational 

humanist Muslims' application of the ideal of unfettered fieedom in the origin, structure, 

composition and deliberations of an organization. the Muslim Sahitya Samaj or Muslim 

Literary Society of Dhaka and the publication of their Bengali journal, Shikha; c) rational 

humanist Muslims' application of their ideals to understanding certain doctrines and 

practices of Islam in Bengali Muslim society; d) their application of these ideals to 

understanding British rule in India and indian nationdism. 

Chapter One examines English language scholarship on nineteenth- and 

twentieth-century Muslim modernism on north india and Pakistan, and Bengali- and 

English-Ianguage scholarship on the intellectual history of Bengali Muslims. Chapter 



Two examines the prime movers of the fieedom of intellect movement, with life sketches 

of its leader, Kazi Abdul Wadud, and his associate, Abd Hussain, and the inteIlectual 

orientation of and influences upon Kazi Abdul Wadud. Chapter Three descnbes the 

origin. composition, structure and objectives of Muslim Sahitya Samaj. Chapter Four 

describes the rational humanists' interpretation and evaluation of some Islarnic doctrines. 

practices. trends. debates in the deliberations of Muslim Sahitya Samaj at Dhaka. Chapter 

Five descnbes. srishri dharma or 'religion of creativity' that Wadud proposed for 

accommodation of Muslirns with Hindus in India Chapter Six concludes the thesis and 

points to possible continuing influence of buddhir rnukri ideals among Muslims in 

Bengal. 
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NOTE ON TRANSLITERATION 

This thesis uses a simplified scheme for transliteration fiom Bengali to English. 

No diacritical marks have been used. The equivalency chart (adapted from the ALA-LC 

Romanization Tables) given below has been followed generally. with the exceptions 

noted in the next paragraph. Though certain closely related Bengali characters rnay be 

represented by the same roman character--and in some cases the same Bengali character 

(reflecting different sounds) rnay be represented by more than one roman chamter--it is 

expected that readers knowing Bengali will have little dificulty in recognizing the 

original through the transliterated version. 

The main exceptions to following the equivalency chart are as follow. Proper 

names may be rendered in the roman form commonly used by or for the person, 

institution or publication concerned when written in English language contexts. Words 

that have become virtually English language words (whether recognized as such yet by 

major distionaries. and whether so treated only in India and Bangladesh or worldwide) 

rnay appear in a cornmonly found "English" spelling. 

The semivowel transliterated as "b" when so pronounced in Bengali is 

transliterated as "v" (or "w") when, in conjunction with certain consonants, it loses its 

own sound in favor of lengthening the sound of the preceding consonant. 

The short "a" (which ordinarily is assumed to follow a consonant in the absence of 

any other sign) is written as "a", regardess of variations in Bengali pronunciation, where 

it is actually sounded in spoken Bengali. but is omitted where it is not sounded. 

For any ambiguities. inconsistencies or lapses in transliteration that may remain in 

the thesis. the author requests the indulgence of the reader. He is not a linguist but an 



historian who has coficentrated his efforts on presenting ro readers of English as much as 

he could of important. but hitherto neglected, Bengali sources. 



BENGALI-ROMAN EQUIVALENCY CHART 

Vowels 4 Diphthongs 

Consonants 

Cuttemls 

4 P 
a 
T ba 
O bha 
P ma 

6 Ca 

1 cha 
O ia 
r jha 
J M 

B 
L 

ta 
b tha 
0 da 
P ra 
t dha 

B rtra 
9 na 

'I sha 
t sha 
II  sa 

Dentals 
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

1. "Classic" Acadernic Views of South Asian Muslim Modernists. 

There have been organized movements of modem thought including a radical 

movement of rational humanism, arnong Bengali-speaking and Bengali-writing Muslim 

intellectuals (hereafter referred to as Bengali Muslims). Nevertheless, Bengali Muslim 

intellectuals are largely unknown and neglected in Western scholarship on Islamic or 

Muslim rnodernism in India or South Asia. This dissertation attempts to correct in part 

this lapse of scholarship on the Bengali Muslim intellectuais. 

A good starting point to see this lapse, is provided by three pioneenng works on 

Muslim modernism: H.A.R. Gibb's, Modern Trendr in Islam (1945); W.C. Smithk, Islam 

in Modern History (1957); and Aziz Ahmad's, Islamic Modernism in India and Pakistan, 

1857-1964 (1967). These scholan are highly respected for the excellence of their works. 

They spent years of pinstaking research and used rich local sources for an understanding 

of Islam and the Muslims. Our concern, however, is to see how far these works are 

representative of Muslim modemism in India or South Asia as a whole including Bengal. 

Gibb's and Smith's works, mentioned above, are not written exclusively on Indian Islam, 

but do include Indian islam. Aziz Ahmad's work, on the other hand. was exclusively 

written on indian and Pakistani Muslim modernists. 

What we see in the three works is similar, alrnost a continuity. The Muslim 

modernists of India whom they examined are al1 Urdu-speaking Muslim intellectuals. 

They were selected fiom north India and mainly fiom two provinces: Punjab and Uttar 

Pradesh (United Province). From Bengal, it was only Urdu-speaking Muslims, some of 

whom, like Sayyid Amir Ali wrote a lot in Engiish, who were selected. This means that 

the high cultural tradition of a few selected Urdu-speaking intellectuais was again and 

again being focused upon. According to the 1941 Census of India, out of the total 



population of Uttar Pradesh only 15.3 per cent were Muslims. Out of the total population 

of Punjab 57.1 were Muslims and out of the total population of Bengal 54.7 were 

Mus1ims.l An emergent group of educated and articulate Bengali-speaking and Bengali- 

writing Muslim intellectuals was visible in Bengal during the fvst half of the twentieth 

century and they published a great deal. Yet they remained virtually unknown to these 

distinguished authors. Gibb was, however, aware tbat there may be a danger of over 

generaiization of modernism of Muslims: 
At present, therefore. one cannot hope to avoid the dangers 
and erron implicit in the attempt to generaiize on the basis 
of a limited experience. No single person can possibly 
compass in his own direct knowledge al1 the varieties of 
faith and practice in the length and breadth of the Muslirn 
world or think to enter into the min& of Berbers, Arabs, 
Turks, Penians, Afghans, Punjabis, and Bengalis, not to 
speak of Malays, Javanese, and the Negro peoples of East 
and West Afnca.2 

Aziz Ahmad, possibly, knew of this danger in trying to understand the Muslim 

mind over such a vast geographical area Ahmad, therefore, concentrated only on Indian 

Muslim modeniism before 1947, and modemism of Pakistan until 1967. Ahmad aiso 

exarnined in his work additional or more recent Muslim modemists. that Gibb and Smith 

did not describe in depth. Yet that extension of treatment does not mean that Ahmad 

included Bengali Muslims. An obvious question, therefore. comes to mind immediately: 

Did not Bengali Muslims form a major part of the Indian Muslim intellectmi population? 

Should we not have expected that Aziz Ahmad would have written in detail on Bengali 

Muslims? It is misleading to consider Ahmad's work as representative of Muslim 

modemism of India and Pakistan. Instead, one should categorize his work, as treating 

modernism of the Urdu-speaking elite of India and Pakistan. The "modemism" and 

"orthodoxy in Pakistan" that he wrote about in his 1967 book was not 'Pakistani,' but 

- - 

I Amalendu De. Dharmja Maulabad O Dharma Nirapekrota (Calcutta: Rama pnkasani 1 W2), pp. 68. 

H. A. R. G ibb. Modern Trends in /s/urn (The University of Chicago Press, 1 949, pp. x. 



exclusively "West Pakisrani."' Aziz Ahmad did not, however, acknowledge this 

limitation of his work, although in the preface he reminded his reader: "An omission 

which may strike the reader in this book is Ahmadiyya movement (in Pakistan)."4 This 

dissertation, written exclusively on Bengali Muslim intellectmis, attempts to b ~ g  

Bengal into the current historiography of Muslim modemisrn in pre-independence India- 

Aziz Ahmad's conclusions regarding Urdu-speaking Muslim modemists are. 

however, important. He divided his Muslim figures into several categories: traditionalist, 

orthodox. fundamentalist, sociaiist, and modernist. Among these categories, Aziz Ahmad 

argued there were several ideo!ogical differences and differences of direction. But most 

irnportantly, Aziz Ahmad argued that despite these differences, &i categories of Muslim 

were united on one purpose, Le., 'defense' and 'rehabilitation' of Islam in modem times. 

For this, he quoted a key statement of W.C. Smith: "The fundamental malaise of modem 

Islam is a sense that something has gone wrong with Islamic history. The fundamental 

problem of modem Muslims is how to rehabilitate that history."S The modernists 

rehabilitated Islam by constmcting a mass of 'apologetic' and 'polemical' scholarship: Sir 

Sayyid Ahmad Khan's, "Theological speculation;" Sir Mohammad Iqbai's, "Speculative 

neo-modernism;" Abd Kalam Azad's "Exegetical eclecticism;" and Amir Ali's anti- 

western polemics. The Muslim apologetic, according to Aziz Ahmad, was "able to 

recreate elements of a renaissance, but not of a reformation."6 The Muslim modemists 

interpreted "heterogenetic change (usually expenenced as achievement or advance) as 

Perhaps at that time he was unaware of how much he was rnissing. Some yean later, however, when 
beginning his unfinished study of Muslim society in South Asia, he did achowledge to a colleague his lack 
of knowiedge of Bengali sources and sought the latter's assistance on this. Pnvate communication fiom J.T. 
O' ConrieIl. 

Azù Ahmad, Zslamic Modernicm in lndia and Pakistue 1857-1964 (London: Oxford University Press, 
1967). p. xi. 

Aziz Ahmad, Islamic Modernism in India and fukistan, p. 260. The quotations is taken ikom Wilfied 
Cannvell Smith, Islam in Modern History (New York: Mentor Book, 1959). p. 47. 

Aziz A h a d ,  Islamic Modernirm in India and Pukirtan, p. 272. 



~rthogenetic."~ The use of reason by the modemist was "not so much with disceming 

unknown areas of facts as with uncovering the insights and directions implied in divine or 

prophetic pronoimccements."* Islam had been subjected to violent change, but the 

modemists "consistently refused to accept the ontological reality of ~hange."~ 

This thesis of 'modem Muslim apologetic' was not introduced first by Aziz 

Ahmad. The term apologio had been used for a long time in the context of Christianity in 

the West. In the context of Islamic modernisrn, it was described by Gibb in the 'Haskell 

Lecture,' delivered at the University of Chicago in 1945. W.C. Smith developed this 

thesis in 1957; and Azîz Ahmad applied it extensively to indian Muslims in 1967. In his 

lecture, Gibb defmed an 'apologetic,' as a kind of literature that is primarily directed in 

order to maintain Muslims' inner loyalty to Islam. 'Apologetic' is, therefore, 'partisan by 

its vety nature.' The limitations of most madernist apologetic are 'self-imposed.' Gibb 

critically described the limitations. For example, he wrote that the modernists are distinct 

fiom secularists. There is a complete dislocation or paradox between the modernists' 

'outward argument' and 'imer reasoning.' "Whatever the outward profession of the 

apologist may be." Gibb argued. "he sets out to defend and to prove the tmth of what he is 

aiready convinced is the truth." l 0  

W.C. Smith, who had been a student of Gibb at Cambndge,II spent ten years or 

more of investigaiion to write, Islam in Modern History. A "great fnend of Islam in the 

West," Smith snidied problems of indo-Pakistani Muslims within a wide context of 

modem lslamic developments. The geographical areas that he covered include northem 

hdia, Pakistan, Turkey, and selected areas of the Middle East in modern time. The 

- - 

Aziz Ahmad, Isfamic Moderniîm in India a ~ d  Pakktan, p. 272. 

Aziz Ahmad, Mamie Moderndm in india and Pakistan, p. 269. 

Aziz Ahmad, Isiamic Modernism in India and Pakistan, p. 272. 

I o  H. A. R. Gibb, Modern Trends in Islam, p. 68. 

' ' Wilfkd Canbvell Smith. Isfarn in Modern ffbrory (New York: Mentor Book, 1959), p. ix. 



Muslim figures of his study are mainly Urdu, Turkish, and Arabic speakers. Perhaps 

Smith did not take one non-Urdu figure from eastem India because he also was 

consvained by lack of knowledge of Bengali language. However, we inform Smith 

respectfully, that when he published and reprinted Islam in Modern hiFtory (1957, 1959. 

1963), at least one Bengali Muslim's critique of Islam was available in English. a book by 

Kazi Abdul Wadud, Crearive Bengal ( 1 949). 

In one of the chapters of Islam in Modern histoty, Smith put together several 

Muslim modemists of separate political nationaiities into one category: 'Islarnic 

liberalism.' The four Urdu-speaking liberals of hdia that he includes in the list are: Sir 

Sayyid Ahmad Khan (1 8 17-1 898), Sayyid Amir Ali (1 849-1 928), Shibli Nornani (1 857- 

1914). and Abu1 Kalam Azad (: 888-1958). Sir Mohammad Iqbal is not included in the 

list, as Smith writes: "...Iqbal is so contradictory and unsystematic that it is difficult to 

assess hirn."12 Smith's form of 'Islarnic liberalism' is broad; but liberalism is not without 

Ioyaities to Islam: 
Liberalism--and we are using the term here in a deliberately 
broad sense-is inherently not an established system nor 
fixed content or even intention. Islamic liberaiism has 
evinced many forrns, taking on, as it should, the individual 
quality of various persons who have given expression to it, 
have accepted its loyalties. 13 

Smith characterizes some general weaknesses of Islamic liberalism, but he 

reduces these to one huidarnentd problem of the Muslim liberals: 
Ln sum, then, we would attribute the decline of liberalism in 
recent Islam in significant part to the fact that such 
li beralism as has been ac hieved-whether primari1 y of 
extemal or intemal source, whether primarily in ideas or in 
action-has not yet been formulated in such a way as  to 
envisage its dynamic truth as within the central structure of 
the Islarnic faith. 14 

l 2  Wiifred Cantwell Smith, Islam in Modern History, p. 69. 

l3 wiEed Cantwell Smith, Islam in Modern HUto'y. pp. 64-65. 

W ilfied Cantwell Smith. Islam in Modern Hisfoty, p. 72. 



n i e  bdamental problem was, therefore, a Muslims' preoccupation with defending Islam. 

In the indian scene, Smith characterizes the content of the liberal apologetic as 

that of defense of faith in re!ation to "science, civilkation, progress, feminism, and the 

liberal values generally."l5 Besides, the Islamic liberal apologetes had attempted to check 

'disloyalty' to faith. specially of the educated youth. The output of the apologetes. Smith 

For the h c t i o n  of reason has then not been seen as that of 
ascertaining new truth and solving new problems-- 
particularly, not religious mith or religious problems. They 
have turned to an interpretation of Islam, presumed or 
explicit, according to which the solvhg of problems, 
spirihial, social is the function of revelation of Islam. In 
classicai Islam the intellect was considered an instrument to 
explicate what is revealed. In modern times, this rational 
system has seemed obsolete to some; and the intellectuals' 
only duty is seen as that of proving the faith (unexplicated. 
even undefined) to be valid.l6 

About an idea of nationalism of Muslims. Smith's central argument is that Muslim 

nationalist rnovements of whatever sort were understood in 'relation to the religion of 

Islam.' Smith detected four components of Muslims' view of nationalism. First: The 

Muslims are to eject an alien rule upon them." Second, the leadership of the nationalist 

movements of the Muslims, especially in the prirnary stage, was primarily 'religious 

figures.' Third, a sense of 'positive nationalism,' was absent in Muslims' mind. Smith 

defined a positive nationalism: "To respect al1 memben of one's own nation, to envisage 

its welfare, to evolve an effective loyalty to that welfare, and to work constructively so as 

to bring it about . . ."la Smith elaborated this meaning m e r :  "Nowhere in the Muslim 

world (except perhaps in Indonesia?) do Muslims feel that a non-Muslim member of their 

- 

' 5  W i lfred Cantwell Smith, Islam in Modern History, p. 9 1 .  

' 6  Wilfied Cantwell Smith, Islam in Modern Hisrory, p. 93. 

17 Wilfied Cantwell Smith, Islam in Modern History, p. 80. 

8 W ilfred Cantwef l Smith. Islam in Modern History, p. 82. 



nation is 'one of us.' And nowhere do the minorities feel accepted."'g Fourth: natiodism 

of Muslims' was related to Pan-Islam. Pan-Islamism is aiso defîned by Smith: "Pan-Islam 

is, and always has been, primarily a sentiment of cohesion. It is not cohesion itself; or any 

institutional or practicai expression of it. The unity ... is a unity of sentiment.20 This was a 

'negative aspect' of Muslim nationalism. as Smith pointed out: "the vimral absence arnong 

Muslirns of any 'we-feeling' that uicludes men not of the faith."21 

In the works that we have mentioned above of Gibb, W.C. Smith, and Aziz 

Ahmad. Indian Muslim rnodernists are al1 Urdu-speakers . These modernists. although 

they differed on matters of direction. al1 airned for the defense and rehabilitation of the 

faith in modem time. Modernity of these Muslim intellechials was only investigated in 

'apologetic' literature. Therefore, their liberaiism may be categorized as 'Islarnic 

liberalism.' 

This dissertation does not contest the validity of this thesis in the context of Urdu- 

speaking Muslim intellectuals of Lndia. This dissertation would not deny either that 

significant groups of the Bengali Muslim intellectuals were committed to the defense of 

Islamic faith. In fact, the dissertation identifies three broad groups of modernizing 

Bengali Muslim intellectuais in the first half of the twentieth cenniry: neo-orthodox, 

Islarnic liberai. and rational humanist. The first two groups defended 'Islamic faith' in the 

general sense that W.C. Smith describes. But the 'form' and 'quality' of defense of Islamic 

faith, even the k s t  two groups were different nom those of the Urdu-speaking 

intellectuals. However, the third group, the rational humanist Muslims, were not 

preoccupied with defense of Islamic faith. They do not fa11 within the category of Smith's 

'Islarnic liberals;' nor are they similar to any group that Aziz Ahmad focused upon. This 

l 9  Wilfred Cantwell Smith, Islam in Modern Hismy, p. 86. 

z0 Wilfied Cantwell Smith, Islam in Modern Hisrory, p. 88.  

2 1  WilfredCantwell Smith. /skzmin ModernHismy, p.87. 



dissertation describes the £ k t  two groups only briefly, but it examines the more rational 

humanist in detail, as these are the most distinctive among Bengali Muslim rnodernists. 

II. English-language scholarship on radical humanisrn within modem Bengali Musiim 
thought . 

We begin our snidy of modem Bengali Muslim thought with a sketch of relevant 

Eng lis h language scho larship. An early reference to an organized movement of a radical 

thought of Bengali Muslim intellectuals was first pointed out by Dr. Mahmud Hussain, 

who was on the faculty of the Dacca (hereafter spelled as Dhaka) University, 1933-48. 

He was an eye witness of a rational hurnanist movement among Muslims in Dhaka, and 

describes it in two paragraphs in w o  of his published articles: "The Cultural life of old 

DhakavZ ( 1 957) and "Dhaka University and the Pakistan movernent"23 ( 1 970). 

Kamruddin Ahmad, a sociologist of Dhaka University, published The Social 

History of East Pakistan (1 967), with a paragraph on a rationalist trend of the Bengali 

Muslim intelligentsia: 

Some leading litterateurs and teachers under the leadership 
of Mr. Abu1 Hussain and Prof. Kazi Abdul Wadud founded 
a literary forum in 1926. It was known as 'Dhakn Mudirn 
Sahiw Samaj.' The ideal was to create a movement for the 
'Emancipation of intellect and conscience' and to promote 
the study of rational thinking among the Muslim 
intelligentsia. This was only an intellechial rnovement, but 
the leaders were not spared the persecutions in the hands of 
ignorant and superstitious public led by the Nowab 
(Nawbab) of Dhaka.Z4 

22 M. Hussain, "The Cultural Life of  Oid Dacca" Pakistan Quarterly, Vol. VII, No. 1 (1957). pp. 13-17. 

Mahmud Hussain, "Dacca University and the Pakistan Movement," published in C.H. PhiIips and Mary 
Doren Wainright (ed.), The Partition of lndiu: Politics and Perspectives, 1935-47 (London: Allen and 
Unwin, 1 97O), pp. 369-3 73. 

24 Kamruddin Ahmad, The Social History of East Pakisian (Dhaka: Crescent Book Centre, 1967), p. 28. 



J.H. Broomfield's othenvise pioneering work, EZite Conjlict in a Plural Sociefy 

Twentieth Century BengaP (1968), articulated the socio-culniral and political thought of 

the Bengali bhaddok ("gentleman" class) including those in the m u f i i l  beyond 

Calcutta. Nevertheless, the book did not cite any of the radical Bengali Muslirn 

intellectuals. The only East Bengali-speaking Muslim that featured in his work, was A.K. 

Fazlul Huq, who was a bhadralok. but not an intellectuai. 

Abidullah Gazi. a Bangladesh scholar, read an essay in 1972, "Muslim Bengal: 

A Crisis of Identity," in the Bengal Studies Conference, at the University of Toronto. 

Gazi correctly assessed Bengali Muslims' linguistic, social, and ideological distance fkom 

West Pakistani Muslims, Yet the article did not mention the rationalist Muslims. Gazi's 

doctoral dissertation at Harvard, "Raja Rammohun Roy ( 1 772- 1 833): Encounter with 

Islam and Christianity, the articulation of Hindu self-consciousness (1 975);"26 does not 

mention Kazî Abdul Wadud, a Bengali Muslim intellechial, who pioneered the movement 

of radical rational humanism among Bengali Muslims, though he was an outspoken 

admirer of Rarnmohun a century later. 

Mustafa N m l  Islam's Bengali Muslim Public Opinion us Reflected in the Bengali 

Press. 1901- 1930 (1  973) has cited Kazi Wadud oniy two tirnes.2' The book has, however, 

cited dozens of other Bengali Muslim intellectuals and their journals. 

Leonard A. Gordon's Bengaf: 77ie Nationafist Movemenîs, 1876-1 940 (1 9741, has 

cited severai Bengali Muslirn intellectds, notably, Maulana (or Mawlana) Akram 

Khan;28 whom we situate within the neoorthodox trend of the Bengali Muslim 

l5 J.H. Broomfield, Elite C w i c t  in a Plwd Society: Twentieth Centuty Bengal (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1968). 

26 Abid L'. Ghazi, "Raja Rarnmohun Roy (1772-1833): Encounter with Islam and Christianity, the 
Articulation o f  Hindu Self-Consciousness" (Cambridge: Harvard University, 1975). 

27 Mustafa Numl Islam, Bengaii h i i m  Fuoiic Ûpïzian rir &flecred in the Bengali Press. 1 90 1 - 1 930 
(Dhaka: Bangla Acaderny, t 973). 

28 Leonard A. Gordon, Bengal: The NationaiLst Movements, 1876-1940 (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1974), p. 192. 



intelligentsia Two years later, an Indian scholar. Shila Sen, published Mudim Politics in 

Bengal 1937-1917, (1976). The work articulates the political thought of many East 

Bengali Muslim intellechials, including Akram Khan and his neo-orthdox cohorts; but 

not the radicals of Dhaka.29 

h 1976, Joseph T. O'Connel1 published, "Dilemmas of Secularism in 

Bangladesh."30 The article is based on O'Comell's use of Bengali-language publications 

as well as on his eleven-months field work (September 1972-July 1973) in post-liberation 

Bangladesh. O'Connell's theoretical orientation is influenced by W.C. Smith's analysis of 

'Islamic liberalism.' O'Connel1 investigated the thought and policy framework of those 

who were front rank leaders of the Bangladesh liberation war and who held political 

power until 1975, and of Muslim Bengali intellectuals who were shaping a Bangladeshi 

sense of nationalism not based on Islam. The secular thought of this group, according to 

O'Connell, faced certain "dilemmas." Secularism of this group is restricted to 'dharma- 

nirapekrhata' or "neutrality in religion or simply tolerance;"31 without any repugnance to 

Islamic faith. 

O'Connel1 observed that the Awami League regime had declared a state policy of 

secularism and an elimination of comrnunalism, though communalism and secularism/ 

tolerance were left undefked in the constitution. The regime outlawed religion-based 

political parties, but did not outlaw communal lobbying groups. Separation of religion 

and politics was declared in the constitution, but there was confusion about how this 

could be accomplished. There is no cornmitment within the Constitution that forbade 

29 Shila Sen, Musfim Politics in Bengal. 1937-1 947 (New Deihi: Impex India, 1976). 

30 Joseph T. OCo~e11, "Dilemmas of Secularism in Bangladesh," published in the Journal of Asim and 
~f i i can  Studies, Vol. XI, No. 1 & 2 (January-April, 1976), pp. 64-82. The article was also published in 
Bardweil L, Smith (ed.), Religion and Conflict in South Asia (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1976). 

3 1  Joseph T. O'Comell, "DiIernmas of Secularism in Bangladesh," Journal of Asian and Afiican Smdies, p. 
Vol. XI, Nos., 1 & 2 (1976), p. 65. 



legislation contrary to the Quran and Sunnah, but the Prime Minister assured his people 

that the regime was not hostile to Islam. 

The scholars who were trying to define Bengali national identity in relation to 

Bengali literature and culture also faced dilemmas. Much of the best and most popular of 

existing Bengali literature was either very Hindu or very Muslim in content. It  did not 

reinforce the idea of secularisrn, even in its weaker "religious neutrality" form. The 

selections that were made often seemed narrow and arbitrary. 0' Conne11 wrote: "There is 

relatively little appeal to universal standards to justie what is affirmed to be of great 

value in and of itself.32 Additionally, there were ambiguities for the regime and the 

scholars both over: "Who make up the Bengali nation?" and "Are the fi@ million 

Bengali speakers in India part of the Bengali nation?" While the regime was defending its 

cornmitment to "secularism" (which sounded very Indian to most Bangladeshi ean), and 

while the intellectuals were trying to discover inspiring models of non-communal Bengali 

national culture in existing Bengali literature. the more orthodox and more fùndamentalist 

Muslims were begiming to denounce the regime and the scholars for opposition to 

Islam. This posed a challenge to the Bangladesh leadership to "construe the principal of 

secularism/tolerance in ways that constructively guide this Muslim self-assertiveness and 

not in a way that alienates it and leads to an unintended communal backlash."33 

O'Connel1 fails to distinguish between what we cal1 Islarnic Liberals and rational 

humanist Muslims. He seems to imply that what Bangladesh needs is Islamic liberals who 

are committed to the universal humanism, but not the secular rhetonc, of the rational 

humanist Muslims. 

Sibnarayan Ray, an enthusiastic follower of M.N. Ray's radical humanism, was 

the first to write in Enlish language an exclusive essay on the rational humanist trend of 

32 Joseph T. O'ConnelI, "Dilemmas of  Secularism in Bangladesh," Journal ofAsian und Afiican Smdies, p. 
66. 

33 Joseph T. O'Connell, "Dilemmas of Secularism in Bangladesh," Journal ofAsion and Afiicon Studies, p. 
70. 



the Bengali Muslim intelligentsia. The article. titled "The Sikha (1927-32) movement: A 

Note on the Bengali Muslirn intelligentsia in search of modernity" (1977), was read at a 

conference of the Ausaalian Association of Asian Studies. It was published in MN.  Ray's 

English journal. The Radical Humanist (977-78). S ibnarayan Ray, in the article, appeded 

to histonans to look into a radical movement of the Bengali Muslims: 
During its brief life, Sikha (nie title of a journal of the 
radicals) becarne the center of a unique intellecnial 
movement which both in the scope and vigor of its inquiry 
and in the intensity of opposition which it generated arnong 
powerful sections of the cornmunity in Bengal was 
reminiscent of another movement which had taken place in 
Calcutta, exactly hundred years earlier. But while much has 
been written about Derozio and his Hindu school pupils. 
who were known collectiveiy as "Young Bengal," the Sikha 
movement still waits for its historians.34 

The article has several problems. The journal of the rational humanists, Shikh, 

died in 193 1 ; not in 1932, and the organization of the rational humanists, the Muslim 

Sahitya Samaj, swived up to 1938. Second: Ray looked only into the essays that were 

published in Shikha; but not those articles of the same rational humanist that were 

published in other journals and in volumes edited by their own group. As a result, Ray 

could not see that their main intellecnial inspiration had corne from the Bengal 

Renaissance. Finally, Ray did not look into some of the unpublished works of the 

radicals. Despite these problems. Ray situated the radical movement within a correct 

theoretical frame. He distinguished the thought of the Bengali Muslim radicals fiom 

Urdu-speaking intellectuals of Bengal and north India on one main basis; defense of the 

Islamic faith. His conclusion on the latter group of intellectuals was: "...Intellectual 

energies were devoted largely to either a defense of religion, or to glorification of early 

34 Sibnarayan Ray, "The Sikha movement-1: A Note on the Bengali Muslirn Intelligentsia in Search of 
Modemity." The Radical Humanist, Vol. XLI, No. 9 (December, 1977), p. I I .  Also Sibnarayan Ray, "The 
Sikha movernent-II: A Note on the Bengali Muslirn fntelligentsia in Search of Modernity." published in The 
Radical Humanisr, Vol. XLI, No. 10 (January, 1978), pp. 1 1-1 5.  



Islamic history ..."Js On the contmy, Ray quoted Kazi Abdul Wadud to illustrate the 

viewpoint of the radical humanists among Muslims of Bengal: "...Muslim society had 

refûsed to give to rnembers any scope of self4evelopment. Whatever might have been the 

original purpose of Islam. in the actual working of Muslim society. fieedorn of spirit was 

restricted by a plethora of rules and prohibitions."36 

In 1977, David Kopf and Safiuddin Joarder jointly edited a volume. Reflections on 

the Bengal Renai~sance.3~ Kopf was a visiting professor at the institute of Bangladesh 

Studies, Rajshahi. The volume published ten articles. Three described the negative 

attitude of nineteenth-century Bengal Muslhs  to the Bengal Renaissance. A lone essay 

written by Mahmud Shah Qureshi, "Seinire of Consciousness and Position: Role of the 

Muslims in the Bengal Renaissance,"3* pointed out the positive response of Kazi Wadud 

to the Bengal Renaissance. Qureshi wrote that Wadud "conscientiously carried out the 

spirit of Bengal Renaissance."39 For the fint time, Qureshi had identified the movement 

of the rationalists in the way they themselves called their movement: 'Buddhir Mukri 

.4ndolan' or 'Freedorn of Intellect Movement.' Qureshi divided the Bengali Muslim 

intellectuals into four groups: 
1 .Those who concentrated on Islamic themes-Sayyid 
Ismail Hussain Shiraji (1880-1931), Mawlana Akram 
Khan40 (1 868- 1 967), and Mawlana Muninizzaman 

35 Sibnarayan Ray. "The Sikha movement-1." p. 13. 

36 Sibnarayan Ray, "The Sikha movement-1." p. 1 1. 

37 David Kopf and Safiuddin Joarder (eds.), Reflections on the Bengul Renoissmce (Rajshahi: Institute of 
Bangladesh Studies, Rajshahi University, 1977). Kopf had been a visiting professor, at the Instinite of 
Bangladesh Studies. Rajshahi, 1975-76. 

38 This article is basically translation of material in chapter: re V, "La litierature Musuimane et fa 
renaissance des letters Bengali," in Mahmud Shah Qureshi's Etude sur tevolution intellectualle chez les 
~Vuulmanc du Bengale, 1857-1947 (Paris: Mouton, 197 1). This important book seems not to have been 
used by Engl ish-reading scho lm. 

39 David Kopf and Safiuddin Joarder (ed.), Rejections on the Bengal Renuissunce, p. 99. 

Mushiml Hasan. Nationulisrn and Communal Politics in India (New Deihi: Manohar, 1979), has 
incorrectly stated that Akram Khan was a "Lawyer." Akram never studied law. He was a professional 
journalist and an editor of several Bengali journais. See Hasan, p. 223. 



(Manirujjarnan) IslamabadP ( 1 878- 1 950) are the 
outstanding personalities in the category. 
2. Those who drew their inspirations fiom Bengali 
naditions main1 y; Kazi Naznil Islam ( 1 899- 1 976), 
Jasimuddin (1 904-1 976), Kazi Abdul Wadud (1 894- 1969) 
and the Kemalists (i.e. participants or followers of buddhir 
mukti AndoZan or the Shikha-Panthi).. . 
3. Those who balanced or equivocated between the above 
two highs of tradition; there can be a long list, to name few: 
Lutfar Rahman (1880-1932), Kazi Imdadui Huq (1882- 
1 9261, Golarn Mostafa (1 895- l964), Shahadat Hussain 
(1893-1953), S. (Sheikh) Wajed Ali (1890-195 l), 
Moharnmad Wajed Ali (1 888-1 954). Abdul Karim Sahitya- 
Visharad (Bisharad) (1 896- 1953). and Moharnmad 
Shahidullah (1 885- 1969). 
4. Those who attempted to relate a more Universal Modem 
culture to the locd traditions-Humayun Kabir (1906- 
1969), Abu Sayeed Ayyub, Syed Mujtaba Ali, Syed 
WaliuiIah (1 922- 197 1 ).a2 

Qureshi has appropriately categorized the first group of intellectuals as 

concentrating on "Islamic themes." But the phrase, "Islamic themes," is vague and too 

general. It was for their aggressive defense of faith, by modem intellecnial organizations 

and techniques and by employing modem intellectuals, that we prefer to cal1 this group 

neo-orthodox. We do not categorize the neo-orthodox as either fundarnentalist or 

traditionalists for reasons to be discussed later in this introductory chapter. 

Among the second group distinguished by Qureshi, we consider only Kazi Abdul 

Wadud and participants in buddhir mukri andolan as rational humanist using Bengali 

themes. We also treat in the dissertation, other associates of Wadud in this category. It is 

by the way, a misnomer to identify as "Kemaiist" any section of buddhir mukri 

The name has been Arabicized, "Mawlana Munir al-Zarnan Khan Isiamabadi," in a recent doctoral 
dissertation of the University of Toronto, Riman Malik, "Mawlana Husayn Ahmad Madani and Jami'yat 
Ulama-i Hind 1920-1947: Status of Islam and Muslims in India" (ünpublished Ph.D. thesis: Centre for 
South Asian Studies, University of Toronto, 1993, p. 37 1. 

42 Mahrnud Shah Qureshi, "Seizure of Consciousness and Position: Role of the Muslims in the Bengal 
Renaissance," published in David Kopf (ed.), Rejlectiom on the Bengal Renaissance. pp. 98-99. Kazi 
Wadud did not die in 1969, but in 1970. The article is reprinted in Mahmud Shah Qureshi, Culture and 
Developmenr (Dhaka: Obor Book 1982). There is a printing mistake in this article. The footnote 19 is 
printed as 9 in page 12. 



movement. "Kemalist" and "Shikha Panthi" (group associated with the journal S h i h ) ,  

were pejorative terms of the Calcutta-based Muslirn neo-orthodox intellecnials for the 

Dhaka-based rational humanists. Wadud had rejected these titles. Jasimuddin and Nanul 

Islam, however, do not belong in the same category with Wadud. Jasimuddin was never a 

member of the buddhir rnukri organization, Muslim Sahitya Samaj (MSS) of Dhaka, nor 

did he ever wite for its journal, Shikha. N d  was invited occasionally, not to read a 

paper but te sing a Song, in the sessions of the MSS. It is tme that al1 three drew 

inspiration from Bengali tradition. But there was a difference. Waduds gurus were 

Rammo h m  and Rabindranath. In other words, Wadud's Bengalism was continuous with 

the "unfettered rationalism" of Rammohun and the "universal humanism" of 

Rabindranath Tagore. But Wadud was not much interested in the cultural and social life 

of the ordinary Bengali peasants. Jasimuddin, on the other hand, who drew inspiration 

fiorn the latter. wrote nothing about Rammohun and very litîle about Tagore. Namil 

Islam's thought was full of conflict and contradictions; it is difficdt to put him into any 

category. Namil Islam was a Bengali, but he was also pan-lslamic. He defended Islarnic 

faith; but also challenged Islamic tenets. He was a socialist, a close associates of the 

comrnunist leader, M d i w  Ahmad; but he was also a close associate of the relatively 

apoli tical Rabindranath Tagore? 

About Qureshi's categorization of the third group, those who "balance or 

equivocated," between Islam and Bengali culture, we do not disagree. But we characterize 

this group more sharply as within the 'Islamic liberal' mode1 of W.C. Smith. In Bengali 

Muslim society, we define a liberal as one who accommodates as much of Bengali culture 

43 For an excellent intellectual biography of Namil Islam. see. Rafiqul Islam, Nmml Jibani (Dhaka: 
Bengali Department, Dhaka University, 1972). For Namil Islam's poems in Bengali, see Abdul Kadir (ed.), 
N m w i  Racanabali. 1, I I  & III (Dhaka: Kendriya Bangla Unnyan Board, 1966,1967, & 1970). Abdul Kadir, 
N a z m i  pratibhar Svanrp (Dhaka: Nam1 Institute, 1989). Abu Rushd, Selectedpoems ofKazi NUZNI Islam. 
(Dhaka: Namil Institute, n.d). Rafiqul Islam, Nmrtrl Nirdeshika @haka: Bangla Academy, 1969). 



as Islarnic principles allow. Hence the secularism of an "Islamic liberal" is constrahed by 

his conception of Islarnic faith. 

As for Qureshi's fourth group, those who attempted to relate 'univenal modem 

culture to local traditions,' we would consider them closer to our "rational humanist" 

category because of their cornrnitments to the "universal human," "creativity," "freedorn" 

etc. But. as they were not participants in the buddhir mukti movement and the Muslim 

Sahitya Sarnaj of Dhaka. we do not examine them in this thesis." 

Two yean latter, David Kopf, published an article, "Pakistani identity and the 

historiography of Muslim Bengal" (1979), as part of his research on the "ongins of a 

Bengali Muslim intelligentsia." Kopf correctly understood the identity problem of 

distinguishing between the "self-image of Bengali Muslims and Muslim Bengalis." But it 

seems that Kopf was not aware of the rational humanist trend of the Muslims of Bengai. 

His judgement on the Muslim intellectuais of Bengal seems to have been entirely based 

on the two types that we have categorized as neo-orthodox and Islamic liberais. 
To Muslim Bengali historians, 1857 represents the ultimate 
catastrophe of Islam in india. indian Muslims suddenly 
awoke from their futile struggle to dislodge the British to 
find themselves far behind the Hindus socially. 
economically, intellectually and politically. It is in this 
context. finally. that the Muslims refer to the Bengal 
renaissance. But as one might anticipate, the liberalism, 
reformism, creativity, and al1 other positive aspects of the 
renaissance are totally disregarded. 45 

* Writings of sorne of these intellecnials are reprinted in Bangladesh. See for example, Syed Akram 
Hossain (ed.), Syed Waliuflah Racanabali, I (Dhaka: Bangla Academy, 1986). Syed Abu1 Maqsud (ed.), 
Sved Waliuffar Jiban O Sahitya, II (Dhaka: Miraba books, 1983). Nurur Rahman Khan, Syed Mziziaba Ali 
(Dhaka: Academic Pub1 ishers, 1 993). Mohammad Numl Huda (ed.), Hum4yun Kabir Racanabali @haka: 
Bangla Academy, 1985). Humayun Kabu wrote a book review on Kazi Abdul Wadud's, BangIar Jugaran: 
"Kazi Abdu1 Wadud is widely known in Bangladesh as a thoughfil writer of mukra buddhi (fieedom of 
thought). The present book will establish his eminence more widely." Humayun Kabir, "Sarnalocana," 
Caruranga, Vol. XIX, No. 1 ( 1957), pp.9 1 -94. 

4S David Kopf. "Pakistani ldentity and the Histonography of Mwlim Bengal," published in Richard L. Park 
(ed.), Parterm of Change in Modern Bengal, (East Lansing: Asian Studies Centre, Michigan State 
University, 1979), p. 1 17. 



This statement is appropriate to the neo-orthodox and to some extent to Islarnic liberals, 

but it does not at al1 reflect the more radical rational humanist view of Bengali Muslim 

intelligentsia. 

Rafiuddin Ahmed's, The Bengali Muslim 1870-1905: A Quesr for identity (1 98 1 ), 

and his recent article, "Conflict and Contradictions in Bengali Islam: Problems of Change 

and Adjustment" (1988),46 argue that Islam in Bengal had Iost its orthodox beliefs amid 

the ethnic cultural influences on the Bengali Muslims, thus giving birth to a new image 

of Islam-the 'popuiar Islam' or 'foik Islam.' According to Ahmed, such an adjustrnent of 

classical Islam to the local environment involved not only Islam's culhiral 

accommodation with Hindu religious idioms. An entire complex of local folk traditions 

had permeated the beliefs and practices of the ordinary Bengali Muslim population. 

Ahmed's is a pioneenng work for our understanding of classical Islam's accommodation 

in the wal areas of Bengal. 

This dissertation is sirnilar as well as dissimilar to Ahmed's work. Ahmed's work 

primarily concentrates on a 'Hinduization of the Islamic faith' by the ordinary rural 

Bengali Muslims between 1870 and 1906. This dissertation, however, concentrates on a 

rational humanist critique of Islam by a group of urban Bengali Muslim intelligentsia 

between 1926 and 1938. Second: Ahmed's work focuses on a movernent of Islamization 

of the ordinary Muslims carried out exclusively by Muslim 'reformists' in the rurai areas. 

This dissertation, however, argues that a part of the funding of the later neo-orthodox's 

program of lslamization and orthodoxy came fiom urban Hindu business houes. Third: 

this dissertation aims to show, how far the 'Bengali puthi' (popular manuscript) literature, 

was inspiring the urban intelligentsia. Our conclusion is that 'Bengali puthi' literature was, 

by and large, neglected by the urban intelligentsia. However, the neo-orthodox and the 

46 Rafiuddin Ahmed, The Bengali Muslims 1870- 1905: A Q u m  for Identiry (Deihi: Oxford University 
Press, 198 1 ), and Rafiuddin Ahmed, "Conflict and Contradictions in Bengali Islam: Problems of Change 
and Adjustments," published in Catherine P. Ewing (ed.), Shariat and Ambiguiry in South Asian Islam 
(Berkely: University of California Press, 1988), pp. 1 15- 14 1. 



Islamic liberals suppressed allegedly Hinduized 'Bengali puthi' literahxe but showed 

some interest in 'Mussalmani puthi' literature. The rationalists on the other hand ignored 

'Musaimani puthi;' but divided on the 'Bengali puthi' literature. 

Asirn Roy's book, The Islamic Syncretisiic Tradition (1983) concentrates on 

medieval Bengali Muslim society, and he favors the term "syncretisric" instead of 

"popular" and "folk." the terms used by Rafiuddin, for traditions of Bengali Islam. This 

important snidy does not treat twentieth centuiy Bengali Islam. 

[n 1982. Amalendu De published, Islum in Modern India.47 Five of the thirteen 

articles in the book are on Bengali-speaking Muslims, of which one is on the rational 

humanists of East Bengal: "The Muslirn Sahitya Samaj of Dhaka (1926-1936): Its 

Contribution to the Growth of Rationalism in Bengali Muslim Society." De argues in 

these articles that Muslims of hdia do not fonn a homogeneous community. One 

argument is that a key Bengali Muslim political figure did not want Pakistan: "Two 

Nation theory challenged by A.K. Fazlul Huq." Also at the political level. De discussed: 

"A plea for sovereign Bengal," a plan that was engineered jointly by Sarat Chandra Bose. 

Abu1 Hashem, and H.S. Suhrawardy in 1947. 

At the socio-cultural and religious levels, De argues that the rationalism of East 

Bengali Muslims is distinctive of Bengali Islam. He characterizes the thought of the 

rationalists of the MmIim Sahitya Samaj as marked by "Rational-democratic- humanistic 

idea1s:"Ja "...This Sahitya Samaj was opposed by a group of Bengali Muslims for 

propounding un-Islarnic ideals. Thus the spirit of rationalisrn generated by the Samaj was 

J7 De is currently a Gum Nanak Professor of  history at Jadabpw University, Calcutta. The work is a 
collection of thineen essays that De read earlier in various intellettual forums. These essays together do not 
reflect a uniform Islam. That is probabty not intended by De. 

j8 Amalendu De, "Muslim Sahitya Samaj of Dhaka (1926-1936): Its Contribution to the Growth of 
Rationalism in Bengali Muslim Society," published in Amalendu De (ed.), Islam in Modern India (Calcutta: 
Maya Prakashini, l982), p. 70. See also Chandiprasad Sarkar, The Bengali MusIims: A Shrtfy of Their 
Politiclzation, 1912- 1929 (Caicutta: K.P. Bagchi, 199 l), chapter 6 and 7. 



confionted with Islamic fundarnentali~rn."~9 The meaning of 'Islamic fimdamentalism,' is, 

however, left undefined in the article. De identified as the founder of this movement Kazi 

Abdul Wadud (1 894- 1970) and as his CO-worker, Abul Hussain (1 897- 1938). He also 

cited accurately the motto of the movement and noted its intellectual organization and the 

conflict between the rationalists and ' fundamentalists' in the Bengali Muslim society . 

De distinguishes a group of Bengali Muslim intelligentsia that we would cal1 

'Islamic liberals.' He argues that these intelligentsia had created "a stir in literary circles," 

that their "rational spirit" spread to the rationalists of Dhaka. The intellectuais that he 

cites in this role are Kazi Imdadul Huq, Begurn Rokeya Mohamrnad Lutfar Rahman. and 

Namil Islam. For example, De quotes Begurn Rokeya as saying that: "religious books are 

nothing but man made code. Nobody cm definitely say that ihey are sent by God."sO 

Again Rokeya said: "Where there is much rigidity in religion, there is greater oppression 

on women."s' It is true that scattered and isolated cornments critical of Islam were made 

by a few 'Islamic liberals' arnong the Bengali Muslim intelligentsia, in the Iate nineteenth 

and early twentieth centuries. Rafiuddin Ahrned even noted that Mir Mosharraf Hussain 

( 1 847- 19 1 1) "advocated the voluntary abolition of cow-slaughter by the Muslims for the 

sake of amity with the HindusNs2 But such explicit criticism of and departures From 

Muslim noms were rare arnong the lsiamic liberais in Bengal. 

The more radical rauonalism of Wadud. Abul Hussain cannot be equated with the 

'dilemma' of the Islamic liberal intellectuals rnentioned above. Wadud and Abul Hussain 

paid attention to these writers, but wrote very M e  about them. The difference of Wadud 

49 Amalendu De, "Muslirn Sahitya Samaj of Dhaka (1926-1936): Its Contribution to the Growth of 
Rationalisrn in Bengali Muslim Society," p. 70. 

s0 Amalendu De, "Muslim Sahitya Samaj of Dhaka (1926-1936): Its Contribution to the Growth of 
Rationalism in Bengali Muslim Society," p. 7 1 .  

SI~malendu De, "Muslim Sahitya Sarnaj of Dhaka (1926-1936): Its Contribution to the Growth of 
Rationalism in Bengali Muslirn Society," p. 71. 

52 Rafiuddin Ahmed. The Bengali Muslims 1870- 1905: A Quosr for Idenrip. p. 175. The book of Mir 
Mosharraf is Go-jiban (1 888), that Ahmed cites. 



and Abul Hussaui fiom these Islamic liberal intellecnials may be understood on these 

points. First: Wadud and Abd Hussain gave an organizational shape to the movement of 

rational humanism. Second: rationalisrn was advocated by Wadud and Abul Hussain 

under universal (not specifically Islamic) ideals of 'fieedom of thought' and 'liberarion of 

expression.' Third: rationalisrn was consistent and insistent in Wadud's and Abul 

Hussain's writings, not occasionai. Fourth: rational humanism was inspired in Wadud's 

thought most directly not fiom any Muslim source but fiom Rammohun and 

Rabinciranath. Fifth: Wadud kept his rational hurnanism organizationally and 

concepnially distinct fiom the neosrthodox and the Islamic liberals. such as Mir 

Moshad,  Begurn Rokeya, Imdadul Huq, and Lutfar Rahrnan.53 

WhiIe in Calcutta in the 1970s and 1980s, Amalendu De was writing articles and 

books that gave a fiesh insight into Bengali Muslims, in Bangladesh, Rafiuddin Ahmed 

was launching a sirnilar intellectual effort. In 1983 and 1985. Ahmed organized two 

major seminars: one in Dhaka and the other in the port city of Chittagong. Ahmed's 

purpose is clear, a re-definition of Islam of the Bengali Muslims: 
Islam in Bengal has often been presented in the context of 
the dominant culturai tradition of northem India. The 
historians of the subcontinent were so overwhelmed by the 
tradition of Imperial Delhi and Lucknow that their views of 
Muslim culture in India were influenced by the splendors of 

53 For study of Mir Mosharrafs wntings, see Mohammad Abdul Awal. Mir Moshmrafer Ga&a Rochana 
or "An analysis of prose works of M u  Mosharraf Hossain" (Dhaka: Bangla Academy, 1975); Mohammad 
Moninuzaman, Adhunik Bangla Kabey Hindu-Musalman Samparka: 1 857- 1 920 or "Hindu-Muslim 
Relations as reflected in Modern Bengali Poetry" (Dhaka: Bangla Academy, 1970), pp. 359-364. Qazi 
Abdul Mannan, Adhunik Bangla Sahiryo-O-Muslim Samaj or "Modem Bengali titerature and the Muslim 
Society of Bengal" (Dhaka: Bangladesh Book Corporation, 1990). pp. 120, 156, 183, 187, 323, 324, 325, 
33 1, 333, 335, 336, 338, 340, 395, 424, 452, 478, 497. Anisuzzaman, Musfim Manus O Bangla Sahitya. 
(Calcutta: Muktadhara, 197 1 ), pp. 194-220. For Begurn Rokeya, see, Dr. Shamsul Alam, Rokeya S a h a t  
Hossain: Jiban O Sahiiya karma or "Life and Literary works of Rokeya Sakhwat Hossain" (Dhaka: Bangla 
Academy, 1989). For Imdadul Huq, see Abdul Kadir (ed.), Kmi Imdadul Huq Racanabalf or 'Works of 
Imdadul Huq' (Dhaka: Kendriya Bangla-Unyan Board, 1968). Essays of Mohammad Lu* Rahman were 
published in Bengali Muslim joumals. See Mohammad Lutfàr Rahman, "Mussafman," Moyam, VoI. III, 
No. 1-2 (193 1), pp. 8-9; Vol. III, (March, 193 1 ), pp. 77-85; Vol. IV, No. 1 (1 932), pp. 13-14; Vol. IV, No. 
2 (1 932), pp. 69-70; Vol. IV, No. 3 (1932), pp. 139- 14 1 ; "Echlamer Pwna Pratishta," Vol. VI, No. 3 
( 1  933), pp. 69-72; "Mussafman," Vol. VI, No. 5 (1933), pp. 132-134; Vol. VI, No. 7 (1933), pp. 193-195; 
Vol. VII, No.1 (1934), pp. 12-14; Vol. VII, No. 2 (1934), pp. 56-59; Vol. VII, No. 3 (1934), pp. 98-100. 



the classical civilization which flourished in the upper 
Gangetic valley and which al1 but obscured other f o m  of 
expression of the Islamic culture in different regions.. ..The 
key to understanding the peculiarities of Bengali Islam lies 
in the idka-structure of the society, the local tradition, 
custom. and popular cultwe, rather than study of the d o p a  
of the dominant tradition which flourished in northern 
i.ndia.s4 

The contributors to the two seminars included fiont-rank intellechials of 

Bangladesh and two scholars who came from the United States.55 Despite the high profile 

of contributon. and the appeal of Ahmed to locate Bengali Islam within a new context. 

the contributors generally failed to address more radical, or rational humanist group of the 

Bengali Muslim intelligentsia Except for one essay, the contributors attnbuted creativity 

of the Bengali Muslim intelligentsia only to an 'ambiguous' understanding of Islam. These 

papers, thus, stressed nothing beyond 'Islarnic liberalism.' 

A lone essay was read on the group of rational humanist Muslims by Dr. Wakil 

Ahmad, a 'neo-marxist1s6 scholar of Bengali literature of Dhaka University, "Kozi Abdul 

Waduder Samaj O Rasna Cinto" or 'Social and political thought of Kazi Wadud.' Instead 

of contrasting Wadud with the 'Islamic liberals' of Bengal and north India, the article 

criticized Wadud h m  a Marxist point of view. The essay satirized Wadud's radical 

thought in Marxisthationalist terms: "The best years of Wadud's life were spent under the 

rule of British irnperialism and colonialism." Wadud was inspired by "scientific 

54 Rafiuddin Ahmed (ed. ), Islam in Bangladerh:Society, Culture. and Politics ( D  haka: Bangladesh Itihas 
Sarniti, 1983). pp. 1-11. 

55 Professor Richard Eaton of the University of Arizona and Professor Zillur Rahman Khan, University of 
Wisconsin at Oshkosh, contributed to the seminars. Eaton was a discussant and Khan read a paper, "Islam 
and Bengali Nat ionalisrn," pub1 ished in Rafiuddin Ahrned, Bangladesh: Society, Religion, and Politics 
(Chittagong: South Asia Studies Group, 1985), pp. 17-50. 

56 1 have an experience with one leading Marxist scholar during my field trip to Dhaka in 1993. For 
collecting information on the trudàhir mukti movement, 1 met the marxist scholar and told him about 
Wadud's thought of 'rational humanism.' He told me to get out of his house, because, he said that there is 
nothing in Wadud's thought that can be called 'radical' and 'creative.' David Kopf has noted a wonderful 
similarity between 'Marxist' and 'cornmunalists' reaction to bhadrdok movements: "They share a nearly- 
identical dismal view of the renaissance, but for different reasons." See David Kopf. "Pakismi ldentity and 
the Historiography of Muslim Bengal," p. 1 15. 



rationalism, liberal humanism, individualism, secularism, materialism, and this 

worldliness of a colonial bourgeois culture."57 Despite acknowledging Wadud's fieedom 

of thought and critique of Islam, the Marxist orientation of the author has downgraded 

Wadud: 
... Wadud's idealistic society is where the individual would 
enjoy tights; where there would be a fkeedom of thought, 
emancipation of intellect; where, irrespective of color, race, 
and nationaiity, al1 people wodd be equal; where, instead 
of mental rigidity, artificiality, snipidity, there would be 
naturainess, creativity, and dynamisrn .... No social scientist 
would suggest a social change on this basis. Without an 
economic revolution with a change of production process 
and relations, there is no possibility of a social change ...? 

Wadud's so-called "bourgeois" intellectual inspiration does not fit with the 

author's 'economic revolution' or class stniggle thesis. The author even condoned those 

oahodox Muslims who trïed to intimidate Wadud and Abu1 Hussain: "in the people's 

court (ganu adaht), they were declared kofir, and had to sign a note of apology."59 The 

Muslim Marxist scholars of Bangladesh evidently are not interested in the kind of 

creative movement of the bhadralok, that was engineered by Kazi Wadud. 

Anisuuaman, a distinguished scholar on Bengali literature in Bangladesh, has 

discussed the 'creativity' of the Bengali Muslim liberals of late nineteenth and early 

twentieth centuries in his recent book: Creutivi&, Reality, and Identity (1993)F The book 

j7 Wakil Ahmad, " Kazi Abdul Waduder Samaj o Rastra Cinta" in Rafiuddin Ahrned (ed.), Bangladesh: 
Society, Religion and Politics, p. 22 1. 

58 ... Kazi Abdul Waduder kafpita Samaje byaktir adhikur thakbe, jnan O cinta carcar svadhinata thakbe, 
jati-dharma-barna nirbisheshe sauharda saubhrarritver samparka thakbe. kritrimata, nirbuddhita, jaratar 
sthale svabhab ikata, buddhimata O gatishilata thakbe.. . . Abashya kona samajbwani samaj-pcuibartaner 
erup bidhan diben na. Utpadan paddhatir upay O samparker pwibartan &ara arrhanaitik bipfab chara 
sarnajer paribartan O unnayan sambhab nay, e satya Gandhipanzhi victorian liberal rnadhyabitta 
bhadralok upalabdhi karre paren nu. ... Wakil Ahmaci, "Kazi Abdul Waduder Samaj O Rasira Cinta, " pp. 
223 -224. 

59 Wakii Ahmad, " Kazi Abdul Waduder Samaj O Rama Cinm " p. 222. 

60 Anisuzzaman, Creativity Reufity and Identity (Dhaka: International Centre for Bengal Studies, Dhaka 
University, 1993). For other works o f  Anisuzzaman on Bengali MusIim intellectual history, see Muslim 
Manas o Bangla Suhitya ( 1  757-1918); Musfim Banglar Samayik Pa- 183 1-1930, or 'Journals of MusIbn 
Bengal.' (Dhaka: Bang la Academ y, 1 969); Svaruper Sandhane @ haka: Jatiya Sahitya Prakashani, 1 976). 



is a collection of four articles, two of which are related to Bengali Muslim intellectuals, 

covering the yean between 1870 and 1920 and between 1947 and 1971. Thus the radical 

buddhir mukri movement of 19264938, is omitted fiom this book. Nevertheless, the 

importance of the book is its definition of creativity, one that more or less justifies the 

'Islamic liberalism' of the Bengali Muslirn intelligentsia. Anisuzzaman gives a broad 

definition of creativity: 
Creativity may be defmed as the capability to cope with the 
changing or unforeseen situations, resulting in 'products' 
which are 'new' and 'ongina l'....One of the major 
manifestations of intellectud creativity is in the expression 
of collective identity and consciousness in a given social 
formation. It provides the source of values, beliefs, and 
world-views which constitute the bed-rock of any culture. 
b is significant as a mechanism for either legitimiing or 
ïepudiating any socio-economic system.61 

Ansuvaman thus argues that Bengali Muslimst creativity is expressed in two 

ways: by "legitimizing" or "repudiating" a given socio-econornic system. In the chapter 

entitled "The world of the Bengali Muslim writer in the nineteenth century (1 870- 1920)," 

Anisu2zaman describes the 'creativity' of a group of intellectuals whom we would prefer 

to divide into two categories--neo-orthodox and Islamic liberais. One source of creativity 

of this group, according to Anisuzûunan, is that they wrote in "chaste Bengali." Bengali 

Muslim intellectuals, for example, Manini, aman Islamabadi, Akram Khan and 

Mohammad Shahidullah. were "infiuenced by the modernists" Iike Sir Sayyid Ahmad 

Khan, Amir Ali. They sought to find the "causes of Hindu-Muslim conflict," and one of 

- - -- 

Anisi~naman's, Muslim Bangfar Sarnayik Papa 183 1- 1930, pubkhed a long list of titles and editors of the 
Bengali Muslim journals. The Iist describes the year of publication of the journals, their editor, duration and 
most importantly key responses of the editors and writers to issues such as: politics, nationalism, religion, 
etc. A total of 117 Bengali Musiim journals were pubiished by Bengali Muslim intellectuals from 183 1 to 
1930. Out of 117, a total of 77 journals were published from Calcutta, and 29 journals published fiom 
Dhaka and rnofc~ssil areas of East Bengal. Hundreds of Bengali Muslim writers pubIished essays in these 
journals. 

Aniswzaman. Creativity. Reality and Identity, pp. 1 1 - 12. 



them "called upon the Muslims to give up beef-eating and cow sacrifice to spare the 

feelings of the Hindus. "62 

III. Bengali language scholarship on modem Bengali M u s l h  thought. 

The h t  extensive work on the buddhir mukti movement was completed by a 

Bangladeshi scholar, Khondkar Sirajul Huq. The work is Huq's doctoral dissertation in 

Bengali language and Merature, completed in 1 982 at the University of D h h  Two years 

later, the Bangla Academy of Dhaka published the dissertation under the title: Musiim 

Sahitya Samaj: Samaj Cinto o Sahitya Karma (1984) or "Muslim Literature Society: 

Social thought and Literary works." A detailed cntical review of this book is would be 

desirable but space does not permit us to do so. 

It is a huge book of 622 pages describing the views of almost al1 the Bengali 

Muslim intellecnials who were associated with the Sunaj, but without dividing them any 

into categories under an analytical Framework.63 The secondary sources that he cites in 

this book do not suggest that he is aware of the current scholarship on Muslim modernism 

in India As a result, Huq could not differentiate the rationai humanism of Wadud and 

Abu1 Hussain fiom 'Islamic liberalism,' of Mohamrnad Shahidullah, Abdur Rashid, and 

many other Bengali 'Muslim liberals' of the Samaj. The phrase, buddhir muhi, or 

'Emancipaîion of Intellect' had a critical rationalist meaning to Wadud and an Islamic 

'apologetic' meaning to the Islamic liberals, but Huq does not indicate this. 

We also could see that Huq's work has not focused on the organizationai structure 

of the Samaj, the circwnstances of its origin in Dhaka, its constitution, social background 

62 Anisuaaman, Crearivim Reaiiy and Idenziry, pp. 77-78. 

63 Of those who were associated with the Samaj, our understanding is that the distinct groups emerged: 
the "rationalists," who founded the Samaj, and the 'Islamic liberaIsl and 'independents,' who were invited by 
the former to participate. The independent group was M e r  divided into IWO and one of  which tended to 
support the rationakb. The other independent group tended support to the 'Islaiiic liberals.' We have 
aiready note4 the clear bais of this division,-wiiatever iiie Tom' and 'content' of an issue, the Isfzmic 
liberals defended Is!am; as against the rationalists who were prepared to criticize IsIarnic beIiefs and 
practices. 



of its participants, and, most cmcially, topics and arrangements of debate in the Samaj 

between the 'rational hurnanists' and 'Islarnic liberals.' Perhaps one reason why Huq has 

not done this is that he could not get access to some important unpublished writings and 

documents of Wadud and the Samaj. These were available when Huq wrote his 

dissertation, but only in some private collections in Dhaka, which he did not use. 

Huq identifies a group of seven Bengali Muslim intellecnials as the core of the 

buddhir mukti movement: Kazi Abdul Wadud (1 894- IWO);  Abu1 Hussain (1 897- 193 8); 

Anwad Kadir (1 887- 1948); Kazi Mutahar Hussain (1 897- 198 1 ), Motahar Hussain 

Choudhury (1 903- l956), Abd Fazal(1903- 1983), and Abdul Kadir (1 906-1 984). As long 

as the Samaj survived, they, dong with some of their followers, formed a radical rational 

hurnanist group of Bengali Muslim intelligentsia. Ironically, Huq did not (or did not want 

to) focus on the radicalness of this group inside or outside the Samaj as opposed to 

'Islamic liberals.' Much of the critique of Islam by these radicals is suppressed or 

minimized in Huq's work, possibly for a fear of repnsals by Islarnic orthodox or 

fundarnentalist groups in Bangladesh. Huq, however, wrote a large chapter exclusiveIy on 

this 'group of seven;' but mostly it is a biographical and annotated bibliographical survey 

of these intellecnials. This chapter is valuable, however, for its impressive list of essays, 

books and joumals of these intellectuais.@ 

In addition to Huq's work, several secondary studies on the buddhir mukti 

movement have been published in recent years. These may be classified as follows. First, 

between 1968 and 1993, biographical and/or autobiographical volumes of each of the 

'group of seven' have been published by individuais or by the Bangla Acaderny. Second, 

severai addas (informai but relatively stable, discussion groups65) of Bangladeshi 

"4 This is a major contribution of Huq's book, although some mistakes of date and year m u t  be corrected. 
For example, the Samaj was founded, not on January 19, 1925, but on Januuy 17, 1926. The Samaj 
survived not until 1936, but up to 1938. See, Khondkar Sirajul Huq, Muslirn Suhitya Samaj: Sumaj Cima O 

Sahitya Karma (Dhaka: Bangla Academy, 1984). 

65 David Kopf calls addm "endless gossiping and intellectualizing." See, David Kopf, "The image of 
Bengal in the emerging literature of Bangladesh: A fiction of Hasan Azizul Huq," published in Clinton B. 



intellechtais have collected writings on Wadud and published them in edited volumes. An 

adda in Dhaka in the early 1970s, led to the formation of a committee on Raja 

Rammohun Roy and Wadud: Raja Rammohun Roy o Kazi Abdul Wadud Smriti Udiopn 

Cornmittee or 'A committee of celebration for remembrance of Raja Ramrnohun Roy and 

Kazi Abdul Wadud? The committee organized a serninar on May 19, 1972, to mark the 

bicentennid of Rammohun's birth and Wadud's second death anniversary. Abdul Kadu; a 

living member of the 'group of seven,' wrote and read the first intellectuai biography on 

Wadud: K .  Abdul Wadud (1976). Other addm of Dhaka University had aiso published 

similar works. One adda. stating their purpose to be 'collecting literary criticism' (sahiva 

samalocana sarngraha), published a volume: Wadud Carca ( 19 821, or 'research on 

Wadud.' Similarly. an adda of Chittagong: Bangladesh Literary Society (Bangladesh 

Sahitya Pruishad) published a volume, Kmi Abdul Wadud P r m n g a  ( 1  987). Third? since 

the 1960s. many Bengali journals and newspapen of Bangladesh and West Bengal, have 

reviewed Kazi Wadud and the buddhir rnukti movement.67 

Seely (ed.), Women. Politics and Lirerature in Bengal (East Lansing: Asian Studies Center, Michigan State 
University, 198 1 ), p. 157. 

66 The members of the cornmittee were: Professor Kabu Choudhury (Dhaka University, hereafter D.U.); 
Prof. Begurn Sufia Kama1 (D.U.); Abu1 Fazal (living participant of buddhir mukzi movement); Sharnsul 
Huda (Son-in-Law of Kazi Wadud and living participant of buddhir mukti movement); Abdul Kadir (iiving 
participant of buddhir mukri movement); Prof. Niiima Ibrahim (D.U.); Saokat Usman (writer); Syed 
Nuruddin (?); Sanaul Huq (writer); Prof. Salauddin Ahmad (D.U); Prof. Zillur Raharnan Siddique (D.U.); 
Prof. Serajul Islam Choudhury (D.U.); Abu Jafar Shamsuddin (writer); Prof. Hasan Hafizur Rahman (D.U.); 
Prof, Anisunaman (D.U.); Shamsur Rahman (poet and novelist); Abdar Rashid; Abdul Gani Hazari 
(writer); Prof Borhanuddin Khan Jahangir (D.U.); Prof Hasan Azizul Huq (D.U.); Kaninamoi Goswami; 
Prof. Akrarn Hussain (D.U.); Bashir Al Helal; Prof. Sardar Faziul Karim @.U.); Hemanta Kurnar Ghosh 
(secretary, Bangladesh Brahmo SamajJ; Sanjida Kham (daughter of K a P  Mutahar Hussain); and Humayun 
Kabir. See, Bashir AI Helal (ed), "Raja Rummohun Royer Dvi-shata Janmabarshiki O Kazi Abdul Waduder 
Dvitiya Mri~qbarshikr" or 'Raja Rammohun's bicentennial birth anniversary and Kazi Wadud's second 
death anniversary' (Dhaka, May 19, 1972). 

See for example, Muhammad Mahfûjullah. "ltihcrrer Aloke Kmi Abdul Wadud O Buddhir Mukri 
Andolan," published in Bangla Academy Patrika, VoI. XV, No. 2 (July-October, 1970), pp. 34-72; 
"Buddhir rnukti andolan: Kayekjan Lekhak," published in Puribarn, Vol. I I ,  No. 3 (1963) pp. 205-212; 
Buddhir Mukti o Renaissan Andolan (Dhaka: IsIamic Foundation of Bangladesh). Anisuzzaman, "Buddhir 
rnukti andolan," Parikram (Novernber-December, 1962), pp. 335-338. Abdu1 Huq, "ShiWlar Sandhane," 
Sarnakal, Vol. V ,  No. 3-5 & 6-8 (1961). Ahmed Sharif, "lmrej Amale Muslim-manasher Paricqy-sutra," 
Sarnakal, Vol. I I I ,  No. 7 (1959), pp. 524-528. Ahmad Numl Islam, "Kmi Abdul Wadud o Muslim Sahityo 
Samaj, '* Nibandhamala, Vcl. IV (June 1 988), pp. 54-66. WakiI Ahmad, "Muslim Sahitya Samaj O Buddhir 
rnukri Andolan," Bhasha Sahiva Pam.  Vol. fX, ( 198 1 ), 85- 1 1 0. Annadashankar Ray, "Jiban Darshanik 



The intellecîuai output of these uddas and Iiterary joumals has been publication of 

a substantial amount of descriptive articles on Wadud and the buddhir mukti movement. 

There is, however, no major criticisrn of the literahire, thought, and impact of Wadud and 

the buddhir rnukri movement, except by writers of 'neo-Marxist' and 'Islarnic liberal' 

orientations. Ahmed Sharif belongs to the former category. Sharif is a professor of 

Bengali literature of Dhaka University and a specialist on Sufi tradition. Sharif began 

cnticizing Wadud in 1959. In an article published in that year, Sharif nankly admitted 

that he had been inspired to write the article in retaliation for Wadud's alleged "sarcastic 

and ignorant comments on Muslims in Banglar Jagaran (1956) or 'Bengal 

A~akening."'~a The reason for Sharif s hostile cornrnents is that Wadud had criticized the 

fbndamentalism of the Wahabi movement. Sharif. on the contrary, in the article euiogized 

Wahabi fundamentalists and many other Muslim peasant rebels who had fought agahst 

British "exploitation and impenalism" in India. It should be noted that in Banglar 

Jagaran Wadud did not in fact make cornrnents derogatory to the peasant rn0vernent.6~ 

Sharif s second article cnticizing Wadud was published in 1982. Here Sharif. 

without citing any evidence fiom Wadud's writing, depicted him as a "mumin 

rnussalman" or a 'faithfd M~slirn.'~O The neo-Marxist scholar deconstructed Wadud's 

Wodud," Desh (Calcutta), June-July, 1970, pp. 955-96 1 .  Muzaffat Ahmad, " Kazi Abdul Wadud" Desh, 
June-July, 1970, p. 962. Abdur Rauf, "Jar mantra Chila Buddhir Mukti," Anandabmur Patrika, August 23, 
Sunday, 1993. Saktisadhan Mukhopadhyay, "Prabal Jharer Mukheo Disha Haranni Tini," Anandabazar 
Panika, August 23, Sunday, 1993. Shamsui Huda, "Manishi Abdul Waduder Karmamay Jiban;" Mahbub- 
ul-Alam, " Kazi Abdul Wadud;" Abu1 Fazal, "Mukta Buddhir Dishari Kmi Abdul Wachd;" Mokzal  Haider 
Choudhury, "Kazi Abdul Wadud, Ekti Prashasti;" Ittefaq, June 7 ,  Sunday, 1970. Arabinda Poddar, " Kazi 
Abdul Wadud Smaraniya Bungali, Mananshila ByaRritva," Purbadesh, June 2 1 ,  1970. Editorial, 
"Rammohunke Smaran Karche Bangladesh," Sambad, May 2 1 ,  1972. Syed Abdul K h ,  "Abd Hussain, " 
Banglabazar Magazine, August 5 ,  1 993. 

68~anab Kazi Abdul Waduder Banglar Jagmon granthe rnussalman sambanuïte je  ajnanta kimba 
racchilayr chap rayecite, rai e prabandha racanuy praracana jugiyeche. Ahmed Sharif, "Imrej Amale 
Muslim-manasher paricay-sutra," SamakaIl Vol. I I I ,  No.  7 (1959), p. 528. 

69 Ahmed Sharif, " fmgrei Amafe Muslim-manasher Paricqy-sutra,' p. 524. Sharif s article was published in 
Bengali journal, Samakal, but with a strong dissent by its editor: "The author's conclusion is sudden and 
short and it is not completeiy original. We wiIl publish a different view shortly." 

'O~hmed Sharif, "Kmi Abdul Wadud," published in Syed-ur Rahman (ed.), Wadud Cmca @haka: 
Academic publishers, I982), p. 125. 



universal hurnanism, unfettered rationalism, and human identity. He also wrote that 

Wadud was inspired by Subas Chandra, Jamaluddin Afgani and Hazrat Mohammad. He 

also declared: "They (buddhir mukri intellecnials) lived in the Bengal in 1920s, but they 

could not get rid of an infatuation with Medina and Mecca."71 Finally, the neo-Marxist 

author suppressed Wadud's critiques of Islam. Our answer to his speculative scholarship 

is that the neo-Marxist author was motivated to islamacize the buddhir rnukti movement 

in order to downplay the creative role of Wadud. David Kopf has rightly said: 
Mamists are not tembly impressed with the creative 
intellectuai accomplishments of the renaissance giant~..."~2 

The second critic of Wadud and the buddhir rnukti movement was an 'Islamic 

liberal.' Muhammad M ~ j u I l  His critiques were published in some Bengali journals 

from 1969 through 1980 and collected and published as a book by the Islarnic Foundation 

of Banglade~h.~3 Mahfujullah's attempt, like Ahrned Sharif, is to portray Wadud as a 

"self-conscious Muslim," of course, for a different purpose. Mahfujullah's purpose is to 

Islamicize Wadud and the buddhir rnukîi movement in order to give them a Pakistani 

identity. Mahfujullah ascribed Muslim self-conscious to l,Uadiid on three flimsy grounds. 

i) Wadud was inspired not only by Rarnrnohun; but also by the Mutazilites, Abu Hanifa 

Abul Fazal, Akbar; ii) Wadud fiequently used communal syrnbois. both 'Hindu' and 

'Muslim.' iii) The buddhir mukri movement named its organization, Muslim Sahitya 

Samaj and "their knowledge, cultivation of thought, and attention was essentially centered 

around Muslim society. " Like Ahmed S harif, Mahfiijullah also suppressed the radical 

critiques of Islam by Wadud, Abul Hussain, Abdul Kadir, and other rationalist 

participants in the Samaj. in a review article, Anisuzzaman notes inconsistency and lack 

'I~hmed Sharif, "Kazi Abdul Wadud," p. 128. 

72 David Kopt "Pakistani Identity and the Historiography of Mwlim Bengal," p. 115. 

73 These articles were coilected and published as a book by IsIamic Foundation of Bangladesh. Mahfujullah 
paid hearty gratitude to the Islamic Foundation for this act: "1 pay my hearty gratitude to Islamic cultural 
center. Without their effort, these articles would only have been hprisoned in the joumals." See 
Muhammad MahfujulIah (ed.), Buddhir Mukri o Renaissan Andofan (Dhaka: Islamic Foundation of 
Bangladesh, 1988), p. 10. 



of evidence by Mahfujullah: "Although the author has pointed out a Muslùn self- 

consciousness of Wadud and Abdul Kadir, he also cornplained that these authors lacked a 

Muslim self-consciousness. The author shouid cite evidence from their writings to prove 

the Iatter."'4 

This survey of the secondary literature leaves us with an impression that the 

thought of the Bengali Muslim intellechials of the present century, and especially their 

more radical or rational humania thought, needs to be addressed and reinterpreted in 

English language scholarship. The historians in the West do not h o w  the Bengali 

Muslim intellechial world of the present century, not to speak of the rational humanist 

trend of the Bengali Muslim intelligentsia75 

This thesis aims to remedy this situation by examining in some detail that- 

tendency of modem Bengali Muslim thought that is most distinctive of Bengal--and least 

developed elsewhere in the subcontinent. That type is the rationai humanisrn advocated 

most explicitly and forcefully by Kazi Abdul Wadud and his associates in the buddhir 

mukti movement. But, in order to situate this distinctive tendency of Bengali Muslim 

intellectuals in the wider context of modem Bengali Muslirn thought, we offer here bief 

sketches of the other two main types or tendencies of modem Bengali Muslim thought 

that was current when the buddhir mukti movement was at its height. Needless to Say, 

each of these types merits extensive study in its own right. Here we briefly identiQ and 

introduce what we cal1 "neo-orthodox" and "Islamic liberals" types of Bengali Muslim 

thought current in the first half of the present century. The former was a powerfd anti- 

thesis of the rational humanisrn of the buddhir rnukti movement. The latter was a weaker 

middle position between the other two. 

74 Anisuaaman, "Buddhir mukri Andolan," Puribarn, Vol. II. No. 3 (1963), pp. 205-212. The essay was 
reprinted in Muhammad Mahfujullah, Buddhir Mukti O Renaisson Andolan, pp. 189-193. 

75 David Kopf adrnitîed this reality in one article: "Not much is yet known in the United States about 
contemporary Bangladeshi literature nor about the writers themselves." See David Kopf, "The image of 
Bengal in the emerging literature of Bangladesh: A fiction of Hasan AziniI Huq," p. 157. 



IV. Intellectuai views of neo-orthodox spokesmen in Bengali Muslim society. 

The urban-based intellecnial history of modem Bengali-speakmg and Bengali- 

writing Muslim intellectuals began in the late nineteenth century. One of the most vocal 

groups prorninent in that modem Bengali-speaking and Bengali-writing Muslim 

intellectual history was a group we call the neo-orthodox group. The intellecnials of this 

group were fairly close to Islamic "reformists" who launched programs of Islamization in 

the rural areas of Bengali Muslim society throughout the nineteenth century.'6 Yet. unlike 

nineteenth century niral reformists, the neo-orthdox intellecnials expressed their 

orthodoxy by establishing modem intellechial organizations. Educationally, a few of them 

had acquired Madrasah education, but the majority had received some English education. 

We call this group "neo-orthodox" becaw orthodoxy of the group existed in a "type of 

syrnbiotic relationship" with modemity77 

During first hdf of the twentieth century, Mawlana Moharnmad Akram Khan 

(1868-1968) was the most forceful spokesmen of the neosrthodox trend in Bengali 

Muslim society. Akram was not alone. He had several close associates, for exarnple. 

Mawlana Manirujjarnan Islamabadi (1 874- 1950), Syed Ismail Hussain Shiraji (1 880- 

1 93 1 ), Syed Erndad Ali ( 1880- 1 956), Mujibur Rahman (1 869- 1940). 

The neo-orthodoxs were the first of Bengali-speaking and Bengali-writing Muslirn 

intellectuals to found intellectual organizations and publish newspapers and joumals for 

spreading a clear set of Muslim ideological views. Abul Fazal, a rational humanist 

Bengali Muslim intellecrual, differed with Akrarn on ideological issues but 

acknowledged: "We are forever indebted to Akram for a permanent daily newspaper."7* 

76 1 refer to the early nineteenth cenniry Islamization movemernents by the Faraidi, Tariqah-i- 
Muhammadiyah and Ahl-i-Hadith groups. For further reference see, Rafiuddin Abmed, Bengali Mus2ims:A 
Quesr for Identity 1870-1905, pp. 39-72. 

" Mimin E. Marty and R. Scott Appleby (eds.), Fundamenraiism Observed, 1 (Chicago: University o f  
Chicago Press, 199 l),  p. vii. 

78 Abul Fazal, "Eh '  Nam Ekri Itiha." published in Abu Jafar (ed.), Maofana (Mmvhna) Akam Kitan 
(Dhaka: Islamic Foundation, Dhaka, l986), pp. t 35. 



At the turn of the present century, intellectuai institutions of any kind owned by Bengali- 

speaking and Bengali-writing Muslims were virhdly non-existent. The Urdu-speaking 

Muslim intellectuals of Bengal. for example, Sayyid Amir Ali (1 894- 1 928) and Nawab 

Abdul Latif (1 828-1 893), had founded elite Iiterary clubs. like the Muhommedan Literary 

Society (1863), in Calcutta. Yet the organization was an exclusive fomm of Urdu- 

speaking asraf (elite) Muslirns without any active participation by the Bengali-speaking 

and Bengali-writing atraf (common) intelle~tuals.~9 

Mohammad Akram Khan filled this vacuum of the Bengali-speabg and Bengali 

writing Muslim intellectuals. Akram was a Madrasah-educated intellectual, but he began 

a career as a professional joumalist. He wrote essays in the Bengali Muslim journal. Ahl- 

i Hadith. owned and edited by the Ahl-i Hadith organization, Anjuman-i-Ahl-i-Hadith of 

Bengal. He was also sub-editor of a Bengali Muslim journal, Mohammadi Akhbar. The 

journal published both Urdu and Bengali essays. Akrarn's job was to translate Urdu essays 

into Bengali and Bengali into Urdu. From 1903, Akram edited and published his own 

journal, Masik Mohammadi (monthly). The journal continued for a year. In 1908, he 

published the Saptahik Mohammadi (weekly). in 1927, he re-published Masik 

Mohamrnudi and the journal continued to be published until after the partition of hdia 

( 1947). Akram also published three more journals, a monthly Bengali, AI-islam (1 9 13);  

an Urdu daily. Jamana (1 920). and the weekly Bengali, Sebak (1 92 1 ) .  In 1936. Akram 

published the Bengali newspaper, Asad, which was voice of the Bengal Muslirn League 

and played a decisive role to bring Pakistan into reality in East Bengal. 

Akram was associated with several religio-literary Calcutta-based intellectual 

organizations. He was once vice-president (1 9 1 7- 1 9 1 8) of the Bangiya Mussahan 

Sahitya Sarniti (Bengali Muslims Literary Association). This literary association 

pub lished its j oumal, Bangiyu-MussaImanSahirya-Patrika (Bengali Muslims Literary 

79 See for details, Enamui Haque (cd.), Nawab Bahadw Abdul Latg Hk writings &Related Documents 
(Dhaka: Sarnudra Prakashani. 1968). 



Journal). in 1913, Akram, Manirujjaman Islamabadi, Mohammad Shahidullah and host of 

others, including Abu1 Kalarn Azad, founded the Anjumn-i-Ulemae (Ulama) Bangla 

The organization was an association of the dama in Bengal. Akram was also a member 

of the Bengal Provincial Tanjim Cornmittee. He was also advisor to the Young Men's 

Muslim Association ( 1927) of Calcutta-80 These organizations and journals were agencies 

of Akrarn and his associates that used to spread and implement neo-orthodox views in the 

Bengali Muslim society. 

in his intellechial life. Akram was boid and earnest about his ideologicai 

standpoint. He told Bengali Muslirns frankiy, ll...Except allah and rasul,. .. we accept none 

of the pirs and ulema, if their teachings are contradictory to the Quran and Hadith."81 

Again he wrote, "Except the Quran and the tnie Hadith, whatever historical traditions and 

learning we gather Som other sources, we have the right to examine and accept in the 

light of the Q u m  and the Hadith."g* In the k t  issue of Mmik Moharnmadi, Akram 

identified two ideological trends in Bengali Muslim society. the puratan (old) and the 

adhunik (modem) trends. What he meant by 'old trend' was the "popular" or "syncretistic" 

tendency of the village mollas, while the 'modem' was rational humanism of certain 

Bengali Muslim intelligentsia. Akrarn accepted neither of the two trends: "1 must tell the 

fint group (old trend), 'Open your dooa'. Let the true light of Islam glorie you. 1 must 

tell the second group (modem), 'Open your eyes'. Look at the etemal beauties of 

Islam...."" Akrarn often told his associate Mujibur 

believer (gora nastik); as well, 1 am an orthodox 

Akrarn's super-non-belie f was his undeclared jihad 

Rahman Khan, "1 am a super non- 

MussaZrnon. " Muj ib explained that 

against pirs and their acts of shirk 

80 Mujibur Rahman (ed), The Mussafrnan. August. 19, 1927 and September 2, 1927. 

81 Mohammad Akram Khan, Mosirrfa Carit (Dhaka: Fourth Edition, Jhinuk Pushtika, 1975), p.2 1. 

82 Mohamrnad Akram Khan. Mosta$a Carit, pp.22. 

83 Mohammad Akram Khan. "Atrna-nibedan," Masik Mohammodi, Vol. 1, No. 1, 1927, pp. 1-2. 



("polytheistic associationism").8~ Akram's orthdoxy was his opposition to the rational 

hurnanist intellectuals of the buddhir rnukti movement. To tbis group Akram M y  

asserted, ''No question would be allowed to be raised against the Quranic text, proofs and 

arguments."8s Akram's orthodoxy can be seen in several of his positions. 

Akrarn recognized Bengali language as the mother tongue and language of 

expression of Bengali Muslims. Nevertheless, Akram and other neosrthodox spokesmen 

criticized Bengali words and literature which express Hindu ideas or secular humanism as 

injurious to Islamic identity of Muslims.86 Akram wanted therefore, to Islamicize the 

Hindu words/symboIs of the Bengali language and literature that do not confïrm the 

Mujibur Rahman Khan. "Ek Ancrnyasadharan Pratibha," Abu Jafar (ed.), Maolana (Mawlana) Akram 
Khan (Dhaka: Islamic Foundation, 1986). p. 124. For Akram's and Mohammad Manhjjaman Islamabadi's 
prograrns of Islamization of the ordinary Muslims, see Dr. Sunil Kanti De, Anjumane Olamae [Ulama] 
Bangla. 19 13- 19 19 (Calcutta: Mallick Brothers, 1992). Mohammad Manirujjaman Islamabadi, "Anjumane- 
Ulama," Al-Islam, Vol. IV, No. 5 ( 19 18), pp. 273-276. Maninijaman Islamabadi, "Anjurnane-Ulamu," Ri- 
Islam, Vol. IV, No. 1 O ( 19 19), pp. 554-559. Manirujjarnan Islamabadi, "Samaj Samrkar," Al-Islam, Vol. 
IV, No. 10, (1 9 l9), pp. 54 1-552. Mankuijaman Islamabadi, "Anjumane-Ulama O Samaj Samskar," Al- 
Islam, Vol. V, No. 3 (19 19), pp. 156-162. Mohammad Akram Khan and Manirujjarnan Islamabadi, 
"..inurodh Parra," .Al-Islam, Vol. V, No. 3 (1919), pp. 277-278. Manirujjaman Islamabadi, "Samaj 
Samskar." Al-Islam, Vol. V, No. 6 (1919), pp. 299-308. Manimjaman Islamabadi, "Sarnaj Samskor," Al- 
Islam. Vol. V, No. 8 (1  9 19), pp. 425-434. 

85 Abdul Huq, "Mawlana rikram Khar Dharma Cinta," published in Abdul Huq (ed.), Sahitya O Svadhinara 
(Dhaka: Bangla Academy, 1974)- p. 68. 

86 Akram argued that the Hindu symbols of Bengali language cannot protect distinctive of Muslim culture 
and tradition: "The distinctive Hindu culture and thought are safe in Sanskrit symbob of Bengali language. 
But Sanskrit symbols cannot safeguard Islamic traditions and thought." Further, he complained that Bengali 
literature written by rnany Hindus has no cultural value for the Muslims: "MuslimsD religion, history, 
culture, and traditions, have been ignored, dinoned and dishonored by the Hindus." Again he complained 
that the Hindu bhadralok's Bengali literature has infected doubt among Muslirns about Islam. "Those 
Muslim intellectuals who grew up and were educated in the parajati (Hindu) literaîure and cultural, they are 
the one who disrespect and ridicule the ûuths and glory of Islam." See, Mohammad Akrarn Khan, "Makiob 
Mahachar Pathya," Masik Mohammadi, Vol. V, No. 8 (1 933). Mohammad A h  Khan, "Anacar o 
Tahar pratikur," Maik Mohummadi, Vol. VI, No. 1 1 (1 933). Sheikh Habibur Rahman, "Jatiya Sahitya 
Hindu-Mussalman," AI-Islam, Vol. II, No. 1 (1916). Sheikh Habibut Rahman, "Samaj-samskurer Kayekri 
Katha," Masik Mohammadi, Vol. VII, No. 5 (1934). Mohammad Ahbab Choudhury, "Amader J a t j a  
Byadhi O Tahar Pratikar," Masik Mohammadi, Vol. II, No. 4 (1928). Mohammad Ahbab Choudhury, 
"Upanyase JatÏya Adarsha," Masik Mohammadi, Vol. VI, No. 9 (1933). Syed Emdad Ali, Mahashmashan 
Kabye Anislamie O Ashlil bhab, Bangiya-MussaImanSohi~a-PatriAa, Vol. II, No. 1-2 (1 9 19). Goiam 
Mostafa, "Sahitye Asampradayikata," Masik Mohammadi, Vol. 1, No. 9 (1928). Mohammad Abdul Hakim 
Bikrampuri, " Bangabhasa o Mtrssalmani Shabda, " Saogat, Vol. IV, No. 7 (1 927). Molla Nasirul Huq, 
"Bangla Sahitye Mwsalmani Prabhab," Masik Mohammadi, Vol. IX, No. 6 (1935). 



Islarnic identity of Bengali Muslims.8' For example, in one article in Mohammadi, 

"Bangla Sahitya o Mussahan,"  or "Bengali literature and the Muslim," Akram wrote: 

"Even though Bengali is the mother tongue of the Hindus and Muslims, our national 

thought and culture are not the sarne as that of the Hindus"88 Akram proposed several 

restrictions on the Bengali language for making it conform to the Muslim culture. One 

limitation Akram imposed was that "the Arabic symbols of the Quran and hadith will not 

be translated into Bengali."89 For this he cited such Arabic syrnbols as carry crucial 

meaning of the Islamic faith, for example, iman (faith), shirk (polytheistic association), 

sala1 @rayer), sawm (fasting). and bedat (innovation in Islam). These and similar other 

Arabic religious words are Muslims' "national words (iatiya shabda)." A translation of 

these national words into Bengali, A k m  feared, would deform the meaning of the faith. 

For example. an article of the Bengali Hindu journal, Prabmi (May-lune, 19321, 

translated bedat and shirk in Bengali as "bad" (manda) and "good" (bhalo). Akrarn was 

furious of this mistranslation, "Till now no non-Muslim writer has ever dared to make 

such a cruel attack upon Muslims' national words."90 The meaning of bedat. Akram 

asserted is "innovation in Islam;" it cannot be translated "bad." Because in Islam, 

87 See, Mohammad Akram Khan, "Makrab-Mahachar Pathya," Masik Mohammadi, Vol. V ,  No. 8 (1933)- 
pp. 523-524. Mohammad Akram Khan, "Sabhaparir Abhibhasan," Bangja-MussalmanSahi~c~~Paaikn, 
Vol. 1 ,  No. 4 (19 18), p. 3 10. Mohammad Akram Khan, "Arma-bicar," Masik Mohammadi, Vol. V ,  No. 12 
( 1  932), pp. 8 17-824. Mohammad Akram Khan, "Alocana, " .Uasik Mohammadi, Vol. VI. No. 12 ( 1933), pp. 
866-867. Nazir Ahmad, "Islamabad Namer Upar Bangabhashar Prabhab. " AI-Islam, Vol. IV. No. 4 
( 1 9 1 8). Nazir Ahmad Choudhury, "Amlikhan Sambandhe Jat Kincit, " Masik Mohamrnodi, Vol. 1, No. 3 
( 1  928), pp. 173- 176. Abdul Gafur Siddique, "Mussalmani BangIa ki?" in Masik Mohammadi, Vol. XV., 
No.  6 ( 1  94 1 ), pp. 3 18-320. Khadernul Insan, "Bangalir Maîribhusha" in AI-Islam, Vol. 1, No. 8 (19 1 S), pp. 
465-470. Abdur Raaak Khan, "Bangla Sahitya Arabi-Farsi Shabda," Masik Mohammadi, Vol. 1. No. 4 
( I928), pp. 2 14-2 15. Molla Nasiml Huq, "Banglabhashar Byakaran O Barnanubad Samasyu," Masik 
Mohammadi, Vol. VI ,  No. 10 (1933), pp.  710-712. 

88 Mohammad Akram Khan. "Bangla Sahityu O M~~safman," Masik Mohammadi, Vol. iX, No. 5 (1935), p. 
300. 

89 Moharnmad Akram Khan, "Bangla Sahiîya o Mussaiman," p. 303. Set also, Mohammad Akmm Khan, 
" Banan-bibhrat, " Masik Mohammadi, Vol. I I I ,  No. 10 (1930), pp. 798-800. 

Mohammad Akram Khan, "Makr~b Mad-achar Pathyo," Mai& Mohammadi, Vol. V .  No. 8 ( 1  933)- p. 
523. 



"robbery means a bad work but d l  bad works are not bedat."91 Similady, Akram argued 

that salat @rayer) cannot be translated into Bengali as upashana @rayer): "Al1 upmhana 

is not salat. Hindus, Christians, and the Jews pray, but to Muslims, salat means ebadui 

(Ar. worship) to Allah only."92 Akrarn also refused translation of savm (fasting) into the 

Hindu dengali upabas (fasting): "When a sick person does not eat dinner, it is ais0 

upobas (fasting); but this would not be roza (Persian, means fast) or sama (Ar. to observe 

fa~ting).~' Again, the Arabic word rasul, according to Akram, codd not be translated into 

Bengali by abarar or prerita mahapunrsh (appointed great person) or svargiya bhabadi 

(heavenly mystic per~on)?~ 

Akram suggested several guidelines for writing Arabic and Farsi words in the 

Bengali language. Fim, for transliteration of the Arabic and Farsi words, the shape of the 

Bengali alphabets should be changed. Second, there is no necessity to follow the Western 

method of the transliteration. Third, there should be an approximate pronunciation of the 

rransliterated Arabic or Farsi words. Fourth, for transliteration of the Arabic and Farsi 

words, new 'Typeseîting' should be set  p.^' Finally, Akram also appeaied to Bengali 

' Mohammad A k m  Khan. "Mukrab Madrachar Parhya," ,tfasik ,Uohammadi. Vol. V. No. 8 (1 93 3), p. 
pp. 524. 

92 Mohammad Akram Khan, "Abhibhashan," Akrani's speech to Trit j a  Bangja Mursalaman Shahitya 
Sunmelan. Bangiya-Milssafmun-Sohitya- Patrika, Vol. 1, No. 4 ( 1 9 1 8), pp. 3 1 0. 

93 MO hammad Akrarn Khan. "Abhibhashan. " Akram's speech to Tritiya Bangiya Mussalaman Sahirya 
Sanmelan, published in Bangiya-Mussalman-Suhitya-Patrika, Vol. 1, No. 4 (1 9 1 8), p. 3 10. 

94 Mohmnad Akram Khan. "Abhibhashan." Bangiyi7-MussaLmanSahirya-Patrika, Vol.1, No. 4 (1 9 18), p. 
3 10. See also Mohammad Akram's Bengaii translation of the Quran, Qwan Shartfi 1 (Dhaka: Reprinted 
Jhinuk Pushtika. 1960). 

95 Mohammad Akrarn Khan. "Arabi Farsi Shabder Andikhan," Masik Mohammadi, Vol. VI, No. 12 
(1933). p. 867. Akram cited several examples of wrong spelling of Arabic, Urdu and Farsi words in 
Bengali transliteration that lead to their deformed rneanings: "1 saw Bengali Muslim writers write Iqbal's 
pyame-masrek as pyame mushirk. The former means, "message of the east," while the later means, 
"message of the worshipper of idols." The Arabic word, fajel (well versed in the Quran) has been 
misspeIled in Bengali as fajil, which means wicked. He also claimed that even educated Muslims 
transliterate buqara (Ar. cow) by baqre (Beng. goat). As result, Hindus challenged validity of the Muslim 
ritual, slaughtering of the cow." 



Muslims, "Reject those Bengali words that are symbols of idolaîry and ideais that are 

against Islam. "96 

Akram also cited Rabindranath Tagore in essays many tirnes. But Akram could 

not imagine Rabindranath as more than a Hindu poet. For exarnple, Akrarn cited 

Rabinciranath's essay, Guptadhan. The only theme that attracted Akmm in this essay of 

Rabindranath was Tagore's treatment of puja by a Tmtric saint, Mitmjai, to his debata. 

Akram also praised Rabindranath for any comments that supported Muslim causes. For 

example, in 1929 Akram wrote in the editorial of Mohommadi that Tagore supported the 

Muslim cause for slaughtering the cow.o7 Yet, Akram never recommended Tagore as a 

poet of the Bengali Muslims. On the contmy, he claimed that Tagore's standing as poet 

was not higher than second and third grade Muslim poets.98 

On the eve of the 1937 Bengal Legislative Assernbly election, one hundred twenty 

Bengali intellectuais of Hindu origin. including Rabindranath Tagore, sent a memo to the 

Secretary of State for India, Lord Zetland, for the annulment of the "communal award." 

Tagore feared the "possible danger to Bengali literature if the political predorninance of 

the Muslim was allowed to be established in the provinceW.99 in reply an editorial in 

Mohamrnadi, entitled "Rabindranath O Sampradayikata" or "Rabindranath and 

communalism," denounced Tagore as, "anti-Muslim" (rnuslim-bidvesh), "cntic of others" 

96 Mohamrnad Akram Khan. "Maktab Madachar Pathya," Masih 
526. 

97 Mohammad Akram Khan, "Alocana," Masik Mohammadi, Vol. 
Murlim Banglar Samayik Patra, p. 5 1 5. 

98 Mohammad A h  Khan, "Alocana," Masik Mohammadi, Vol. 
Muslim Bangiar Samayik Papa, p. 508. 

Mohammodi, Vol. V ,  No. 8 (1933), pp. 

1, No. 8 (1929), cited by hisuaaman, 

1. No.  4 (1 927), cited by Anisuzzaman, 

99 Modern Review. Vol. L X ,  No. 2 (July 1936). p.107. Indian Reviov. Vol. XXXVIII, No. 8 (August, 
1936)- p. 495, cited by Enayetur Rahim, "Bengal Election, 1937, Fazlul Huq and M.A. Jinnah: A Study in 
Leadership Stress in Bengai Politics," Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bangladesh, Vol. XXI., No. 2 
( 1977), p. 106. 



baraninda) and "envious" @ararhrika~arata), and wamed that, if for Rabindranath's 

anti-Muslim stand there was riot, Muslims could not be bIamed. IO0 

Akram popularized hdo-Muslim and Pan-Islamic traditions in Bengal. What he 

popularized of the hdo-Muslim and Pan-Islamic traditions was not, however, Sufi and 

rationalistic developments in the Muslirn world outside of Bengal. 1 am not aware that 

Akram wrote any essay on Sufi thought of Sheikh Saadi. rationalism of the Mutazilites 

and Ibn Rushd or the thought of Mostafa Kemal Ataturk of Turkey.Io1 On the contrary, 

Akram felt pride in the orthodox Wahabi movement of Arabia102 and justified the jihad 

campaign of Wahabis against the British d e  in India.103 Akram's Bengali journal, Mmik 

Mohamrnadi, published articles on Indo-Muslim historical figures and their Islamic glory, 

grandeur, chivalry, and Islamic toleration. These were defended mainly fiom the critiques 

of Hindu intellectuals, notably fiom the novels of Bankim Chandra Chatte rjee. 

Akram's perception of the West was centered not on apologetics of Islam as at par 

with reason and science in the West. Akram's stand was more aggressive, glorifjmg 

Islam as the greatest religion compared to Christianity and Judaisrn. Akram put forward 

this thesis by maliciously downgrading Chnstianity and Judaisrn as "pious fraudsVP 

IO0 Editorial. "Rahindranath O Sampradayikata," Mmik Mohammadi, Vol. IX, No. 11 (1936), p. 781. 
Mohamrnad Akram Khan, "Rabindranather Bani," Masik Mohammadi, Vol. V, No. 9 (1932), pp. 66066 1. 

Akram denounced Mostafa Kemal's secularism (dharma sambhandhe nirapekrha) as: "New evil acts of 
Kemal Pasha" (Kemal Pashar nutan ku-kirtt'). See Mohammad Akrarn Khan, "Alocana," Masik 
Mohammadi, Vol. VI, No. 5 (1932), pp. 365-366. 

IO2 See Mohammad Akram Khan, "Alocana," Masik Mohammadi, Vol. VI, No. 5 (1932), pp. 366-367. 

lo3 Akram justified Jihad in his Quranic commentaries. See, Mohammad A h  Khan, @an Shar~fl 1, 
pp. 237,243,256,292,305,336. 

l m  As an orthodox Muslirn, Akmm's standpoint was not to challenge the clear Quranic messages to the 
revealed religion of Judaism. He, however, charged that the Jews &om the time of Hazrat Mohammad were 
not believers of monotheism: "They worshipped cow, priests and scholars." Further he brought allegation of 
"culpable homicide" against the lews for "conspiracy" to kill Hanat Moharnmad. He also brought 
allegation that the Jews wanted to kill Abraham and forced Moses to take shelter in the mountain. See 
Mohamrnad Akrarn Khan Quran Sharrfi 1, pp. 458-459, 109, 177, 109, 108, 135-136. Akram criticized 
Christianity on two grounds. First: "Jesus is begotten son of God." Second, he argued that "The Bible is a 
pious fraud." See Mohammad Akram Khan, Quran Shari,  pp. 370, 376, 373, 16 1, 472, 134, 4 19, 424, 
423,429,463.472. Also see Mohamrnad Akram Khan, Most4fa Carit, p. 133. 



These critiques of Akram were far more aggressive than the anti-Christian polemics 

written by rural Muslirn "traditionalists" in nineteenth century Bengal. The 

"traditionalists," incited by Christian missionary propaganda in Bengal, did not write anti- 

Jewish polemics. Furthemore, Muslim traditionalists, king too little literate to 

understand the Arabic Quran, could not effectively use the Quran against Chnstian 

missionary propagank except citing passages fiom the mussaIrnani puthi l i t e r a t ~ r e . ~ ~ ~  

On the contrary, Akrarn was Mly conversant with the Q u m ,  Hadith and critiques of 

Islam in Orientalist writings. Akrarn 

Jewish religion with Quranic verses,lo7 

tried to justie his criticism of Christian and 

cntics of Chnstianity in the West1°8 and by 

los Rafiuddin Ahmed, "Muslim-Christian Polemics and Reiigious Reform in Nineteenth-Cennuy Bengal: 
Munshi Meheru'lIah of Jessore," published in Kenneth W. Jones (ed.), Religious Controvesy in British 
India: Dialogues in South Asian Languages (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1992). 

I O 6  This is a list of authors, titles of books, essays and parnphIets that Akram cited as critiques of IsIarn in 
the West. Some authors' names and titles of writings are not complete and confiising. Neverthefess, we 
quote the way, Akram cited them in English. (1) Boyle's Critical Dictionary. (2) John Megee, Remarkable 
Prophes, (Edition, 8th). (3) 'The Account of Prophet' in Lithgow's Travels (Reprint, 1906). (4) Sandy's 
Truvels to Turkey (Edition, 5th). ( 5 )  Cornplere History of the Turks, Vol. 11, ( 170 1 ). (6) Islamic Library. 
(7)  Nandacus, History of Magic (1657). (8) Weber's Metrical Romances, Vol. I I  (1810). (9) T. Archer, 
History of the Crusudes. (10) W .  Bedwell, Muhamedb Imposture (London, 16 15). (12) W. Bedweli, 
Mahomet Unrnasked (London, 1642). ( 13) Joshep Pitts, Religion and Mamers of Mohametans (1 704). ( 14) 
Dean Prideaux, The Tme Nature of the Imposture (London, 17 18). (15) Count Boulain-Villers, Lqe of 
Mahomet (1 73 1). (1 6) Reverend Sale, Translation of the @an (1 73 1). (1 7) E. Gibbon, Decline and Fall 
of the Roman Empire (London, 1776). (18) N. Alcock, The Rise of Mahomet Accounted For (London, 
1796). (19) C. MiIls, History of Mahomedanism (London: 1817). (20) Reverend R. C. Forster, 
Mahomedism Umeiled (London: 1829). ( 2  1) G. Higgins, An Apology for the Ire of Mahomed (London, 
1829). (22) W. C. Taylor, Histoty of Mahomedanisrn (London, 1834). (23) Thomas Carlyle, Hero As 
Prophet (London, 1840). (24) Reverend George Bush, Llfe of Mohammed (New York 1844). (25) 
Washinton Irving, L~fe of Mahomet (London, 1850). (26) Abu1 Fada, Lfe of Mohamad, translated by 
Reverend W. Murry. (27) A. Sprenger, Lfe of Mohamed (Clacutta, 1851). (28) William Muir, Life of 
Mahomet (London, 1858). (29) Reverend G. Akehurst, Imposture Insranced in the Life of Mahomet 
(London, 1859). (30) John Davenport, Apology for Mahomed and the Qumn (London: 1869). (3 1) R. 
Bosworth Smith, Muhomed and Mahomedanism (London, 1874). (32) Reverend T.P. Huges, Notes on 
Mahomedankm (London, 1877). (33)  J. W. H. Stobart, Islam and ils Founders (London, 1878). (34) 
Marcus Dods, Mahorned Buddha and Christ (London, 1878). (35)  D.S. Margoliouth, Mahomed (London, 
1906). (36) Dr. Henry Stubbe, Rise and Progress of Mahometanism (London ?). (37) ûr. G. W. Leitner, 
Mahomedankm (London ?). See, Akram Khan, Mostajà Carit, pp. 130- 133. 

I O 7  Akram divided suras of the Quran into two categories, Wear revelations" (Muhakamaalun suras) and 
"ailegoricai revelations" (Mutashaabihat swas). As to the later category of suras of the Quran, Akram's 
standpoint was that an A h ,  educated in Arabic language and who understands the rneaning of the Quran, 
has a right to interpret these suras independently. Alaam asserted, therefore, that he has a right of fkedom 
granted by the Quran to be critical of Christianity and of the lews. The specific verses of the Quran that he 



distorting verses of the holy Jewish-Christian Bible.109 The neo-orthodox, therefore, 

wrote far more forcehl critiques of Christianity and Judaism than Muslirn traditionalists 

in niral areas of Bengal. 

Yet Aknun was not completely a "fundamentalist," in the sense of 

fundamentalism of Jama'at-i-Islam, as anaiyzed by Rafiuddin Ahmed. Ahmed. in a recent 

article, "Redefining Muslim identity in South Asia: The Transformation of the Jama'at-i- 

Islam." has defined and limited the boundaries of fündamentali~rn.~~~ According to 

Ahmed, the Muslim fundamentalists, like the Marxists, are dennite and categoncal for 

changing the institutions and structures of Muslim society. This includes, among many 

other things, the "state sponsored programs of Islamization," for example, changing the 

existing structure of polity of the state to what the fundamentalists cal1 "theo-democracyl' 

or a "divine democratic govemment." At the ideologicai level, the fundamentalists 

straightforwardly regard themselves as the "sole champion of tme Islam." In this regard 

they apparently stress the "irrefutability of divineiy inspired sources" and apply to 

themselves "freedom to interpret the laws and principles of Islam without reference to the 

views of other scholars." To r e m  to the puritan Islam, the fimdamentaiists follow an 

cites for this purpose are: 293, 254, t:65, 2:72, 2:87, 2:91, 3:21, 3:7, 237, 2:116, 3:45, 3:46, 3:49, 3:45, 
3:46,3:49,6: lO2-3,7:54, 35:3, 39:62-64, 3:78, etc. See Mohammad Akram Khan, @an Sharifl1. 

Io* Akrarn cited several names of the critics of Christianity in the West. For example, Akmm cited, T.H. 
Home, Introduction to the critical study and knowledge of the Holy Scriptutes, I I  (London, 188 1); Henry 
and Scott, A Cornmentary on the Holy Bible (London, 1834) and Dr. Arthur Drews, Chrktian Myrhology 
Unveiled (?). Akram also quoted VoItaire's cntical comments of the Bible fiom Sir Sayyid Ahmed Khan's 
"Sixth Essay" in Tabyin al-kaklm. Sir Sayyid did not support critical comments of the Bible. He wrote: 
"That these books (Bible) are not prophetic is unsupported by any argument especially when we see 
prophetic authors have taken quotations fkom them in their writings." See Atiz Ahmad and G.E. Von 
Gninebaurn (ed.), Mmlim Self-sratement in India and Pakirtan 1857- 1968 (Weisabadan: O. Harrassowitz, 
1970), p. 47. Akrarn's comment was: "Voltaire's comments are usehl examples of pious h u d  of the Bible." 
See Akrarn Khan, Mostafa Carir, pp. 1 33- 1 37, 1 64 and Qwun Sharrfl 1, pp. 430,420. 

IO9 How Alaam distoned the Bible can be demonsmted by several examples. We cite here one example. 
Akram quoted Luke 3:23 from Henry and Scott's critique of the Bible: "Jesus was the son of Joseph." What 
Akrarn suppressed here was that Luke 3:23 says: "Jesus ... was the son, as people though &...of Joseph ..." See 
Mohammad Akram Khan, Quran Sharifl 1, pp. 420. 

' I o  Rafiuddin Ahmed. "Redefining Muslim Identity in South Asia: The Transformation of the Jama'at-i- 
Islam," published in Martin E. Marty and R. S C O ~  AppIeby (eds), Accounting for Fundamental&m 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994), pp. 670-674. 



"activist ideology of the Islamic movements" and become militant. The fundamentalists 

have d e h e d  rigidly an ideal Islamic order: "There could be no compromise on the 

fundamental principles that should guide the faithful. The choice is not simply between 

Islam and another system, but between Islam and kufi (infidelity). There is no 

alternative."i 1 1 In politics, fundarnentalists condemn the modernizing influence of the 

West and within the state apparatus their relation with 'secular elites' is one of profound 

hostility. Maududi. an ardent spokesman of Islamic fundamentalisrn in India (and later 

Pakistan), was against both the Indian nationalist Muslim leaders and the Muslim 

League. 1 12 

Akrarn's intel lecd standpoint conformed to as well as differed from this 

definition of Fundamentalism. Akram. like the fùndamentalists, emphasized the 

irrefutabiliq of the divinely inspired sources and was not willing to accept any source of 

knowledge if it does not conform with the Quran and hadith, as he understood them. Like 

fündarnentalists. Akram strengthened the separation of Muslim fiom non-Musiim by a 

rigid construction of Islamic doctrines and practices. This strict consmiction also led hirn 

to be a severe critic of non-Muslims, notably the Jews and Christians. Akram and his 

associates also had programs of Islarnization. for ordinary Muslims in the rurai areas and 

for educated Muslims in the urban areas. 

Yet Akram was not fûlly a fùndmentaiist. His Islarnization program did not 

require fundamentai change and was not militant. The programs of Islarnization were 

targeted for giving a Muslim identity, but not by destroying existing institutions. For 

example, Akram's aim was not CO abolish Bengali language in favor of Urdu and Arabic, 

but to import and safeguard the purity of Urdu and Arabic words in Bengali language. 

Nor did Akrarn f o m  an organization which was rigorously structured, like Jama'at-i- 

Rafiuddin Ahmed, "Redefining Muslim Identity in South Asia: The Transformation of the Jama'at-i- 
Islam," p. 672. 

II2 Rafiuddin Ahmed, "Redefining Muslim Identity in South Asia: The Transfomation of the Jama'at-i- 
Islam," p. 675. 



Islam. Akram was never a member of Jama'at-i-Islam, before and after 1947. He was a 

vocal member of the Muslim League and his ideal leader was Mohammad Aii Jinnah. 

Akram was one of the three Bengali-speaking leaders who were willing and enlisted as 

members of Jinnah's Central Parliarnentary Board of the Muslim League in 1936."' in 

contrast to the hindamentalists, Akram was not suspicious of, but collaborated with. 

Western educated Islamic liberals. These Islamic liberals, although ideologically similar 

to as well as, different fiom Akram, formed the backbone of Akram's intellechmi 

joumals, notably Mohommadi. The management-level positions of Mohammadi were 

filled by these young Islamic liberais. For example, Abul Kalam Shamsuddin (1897- 

1 W8), Mujibur Rahman Khan (1 9 10-1 984), Mohammad Wajed Ali (1 896-1954) and Dr. 

Abul Kasem (1 902-?) held key positions in Mohammadik editorial board, commercial, 

news, proof reading, and other departments. Akrarn paid hem well and they happily 

accommodated to Akram's orthodoxy. For example, Dr. Abd Kasem wrote, "With this 

salary we lived in good houses. ate well. wore good clothes, went to theater and sometime 

sent money to our village home."' 14 Two intellectuals of Hindu origin, Nnpendra Krishna 

Chattopadhyay and Asit Kumar Mukhopadhyay, also held positions in the editorial 

board. 1 15 

I l 3  Accordhg to Star 4 India (August 25, 1936), Jinnah nominated only four non-Bengali-speaking 
aristocratie leaders, Haji Adamjee Dawood, Mirza Ahmad Ispahani, Fahllah Ganjee and Abdul Atiz 
Ansari. However, M.A.H. lspahani stated that Jinnah also nominated other leaders: M.A.H. Ispahani, K. 
Noomddin, A.R. Siddique and S. Kander Dehlavi, Khawja Habibultah, Khawja Nazimuddin, Khawja 
Shabuddin (al1 three from the Dhaka Nawab family), H.S. Suhrawardy, Akram Khan, Abdullah-al-Baki, Su 
A.F. Rahman, Tamizuddin Khan. The last six names that includes two Bengali-speaking Muslim leaders, 
Mohammad Akram Khan and Tamizuddin, who according to A.K. Fazlul Huq were not direct reciuits of 
Jinnah, but were nominated by the United Muslim Party of Bengal (UMP). See Kamruddin Ahmad, The 
Social Hisrov of East (Dhaka, 1967), p. 34. See also Enayetur Rahirn, "Bengal Election, 1937, Faziul Huq 
and M.A. Jinnah: A Sîudy in Leadership Stress in Bengal Politics," Journal of the Asiutic Society of 
Bangladesh, Vol. XXII, No. 2 (1977). 

' Abul Kasern. "Maolana Abam Khan, " Abu Jafar (ed.), Matdana (Muwhna) A k a m  Khan, p. 244. 

Abul Kalam Shamsuddin, "Sambadpatrusebi Maolana Mohammad Akrarn Khan," Abu Jaf'ar (ed.), 
Maolana (Mawlana) Akram Khan, p. 73. 



In his commentaries on the Quran, Akram was a harsh critic of rnushrik, based on 

his orthodox understanding of the Quran. Yet, it was Hindu and Westem business 

advertisement published in Mohammudi that supported the journal in which Akram 

popularized Muslim orthodoxy. The popularity of Mohammadi among Bengali Muslims 

lured hundreds of Hindu businesses to publish advertisement in the journal. The leading- 

Calcutta based Hindu commercial houses that bought space in Mohammadi included: 

Jaharlal and Pannalal Company (cloth merchant); Kamal brothen (shoe merchant); B. 

Sarkar and Sons (jewelry merchant); A.K. Majumdar and Company (homeopath 

medicine); Bengal Shati Food Company (baby food merchant); Megaphone Company 

(Bengali music records). The commercial houses in Calcutta that imported Westem 

manufactured goods also advertised in Mohammadi. A notable example was KelIoggrs 

Corn Flake Company, which published advertisement in Mohammadi in attractive 

language: "Have you used Kellogg's most nutritious and tasty breakfast cereal? For the 

energy of your body, there is nothing like this delicious and refined food. If yoü use it 

once. you will use it forever."[[6 On an average, fifieen pages of each issue of 

Mohammadi were bought by Hindu and Westem businesses for publishing their 

commercials. At times. the disparity between the phra~es of Bengali nationaiism used in 

the Hindu commercials and orthodoxy that Akrarn focused in the essays of Mohommadi 

seemed awkward. For example, in one issue of the journal, the Megaphone Record 

Company advertised merchandise with the words, "The heritage of the Bangalis .... The 

Svadeshi Record," while on the next page Mohnmmadi published articles, "Islam and 

Napoleon. " 

We do not know for sure if Akram knew such techniques of Westem "Big 

business" as "backward vertical integration" of production with raw materials and 

l6 Masrk Mohammadi, January-Feb, 1 927. 



"fonvard horizontal integration and merger" with distribution.117 But there is evidence 

that Akrarn followed some techniques of modem business. For printing Mohammadi, 

Akram owned a printing press. "Mohammadi Press." During 1 %Os, Akram introduced 

technological innovations in his printing press. The Bengal Congress leader, Ndiniranjan 

Sarkar, acted as go-between for Akrarn and Amritabtzar Potrika (English daily owned by 

Hindu) for Akram's buying an automated r o m  machine nom the later at a cheaper 

pnce. 1 '8 Akram also owned a distribution agency for circulation of Mohammadi. 

Mohammadi book Agency," that directly sold or mailed Mohammadi to the subscribers. 

This system of distribution as well as technological innovation reduced the cost of 

Mohammadi to its subscriber. 

In 1903. when the journal was first published, only 500 copies were printed. The 

retail p h  of this twelve page paper was 4 anas (1 6 anas= l Indian rupee, in those days). 

In 1927, when the journal was re-published, the retail price was increased only to 4.5 

onas, but the pages were increased to sixty-four. About 5,000 copies were printed of the 

first issue (November 6, 1927) of the fmt volume of the joumal. This was the Iargest 

printing of a Bengali Muslim journal at the lowest retail price (lower than the rational 

humanist journal, Shikha. published in 1927). 1 ' 9  The circulation of Mohammudi increased 

faster during later yean. Alcram received letters frequently fÎom the readers such as, 

"Please send your Mohammadi alias Bangabasi (weekiy Bengali journal owned and 

edited by Hindus) by V.P.(verified parcel)."120 Akram was, therefore, what we cal1 in this 

l 7  Alfied O. Chandter. The Visible Hand: The Manugerial Revolufion in American Business (Harvard 
University Press, 1977), pp. Chapter IV. 

I l 8  Abu1 Kalarn Shamsuddin. "Sangbadpanprebi Muoluna Moharnrnud Akam Khan." Abu Jafar (ed.), 
Maolana (hfawlana) Akram Khan, p. 83. 

I l 9  nie  fim volume of Shikha, printed 1 O00 copies and its reîail pnce was 8 unm. This was almost double 
than the price of a copy of Masik Mohmnadi in 1927. 

I2O Mujibur Ratiman Khan, "Ek Ananyarudharan Pratibha," Abu Jafiu (ed.), Maolana (Mudana) A k a m  
Khan, p. 9 1. 



dissertation a neo-orthodox. He wrote and preached thunderous orthodoxy in harsh 

language that downgraded the West and secular Bengali symbols. But Akram was able to 

present these views, assisted by fiinds fiom the West and Hindus and by using modem 

methods and by employing English educated Muslirn and Hindu intellectuals. 

V. intellectual views of IsIamic Liberals in Bengai. 

Parallel to the growth and development of neo-orthodox intellectuals, there was an 

Islarnic liberal group of Bengali Muslim intellectuals. In addition to the narnes that are 

cited above, namely: Abul Kalam Sharnsuddin (1 897-1978), Mujibur Rahman Khan 

(1 9 10-1 984), Mohammad Wajed Ali (1 896-1 954) and Dr. Abul Kasem (1 902-?), there 

were other Islamic liberais in the Bengali Muslim intellectual world in the fint half of the 

twentieth century. They were, Mohammad Shahidullah (1885-1969), Sheikh Wajed Ali 

(1996-1954), Yakub Ali Choudhury (1877-1938), Mohammad Lutfar Rahman (1891- 

1936), Mohammad Barkatullah (1 8984974) and Isiamic liberals who are cited in Chapter 

Five of this dissertation. 

The Islamic liberals suffered in Bengai from "dilemmas" or "conflicts and 

contradictions" with regard to secular Bengali culture, which separated them from, to 

some extent, the neo-orthodox Muslim intellectuals. For example, the neo-orthodox, like 

Akrarn, tried to construct a strictly Muslirn Bengali language, but not a Bengali Musiim 

identity, which the Islamic liberals did attempt. But the Islamic liberals suffered a 

dilemma on this issue: were they strictly Muslirn Bengalis or Bengali Muslims? For 

example, in contrast to the neo-orthdox, the Islamic liberals expressed interest in non- 

communal, or secular Bengali literature and in the culture of niral and urban Bengalis of 

both Hindu and Muslim ongin. A few of the Islarnic liberals also demanded a Bengaii 

state, Bangladesh. in 1930. Some also expressed doubt about accepting Pakistan in 1947. 

Yet there were persisting dilemmas of the Islamic liberals toward accepting non- 

communal symbols of Bengali culture, at the cost of communal Muslirn self- 

consciousness. 



For example, ShahidulIah maintained personal and intellectmi communications 

with Rabindranath Tagore. In 1 920 Shahidullah read an article, "Bharater Sadharan 

Bhasha" or The ordinary lmguage(s) of India" at Sbantiniketan and Tagore presided over 

the seminar.[21 The article explored the possibility of Bengali language to be made the 

"lingua franca" in hdia. Earlier, in 1911, Shahiddlah had praised Tagore, "He 

(Rabindranath) is the first Bengali poet who introduced new d e s  of phonetics in Bengali 

language ... Persuaded by Rabanciranath's research, we have now been able to discover in 

Bengali language the law of hannonic sequence or vocalic harmony."i22 In 1921, 

Shahidullah took a vacation in Shantiniketan and two years later he represented Dhaka 

University in a Vishva-Bharati convocation ceremony. Tagore invited Shahidullah in 

1923 to be a member of the Managing Committee of Vishva-Bharati.123 but Shahidullah 

replied politely that he was not "competent to take this responsibility." h redit., it would 

seem, Shahidullah was not incompetent, but he was reluctant to be a patron of Vishva- 

Bharati. Shahidullah's could not become a member of Vishva-Bharati because that would 

imply participation in bhadralok culture of Bengali-Hindu origin and possibly that would 

create a social and cultuai gap with his neo-orthodox Muslirn cohorts. When Tagore's 

invitation came, Shahiduilah was a member of the Executive Committee and Akram was 

the vice-president of Bangiya Mussalman Shahitya Samiti. h 1923, while Shahidullah 

was teaching Sanskrit and Bengali in Dhaka University, he spent three months of sumrner 

vacation preaching Islam among Malatan RajputsF4 Despite refusal to be member of 

l2 '  Bhuiya IqbaI, Rabinhanuther Ekguccha Patra (Dhaka: Bangla Academy, 1985). p. 15. 

Mohammad Shahidullah, "Bangla Bhmha Tatve Rabinakanoth." published in Shamsunaman Khan, 
Azhar Islam and Seiina Hussain (eds), Mohammad ShahidutIah Smarakgranrho (Dhaka: Bangta Academy, 
1985), p.42. 

lu Tagom letter to Shahidullah, published in Bhuiya Iqbal. Rabin&anather Ekguccha Pana, p. 15. 

24 Ali Anwar, " Mohammad ShahiduiZah: Kale bidhrita rnanurh." ShahidutZah Smarukgrantha, p. 1 5 1. 



Vishva-Bharati, yet Shahiduilah used Tagore as a reference for securing a teaching 

position in a university abroad.125 

Shahidullah wrote a few essays and made a few comments on Tagore. 

Occasionally in public speeches he recited Tagore's poem, "My! golden Bengai, 1 love 

you ..." Yet in the same speeches, Shahidullah would cite many more sayings of H m t  

Mohammad and the Quran.126 Statistically, one cm give figures that Shahidullah's 

writings on the Quran, Hadith, Hazrai Mohammad and Iqbal were higher in number than 

the essays and books written on Tagore.127 In one essay, "Vishva-Kabi Rubindrcnath," 

Shahidullah even awkwardly stated that Tagore's thought was identical with Iqbal's and 

inspired by Hazrat Mohammad; and that Tagore looked like a Mawlana! Therefore, his 

suggestion was that Bengali Muslim intellectuals should follow Tagore.128 

The Islamic liberals, like Shahidullah, did not contribute to the neo-orthdox anti- 

Christianity and anti-Judaism polemics. Akrarn W y  adrnitted that al1 he had learnt 

i25 In 1945. Shahidullah applied for professorship of Veda and Avesta in the University of Kabul and in his 
Curriculum vitae, he associated hirnself with Tagore, "1 am one of the foundation mernbers of the Vishva- 
Bharati of Rabindranzth Tagore." See Shahidutlah's application for job in the University of Kabul, June 18, 
1945, published in Anisuzzaman (ed-), Shahiddiah Racanabali, 1 (Dhaka: Bangla Academy, 1994). p. 695. 

126 Mohammad Shahidullah. "Abhibhushan, " Shahidullah's speech to Chittagong Mussahan Cham 
Sanmelan, December 1918, published in Sharnsul7aman Khan, Azharul Islam and Selina Hussain (ed.), 
Mohammad Shahidullah Smarakgranth (Dhaka: Bangla Academy, 1969), pp. 485-490. In this speech, 
Shahidullah quoted one or two sayings of Tagore and a few Sanskrit verses, but he took forty quotations 
frorn Hadith and the Quran, so that Muslirn students would build theu lives according to Islam. 

127 Shahidullah in his lifetime published 32 prînted books (excluding the Madrasah text books that he 
wrote) and 263 journal articles (excluding the book reviews, pamphlets and introductory notes). Out of 32 
books, 12 books were written during British india and 20 books beniveen 1947 and 1963. Out of the 12 
books, 4 books are directly relevant to the Quran, Hadith and Hanat Mohammad; 2 books on Iqbal; 2 
books on Muslim poet Hafeez and Umar Khaiyarn; 1 book on Bengali language and phonetics; t on 
Bengali-Urdu-Arabic controversy; 1 on Bengali gramrnar and 1 book on ancient and medieval Bengali 
literature. Shahidullah's strong emphasis on Islam or Muslim continued during post-partition days. Out of 
the 20 books that he wrote, 1 1 are relevant to the Quran, Mohammed; 2 are related to Muslim traditions in 
medieval Bengal; 1 Arabic literature; 1 history of Bengali Iiterature wrinen in Urdu; I Bengali-Urdu-Fani- 
Arabic language issue; 1 relevant to Hindu-Buddhist-mystic-Mus1im/IsIarnic traditions in the medieval 
Bengal; 1 directly on Hindu writers in ancient India; 1 folk music, folk arts in East Pakistan; 1 directly on 
Buddhist mystic traditions. Shahidullah published no book on Rabincimath Tagore, Bankim Chatterji, Raja 
Rarnmohun Roy, but published two books on Iqbal. On Rabinciranath Tagore, he wrote 4 journal articles 
but published also 4 journal articles on Iqbal, 2 on Hafeez and 2 on Umar Khaiyam. 

128 Mohammad Shahidullah, "Virhva-kobi Rabin&anath," published in Mohammad SafiyuIlah (ed.), 
Shohidullah Sangbardhana Graniha (Dhaka: Renaissance Printers, I967), pp. 449-458. 



from the w-ritings of Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan were sorne techniques for translating the 

Quran, "a knowledge of Arabic litexanire, simple human intellect and avoiding blind 

adherence to existïng T'fiirs. Except these, 1 have followed nothing of Sayyid Ahmad 

Khan."l29 Moreover, it was Islamic liberais who rehabilitated in the Bengali Muslim 

intellectuai world, the Islamic writings of Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan and Sir Moharnmad 

Iqbal. The Bengali Muslim monthly journal Mahe Nou wrote in 1951, "...Twenty-five 

years ago, it was through the Bengali journal Gulista that Sheikh Wajed Ali first spread 

the message of Iqbal in Bmgladesh."~30 Perhaps no other Bengali Muslim intellectuai, in 

the first haif of the twentieth century, was so eulogistic of Iqbal as Sheikh Wajed was. 

Sheikh Wajed clarified his stance toward Iqbal at the beginning of his book Iqbaler 

Paigarn (1 933) or 'Iqbal's Message:' 
Iqbal was the greatest poet whose wntings and songs have 
made glonous efforts to bring Renaissance in the twentieth 
century oriental world. In that Renaissance Iqbal found 
spiriniality, the imer human power and inspirations. Iqbal, 
like a Prophet of ancient ages, declared the authenticity of 
that (spiritual) power in a thunderou voice that echoed 
throughout the world. It is essentiaily a necessity to be 
acquainted with the message of this age-making superman 
for our individual interest as weI1 as for the weifare of our 
nation. What super poet Goethe did for the German nation, 
statesman Mazzini for the Itaiian nation in the nineteenth 
cenniry. Iqbal. the glory of poethood, did the same for the 
oriental world ... The way Hazrat Musa was spellbound at 
the sight of Gods spirinial light and used diat power for 
the glory of the Israeli people Wi) .... Iqbal in the same way 
found in the pages of the Quran the burning light of 
spirituality.. .and glorifjmg the lives of Orientais. l 3  l 

129 Moharnmad Akrarn Khan, "Quran-anubad Alocana," Masik M o h m a d i ,  Vol. IX, No. 4 (I935), pp. 
226. 

130 "Morhum SheiW, Wazed Ali," published in Mahe-Nou, August 195 1 ,  cited by Syed Akram Hussain (ed), 
S. Wajed Ali Racanabali, II (Dhaka: Bangla Academy, 1985). p.522. 

1 3 '  Sheikb Wajed Ali. "lqbaler Puigam," S. Wajed Ali Racmabaii, II, p. 186. 



Like Sheikh Wajed, Shahidullah quoted profusely fiom Iqbal's poerns, in public 

speeches and writings during the 1920s. From the 1940s, after promulgation of the 

Lahore Resolution. calling for a separate Pakistan, Shahidullah advised Muslim audiences 

to adopt the "Islamic dynamism" of Iqbal. Beh~een 1940-1960, he made M e r  efforts in 

this direction. Shahidullah translated Iqbal's poem "Shikwa" and "Jowab-i-Shikwa, " wrote 

several articles on Iqbal and finally published a book, Iqbulr Jibani O Bani (1945) or 

'Iqbal: Life and Words.'j32 Sirnilarly, Mohammad Wajed Ali wrote several articles 

praising Iqbal, and aiso lengthy articles on Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan.133 

Despite their rehabilitation of Iqbal's and Sir Sayyid's Muslirn apologetics. and 

their imitating the two Muslim modemists, the Islamic liberals in Bengai did not on their 

own format construct &esh Muslim apologetics. The two Bengali Muslirn liberals, 

Shahidullah and Sheikh Wajed Ali submitted uncntically to Tqbai's theologicai 

speculations, and at times went beyond Iqbal. Iqbal and Sir Sayyid speculated that Islam 

was at par with the West. But Shahidullah. and more so. Sheikh Wajed. extended that 

speculation more assertively: Islam is supenor to Westem modemity; or Westem 

modernity was the creation of Islam. Iqbal and Sir Sayyid at least provided some grounds 

for their speculations, however unrealistic those arguments may seem historically. The 

Islamic liberals in Bengal did not provide such justifications. In fact the defense and 

glorification of Islam by Islamic liberals in Bengai at certain points left but a fine 

distinction with the Muslim triumphalism of their neo-orthodox associates. 

Tt was in the context of debate with such Isiarnic liberal and neo-orthodox Muslim 

contempomies that the rational humanist Muslims of eastem Bengal and their movement 

for intellectual fieedorn are examined in this dissertation. 

VI. Plan of Dissertation. 

132 Mohammad Shahidullah, Iqbal (Dhaka: Renaissance Publications, 1945). The book is reprinted in 
Aniswmnan (ed.), Shahidullah-Racanabafi, 1 (Dhaka: Bangia Academy, 1994), pp. 83- 185. 

'33 Mohammad Wajed Ali, "Sir Sgyid," Syed Abdul Mannan (ed.), Mohammad Wajed Ali Racanubali, I 
(Dhaka: Bangla Academy, 1 990). pp. 13 5- 1 72. 



This thesis is organized in terms of six chapters of which this Introduction is 

Chapter One and a Concluding Review and Epilogue is Chapter Six. Chapter Two 

introduces the rational humanist trend within Bengali Muslim intelligentsia. Two 

intellectuals are focused upon here: Kan Abdd Wadud and Abd Hussain, the founder 

and his CO-worker in the buddhir rnukti movement. The chapter examines the social 

background and professional life of these two key individuals and the range of intellectud 

influences and sources of inspiration that were important for the founder of the buddhir 

rnukcti movement, Kazi Abdul Wadud. 

Chapter Three, examines the origin of the Mudim Sahitya Samaj in Dhaka. We 

situate the Samaj within the socio-cultural milieu of Dhaka city in general, and Dhaka 

University in particutar. nie  chapter ais0 describes stnicture and operations of the Samaj, 

its social composition, statistical evidence of its participants, its stated purpose, its 

leadership, and its periodical publication, the ShiWia. The bottom line of the description is 

to show, that. although the term, 'Muslim,' was part of the title of the organization, yet it 

was not a communal organization. On the contrary, a critique of Islamic ideas and 

practices in its deliberations could be seen in the structure and even in the masthead of the 

Shikha. 

Chapter Four examines the deliberations of the "rational humanists," 

"independents" and "Islamic liberals" in the Samaj. A key point of the rationalist 

deliberations in the Samaj is a critique and modification of Muslim ideas and practices. 

This chapter descnbes this critique in several areas, but emphasizes two important areas: 

hdamentals of Islamic faith and some social d e s  of Islam. These critiques cm be seen 

at severai levels, for example: rationalists' definition of the phrase, 'freedom;' debates 

between Islamic liberals and rationalists in the Samaj sessions; the topics and contents of 

papers that were read by the rationalists; the rationalists' proposals for solution of social 

problems. The chapter also indicates a decline of the Samaj, in part because the neo- 



orthodox of Calcutta and orthodox interest in Dhaka brought intimidation upon the 

rational humanists. The chapter strictly confined to the years of the Samaj , 1 926- 1 93 8. 

Chapter Five. records the critiques of communal nationalism by Wadud and Abd 

Hussain. The chapter presents their critiques of both the 'Muslim communal nationalisrn.' 

one that led to Pakistan; and the 'composite nationalism,' that had been proposed for 

India. Freed fiom a communal Muslim seIf-consciousness, the rational humanists 

advocated a new kind of nationalism in India: a non-comrnunal humanistic nationdism. 

Its emphasis was not on immediate political freedom of India, but fieedom of Hindus and 

Muslirns from communal consciousness. Again it was not primarily through traditional 

religion that the two rationalists wanted unity of Hindus and Muslims, but by 'srishfi 

dharma' (religion of creativity). British rule was not looked upon as the 'enemy;' but as a 

modemizing factor supportive of srishri dharma unity of Hindus and Muslims. 

The Concluding Review and Epilogue sketches evidence that the ideas and values 

stressed so much by the buddhir rnukti movement on the 1920s and 1930s have continued 

to play a significant part in Bengali Muslim intellectual and even social and political life 

in later years in East Pakistan and Bangladesh. 

VIL Sources. 

This dissertation is constructed extensively on Bengali-language primary sources. 

Excerpts fiom these Bengali sources are, usually for the first t h e ,  translated into English 

by the author for this dissertation. This is one of the major contributions of the 

dissertation. The published p n m q  sources of the dissertation are classified as follows: i) 

biographies; ii) memoirs; iii) public speeches; iv) written correspondence; vi) diaries; vii) 

journals; viii) newspapers; ix) volumes that were edited by the participants themselves; 

and x) volumes that reprinted the works of the participants, edited by contemporary 

Bangladeshi scholars. 

The dissertation has also used many unpublished Bengali sources; i) extensive 

audio-recorded i n t e ~ e w s  with families of buddhir mziM figures as well as with 



contemporary Bangladeshi scholars; ii) an unpublished diary of a Bengali Muslim radical, 

dated 1934-47; iii) the unpublished proceedings of the Muslhn Sahitya Sarnaj of Dhaka, 

dated 1926-38. Alrnost al1 the unpublished written primary sources in Bengali language 

have been collected fiom several private collections in Dhaka and Calcutta. The 

unpublished English language govemment records that have been used in the dissertation 

are: MSS. EUR. E. 22 1. Philip Joseph Hartog Papen: Dhaka University and Dhaka 

University Record: No. Abul IV- 1965/B-9 1. 192 1-27, 

We should note that the primary sources 1 have collected on the rational hurnanists 

include a huge arnount of writing of al1 memben of the 'group of seven.' This dissertation, 

for practical reasons, is emphasizing only Kazi Wadud and Abu1 Hussain, especially their 

writings from 1926 to 1938. Any scholar interested to know, what happened to the 'group 

of seven,' for example, in the periods 1938-47 or 1947-1983, could contact me. It should 

be noted here. that my supervisor, Professor Joseph T. O' Conne11 has already translated 

into English, some writings of Abul Fazal; a member of the 'group of seven.' 

The published Bengali-language primary sources have been collected from several 

places: The British Library of London; National Library of Calcutta; University of 

Chicago Library; Library of Congress; and Bangla Academy, Dhaka University, and 

Chittagong University libraries of Bangladesh. For this, 1 took a complete year, 1992-93. I 

spent three months in London, two months in Calcutta, and seven months in Bangladesh. 

The research trip was funded by a dissertation fellowship, awarded by the Social Science 

Research Council. New York, for which support 1 am most grateful. A cirafi proposa1 of 

this dissertation was also read in 'Bangladesh Workshop,' arranged by the SSRC at 

Colombo, during December 16- 19, 1993. The conference was participated in by graduate 

students and faculty interested in Bangladesh, from United States, Netherlands, India, and 

Bangladesh. 



Chapter Two 

Prime Movers of the Freedom of Intellect Movement (Buddhir Mukti Andolan): 
Life sketches of leader, Kazi Abdul Wadud, and his associate, Abul Hussain; 

intellectual orientation of and influences on Kazi Abdul Wadud. 

1. Introduction. 

h o n g  the three trends of Muslim modernism in Bengal, neo-orthodox, Islamic 

liberal and the rational humanists. it is the third trend that this dissertation will 

emphasize. We have indicated in the introduction that the rational hurnanist trend of 

Bengali Muslim intelligentsia is virtuaily unknown in the scholarship of Muslim 

historiography in the West. We have also indicated in the introduction that this buddhir 

mukti ("Emancipation of Intellect") movement was the most unique and sviking 

expression of rational hurnanism among twentieth centwy Bengali Muslims before Indo- 

Pakistani independence. The dissertation will therefore concentrate on the buddhir mukri 

movement of the Bengali Muslim intelligentsia in four chapters. 

The buddhir rnukri movement began in Dhaka in 1926. Its intellectual mono was: 

~nan jekhane simabaddha. buddhi sekhane uroshtha. rnuktz sekhane asambhab or " Where 

knowledge is restricted, there the intellect is inert, there fieedom is impossible." The 

movement's main organization was Muslim Sahitya Samaj in Dhaka, and its views were 

published in its Bengali journal. Shikha. The motto of the movement, buddhir mukri, was 

conceived by Kazi Wadud and emphasized by his effective associate. Abul Hussain. 

The first section of this chapter will provide life sketches of the two main leaders, 

Kazi Abdul Wadud and Abul Hussain. This will include the social upbnnging, education 

and professionai lives of Wadud and Abul Hussain. The second section will examine the 

basic intellectual orientation of Kazi Wadud, which includes Wadud's understanding of 

three aspects of buddhir rnukti: freedom (muhi),  intellect (buddhi) and creativity (srishti). 

The section will then examine those individuais, Muslim and non-Muslim, who most 

inspired Wadud. For this, the chapter will examine five prominent figures: Mostafa 



Kemal Ataturk, Sir Mohammad Iqbal, Mahatma Gandhi, Raja Rammohun Roy and 

Rabindranath Tagore. The section will then give extended attention to Wadud's analy sis 

of the thought of Rammohun and Rabinciranath, the two Bengali menton who shaped 

Wadud's thought throughout his adult intellectual life. The chapter does not analyze Abu1 

Hussain's intellecnial orientation and influences in detail, but offers an example how he 

extended the ideas of Wadud. 

II. Life Sketches of Kazi Abdul Wadud and Abd Hussain. 

A. Kazi Abdul Wadud (I  894- 1970). 

Kazi Abdul Wadud was bom on April 26, 1894 in a Muslim family of Eastern 

Bengal.' He was bom in his patemai grandfather's home in Bagmara, a remote village in 

the district of Faridpur, approximately 65 miles south of Dhakâ Wadud's patemal 

grandfather, Kazi Yasin Ali, was an illiterate peasant, but Kazi Yasin's elder brother, Kazi 

Mohasin -41i. was a police constable. It was Kazi Mohasin who raised Wadud's father. 

Kazi Chagir Uddin. Kazi Chagir was educated up to the secondary level. When Kazi 

Yasin died. Wadud's father. Kazi Chagir, inherited a small plot of land of 2-3 acres, and 

two wom out village huts.' Kazi Chagir was married into a wealthy village farnily, who 

arranged a job for him in the Bengal railway. By merit of his hard Iabor and professionai 

cornmitment, Kazi Chagir rose to a high rank in the Bengal railway. At the time of death 

in 1922, Kazi Chagir was a station rnaster of the Howrah station at Calcutta. 

l There are several biographical essays on Kazi Abdul Wadud including a short auto-biographical sketch 
chat Wadud wote in a letter addressed to a Hindu writet, Utfullah Roy, in 195 1. The sketch is given a title 
by Wadud's biographer, Abdul Huq, "Kmi Wududer Jibankarha," published in Abdul Huq (ed.), Kazi 
Abdul Wudud Racanabali, I I  (Dhaka: Bangla Academy, 1 99O), pp. 335-337. Some of the close associates 
of Wadud wrote biographical essays on Wadud. Among these essays, Abdul Kadir's, Kmi Abdul Wadud 
(Dhaka: Bangla Academy, 1976). is most informative. More biographical essays and books are pubtished 
recently in Bengali Ianguage on Wadud. See Khondkar Sirajul Huq, Kuzi Abdul Wadud (Dhaka: Bangla 
Academy, 1987). Rashid Al Faniqi (ed.), Kari Abdul Wadud-Prmangu (Chittagong: Bangladesh Sahitya 
Parishad. 1987); Syed-ur Rahman (ed.), Wahd Carca (Dhaka: Academic Publishers, 1982). Muzaffar 
Ahmad, "Kuzi Abdul Wadud," Desh, June 26, 1970, p. 962. 

' Abdul Kadir. Kaz1 Wadud, p. 1. 



Wadud's matemal grandfather, Pacu Molla, was a rich jotedar, who educated his 

sons for professional careers. Two of Pacu Molla's sons, Ahasab Uddin and Nazir Uddin 

were police officers (darogo). Another son, Khabir Uddin, was an inspector of school. 

Wadud's mother was the youngest child of Pacu Molla 

Wadud did not boast of his family background, nor did he trace a genealogy of the 

hstory of his forefathers. On the contrary. he tended to be cntical of the way they lived 

their lives. Wadud wrote in his autobiographical note: 
My paternal and matemal families were both of 'middle 
class' origin. The maternal family was slightly well off. But 
none, however, were extraordinary in anything. My paternal 
grandfather was illiterate .... He did not care for his 'intellect' 
(cinra-bhabna). Instead he borrowed money and enjoyed 
eating ilish mach (a type of popular fish in Bengal). Even 
with a heavy burden of loan, he could also enjoy a care-kee 
sleep .... My father had a very whùnsical mind (buddhile 
atyanta Wieali); but was sympathetic to the sorrows of his 
relatives .... He adrnired my intellect, but he did not Iike 
very much my quiet character. He had an expectation that 1 
should earn more money and help my relatives .... My 
mother was extremely intelligent, but an extremely 
comrnanding mother .... My materna1 uncle (Nazir Uddin) 
was religious. but lwurious. I respected him. But fiom the 
age of fifteen or sixteen, 1 decided that 1 shouid not live 
according to their ideas.' 

Young Wadud was raised by his maternal uncle, Nazir Uddin, who was a police 

officer. As Nazir Uddin was posted in villages as well as in sub-divisional level police 

stations, Wadud's primary and secondary education was done in village and sub- 

divisional schools. Wadud, however, completed matriculation with a scholarship of 

Rs.10.00 fiom the Dhaka Collegiate School in 1913.4 Wadud wrote about his childhood 

-' Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Kari Waduder Jibankarha," p. 335. Wadud was also unhappy about his mothef s il1 
feeling toward him at his birth. Wadud stated in his incomplete and unpublished autobiography, Srnriri 
Karha: "1 looked very ugly at my birth. There were several marks of cut on my head. My mother said that 
she was not at al1 happy to look at me after my birth." It should be noted, however, that Wadud was born 
when his father was s u f f e ~ g  from the disease o f  plague. See Abdul Kadir, Kazi Wadud, p. 2. 

" ~ b d u l  Kadir. Kazi Wadtrd, pp. 2-3. 



experience: "1 watched the Svadeshi rnovement when 1 was ten or eleven yean old. I 

aiways had fiiendship with meritorious Hindu students and we discussed among u s  the 

movement of Svadeshi as well as the distance between European and Lndian 

civilization."' But he did not mention any significant inspiration f?om fiends or from 

political developments during his primary and secondary education. 

Wadud entered Presidency College of Calcutta in 1913. He passed the 

Intermediate examination in 19 15, B.A. in 19 17, and M.A. in political economy from 

Calcutta University in 1919. in Presidency College, Wadud had severai fnends: Subash 

Chandra Bose. an eminent indian nationalist, Pramathanath Sarkar, Niren Roy, Khitish 

Canopadhyay and Deben Bane jee! Wadud's biographers have also mentioned Wadud's 

acquaintance with Justice Ramaprasad Mukhopadhyay and Justice Amin Ahmad, with 

singer Dilip Kumar Roy, and publisher-editor, M u i  Huq.' They were Wadud's fnends 

in the Presidency College; but not his intellecnial mentors. Wadud wrote no specific 

articles or made any significant cornments on any of his acquaintances in Presidency 

College.Wadud wrote a poem on Subash Chandra Bose only in 1949, on the occasion 

of Indian independence day. The poem paid respect to the patriotism of Bose; but it was 

cntical of Bose's acts of terronsm for achieving freedom of Lndiam9 

' Kari Abdul Wadud. "Kazi  Waduder Jibankatha." p.  336. Kazi Abdul Wadud described his childhood life 
in his novel. Arad (Calcutta: Nur Library, 1948). The book is reprinted in Numl Amin (ed.), Kuzi Abdul 
Wudud Racanabali, I I  1 (Dhaka: Bangla Academy, 1992)- 

Kazi Abdul Wadud. " Kazi Waduder Jibankatha." p. 336. 

' Muzaffar Ahmad, "Kazi Abdul Wudud,." De.sh, June 26, 1970. p. 962. Se+ also Rafiqul Islam, Nmrul 
Jibani (Dhaka: Bengali Department, Dhaka University, 1972)- p. 84. 

8 In his auto-biographical note, Jibankatha, Wadud wrote only a short comment about his Presidency 
College fnends: "1 spent my college Iife at Presidency college. My cIass fiiends were Subas Chandra, 
Pramathanath Sarkat, Niren Roy, and Khittish Caîyopadhyay. Except Subash Chandra, al1 are now famous 
college professors. See, Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Kmi Waduder Jibankatha," p. 336. 

9 Kazi Abdu1 Wadud, "Subash Chmaka," published in Kazi Abdul Wadud (ed.), Svadhinata-Diner Upohar 
(Calcutta: Khurshid Bakht, 195 1 ), pp. 4-6. 



Wadud's entry înto Presidency College marked the beginnùig of an interest in 

Rabindranath Tagore. Until 1913, there was no reference to Tagore's w-riting. His 

rnaternal uncle, Na& Uddin, had arranged for Wadud to stay for a few days with his 

Hindu colleaguels father-in-Iaw in Calcutta. Wadud recailed: 

1 went to Calcutta afier I passed the maaiculation 
examination. For the first several days. 1 stayed in a Hindu 
bhadralok's house. He was a teacher and was fond of 
Brahmo religion. Every evening there was Rabindra-song in 
his house fiom Tagore's newly published Gifanjalii. 1 
listened to these songs and 1 become entranced with 
Rabindranath. Before Rabindranath ac hieved the No bel 
Pnze, 1 bought Gifanjal, and after that 1 become a 
'Rabindra-(a)nuragi' (Rabindra-enthusiast ). 'O 

Soon Wadud was eager to have Tagore's comment on one of his early novels. 

Nadibakrhe (1 9 19)." Tagore sent his comments ftom ShanWetan on April 15 19 19: "In 

your (apnar) novel. Nadibakshe, you have subtly sketched the family life of Muslim 

peasants. 1 feel delighted to enjoy its naturalness. simplicity and newness. for which I 

express appreciation to you."" It is noticeable in this letter that Tagore addressed Kazi 

Wadud. though much his junior in years, by the formal term, apnar ('your'). Eight years 

later. in 1927. Tagore addressed Kazi Wadud by the more intirnate t o ~ a r ' ~  ('your'). 

Wadud's interisive study and accurate understanding of Tagore's writing began in 1924 

'O Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Kuzi Waduder Jibankatha," p. 336. 

' Kazi Abdul Wadud, Nudibakshe (Dhaka: Naroj Kitabstan, 19 19). The novel is reprintcd in Kazi Abdul 
Wadud Racanabali, Vol. III.  For more novels and short stories of Wadud, see Kazi Abdul Wadud, Mir- 
Paribar (Brarnanbaria: Begum Afiqa Kham, 1918). Kazi Abdul Wadud, Bhul, Bangiya-Mussalman- 
Sahitya-Patrika, Vol. 1, No.  1 ( 19 19), pp. 49-57. Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Ma," Bangiya-Mussalman-Sahirya- 
Patrika, Vol. I I ,  No. 3 ( 19 19), pp. 2 15-225. Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Biraj-bou," Bhararbursha, Vol. IV, No. 2 
( 19 16), pp. 502-507. Kazi Abdul Wadud, Tarun (Dhaka: Orient Publishen, 1948). 

" .dpnar likhita Nadibakshe upanyaskhanite mussalman cmhi grihasder je saral Jibaner chabikhani 
nipunbhabe pathakder kache khulia diyachen. tahar svabhabikatva. saralata o nutanatbe ami bishesh 
ananda labh karjachi, ei karane amar kritaggata janiben. Rabindranath Tagore to Kazi Abdul Wadud, 
April 1 5. 19 19. Bhuiya Iqbal (ed.), Rabindianather Ekguccha Papa (Dhaka: Bangla Academy, l985), 
p.22. 

13 Bhuiya Iqbal. Rabindanather Ekguccha Pana, p. 23. 



and continued until Wadud died in 1970. Waduds first book on Tagore, Rabindra Kabya 

Path. was published in 1927. Tagore read the book and wrote to Wadud: 
1 c m  not remember anyone fkom whom my writing has 
received such a tastefûi discriminating reception. In it 
(Rabindra Kabya Poth) there is a subtle sensibility and a 
cornmand over language that is astonishing. It is a matter of 
good fortune for a poet to have a reader like you ..." 

Tagore backed Waduds professional career in Bengali language and Iiterature. A 

year after completing his M.A. in political economy, Wadud applied to teach Bengali 

literature in the Dhaka Intemediate College (established in 1841). Despite the fact that 

Wadud had no formal training in Bengali language and literature, he got the job. Wadud 

described one reason of his success: 
1 become a lecturer of Bengali by Dinesh babu's (Dinesh 
Chandra Sen's) recomrnendation. He read my novels (Mir 
Paribar, Nodibahhe) and an essay of mine ("Sahityiker 
Sadhana") and took assessrnent of my ability fiom Sarat 
C handra C hatopadhyay, Rabindranath Tagore, S hashanka 
Mohan Sen, and Pramatha Choudhwy. At that tirne 1 had 
not been formally introduced to Dinesh Chandra Sen. '' 

Cornmunist leader Muzaffar Ahmad, who was associated with rebel Bengali poet 

Kazi Nazml Islam. had known Kazi Wadud since 191 3. Ahmad was suspicious of this 

appointment: " M e n  Wadud applied for this job. there were other candidates who 

contested. I do not understand why the government senà this file to Dr. Dinesh Chandra 

Sen." l6 

'" Amar rachana eman sanas bicarpurna samadar aro karo hate labh kmeche baie mme pare na. Er 
rnadbe je sukrna sahanubhuti O bhasha-naipunya prakash peyeche ta bismqkar, Tomar mato pathak 
paoya Kabir pakshe sazibhagyor bishay ... Rabindranath Tagore to Kazi Abdul Wadud. Bhuiya Iqbal, 
Rabindrunather Ekguccha Patra ( 1 98S), p. 23. 

l 5  Kazi Abdul Wadud, " Kuzi Wududer Jibankatha.." p. 3 3 6. 

'O M u f f a r  Ahmad. " Kazi Abdul Wadud," p. 962. 



Wadud stayed in the Dhaka intermediate College fiom 1921 to 1938, and then 

applied for a job as a secretary of Bengal Textbook Committee" located in Calcutta. One 

of the referees whom Wadud mentioned in the application was Rabindranath Tagore. 

Wadud wrote to Tagore" about it oniy afier he had mailed the job application. Most 

probably. Tagore recommended Wadud, because Wadud's application was successful. l9 

When Calcutta was bornbed during World War II, Wadud's office was transferred to 

Rajshahi (East Bengal) in 1943. Wadud stayed in Rajshahi until 1945. Mer the war was 

over, he went back to Calcutta and never came to stay pemanently in East Pakistan. 

It was d u ~ g  Wadud's stay in the Dhaka Intermediate College that he and his 

associates founded the Muslim Sahitya Samaj in 1926. The Samaj lasted until 1938. 

Wadud's application for a new job in the Bengal Text Book Cornmittee, his departure 

from Dhaka, and his decision to senle down pemanently in Calcutta were related to the 

Muslim separatist movement in Dhaka. The Samaj was undermined by the Islamic 

Iiberals and Muslim fündamentalists in Dhaka. Wadud and his associate, Abu1 Hussain. 

faced a trial in the private court of Muslim orthodox of Dhaka. With their fieedom of 

thought and expression so restncted, Wadud had little alternative but to leave Dhaka 

( 1938). Annadashankar Ray, a close associate of Wadud and a retired district magistrate 

of Indian Civil Service, has given M e r  reasons for Wadud's decision to opt for India 

afier 1947: 

17 The Committee was a branch organization of the Directorate of Public Instruction, Bengal Presidency, 
siniated at Calcutta. 

[ 8 1 did not know about this letter while 1 was in Calcutta in 1993. After 1 came back to Chittagong, I 
interviewed Dr. Bhuiya Iqbal and he told me that the letter is preserved in Rabindru-bhaban archives in 
Shantiniketan. Bhuiya Iqbal. "Rabindranalher Ekguccha Papa," p.19. 

'' There is, however, another story of Wadud's success. Tasadduk Ahmad, pmident of one session of the 
Dhaka Muslirn Sahitya Samaj, was Wadud's close friend. in 1993, Tasadduk was promoted to Additional 
Director of Public Instruction. Tassaduq came to Dhaka before retirement and told his collegue, S.N.Q. 
Zulfiqar Ali (Professor, Dhaka Teachen training College), "Do not apply for the post of Secretary of Text 
Book Committee. This post has been created for Wadud." Golam Saklayan, Khan Bahadur Abdur Rahman 
Khan, 1890-1964 (Dhaka: Bangla Academy, 1990), p. 32. S.N.Q. Zulfiqar Ali, "Kmi Abdul Wadud," 
published in Syed-ur Rahman (ed.), Wadud Carca (Dhaka: Academic Publishers, l982), p. 80. 



If Kazi (Abdul Wadud) would have been a conforrnist 
Muslim, he could easily arrange a promotion in his 
professional career during provincial autonomy in 
undivided Bengal.. .Before the Cabinet Mission came.. .Kan 
was strongly against Pakistan. He wrote a lengthy article2* 
to that end .... The newly promuigated two nation theory was 
against Kazi's conscience. ... If he had stayed in Pakistan, he 
would have faced no cornpetition fiom Hindus in his 
professional career .... He give up his landed properiy in 
Faridpur (East Pakistan) .... He stayed in a secular state, 
India, for an exercise of the right of freedom of thought and 
expression...'' 

From 1947 to his death in 1970, Wadud lived comfortably in Calcutta, leaving his 

only daughter. Jebunesa. and her husband, Shamsul Huda in Dhaka One of the favorite 

pursuits of Wadud in the retired life, beside intellecnial activities, was his love of 

animals!" Wadud retired fkom govemment service in 195 1 and with pension money he 

bought a houe in Calcutta. Wadud's correspondence with Jebunesa at dus tirne shows 

that he had no particuiar preference for a house in the Muslim neighborhood of Calcutta." 

Within four years after purchase of the house, Wadud's wife, Jamila Khatun, died (1955). 

Wadud was saddened and lonely after her death. Annadashankar Ray wrote: "Kazi 

promised not to sleep anywhere except in the bed in which his beloved wife had last 

~lept."'~ Wadud did not marry a second tirne. although he lived fifieen years after his 

wi fe's death. 

" Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Griha Judher Prakkafe" (May 4, 1946), published in Abdul Huq (ed.), Kuzi Abdul 
Wadud Racanabafi, I (Dhaka: BangIa Academy, 1988). p. 49 1497. 

"~~adashankar  Ray. "Jibm darshanik Wadud." Derh, June 27. 1970, p. 957. 

7 7  - Wadud was a cat-lover. Mahbub-ul-Alam, Wer-in-law of Abul Faz31 and a young associate of  buddhir 
rnukri intellectuals of Dhaka, visited Wadud's Calcutta home in 195 1 .  Alam was amazed to see that Wadud 
has number of pet cats in his house and he fed them miüc in his dinning table. Mahbub-ul Alam, "Kazi 
Abdul Wadud," Ittefaq, Dhaka, June 7 ,  1970, p.2. 

'1 Kazi Abdul Wadud to Jebunesa, unpublished Ietten. July 18. 1945 and August 3, 1945. Wadud's house, 
8/B Tarak Dutta lane, is located in a Hindu neighbothood of Calcutta. The house is a three-floor building 
of five-six bedrooms, a spacious baicony and a lawn. 

'' Annadas hankar Ray. "Jiban Darshanik Wadud. " Desh (Calcutta), June 27, 1 970, p. 96 1. 



From the time of retirement in 1951 until Wadud died in 1970, he had a 

diversified intellectual life in Calcutta. Wadud gave the second Vishva-Bharati lectures in 

1956. In 1961. he gave a lecture in Gujarat University. He wrote at tbis time several 

books. We will describe these writings and lectures of Wadud in Iater sections. What was. 

however. distinctive in Wadud's life at this tirne, was his easy settling d o m  in a mdti- 

religious "civil society" in post-independent Lndia. This can be seen in seved activities of 

Wadud's private and public life during these years. 

Afier his wife's death, Wadud rented out several rooms of his home. The tenants 

were students and professionals, male and female; and there were Hindu as well as 

Muslim tenants? After Wadud was attacked by deadly Parkinson's disease. he called a 

Hindu neighbor, Srimati Sandha Roy, tc- take the dictation of his Bengali translation of 

the Quran." During vicious Hindu-Muslim riot in Calcutta in 1950, triggered by an 

uprooting of the Hindu population in East Pakistan," Wadud was cautioned by his 

neighbors in Calcutta: "You should close the doors and windows of your home." Wadud 

replied to his neighbors. "If I die by riot, 1 would prefer to die at the hands of a Hindu."" 

Another of Wadud's Hindu neighbors in Calcutta, Ratan Kumar Ghosh, described Wadud 

in Calcutta, "To some Wadud is a Bruhmo, othea think he is a Christian; still others think 

'5 TWO fernale tenants who lived in Wadud's House were: Kohinoor Begurn (Muslim) and Srimati Maitri 
Debi (Hindu). They were CPf workers in Calcutta. They looked afier Wadud until 1970. Interview with 
M n .  Rakibuddin Ahmed. June 24. 1993. Mrs Ahmed has been tenant of Wadud since 1964. See also Kazi 
Abdul Wadud's correspondence with Mohammad Asad, unpublished document dated 12. 3. 70. Kohinoor 
Begurn's correspondence with Jebunesa, unpublished, dated 2.2. 1970. 

'6 In t 993, 1 met Mn. Sandha Roy in Calcutta. She is now a disabled person and iives next door to Wadud's 
house in Calcutta. Mrs Roy told me that Wadud gave her the dictation of Bengali translations of the Quran 
and she wrote down the translations. Interview with Mrs. Rakibuddin Ahmed and Sandha Roy, Calcutta, 
June 24, 1993. 

'' See Anondabazar Panika, January-April, 1950. See also Saileshkumar Banerjee, Dangar Itzhas 
(Calcutta: Mitra & Ghosh Publishers, 1992). 

" hterview with Mrs. Rakibuddin Ahmed and Sandha Roy, CaIcutta, June 24, 1993. 



Wadud is a Iearned agnostic."" Mahbub-ul-Alam wrote that Wadud always greeted 

Hindus by saying nama~km.'~ Among the Hindus, one yomg follower of Wadud in 

Calcutta during the 1960s was Ainalendu De. De told me in an interview (1 993) that his 

marriage to a Muslim women, Nasima Banu (A.K. Fazlul Huqls niece), was largely 

inspired by Wadud." 

In the 1950s and 1960s, Wadud's closest intellectual associates in Calcutta were 

liberal humanists of Muslim and Hindu origin: Annadashankar Ray (retired Indian civil 

servant)," Amalendu De (currently Guru Nanak Professor, Jadabpur University, 

Calcutta), S uni ti Kumar Chatte j ee (historian of Bengali literature), Narayan C houdhury 

 r ri ter),'^ Rabiuddin Ahmad (social worker), Niranjan Haidar (Anandab- Parrika). 

Amalendu De told me that Wadud's intellectual interactions with these humanists were 

usualiy held in addas (informai conversation circles), in Wadud's living room in Calcutta. 

The central focus of these addos, according to De, was to bind the Hindus and Muslims in 

a composite culture in Calcutta. 

These addas in Wadud's house led to the publications of three Bengali joumals 

and two intellectual associations in Calcutta. The three Bengali journals that were 

" In the article. Ghosh also describes that Wadud's writings were popular among many students, teachen. 
professionals and public officiais of Calcutta. Ratan Kumar Ghosh. "Hindur Cokhe Kazi Abdul Wadud." 
unpublished, n.d.. pp. 7 & 9. 

'O Mahbub-ul-Alam, " K a i  Abdul Wadud," Ittefaq, Iune 7. I W O ,  Dhaka, p 2. 

"interview with Professor Amalendu De. Calcutta, Iune 27 and July 2, 1993. De's family now lives in 
Calcutta and their children are growing up without any formal religion. 

" Professor J.T. 0' onnell's interview with A~adashankar Ray. Calcutta, September 1. 1992. Ray's views 
o f  rational humanisrn can be gathered fkom his several books. See. for example: Annadashankar Ray, 
Banglar Renaas (Calcutta: Muktadhara, 199 1 ); Cababal (Calcutta: M.C. Sarkar and Sons, 1976); 
Simhabalokan (Calcutta: Sahityalok, 1984); Juktabanger Smriti (Calcutta: Mitra & Ghosh, 1990). 

'' Narayan Choudhury's recent work is. Lekhak Parhak O Samaj (Calcutta: Sahityalok, 1984). One of the 
essays of this book is written under the title, "Manab Mukri O Lekhaker Bhumika" or 'Hwnan Freedom and 
the Role of Writers.' 



published were: Samkolpa (1 954),34 Barshmhesh Samkalpa (1 965)" and Tarun Para 

(1965). The first journal was edited by Wadud; the last two were edited jointly by Kazi 

Abdul Wadud. Narayan C houdhury and Pubiuddin Ahmad. In the three j ournals, articles 

were contributed by Hindu and Muslim male writers, and women writers of Hindu origin. 

It  is noticeable that none of the Marxist views were published in these journals. It is also 

noticeable that in almost al1 the volumes of the h t  journal, Wadud published his own 

articles. as well he reprinted essays written by former buddhir rnukti intellecnials of the 

1920s in Dhaka. The titie, Tumn Pana, was borrowed by Wadud fiom the title Tamn 

Patra, which was published by Abu1 Hussain in Dhaka in 1925. One purpose of Wadud 

was. therefore. to give the rationai humanists of the two parts of Bengal an unity of focus. 

Wadud wrote in the "Editors Note" of Tarun Patra (1  965): 
Long years ago, in the year 1925, the great person A b d  
Hussain had published a smail Bengali journal Tarun 
Patra. The Tarun Patra and its ultimate form Shikha 
(journal of the buddhir m u t i  movement in Dhaka) had 
their intimacy with Sabuj Patra (a Bengali journal of 
rational humanism. edited by Pramatha Choudhury of 
Calcutta and inspired by Rabindranath Tagore). The 
purpose of Sabuj Patw Tamn Pana and Shikha was 
liberal humanism and m u h  buddhi. The recent Tarun 
Patra (1965) wants to fulfill the same purpose at this ti~ne.'~ 

Two pertinent intellectual associations were founded in Calcutta in 1960s by 

" Wadud's direct inspiration:" i) Naba Jagaran Sarniti or 'New Awakening Society' and ii) 

Dara Shikoh-Rarnmohun tnstihite." Amalendu De was secretary and Suniti Kumar 

'' See Kazi Abdul Wadud (ed.). Samkafpo, Vol. 1, No. 1-8 (1954) and Kazi Abdul Wadud Sarnkaipo, Vol. 
1, No. 9- 12 ( 1959,  published from Calcutta. 

" Kazi Abdul Wadud, Rabiuddin Ahmad and Narayan Choudhury (eds.), Bmshushesh Samkafpa, 
December. 1965. 

j6 Kazi Abdul Wadud, Rabiuddin Ahmad and Narayan Choudhury (eds.), T m n  Paaa, April-May, 1965, p. 
1 .  See, aIso Kazi Abdut Wadud, Rabiuddin Ahmad, Narayan Choudhury (eds), T m  Patra, Rabincira- 
N m l  Samkhya 1965. 
37 Amalendu De, "Preface," in M. Mahfuz-UI-Huq (ed.), Majmal-UI-Bahin (Calcutta: The Asiatic Society, 
1982). 



Chatterjee was president of the second organization. Amalendu De told me that the t ~ o  

org anizations were the " brain chi ldred"" O f Wadud. 

For al1 these intellectual activities in Calcutta, Wadud was awarded a literary 

prize. the 'Shishir Kurnar Award. 1970.' The award came too late. On the day of the 

award, Wadud was unconscious due to Parkinson disease. Wadud's Calcutta associates 

were not happy that Wadud was not awarded, 'Rabindm Purasamsh.' or 'Rabindra 

Award.' Annadashankar Ray was angry: "It is not Wadud's misfortune, but the misfortune 

of this country that one of the foremost scholars and Rabhdra specialists of Bengai was 

not awarded the better known Rabindra Purasarn~kar."~~ 

B. Abd Hussain (1 897- 193 8). 

Three years younger than Wadud, Abu1 Hussain was bom on February 5, 1897, in 

his matemal grandfather's village, Pansira, in the district of Jessore, about 125 miles away 

From Dhaka city." According to Abul Hussain. his patemal grandfather, Maulabi 

Mohammad Hasim. was a Sufi. Abul Hussain's father, Mohammad Musa was a Haji. 

Abul Hussain's matemal grandfather. Mir Lutefa Ali, had no biological son. so Haji Musa 

moved to his father-in-lads home to become what in the Bengali social system is called, 

'ghor jamayat (son-in-law living in father-in-law's houe). Haji Musa was a small 

landholder and a religious person. His book, Namaj Shiksha, or Teaching prayer, was 

"well received by his village Muslim ~ornmunity.''~' 

;a Interview with Amalendu De, Calcutta, July 2, 1 993. 

j9  Annadashankar Ray, "Jiban Darshanik Wadud," Desh, June 27, 1970. p. 968. 

40 UIike Wadud, Abul Hussain did not write any short autobiographical note. Abul Hussah, however, 
wrote a short essay, "Sufi Hasim." who was Abul Hussain's patemal grandfather. The essay was fmt 
published in a Bengali journal, Barshik Saogat, Vol. 1 (1926) and later reprinted in Abdul Kadir (ed), Abul 
Hussainer Racanabali (Dhaka: Barnamichil, 1976). pp. 278-285. For biographical information of Abul 
Hussain, this section is depended on several works: Abdul Majid, Abu1 Hussain (Dhaka: Bangla Academy 
1 988). Abdul Kadir (ed.), Abul Hwsainer Racanabali. Mohammad Siddiqur Rahman, "Abul ifussain o 
Mus1i.w Sahitya Samaj," Bharha Sahirya Patra, Vol. XVIII (1991). Syed Mohanunad Hussain (Abul 
Hussain's brother), "Abd Hussain Smriti." published in Syed Abul Maqsud (ed.), Astifva Vol. I (1993). It 
should be noted that Abul Hussain wrote his name in English, "Abul Hussain," and not "Abul Husain." 

'' Abdul Majid. Abu! Hussain. p. 1 1 .  



Abul Hussaui reported that his paternal grandfather, Sufi Hasim, was born in 1 82 1 

in Jessore. He was well versed in Farsi (Persian) and was happy with a simple life of 

"plain clothes and ordinary rice." He spent thne teaching religion to his community. 

Hasim was educated for four years in Calcutta in the Quran, Hadith and fiqh by a "famous 

ulema." Afier he returned fiom Calcutta to his village home, Hasim was empioyed as a 

clerk in the estate of a Hindu zamindar of Jessore, Indrabhushan Choudhury. At this tirne, 

Abul Hussain reported, Hasim became a Sufi. But Abul Hussain's description of Hasim's 

Sufi activities indicates that he was a pious Muslim." Another Islamic devotion by 

Hasim. according to Abul Hussain. was his humane attitude to the poor: 

If Hasim's neighbors were hungry, Hasim shared his food 
with them. When families were suffering from a contagious 
disease, and there was none to take care for thern, Hasim 
gave a hand to the family. Hasim was not tolerant to pirism. 
He gave public speeches against shirk and bedat. With this 
end in view. Hasim debated with pirs of the district of 
Khulna, Jessore and Nadia. " 

Abd Hussain, as a child, had his first lessons in Arabic, Farsi and Urdu tiom his 

father. When Abul Hussain reached the age of secondary education, Haji Musa moved 

out of his father-in-law's house. Abul Hussain was admitted into a village high school. 

For higher secondary education. Abul Hussain was admitted into a district level 

govemment high school: the Jessore Zilla school. It was in class Class VI1 (Grade VII) 

" Abu1 Hussain described Sufi Hasim's daily schedule: "Hasim got up fiom bed in the early morning. He 
then took bath and become clean. After that he entered Uito mosque and stayed there until 8 am. During his 
stay in the mosque, he performed moming prayer, devotedly read the Quran, Hadith etc .... He took launch at 
I I .a.m and then went to work ... For evening prayer he entered the mosque and prayed until 1-2 A.M. in the 
last year of life, he spent so much tirne in performhg religious rites that he did not sleep more than 2-3 
ho m.... For this devotion to Islam, people called him Sufi." See, Abul Hussain, "Su$ Hasim," Abd 
Hrrssainer Racanabafi, p. 282. 
43 It is not hown fiom Abul Hussain's essay or from AbuI Hussain's biography, if young Abul Hussain had 
personally experienced orthodoxy of his grandfàther or the story had been told to him by his parents. It 
seerns likely that AbuI Hussain did not see his grandfathefs orthodox activities. It is not known, when 
Hosim died. If he was alive, he was 76 (bom in 182 1) at the time Abui Hussain was born (1  897). 



that Abul Hussain firçt met his teacher, Anwad Kadir? Abul Hussain got special 

attention from A n w d  Kadir because Abul Hussain was brilliant but poor. A n w a d  

Kadir gave Abul Hussain private coaching, food, and tuition fees. Poor A b d  Hussain. 

who found a patemal shelter at this young age. was easily carried away and took Anwanil 

Kadir as his baba (father)." This infomal parent-son relationship between Anwml 

Kadir and Abul Hussain. continued as long as they lived. It was Abul Hussain's son-like 

solicitation, and Wadud's personal fnendship with Anwanil Kadir that persuaded the 

latter to participate in the Muslim Sahitya Samaj sessions and start the organized 

movement of buddhir rnukti. 46 

in 19 1 4. Abul Hussain passed the matriculation examination with a stipend of Rs 

10.00. He completed the Intermediate examination in 1916 and a B.A. in 191 8 from 

Presidency College. Abul Hussain studied economics for the M.A. from Calcutta 

University in 1920. and began a professional life as a school teacher in Calcutta. in 192 1. 

he was appointed as assistant lecturer in commerce and economics at Dhaka University 

at a monthly sa ia iy  of Rs. 125.00.47 Yet, within six years, Abul Hussain resigned from 

D haka University. 

Trouble began d e r  Abul Hussain wrote an article that vehemently cnticized the 

special concession granted to Muslims in education, employrnent and politics. Abul 

44 This information is gathered from my extensive interview with Zaheda Rahman, Anwanrl Kadir's 
daughter. The interview took place in Dhaka on May 5, 1993. 

j5 Zaheda Rahman told me that she used to cal1 her father as baba, which is a Turkish and Hindi word. It is 
common word of Hindus and Muslims of Bengal. AnwaruI Kadir's b iopphy was wriaen by her daughter, 
Zaheda Rahman, Babake Jeman Peyechi (Dhaka: Glimpse Publication, November 1988). 

46 Interview with Zaheda Rahman, May 5, 1993. 

47 Abul Hussain's application for Job in Dhaka University was recommended by Principle J.R. Barrow of 
Presidency Co liege; Professor Rarnesh C handra Majumdar, Dean of Arts, Dhaka University; and Professor 
Sardacharan Das. Head of Mathemetics Department, Calcutta University. Abu1 Hussain's application 
impressed Vice-Chancellor Professor P.G. Hartog who raised Abul Hussain's starting salary fiom Rs. 100 to 
125. See, Dhaka University Record, No. Abul IV- 1965fB-9 1 (1 92 1 -27), unpublished document. See also 
Mo hamrnad S iddiqur Rahman, "A bul Hussain o Musiirn Sahitya Samaj," p. 94. 



Hussain wrote that seeking concession was jwt like "an attitude of beggars, whining at 

the feet of the indifferent and disgusted giver ...." Concessions had ofTered the Muslirn 

youth an easy and uncompetitive way to find jobs through backdoor oppomuiities: "The 

charisma of 'forty-five percent' wodd collapse the ambition of our younger generation 

fiom lesser to the least; their dynamism would decay; their minds would be cramped; and 

ambition would be pnined."" 

The articie was immediately criUcized by the neo-orthodox journal. Mohammadi. 

The journal claimed Abul Hussainfs employment in Dhaka University was by courtesy 

and favor. The allegation was probably tme, as Abd Hussain did not hold high academic 

standing for a teaching position in Dhaka University. He did not hold a first class 

certificate in B.A. or M.A. Nonetheless, it is not known if a better qualified candidate 

with first class degrees had contested with Abd Hussain. In reply to iMohamrnadi's 

accusation, Abul Hussain frankly admitted that he had been favored by a concession: 
If 1 had not been made professor (he means lecturer) by 
concession, then it would be better for me and for the 
Muslim society ...A is my firm conviction that the more 
concession is given to us, the more we wouid 
diminish.. . .My opponents have done good to me.. . ." 

Within months of this accusation. Abul Hussain applied for a leave (without saiary) from 

Dhaka University. The application was t m e d  down and Abul Hussain resigned from the 

university on July 13, 1927. 

Abul Hussain now began practicing law in the lower court of Dhaka, for which he 

took a degree of BL., earlji in 1922. As a lawyer in a lower court of Dhaka, Abul 

Hussain's fmancial standing did not improve. His brother, Syed Mohammad Hussain, 

wrote that Abul Hussain had moved out of a "fiee apartment of the University," and now 

'' Abul Hussain. "Shatkara Payraiiish" (1926). Shikha. Vol. 1 (1927). pp. 23-24. 

19 Abul Hussain, "Shatkara PaytalliSher Jer," Abhrj'an, September 1926, cited by Abdul Kadir, "Abul 
Hussainer Cintodhara," published in Abul Hussainer Racanabali, p. 395. 



lived in a house where there was no electncity? Abul Hussain was not h s m t e d .  To 

prove that he was not fearful of cornpetition, Abul Hussain formed a srnall circle to 

contest in the election of Dhaka University Court (highest elected executive body of the 

univenity). The circle won the election in 1927, by defeating such a towering Muslim 

political leader as Dr. Abdullah Al Marnun Suhrawardy." Privately he also took 

preparation for a degree of M.L. in 193 1 ,  he not only completed the M.L. degree, but was 

awarded two gold medals for securing outstanding grades. in 1932, Abul Hussain moved 

out of Dhaka and joined the Calcutta High Court bar. He was norninated for and 

submitted the "Tagore Law Lecture" in Calcutta University in 1935? In 1937, he was 

appointed govemment pleader of the Calcutta High Court. Abu1 Hussain could not take 

up this position. as his health had been detenorating rapidly due to stomach cancer. In the 

following year. on October 15, 1938. Abul Hussain died at the age forty-one. 

III. lntellectual Orientation of and Muences on Kazi Wadud. 

Wadud coined the mono. buddhir mukti, and its English translation. 

"emancipation of intellect," pnvately in his diary, Nana Katha. 53 in 1924. Between 1924 

and 1926, Wadud developed the impiications of this motto. Along with elabonting the 

meaning, Wadud dso cited intellectuals who, he thought, had inspired him to construct 

the motto. In addition, Wadud analyzed in his diary, as well as in published essays, the 

'O Syed Mohamrnad Hussain. "Abul Hussain Smrirt." Asrima Vol. 1 (1993), p. 68. 

5 1 The contest was centered on the issue as who would control the Executive Body of Dhaka University, 
East or West Bengal. For deuils, see News Report, "Election of Members of Dhaka University Co-" The 
Mussaiman, August 19, 1937. 

'' Abul Hussain, The Hirtory of Development of Muslim Law in Brittkh Indio (Calcutta: A. Hussain, 1935). 

53 During these yean. Wadud did not write every day. Wadud recorded events and his thought of sixty-nine 
days: thirty-nine days in 1924: eight days in 1925; nine days in 1926; nine days in 1927 and four days in 
1928. See. Kazi Abdul Wadud Nana Katha. published in Kuzi Abdul Wadud Racanabali, I I  @haka: 
Bangla Academy, 1990), pp. 283-33 1 .  Wadud published a part of his diay in a Bengali journal. See Kazi 
Abdul Wadud, " Dairir Chera Para," Saogar, February-March, 1930, pp. 479-482. 



ideas of those he considered his mentors or ideais, as well as the thought of those whom 

he rejected. 

A. htellecnial Orientation: Freedorn (mukti), Intellect (buddhi), and Creativity (srishti). 
1 924-26. 

Wadud's diary. it may be noted, contains a few personal remarks on his wife. 

whom he rnarried following pre-marital love. It is not full of Wadud's day to day relations 

with his family. Until 1928. Wadud only once mentioned his parents, who lived in a 

village home. Wadud's opinion about his father was that he was someone whose thought 

was not creative: "My father has many faults ..? Among the faults, Wadud wrote, his 

father did not want to know about the outside world, with its past and fiiture, beyond the 

compiacency of his little village world. Wadud irregularly visited his parents at their 

village home. He felt contentment fiom the loving care of his relatives and fellow 

villagers. Yet. he wrote that his nature is not to feel satisfied with this kind of loving care 

of kinship: 
My real nature does not want this contentment. What my 
nature wants is not very simple to expiain in a few words. If 
1 say excitement or emotion, then I tell part of the truth of 
my nature; but not the complete truth. Even if 1 Say 
pleasure, yet 1 am not telling the complete û-uth of my 
nature. My nature wants freedom--Ml of f ie ,  full of 
pleasure, full of excitement, and full of pains." 

Wadud frequently cited in his diary the meaning of freedom and creativity through 

several basic Bengali terms. The most fiequent citations are of: rnukri (freedom) and 

srishti (creationkreativity). These two terms, and their equivaients, are very noticeable in 

Wadud's writings. For exarnple, in die diary, Wadud used phrases such as: "It is not right 

to overwhelm people with taik of freedom, rather fieedom has to be grown within 
-- - 

Kazi Abdul Wadud, Nana Katha. p. 294. 

" Amar usai prabiti e triprike cay na Ta cay-ki cay ek-koihay baia soja nay. jadi bdi ulla ki abeg tahale 
anekhani saya katha bala hay, kintu puro saîyati bala hay na. jadi bali ananda tateo thikti bala hay na. 
,.irnar e prakriti prakash cay-agun-bhara, ananda-bhara, ullar-bhara, ar bedana-bhma. Kazi Abdul 
Wadud, Nana Katha, p. 3 I 8. 



~nese l f . "~~  Again he writes: "...No laws and d e s  could force the human to fkeedom; let 

the hurnan move according to his nature. M a t  the hurnan feels essential for his life. let 

him choose it. Let the human have intimacy with the world, let him feel this intirnacy by 

hem: he would probably fiee himself fkom bandage."" Wadud also expressed such ideals 

in the diary such as: "Endless potentiaiity of the human" ...." Relation of intellect with 

mind" ..." Path of fieedom" ...." Enormous power of intellect." But he lamented "it is rare to 

find in Muslim society a devotee of eeedom from al1 bandages."' 

These phrases expressing the ideal of mukti (freedom) are recorded in Wadud's 

diary concurrently ~ l t h  phrases expressing srishti (creativitykreation) and its Bengali 

equivalents. Wadud was not. therefore simply satisfied with a freedom of thought and 

expression. He went M e r  into the results and achievement of the fieedom of thought. 

He sought to judge creations individually as well as to awaken the thought of human 

creativity. For exarnple, Wadud cited phrases, such as: "1 do not know which is tme-do 

we know God first to understand His creations or do we know creation first to understand 

Him"" Again Wadud wrote: "Do not take me wrong, God, 1 just want to understand a 

little of your creation. What else can I ask fkom you?"" 

Wadud in his diary M e r  made a cornparison of the creative power of some 

noted individuals. such as: "Gandhi is a famous person, but the robust power of intellect 

56 .-ljadz barra dye  rnanushke abhibhur kara nay, ei Ajadi nrye manusher majhe phure orha. KaU Abdul 
Wadud,  Nana Kurha, p. 296. 

57 ... kona ain-kanun diye jor kare manurhke mukta kor4 jqy na. Manurhke sbabhaber pathe calte dao, ja 
tar antata darkari tu se nik Jagate darher sange jog rakhuk. Sara manapran diye e jog upalabdhi karuk. 
hayara bandhan khule jabe. Kazi Abdul Wadud, Nana Katha. p. 302. 

"~anusher  ananto sarnbhabana .... Buddhir sange praner jog. . . .mukir path ...p racanda buddhi-shakti. ... 
sab bandhan theke mukrikami mussalman samaje biral. KaP Abdul Wadud, Nana Kutha, pp. 287-288. 

59 Kije saQa jani na-take na bujhfe rar srislui bujha jabe na athaba srishti na bhujie take bhvip jabe na. 
Kazi Abdu1 Wadud, Nona Karho. p. 294. 

60 Khodn tomar srishri shudhu ekru bujhe dekhte cay, ar ki cayte pan? Kazi Abdul Wadud, Nana Katha, p. 
292. 



of Tolstoy is absent in Gandhi's th~ught."~' Last but not least, Wadud's only expectation 

fiom God, he said was: "If a sense of reasoning is developed in me, it is a sigo of the 

success that God has bestowed upon me. Othenvise I do not think, there is any 'ism' 

(English phrase is Wadud's). . . . Whenever I hear any ideal mode1 spo ken about. 

immediately it cornes to my mind. 'Why put burdens on the hurnan? [Why one] put thorns 

on his way."" 

Wadud did not Mly develop these expressions of rnukri and srishti in his diary. 

However. one can get an idea of Wadud's sense of freedom and creativity. to understand 

his sense of relation with the supreme being. Wadud addressed the supreme being by 

several names: Khoda, Allah. Ishvar, Prrrbhu, Bidhala, and Bhagaban. He divided God's 

creation into two aspects: work of God, Le., 'His creation' (tar srishti) and 'His word' (rar 

knrha), i.e., the Q u m  and the rasul. Wadud submitted 'alrnost uncritically' to the works, 

the creations of God. He summarized creations of God: 
His (God) works are endless. In some people. He develops 
rational thought. that is His work. in some people, he does 
not develop rational thought, that is also his work. He 
(God) is present within mute nature; He (God) is also 
present within a so-called very learned person ... .Therefore 
everythmg is His wish, like waves of an ocean; science and 
learning; commerce and trade. Saints are bom, poet have 
spoken that is also His wish. The message of fieedom has 
been announced age after age, that is also His wish. As a 
resuit. some are fieed, that is aiso his wish .... ln endless 
ways He (God) brings success. We. you, are al1 trivial. Who 
are we to command His creation~?~~ 

6 1 Gandhi khub bara byakti kintu tar bhetre Tolstoy er pracanda buddhi-shaktir sandhan pai na. Kazi 
Abdul Wadud, Nana Katha, p. 289. 

61 Omar bhetare jodi bichar phute orhe sei amar bidhatar deya sarthakatar cihna raibaite habe. Naile 
btshesh kona bud isrn ache baie ntane h q  na ....j akhani kono adasher M a  suni takhani mane jege orhe 
occha kena manusher upar bojha capan. rar pathe àata deoya. Kazi Abdu1 Wadud, Nana Katha, p. 294. 

63 hanta rat- &eh, karo bhetare bicar jugacchen seo rar Ma. karo bhetare ternani bhab jagacchen na Seo 
rar lila. Muk prakritir bhetareo tar prakas, abar tarhakathit ati jnani rnanurher bhetareo tar 
prakash .... Ataeb sabqv tari iccha, brahrno samudrer &eau. jnan-biggan. byabsayabanijuy sab ek ek 
dheau-er beshi kichu nay. Rishi janrnacchen. kubi balchen seo rar iccha. Muktir bani bighoshita hayeche 



At another time, Wadud expressed a sacrosanct belief in a supreme being: "1 feel 

sometime, that there is a mighty God; that is the truth and human have found no other 

truth."" Wadud also wished the mercy and biessing of God, so that dl his sonows and 

pains would tum into a 'birth-pain of new [creativity]' (nuraner janma byatha): "Oh! 

God ... let me be Your new and wonderful ~reation."~~ 

Wadud himself was indeed a "new and wondemil creation." His understanding of 

mukti and srishri was not a total submission to God's creation. in the Bengali society in 

which Wadud was living. there was poverty of al1 kinds--economic. social, intellectual. 

Wadud did not fail to see God's srish~i within the context of Bengali poverty. He 

described one incident. when he could not enjoy the pleasure of God's creation without 

seeing dejection in His creations: "While I was coming fiom college, I saw a destitute 

mother with a baby in her l ap in  what poverty the baby was growhg up! I felt that the 

march of His power is reflected in so many problems, ugliness and rubbish."' At another 

time, Wadud was enjoying God's creation of nature in the scenic beauties of Bengal: 
Khoda, open your veil a Little M e r  and stand before the 
world. I want to satisQ my eyes with your creations and to 
sing a Song of 'Your' beauty. My happy eyes see a growing 
young plant as  earth's romantic pleasure; and those big trees 
are only its development. A11 creation is dancing with great 
pleasure. Yet within this creation, why is that poverty- 
sûicken woman shedding tears of rni~ery?~' 

juge juge Seo tar iccha, tar phale karak rnukti peyeche Seo tar iccha. ... Ananta upaye tini sarrhakuta phutiye 
to [en. Tom i ami samanya, Tar srkhtike hukum karbar ke? Kazi Abdul Wadud, Nana Karha, pp.  292-293. 

61 Kazi Abdul Wadud, Nana Katha, p. 294. 

65 Kazi Abdul Wadud, Nana Katha, p. 295. 

66 College rheke erar parhe ek duhkhinir kole kaci shishu dekhiam-ki duhkhe manush hacche-mane halo 
kat0 golmal. abajjana, kadarjatar bhetare car datta shaktir abhijan. Kazi Abdul Wadud, Nana Katha, p. 
284. 

67 Khoda, ei je tomar abaran ar ekm phika kare d&e darao tumi jagater samne, tomar sei nrp chokh bhare 
dekhre cay ar gala chere fur jay gan kurte cay. Coklte fagce rrinankur jena dharanir anander romanchu ar 
bar0 gachgulio jena tar anander hat barano. mahanande Sara srishti nacce-accha er bhetare ai 
anarhanàiishra nari soke dukshe chokher jale buk bhasacche? Kazi Abdul Wadud, Nana Katha, p. 29 1 .  



Beyond this contradiction perceived amid the pleasures of God's creation, 

Wadud's major dissatisfaction was with the word of God. The stress on fieedom and 

creativity in Wadud's thought is clear in his diary from 1924. He wrote in his di- on 

October 3 1. 1924: "1 can not accept the heavy rules of Islam without question like the 

ordinary person. M a t  1 accept is not quite the sarne as what the ordinary person accepts 

nor according to the expianations of the dema."' Wadud confessed in the diary that he 

performs Islarnic ritual, namaj, at times; but many verses of the numaj or word of the 

Quran. canno t satis@ hirn alway s: 

I felt this morning, why should I not start to pray--to cal1 
Him five times a day by heart? I recited sura Fatiha 
silently, but my mind is not satisfied with 'gqyril-magruubi 
aluy-him' ("not the path of those who eam Thine 
anger") ... because. 1 do not know for which acts, 'You' (God) 
feel satisfied and for which act 'You' (God) feel unsatisfied. 
'You' (God) are dive. and dive everywhere in the world 
and this 'You' (God) 1 want to feel in me .... 1 have observed 
many tirnes, that several words of the Quranic suras do not 
touch my mind. It seemed to me that just as the Fatiha is 
the root statement of the whole Quran,...so my mind is 
attracted to bismillaahir-rahmaanir-rahh ("In the name of 
God. the beneficent, the rnerciful").Yet, except for some 
prohibitions, 1 do not get always a picture the rasul; these 
are only ordinary ceremonies and  prohibition^.'^ 

In the diary, Wadud characterized, rosul, by at lest  two more Bengali phrases, 

mahamanab (great hurnan) and muhapurush (great man): "When I think about r a d ,  1 see 

68 Ekdin amar mane samasya jegechila ami Islamer moto bidhibidhunguli bina bakyabyaye dmjaner mata 
mene nite parci na, ja manci tao thik sadharan dasjaner mata ki alimder byakhya mata mana nay-tahale 
amar 'position' (English word is Wadud's) ki? Arthat mussalman sarnaje ami achi k m  dabite ba adhikare? 
Kazi Abdul Wadud, Nana Katha, p. 305. 

69 Sakale mane hacchila namaj para arambha àari na kena-pac pac bar kare take ekanta mane daka. 
Mane mane sura fatiha parlam. kintu gyril rnagdube alayhim (gayril-magzuubi alay-him) kathatay man 
othe namane  hay kise tomi àhurhi or kise asantusta ta to amar mane nay. Tomi acha, jagat jure acha sei 
romuke anubhab kurte cai. Bmhtobik anekdin dekheci Quraner suragulir katha sa6 samay mane lage 
na.. . . A mar mane hacchila sura jiatiha jeman samasta Quraner mul karha temani bissmillaohir rahmaanir- 
rahim ... cittakarshak. Rasul nye ja tar purna mp  sa6 samay amara swagulir bhetare dekhte pai na, 
sekhane nana sadhrvan bidhifiished ache. KaU Abdul Wadud, Nanu Kutha, p. 290. 



a picture of a mahamanab The two Bengali phrases, mahapwush and mahamanab, 

are standard Mes  that Wadud conferred on many reformers of Hindu, Musiim and 

Christian origin. For example, in the diary, Wadud used the expression muhumanab for 

Gandhi and also for Hazrat Mohammad and drew a parallel: 
Gandhi said, 'It is my strong nature that separated me fkom 
my wife, son, and my brother.' 1 can see this personal 
tragedy in the life of many rnahamanabs. Although Hazrat 
Mohamrnads wives, daughters, servants, were devoted to 
him, his other relatives were not satisfied with him. The 
pain that we find in the above words of Mahatma we see in 
the lives of many searchers for truth." 

Refemng to Hazrat Mohammad, Wadud also wrote that the life of a mahapunrsh 

is his the only tnith. It is only his life that should be taken conscientiously. The only 

message that is to be taken from a mahapurush is that which adjusts his human life to the 

life of human, Wadud wrote: 
The mahapurush are as the only light-houses in the ocean, 
not to show a ship where to anchor; but to help a ship to 
sail M e r .  In other words, the Quran, Bible and Veda, dl 
these are 'jnanir katha' (words of a penon of wisdom). One 
has to understand them by knowledge. If we fail. we have 
to find an alternative. 1 see no other alternatives. except 
>an o prem' (knowledge and love) or 'bhumap jnanajot 
prem' (great person's love based on kn~wledge) .~  

- - - -  

7U Kinzu rasuler bishqy jokhan bhabi takhan ta dekhi mahamanber chabi. Kazi Abdul Wadud, Nana Katha, 
p. 290. 

71 Kazi Abdul Wadud, Nana Katha? p. 305. 
72 Wadud defmed the word, bhuma, as: mahan birat purwh, sarbabyapi p w h  wich is equvdent to 
mahapurush or great person. See, Kazi Abdul Wadud and Ani1 Chandra Sen, Byabaharik Shabdakosh or 
'Bengali to Bengali dictionary' (Calcutta: Presidency Library, 1962), p. 797. 

73 ... Mahapumherjiban-sarya, kintu kathay anek golmal. Mahapurusher sei jibankei jagratabhabe grahan 
karte habe. Katha tarai sange miliye ja paoya jay tay nire habe. Mahapumhera hacchen bhabsamudra 
jatrtr arkathi ba aloksthambha. sekhane jahaj badhbar janya nai, aro samne paricalanar sahajya pabar 
janya. Arfhar Veda, Quran. Bible. sabay jnanir katha, jnan diye ta samjhe nite habe, na bujhle arya path 
dekhte habe. Jnan ur prem, arthat bhumar jnanjar prem bhinna path dekci na. Kazi Abdul Wadud, Nana 
Katha, p. 290. 



Wadud stressed in the diary that biographies of the founders of religions shouid be 

witîen. It is the human Iives of the founders of religion rather than their verbal 

'instruction' (upadesh), that are important. The distinction is not so clear in Wadud's 

diary; yet the emphasis is in this direction is ciear: 
In ages pst, biographies of religious founders were less 
important than their instructions (upadesh). No biography 
had been written on (Gautam) Buddha and (Hazrat) 
Mohammad by their contemporaries. In those days, people 
believed that instruction is the only truth and essential 
teaching. An image of an eternity of truth was reswicted 
(saryor anantamurti takhan alpa parisare chokhe na 
parbari karha). Today, we want mahamanub for their 
'example' (English phrase is Wadud's) .... We do not want a 
single mahamanab, but the lively humanity of a group of 
mahamanubs. It is not the instruction [that we want], but 
the source [life of Mohammad] from which the instruction 
has emerged." 

In the diary. Wadud had also given dharma jiban, or religious/righteous life. a 

new meani~~g. '~ A 'generalized' (English phrase is Wadud's) meaning of dharma jiban, 

according to Wadud, is the cultivation of knowledge and leading life in the direction of 

knowledge. A dharma jiban. as taught by ancient religious sages, was to "acquire first a 

knowledge of brahrnmacurja (a holy and controlled celibate life-style76); and only then to 

begin a domestic life."" A great defect of this system, according to Wadud, was that 

whle the sages emphasized knowledge. they employed knowledge only for support of 

religion. The result was that mukri or fieedom was lost in the system. Gautam Buddha 

saw the problem of life from a different direction. He ignored, for the most part, religious 

formaiism. This revolution (bidroha), according to Wadud, had created a lasting way for 

74 Kazi Abdul Wadud, Nana Kaiha, p. 290. 

75 There may be no single English equivalent for dharma. It ranges over the meanings of religious, 
righteous, virtuous, law-abiding, etc. 

Kazi Abdul Wadud and Ani1 Chandra Sen, Byabahurik Shabdakosh, p. 772. 

" Kazi Abdul Wadud Nana Katha. p. 288. 



human fieedorn. Furthermore, Buddha taught: "It is not only following the predecesson; 

you are a light for yourselves (apanmai apanader alok hao, shudhu purbabarfir 

For dharma jiban, Wadud was convinced that 'truth and individuality' (sntya ar 

byaktimerj were essential. The meaning of 'tnith' (saiyz). according to Wadud. is to level 

to the ground human distinctions ofjari and gotra (group). like a "river losing itseif in the 

ocean." Wadud also defined individuality: "Individuality means the hint of the geat  

within a small, or that the great separates into the smail (byaktimer urtha khudrer bhitare 

&ira fer je ingit athabu bimt jena khudro haye d m  bedhe otheche)!"' He gave yet more 

specific metaphors expressing the meaning of individuality. Individuality is like waves of 

an endless ocean. It is like a concentration of 'electrons' (English phrase is Wadud's) in 

various shapes at various places. Wadud also gave a typical Bengali metaphor: 

" Individuality is like a 'sweet- ball' (rmc~gollrr) that floats within sweet syrup." In other 

words. individuality is the characteristic of a human in relation to what is greater. On the 

bais of this definition combining 'truth' and 'individuality.' Wadud drew out two 

implications of dharma jiban (religious or nghteous life). First: "Obedience to mles and 

prohibitions is not religion. Dharma bhab (religious attitude) is one's love of humanity or 

one's cementing of relations with the ~orld."~O Second: "Religious d e s  should not 

dominate one's life, i.e., d e s  of religion should not ovenvhelm one's rational-intellect." " 
B. Muences and critiques, 19%- 1970. 

1. General observations. 

" Kazi Abdul Wadud. Nana Katha, p. 288. 

79 Kazi Abdul Wadud. Nana Karha, p. 289. 

80 Bidhi-bidhan mana dharma nay-dharma bhaber jagarani prakrira dharma-artha prem svarthahinata e 
sab-athaba nijeke jagarer sange jukro jnan karai dharmer prarham sopan. Kazi AbduI Wadud, Nana 
Katha, p. 299. 

8 1 Dharmer nirdeshguloke jibaner upar arthat tomar budhhi-bicarke abhibhur be-probhuno karte dio na. 
Kazi Abdul Wadud, Nana Katha, p. 299. 



From 1924 until the 1970s. Wadud wrote about those he considered his mentors 

and sources of inspiration. Wadud's diary (1 924-28) reveals that he was a patient reader 

of many intellecîuais and religio-social reformers : Mahatma Gandhi, Rabindranath 

Tagore, Raja Ramrnohun Roy, Bankim Chandra, Vivekananda, Tolstoy, Romain Rolland, 

Goethe. Mohammad Ali, Sir Mohammed Iqbal, Mostafa Kamai Ataturk, Abu1 Kalam 

Azad. Gautam Buddha, Kabir. and Hazrat Mohammad. Nevertheless, shortly before 

founding of the Muslim Sahitya Samaj (January 17,1926), Wadud had identified two 

prime menton of his own choice-iiammohun and Rabindranath. 

Wadud explained why he chose certain figures as inspirations. He wrote that 

'benefactors of humanity' (sadhaP2) were of two types. One type "Iight the lamp of truth 

and knowledge" (sapa a r  jnaner hi' jvalan)--e.g., Buddha, Hazrat Mohammad. 

Rammohun, and Gandhi. Others were "emblem of truth," (satyer padapith), who offer 

their lives at the "feet of tmth and knowledge." The architects of the Bengal Awakening, 

or Renaissance. were one example of this type. The reforrners dedicated their lives to 

defining a unique religion for the age (jug dharma), one that gave birth to the idea of 

'univenal religionf (vishva-dharma). Wadud did not Say anythmg about how H m t  

Mohammad and Gautam Buddha related to this univenal religion. Rabindranath, 

Ramrnohun and Gandhi. he especially singled out for their power of 'creativity' (srishri): 
When our nation will achieve independence ... and before we 
start a 'new phase of life' (naba pariqyer jiban), 
Rabindranath will be a hero of our nation. Al1 his writings 
are new Song (nabugita) of fieedom (mukti). He has defined 
b uddhir mukti by an astonishing, wonderful, simple, but 
powerfùl definition. This is his 'creation' (srishti); and for 
this Rabindranath will remain 'immortal' (amar) to us. We 
aiso see many other irnmortai heroes in india: Rammohun, 
Michael Madhusudan, Ramakrisna and Gandhi. Among 

g2 The Bengali word that Wadud m t e  was, sudhok, which 1 translated, 'benefactors of humanity.' Wadud 
gave five Bengali meanings of the word saa%ak as: hit~~~adhak, mushifunkmi, pujak-, aradhak and yogi. 
From these words 1 took hitasadhak or 'benefactor of hurnanity,' because hitusadhak is closer to Bengali 
word manabhita sadhak or benefactors o f  hurnanity. This is a meaning that Wadud wrote to understand the 
meanings of al1 religions. See Kazi Abdul Wadud and Ani1 Chandra Sen, Byabaharik Shavdakosh p. 10 14. 



these three are notable--Rammohun, Gandhi and 
Rabindranath? 

Mer five years of the Muslim Sahitya Samaj, Wadud would reaffirm his respect 

for his two gurus, Rammohun and Rabindranath; but he wrote of other sources of his 

inspiration as well. Wadud wrote in 193 1 that he drew inspiration fiom three sources." 

The first was classical Islam. which had an insignificant impact in Bengal. though Islam 

was forced upon Bengali Muslim life. The second was Bengal as a land of 'religion rooted 

in souVself (atmanishtu dharma sadhana) of the Sufis. 'Freedom of thought' (cintar 

svadhinata) of the Sufis is most noticeable in the bud songs of Muslim origin. The third 

was the birth pain of 'buddhir rnukri,' felt in the Muslim world in the thought of Abu 

Hanifa and Mutazilites to the west, and Akbar and Abd Fadl in India. In 1945, Wadud 

further extended his sources of inspiration to include Kemal Ataturk: "...in the Dhaka 

University campus, 1926-27, a small group of Muslim intelligentsia was bom. whose 

slogan was buddhir rnukti, and who called themselves Kemalist (i.e.. advocates of 

Mostafa Kemal ~taturk)."" Kazi Wadud's six lectures in Vishva-Bharati (1956), on 

"Banglar Jagaran" or 'Bengai Awakening,' revisited two of his earlier sources of 

inspiration: Rammohun and Rabindranath; but he included new naqes. "The monna 

(mono) of the buddhir rnukti movement was inspired by many reformers and 

intellectuals: Kemal Ataturk of Turkey; Rammohun; Rabindranath;. ..Romain Rolland; 

Farsi poet S heikh Saadi and Hazrat Mohammad. 

These statements of Wadud, from different tirne periods of his life, show that he 

drew inspiration fiom several sources. It may be presumed that these figures worked in 

83 Kazi Abdul Wadud, Nana Katha, p. 3 1 1.  

84 Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Path o Pathqa" (193 l) ,  published in Kazi Abdul Wadud (ed.), Samaj O Sahitya 
(Calcutta: Moslem Publishing House, 1934), pp. 39-40. 

85 Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Adhunik Bangla Sahitya," Kazi Abdul Wadud Racanabali, 1, p. 5 19. 

'6 Kazi Abdul Wadud BangZar Jagaran (Cakutta: Vishva-Bhmti, 1956), pp. 194- 195. 



various ways on Wadud's inner mind. Yet, it could be stated reasonably that the unique 

meaning of buddhir muki that Wadud defined could not fit wholly or comfortably within 

the thought of any of the above figures. Wadud wrestled throughout his long intellecnial 

career to find an inteliectual mode1 that suited his distinctive radicalism. His nearest 

intellecnial mentors in this regard were Rammohun and Rabindranath. This special 

relationship could be argued on three grounds: i) Wadud wrote the greatest number of 

articles on the thought of Rabindranath and Rammohun, compared to other reformers and 

intellectuals of Hindu, Muslim and European ongin; ii) Wadud analyzed Rammohun and 

Rabindranath in such a way as to adjust their thought to his idea of buddhir rnukti. and iii) 

he had far less to Say of a cntical sort about these two. 

In the years of 1926-1938, Wadud wrote three articles exclusively on 

Rammohun,*' an article on 'Bengal A~akenu ig ; '~  a book and five articles on Tagore? 

During this period, when the curent of the buddhir muhi movement was strong, it is 

interesting to note that Wadud wrote only one essay and delivered one public speech on 

Hazrat Mohammad." In subsequent years, 1938-1 970, Wadud pubiished two long essays 

87 The three essays are: Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Neta Rammohun" (1926) or 'Leader Rammohun' published in 
Kazi Abdul Wadud (ed.), Naba Parjuy, I I  (Dhaka: Syed ImarnuI Hussain, 1929). pp. 1-13; "Rammohun 
RI'' ( 1933). in Kazi  Abdul Wadud (ed.), Samuj o Sahitya, pp. 1-3 1 ; "Rammohuner Birodhi-paksher 
Bakfabya" ( 1934) or "Arguments of Rammohun's opponent," Samaj o Sahitya, pp. 73-80. 

'* Kazi Abdul Wadud. "BanglarJagnran," Shikha, Vol. 11 (1928). 
89 Kazi Abdul Wadud. Rabinàra Kabya Path (Calcutta: Moslem Publishing House, 1927). The essays in 
this book were read by Wadud in Vishva-Bharati addas in Dhaka in 1924, under a title, "Rabindranath." 
The essays were published in a Bengali journal Prabasi, "By Tagore's wish." The four articles of Wadud 
on Rabindranath are: "Rubincùanather gan" (193 1) or 'Songs of Rabindranath,' published in Kazi Abdul 
Wadud (ed.), Samaj O Sahirya, pp. 13 1-156; "Gandhi O Rabin&anathl' (1921) or 'Gandhi and 
Rabindranath,' published in Kazi Abdul Wadud (ed.), Shashvata Banga (Caicutta: Kazi Khursidi Bakbt, 
195 1). pp. 4 0 8 4  19: "Rabindra Kabya Pather Bhumika" or 'Introduction to Rabindranath's Literature,' 
(1926) Jayati, Vol. 1, No. 1, 1930, pp. 26-28; "Shihha Sambhadhe Rcxbintiianath O Sarat Chandra" (1927), 
Kazi Abdul Wadud Racanabali, 1, pp. 6 15-622; "Kalidash O Rabintiianath," Shashvata Banga, pp. 1-8. 

Kazi Abdul Wadud's four page essay on Hazrat Mohammad is, "Fateha-i-Doajdohom"(1925), published 
in Kazi Abdul (ed.), Naba Parjay, II, pp. 43-46. On June 2, 1929, Wadud delivered a short public speech 
on H m t  Mohammad. See Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Huzrat Mohammad," published in Kuzi Abdul Wadud 
Racanabali, 1, pp. 626-628. 



and a book review on Raja Rammoh~n;~' and delivered six lectures on the 'Bengal 

Awakenuig' at Vishva-Bharati ( 1 956)" During these later years, Wadud published on 

Rabindranath four articles and 'two large volumes' (1962 & 1969), and lectured on 

Rabindranath Tagore in the Gujarat University (1961). He also published two volumes on 

Goethe's biographyg3 in 1946. At this tirne, his works on Islam included a biography of 

Hazrat Mohammad (1966)," two short essays on the Quran, and two volumes of the 

Bengali translation of the Quran without citing the Arabic text (1966, 1967).95 These 

works on Islam refl ect a buddhir mu& understanding of Islam, as done by an intellectual 

who was a follower of Rammohun and Rabindranath throughout his life. 

Wadud wrote no exclusive essay on the Mutazilites, but only reported what he 

leamed of hem fiom Rarnmohun. Similarly, he did not write any article on the Sufi and 

mystic thought of Bengal. other than to mention what he found in Tagore's writings. 

Wadud cited Romain Rolland once in his di- and a few times in his essays. He wrote no 

91 These essays of Kazi Wadud are as follows. 1 ) "Shara B a h  Pare Rantmohun" ( 1949) or 'Rammohun 
after one hundred years.' The essay was read in 'Sadharan Brahrno Samaj' meeting in Calcutta, 1949. See 
K a 5  Wadud Racanabali. 1, pp. 467-470. ii) " Tuhfat-ul-Muwahhidin" ( 1954). The article was first published 
in Bengali journal, Tatrva Kaurnudi, August 16, 1954. The article is reprinted in Abdul Huq (ed.) Kazi 
Wadud Racanabali, 11, (Dhaka: Bangla Academy, 1 WO), pp. 178- 182. Kazi Wadud reviewed, Sophia 
Dobson's, Life and Lerters of Raja Rammohun (19 13). Caturanga, Vol. XXIV, No. 4 (1962). The review is 
reprinted in Khondkar Sirajul Huq (ed.), Kari Wadud Racanabali. IV (Dhaka: Bangla Academy, 1993), pp. 
397-399. 

9' Kazi Abdul Wadud, Banglar Jagaran (Calcutta: Vishva-Bharati, 1956). 

93 Wadud wrote on "New hurnanism"(English phrase is Wadud's) of Goethe (1749-1 832). Begining 60m 
1929, Wadud wrote essays on the life and writings of Goethe. Kazi Abdul Wadud published, Kabi Guru 
Goethe, I & II (Calcutta: 1946). Wadud was inspired by Bankim and Rabindranath Tagore to write on the 
life and writings of Goethe. Wadud frankIy admitted in Goethe Vol. 1: "Long years ago Bankim Chandra 
wrote on the humanism of Goethe. Goethe was so similar to Rabindranath that one cm cal1 it an organic 
unity (atmik jog)." Wadud's rwo volumes on Goethe were published in Khondkar Sirajul Huq (ed.), Kazi 
Abdul Wadud Racanabali, IV (Dhaka: Bangla Academy, 1993). Wadud's writing on Goethe e m e d  him 
respect fiom the East Pakistan German Forum. Its honorary secretary was Dr. Detlef Moetler. The forum 
acknowledged the interest of Wadud in Goethe: "The Forum recalls with admiration the great contributions 
of Kazi Abdul Wadud towards the Bengali ianguage and literature and especialIy bis efforts for the 
introduction of the German literature to the Bengali reader ..." Letter fiom East Pakistan German Forum to 
Sharnsul Huda (Wadud's son-in-law), July 14, 1970, unpublished document. 

" Kazi Abdul Wadud Hazrat Mohammad O Idam (Calcutta: Kazi Khurshid Bakht, 1966). 

'' Kazi Abdul Wadud Pabitra Quran, 1 &II (Calcutta: Kazi Abdul Wadud, 1966 & 1967). 



essay on Romain Rolland, nor on the thought of Farsi (Peaian) poet Sheikh Saadi. 

Wadud wrote articles on Mostafa Kemal, Iqbd and Gandhi, dong with Ramrnohun and 

Rabindranath. The next section, considers what Wadud did write on these figures, and 

how far their thoughts were relevant to Wadud's understanding of buddhir mukti. 

2. Mostafa Kemal Ataturk: "My few words on Mostafa Kemal." 

The quoted phrase is Wadud's title of the short essay that he wrote on Mostafa 

Kemal. At the beginning of the article, Wadud addressed Kemal with an Urdu phrase: 

Kemal tu ne kemal kiya bhai or 'Oh! brother Kemal, your success is wonderfùl.' Wadud 

continued that Kemal is a leader of a 'new opinion:' "Like our own pnvate life, religious 

life could also be subject of change."' Wadud apprehended that opponents would Say: 

"Can religion that is reveded be changed?" To this Wadud said: "Yes, if necessary. we 

should think about it."" Wadud cited examples of societies which understood religion in 

relation to modem life: "niuik of the European Renaissance, or our own Rammohun, 

Debendranath, Keshab Chancira, Rarnaknshna, and Vivekananda; how they interpret 

modem human life in its relation to the ancient sh~stras."~~ Notice how Wadud was 

drawn to the Bengal Awakening, even though his article was focused on Mostafa Kemal 

of Turkey. 

Wadud oniy retunied to Kemal in the las1 three pages of the article. Wadud 

wrote: "We acclaim Kemal" because "Kemal has conceived and implemented, arnong the 

living-dead of the (Muslim) society, the wonderfui materialism among his country- 

men."* Kemal cast off strongly "this h a d  Khilafat-mess" (ei khikafat-janjal) as 

% Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Most@ia Kemai Sambandhe Kaekri kmha," Naba Parjay, 1 (Caicutîa: Modem 
Publishing House, 1926), p. 3. 
97 Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Mostafa Kemal Sambandhe Kaekti katha," Naba Parjay, 1, p. 4 .  

98 Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Mustafa Kemal Sambandhe Kaekti karha," Naba Pwjay, 1, p 4 .  

99 Mosrafa Kamaler (Kemal) prashamsay aj amara je prabitta haeche, tar h a n  samagra mwsalman 
jagater bahubistrita jibamriratar majhkhane tin ji prajyapta parimane ei sundur jagarik Jibaner tattva 



unnecessary- to Muslim society and politics. His vision is to implement in his society the 

"potentiality of Muslims in all levels for a strong charming material life and denial of an 

all-encompassing authority of ancient shastrus on human life.lqim Wadud's only cited 

source of this information was newspaper reports. Wadud quoted one of the newspaper 

reports. according to which Kemal said: "Pan-Islamism and Pan-Turanianisrn are dezd 

thoughts of Muslims' dream, that did not achieve anythmg except the ruin of the 

Muslims."lo' Wadud concluded this essay by summarizing his inspiration fiom Mostafa 

Kemal: "Our foremost learning fkom Kemal is that new creation is not possible for blind 

following of the past. For those who want to accomplish a renaissance movement, there is 

no alternative to changing some  tradition^."'^^ For this. Wadud compared the Kemalism 

of Turkey with his inspiration fiom the Bengal Renaissance: "Evidently the movement of 

buddhir mukti had been inspired by the striving of Mostafa Kemd; yet its more 

substantial relation was with the Bengal Renaissance and in that respect to the liberal 

Renaissance of the humans in all ages. "I0' 

Wadud's analysis of Mostafa Kemal shows that Wadud understood that there was 

a radical trend of Muslim modernism in Turkey; but he was not sure that Kemal would be 

his intellectual mentor. Two years after he published the article, Wadud wrote in his 

diary: 

... Kemal, Amanullah and leaden in Egypt are solving their 
national problems by introducing European ways in the 
dress, running the government and education .... I do not 
know what is their hture. But I feel that Muslim- 

nutan &are uplabdhi karechen. Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Mostqfo Kemal Sambandhe Kaekti korha," published 
in Naba Parjay, I ,  p.  8. 

la0 Kazi Abdul Wadud, " Mostafa Kemal Sambandhe Kaekti karha," Naba Parjay, 1, p. 9. 

lo' Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Mostda Kemaf Sumbandhe Kizeki katha," Naba Pcujcry, I, p. 9. 

lo' Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Mosta$ia Kemal Sambandhe Kaekti katha." Naba Parjay, I, p. I 1. 

103 Kazi AbduI Wadud, "Nibedan," Shashvata Banga, p. i. 



Renaissance of Turkey, Kabul, Arab, and Egypt, is one 
sided .... They rnight or might not do better than Bengal 
Renaissance. In the Bengal Renaissance, there is 
Renaissance of the 'fke min& (mukta citta) .... But we are 
not sure that in the Muslirn-Renaissance the renaissance is a 
Renaissance of the mind; in other words, if there is a real 
birth of a new mind.'Oa 

Interestingly, Wadud did not deliver this article on Kemal in the Muslim Sahitya Samaj. a 

forum of the buddhir rnukti movement. Wadud delivered it in a forum of the 'neo- 

orthodox' and 'Islarnic liberal' apologists: Bangiya Mussalman Sahitya Samiti, in 1926. 

Wadud's interest on Kemalism did not sustain itself after this article. Except for a few 

isolated comrnents. Wadud never called himself a k m a l  panthi or 'Kemal advocate.' 

Wadud's CO-worker, Abd Hussain never, wrote an essay on Kemal. 

3. Sir Mohammad Iqbal: "Iqbal as a thinker is less prized by us than Iqbal as a poet." 

This was the view of Wadud, a humble intellectual of a Bengali ongin, of the 

much publicized Cambridge-educated, Sir Mohammad Iqbal. Wadud's stated clearly his 

di fference with Iqbal: 
Our difference is fundamental. Iqbal holds the idea bat  
revival of an old religion and culture is possible and 
desirable; while we hold that it is an impossibility .... ïhe  
past, in our view, cm oniy provide some inspiration for us 
if our desire to act in 
thinker is somewhat 
poet .... 1 O5 

the present is honest. So lqbd the 
less prized by us than Iqbal the 

1 O( Kazi Abdul Wadud, Nana Katha, p. 326. 

'O5 Kazi Abdul Wadud "iqbai" (1943) published in Kazi Abdul Wadud (ed.), Creafive Bengal (Calcutta: 
Thacker Spink & Co., 1949), p. 120. The article is one of the fifteen articles of Wadud that were translated 
in English in 1949 and published in Kazi Abdul Wadud (ed.), Creative Bengal. The Englisti translations 
were done by Kazi Wadud, Professors Taraknath Sen (Presidency College) and Lotika Ghosh (Fraternity of 
faiths. Calcutta). Wadud thanked Professot A.G. Stock, EngIish Department of Dhaka University, who 
arranged to publish this book. Wadud wrote in the Preface of the book: "1 had the pnvilege of being closely 
associated with a literary and cultural movement, inaugurated at Dacca, East Bengal, in 1926, which had for 
its watchword 'Emancipation of the Intellect' .... Emancipation of the Intellect and Humanism are perhaps the 
basic thoughts on which the essays of the collection try to take their stand ... We are now deep in the age of 
Totalitarianisin and Fanaticisrn: the voice of reason and humanism sounds today feeble indeed. But feebile 
it has perhaps always been and yet persistent. This feeble and persistent voice needs must win the ear of 
humanity .... The story of Creative Bengal is the story of resurgent India and East. May the resurgent be a 



Wadud designates 'Iqbal the poet:' "He (Iqbd) was an estabtished and p o w e f i  

poet of the Urdu-poet-society " ( tini urdu-kbi-samaje shakriman kabi rupe adrita han). 

Wadud wrote that he can enjoy the Company of Iqbal's "ever active endlessly desirous 

se 1 f ' (sadasakr iya ananta-loiup amifva); because this aspiration of Iqbal encouraged 

Muslims to giving up an ideal of 'lethargy, or self-cornpo~ure"~~ (iorata). But Wadud also 

detected a risk of 'rnisrepresentation' (apabyakhya) of Iqbal's thought as a 'doctrine of 

force' (shakribad). Wadud cited the exarnple of Nietzsche in Europe: 18...We even 

apprehend that, like Nietzsche's thought, which has been instrumental in releasing the 

forces of destruction in Europe, Iqbal's thought is liable to such misinterpretati~n.~ 

Nevertheless, on both accounts, the discarding of lethargy and the doctrine of force: 

Wadud cited Tagore. Wadud wrote: "On the unwanted outcome of both the doctrine of 

force and the ideal of lethargy (or self-composure) Tagore's two comments are 

noteworthy.'' 'Oa 

Wadud also criticized Iqbal's "ever active self' for its social and political 

implications. First, Wadud noted that Iqbal's fervent prayer was for upliftmenr of 

Muslims: "O Lord, enkindle a living desire in the heart of the Mussalmans ..." This 

according to Wadud, "He (Iqbd) coufd not desire without the well-being of al1 other 

peoples. the absence of'which wouid render meaningless his love of God and ûuth."'" 
- - -- - - 

thing of joy for mankind." For Bengali version of Wadud's essay on Iqbal. See Abdul Huq (ed.), Kaz1 
.=î bdul Wadud Raconabafa+ 1, pp. 484-49 1 . 

106 Kazi Abdul Wadud, " Iqbal," Creative Bengul, p. 120. 

IO7 Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Iqbal," Creative Bengui# p. 120. 
1 O8 Wadud wrote that on the doctrine of force, Tagore said: "When the aggressive activity of will, which 
naturally accompanies physical vigor, fails to accept the responsibility of its ideal, it breeds unappeasable 
greed for material gain, leads to unmeaning slavery of things, riil arnidst a raging conflagration of clashing 
interests the tower of ambition topples down to the dut." 
The ideal of self-composure of Tagore, according to Wadud is, "As activities of a vigorous vitality may 
become unmeaning and thereupon smother the sou1 with a mere multiplicity of material, so the peace of the 
extinguished desire may become the peace of death; and the inner world, in which we would dwel1, become 
a world of incoherent dreams." See Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Iqbal," Creative Bengai, p. 121. For Bengali 
versions of the two passages, see Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Iqbal," Kazi Abdul Rucafiabali, 1, p. 489. 
109 Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Iqbal," Creative Bengal, p. 122. 



Second: The growth of the 'self (amifvu) that Iqbal desired cannot be imposed on hurnan 

mind. For this Wadud quoted a verse of the "our foremost Bad:" 
O thou cruelly impatient! Shouldst thou bake in fire the bud 
of man's mind? Shouldst thou fry it, in thy impatience, to 
make it fragrant? Look, how our Supreme Guru takes ages 
to ensure the blossoming of a lotus-He is in no ~U.ITY."~ 

Again Wadud cnticized Iqbal: 
By his (Iqbal's) nuriing away completely fiom modem 
European culture under the conviction that it is heading 
towards destruction-in one of his last poerns he writes: the 
musk brought by this merchant (European thinker, meaning 
is Wadud's) is from the nave "Murhk-e-saudagaraz nafe- 
sagastV--and by lending his full weight on the side of 
oriental spirituality he does not show insight enough, 
inasmuch as. with d l  their glaring weaknesses and 
insuficiencies, the scientific outlook and the unflagging 
interest in human good of modem Europe are still great 
spiritual assets of mankind; and the spirituaiity of the East 
should supplement them instead of placing itself in 
opposition to them. " ' 

In another article. "Path O Patheya." Wadud dso criticized Iqbal's "ever active 

ego." The problern is that Iqbal gave an old symbol for new meanings. Wadud noted that 

by Islam Iqbal understood. power, strength, and vitality; but many Muslim scholars 

understood Islam a "complete surrender. " The two objectives, according to Wadud may 

not be inconsistent. But Iqbal wanted a 'political power' for the Muslims; on the other 

hand, many Muslims did not share this view. 

Iqbal believed that, at a critical penod of Muslim history, it was Islam that rescued 

Muslims. Wadud cited a specific exarnple of a critical penod of Islamic history: the 

conflict between orthodoxy and reason, Le., a conflict between, orthodox Imam Gazzali 

and Mutazilite leader, Ibn-Rushd (Averroes). Ibn Rushd was defeated by G d i .  Wadud 

asked the question: "Did this defeat bring victory for Islam? The benefactors of those 

1 10 Kazi Abdu1 Wadud, "Iqbal," Creative Bengai, p. 122. 

"' Kazi Abdul Wadud "Iqbal." Crearive Bengai, p. 122. 



influenced by the rationalism of Ibn Rushd were modem Europe; and those who followed 

victorious G d i ,  are the Muslim ~ o r l d . " " ~  

The strength that Iqbal offered for Muslims was 'faith' in Islam. Wadud stated that 

by Islam Iqbal understood Islam as a 'new pictue of beauty' (ek nutan saundarjya); and 

for its defense he was 'an exceedingly faithful person' (ekanta bishvasban byaki. Wadud 

assessed its impact on society: 
This fundamental faith is not a subject of disrespect; but it 
is to be respected. Inspired by this 'new faith,' people's 
hearts are stirred; and people share this pleasure with one 
another. Yet, influence of faith upon hurnans achially is 
somewhat different. By its influence. human life becomes a 
merciless torture .... The nationalists of our time are cursed 
by this torture. Iqbal says, 'Islam is abe hayat for human' or 
mritzisanjibani (giving life to the dead). Dr. Arabinda says, 
'Hinduism is amogh bidhan (unfailing d e )  for human.' 1 do 
not know if people would seriously think about these 
sayings. Yet their influence has made life unbearable for 
indians. ' " 

Indian Muslims would not be able to disregard Iqbd as their leader, uda 4 s  an 

alternative more rational ideal is presented to them. At this point in cnticism of Iqbal, 

Wadud declared a sort of rnanifesto of buddhir mukri. 

It is tme, we live in a house, but the house is built under an 
open sky. The various nationalities or communities are not 
untrue for hurnans.' Yet humans have formed a unity of a 
'world family' (vishva puribar), where humans have an 
obligation and respect to one another. When a human 
forgets this larger life, it is then the problem starts. It can be 
said without doubt that compared to an emotion of 
'Muslirnism' (muslimatva) and a feeling of 'Hinduism' 
(hindutva), ideals of buddhir mukti, are suited for the well- 
being of Indians, irrespective of jati and dharma 
(religion). "' 

"' Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Path O Patheya" ( 1  93 1). Samaj O Sahitya, p. 36. 
113 Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Path O Patheya" ( 193 1 ), Samaj O Sahitya, p. 37. 

114 Kazi Abdu1 Wadud, " Path O Patheya" ( 193 1 ), Samaj O Sahiîya, p. 40. 



Wadud concludeci that two roads are now open to Mulims. One is Iqbai's 

"ixderiority cornplex" of Muslims. The other is buddhir muhi, bas& h faith of an 

unlimited potentiality. respect and pleasures of human life. These ideds of buddhir mukri. 

according to Wadud. are not easy ideals to follow; but one should not be abid: "Human 

efforts are becoming harder day by day, and in this are inherent the human pleasures of 

creativity. Today Muslims shouid decide which way they should go.""' 

4. Mahatma Gandhi: "1s Carka a symbol of Indian fieedom?" 

Wadud's interest in Gandhi originated in the 1920s. Yet, unlike his interest in 

Rammohun and Rabindranath, it did not persist. Aparf fiom a few comments in the diary, 

Wadud wrote only one article on Gandhi d-hng the non-cooperation movement in 1922. 

Wadud wrote in the diary that Carka (spinnllig wheel) symbolizes the dignity of human 

labor. He was impressed by Gandhi's emphasis on the dignity of physical labor. But, in 

cornparing Gandhi and Rabindranath, Wadud preferred the latter: "Rabindranath 

emphasized knowledge. Gandhi said to work according to knowledge .... But one should 

remember Rabindranath's warning that a coercion of the Carka movement m u t  not be 

imposed upon the human intelle~t.""~ Wadud praised Gandhi's sense freedom, a symptom 

of the potentiality of India, yet he carefully considered Gandhi's fieedom and the method 

to achieve it. Wadud wrote in his diary, "1 see hurnan slavery in many ways. If people 

simply give up job and title, that will not get rid of our slavery. British d e  is only one 

example, the worst example. of our deep-rooted weakness.""' Wadud praised Gandhi's 

"' Kazi Abdul Wadud "Path o Patheyd' ( 193 1 ). Samaj o Sohitya, p. 42. 

I l 6  Kazi Abdul Wadud. Nana Katho. p. 3 10. 

"'~azi Abdul Wadud, Nana Katha, p. 304. 



saying: 'The best propaganda is not pamphleteering, but for each one of us to live a life 

we would have the world to l i~e . ' ~"  

The article that Wadud wrote on Gandhi, "Gandhi o Rabind-anath" (1922) or 

'Gandhi and Rabindranath' began by a cornparison of Gandhi with Rabinciranath. Wadud 

gathered Gandhi's thought fiom Gandhi's Indian Horne Rule. Wadud repeated that he was 

impressed by Gandhi's phrase. "Carka is a plea for the dignity of l a b ~ r , ~ ~ " ~  but he noted 

Tagore's reply to Gandhi's cal! for Carh: "It is not this dull sound of Carkn that will 

bnng a devotion to svaraj; for that we need an awakening of al1 our saength. m e  

awakening of our strength, e.g., the expansion of our knowledge, will qualiQ us to 

achieve svaraj." '" Wadd's response to Tagore's reply was positive: 
This reply of Rabindranath is very precious. Many people 
do not have this knowledge that we will not get real svuraj 
merely by the transfer of power fkom British to M a n  
hands. If we drive out fiom our heart many rigidities, 
infatuations, etc., oniy then we will get the meaning of the 
real svaraja This real svarqj does not consist in one's 
extemal mastery; but one's mastery over one's self?21 

C. Wadud's first Bengali Mentor: Raja Rarnmohun Roy. "Raja Rarnmohun Roy deserves 
reminiscence in each morning. " 

"' Kazi Abdul Wadud. Nana Katha, p. 305. 

119 Wadud cited a passage fiorn Indian Home Rule, "....A plea for the spinning wheel is a plea for the 
dignity of Iabor. There are certain things which a11 must do in al1 climes. The spinning wheel is the thing 
which al1 m u t  tum in the Indian cIime for the transition stage at any rate and the v a t  majority for al1 
tirne .... God created man to work for his bread and said that those who are without work were thieves . . . . M y  
should 1. who have no need to work for food, spin ? Because 1 am living on the spoliation of my 
countryman. Trace the course of every pice that fin& its way into your pocket and you will realise the mth 
of what 1 write." See Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Gandhi O Rabinriianath," Shashvata Banga, p. 4 10. 

''O Gandhi sabaike carka katte kapar bunte balechen. Tate Ra6inriianath balte con, shudhu ei carkar 
ekgheye gharghare svarajer arati habe na- T m  janya desher sab shaktir jagaran coi. Sei shaktir jagarune 
jnaner samprsarane svaraj-labher jogyta amader gharbe. See, Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Gandhi O 

Rabinhanath," Shashvata Banga, p. 4 10. 

'" Rubinhanather ekatha ati mullyaban. Irnrejer hat theke umader hate bharater shashanbhor elei je 
amader prakritu svaraj paba na se jnan arnader aneker nei. Amader antahkaraner jarutva, nioha. ityadi 
anek kichu dur kare dile tube amara prakrita svarajar sandhan pu60 je svaraiya bairer prubhutve nay, 
atrnakarritve. See, Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Gandhi O Rabinhanath," Shashvatu Banga, p. 4 10. 



It is true that Wadud focused his buddhir muhi view in dialogue or debate with 

the views of those sweyed  just now, as well as with views of other Hindu and Muslim 

leaders. Yet it was Rammohun and Rabindranath Tagore who throughout his adult life 

stood as his ideals or mentors. It is interesting to note that Wadud's intellectual life began 

with a massive interest in the wo menton. His last works, immediately before his death, 

were also devoted to the two menton. How he admired them throughout his life could be 

gathered fiom several activities of his life. For example. while Wadud was suffering from 

deadly Parkinson's disease in 1969 (a year before his death), he refused to write his 

memoin: "1 am not geaing an inspiration to write my mernoir." Yet Wadud got an 

inspiration to act on behalf of his NO mentors. He wrote to Abdul Huq, who was 

interested on Wadud's writings: "1 am now busy working on 'Kabi G u .  Rabindranath. 

Vol. II."'" It was during this illness that Wadud also floated a proposal in addas (in his 

living room) for founding an institute on Rammohun in Calcutta. 

The regard which Wadud felt for Raja Rammohun Roy is highlighted in Kazi 

Wadud's speech delivered to a gathering of the "East Bengal Brahrno Samaj," Dhaka, 

1926. The Bengali phrase that he used to glorify Ramrnohun is: pratah-srnaraniya Raja 

Rammohun Roy. Wadud translated the phrase, prata-srnaraniyu: "Worth reminiscence 

each morning means so holy as to be pronounced at the beginning of each day."lu The 

phrase was not the only homage Wadud paid to Rammohun in that speech. Wadud told 

the Brahmo Samaj, "1 feel proud that 1 am able, fiom the bottom of my heart, to pay 

reverence to Rammohun and to his Brahmo rn~vernent."'~~ "The Musiirn community," 

'" Kazi Abdul Wadud to Abdul Huq, March 3, 1969. See Abdul Huq, "Kazi Abdul Waduder P anaboli," 
Bangla Academy Patrika, Vol. July-October ( 1 983), p. 6. 

" pratah-smarunïya, arthat juhar nam eta pabitra j e  taha uccaran karja din atambha kmite hay. Kazi 
Abdul Wadud and Ani1 Chandra Sen, Byabaharik Shabdabsh, p. 649 

"' Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Neta Rammohun" ( 1  926) or 'Leader Rammohun,' Naba Patjay, I I ,  p. 1 .  Nabo 
Parjay, 1 & II published sixteen articles and public speeches of Kazi Abdul Wadud between 1926-1929. 
Kazi Wadud wrote in the third page of Naba Purjay, 1, that the title Naba Parjay or New Phase' is given by 
"my respected fkiend Abul Hussain." The Nabo Parjay, I I ,  was published by Abul Hussain's younger 



Wadud proclaimed, "is one of the largest branches of Rammohun's family."'z In the 

second muai conference of the Musiim Sahitya Samaj in 1927, Kazi Wadud titled 

Rammohun "the morning star @rabhot-naksatra) of the Bengal Awakzning and rising 

sun @rabhot-surjya) for the future renaissance of India."'26 These terms were repeated in 

'Rammohun's Centenary Celebrations' in Calcutta ( 193 3) by distinguished Hindu 

bhadralok intellecruals. for example. Rabindranath Tagore, Brajendranath Seal and 

Rarnananda Chatte jee. Iz7 

Wadud was inspired by Rammohun's religious ideals. Wadud's summary of the 

religious ideals of Rammohun in 1926 included: "Worshipping of a formless inner God 

and adoption of the ancient shusîru as modified by the good of humanity and reason ...."12' 

Wadud did not understand these ideals of Rammohun's religion as apologetic for ancient 

Hindu shastras. Wadud asked himself, "When the good of humanity and reason are 

placed above die shastras; why should one taik about the subject, shastra, at 

Wadud answered that the shmtras are necessary in human society to endorse: "social 

harmony and peace (lok-isriri)" and "shastras originate from the minds of those"I3O who 

brother Syed Imamul Hussain who owned 'Modem Library' in Dhaka. Note the title Syed which is usually a 
title of ashraf Muslim has been used by Abu1 Hussain's brother, but not by Abul Hussain. 

"5 Kazi Abdul Wadud, " Neta Rammohunt'( 1926) or 'Leader Ramrnohun,' Naba Parjay. II. p. 2. 

126 Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Banglar Jagaran" (1926) or 'Bengal Renaissance,' Naba P m j q ,  II, p. 48. 

'" Rajat K. Ray. "Introduction," published in V.C. Joshi (ed.), Ramrnohun Roy and the Procas of 
Modernkation in lndia (Delhi: Vikas PubIishing House, 1976) pp. 1. For Rammohun's Centenary 
Celebrations in Calcutta, see, Sri Jitendramohan Choudhury, " Bibidha Praranga, " in Prabasi, Janauary, 
1934. pp. 578-58 1. 

"'~k nirakar prombrahmer upasana. lokshreyah o bicar-buddhir dvara pwkhodhita shasaa, sei janyo 
pare parer upshustrasamuha prcrytyakhyan kare pratyab~rttan mul  shmtrasamuhe ... See, Kazi Abdul 
Wadud, "Banglar Jagaran," Naba Parjay. II, p. 50. 

129 Er sadharan uttar-lok-isititr janya pracin shastraer prayojan ache. Kintu e sambaridhe amader ar ekti 
katha mane hay. Shastra jader citta rheke utsarita hayechila. rarao gabhirbhabe satya O shrqah-ameshi 
chilen ... See, Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Neta Rammohun, " Naba Parjay, II, p. 5. 

130 Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Neta Rammohun," Naba Parjq, II, p. 5 .  



were ais0 seeker of 'truth' and the 'good of humanity'. Rammohun's far-sighted intellect 

did not ignore these ideals of shasna for humans. Thus Wadud noted: "Rammohun's 

respect for the ancient shusnas; but above this Rammohunls emphasis on 'reason' and the 

'good of humanity'. . .. " l 3  ' The twin principles, the 'good of humanity' and 'reason,' were 

thus in Wadud's view keys to Rammohun's religious thought. Rammohun. accordingly, 

upheld both 'respecting' the shasnas as well as 'violating' the shastras. Wadud was thus 

fascinated by Rammohun's placing of reason above religious d e  for an understanding of 

God- Wadud quoted Rammohun as saying: 

The inquiring into al1 kinds of truth and al1 honest human 
efforts is the celebration of bhagaban in our lives; the 
glorified intellect of Rammohun understood it word by 
word in his life. Therefore when people by creative efforts 
have brought bhaguban into their own lives--as has been 
done in basics of al1 religions or in modem science, 
Rammohun looked at hem with respect. But where 
bhagaban was arranged by people more for a mean 
imitation and where hurnans act only as sycophan B..., 
Rammohun took his eyes away from these people. 13' 

Wadud was not present at Rammohun's Centenary Celebrations in Calcutta 1 93 3. 

But remaining in Dhaka, Wadud marked the occasion by publishing a lengthy article: 

"Ramrnoh~n."'~' The article begins with a brief sketch of Rammohun's rebellion against 

traditions in his childhood: 

151 " Rarnmohuner ei je adarsha-pracin shastre shraddha kintu taro upar lokashreyah O b icarbuddhir 
pradhanya-manusher samajke sabal O sundar rakhbar janya e karo arnogh." Kazi Abdu! Wadud, "Neta 
Rammohun," Naba Parjay, I I ,  p. 6. 

13' "Samasta rakamer satya-anusandhan, somma shubh ceshta, je amador jibane bhagabaner utsab 
(rajnitio ye Ishvarer), samaprita-pran mahakarmmi Rammohun ta marmme rnatmrne upfabdhi karechelen- 
Tai jekhane rnanush anrahin prayme nijeder jibane bhagabaner utsab-ayojan kareche-jeman pratyok 
dharmer mu1 shasrragulir bhit are, athaba adhunik bijne-sekhane rini smhruddha netropor kcrrechen 
Kinfu jekhane sei utsab racanar caite hino anukaraner rryaojan. unchabrittir ayojan. beshi hayeche, 
rnanusher ananta-shubha-cestar-niyarnak cirajagrata bhagabaner sange jogjukta haoyar muktir je 
uparisim ananda ta krunna huyeche.-jeman pare pare uabhabita upshastragulir bhiture,-sekhan theke 
fini dristi phiriye njrechen. " Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Neta Rammohun, " Naba Parjay, II, p. 7. 

"' W e  are not sure if Rarnmohun Centenary Celebration was organized by Brahmo Samaj of Dhaka. This 
article was first published in Kazi Abdul Wadud's, Samaj O Sahitya {CaIcutta: Moslem Publishing House, 



The two outstanding thuigs about the boy Rammohun were 
his mental gifts and his devotion to the family idol. The 
first had as noble a h i t ion  as well-wishers could desire; 
the fiuition of the second was somewhat musual, though 
not rare, as we have in Bengai the example of the turbulent 
and contentious youthful Nimai tuming in later years into 
the rapturous Shri Chaitanya. '" 

Wadud argued that the Quran influenced Rammohun in bis "aversion to the 

Christian Trinity and the vicarious atonement but at the same tirne his profound regard for 

Jesus him~elf."'~' Wadud also argued that Rammohun "seems" to draw a "sense of 

rnajesty of the Alrnighty fÎom the Q~ran.""~ Wadud translated the expression, Tuhfat-UZ- 

1934). pp. 1-3 1. This article was translated into English and published in Creative Bengal, pp. 17-43. We 
follow the English version of the article. 

'" Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Rammohun Roy," Crearive Benguf, p. 17. 

''' In support of his argument, Wadud cited three verses of the Quran about Jesus. These verse are 10:68, 
287  and 5:18. Wadud translated the verse 10:68, "They say: Allah has taken a son (to Himself): Glory be to 
him: He is the Self-sufficient; His is what is in the heavens and what is in the earth; you have no authority 
for this; do you Say against AIlah what you do not not know? Wadud's translated the verse 2:87, "...and We 
gave Jesus, the son of Mary, clear arguments and strengthened him with the holy spirit." Kazi Abdul 
Wadud. "Rammohun Roy," CrealNe Bengai, pp. 1 8- 19. 

""n suppon of this argument. Wadud quoted "some Iines" of Rammohun's witings along with "some 
verses" fkom the Quran. 

For example, Wadud qutoted Rammohun: 
"How can the eye see Him whom the mind cannot reach! 
He is even beyond o w  spiritual qualities, 
C m  never be grasped by the senses,- 
How can He ever be associated with any form? 
He who brought about the world by will, maintains it at will, 
Destroys it at wiil, He aione is me-know this." 

From the Quran, Wadud quoted the verse: 
"...Nothing is like a likeness of Him" (42: 1 1). 
"Wonderfui Originators of the heavens and the earth, and when He decrees an affair, He only says to it, Be, 
so there it is" (2: 1 1 7). 

Wadud quoted Rarnrnohun: 
"Mediate on the One who resides at one and the same time in water, on land, in either; 
Who created this world without beginning and without end; 
Who knows everything, but Him no one knows." 

Wadud quoted the Quranic verse 2:255: 

"....He knows what is before them and what is behind them, and they cannot cornprehend anything out of 
His knowledge except what He pleases; His throne extends over the heavens and the earth, and the 



Muwahhidin as a "gift to the monotheists." but raised some doubt whether Rammohun's 

rejection of Hindu image wonhip came oniy fiom the Quran. Wadud wrote: 

The Hindu way of life and thought has been closely 
associated with image-worship fkom tirne bernor ia l .  
There have k e n  thinken arnong them who looked upon 
this particular method of approach to the Divinity as 
inferior worth (or inferior work); but none of them seem to 
have gone like Rammohun to the length of declaring it as 
positively hamiful to the life of the spirit. The 
Shivanarayani hternity of medieval Hindus (who just 
preceded Rammohun) were.. .uncompromising monotheists. 
But Hindus of such a disposition are too rare to count .... 
[However. the tmth of] ekamebadvitiyam, 'the one having 
none to compete with' which he (Rammohun) extracted 
from the fi-ightfii depths of Hindu traditions and scriptures 
have (hm) not been pnzed sufficiently by his people in 
general as they do not recognize them (as) so valuable. 13' 

The Islam that influenced Rammohun was not the "comrnon variety of Islam." 

Wadud quotes here Rammohun's, "Second Appeal to the Christian Public," in which 

Rammohun felt "...dissatisfied at the cruelty dlowed by Mussalmanisrn against the non- 

Mussalmans.. . . " ''' The Islam that inspired Rammohun, according to Wadud, was the 

Mutazilite and Sufistic Islam. Wadud defined Sufis as those, "who attempted intuitional 

approach to the Quran." and Mutazilites as those, "who attempted some sort of rational 

approach to the Quran." The Persian Sufi literahire of Saadi and Hafiz were quoted in 

Rammohun's Tuhfat. They speak of Rammohun's "deep joy in the leading Sufi's love of 

humans and creation .... but the lines Rammohun quotes do not indicate at all their 

mystical pr~bings." '~~ Rammohun's "oneness of humanity" Wadud felt paralleled Saadi's 

preservation of them both tires Him not (2:255)." Kaù Abdul Wadud, "Rammohun Roy," Creative Bengal, 
pp. 20-2 I . 

137 Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Ranunohun Roy," Creafive Bengal, p. 28. 

"' Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Rammohun Roy," Creative Bengal, p. 22. Wadud quoted this Iine ffom Panani 
Onice (ed), The English Workr of Rammohun, (Allahabad, 1906)- p. 580. 

I z 9  Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Rammohun Roy," Creative Bengal, p. 24. Wadud wrote that Rammohun quoted 
one couplet of Saadi and two couplets of Hafiz in Tuhfat, and in the mernorandun to Directors of East India 



couplet "The children of Adam are so many limbs (of a body) in relation to one another, 

for they originated fiom the same source."'"' Wadud claimed that three arguments of the 

Mutazilite heresy were persuasive to Rammohun. These arguments of the Mutazilites 

were: 

( 1 ) God is omnipotent, but He cannot not destroy Himself, 
nor can He create His equal. (2) Artributes of God are not 
independent of His essence. Admission of independence of 
amibutes would violate unity of the God-head (It is 
principally by this argument that Rammohun tried to set 
aside the daim to divinity of different go& and goddesses). 
(3) .... According to the Mutazilites the Quran was a created 
thing, so penshable in t h e ,  Le., not etemal like Gad...."' 

The second argument of the Mutazilites inspired Rammohun to "set aside the 

daim of divinity of different gods and goddesses." The third argument inspired 

Rammohun to hold that the Vedas are not etemal but perishable. Wadud's conclusion on 

Rammohun's inspiration from Islam was that: "He (Rammohun) liked Islamic ideas and 

the Muslim way of life of his time, but not to the extent of being enamoured of them-''14' 

Company. Wadud cited the nvo couplets of Hafiz that Rarnmohun quoted in Tufat: i) "The wrangles of the 
seventy-two sects are al1 vain-They codd not see tmîh and went the way of whims and foolishness;" ii) 
"Oppress nobody, and do whatever else you like; in our way there is no other sin except that." The couplet 
of Saadi that Rammohun quotes in the memorandum is: "Bhd yourself with ties of love with your subjects 
and thus be assured of victory against your foes; For, to the just king, his subjects are his soldiers." 

I .(O Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Rammohun Roy," Creative Bengaf, p. 24. 

"' Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Rammohun Roy." Creative Bengaf, p. 24. Wadud did not mention the sources of 
Rammohun's contact with Mutazilites ideas nor did Wadud infom the sources of his information of the 
Mutazilites. In one session of the Muslim Sahitya Samaj, Professor Fida Ali Khan (Dhaka University) 
presented an article on the Mutazilites. Rajat K. Ray informs that Rammohun might have been informed of 
the Mutazilites from Dabistan-i-Mazahib, that "contained a somewhat desultory discussion of the doctrines 
of the Mutazalites." David Shea and Antony Troyer had transIated partial of this work, The Dabistan or 
School of manners. Set for further details, V.C. loshi (ed.), Rammohun Roy and the Process of 
Modern~ation in India, p. 10. 

I d 2  Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Rammohun Roy," CreatNe Bengaf, p. 26. 



In Tuhfat, Rammohun certainly quoted a few Iines of the Quran and sayings of the 

Prophet, "but his role in it is that of a deist and rationdist with no religious moo~gs." '" 

Wadud wrote that the Vedantic monism of Sankara had influenced Rarnmohun. 

Wadud did not attempt to compare Rammohun's thought with Sankara's. Rather, Wadud 

felt satisfied with S. Radhakrishnan's modem interpretations of Sankarals monism of 

'absolute reaiity,' in relation to the lempiricd ~ o r l d . " ~  and assumed that Rammohun 

shared a similar modem interpretations of Sankara. 

For Rammohun's "strikingly new interpretations" of Hinduism, Wadud referred to 

a specific verse from the Gita. The verse of the Gita says: 

The wise man must not upset the understanding of the 
ignorant given to rites and ceremonies (for gaining 
mundane and heavenly happiness). He the non-attached 
worker, should set them to various activities by his own 
example. "' 

Wadud stated that the lines were widely held to mean that the religious rites and 

ceremonies of the "masses, such as image wonhip should not be cnticized" by the "wise 

man." But Rammohun re-created those Iines: 

The wise man should set the ignorant to work by showing 
them his own example. so that. the non-attached way of 
work of the wise man may lead the ignorant to a similar 

'" KaU Abdul Wadud "Rarnrnohun Roy," Creative Bengal, p. 18. Wadud developed the argument that 
Rammohuiï was "deist" in a separate article. See Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Tuhfat uul Mwahhidin," Kazi Abdul 
Wadud Raconabali. II, pp. 1 77- 1 82. 

Wadud quoted two passages of "Professor Radhakishnan's" (Wadud did not give his full name) 
interpretation of Sankara's philosophy. First: "Sankara does not assert an identity between God and the 
world but only denies the independence of the world. If we raise question as to how the h i t e  rises out of 
the bosom of the infinite, Sankara says that it is an incomprehensibie mystery, Maya. We know there is the 
absolute reality, we know that there is the empirical world, we know that the empirical world tests on the 
absolute; but the how of it is beyond ou.  howledge. The greatest thinkers are those who admit the mystery 
and comfon themselves by the idea that the human mind is not omniscient. Sankara in the East and Bradley 
in the West adopt this wise attitude of agnosticism (Hindu View of Life, pp. 66-68)." See, Kazi Abdul 
Wadud, "Rammohun Roy," Creatnte Bengal. p. 2 1. 

"' Wadud cites the vene in Sanskrit fiom Gita. He also wrote a Bengali and English translation of the 
verse. We follow Wadud's English translation of the verse. For Sanskrit and Bengali translations of the 
verse, see Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Rammohun Roy," Samaj O Sahitya, p. 23. For English translation see, KaU 
Abdul Wadud. "Rammohun Roy," Creative Bengal. p. 33. 



course of activities. As the wise man is precluded from 
perfomiing rites and ceremonies for the gain (of mundane 
and heavedy happiness) the ignorant also will, for their 
i ~ e r  purification, be inclined to the non-attached way of 
action by seeing the wise man's doings. The Gîta indicates 
clearly in rnany places as to how people should engage 
themselves in work: You are entitled to action only and not 
to the result; Work done for the gain (of mundane and 
heavedy happiness) and not for God leads to bondage. And 
to quote fiom another source (Bhagabat Purana): The wise 
man will not advise the ignorant IO take rites and 
ceremonies (for gaining mundane and heavenly happiness), 
just as a good physician will not allow unsuitable diet to a 
patient even though he (the patient) may yearn for it." 

According to Wadud, this "rationalism dettered by scripturedtradition 

(shastrcz-nirapekrha nadhiri jukribad)" of Ramrnohun never changed into "rationalism 

dependent upon religion (dhormashrita jukribad)." 14' In O ther words, Rammohun's 

religious ideals were not apologetics of Hinduism. Wadud stated that Rammohun 

systematized the tenets of Hindu religion in the light of Vedanta, but Rammohun's letter 

to Lord Amherst "ridicules the teachings of the Vedanta, the Mimansa and the Nyaya."'48 

Wadud conceded the counter argument that Rammohun may have ridiculed the popular 

ideas about Vedanta. "Even then," Wadud justified "it must be adrnitted that he 

(Rammohun) prefers modem European learning to the scholasticism of his father~.""~ 

It is mie that Rammohun valued the Bible, yet his rationalism is not controlled by 

Christian religious faith: 

lui Wadud quoted this passage in Bengali from Rajnarayan Basu (ed.), Rammohun Granthabali (Calcutta, 
1880). p. 21 5 .  See Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Rammohun Roy," Creative Bengal, p. 34. 

'" Wadud wrote rhat this argument was fim raised by Rajnarayan Bose. Wadud also cited Jogendra 
Chunder Ghose (ed.), The Englkh Works of Raja Rammohun Roy, 1 & II (Calcutta, 1885 & 1887). See 
Kazi Abdul Wadud."Tuhfat-ul-Muwahhidin," Kmi Abdul Wadud Rocunabali, II, p. 1 79. Also Kazi Abdul 
Wadud, "Desher Jagaran," Kuzi Abdul Wadud Racanabali, 1, p. 33 1 .  The later h c l e  was translated into 
English entitted, "Our Nineteenth Cennvy Renaissance," Creative Bengal, pp. 63-78. 

'"' ~ a z i  Abdul Wadud, "Rammohun Roy," Creafiue Bengal, p. 35. 

Ia9 Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Ramrnohun Roy," CreatNe Bengal, pp. 35-36. 



He (Rammohun) collected and published Precepts ofJesur 
from the Bible with the object in view that these simple 
ethical directives, shom of mysteries, would help men in 
general to amve at a better conception of the Author of the 
universe and would regulate better their relation with one 
another and their conduct in socie ty.... lm 

From Tuhfat Wadud cited similar remarks of Rammohun in respect of the power of 

reason in the human mind: 

As the foundation of faiths is based on the truth of the 
existence of the soul ... and on the existence of the next 
world men are to be excused in admitting and teaching the 
doctrine of the existence of the soul and the next world for 
the sake of the welfare of the people, as they, simply for the 
fear of punishment in the next world and of the penalties 
inflicted by the earthly authorities, refiain fiom the 
commission of illegal deeds. But as an appendage to the 
belief in these two indispensable doctrines, hundreds of 
useless hardships and privations regarding eating and 
drinking, purity and impurity, auspiciousness and 
inauspiciousness etc., have been added and thus have 
becorne causes of injury and detrimental to social life and 
sources of trouble and bewildement to the people, instead 
of tending to the amelioration of the condition of society. 

Notwithstanding implicit faith in the orders of the...doctors 
of religion, there is always such an imate faculty existing in 
the nature of mankind that in case any person of sound 
mind .... rnakes an impartial and just inquiry into the nature 
of the pnnciples of religious doctrines ... he will be able to 
distinguish the truth from untnith and mie propositions 
from fdlacious ones ... and aiso he, becoming f?ee fiom the 
useless restraints of religion, which sometimes become 
sources of prejudices of one against another and causes of 
physical and mental troubles ... ''' 

Wadud agreed that Rammohan was a "great fiend of the Unitarians," but doubted 

Ramrnohun's retum to the doctrine of Trinity while in England. "Miss Collett's biography 

- - - - - - - - - - - 

''O Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Rammohun Roy," Creative Bengal. p. 36. 

" ' Kazi Abdul Wadud "Rarnrnohun Roy," CreafNe Bengai* p. 36. 



of Rammohun has not attached importance to this view ...."lx This argument of Wadud is 

not very convincing, but it indicates how concemed Wadud was to prove Ramrnohun's 

" unfettered rationalism. " 

in the 1 93 5 "Nizam Lecture" at Vishva-Bharati. Wadud brought fiesh arguments 

for Ramrnohun's "unfettered" rationalism. RaMnohunls attitude towards prophets and 

revelation undenvent a change and that he had no longer rejected them as he had done in 

Tuhfut. Wadud rejected this contention saying, "The change is found, on closer 

examination, to be superficial, because he (Ramrnohun) never accepted them (prophets 

and revelation) as necessary intermediaries between God and man as is usually done by 

people of religious de nomination^."'^^ Contradicting Brajendranath Seal's contention that 

Tuhfats keen rationali sm was intimately assoc iated with awareness of and devotion to 

God. Wadud provided fresh argument: "Rammohun used the line of arguments of 

Spanish Muslim philosophers who were both acute rationalists and eamest de is t~ ." '~  

Rarnmohun was well aware of the medieval Saints, but he was oot one of them. The 

medieval Saints were God bhabus (worshippers), Rammohun was a bhakta of a 

" fodess  God" (nirakar Brahmo) as well as lover of humanity desiring earnestly a better 

and fuller life for him. In 1949, Wadud repeated this as well as Rammohun's denunciation 

of religious rites and ceremonies. in a speech to the Sadharan Brahrno Samaj meeting in 

Calcutta. Is5 

In 1954. Wadud once again raised this issue, bringing the passages of 

Ramrnohun's earlier writing, Tuhfat, after closer examination, into agreement with 

15' Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Rammohun Roy," Creatïve Bengaf, pp .  37-38. 

IJ3 Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Our Nineteenth Century Renaissance," Creative Bengat, p. 64. For Bengali version 
of the article, see Kazi Abdul Wadud, " Daher Jagaran, " Kuzi Abdul Wadud Racanabali, 1,  pp. 33 1-340. 

'" Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Our Nineteenth Century Renaissance," Creufive Bengat, p. 64. 

ls5 Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Satabarsha Pare Rammohun," Kmi Abdul Wadud Racanabafi, 1,  pp. 467-470. 



Rammohun's later writing, "Trust-Deed" (of the Brahmo Samaj b~ilding) . '~~ The passages 

Wadud quoted fiom both show the simiiarity in both statements of Rammohun's ideas 

about the "Immutable Being" for the "worship" of whom Rammohun suggested no formal 

religious intermediaries. but ody the "innate facdty" of the human being."' Rammohun 

in his later years entered into scriprural debates with the Hindus and Christians by using 

proofs from the Veda Upanishad and Bible. Wadud did not deny this, but he noted. "For 

Rammohun these were the only defense that was necessary during the blind scripturai 

religiosity of his time." "' Wherever Rammohun brought up 'revelation,' fscriptures,' and 

'prophets;' his central focus was to stress 'rationalism,' 'univend humanity' and 'hi& 

ideals of God'.lJ9 After years of study of the Veda, Rammohun wrote a letter to Amherst 

'" Kazi Abdul Wadud " Tuhfat-ul-Muwahhidin." Kmi Abdul Wudud Racanabali, II, pp. 178- 182. 
157 From Tuhfat, Wadud quoted this passage: "...notwithstanding these ardent enthusiasms on the part of the 
Mujtahids or the doctors of religion, there is always art imate faculty existing in the nature of mankind that 
in case any peson of sound mind, before or after assuming the doctrines of any religion, makes an enquiry 
into the nature of the principles of religious docmnes, p r i m v  and secondary, laid down by different 
nations. without partially and with a sense of justice, there is strong hope that he will be able to distinguish 
the uuth from the untruth and the true propositions from the fallacious ones ...." Kazi Abdul Wadud, 
" Tuhfal-ul-'Muwahhtdzn." Kaz; Abdul Wadud Racanabali. 11, p. 1 80. 

From the "Trust-Deed" Wadud quoted: "For the worship and adoration of the Etemal Unsearchable and 
Immutable Being Who is the Author and Preserver of the Universe but not under or by any other narne, 
designation or title .... and that no sermon preaching discourse prayer or hymn be delivered made or used in 
such worship but such as has a tendency to the promotion of the contemplation of the Author and Preserver 
of the Universe to the promotion of charity morality piety benevolence virtue and the strengthening the 
bonds of union between men of al1 religious persuasions and creeds ...." (The English passages within 
quotation marks, Wadud cites them in English). Kazi Wadud followed this document from Jogendra 
Chunder Ghose (ed.), The Engiish Worh of Raja Rammohun Roy, II, p. 516. See, Kazi Abdul Wadud, 
" Tuhfat ul Muwahhidin," p. 1 80. 

Is8 Wadud cited from Rammohun's The Second Appeal 10 the Christian Public. See Kazi Abdul Wadud, 
"Tuhfar uf Muwahhidin," Kazi Abdul Wadud Rucanabafi, II, p. 18 1. 

'" Wadud cited a passage fiom Rarnrnohun's, Precepü of Jesur: "1 kl persuaded that by separating from 
the other matters contained in the New Testament, the moral precepts found in that book ... these wiil be 
more likely to produce the desirable effect of improving the h e m  and mincis of men of different 
persuasions and degrees of understanding .... These simple code of religion and morality is so admirabiy 
calculated to elevate men's ideas to high and liberal notions of God, who has equally subjected al1 living 
creatures, without distinction of caste, rank or wealth, to change, disappointmenf pain and death, and has 
equally adrnitted al1 to be parrakers of the bountifbl mercies which He has lavished over nature and is also 
so weli fitted to regulate the conduct of the human race in the discharge of their various duties to 
thernselves, and to society, that cannot but hope the best effects fkom its promulgation in the present fom." 
Kazi Abdul Wadud, " Tuhfaf ul Muwahhidin," Kazi Abdul Wadud Racanabali, II, p. 1 8 1. 



in 1823. in which he emphasized the "Univenal God" of "hurnanity" for worship while 

rejecting the "necessity of any s h ~  and prophets."lM 

One year after publication of this article, Vishva-Bharati invited Kazi Wadud to 

deliver six lectures on the 'Bengal Awakening.' The lectures were scheduled during July 

1955. but later re-scheduledt6' to Jdy 1956. Wadud had earlier argued that Rammohun's 

rationalism as recorded in Tuhfat had 'hot corne fiom the rnind of a young Rammohun. 

but expressed a full-grown mind."'62 So in the first Vishva-Bharati lectures, he stressed 

that Tuhfat was not written in 1803 (Rammohun bom in 1772), but was written in 

Rangpur in 18 14.16' Wadud, therefore, argued: "Tuhfuf was a creation of Rammohun's 

For supponing this staternent. Wadud cited Rammohun's. Final Appeal ro the Christian Public in 
Defence of the Precepts ofJeslrs ( 1823). He cited this document from Jogendra Chunder Ghose (ed.), The 
English Works of Raja Rammohun Roy, I I ,  pp.484485. 

16' The Lectures were rescheduled because Professor Probodh Kumar Bagchi, Vice-chancellor of Vishva- 
Bharati, died in 1955. Wadud also required time for his preparation of the six lectures. The fist lecture 
described Rammohun's life until his joumey to England with an emphasis on Rammohun's debate with 
Hindu pundits. The second lecture described the origin of the 'Young Bengal' movement, Henry Vivian 
Derozio, cornparison benveen 'Young Bengal' and Rammohun, foundation of Brahmo religion and 
Debanciranath Tagore, and social reforrns of Vidiyasagar. The third lecture described more elites of BengaI 
Renaissance: Keshab Chandra, Aksya Kurnar, Michael Madhusudhan Dutta, Bankim Chandra, and division 
of Brahmo Sarnaj. The fourth lecture described Muslim leadership in nineteenth century Bengal and the 
debate benveen Darul Harb and Dard Islam. In other words, Wadud described nvo uneven intellectual 
developments among Musiims and Hindus in Bengal The f i f i  lecture blamed Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan for 
Hindu revivalism. The sixth lecture described influence of Bengai Renaissance in twentieth c e n t q  India. 
Kazi Wadud picked up here Rabindranath Tagore and Mahtama Gandhi. See. Kazi Abdul Wadud. Bangfar 
Jagaran (Calcutta: Vishva-Bharati, 1956). 

"' Kazi Abdul Wadud. " TuhM ul Mmvahhidin," K c i  Abdul Wadud Racanabali, II, p. 182. 

'" Wadud wrote that according to Rammohun's biographer, Miss S.D. Collet's, Lfe and Letters of Raja 
Rammohun Roy, Tuhfut was written in 1803. Wadud rejected Collet's staternent on two grounds. First: Dr. 
L. Carpenter, who was Rammohun's fiend, stated that Tuhfat was published fkom Murshidabad afier 18 1 1. 
Wadud did not mention L. Carpentefs writings. David Kopf cited two works of Carpenter on Ramrnuhon, .4 
Review of the labours, Opinions and Character of Raja Rammohun Roy (Bristol: Brome and Reid, 1 833) 
and Funeral Sermon on the Death of Rajah Rammohun Roy (Calcutta: Military Orphan Press, n.d.). See 
David Kopf, "Rammohun Roy and the Bengal Renaissance: An Historiographical Essay," published in V.C. 
Joshi (ed.), Rarnrnohun Roy and the Process of Modemuarion in India, Second: Wadud argued that in 
Tuhfat, there is indication that Rammohun was influenced by the West. Wadud cited specifically that 
Voltaire is mentioned in Tuhfat. Wadud M e r  indicates that a Persian phrase "md' which means 'world' 
written fiequentIy in Tuhfur. Rammohun could not read Voitaire in 1 804, because he did not h o w  English 
at that time. Abidullah Gazi's doctoral dissertation on Ramrnohun has indicated that Tuhfat was "orginally" 
published in 1804 and "thereafter has gone through three more editions: 1859, 191 8 and the present volume 



well grounded diought and it was not at al1 an immature essay, as some people thought. 

Its writing styie is mature and it was written specifically for highly intellectual people of 

that time. " Ib4 

By extensive citations of Rammohun's debate with a Brahmin pundit. Mntyunjay 

Vidyalankar ( 18 17). Wadud indicated Rammohun's disgust with Brahmin pundits for 

"Whom shustro means following oniy some codified r~les.""~ Wadud dso  cited 

Rammohun's debate with another Brahmin pundit, Subrahmanya Shastri of Madras. The 

central point that Wadud highlighted in this debate was that learning fiom shastra is not a 

condition of one's knowing of religion. Wadud clearly focused this standpoint by a careful 

citation of cornments from this debate: 
In addition to Mntyunjay Vidyalankar, there were others 
with whom Rarnmohun had a debate on sha.s?ru, among 
whom Subrahmanya Shastri was famous. In the debate, 
Subrahmanya Shastri's argument was: 'without a c q u i ~ g  
vedujnan (knowledge of Veda) there cannot be any 
brahmajnan (knowledge of Brahman).' Rammohun proved 
that there are many names in the Veda of those who were 
brahmajnani (well versed in Brahman); but they were not 
Brahrnins. Therefore. without reading Veda, they become 
Brahmins. 

Rammohun's respect for Jesus was not for his divinity and supernatural power. but 

for his universality and his teachings: "behave with others, the same as you expect fiom 

other~."'~~ In his edition of "Kenopanishad" (1 823) Rammohun stressed reason as well as 

in 1950." See Abid U. Gazi, "Raja Rarnrnohun Roy ( 1  772- 1833): Encounter with Islam and Christianity, the 
articulation of Hindu self-consciousness" (Harvard University, 1976). 

164 Kazi Abdul W adud, Banglar Jagaran (Calcutta: Vis hva-B harati, 1 9S6), p. 6. 

165 Kazi Abdul Wadud. Banglar Jagaran, p t 4 .  Wadud did not give any credit to Mrityunjoy Vidyalankar 
for supporting the abolition of Sati. Wadud argued that fike other Hindu Pundits fie searched solutions 
within shcrrtra. See Kazi Abdul Wadud, Banglar Jagaran, p. 29. 
1 66 Kazi Abdul Wadud, Banglar Jagaran, p. 15. 

Ib7 Kazi Abdul Wadud, Banglor Jogaran, p. 18. Wadud cited this comment fiom Rarnmohun's, Precepts of 
Jesus-the Guide to Peace and Happiness (1820). Also Wadud described Rammohun's debate with 
Srirarnpore Christian priests. 



tradition." but Wadud argued, "Rammohun said to procure guidance h m  shasna and 

reason. At times he also said to abandon shastra in favor of reason. But he never said to 

relinquish reason in favor of sha.~h.a"'~~ In the "Trust-Deed" Rammohun dreamt of a 

home for the Brahmo Samaj, composed of civilized people of al1 shastras gathered in the 

oneness of hurnanity under the canopy of one inner God, but what he achieved was a 

house for ancient Hindu shastra and a "divided house" of Brahmins and non-Brahrnins. 

Waduci commented: "For this we shouid not be uncertain about Rammohunfs reason. In 

the consexvative society, where he aimed to give a practical shape to his epoch-making 

ideais, many in that society could not understand him. Yeî, with their help, he begun his 

movement in the way it always happens (in our society)." ''O 

Our purpose here is not to judge Wadud as an expert scholar of Rammohun. What 

is pertinent, however, is to see how Wadud, though a Muslim, was also a devout disciple 

16* Wadud's Bengali translation of I(ammohunfs English passage is: E sambondhe Kenopanishader Imreji 
tarjamar bhumikay tini (Rammohun) balechen: pracin jatigulor dharmamater dike jakhan tokai takhan 
dekhi sei sab mater madhya pmspar-birodhita bartaman Sei sab dharmamate sambandhe nirursah haye 
jakhan juktir dike takay rakhan dekhi jukti niye jay byapak samhaye-tare citter asantosh O sukher bilop 
ghate. Sejanya shrestha pantha mane hay ei duyer kono ekrir pakrhpati nu-haoya baram duyeri jathajogya 
sahajya niye amadw bauddhik O naitik utkarsha sadhan kara, ar sarbashaktimaner sadayarar upar 
nirbharshil haoya, kenana ta thekei arnader samasta akankrha O shramer sarthakata. See, Kazi Abdul 
Wadud. Banglar Jagaran, p. 20. 

It is interesting to note that Sumit Sarkar's essay, "Rammohun Roy and the Break witb the Past" has cited 
the sarne passage from " Kenopanishad' in English. Surnit Sarkar wrote, "When we look to the traditions of 
ancient nations, we often find them at variance with each other; and when ... (Sarkar omiited: disheartened 
bv religion. Wadud inserted the Bengali translation of the words) we appeal to reason as a surer guide, we 
soon find how imcompetent it is, alone, to conduct us to the object of our pursui t....( Sarkar omitted: 
causes a dissatisfaction of mind and an end of ha~piness. Wadud inserted the Bengali translation of the 
phrase) The best method perhaps is, neither to give ourselves up exclusively to the guidance of the one or 
the other; but by a proper use of the lights h i s h e d  by both, endeavor to improve our inteIlectual and 
moral faculties, reiying on the goodness of the Almighty power ....( Sarkar omitted: Who alone is our source 
of inspiration and effort. Wadud insened the phrases in Bengali translation)." For Sumit Sarkafs translation, 
see. Sumit Sarkar, "Rarnmohun Roy and the Break with the Past," published in V.C. Joshi (edit.), 
Rammohun Roy and the Process of Modernizaiion in India, p. 54. 

169 Jukti o shasrra duyeri sahajya grahan karte Rammohun balechen, shastrcake &ad diye jukrir upwe  
nirbhar karte kakhano kakhano balechen, kintu juktike bad diye shmtraer upar nirbhar karte tini 
(Rammohun) kakhano balen ni-Hindu shmtraer alocana kaleo nay khristan shastraer alocana kdeo nay. 
See, Kazi Abdul Wadud, Banglar Jagaran, p. 2 1 .  

170 Kazi Abdu1 Wadud, Banglar Jagaran, p. 39. 



of Rammohun in the sense that he remained faithful to what he understood to be 

Rammohun's rationalism free from the restrictions of traditionai religion. The influence of 

Rammohun's thaught on Wadud's understanding of Islam, will be discussed in a later 

section. It may be noted, however, before we end this section, that Kazi Wadud remained 

intolerant of criticism of Rammohun, even of Rammohun's private life."' 

D. Wadud's Living Bengali Mentor: " Vishva-Kabi (universal poet) Rabindranath," 

Wadud appealed to the universal ideals of the noble laurcate, Rabindranath 

Tagore, when he addressed a Muslirn audience in 1920. This was part of a broader 

framework of Wadud's thinking on cultural universals based on humanism. For building a 

theoretical framework of "universal human" (vishva-manab) culture, Wadud wrote three 

essays between 1920 and 1939. The first (1920), given as a speech to a gathenng of 

Muslim writers and intellectuals. emphasized no fixed territoriality of culture. As he 

wrote: "The English poet Keats did not know Greek, but by virtue of the worship of 

beauty. he was a successor of the classic Greek literateur. Though Wordsworth was bom 

in England, was by nature competent to understand souls of the saints and Sufis of 

Asia."'" Wadud was aware of contrasting social environrnents, as well as geographical 

incongruity between the East and the West, which inspired the respective poetic 

'" The Sanskrit-Bengali Association presented an essay, "Rammohun Roy" in Dhaka University in 1934. 
The essay blamed Rammohun for becoming rich by money-lending business. The article also cnticized 
Rammohun's shaiba (worshipper of Siba) rnarriage. To the fint criticisrn, Wadud's reply was: "There is 
nothing wrong in living a life on money lending." To the second criticism, Wadud replied: "Those who 
want to bring dur on Rammohun's private life for Rarnrnohun's shaiba mamiage, also agree that Rammohun 
was respectfbi to his shaiba wife and chitdren. I t  is ludicrous to judge a human character so easily 
especially to determine a genius, like Rammohun." See Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Rammohuner Birodhi- 
Paksher Baktabya"(1934) published in Samaj O Sahiva, p. 74. See also, Kazi Abdul Wadud, BangIar 
Jagaran, pp. 6-7 & 35. 

172 Tai Keats Greek na janiyao saun&jopasana-gune pracin Greekder sahityik bamshadhar, ar Worhvorrh 
Englande janmryao prakrita prasrabe Asiar Sufi bu rishi-atmar adhikari. Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Sahiwiker 
Sadhana" (1920). Kcai Abdul Wadud Racanabaii, 1, p. 540. The essay was first published in Bengali 
journal, Modem Bharat, March-April, 1920. Wadud also read this essay in Mushm Sahitya Samaj, Dhaka, 
1929. 



imaginations of each. Wadud wrote that one can see that the intellect of Kalidasa, shaped 

in India, riverine and densely forested, is different fiom that of "European son," 

Shakespeare, bom in an environment of snowy mountains and seas. Nonetheless, both 

applauded the "splendor of human souls" (manub-amar saundarjya), so that in the 

continuing existence of the two cultures there has aiways been both conflict and 

harmonyIn (duier dvanda O milan). 

At another level, Wadud found such unity in cultural diversity within the same 

geographical regions in different periods of history, "The stories of Laila-Manu and 

Mahabharat are composed in different environrnents in different ages. nevertheless both 

have so much human-centered human truths, dignity and beauty that they remain ever 

respected by the 'human race' (manab-jori).""' The development of science and learning 

in the Victorian age influenced Tennyson to understand the "ever new potentialities" 

(nityu naiun sambhobana) of the "universal human" (vishva-manab). On the other hand, 

Browning did not give so much attention to science in his age, but, like Tennyson, 

appreciated "unlimi ted variety" (ananta baicitra) of human-li fe and hurnan-c haracter. 

Wadud followed these poets in the West and called attention to their examples in bnef 

cornrnents. but he did not deveiop their ideas. as he developed ideas of Tagore. 

In the sarne article in which Wadud mentioned the poets in the West, he 

fiequently articulated Tagore's sense of universality, "Tagore throughout his life sought 

the broad within the small; the entertaining within the tri~ial.""~ Wadud explains, the 

"broad" and "entertaining" of Tagore's thought as "splendor of the human-soul" (manab- 

atmur saundama) and expression of "the human's imer and outer fieedom" (manaber 

anturer O bahirer svadhinata). To these ideals, Wadud adds Tagore's famous verse: 

in Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Suhieiker Sadhana," Kazi Abdul Wadud Raconabali, 1, p. 537. 

174 Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Sahiryiker Sadhana" ( 1 WO), pp. 53 7-538. 

"' Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Sahiryiker Sadhana" (1920), pp. 538-539. 



"Ascetic-life is not my fieedorn; the taste of fieedom lies in my manifold pledges" 

(bairagya-sadhane rnukti se amar nahe/;) asarnkhya bandhan majhe labhiba muktir 

s v a W 6  

The humanism of Tagore. which Wadud designates as muba buddhi (fkee 

intellect), is the 'sign of timelessness' (cirantuner imgit); it shouid forrn the major 

ingredient of writers' creativity of thought. "The creative writer is the one having a potent 

mind. a mind that can envision 'univend subjects' (vishva-bastu), sustain them and able 

to nourish them with care."ln The conceiving of a universal subject may not be a writer's 

own creation: "Tagore drew From European thought and fkom the Upanishads,"'" and 

Sarat Chandra Chattopadhyay imitated Tagore's, "ideal of the sufFenng of human-souls." 

This drawing fiom others' should be done not in writings oniy. but the imitator should 

feel the thoughts by his own senses as well. "One who does not sense in his heart the 

passions of pain and fiutration of human lives, but merely copies them in writing from 

others. is like trying to relish the taste in other peoples' mou th^."'^ 

Like Tagore, Wadud had reservations concenùng unlimited fieedom of universal 

humanism. Even though Wadud was respectful to the new wave of European humanism 

for abolition of the institution of marriage for the sake of "moral, matenal and spirinial 

freedom." as an "honest objective" in the West,'" yet, he supported 'marriage' and 'home' 

as necessary for 'enjoyrnent' (bhog) as well as 'control' (samjam) of life. Wadud disliked 

Indian poet Bharat Chandra's epic, Bidyasundar, for rousing the animdity of carnal 

"' Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Sahiyiker Sadhana" ( 1920). pp. 540-54 1. 

I V  Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Sahityiker Sadhana" ( l92O), p. 535. 

l n  Kazi Abdul Wadud "Sahityiker Sadhana" (1920). p. 539. 

179 Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Sahityiker Sadhana" ( 1920). p. 543. 

180 .. . Europer ati baro samarya stri-pncrher jauno-mmbundha O bibaha-bidhi.. .. Ebam tahara bibaha- 
bidhike je akraman karitechen ihao tahader dharanay samajer mangaler janya: Tahara bîshvas karen iha 
lop pailei jibaner pradhan trddeshya je parthib, naizik O adyatmik svadhinata labh tahao samadhik 
sambhabpar haibe. K a n  Abdul Wadud, "Sahityiker Sadhana " p. 545. 



relation between men and women, but he exalted the aesthetic beauty of Tagore's woman 

character, Urbashi : 

Urbashi is not a mother, not a daughter, and not a wife 
(nahe mata, nahe kanya, nahe badhu; the verse is Tagore's). 
Nevertheless she is an emblem of loveliness whose flavor 
is refkeshing to everybody; whose intoxicating youth is like 
the ripples of a Stream and jingling of nupur (anklets) in the 
youth of human lives. "' 

This aesthetic hurnanism in Wadud's eyes is basic to Tagore's universality. "The poet 

(Tagore) shows this. as 'one trend of universal sport' (vishvaliZm sei ek mati). Urbashi 

does not "excite us to sensuality, but awakens us to the beauty of its feeling."lu 

Wadud's first book on Tagore, Rabindra Kabya Parh (1927), gives a 

comprehensive description of Tagore's universal humanism. Wadud divided the bûok 

into two chapters, starting with a poem w-ritten by young Rabindranath. In the two 

chapters, Wadud analyzed some selected verses of poems by Tagore."' Wadud briefly 

described at the beginning of the book how the child Rabindranath grew up with 

sensitivity to the scenic beauty of Bengai. This inclination is a general tendency of 

Bengali poets: but what is distinctive of Tagore, Wadud noted, is: "Tagore's sharpened 

sensitivity and unrestrained creativity."'" 

From Kari a Komnl, Wadud selected verses185 that explain Tagore's 'enjoyment' 

(bhog) of this world. Tagore is a 'worshiper of beauty' (saundarjyur upasak), as distinct 

18 1 Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Sahityiker Sadhana" ( 1  92O), p. 546. 

Ig2 Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Suhityiker Sadhana" (1920). p. 547. 

1113 These are entitled as: Kari o Komal, Manasi, Sonar Tari, Citra, Kaipana. Katha? Ksanika, Naibetfya, 
Shishu, Kheya, Gitanjali, Gitali, Balaka, and Palaraka. See Kazi Abdul Wadud, Rabindra Kabya Path 
(Calcutta: Moslem Publishing house, 1927). pp. 1 - 128. 

184 Kazi Abdul Wadud, Rr~bindra Kabya Parh ( I 927). p. 5 .  

185 Wadud cites verses o f  Tagore's, "Bulaka," " Kusumer Karagar," etc. One o f  the verses that Wadud cites 
from "Bafaka," says: "1 do not want to die in this world o f  beauty, it is in the worid o f  humans' that 1 want to 
live ....( marite cuhina ami sundar bhubane, manaber majhe ami bacibare cai. ...). Kazi Abdul Wadud. 
Rabindia Kabya Path, p. 9. 



from one showing 'frenzy' (mattata) of satisfaction, as in the Fenian poet, Hafit and the 

English poet, Burns." Like Kalidasa, Wadud wrote, "Tagore is a worshipper of beauty, 

but he is unsympathetic to drowning up to his neck in the satisfactions of life. We also see 

pains amidst pleasure in his poems.""' 

Wadud perceives Tagore's collection, Manari, as reflecting 'poems of love' at the 

beginning and Tagore's heart shadowed by sorrow at the end. Manari is the poet's 

allegorical sweetheart and in descnbing her, the elegance of Tagore's heart overflows, "At 

times. Tagore submits to her ch ami.... at another tirne, his love shifts to doubts and 

fnistrations."'" These expositions are reflective of Tagore's "fmer senses" ( s u M  

anubhuti), and written in amazing styles. In the later part of "Manasi," Wadud wites, 

Tagore was saddened to see himself "in the prison of his petty life" ( h d r a  jibaner 

karaghar) of mere enjoyment and satisfaction of beauty. Tagore's larger mind is now 

craving involvement in the "field of action in the world," (samarer karma-kseira).'" 

Wadud did not mention the full narne. but quoted the title of his poetry: "Highland Mary." The passage 
that Wadud quotes from the poem is: 
"How sweetly bloom'd the gay green birk 
How rich the Hawthorn's blossoms. 

As underneath the hgrant shade 
1 clasp'd her to my bosom ! 
The golden hours on angel wings 
Flow o'er me and my desire; 
For dear to me as light and life 
Was rny sweet Highland Mary." 
Kazi Abdul Wadud, Rabindra Kabya Path, p. 12. 

'" Esaber sange mi l je  Rabindranuther bhoger s v m p  jakhan upfabdbi kwte joi takhan dekhi, Kaiidaser 
matan saundatjyor upasak tini; majhe-majhe bujhte para jay, e bhoge tini tripta; k i m  moter upar ei 
bhoger bhitare akantha nirnamner svasti jena tini paccheh na Seijonya keman-ekra byatha tar. ..kabitay 
bartraman. Kazi Abdul Wadud, Rabindra Kabya Path, pp. 12-1 3 .  Wadud quoted two poems of Tagore, 
"Bah" and "Deher milan. " 

'" Wadud quoted six venes of Tagore's. " Manasi," Rabin&a Kabya P d ,  p. 1 S .  

'" Wadud quoted venes Tagore's, "Bhuirabi Gan*" Rabinda Kabya Path* p. 18. 



Wadud concludes fiom the last few poems of "Manasi" that Tagore's larger world is 

exploding out of a narrow mind-set that is exclusively Bengali.'* 

Ln Tagore's Sonar Tari, Wadud fin& more examples of the larger world of 

Tagore. "The poems in Sonar Tari are the beginning of Tagore's vigorous protest against 

our inert way of life that is full of asceticism (bairagya-prapirita tamasik jiban- jat~-a)."'~' 

The poem, " Vaishnuv," included in Sonar Tari concems Tagore's questioning the 

infatuation with worshipping of the debata (deity) by devotional Song, the presentation of 

flower. passion, attachent, etc. "Are these solely for debata?"'n Do not the nearest and 

dearest among humans deserve the sarne devotion? The answer is clear in Wadud's 

careful citation of Togore's phrases: "My debata is my beloved; my beloved (priyajan) is 

my debata.I9' The poem, "Basundhra," is Tagore's explanation for "humans' intimacy 

with the 'world of nature' (vishva-prakriti).'' Wadud concludes his analysis of Sonar Tari. 

with a passage fiom Tagore's essay, "Arnar Dharma." or "My Religion," "When my desire 

for my 'greater self (bara-ami) was beginning to evolve in my poems .... 1 saw its 

indication in 'universal dancing' (vishva-nrityo) in Sonar Tari." '" 
Wadud followed carefully this 'greater self fiom Tagore's poems that follow 

Sonar Tari. In an analysis of Tagore's, Citra, that followed Sonar Turi, Wadud defined 

the term Vishva-Kabi as it applied to Rabindranath: "Vishva-Kabi means the poet of the 

'universal-feeling' (vishva-bhab)."'9s He cites verses of the poem, "Sandhya," where 

190 Wadud satired petty cultural ideals of bhaakalok "Bangalir botam-ata poshmana pran." Wadud referred 
two poems of Tagore's "Manasi." They are Tagores satirical poems, "Bangabir" and "Dharma pracar." 
Kazi Abdul Wadud, Rabinha Kubya Poth, pp. 20 & 83. See also Kazi Abdul Wadud, "LekhaIn Joyari, Vol. 
1. No. 9-10 (1930). p. 213. 

191 Kazi Abdul Wadud. Rabindra Kabya Path, p. 25. 

19' Kazi Abdul Wadud. Rabinah Kabya Path, p. 28. 

193 Kazi Abdul Wadud, Rabindra Kabya Path, p. 28. 

1 94 Kazi Abdu1 Wadud, Rabindra Kabya Path, p. 38. 

19' ~ a z i  Abdul Wadud. Rabindra Kabya Path ,p. 45. 



Tagore has been using phrases such as 'universal-family' (vishva-puribar), 'sweetheart of 

the universe' (vi~hverpreyusi).'~ But Tagore was also pained watching the universe of "so 

many wars and deaths." Wadud interpreted Tagore's, Jiban-debuta as "Rabindranath's 

creative genius." that searched for the eternal tniths of the "universal human" (vishva 

manab). 

Wadud discussed meanings of Tagore's religious views using severai of his 

poems. Wadud ventured into this difficult task in 1925, before Tagore had delivered the 

Hibbert Lectures on "The Religion of Man" at Oxford in 1930. Wadud cites four poems 

under the title. "Kalpana:" Ebar phirao more. Barsha Shesh. Baishakh, and Ratri. to 

show that the 'larger life' (mahajiban) of the poet is becoming conscious, d e r  remaining 

so long asleep in his heart. in the passage Wadud quotes frorn "Barshu Shesh," Tagore 

envisioned a God. who is "mighty" (durdam) and "cruel" (nisthw), who destroys the 

"ancient ones" (puratan) to which Tagore had given respect @ranam).ls7 Wadud cites two 

verses fiom "Ratri" in which Tagore surrenden to God, without submitting to Hindu 

formaiism: "Take me to his 'great chariot' (maharath) that has no wheels (cakra-hin) and 

'makes no sound' (nirab-ghargar)." In the second verse, Tagore praises the pleasing 

brahmo worshipper, "Praying for fieedom within the 'anguished world' (pirita 

bhuban)." 19" 

Wadud interprets Tagore's Gitanjuii, so as to compare and contrast it with 

Vaishnava and Sufi ideals.Iw Tagore's sadness in Gitanjali has parallels in Sufi and 

Vaishnava writings. The real Vaishnav is a 

Rabinciranath feels pains in love, it is natural that 

wonderful anguished lover. When 

he wouid redect similar feelings. The 

1 % Kazi Abdul Wadud, Rabinha Kabya Pah, pp. 38-39. 

197 Kazi Abdui Wadud, Rabindra Kabya Parh, p. 49. 

196 Kazi Abdul Wadud, Rabintira Kabya Parh, p. 5 1. 

1 99 Wadud argued that tragedy is a central theme in almost al[ situations in Gitanjali. Kazi Abdul Wadud, 
Rabindra Kabya Path, pp. 89-93. 



symbolism of Radha (beloved mistress of Krishna) is suggested in mmy places in 

Gitanjali. Yet, Wadud objects, "1 must say that Rabinciranath's love is not the same image 

of love found in Vaisnavism. Vaishnavas are idolatrous. Vaishnavas adopted the love 

symbol of Radha-Krishna but Tagore is the worshipper of the ~nseen." '~ The mystic 

worshipping of Tagore is not even sirnilar to Sdism: "Sufls obey pin. as well as accept 

truths of sh~stras, but in Tagore's worshipping there is something  ne^."'^' Tagore's 

creativity is found in the "profoundness of his senses, buming of his seeking of truths and 

the breadth of his expo~itions."~~' 

The ideals of Tagore's universality, as Wadud had been interpreting them since 

1920. were criticized by educated Muslim opinion: "Rabindranath is a celebrated poet, 

great man, universal lover, but what he has done for his Muslim neighbor~."~~~ Wadud 

answered these criticisms against Tagore. again and again in public speeches to Muslim 

audiences. At times he repeated a reply that came from another stalwart of buddhir mukti. 

AnwaniI Kadir. "What has the sun in the sky done specially for Muslims (akasher surja 

mussalmander j a n p  bishesh ki kcire~he)."~'"' However. Wadudts most substantive 

justification of Tagore to Muslims came in 194 1. 

If 'rnussalmanl means a heap of inflexible ideas and rules, 
then for that mussahani Tagore has done nothing ....[ But] 
since Rabindranath is a poet and Muslims are human, 
Rabindranath is a close fiend to them, whether Muslims 

Tabu ekatha baltei hobe. rnoter upar Vaishnaver premer dhat Rabindranather nay. Vaishnav 
murrtibadi. Radha-Krishna ek sundar rasaghana bigraha b'alei Vaishnav ta abalamvan kare ananda pan. 
Kintu Rabindranath rahasyamayer pujori. Se rahasyamay lar kache "jaie sthale" "nana akare" dhara den. 
Kazi Abdu1 Wadud, Rabinba Kabya Path, p. 93. 

'O' Kazi Abdul Wadud. Rabindra Kabya Puth, p. 94. 

202 See Wadud's understanding of  Tagore's poems, "Gitimalfa." "Gitalt' and "Palaraka." Kazi Abdul 
Wadud, Rabincira Kabya Path ( 1927). p. 95- 128. 

'O3 Kazi Abdul Wadud. " Rabin&anath O Muss(~lrnanSamoj,"(I 94 1). Shashvatc~ Banga, p.59. 

This was Anwml  Kadir's comment, see Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Rabinciianath o Micssafman-Somaj," 
Shmhvata Banga, p.  59. 



know this fact or; due to certain historical influences, they 
do not know it.'05 

Wadud reported that some of Rabindranath's "Muslim country-brothea" (Muslim 

desh-bhrata) Say that Rabindranath cornposed works on classical Hindu culture, but he 

remained silent on Muslim culture and Islam. Wadud replied that Rabindranath was not 

absolutely silent on Muslirns, and the little he wrote on Muslims is significant. For 

instance, Rabindranath's drama, Suri, is outstanding in that it explains that Indian 

Muslims are distinctive fiorn the Muslirns outside of India; and it projects the success of 

Muslim rulen of India, not only their fa i l~res . '~  

Wadud dso adrnits that Rabindranath did not write in detail about "mussalmaner 

dharma" or about the founder of their religion. At the same time, Wadud aiso argues, 

"Rabindranath did not write in detail of any religion either." Rabindranath was bom into 

the religion of a Brahmo leader, and this inherited religion of Rabindranath, no doubt, 

was one of his inspirations; but it was not Rabindranths spiritual destination.'" Wadud 

challenged the critics by claiming that there was no better Muslim bom in this age than 

Rabindranath, if Islam rneans: "Devotion to tmths; keen rationaiism; love towards 

hurnans and universe; upholding the just and hindering the unjust."" 

'O5 Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Rabindranath O Mussalman-Samuj,." p. 62 

' ~ 6  Kazi Abdul Wadud, " Rabindranath O Mussalman-Samaj,"p. 6 1. 

'O7 Wadud described understanding of Tagore's religion in Tagore's words [in my translation]: "...we will 
how be looking at the subject of religion ? One should not consider religion, as water for quenching the 
thirst; it is only a bowl for drinking water. One who is tnitfifiilly thirsty he wanders for water and when finds 
the opportunity he drinks water fiom any bowl. But one who is not thirsty he values only the bowl. He does 
not care about water. but fights only for bowls. As a result, religion that came for loosening the knots of the 
'inteltect' (buddhi]; spread newer tangles of groups, that are impossible to overcorne." Wadud cited this 
comment from Tagore's, "Caritra Puja," Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Rabinciranath O MussalmanSamaj," pp. 6 1- 
62. 

'O8 Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Rabindranu~h O Mussalman-Samaj,," p. 62. 



Tagore's death in 1941 saddened Wadud, who was in Rajshahi at the t h e .  

Wadud wrote in a mernoriai essay, "Kabi-Guru Smarone"" that the "Only wonders 

comparable to Tagore found in the European past were--Leonardo Da Vinci and 

eighteenth century German poet, G~ethe."~'' Tagore earned respect as Ifriend of humans' 

(maab bandhu) in Bengal, India and throughout the world. Tagore said, repeatedly. "1 

am a poet." Wadud writes that one should understand the meaning of this thoughtful 

comment. The poet is not one who skillfully composes verses, but one who is "creative in 

intellect." Throughout life, Rabindranath used creativity for understanding the 

perplexities and dignity of human life for lighting up a "flame of awakening" ÿagaraner 

shikha) of India. Rabindranath was a poet of beauty and his life was spent in dedication 

to the varieties of beauty for creation of a "heaven of peace" (shanti-svarga) in this world. 

Wadud's concem with Tagore's thought camed on after 1946. In 1955. Wadud 

published the second book on Tagore, the thick volume, Kabi-Guru Rabindranath, Vol. 1. 

The book reafirmed Wadud's earlier interpretation of Tagore's universal humanism as 

well as Tagore's views on religion. but added new materials fiom Tagore's writings. In a 

short introduction to the book, Wadud indicates his pride about writing on Tagore since 

1924. He notes that his earlier book, Rabindm Kabya Path, was "published in a Bengali 

journal (Prabasi) on the advice of Tagore."*'' 

Wadud gives an elaborate description in the first chapter of Kabi-Guru 

Rabindranath. Vol. 1, conceming Rabindranath's "deepening awareness of infiite" 

(ananter gabhir bodh). "his endless curiosity about the world and human life" (jagu~ o 

jiban sarnbandhe aphuranta kautuhal), and "his intimate concem for the welfare of al1 

'O9 Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Kabi-Guru Smarane," Shashvata Banga, pp.55-59. 

'Io Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Kabi-Guru Smarane," p. 5 5. 

'" Kazi Abdul Wadud. K~bi-Guru Rabindranath, 1 (Calcutta: Jitendranath Mukhopadhyay, 1955), p. 2. 



human being" (subar janyo nibir ~hubhakanksha)."~ The first quality, Wadud writes, 

young Tagore inhented fiom his family and his childhood associates,'" and the last two. 

the adolescent Tagore Ieamt Eorn the "most valuable and meaningfid riches of European 

thought" (Europer sadhanar theke Zabdha param-arthapurna baibhub).'" Regarding 

Tagore's inspiration fiom the two sources. Bengal and the West, Wadud concludes: 
From the tirne of Raja Rarnmohun Roy, the greatest 
Bengalis were attracted to these riches of Europe. [Yet], 
whatever may be the source. the three precious ideals have 
an organic unity in poet Rabindranath's inner mind-that is 
especially to be noted."' 

Wadud entitles the second chapter with Tagore's saying: "1 do not want to die in 

this beautifhl world" (marire cahi na ami sundur bhubane). The chapter elaborates 

Tagore's poems which Wadud had included earlier in his Rabindra Kabya Path, but it 

also includes some new Tagore essays and dramas. Wadud includes in this chapter, 

"Argument between Bankim Chandra and Rabindranath," showing Tagore's 

dissatisfaction with the Hindu revivalism of Bankim Chandra. Wadud wntes that Tagore 

continued the dispute for years in satincal essays and poems, fiom which Wadud cites 

two passages criticizing Bankim. Tagore wrote in one essay, ". . . .Our ju~i (nation, race. 

i.e.. India) is only now learning to walk anew. At this time it is in no way acceptable to 

"' Kazi Abdul Wadud, Kabi-Guru RabinuFanarh, 1. p. 26. 

'13 Wadud stated inspiration on child Tagore Eiom three sources: i) Maharishi Debendranath Tagore's 
teaching, "fieedom," at home: i i)  Influence of Dijendranath Tagore (1 838- 1925) and Jotyindranath Tagore 
( 1 849- IgîS), brothers of Rabindranath Tagore; iii) Akshya Choudhury ( 1  850- 1 898) and poet BihariIal 
Chakrabarty (1834-1894) who were finends of  Tagore family. Wadud gathered this infonnation fiom 
autobiography of Rabindranath Tagore, Jiban Smriri. 

"' Wadud stated that adolescent Tagore's learning o f  the West began before he visited England in 1878. 
Kazi Abdul Wadud, Kabi-Guru Rabindranarh, 1, pp. 31-43. Also, Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Shihha 
Sambandhe Rabindranarh O Sarar Chanaka." Kazi .4 bdul Wadud Racanabali, 1, pp. 6 15-62 1. 

"' Raja Ramrnohwt Royer kat theke Europer ei shresrha baibhaber dike shrestha Bangalider rlrkti akista 
h q .  Ta jekhan thekei labh hok ei [in maharampader ba prabhaber angangi jog ghafechila kubi 
Rabindranather unraloke-seirii bisheshbhabe lakskya karbur bishay. Kazi Abdui Wadud, Kabi-Guru 
Rabindranath, 1, p. 26. 



show exarnples of an 'aging jufi' (old India) and create distnist toward new thinking."2'6 

Wadud also cites four verses of Tagore's satirical poem to poet, Priyanath Sen: 
These tiny Aryans are growing like weeds. [Their] 
sharpening upper tongues are thoms [that] wound the feet. 
They Say, '1 am kiki , '  (anticipated warlike abatar--divine 
descent-to end the decadent current age); may be it is 
opium's kdki (kaki is a smdl earthen pot which is used to 
burn raw tobacco and opium for inhaling the smoke)! Al1 
[our] Ianes and bylanes are crowded with these ka1ki.s and 
abatars. '' 

Wadud concludes that Bankim Chandra put much emphasis on complicated 

details of Hindu tradition whereas Tagore emphasized tradition's "simplified vitality of 

moral consciousness' (ajatil birjabyanta naitik cetana). In Wadud's eyes, "Tagore's 

consciousness of tradition is focused on its mord contents; and it is mainly for this that 

Tagore's 'progressive' @rugrasarata) and 'creative religiosity' (srishti-dharma) has never 

been obstru~ted."~'~ 

For Rabindranath's view of nationdism. Wadud cites "Cithipana" or 'Letters,' fmt 

published in a Bengali journal, Balak (1885) and later published as a book in 1887. The 

fictional correspondence between the grandfather, Sasticharan, and grandson, 

Nabinkishor, shows young Rabinciranath's perception of the larger goals of 

nationalism," .... If people of Bengal can be citizens of the world, then we will feel proud 

of it. We will be able to rub off al1 the dust of narrowness fiom o u  bodies."'I9 Wadud 

'16 Kazi Abdul Wadud, Kabi-Guru Rabindronolh, 1, p. 68. 

"7 Kazi Abdul Wadud, Kabi-Guru RabindranarS, 1, p. 77. 

"' Kazi Abdul Wadud, Kabi-Guru Rabin&anath, 1, p. 69. Wadud cited f?om Tagore's drarna, Prokitir 
Prahodh ( Calcutta, 1884), that a Hindu sannyasi (saint) wanted a reIease from maya of this world, but he 
could not do it. A young 'untouchable' girl feil in love with hh. The sanyasi refused her love initially, but 
later infatuated to her beauty. in the end Tagore wrote: "In composing my writings, there is only one therne, 
the 'unity of the srnaIl within the broad" (Amar CO mane hay. amar-kabyo rucanar ei ektimaîra pala. Se 
pu fur nom deoya jaite pare simar madhya a imer  sahit milan sa#taner pala). Kazi Abdul Wadud, Kabi- 
Guru Rabinhanath, 1, pp. 69-70. 

219 Kazi Abdul Wadud, Kabi-Gwu Rabindranarh, 1, p. 80. 



also discussed this larger objective of Rabindranath's nationalism in the sixth of his 

Vishva-B harati lectures, 'Bengal Awakenhg' (Banglar Jagaran), in 1 956. 

This sixth lecture starts with an analysis of the term "Hindu-nationali~m.~ 

Wadud said in the lecture that in Hindu nationalism, "The consciousness of Hindu 

traditions in reality was weak. although at the surface it seemed very strong.""' Those 

who were supposedly Hindu nationalists, e-g., Bankim Chandra, Shashadhar 

Takacuramani, Swarni Vivekaanda, etc., were the "exponents (dharak O bahuk) of 

divergent thoughts and paths."" They were influenced by the Hindu traditions as well as 

attracted to "Iiberai hurnanism," "democracy," and "science." not only boom Bengai and 

hdia, but fiom the 'larger world' of the West. 

Wadud agreed that from 1885 to the fondation of Vishva-Bharati in 192 1, 

Tagore was wavering between 'ancient Hindu' syrnbols of the indian nation and the 

ideas of 'new Hinduism' (nabya Hindutva). Wadud cites an evidence of wavering of 

Tagore between the two in Shantineketan. from letters that Tagore wrote to Manoranjan 

Babu. headmaster of Shantiniketan: 
The doubt you have in your mind about pranam is not 
trivial. What is against Hindu-society-religion, that should 
not have any place in this school. According to the advice 
of Samhita, students would paypranam by touching feet of 
the Brahmin professors and Say namaskar to other 
professors. This is a d e  that I think should be introduced 
in the school."" 

"O Kazi Abdul Wadud. Bangiur Jagaran, pp. 164- 167. 

"' Kaù Abdul Wadud Ban& Jogaran, p. 165. 

777 

-' Kazi Abdu1 Wadud. Banglar Jagaran, p. 164. 

?23 Wadud wrote that Rabindranath's essay, "Rarnmohun Roy" (1884), shows that at that tirne Tagore's 
support of Indian nationalism meant Hindu nationalism. Wadud also noted Tagore's distance fkom Adi 
Brahmo-Samaj leaders, who were nationalists, but not Hindu nationalist. See Kazi Abdul Wadud, B a n g h  
Jogaran, pp. 169- 173. 

~ 2 '  Pranam sumbandhe apunar mane je dvidha vpmthit haiyache, taha urihe dibar nïihe. KKa Abdul 
Wadud, Banglar Jagaran, p. 1 74. 



Wadud wrote further that in matters of dining, separate arrangements for Brahrnin 

and untouchables were followed in Shantiniketan." Yet Tagore also wrote to the 

Headmaster: "1s not there any arrangement [in Hindu tradition] to give pranams to non- 

Brahmins?" "' 
in the midst of the Svadeshi movement in Bengal in 1905, Tagore was facing a 

"great crisis" (maha sarnkat) conceming the Indian nation. He gave up his fondness for 

'Hindutva' (Hinduness, Hinduism) for the larger goal which Wadud calls "prakriro 

svadesh-hitaishana" or 'genuine patriotism.' Wadud articulates the patriotic views of 

Tagore Som several of Tagore's wntings at this time." Rabindranath did not like the 

word 'boycon' for he understood it is easy to express sudden anger ünd take actions 

against the British, but this simple road could not bring the permanent well-being of the 

country."' Yet Tagore, supported the Svadeshi movement at its beginnuig: 
It is our duty to take responsibility for the education of the 
country .... We have to find work for our youths .... For if we 
do not create a large Svadeshi workplace, we will remain 
weak forever...."' 

Wadud understood this support for Svadeshi not to mean anti-British boycott 

sentiment. but his deepening patriotism to his country. The deeper meanhg of Tagore's 

Svadeshi, according to Wadud, is to be found in his address to Bengali youths, where he 

urges them to have: "Discipline where there is disorder, vitality where there is despair, 

'= Kazi Abdul Wadud. Banglar Jagaran, p. 174. See also Kathleen M. O' Connell, "Santiniketan, Tagore, 
and the Art of Education," in Joseph T.OIConneli, Rasesh Thakkar, Prasanta Kumar Basu and Niladri 
Chaki (eds.), Presentîng Tagore's Heritage in Canada (Toronto: Rabindranath Tagore Lectureship 
Foudation, 1989). Kathleen confirms: "Tagore never insisted that Brahamins eat with non-Brahrnins, and 
separate facilities were available for those who chose,'' p.96 

Kazi Abdul Wadud, Banglm Jagaran, p. 1 74. 

227 The sources of Wadud are: i) Rabindranath Tagore, Jibansrnriti (year of pubIication, not cited by 
Wadud); ii) Rabindranath's articles, "Saphalatar Sadupai," "Path O Pathqyo," and "Samwa." See, Kazi 
Abdul Wadud, Banglar Jagaran, pp. 178- 189. 

Kazi Abdul Wadud, Bongiar Jagaran, p. 1 78. 

"' Kazi Abdul Wadud, Banglar Jagarm. p. 178. 



liberal hurnanism where there is nmow intolerance for divergences; life among the 

resigned; liberal humanity in arnid n a r r o ~ n e s s . " ~ ~  He proposed that the govemmental 

favors (rajprasad) that "we have been enjoying so far be shared by the Muslims; and we 

should pray @rathanu) for that fiom o u  complete happy mind.""' Wadud explains that 

dus hamony and oneness of humanity advocated by Tagore is especially significant once 

we read Tagore's eariier comment: "If we do not create a larger Svudeshi workplace, we 

will remain weak forever." 

Wadud cites more examples of Tagore's harmony from Tagore's essays, "Path o 

Patheya" (1908) and "Samasya (1908)."U' in the fim essay, Wadud writes that Tagore 

sees no danger to India fiom "blacks and whites, Muslims and CWstians, East and 

West .... For centuries past in the Tapoban, the Upanishads spread 'thoughts of oneness' in 

an amazingly simple kn~wledge."~' Tagore at the same time drew examples From the 

West: "If Switzerland could mite various jatis into a country, then harmony has become 

the d e r  crossing ail the barriers of di~ersity."~' Inspired by the Indian traditions as well 

as examples of the West, Tagore envisioned svaraj as a greater Indian nation, a 

"mahaja~i" such that "high and low, Hindu-Muslim-Christian, d l ,  by sharing of their 

views and enterprises enter into harmony.""' Wadud explains that a new meaning of 

svaraj was clearly envisioned in Tagore's thought. Tagore did not exclusively blarne the 

British: 

"O Kazi Abdul Wadud, Bungh Jagaran, p. 1 79. 

' I l  Je rajprasad etadin amara bhog kariyo asbachi aj pracur parimane tahu m f~ssalmander bhage p d  
iha amara jen sampurna prasanna mone prathana kari. Kazi Abdul Wadud, Banglar Jagaran, p. 180. 
Wadud cites this passage fiom Tagore's, Galpa Guccha (year o f  publication is not cited by Wadud), pp. 
527. 

"' These ovo micles, according to Wadud, were public speeches of Rabincirath Tagore delivered in 1908. 

233 Kazi Abdul Wadud, Bunglar Jagaran, p. 181. 

234 Kazi Abdul Wadud, Banglar Jagaran, p. 184. 

"' Kazi Abdul Wadud. Banglar Jagaran, p. 1 84. 



... Many think unfreedom in tndia is unlike a 'headache' 
originated from the inside; but like a burden that has been 
imposed on us, like the British-government, fkom the 
outside .... The British government is not our unfieedom, but 
merely proof of our deepest mfkeed~rn .~~  

Wadud did not describe in this lecture what 'unfkeedom' of the lndian mind meant 

to Tagore. But he carefully observes Tagore's dislike of some aspects of the Svadeshi 

movement, due to which Tagore carefully withdrew from this movement. Tagore was 

opposed to the secret terrorist activities and cautioned: "The Bengalis m u t  bear full 

responsibility for miseries incurred by the secret revolution (gupta biplab)?"' Tagore was 

uncornfortable seeing the boycott as "exploitation of many Muslims and scheduled caste 

Hindus.""' Replacing these rnean actions of the Svadeshi movement, Wadud highlights 

the end of "Path O hfheya," where Tagore urged strongly: 

Humans in this world are different in race, color, language 
and religion .... We will unite these diversities into one 
temple ... not by abolishing divenities but by tolerance and 
love to al1 hum ans....-39 

Wadud undentood this universal goal of Tagore's nationalism. He concludes his lecture 

on Rabinhath's  nationalism by distinguishing it from the main strearn Svadeshi 

movement, "...the poet (Rabindranath) had the consciousness of love and human welfare 

and remained at the level of the universal humanism; his fellow countrymen [on the 

conûary] remained at another level of radical nationalism or Lpolitical] nationali~m."'~ 

236 Kazi Abdul Wadud, Banglar Jagaran, p. 1 83.  

=' Kazi Abdul Wadud Bonglor Jogaran, p. 181. Waduds stmng disgust against terrorist movement is 
described in his correspondence with Abdul Kadir. See Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Biplab Prasange." Kazi 
Abdul Wadud to Abdul Kadir, July 19, 193 1 ,  Jayati, Vol. 1, No. 1 1 - 12 (1 93 1 ), p. 109. 

U S  Yaru bilati panyu boycott karre apattt karfe sei sa& mussaiman O namah-shudrader upar kono kono 
jaygaya jabardmtio hala. Kazi Abdul Wadud. Bangfar Jagaran, p. 1 80. 

*' Kari Abdul Wadud. Bangfur Jagaran. p. 1 85. 

"O Kazi Abdul Wadud. Bangfar Jagaran, p. 186. 



Five yean later, in 196 1. Wadud summarized Rabindranath's universal ideals in 

his 'Tagore Centenary Celebrationsf lecture at the Gujarat University, "Tagore's Role in 

Reconstruction of Indian Thought.""' This was not the end of Wadud's interest in Tagore. 

One year before his death in 1970, Wadud hilfilled his one last wish, his much beloved 

thick volume. Kabi Guru Rabindranath Vol.  II ( 1 969).'.' 

E. Addendurn: Abul Hussain's cornparison of Ramrnohun and Sayyid Ahmad Khan. 

One of the early followers of Wadud's three ideals, fkeedom (rnukti), intellect 

(buddhi) and creativity (srishti), was Abul Hussain. Surendra Nath Maitra (S .N. Maitra), 

Wadud's colleague and one of the Hindu intellectuals who actively participated in Muslim 

Sahitya Sarnaj, categorized the respective roles of Kazi Wadud and Abul Hussain in the 

buddhir rnukii movement: "Kazi Wadud was on the top and the 'brain' and Abul Hussain 

was the 'hand-leg-body'.. . .''Z43 Kazi Wadud, thus. performed a major role as the 

movement's intellecnial mentor, while Abul Hussain, as a "CO-worker" of the movement, 

followed the ideais of his mentor. Wadud. 

Abul Hussain's following of Wadud's three ideals become visible not earlier than 

1925. Until 1925. Abul Hussain was an arnbiguous sociaiist. He wrote articles that used 

socialistic metaphors and argued against economic exploitation of the peasants by the 

zamindars, but did not reject zamindars as care-givers of the p e a ~ a n t s . ~ ~  Another level of 

'" Wadud delivered the lecture in English. The other Indian scholars who participated and read articles on 
Tagore in the symposium were: i) Kakasaheb Katelkar, "The Bard of Indiari Culture;" ii) Masti Venketesa 
Iyengar. "Tagore-An Artist and Humanist;" iii) Saumyendranath Tagore, "Rabindranath Tagore on 
Aesthetics;" iv) Humayun Kabir, "Tagore's philosophy of Education." These articles are published by 
Gujarat University, Homage To Tagore. Tagore Birth-Centenary Lectures (Ahmedabad: S.C. Parikh, 
Gujarat University, 1963). 

2 4 k a z i  Abdul Wadud. Kabi-Guru Rabindrunath, II (Calcutta: Vishva-Bharati Library, 1969). 

Cited by Kazi Mutahar Hussain, "Dhaka VishvabidyuIayer Srniriri O Anyanya prasangu." published in 
Abul Ahasan Choudhury, Kazi Morahar (Mutahar) Hossain Racanabali, III @haka: Bangia Academy, 
l992), p. 3 1. 

'M In 192 1 .  Abul Hussaùi published three articles and entitled hem with socialistic titles: "Bmgiar Bahhi." 
There is no ord inq  Bengali word 'balshi.' Abul Hussain coined this Bengali word fkom "Bolshevic." Yet 
he denied that the term 'balshi' would imply a socialistic revolution of the peasants of Bengal: "Bangiar 
Balshi is published with a note of caution to an aiinost imminent pesant revolution in Bengal. The term 
balshi is used as a distorted form of BoIshevic." The article was first published in a Bengali jomal,  



his socialistic ambiguity was that he was a critic of the zamindars (Muslim and Hindu) on 

socialistic terms; but he was also a cntic of the "syncretistic tradition" of the peasants that 

stood for cultural egalitarianism of the ordinary Bengalis in the rurai areas." The 

socialistic views of Abul Hussain were replaced by a rationai humanism that was fmt 

visible in Abul Hussain's journal: Tarun Patra (1925) and other writings." We will 

describe this journal in Chapter Three. One major source of Abul Hussain's 

transformation was Wadud's influence. Abul Hussain was one of the associates of Wadud 

in addas, since both had settled down in Dhaka in the early 1920s. We will describe 

Wadud's uddas aiso in the next chapter. Here our concem is that Abui Hussain filled a 

gap that his mentor Wadud did not fill. Abul Hussain did not publish articles exclusively 

on Ramrnoh~m."~ But Abul Hussain wrote essays on Rammohun's ideologicai difference 

with Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan, a topic on which Wadud did not write. 

Bangzya-Mussolman-Sahiya-Patrika, Vol. IV, No. 2 (192 1). Abul Hussain wrote two more articles in the 
direction of peasant revolution. "Krishi Biplaber Sucana" or 'The Beginning of Agriculturai Revolution in 
Bengal.' Agricultural revolution suggests an economic development in the rural areas. Abul Hussain, 
however. meant that zamindars had failed to improve the lands, but had increased the rem. He appealed the 
zamindars for improving the condition of peasants. For complete detail of the article, see Bangiya- 
MwsalmonSahi~a-Parrika, Vol. IV, No. 3 ( 1 92 1 ). The second article is "Krishaker Artanad' or 'Cries of 
the Peasants.' The article is a citique of bhudralok who had ignored peasants and settled down in t oms  and 
cities. However, the latter article noted that Arnerican professors ask snidents to go back to villages for 
their improvernent. For details of this article, see Bangiya-Musalrnan4ahityu-Patrika? Vol. IV, No. 4 
(192 1). The three articles were published in Abd Hussain (ed.), Banglw Balshi (Dhaka: Fazlui Karim 
Mallick, 1925). 

'" Abul Hwain. "The Growth of the Helou of Bengal," Peace, Vol.111, No. 2 (1925); "The Religion of the 
HeIots of Bengal," Peace, Vol. III, No. 5 (1925). 
246 In 1925, Abul Hussain wrote a book that appealed "a systernatic and tenacious movernent for the 
regenemtion of the rivers in Bengal." See Abul Hussain, The Problem of Rivers in Bengal @haka: The 
Islamia Library, 1925). He also wrote essays on Industrialization in Europe. See Abul Hussain, "Frederick 
List o Tarkalin Germany," Bangiya-MussalmanSahitya-Patrika, Vol. III, No. 4 (1 92 1 ), pp. 27 1-274. Abul 
Hussain, "/ndurrrialisrn," BangQu-Mussaiman-Sahiwa-Putrika, Vol. IV, No. l (1 921), pp. 27-36. He also 
wrote short stories but unlike Wadud, Abul Hussain did not write dramas and novels. See Abul Hussain, 
"Chora Galper Dhara," Bang iya-Mussalman-Sahitya-Patrika, Vol. II, No. 4 ( 1 9 19), pp. 26 1-268. Abul 
H ussain, " Rudha Byarha," Bangrya-Mussalrnan-Sahitya-Patrika, Vo 1. II, No. 4 ( 1 9 1 F), pp. 3 10-3 1 9. 

" 1 am not quite sure about this. Abdul Kadir, one of the associates of Wadud and Abul Hussaïn, wrote: 
"AAer Abul Hussain's death ir! 1938, some unpublished writings of Abul Hussain were given to Kazi Abdul 
Wadud. The relatives of Abul Hussain were a h i d  to pubtish these writings. They were afraid of Muslim 
orthodox reprisais in Dhaka. Wadud took these writings to Calcutta. In 1947, Kazi Wadud had finally 
arranged to publish these unpublished writings of Abui Hussain with Modem Library in CaIcutta. The 



Abul Hussain's article, "Sir Sayyid Ahmad Hzun" (19291, constructed an 

ideologicd contradiction between Rammohun and Sayyid Ahmad Khan. At the beginnllig 

of the article, Abul Hussain drew a few similarities between Rammohun with Sayyid 

Ahmad. He wrote that the respective audiences of the both, Hindu and Muslims, had 

suffered from an identical problem: "They rejected European knowledge and 

civilization.""~ammohun and Sayyid Ahmad had brought European knowledge and 

science to their own religious communities. Both studied classicai religions: and both had 

used religious metaphors and symbols in their writings. The efforts of both attained the 

same results : 
Sir Sayyid had strengthened his arguments by shastra. As a 
result people [Muslims] continued their infatuation with 
shastra. We have acquired English styles, dress, fashion, 
language ...; yet by our praise of the shestrus and by the 
narne of Islam, we feel proud of being a mussulman. [As a 
result], a darkness that we had in our thought still remained 
dark. '" 

About Rammohun's influence, Abul Hussain came to an identical conclusion: 
In order to get fieedom to the people (Hindu) fiom an 
infatuation with muniras of the Brahmins, Rammo hun 
contemplated that it is the Brahmins whose weapons he 
should use before them (Hindu). Therefore he (Rammohun) 
studied the Veda, Upanishad, etc.. and dug out the 
argument that is favorable for his freedom .... The result was 
dangerous fiom one direction. They (Hindus) could not get 
freedom fiom an infatuation with shastms. They thought, 

- 

library was, however, b m t  to ashes by the Calcutta riot in 1947." See, Abdul Kadir, "Bhumika," published 
in Abdul Kadir (ed. ), ..l bu/ Hussainer Racanabali (Dhaka: Bamamichhil, 1 W6), pp. 10- 1 1. 

Ubhayer sarnqa  praya ek rakami chila- Hindur chila samuda jaîrar samasya-or mwsalmaner chila 
nasara-atanko. Ey dui samasyai chila jnaner pathe nidarrtn bigha. Ubhay sampradayi ei kusmarkure 
Europiyo jnan O sabhyasa hate màh phiriye àariye ruila. Abu1 iiussain, "Sir S w Ï d  Ahmad Khan" (193 l) ,  
published in Abul Hussainer Racanabali, p. 264. The article was first published in Shikha, Vol. III (1929). 

f49 Thio (Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan) shastrabmn d j e   ta^ kathar jor bedhechilen; phale loke sei shastra- 
mohei 'sanmohita' (this is a favorite phrase of Wadud chat Abd  Hussain has fiequently used) h q e  thakia. 
lmreji hubbhab. poshak-paricchad fàshion (English phrase is Abul Hussain's) sabi ayatta knre amara 
ntecchaca~itar nrranta k'are charchi. sabu shastrer prashmsaya pancumukh haye Islarner dohai dxye 
mussalman bale asphalan k'are beracchi. Maner ghare amader je andhakm sei andhakari raye geche. 
Abul Hussain, "Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan," pub lished in Abul Hussainer Rachanava fi, p. 266. 



'well Raja has also recovered metaphors fiom shasfras to 
support his argument. Shasnar is therefore sacrosanct and 
an endless resource--there is nothing outside of the shastra.' 
They did not look at Rammohun's dream. What they 
(Hindus) understood of him (Rarnmohun) is 're-a£Errnationr 
(English word is Abul Hussds)  of faith in ~ h a s t r a . ~  

Notwithstanding these parallels, Abul Hussain analyzed specific contradictions 

between the two modernists. Abd Hussain wrote that Rammohun was not a Hindu. He 

had an immortal dream of a Hindu-Muslim synthesis, which he saw as the basis of Indian 

nationhood and its fieedom."' Abul Hussain did not bring strong evidence to support this 

statement, however. But he clearly understood that Rarnmohun was not prejudiced 

against any religion or scripture: Veda, Upanishad; Quran, Mutazilites; and Chnstianity. 

A sense of unity of religions in Iiammohun's thought, however. was absent in Sayyid 

Ahmad: 
... 1 cannot feel but grieved to see that throughout his life Sir 
Sayyid did not make any effort at al1 to understand 
Hinduism. I am [also] astonished to note that Sayyid 
Ahmad. whom we respect as the prospenty-making guru of 
the indian Muslims, had not felt curious to know anything 
about his Hindu neighbors. [I am] sony and [I feel] 
asharned. Yet, to solve a dispute of Islam with Christianity, 
he wrote a commentary on the Bible. =' 

30 Rammohun manr karien. iokgulike brahmaner mantra moha hate mukra karte huie tader samne 
brahmaner asrra byubahar karte habe. Tai tini Veda. Upanishad sab ghete tar svapner anukul bacan 
uddharar k'are tader samne dharlen. ... Tar phal anya dik hure maratrnuk haye duraia. Sefi ei je, t'ara 
shastrer moha hate mukto h'alo na. Tara mane karfa. tai ta. Rajao ta, shartra hate bacan uddhar k'are tar 
katha samarthan karen--tar huie shastra ta abhranta aphwunra bhander-tar baire ar ki thakre pare! 
Rammohuner se svapner dike tader dristi gela na-tara tar karha h'ate tader shastra-bhaktiri 
punhsamurrhnn bu re-ffirmation (English word is Abu1 Hussain's) labh k'are jemun temani raye gela. Abul 
Hussain, "Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan" ( 1 93 1 ), pubIished in Abul Hussainer Racanabali, p. 265. 

3' Abul Hussain, "Sir Suyyid Ahmad Khan," Abul Huscoiner Racanabali, p. 266. 

32 ..Sir Sayyider jibane hindushastra bujhbar janya kona proyac dekhte na peye bismiru no haye pari nu  
Tar karan. jake amara British-Bharate (English phrase is Abul Hussain's) mussalmaner bhagya gurv bale 
bhakri kari rar jibane parshi hindur sambandhe kichu janbar ceshta na dekhe shudhu bismita ken, duhkhita 
O lajjita hate hay. .4thaca tini khristan dharmer sahit Islamer birodh mitiye phelbar janya Kuran o Bibleer 
tika likhechen. Abu1 Hussairi. "Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan"(193 t), published in Abul Hussainer Racunabali, 
pp. 266-267. 



Abul Hussain cited two reasons for Sayyid Ahmad's attitude to Hinduism. Fim: 

he never thought a fume of India in tems of emancipation of ail its people. Second: he 

belicved that Islam is the only m e  religion of the modern world. Therefore, he left 

"idolatrous Hindus" outside of his thought. To this communal attitude. Abul Hussain 

recorded his reactions: 

Islam becomes a tmth to me only when and to the extent 
that 1 can accept it. Again, I only do not and 1 could not 
iive on truth limited to Islam. In order to survive in todayls 
world. i have to search and collect many ûuths to satism 
my intellect. Therefore, 1 have to listen to what the 
followers of other religions say. In Sir Sayyid this 'attitude' 
(English word is Abul Hussain's) was not clearly 
developed. But Rammohun, although born long before Sir 
Sayyid. undentood this fieedom of t r ~ t h . ~ ~  

Furthemore. Abul Hussain argued that excluding of Hindus in Sayyid Ahmad's 

thought had later infected the thought of Sayyid Ahmad's 'Aligarh products.' Like Sayyid 

Ahmad, they did not want to know about Hindus. Sayyid Ahmad's grieving, "Oh 

Muslims! Oh! Muslims!" no doubt led to his exceptional service to the cause of a Muslim 

'qaum' (community). But by keeping Muslims apart a separate community, Sayyid Ahmad 

did not give an opportunity to Muslims to be introduced with 'Rammohun's mission.' 

Consequently, Abul Hussain wrote. 
Sir Sayyid could be cailed in one sense, a phase of Ire- 
action' (English word is Abul Hussain's) against 
Rammohun's 'program' (English word is Abul Hussain's). 
By keeping Muslims away fkom Rarnmohun, Su Sayyid 
wanted to unite them. As a result, Muslims were not able to 
encounter with Ramrnohunls dream or 'mission' (English 

Islam Umar kache sava rakhuni hay ebam roratukui hay jakhan ebam jatatuku ami grahan karte pari. 
Ar ami shudhu Islamer mapa satyu niyei baci na ba bacte pari n a  Ajker dunjuya bacte gele amake nana 
satyar upkaran samgraha k'are nijer armake pariputha karte hay, sejanya arya dharmabalambir kuthao 
amake sunte habe. Sir Sqyid'er bhitar ei attitude (English word is Abul Hussain's) spmtha haye otheni. 
Kinru tar bahu purbe janmagrahan k'areo Rammohun ei satyar sva&inata kathafi bujhte perechilen. Abul 
Hussain, "Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan," Abul Hussainer Racanabali, p. 268. 



phrase is Abul Hussain's), not to speak of taking 
Rammohun's dream or mission as their own. 2~' 

Abul Hussain also analyzed and compared the distinct appeals and goals of 

European knowledge as understood by Sir Sayyid and Rammohun. "Sir Sayyid had 

appealed to Muslims to adopt European knowledge. but by conforming it to their 'old 

teachings' (pracin sha~ t r a ) . "~ '  This created a CO-ordination of European knowledge and 

old teachings: "Islam is only clothed with European dress but nothing more." As a result, 

Muslims' drearns and aspiration got srnail. They learnt English langirage. They began to 

Wear hats. coats. and anach themselves to raj darbar (British administration) as '70 

hujur" or 'Yes Sir [men]'; but they did not increase their k n o ~ l e d g e . ~ ~  They learnt 

English only to earn qualifications for getting jobs. The Muslims did not want "European 

leaming-science-philosophy to judge religious teachings (shastra bicar), but bent their 

intellects to confirm the flawlessness of their religion."" 

Conversely. Rammohun's thought was to "transform the Indian mind to a 

European intellect." For this. he even took the 'risk' of modification of old s h a s ~ a s . ~ '  But 

Sayyid Ahmad did not take that risk. His airn was not to transform "Muslim shastra 

learning by European thought." Therefore. Muslims could not look courageously at their 

shastra with a European intellect. Abul Hussain concluded his essay by saying that Sir 

3 4  Sir Sayyidke ek prakar Rammohuner programer birudhe re-action-er rupantar buta jere pare. 
Mussulrnanke Rammohuner dik rheke sartye niye Sir S w r d  ~uke samghabadha k m e  ceyechilen. rare 
milssdman Rammohuner mapna bu mission-er sange paricay labh karre pare ni. take apanar svapna bu 
mission baie grahan kara ra durer karha. Abu1 Hussain, "Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan," p. 270. 

Abul Hussain. "Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan." p. 27 1 .  

256 Abul Hussain, "Sir S w i d  Ahmad Khan. "p. 272. 

3 7  Abul Hussain. "Sir Suyyid Ahmad Khan. " p. 272. 

Abul Hussain. "Sir Sqvîd A hmad Khan, " p. 272. 



Sayyid Ahmad Khan was "essentially a man of faith and a man of action;"ug but he did 

not possess the thought of a rationalist philosopher. 

N. Conclusion. 

The founding father of the buodhir mukri movement was KaU Abdul Wadud. One 

of the foremost followers of Wadud was Abul Hussain, who, although initially influenced 

by socialist thought. came to share closely Wadud's ideals of buddhir mubi. 

Wadud and Abu1 Hussain both were bom to very ordinary Muslim families of 

Eastern Bengai. There is no evidence that the two ever visited the West or even planned 

to. For that matter. until 1938, there is no indication that they traveled beyond the 

province of Bengal. The two received an English-laquage education; and received their 

highest acadernic degrees fiom Presidency College and Calcutta University. It is perhaps 

futile to trace the ongin of the idea of buddhir mukti in the kind of families into which 

they were bom. Wadud. in fact, instead of being inspired to buddhir mukti fiom his 

family background, was a cntic of his farnily for not conforming to buddhir rnukti. 

Wadud's and Abu1 Hussain's higher education in political econorny and commerce were 

not especially slanted in die direction of buddhir mukti. Neither Wadud nor Abul Hussain 

ever wrote a single sentence to the effect that they were inspired to buddhir rnukii by their 

close associates at Presidency College or Calcutta University. Wadud did mention a few 

of his associates at Presidency College, but they were not his mentors or inspirers; but 

college buddies. Abul Hussain mentioned none of his associates of Presidency College or 

Calcutta University. The chapter, therefore, does not seek an answer or speculate on 

Wadud and Abul Hussain's inspiration from Presidency College. 

The private thought of Wadud. as recorded in his diary (1924-26), suggests three 

broad ideals of buddhir mukti: fieedom (muhi),  intellect (buddhi) and creativity (srishti). 

L<9 Abul Hussain used this citation in English, but he did not tell its author. Abul Hussain. "Sir S w i d  
Ahmad Khan," p. 277. 



The three value-loaded ideds were symbioticaily related in Wadud's thought. Freedom of 

intellect is a precondition of creativity. Afier adopting the three ideals, Wadud used them 

repeatedly to understand Islam. in this conte* Wadud understood freedom and creativity 

to imply that religious d e s  and prohibitions should not be allowed to constrain human 

'judgement-intellect' (bicar-buddhi). Related to this was Wadud's second meaning of 

freedom and creativity. that human thought should go beyond the boundaries of particular 

religio-commtinal identity, so that one is able to establish an identity with al1 humans. 

Lnterestingly. Wadud wrote these meanings of fieedom and creativity without offenng 

apologetic on behalf of Islam. 

Wadud. as a Muslim, did not inherit or derive his three ideals from any Muslim 

figure. Strong Muslim self-consciousness is missing in his understanding of the thought 

of Iqbal. On the conuary, he was a cntic of Iqbal's ever active ego, Muslim dynamism. 

and Iqbal's tuming away fiom modem European culture. Wadud's critique was based on 

arguments that Iqbal's thought is primarily grounded on the Islamic faith. We will 

describe Wadud's other criticism of Iqbal in the chapter on nationdism. Wadud liked 

Mostafa Kemal's thought. But Wadud was not sure if the modernism of Muslim countries 

stressed freedom of thought as strongly as had been accomplished by the Bengal 

Awakening. Wadud understood Gandhi's Carkcl as symbolizing the dignity of human 

labor. But, influenced by Rabindranath and contrary to Gandhi, Wadud understood the 

fieedom of hd ia  in different terrns. 

The real two mentors of Wadud were two Bengalis: Rammohun and 

Rabindranath. Perhaps Wadud's Bengaiiness was deeper than Rabinhath 's .  Except for 

two writings, Wadud did not write in English. He spoke in Bengali, he liked Bengali food 

and Bengali dress. His addas were with the Bengalis. But importantly, as we will see, 

Wadud was very selective in Bengali Muslim literature. He liked only those that 

supported a rational humanism. For fi@ years, starting from 1920 to 1970, Wadud 

thought of himself as a disciple of Rammohun and Rabindranath. There is no example in 



the current histonography of Muslim modemism in india of a Muslh who was so much 

a staunch advocate of non-Muslim figures. Wadud wrote more supportive essays on the 

two mentors than he wrote on the Quran, Hazrat Mohammad and other Muslirn figures. 

Wadud denved from Rammohun's writings an ideal of "unfettered rationdism" 

and from Rabindranath an ideal of "universal humanism." For this, Wadud looked only at 

some selected writings of Rammohun. Wadud defended the two ideals consistently 

throughout his adult intellectuai life. The two ideals are not contradictory to Wadud's 

three ideals: freedom. intellect and creativity. Current literature on Rammohun may find 

fault with Wadudls understanding of the "unfettered rationalism" of Rammohun. For 

exampie, Sumit Sarkar argued that Rammohun's "break with the past ... was of a limited 

and deeply contradictory to Kind."'M Abid U. Gazi argued that Rammohun articulated a 

"Hindu self-consciousness.''26~ However. this chapter insists that Wadud's understanding 

of Rarnrnohun should be looked at fiom the point of view of a new discourse. The 

discoune is: Wadud was a Muslim. and a Muslim fascinated by Rammohun's "unfettered 

rationalism." There is a break of Wadud with tradition. For example, David Kopf has 

analyzed a mood of Muslims to understand Rammohun: "Muslims believe that 

Rammohun's early ideas of monotheism were denved from I~larn..."~~' In other words, 

Muslims picked up only the Islamic contents of Rammohun's writing. Gazi writes: 

"Muslim scholanhip has not seriously concemed itself with the understanding of either 

Rarnmohun Roy or the Hindu tradition in gene~il ." '~~ Examinhg pnor Muslim disinterest 

'60 S m i t  Sarkar, "Rammohun Roy and the Break with the Pasf" in V.C. Ioshi (edi.), Rammohun Roy and 
the Process of Modernkation in India, p. 47. 

16' Abid U. Gazi, "Raja Ramrnohun Roy (1772-1833): Encounter with Islam and Christianity, the 
articdation of Hindu self-consciousness. " 

"' David Kopf, "Rammohun Roy and the Bengal Renaissance: An Historiographical Essay," published in 
Rammohun Roy and the Process of Modernization in India, p. 22. 

"' Abid U. Ghazi. "Raja Rammohun Roy (1772-1832): Encounter with Islam and Christianity, the 
articulation of Hindu self-consciousness," p. 83. 



in Rammohun and perhaps in Rabindranath, it would be safe to conclude that Wadud 

began a new discourse in Bengali Muslim understanding of Rammohun, and of Tagore. 

The subsequent chapters will articulate how Wadud and Abu1 Hussain, inspired by these 

two mentors, were cntics of Islam and Muslirn society. 



Chapter Three 

The Muslirn Sahitya Samaj of Dhaka: Origin, composition and structure 

1- Introduction. 

The buddhir mukti thought of Kazi Abdul Wadud and Abul Hussain was given an 

organizationd shape with the fo undation of Muslirn Sahitya Samaj (hereafter designated 

as MSS) and its periodical publication. Shikha. The MSS was founded on January 17, 

1926. One year later Shikha was published in 1927 from Dhaka. The formal existence of 

MSS lasted until January, 1938, though its decline had started by the end of 1936. The 

Shikha was more short-lived; it survived o d y  until 193 1. The survival of MSS for twelve 

years and ShiWla for five years was due to concerted efforts of many Dhaka-based 

intellectuais, with Wadud and Abd Hussain as the pioneer organizers of these two 

forums of the buddhir mukri movement. 

This chapter traces the origin of MSS in Dhaka, including developments leading 

up to its formation and details of its foundation, composition and structure. The MSS was 

not founded in Dhaka merely because Wadud and Abul Hussain happened to be 

employed in Dhaka city and founded an organization there. The second section of the 

chapter demonstrates that ~ioluntary intellechmi associations were operating in Dhaka 

when Wadud and Abul Hussain came to work in the city. These associations were the 

outcome of English education that British d e  had extended to Dhaka city, a crucial 

example of which was the establishment of Dhaka Universisr in 1921. The section 

presents the origin of MSS as a by-product of Dhaka University and an outgrowth of 

some early intellectual associations that grew up in Dhaka city. The section also describes 

an informal Bengali intellectual network of addas (conversational circles), through which 

Wadud and Abul Hussain had developed relations with Dhaka bhaddok before the MSS 

was founded. 



The heart of the chapter is its second section. This section, like some sections of 

the next chapter. is written mainly on a basis of information provided by some 

unpublished records. These unpublished records have not been used by any historian who 

wrote on buddhir rnukri movement in Dhaka, either in Bengali or English languages. The 

second section of this chapter provides: a definition of 'membership' of MSS; d e s  of 

procedure and administrative mechanism; social composition of membee; intellectuai 

activities; important resolutions and, finally the publication of Shikha, a journal of MSS. 

II. Origin of MSS: Context and means of intellectual exchange in pre-independence 
Dhaka. 

A. Context: urbanization of Dhaka and extension of English educational facilities. 

Dhaka civ's British-based civic and educationai facilities began in the nineteenth 

century. By the time of the 'Sepoy Mutiny' (1857). the British had established the Dhaka 

Governrnent College and Dhaka Collegiate School.' The Dhaka College was founded in 

1841, but prior to the college there was an English high school, which was opened in 

1835. Despite these early developments, the city's educational facilities required 

considerable attention by the beginning of the twentieth century. For example, "The 

. Dacca (Dhaka) College has been starved, the professors have been few and underpaid, 

and progress has languished. "' The partition of Bengal (1 9O5), however, brought major 

development of  the city's education facilities. Before opening of Dhaka University in 

1921, the government had funded an engineering coliege, a medical school, a teachers 

training college and seven English high ~chools .~ 

'W. W .  Hunter, ri Statistical Account ofBengal, V (Delhi: D.K.  Publishing House, 1973), p. 137. 

' M.K.U. Molla The New Province of Eastern Bengaf and Assam 1905-1911 (Rajshahi: The Institue of 
Bangladesh Studies. 198 1 ), p. 160. 

Mahmud Hussain. "The CuItural Life of Old Dacca," Pakisron Quarte* Vol.  VII, No. 1 (1957), pp. 13- 
15. 



The developmerit of Dhaka College during the partition years, 1905-191 1, was an 

example of irnproved educational facilities in the city. The staff of the college was 

increased fiom twelve in 1906 to thirty in 19 1 1. Among its thirty acadernic staff, twelve 

were quaiified in Europe.' The college building was extended with a group of 

"architecnirally harmonious buildings, nobly planned and executed."' The physicai 

facilities of the college included laboratories, hostels for students, residential quarters for 

teaching staff. a library building and a hall. The latter was narned Curzon Hall, after the 

Viceroy Lord Curzon. Honors and M A .  classes were opened in many subjects in Dhaka 

College. The library facilities were improved to support graduate courses. Clubs, 

including one for, cricket, and a "literary and debating society" were started. H.R. James. 

Principal of Presidency College, remarked on the wondemil transformation of the Dhaka 

College: "The Government of Eastern Bengal and Assam are to be congratulated on the 

liberality with which they have carried out the design for a residential college @haka 

College) on a great scaleW6 The growth of the academic institutions of Dhaka was one 

reason that the Calcutta University Commission of 191 7 recommended a uniwrsity for 

Dhaka. The Commission noted that Dhaka College was the "best equipped among al1 

mofusil (district town) colleges. with an admirable site in Ramna to f om a nucleus of a 

new university . "' 
One of the finest achievements of Dhaka College was its teaching staff, who 

informally socialized with students. This led to an easing of the traditional hierarchy of 

' ïhe  principal of  the college was Mr. Archbold. A. Macdonald M.A., B.Sc., of Glasgo University taught 
physics. J.M. Bottomly, B.A. (Oxford) was a teacher of Mathematics. For detail See, M.K.U. Molla, The 
New Province of Eastern Bengal and Assam. p. 168. Mahmud Hussain, "The Cultural Life of Old Dacca," 
Pakistan Quarterly, Vol. VII, No. 1, 1 957. 

* M.K.U. Molla, The New Province of Eastern Bengal and Assam 1905- 19 1 1, p. 170. 

M.K.U. Molla The New Province of Emferr: Bengal and Assam 1905- t 9 1 1 ,  p. 172. 

' Rajat Sanyal. "Protiva (Prutibha) and Shikha: Two Faces of Literary Culme of Early 20th Century 
Dhaka," published in Sharitirddin Ahmad (ed.), Dhaka Past Present and Fume @haka: Asiatic Society, 
199 l ) ,  p. 263. 



teacher-student relationship. Dr. Mahumud Hussain, who was then a student of Dhaka 

Col!ege. wote: 
1 have found, in general, Eumpean teachers very 
magnanimous and hurnane. Once it so happened that Mr. 
Turner. who succeeded Mr. Archbold as Principal, was 
playing football with us. W l e  playing, my class-mate 
Sailen Chatterjee received an injury. Before 1 codd redise 
what had happened, 1 saw Mr. Turner running to Bungalow 
at top speed and in wo minutes running back to the play- 
ground with a big basin of water ... He then gave Sailen first 
aid and sent him to hospi tal...' 

Mahmud cites many other examples where Dhaka Coliege teachers broke down rigid 

hierarchical barrien with students. We shail see soon that Dhaka University's d e s  and 

regulations had also informalized relations of teachers with students. Wadud and Abu1 

Hussain, who were teaching in Dhaka College and Dhaka University, would maintain 

these informal relations in their addas. in the publication of joumals and in the rules of 

procedure of the MSS. 

Under the British d e ,  the physicai facilities of Dhaka city also had improved. 

During the late nineteenth cenhiry, the British conshucted roads, railway and telegraph 

lines that comected the wards of the city speedily as well as the city with the outlying 

regions and with Calcutta? The Dhaka municipality was founded in 1864 and was 

continuously engaged: "developing areas ... by filling the low-lying parts" of the city. In 

1870 the British moved the administrative headquarters of Dhaka from an old fon to a 

new building constnicted on the Johnson Road in the new urbanized neighborhood of 

Dhaka. Nazia Hussain, an urban historian of Dhaka, had stated that Dhaka was the only 

8 Mahmud Hussain, "The Cultural Life of Old Dacca," Pakisran Quarteriy, Vol. VII, No. 1,  1957, p. 15. 

' For early nineteenth century urban development of Dhaka city. See S.U. Ahmad, "Urban Problems and 
Government Policies: A Case Shdy of the City of Dacca, 1810-1830,'' published in Kenneth Ballhatchet 
and John Hanison (ed.), The Cicy in South Asia:Pre-modern and Modern (London: Center of South Asian 
Srudies, SOAS, 1 980), pp. 129- 160. 

'O W. W. Hunier. A SlarLsricai Accounr of dengai, V ,  p. 108. Nazia Hussain, "The City of Dacca, 192 1- 
1947," pubtished in Kenneth Ballhatchet and John Harrison (ed.), The City in South Asia:Pre-modern and 
Modern, p. 199. F .  B. BradIey-Birt, Dacca: The Romance of an Eastern Capital, p. 19 1 .  



city in India where electricity and water were " g i h  and not the result of municipal or 

gcvemment enterprise." These two civic facilities were gifts of the Dhaka Nawabs, cost- 

free initially to the citizens of Dhaka municipality." At the close of the year 1935-36, 

Dhaka had 1.066 electric and 865 kerosene lights. Al1 the public roads surrounding the 

governent buildings and educational centers glittered with electric lights." The city's 

law and order situation was tightened by employing one police oficer for every 35 adult 

male citizens. l3 

The census reports recorded a steady growth of population of Dhaka city. In 1 873 

the population of the city was 69,000 and in 192 1 it jumped to 1 19,000,14 an increase of 

slightly more than 82%. The highest growth rate was recorded between 1905 and 19 1 1. 

when Dhaka was "reùicamated" as the administrative capital of East Bengal. The city's 

population increased 2 1 %, from 90,000 in 190 1 to 109,000 in 1 9 1 1. The growth rate was 

not so rapid after Dhaka renirned to being a divisional sub-capital of Bengal in 19 1 1. 

However. population growth continued in the city. Dhaka city had 

known as the "city of mosque." Yet in the years 1901-4 1. Hindus 

Muslim population. " 

been traditionall y 

outnumbered the 

I I  Nazia Hussain. "The City of Dacca. 192 1 - 1947," p. 2 13. Nazia mentions that generosity of the Nawabs 
for providing the capital costs of the two schemes was not without reason. It was a recognition of favors 
granted by and hoped for ftom the British govenunent. 

" Nazia Hussain. "The City of Dacca, 192 1 - 1947." p. 2 13. 

' j  Nazia Hussain, "The City of Dacca, 192 1 - 1947," p. 2 1 3. 

14 Nau'a Hussain, "The City of Dacca, 192 1 - 1947," p. 198. 
15 Census Hindus Muslims 

190 1 51,000 41,728 
191 1 59.994 47,295 
192 1 69. 145 49.325 
193 1 79,906 57,764 
194 1 129,223 82.92 1 

Religiously, al1 the city's wards were not completely segregatea: "Three wards were predominantiy Hindu; 
in ward 2 they formed 76.1 per cent, in ward 3, 75.9 percent, in ward 1, 68.8 per cent, of the inhabitants. 
Two wards were almost equally divided between the Hindus and Muslims. Hindus formed 52.4 per cent in 
ward 7, and 50.0 per cent in ward 5. Muslins predominated in wards 4 and 6 where only 3 1.4 percent and 
36.8 per cent respectively were Hindus." NaUa Hussain, "The City of Dacca, 192 1-1 947," pp 200-203. 



B. Context: emergence of bhadralok ("gentleman") and intellechial activities. 

The physical. educational and administrative facilities led to the emergence of a 

visible group of Dhaka bhadralok. Rajat Sanyal. another urban historian of Dhaka city. 

gave statisticai evidence of bhadralok of the Dhaka district (including Dhaka city): "In 

190 1. in the district of Dacca, 2778 persons were engaged in teaching profession, 285 in 

clerical services. 280 in legal professions, and 168 in medical profe~sions."'~ Nazia 

Hussain gave evidence of bhaciraiok population of Dhaka city: "Dhaka city had 128 vakils 

and pleaders of which 2 were Muslims in 1905." in 19 1 1. this figure increased to 144 of 

which 3 were Muslims.'* The Calcutta University Commissions (1917) had given 

statistical evidence of the bhadralok of Dhaka division and Trippera. The two divisions, 

according to the corn mission^ "supplied 7,097 out of total 27,290 students of Calcutta 

Univer~ity."'~ The Thacker's Indian Directory iisted 267 pleaders in Dhaka city in 192 1" 

and 967 in 193 1. In 1921. Dhaka district had 2,593 male and 93 female teachers, who 

were working in colleges and schools. The figure was steadily nsing to 3,430 males and 

352 females in 1921 and 4,354 males and 498 females in 193 1 ." The religio-communal 

composition of Dhaka bhadralok was ovenvhelmingly Hindu. 

The Dhaka bhadralok were expressive people. Since the Iate nineteenth century. 

they had established severai intellectual associations and published Bengali joumals and 

newspapers. In the years 1847-1905, the Dhaka bhadralok published 76 Bengali 

l6 Rajat Sanyal. "Protiva and Shikha: Two Faces of Literary Culture of Early 20th Century Dhaka," p. 263. 
17 Nazia Hussain, "The City of Dacca, 192 1 - 1947," p. 209. 
1s Nazia Hussain, "The City of Dacca 192 1 - 1947," p. 209. 

l 9  Calcutta University Commission. IV (191 7), cited by Rajat Sanyal, "Protiva and Shikha: Two Faces of 
Literary Culture of Early 20th Century Dhaka," p. 263. 

" Nazia Hussain. "The City o f  Dacca 192 1 -  1947." p. 209. 

'' Nazia Hussain. "The City of Dacca. 192 1 - 1947." p. 2 10. 



newspaper or journals" in the years 1831-1930, a total of 14 Bengali Muslim joumals 

were published by Bengali Muslims fiom Dhaka city." 

The Dhaka branch of the Brahmo Samaj was established in 1846. W.W. Hunter 

recorded activities of the Sarnuj in Dhaka: 
The Brahmo (sic) Samaj was established in Dacca in 1 846, 
and has steadily increased its members and influence. Up to 
1857, its meetings were held in the houses rented for the 
purpose, and fiom that time to 1869. in the h o w  of a 
native gentleman, a deputy magistrate of the District and a 
leading member of the Samaj .... There are about a hundred 
regular subscnbers to the Samaj, who pay from six shillings 
to five pounds per annum, to meet current expenses, and a 
thousand ordinary members, or sympaîhizers, comprising 
nearly d l  the English-speakhg Hindus of Da~ca. '~ 

Brajasundar Mitra, a poor but educated bhadralok, was the founding secretary of the 

Brahrno Samaj in Dhaka. In one report sent to Calcutta, Mitn reported that Dhaka 

Brahmo Sarnaj was founded in a "hostile environment" and for "first three months it had 

to maintain secrecy about its meetings? 

It was Keshab Candra Sen whose effort tumed the Brahmo Samaj in Dhaka into a 

well-knit organization. Keshab visited Dhaka in November 1865 and made arrangements 

for "regular social prayer for the followers of Brahmoism."" In March 1869, Keshab 

7 7  -- In the years, 1857-1900, the total number of Bengali newspaper-jownals was 905. The total nurnber of 
newspaper-journals published from East Bengal was 24 1. The fmt East Bengali newspaper-journal, 
Rangpur-bartabaho. was published from Rangpur in 1847. See Muntassir Marnoon (ed.), Unish Shatake 
Bangladesher Sangbad-Samayikpatra, Vol. II, No. 1-2 (Dhaka: Bangla Academy, 1987), pp. 148- 1 5 1 . 

" Anisunaman, Mudim Banglar Samayikpatra 1 83 1- 1930 (Dhaka: Bangla Academy, 1969). 

'W. W. Hunter. A Statisrical Account of Benga f. V. p. 58. 

" Rajat Sanyal. Voluntory Associations and Urban Public Li/e in Bengal. 18 15- 1876 (Calcutta, 1980), p. 
21 1 .  Sanyal writes that a report was written by Brahmo Sarnaj secretary, Brajasundar Mitra, for Calcutta 
Brahmo Sarnaj to be published in Tattwabohini Patrika. The report is reprinted in Benoy Ghosh (ed.), 
Samyaik Patre Banglar Samaj Chitra, II  (Calcutta, I962), pp. 504-507. For an early development of 
Btahmo Samaj movement in Dhaka, see also, Shibnath Shastri, Ramtanu Lahiri o Tatkaiin Banga Samaj 
(Calcutta, I957), pp. 23 1-234. Upadhyay Gourgobinda Ray, A c m a  Keshab Chandra, 1 (Calcutta, 193 8), 
pp. 284-297. 

'6 Arnalendu De. Roofs of Separaiism NI Nineteenth Cenrury Bengai (Calcutta: Ratna Pmkashan, 1974), p. 
133. 



again visited Dhaka and founded "Brahmo festivals." On March 18 1869, he delivered a 

lecture in which he said: "Brahmo Samaj is a power."" Ln December 1 869, Keshab for the 

third time visited Dhaka and founded a Brahrno Mandir. The occasion was rnarked by a 

ceremony for two days. Amalendu De wrote: 
The Nawab of Dhaka, several Englishmen and respectable 
Bengalis graced the occasion by theû presence .... As a result 
of his visit the sphere of influence of the Brahmo Samaj 
was extended. Being inspired by Keshab Sen, 36 men of 
Dhaka embraced Brahmonism on December 7. At that time 
one simple-hearted energetic young Muslims also embraced 
Brahrnoisrn and he was cordially received by Brahmos." 

The Dhaka Brahmo Samaj served as a mode1 for the structure and arrangement of 

intellecnial associations in Dhaka. For the first time, the Brahmo Samaj established an 

arrangement for the publication of an intellectuai newsletter or journal by a voluntary 

association. In 1846-1847. two Bengali journals were published by Dhaka Brahrno 

Samaj: the Dhaka Prakash and D h a k  Bg~apan- AAer Keshab's visit in 1869, the Dhaka 

Naba Bidhan Sabha published a Bengali journal, Bangabandhu (1870) or 'Friend of 

Bengal.' The journal swived thrty-seven years. Its founding editor was Banga Candra 

Roy. Some of its editors toward the end of the journal were: Kaylash Candra Nandi. 

Barada Kanta Hawlader. Iswar Candra Sen. Durgadas Roy and Girish Candra Sen." The 

majority of the editors were bom in Dhaka and/or educated in Dhaka ~ollege.~' 

The journal. Bangabandhu. had started a new format. It pnnted a saying of 

Keshab Candra as the mono of the Naba Bidhan Sabha in the front page: " 1) one thought. 

one belief, one way of life, one mother and one father; 2) lacking faith in the 

people/person of [any] religious community is the same as lacking faith in religion [as 

" Amalendu De, ROOIS of Separatism in Nineteenth Century Bengal, p. 133. 

'"malendu De. Roots ofSeparatism in Nineteenth Cen~ury Bengal. p. 134. 

'9 Muntassir Mamoon (ed.), Unish Shtake Banghdesher Sangbud-Surnayikpotra (Dhaka: Bangla 
Academy, 1987) p. 369. 

'O For example. Banga Chandra Roy was born in Dhaka. educated in Dhaka College and he was teacher in 
Dhaka Pogoj School. Kylash Nandi was bom in Tripura, but educated in Dhaka College. 



such]"" The English supplement of the journal. New Light, wrote similarly its mono in 

the front page: "Heaven's light is our guide."" The Tarwr Paim (1925), the journal of 

Abd Hussain. and later S h i h  (1927-3 l), the journal of the MSS, had followed a similar 

arrangement, although the messages were different. 

The Naba Bidhan Sabha and its journal were two sources that spread radically 

new religious ideas in Dhaka. The journal addressed Muslims with a fnendly term: 

mussalman bhrata or 'Muslim brother.'" Amidst an anti-British outcry of some leading 

journals3' owned by Hindu bhadralok in late nineteenth century Dhaka, it was 

Bangabandhu which stood solidly behind the British d e . "  A radical religious manifesto 

of the Naba Bidhan Sabha was regularly published in Bangabandu. For exarnple, on May 

3, 1 903. Bangabandhu published a religious sermon in the front page, entitled Buddhir 

Ishvar. or 'God of Intellect.' The sermon stated: 
Oh! Great father! Oh! Lover of children! Love is Yours, 
salvation is Yours, many of us know about it. But we do 
not know that knowledge (inan) is Yours, intellect (buddhi) 
is Yours ..., We believe that You have been infatuated with 
mercy. You are shining. Who does not believe this? But 
one thing stnkes our mind ... there are some faults in your 
knowledge (inan) and intellect (buddhi). Nobody says it 

j' l -Ek mat. ek bishvar. ek rakam pranalite cala, ek ma. ek bop. 2-dharma sampradayer loktke abishvu 
kara ar dharme ke abishvas &ara ekuy. Bangabandhu, Vol. XXXIV, No. 3 (May, 1903), p.1. 

" Muntassir Mamoon (ed.). Unish Shatake Bangladesher Sangbad-Sarnayikpatra, p. 270. 

" Bangabandhu (October 5. 1983), cited by Muntassir Mamoon (ed.), Unish Shatake Banglodesher 
Sangbad-Sarnayikpatra, p. 1 8 5. 
34 See for example, Hindu Hitaishini. Vol. LXXV, No. 38 (August. 1875); Vol. LXXVI. No. 21 (May, 
1875); Vol. LXXIX. No. 1 (December, 1878); Vol. LXXVI, No. 24 and 32 (June 1876); Vol. LXXVII, No. 
9 (Febntaq 1877). Dhah  Gazette, Vol. LXXXX. No. 42 (October, 1890). Garib, Vol. LXXX, No. 40 
(September, 1888). 

" On occasion of Jubilee Celebration of Queen Victoria's fi@-year reign in India, Bangabandu published a 
special article. The title of the article was "Jubilee uplahhe Naba Bidhan Mmdire Bishesh Prathanna or 
'special prayer on occasion of Queen Victoria's jubilee.' The conclusion of the article writes: "Oh! mother 
(Queen Victoria) you have brought great welfare in India. During fifty-year British rule, the welfare that 
you have brought for Indians. we do not want to explain these 6om our sinfui mou th.... Mother, we are sick 
and stupid. Yet, remaining under your feet, the 'great queen' (maharonz], we aiso bless a happiness of your 
chiIdren." Bangabandhu, March 1 ,  1 887, in Muntassu Mamoon (ed.), Unish Shatake Bangladesher 
SungbadSamayikpatra, p.63. 



franky, but everybody believes it. if we would have a faith 
that You have such an intellect (buddhi) which could guide 
very well human's practical life, then we would have a k m  
faith on Y ou.. . .If hurnans apply intellect (buddhi) everyday 
in their practical life, they can run a practical life better than 
YOU 

The radicalism of Naba Bidhan Sabha spread among the English-educated 

bhadralok of Dhaka. We have noted above that sorne Hindu bhadralok of Dhaka were 

converted into Brahrnoism. A few followers of the Sadharan Brahmo Samaj were a i s 0  

converted into Naba Bidhan Samaj. Bijoy Krishna Gosami was an exarnple of the latter 

type. in 1888 Gosami published a note in Bangabandhu: 
Whatever is truth that is Brahmo religion .... Sadharan 
Brahmo Samaj, Naba Bidhan Samaj, Adi Sarnaj, Hindu 
Samaj, Christian Samaj, Mussalman Samaj, I am a servant 
of the servants of al1 samajes. 1 have no sarnaj of my own. 
Al1 samajes are my sarnaj. Wherever there is any amount of 
truth. that is rny Brahmo religion. " 

Other bhadralok of Dhaka city observed, enjoyed, participated in and supported 

the Brahmo Samaj, but did not change their caste-based religion. Hunter noted: "Collector 

(of Dhaka) believes that many students who are ... Brahmos when at college. become good 

Hindus when they renimed to their country h~rnes."~' This observation is not incorrect. 

Many Hindu editors were supportive of the Brahmo movement. For example, Garib 

(poor). started as a journal of the Hindu Sabha. Later the journal turned out to be a 

defender of the Brahmo movement of Dhaka; but again it came back to a Hindu stand." 

3 6 He prampita, he shantanbatsal, prem tomar, punya tomar iha amara aneke jani; kintu jnan tomar. 
buddhi tornar iha jani na .... Amara mani rumi dayate matta hayecha. punya ujjal hayecha; e ke na mane? 
Kintu ekti katha mane lage ... ekra katha mane na-jen romar jnone. budhhite kichu m t i  ache; mukhe keha 
baie na bute, kintu mme e rakam samskat ache; jadi bishvar karitam, je romor eman buddhi ache jahare 
amader samsar himi khub bhala kare calare para. ta hale amara sarbbsva diye tomake bbhvas 
karitam ... Manush nitya jadi buddhi khariye samar caluy, rornar ceye bhalo calate pare. See Durgadas, 
"Bishay Buddhir Ishvar" published in Bangabandhu, Vol. XXXIV, No. 3 (May 3,1903), p. 1. 
3 7 Jaha satya tahai Brahmo dharma.. . . Sadharan Brahmo Samaj, Naba Bidhan Samaj, Adi Samaj, Hindu 
Samaj. Khiristya Samaj, Mussahan Samaj, m i  sakal samjer dasanudas Umar kona Sampraday nui 
athaca sakal Sampradqa amar. Jehane jarattrku satya seiruùui amar Brahmo dharma.. Bangabandhu, 
June 1. 1 888. Muntassir Mamoon (ed.), Unish Sharake Bangladesher Sangbad1Samayikpana, pp. 97- 98. 
38 W. W .  Hunter. A Sratisrical Accounr ofBengai, V ,  p, 58. 

39 Muntassir Mamoon (ed.),  Unish Shatuke Bangladesher SangbadSomayikptra, p. 374. 



Kalipmanna Ghosh was boni into a conservative Hindu family and edited a Hindu 

journal. Bondhab. Later he was attracted to Brahrno Samaj rnovement and edited one of 

its joumals, Shubhasadhini, but again he came back to Hinduism? The Naba Bidhan 

Sabha thus created a radical element in the Dhaka intellectuai environment. It set a 

precedent of religious innovation on which other bhadralok could start a movement of 

radical religio-social thought. Wadud, Abu1 Hussain and many others fiequently visited 

Naba Bidhan Sabha before they founded the MSS. We will see shonly that there were 

other sources of radical rationalism in Dhaka. 

Muslirn intellectuais of Dhaka did not organize any particular rnovement against 

the Brahmo Samaj in Dhaka. Two Muslim intellectual associations were established in 

Dhaka in 1879 and 1883. the Samaj Sanmilani and Mussalman Suhnd Sanrnilani or 

Dacca (Dhaka) Mohammedan Fnends Association." The founder of the two associations 

was Mawlana Obedullah Al-Obedi (1 834-86). Obedi was a principal of Dhaka Macirasah 

(now Islarnic Intermediate College).'" He was also the f i s t  Muslim Bengali to translate 

Rammohun's Tuhfat-UZ-Muwahhidin into English. The Suhnd Sanmilani was founded on 

Febmary 23. 1883 and continued until 1886-87. It had an executive cornmittee, a 

president and a general secretary. Ln its last year, the association had 102 rnembers.'l The 

president. vice-president and secretary of the association were graduates of Dhaka 

College. In the first Annual Report (1 883). the general secretary said the objectives of the 

Mussaiman Suhrid Sanmilani: 

JO Muntassir Marnoon (ed.), Wnish Shatake Bangladesher Sangbad-Samayikpatra, op. cit., p. 390. 

" See for detail. Syed M m  Ali. Obaidullah Al-Obaidi Suhrowardy (Dhaka, 1 965). Mohammad Abdul 
Qayum, "Dacca Muslim Suhrid Sanmilani," in Mahe Nao (April 1967), pp. 27-32 Khondkar Sirajul Huq, 
"Bangali Mussalmaner Jagarane Muslim Sahirya Samajer Bhumika, " in Mohammad Faruk (ed.), Bhasha 
Sahirya Patra, Vol. XI (1983). pp. 33-70. Mohammad Habibullah, "Sekaler Graduate," in Masik 
Mohammadi (January-February, 194 1 ), pp.  283-284. 

" Obedullah Al-Obedi was grandfather o f  Husain Shahid Suhrawardy. Suhrawardy was one-time Prime 
Minister of Pakistan. 
43 Mohammad Abdul Qayum, "Dacca Muslim Suhrid Sanmilani," Mahe Nao (Aprif I967), p. 34. 



The purpose of this sabha (meeting) was an al1 round 
improvement of the Muslims of Bengal. But due to a lack 
of support of the local people, this high ideal was dropped. 
Now the society has restricted its purpose to spreading 
ideas for Muslim female education in Bengal? 

The association selected books for Muslim women so that they would read these 

books and appear in examination conducted by the a~sociation.'~ It is not known what 

books the association selected. However. the association privately arranged to write a 

book for education of Muslim fernales: Tuhfot-ul-Moslernjn (n.d.) or a 'Gifi to Muslims.' 

It was written by Mohammad Reazuddin Ahmad (1862-1933), a Calcutta-based neo- 

orthodox Muslim intelle~tual.~ Mawlana Obedi's leadership in the association is dubious. 

as his name is not listed in the first executive conilnittee of the association."' The sessions 

of the association were held oniy in the Dhaka Madrasah. Ln the declaration of the first 

44 Mohammad Abdul Qayum, "Dacca Muslim Suhrid Sanmilani," p. 33. 
45 This private arrangement of the examination was based on ftve rules: i) any Muslim female of Bengal can 
sic for the examination; i i )  the medium of the test is either Bengali or Urdu; iii) the place of examination is 
at home (antapur). undet the supervision of a guardian of the exarninee; iv) the examiners of the oral test 
shall be selected with a consent of guardian of the examinee: v) for the test, no help is allowed to be taken 
fiom any book or from the guardian. See Mohammad Abdul Qayum, "Dacca Murlim Suhrid Sanrnilani," 
p. 31. 
46 In Hazrat Mohammad hfostafar Jiban Cairit (Calcutta, 1927), Reazuddin wrote: "It is because of the 
Hinduized Bengali language that our life is tuming into opposite direction. Instead of the word 'Allah,' we 
are using the word 'Lshvar' and 'paramishvar' or 'bhagaban' ... Our new Muslim wfiters should know that 
Muslim jatir (community or race) language is Arabic. Without krabic Muslirns would not be able CO build 
their-national Iife ..A is a matter to ponder: what a disaster Muslims as a comnunity in India would have 
fallen without Urdu language. It is because of the Bengali language as mother tongue that a disaster had 
happened for Muslims of Bengal ..." In the book Reaniddin also said that Bengali language is a language 
of the kqjir. To accept it by Bengali Muslims, Reazuddin demanded its Islarnization. In the book Reazuddin 
also rejected a de-spiritualization of Eimt Mohammad's Iife. In separate essays, Reazuddin denounced in 
harshest language Muslim women's engaging in pre-marital love and moving outside home without a veil. 
He was one of the harshest critics of a pre-marital love story of a Muslim man and Muslim women. In 
addition. Reazuddin called it a disaster in Muslim social life of Bengal that bauls had originated arnong 
Muslims of Bengal. He also crticized Muslims for taking Hindu names and titles and participating in Hindu 
religious festivals, etc. See Anisunman, hitrslim Banglar Samayikpatra 1831-1930, pp. 280-286. 
47 The rnembers of the Executive Cornmittee, as listed in the Fifst Annual Report of the Dacca 
Mohamrnedan Friends Association (1 883), were: Maulabi Hikmat Ali-President; Maulabi Abdul Majid- 
General secretary; Maulabi Hemayet Uddin-Assistant secretary; Maulabi Johadar Rahman-Assistant 
secretary; Maulabi Makbul Ahmad-Treasurer; Maulabi Azad Ali-district representative; MauIabi 
Madacheb Ali-district representative; Madabi Syed Hazrat Ali-district representative; Maulabi Fatel- 
district representative; Noazesh Ali-district representative; Maulabi Mohammad Chadek-district 
representative. The list is cited by Mohammad Abdul Qayum, "Dacca Muslim Suhrid Sanmilani," p.29. 



year, the association clearly stipulated that its purpose was nothing without or beyond 

Islam: 
Oh brothen! religion is the only essential of human life. It 
is only for this holy matter that the huma. is cailed the 
hurnan. Like a diamond, which is nothing without its bnght 
light, similarly nothing exists in human life and human 
body if separated fiom religion. Muslims are always ready 
to sacrifice their lives for religion .... There is nothing dear to 
a Muslim, except religion .... We humbly appeal to Muslirn 
brothers of al1 positions and groups to help this 
organization and its activities, which the holy rules of 
Mohammadi approves.. ." 

The association could not last long. One major cause of its decline was a shonage of 

funds. 

Up to the foundation of MSS (1926). five Muslim journais had been published 

from Dhaka." These journals were short-lived and none proposed any program against 

the movement of Brahmo Samaj. The Muslim journal Paril Baratabaha, (edited by 

Anisuddin Ahmad) was published from a village in Dhaka. Islam Suhrid (edited by 

Sheikh Abdus Sobahan) was published in 1906 and lasted until 1907. The Bhaskar 

(edited by N d  Islam Kasimpuri), the third journal, published in 1920 was again a "short 

lived" journal. The "Zahed Islam Mission" journal, Ainul Islam (edited by Ainul Islam) 

declared as its purpose: 
We want an education fiom a tnithful puritan Islam. We 
want a unity of simple faithful persons. Therefore seeking 
tmth is our highest a h .  Human society is our field of 
cultivation. Hazrat Mohammad is our ideal cultivator. And 
faith is our capital...50 

48 Abdul Qayurn, "Dacca Muslim Suhrid Snmilani," pp. 3 1-32. 
a9 These journals are: i)  Paril Barrababa ( 1  874), ii) Islam Suhrid ( 1  906). iii) Bhuskar ( 1  9201, iv) Ainul 
Islam (1923). v) Samsari (1924). See Anisuzzarnan, Muslim Banglar Samayikpatra 1831-1930, pp. 4 ,  123, 
29 1,392.394. 

Anisuzzaman. Musfim Banglar Samqikpatra 1831-1 930, p. 393. 



The fifth journal. Samsari (edited by Syed Abdul Karim) was aimed toward improvement 

of "health and home economi~s"~' of Muslirns. 

The Hindu Sabha of Dhaka had also failed to suppress the Brahmo movement. 

Kashi Kanta Chattyopadhyay. a conservative Hindu and a lawyer of Dhaka, established 

the Hindu Dhanna Rakshini Sabha or Association for Protection of Hindu Religion. In 

the sarne year. Kasi Kanta published the Sabha's, intellectual journal, Hindu Hitaishini. 

edited by Harishcandra Mitra." The journal continued its publication up to 1887. Kashi 

Kanta was hostile to the Brahmo movement fiom his anti-British intellectual stand.'' He 

was afso hostile to the Bralimo Samaj because his son, Syama Kanta, had becorne a 

B r a h r n ~ . ~  Despite an anti-Brahmo slogan, the journal could not wage major intellectual 

battle against the Brahmo Samaj. Its emphasis on Hinduism was on a return of the kulin 

ideal in the Hindu society? 

Late-nineteenth-century Dhaka also witnessed other intellecnial associations that 

promoted a more liberal view." "ese multi-functional associations were established for 

the avowed purpose of social reforms. Four associations of Dhaka declared as their 

objective "improvernent of knowledge in the field of literahire." Three others advocated: 

"cultivation of knowledge and reformation of chara~ter."~' Apart Erom an Indo-European 

learned society. the Dhaka (Dacca) Institute. these smail voluntary associations were 

conwlled by Hindu bhadralok. 

5 1 Anisuzzaman, Muslim Banglar Samayikpatra 183 1-1930, p. 394. 

" Muniassir Mamoon (ed. ). Unish Sharake Bongladesher Sangbad-Somayikpatra, p. 367. 
53 Muntassir Mamoon (ed.), Unish Sharake Bangladesher SungbadSclmayikparra, pp. 73-77. 
54 Muntassir Mamoon (ed.), Unish Sharake Bangladesher Sangbad-Samayikpatra, p. 3 67. 

55 Muniassir Mamoon (ed.), Unûh Sharoke Bangladesher SungbadSomayikpatra, p. 95. 
56 Some of these voluntary associations are recorded in W. W. Hunter's, Statisrical Account, V ,  p. 1 17. 
Others are recorded in Bengal adminisrrative Report, 1876-77, cited by Rajat Sanyal, Voluntary 
Associarions and Urban Public Lqe in Bengal. pp. 2 1 1-2 12. 

" Rajat Sanyal, Voluntory Associations and Urbm Public Life in Bengal, p. 264. 



in 19 10 the Hindu bhadralok of Dhaka city founded the Dhaka Sahitya Parishad." 

or Dhaka Literary Society. A year later, the Parishad published a journal. Protiva 

[Pratibha, 191 11 or Genius. The Parishad and Profiva [Pratibho] were founded by some 

teachers of Dhaka College and Jagannath College with a clear objective: 
The object of this association (Dhaka Sahitya Parishad) is 
to take care, through various means, of the cuitivation and 
irnprovement of Bengali and literature. The Parishad will 
not be involved, in any way, in politics, social refoms or 
religious r e f o r m ~ . ~ ~  

The Parishad did not in fact involve itself in issues of religious reform. It published a 

substantial number of essays on Bengali language and literature, Sanskrit literature and 

English literature. Several Sanskrit works were translated into Bengali, including 

Kalhana's classic Rajutarangini and Bhasa's drarnas. While there was some attention 

given to historicai subjects of india, the regionai cultures outside of Bengal were 

ignored? The Parishad gave systematic attention to "antiquities, Bengali Ianguage. 

sociology of Eastern Bengal and collection of manuscripts and oral literature."6' The 

Parishad and Protiva were not forums for ordinary Bengalis. Protiva was published 

essentially for intellectual bhadralok: 

No short stories. or so-called poems, entertaining the 
ordinary people are to be published in the Protiva. On the 
other hand. it makes an effort to awaken the intelIectuai 
faculty of the readers. so that they c m  realize where [their] 
place on earth is. Their attention is drawn to the question. 
what we were and we are going to be[.] It will continue to 
make such endeavor to [the] utmost." 

Rajat Sanyal. "Proriva and Shikha: Two Faces of Literary Culture of  Early 2ûth Century Dhaka." Sanyal 
is probably the first historian who has done research on Protiva and Dhuka Sohitya Parishad. His 
information is based on the proceedings of the Dhaka Sahirya Parishad as well as on the writings published 
in the volumes of Protiva. 
59 Rajat Sanyai, "Protiva and Shikha, " p. 265. 

Rajat Sanyal. "Protiva and Shikha," p. 266. 
6 1 Rajat Sanyal, "Protiva and Shikha," p. 266. 

" Rajat Sanyal. "Protiva and Shikha," p. 266. 



The Parishad was rnainly an organization of teachers, lawyers, governrnent 

officiais and few landlords. There were no visible student members of the Parishad. Nor 

was there any fernale member who read a paper in any session of the Parïshad or 

participated in the discussion." Muslims were not represented in the Parishad? The 

association, therefore, was an organization of Hindu bhadralok of elite professions. The 

Parishad built a typical modem organizational stmture. It had a constitution, president 

and an executive cornmittee. There is no indication that members were elected to hold 

positions in the Parishad. The members of the Parishad met monthly, annually, and at 

times in special meetings. 

The religio-communal composition and arrangement of the associations and 

journals of Dhaka were evident. The Naba Bidhan Sabha was essentially a religious 

organization. Despite its radical religious doctrines. the Naba Bidhan Sabha did not wite 

self-critique of Brahmoism. The Sabha's journal, Bangabandhu, published only essays 

supportive of the Brahrno faith. A s w e y  of the essays published by the journal during 

one year shows that the rnajority of essays were apologetics on behdf of Brahmo religion. 

These essays feanired, for example, the doctrines of Brahmo religion, prayers of Keshab 

Candra, critique of Bijoy Krishna Gosami, festivals of Brahmo religion, etc. One essay of 

the journal asked: "Why Naba Bidhan Sabha should not maintain any relation with the 

opponents (Naba Bidhan birodhider sange jog raksha kara ucit nay ken)?"6"e 

communal orientation of associations of the Muslims was also evident. Hindus were not 

active and visible members of any Musiim association in Dhaka Apart from a lone Hindu 

intellectual. who gave a lecture in one session, the Dhaka Moharnrnedan Friends 

63 Rajat Sanyal writes, "One important maner to be added is that women did not feature prominently in the 
Protiva except for a few wornen poets, one of them being Kusum Kumari Debi. Her poerns appeared in the 
Protiva when she was twelve years old." Rajat Sanyal, "Protiva and Shikha," p. 268. 

" Abdul Karh Sahitya Bisharad's some collections of puthi liteninire were published in Protiva, Vol. VIII. 
No. 8. 
65 Bangabandhu. Vol. XVII., No.23 (1887), in Muntassir Marnoon (ed.), Unish Siîatake Bangladesher 
Sungbad-Samayikpatra. pp. 3 60-362. 



Association was exclusively composed of Muslims. The MSS and Shikha would be a 

breakthrough in this regard. 

C. Context: Establishment of Dhaka University. 

The Dhaka University was established in 192 1 in part to compensate the Muslims 

of Eastern Bengal for the loss that they incurred as a result of the annulment of the 

partition of Benga! in 19 1 1. The Chancellor of Dhaka University, Lord Lytton, said in the 

first degree convocation (1923 j that the Dhaka University was "designed as a splendid 

imperial compensation."' J.P. Hartog, the fim vice-chancellor of die university, made 

similar observations: "Dacca (Dhaka) University scheme is intended to provide extended 

opportunities of education to the Muslim commun@ in Bengal."" This rhetoric, that the 

university had been founded for a specific group. the Muslim community, was intended to 

satisfi the Muslim political leaders in Bengal. The political leaders, specifically A.K. 

Fazlul Huq, ceaselessly demanded in Bengal Legislative Council extension of 

educational facilities for M ~ s l i r n s . ~ ~  The Dhaka University in fact was not created to cater 

to the needs of Muslim cornmunity or well-to-do-cla~ses.~~ The former stipulation was 

changed to "Bengali student""' by Calcutta University Commission (1 91 7), which drafted 

66 M.A. Rahim, "Dacca University and Muslim Awakening in East Bengal," published in S. A. Akanda 
(ed.), Srctdies in Modern Bengal (Rajshahi: The Institute of Bangladesh Studies, 198 1 ), pp. 19 1 - 192. 
67 M.A. Rahim, "Dacca University and Muslirn Awakening in East Bengal," p. 192. 
68 See, A.K. Fazlul Huq's speech on the Budget for 19 13-19 14. See also Sirajul Isfam, "Fazlul Huq Speaks 
in Council," Bangladesh Historical Studies, Vol. I (1 976), pp. 13 1-205. 
69 H.E. StapIeton, Special Oficer, Dhaka University, rold at the Social Service Exhibition, Dhaka, on 
March 1 1, 1920: "The Cornmittee's (Sir Robert Nathan Cornmittee) scheme for a ' Well-to-do-CIasses' 
College was cut down to the provision of simply a Hostel ..." See, S u  Robert Nathan Cornmittee Proposal on 
Dhaka University cited by H.E. Stapleton, "A University in the Making," published in The Dacca Review, 
Vol. April-May, 1921, p. ii. For social background of Muslim students of Dhaka University from 1920s to 
1940s, see, Sardar Fazlul Karim (ed.), Dhaka Vishvabidyalay O Purbbabangiya Samaj (Dhaka: Bangla 
Academy, 1993). pp. 39.42.49,s 1. 
70 H.E. Stapleton. "A University in the Making," p. vi. 



the early ordinances of Dhaka university. The latter was rejected by the Govemment of 

India." 

1. Impact of Dhaka University: Collegial teacher-student relationship. 

Dhaka University opened on July 1. 1921 and began a new phase of teacher- 

student relationship. The university constructed three residential hostels, or halls, for 

students: Dhaka Hall, Jagannath Hall and Muslirn Hall. Following the system of Oxford 

and Cambridge. academic and administrative headship of a hall were combined in a 

position called provost. During the early years of Dhaka University. the provost was 

always a senior professor of the university. The early ordinances of the University of 

Dhaka defined the purpose and functions of a hall: 

Hall as well as class-room would be the center of 
intellectual life. The students and teachers form part of one 
comrnunity, working to one purpose and helping each other 
to a common end .... A tme education can only be obtained- 
[bylthe training of rnind, body and character; the result, not 
a book, but a humankind." 

The passage thus indicates a "corporate life" of students and teachers in Dhaka 

University. Early ordinances of the univenity also authorized provosts to establish 

collegial relations with students and organize Chatru Surnsad, or Student Union.'l ln 

1923. Professors Ramesh Candra Majumdar (History) and Naresh Candra Sen Gupta 

(Law) guided students to form the Dhaku Vishvabidyaiay Kendriyo Chalra Samsad or 

Dhaka University Central Students Union (DUCSU). It was an elected body, whose 

"H.E. Stapleton. "A University in the Making," p. ii. 

Report of  the Calcutta University Commission 19 19 IV, cited by Rangalal Sen, =Iagannath Haller Itihus 
O Prqata Pradhyaksha Prasanga," published in Narendra Nath Bishvas, Rangalal Sen, Ajay Kurnar Ray, 
Shan tinarayan G hosh and others (ed.) Basantika (Dhaka: Jagannath Hall Diamond Jubilee publication, 
1981). p. 5. 

Rangalal Sen, "Jagannath Haller Itzh as..." p. 5 .  



concem was to look after the welfare of students." Early ordinances of the univenity 

stipulated that the DUCSVs three key positions uresident, vice-president, general 

secretary) be held by the provosts of the three halls. During the 1925-26 academic year R. 

C. Majumder. who was provost of Jagannath Hall, became president of DUCSU. 

Marntamddin Ahmad (provost of Muslim Hall) and A.K. Mukhejee (provost of Dhaka 

Hall) were vice-president and general secretary of the DUCSU." Collegial relations 

beiween teacher and student were thus mandated and fostered by the ordinances of Dhaka 

University. 

Students were also given freedom to organize their own samiti, or association. 

The teaching staff of the university in its early days played a key role in guiding students 

to fom associations and journals. Professor Naresh Sen Gupta sponsored Praci or Orient 

(1923). a monthly literary journal published by some students of Jagannath Hall. The 

journal was edited by a Hindu student. Yet there is a column entitled: "Muslim world." 

Abu1 Fazal, a future activist of the buddhir rnukti movement, published his first 

journalistic article in P r a d 6  Sen Gupta had personal contact with Tagore and requested 

Tagore to write a poem for the first issue of Praci. Tagore wrote a poem for Praci: "Risen 

up oh! ancient Orient."" Sen Gupta also sponsored another private student association, 

Cham Seba Samgha (1 923-40) or 'Voluntary Organization of Students.' The organization 

was dedicated to impart education among lower caste Hindus in Dhaka city. R. C. 

Majumder, who was provost of Jagannath Hall, invited Tagore in 1924 to see this project. 

In 1925, Tagore sent a representative of Shantiniketan, Kali Mohan Ghosh, to observe 

74 Altaf Hussain, an early leader of the DUCSU, was a leader of Pakistan movement in Dhaka University in 
the 1930's. See Mahmud Hussain. "Dacca University and the Pakistan Movemenf" in C.H. Philips and 
Mary Doreen Wainwright (ed.). The Partition of India: Policies and Perspectives (London: Allen and 
Unwin, 1970) p. 37 1 .  DUCSU played, however, a leading role in an anti-Pakistan movement, 1969-7 1 .  
75 Rangalal Sen, "Jagannath Haller Itih us... " p. 19. 
76 Abu1 Fazal, Rekha Chitra (Chittagong: Boi Ghar, 1968), p. 113. 
77 Rangaiai Sen, "Jagannath Haller Irihas ...," p. 15. 



this project." During the terrorist movement in 1930. police offices sought permission 

from Professor Majumdar to raid Jagannath Hail. Majumdar, who respected terrorist 

leaders (he once said. "You are makes of history, I am a mere   ri ter")^ on one occasion 

refused permission to police. At another tirne. when a student of his hall was arrested and 

police ordered him to walk to police headquarters, Majumdar intervened. He told the 

police officer: "Let him hire a transport to go to the thana (police office); 1 shall pay the 

This pattern of collegial relationship with students was a precedent that Abul 

Hussain m e r  developed before the foundation of MSS. Abdur Rauak. then a student 

of Dhaka university and currently a National Professor of Bangladesh, said in an 

interview recently: 
In those days, the rnajority of students came into close and 
frequent contact with teachers s w h  as Abd Hussain and 
Kazi Mutahar Hussain. These teachen provided the morale 
to the whole show. It was not important what they said in 
the class. It was important that they led a life devoted to the 
students. Their life-styles were important in building a 
respect for leaming among students." 

Abul Hussain's major activity during the years just before MSS was to involve 

students in journalistic and associational works. His earliest effort was to publish a 

Bengali journal. Tarun Patra (1925), or Letter of the Young [heart]. The design as well 

as the mono of Tarun Purra set the pattern for Shikha. BeIow the title of Tamn Patra it 

was written: "If tnith has a power, then advance with fearless mind."82 Pramatha 

Choudhury, editor of a radical humanist journal, Sabuj Patra (published fiom Calcutta), 

cornmented on Tarun Patra: 

78 Rangalal Sen, " Jagannath halier Irihas.. . . " pp. 1 6- 1 7. 
79 Rangalal Sen, " Jagannath Haller Itihas.. . . " p. 23. 
80 Rangalal Sen, "Jagannath Haller Itih as...," p. 23. 
8 1 Sardar Fazlul Karim (ed.), Dhaka Vishvabiàyalay O Purbbabangiya Samaj, p. 1 12. 

The Bengali version was. jadi Saver thake bal tabe nirbhay cite colo. See Abdul Kadir (ed.), "Turun 
Patra, " published in ribu1 Hussuiner Racanabali, p. 4 1 9. 



Respected Sunit i  Kumar Catyopadhyay has recently 
introduced me to a monthly journal. The journal's name is 
Tarun Patra, and its origin is Dacca. The objective of the 
journal is to enlarge new thought beyond our everyday 
thought of food. In other words, its purpose is to inspire 
arnong youth an appetite for cultivation of new thought and 
knowledge .... Afier 1 read this, 1 was not only happy but 1 
was asronished that this is a journal of some young Bengali 
Muslims! 83 

The first editorial of the journal argued: "To obey some mies, prohibitions. customs, and 

precedents without knowledge is not only a blunder, but a serious fault."" 

The journal was excluively owned and fmanced by Abul Hussaui and most of its 

radical articles were written by him in a column, "Patheya." The journal's editor was 

Mohamrnad Fazlul Karim Mdlik. Mallik was an exceptional symbol of religious 

pluralism. Mailik attracted the attention of Muslim Hall snidents. The office of Tarn 

Pana was within the campus and near Muslim Hall. The two undergraduate stuclents of 

Muslim hall who regularly visited Tarun Potra office were Abul Fazal and Abdul Kadir. 

Kadir was a "beloved student of Wadud and Parimal Kumar Ghosh"" of Dhaka College. 

The mentoehip of Wadud and Parimal had inspired Abdul Kadir to search for a new 

meaning of knowledge. He involved himself whole-heartedly in the literary activities of 

Dhaka College. One of his self-composed poems that he published in the college 

magazine was titled "Mukti" or "Freedom." Young Abdul Kadir was impressed by 

Mallik's religious pluralism. Abdul Kadir wrote: "By birth Mallik was a Hindu, 

Hariprasad Mallik. First he was converted to Christianity, and then he was converted to 

Islam (Shahidullah converted hima6); and again to Chnstianity and finally he went back to 

Pramatha Choudhury. "Turun Parra." Sabuj Patra. Vol. IX. No. 4 (1925)- p. 267. 
84 Bidhi-nished, anushashan. pratha. ihor ekfikeo cinrabihin haiya maniya laoya shuriltru anyay nahro, a p  
anyayo bafe, " cited by Abdul Kadir, " Tarun Patra. " Abd Hussainer Racanabafi, p. 420. 

" Rafiqul Islam. Abdul Kadir (Dhaka: Bangla Academy, 1987), p. 1 1. 
86 Rafiqul Islam, Abdul Kadir, p.  126. 



Hinduism."" Abu1 Fazal wrote in his memoirs, why Muslim Hall students were attmcted 

to the Tarun Patra office: 
in those days ail of us who were new writers knew Fazlul 
Karlln Mallik. We called him M d i k  dada (eider brother 
Mallik). He loved literature iike a maniac. Simultaneously. 
he could w-rite poems and literary essays ....in personal life 
he got a taste of three religions. Yet we never heard a 
religious belief fiom him. We never saw hirn practicing any 
religious ritual. Literature was his only addiction. From this 
addiction. he cared very little for his children and wife. He 
could not give them good food and at times he could not 
even pay his house rent. Yet. Mallik spent hour after hour 
with us. When he discussed literature. we totally forgot our 
time. place and our energy. He was addicted to literature 
and those of us who gathered around him also fell into this 
addiction to literature? 

Abui Fazal published his first literary essay, "Matribhmha o Bangali Mussahan" 

or 'Mother tongue and Bengali Muslim.' in Tamn Pana (Vol. N). In the same volume, 

Abul Fazal reviewed Abul Hussain's. Banglar Balshi (1921) or 'Peasants of Bengal.' 

These works elevated Abul Fazal's position in Tarun Putra. Abu1 Hussain appointed hirn 

as assistant editor of Tarun Patra. Probabiy no salary was given to Abul Fazal, yet the 

empioyment of an undergraduate student as assistant editor gave hirn vaiuable experience 

of editing joumals. Abul Hussain also enhanced young Abul Fazal's literary reputation. 

Abul Hussain wrote and published articles in Tarun Pafra under A b d  Fazal's na~ne. '~ 

As an assistant house tutor of Muslim Hall, Abul Hussain had established 

informal relations with students. Muslim Hall itself published only a formal journal of the 

Student Union. Abu1 Hussain privately organized some "progressive students" and 

87 Abdul Kadir (ed.). Abd Hursainer Racanabali, p. 420. 
88 Abul Fazal, Rekha Chirra, p. 126. 
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brought out a hand-wrïtten wall joumal, Patako,go or 'Flag' in 1926. The journal was 

edited by Abul Hussain, but his name was not published. The journal was published 

under a student's name, A.M. Tahemddin. Tahemddin was a favorite student of Caru 

Candra Bandyopadhyay, a radical teacher of the Bengali Department of Dhaka 

University. Caru babu's fiequent remarks included: "1 am not really a Hindu. 1 have no 

place in Hindu society. Because 1 wonhip facing to the west (Le., as Muslims pray facing 

the west), the Hindus of my village have isolated me."9' The motto of Patakp was a little 

poem, printed at the top of the journal: "What is fear, what is dread? We will conquer dl 

the bar r ie r~ ."~  The first editorial of the Pataka explained its objective: 
We have grown new passion among ounelves. We want to 

be dynarnic. We want to re-examine our lives and we want 
to ask questions and we demand an answer fiom ourselves: 
Where are we? In which direction will we go? If Muslim 
Hall supports us. our 'flag' will cross the boundary of the 
Muslirn Hall and everybody will one day honor us9' 

By an invitation of Dhaka University (1924), Rabindranath Tagore visited Dhaka 

on Febniary 7, 1926. Tagore's visit M e r  intensified Abul Hussain's relationship with 

students. Earlier in 1922, the university had also invited a French humanist, Sylvain Levi, 

a Professor at the College de France at Paris. On Febmary 22, 1922, Levi had given a 

guest lecture on "Eastern H~rnanism."~ Tagore gave three speeches in Dhaka University 

90 The copy of this hand written journal was published by Syed Abul Maqsud of Bangladesh News agency. 
See Abul Hussain, "Paraka." in Syed Abul Maqsud (ed), Astirva, Vol. 1 (1986 ), pp. 61-66 and Astitva, 
Vol. 11 (1990). pp. 6-8. 

9 1 Abul Hussain. "Pratham Barsha b i t  iya Adhibeshan," April, 4 ,  1926, unpublished. See Sabhar 
Samhhipta Karfia Bibarani or 'Muslim Sahitya Samaj Proceedings' or MSSP p. 14. 

92 ''Sakai badhu karba jq, kisher dur, kiiher bhay?" Abul Hussain, "Pataka"(1926), in Astirva, Vol. 1 
(1986), p. 62. 
93 Abul Hussain, "Potah," Astirva, Vol. I I  (1990), p. 6. 
94 Sylvain Levi, "Eastern Humanism," published in Dacca University Bulletin, Vol. IV (Oxford University 
Press, Calcutta, 1925), pp. 1-9. 



of which two were organized by DUCSU and the third was organized by Abul Hussain in 

Muslim HaiL9' 

For a grand reception to Tagore. Abd Hussain involved al1 Executive Cornmittee 

members of the Musiim Hail Student Union. He formed a seven-member student 

cornmittee for decoration of the hall. The two undergraduate students of the cornmittee 

were Mohammad Eusuf and Bilayet Ali Khan? Later these two students would become 

active mernbers of the MSS. The Muslim Hall students were excited that Tagore wouid 

visit their hall. At fint they decided that Tagore would be given a reception only by an 

'address of welcome' Shortly before the visit, endiusiasm for Tagore had reached such an 

extent that students wanted to drink tea with Tagore. Abul Hussaui endorsed this love of 

students for Tagore. He arranged money so that students could have tea with Tagore.°? 

Under Abd Hussain's leadership, Muslim Hall students gave a grand reception to Tagore. 

Abul Fazal describes this event in his memoir: 
The reception was arranged in the large dining room of the 
Muslim Hall. From the main entrance of the university to 
the Muslim Hall, the road was covered with flowers of d l  
types. The room was tumed into several flower gardens 
with little birds in the cage. The students were excited and 
forget that Rabindranath would not like these little birds in 
a cage. When Tagore entered into the Hall, students 
sho wered upon him a rain of flowers ... .Tagore entered into 
the Hall with his son Rathindranath and his wife Pratima 
Devi. The huge audience gave a standing ovation. ... The 
poet's chair was decorated with so many flowers that one 
could hardly see the chair. A second round of flower 

9s Abul Fazal, Rekho Chim. pp. 140-145. 

% Abul Hussain, "Paraka," Astifva, Vol. 11 (1  WO), p. 7. 
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showering upon Tagore began when poet took his seat .... 1 
have never seen such a magnificent reception in my life? 

Abul Hussain read an address of welcome. For the first time, he capitalized on a 

crowded gathenng to launch a manifesto of the buddhir mukti movement. The crowd was 

composed of elite intellectuals as weil as hundreds of students. In the reception address, 

Abul Hussain fmt paid rich tribute to Tagore. He identified Tagore with the mono of 

buddhir rnukti ("Emancipation of Intellect"). His purpose was to appeal for the support of 

"Rabindra(u)nuragis" or 'lovers of Rabinciranath' to support the MSS that had been bom 

only a week before Tagore came to Dhaka. We cite a paragraph of his "Address of 

Welcome to Tagore:" 

Oh! Conservatory of World leaming! 'Jnay~ jekhane 
simabaddha, buddhi sekhane arastha, mukti sekhane 
asarnbhab' ("Where knowIedge is restricted, there the 
intellect is inert and there fieedom is impossible"); you, 
having understood and felt this motto in your hem, have 
arranged a dynamic program for acquisition of world 
knowledge in Shantiniketan.Let us be inspired by your 
ideds of the conservation of world knowledge, so that we 
can go beyond the narrow boundary of shasiro time, nation 
and country to the acceptance of ail humanity's contribution 
as our own. Your imrnortal advice, 'non-CO-operation in the 
world of knowledge is death,' we will never forget so long 
as we live 99 

In 1927. Abul Hussain founded a radical organization in Muslim Hall, the Al- 

Mamun Club. Its secretary was Naziruddin Ahmad, a briiliant student of history in Dhaka 

University. On the opening day of the club, Abul Hussain read an article, "AI-Mamun," 

that highlighted the rational thought of Mutazilites during the reign of Abbasid Caliph, 

- - - - - - - - 

Abu1 Fazal, Rekha China, pp. 144- 145. 
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Al-Mamudm The club was open to al1 students. The Pwdah-birodhi Samgha,"' or Anti- 

Purdah Association. of Dhaka University used Al-Mamun Club as a forum. in 1927, the 

Purdah-birodhi Samgha gave a forma1 reception to a Muslim female student, Miss 

Fajilatun Nesa. Fajilatun was the only Muslim female graduate student of Dhaka 

University in 1927. She broke purdah in the univenity by refushg to Wear a borko or a 

black ankle Iength veil.'02 As a result. Fajilatun was taken by the Samgha as a symbol of 

Muslim noripragafi. or "Woman's pro gr es^"'^' In a reply to the reception, Fajilatun read a 

lengthy written paper on the "Urgency of education for Muslim female."'" 

2. impact of Dhaka University: Freedom of expression. 

Freedom was one of the precious objectives for which Dhaka University was 

founded in 192 1. The Calcutta University Commission (1 9 1 7) granted the University the 

right to have an "autonomy" while drawing its financial support fiom the government. 

The Commission wrote: 
By autonorny.. . we certainly mean neither irresponsibiii'y 
nor freedorn from al1 constitutional restraints. But without a 
certain degree of fieedom we do not thin. the University of 
Dacca c m  ever become a living and healthy organi~rn.'~' 

A limited autonomy fiorn governmental control was implemented in Dhaka University. 

The highest executive body of the University, the Dhaka University Court, was a body 

elected by the registered graduates of the university. The provosts were elected by 

members of the Court. The vice-chancellor had his own vote as well as a casting vote to 

I o 0  The article was first published in Bengali journal Jayati, Vol. 1, No.1 (1930). The article is r e p ~ t e d  in 
Abdul Kadir (ed.), A bu/ Hussuiner Racanabali, pp. 252-262. 

'O3 Abu1 Fazal, Rekha Chiira, p. 165. 

'04 Abu1 F a l ,  Rekha Chitra, p. 163. 
1 O5 Cited by H.E. Stapleton, "A University in the Making," pp. iv. 



elect a The ofice of dean was not an elected position in those days, but only 

senior professors with high acadernic standings were appointed. P.J. Hartog, the first 

vice-chancellor of the university, stood against any discrimination of students, teachee, 

and office holders for any kind of beliefs and practices: 

It shall not be lawful for the University or for any of its 
authorities as hereinafter provided to adopt or impose on 
any peson any test whatever of race, of religious belief or 
of profession, in order to entail him to be admitted as 
professor, teacher or student of the university, or to hold 
any office therein or to graduate thereat or to enjoy or 
exercise any pnvilege thereof, except where such test is 
specifically provided under this act or the statutes of the 
university made thereunder, or as may be defmed in Trust 
Deeds. 'O7 

The act was M y  implemented during the early decades of the univenity. The 

teachers of the university were appointed on a basis of merit rather than on race and 

religion. The univenity began with a 60 member, highly qualified teaching staff, of which 

45 were Hindus. 11 Muslims, and 4 Europeans." H.E. Stapleton, Special Officer of 

Dhaka Univenity during 1920s, descnbed a motto of fieedorn and humanity which the 

university expected fiom its students: 

... The visions will be vouchsafed to the student of his 
inherent oneness with humanity--a oneness which 
Wilberforce has pointed out. transcends and overflows the 
isolation of penonality .... He will be face to face with the 
conception that ... we have only to unite ourselves by loving 
service with our fellow men ... to attain bodhi 
(enlightenment), to O btain mukri (salvation). '" 

'M In 1932. Shahidullah was a contestant for the position of provost in Muslim Hall. Shaihidullah got seven 
votes while his opponent got eight votes. Vice-thancellor, Professor G.H. Langley, elected Shahidullah by 
his own vote as well as the casting vote as the president of the meeting. See News Report, "Dr. Shahidullah 
Appointed Provost of Dacca Muslim Hall," The Mussaiman, Feb- 20, 1932. 
1 O7 Dhaka University, Philip Joshep Hartog Papen, Vol. 1, Hartog's Mernorandam No. 59, unpublished, see 
British Library, MSS, EUR 22 1. 

'O8 M.A. Rahim, "Dacca Univenity and Muslim Awakenhg in East Bengal." p. 194. 
1 0 9  H.E. Stapteton. "A University in Making," p. viii. 



Severai examples show that teaching staff and students enjoyed and exercised 

freedom in Dhaka University. Muslim hall students had refised to give entry into the hall 

to Sir Abdur Rahim. a communal political leader of the Bengal Legislative Council."" 

Similarly A.F. Rahman, provost of Muslim hall, recognized "academic freedom" of 

students to practice and express any belief they choose. in 1925, Muslim Hall students 

arranged a debate on a radical topic. The event has been described by a Muslim student 

leader who arranged this debate: 
For the fmt tirne in the Muslirn Hall, 1 arranged a debate on 
a topic: 'Bolshevism is the only hope of mankind.' The 
opponent group, led by Professor Ayer of the Economics 
Department, took an opposite stand. The vice-chancellor, 
P.J. Hartog, gave a lengthy speech against Bolshevism. The 
opponents could not refute our argument. The 
overwhelming majority of the panel gave decision in favor 
of us. As a result of this decision, the University 
administration was scared of 'sedition' movement in the 
campus. Sir A. F. Rahman was undaunted by this fear and 
told us: 'the Hall Union is students' union and they m u t  
have academic fieedom.'" l 

Sir A. F. Rahman took a leave from the univenity in 1927. He took a new job as 

secretary of the 'reform committee' of Aligarh University. At this tirne, Wadud and Abul 

Hussain knew Rahman. Abul Hussain worked as a house tutor of Muslim Hall, while 

Rahman was provost of the Hall. Additionally, Rahman was a secretary of the reception 

committee of the MSS in 1926. As vice-chancellor of Dhaka University in 1935, Rahman 

served as president of a General Session of MSS. Rahman said his opinion about the 

MSS in 1926: "Muslim Sahitya Samaj is a rnovement of new dynarnism. It is simply a 

syrnptom of a new renaissance in our society.""' 

"O Sardar Faziul Karim (ed.),  Dhaka VishvabidyaIay O Purbbabangiya Samaj, p. 39. 
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Intellectual fieedom had existed in Muslim hall before it become a stronghold of 

MSS. Professor A.F. Rahman (History),'" was a symbol of secularism of the hall. He was 

popular among Hindu and Muslirn students. When a Hindu provost of Jagannath Hall 

took leave. Hindu students of Jagannath Hall insisted that Sir P.J. Hartog appoint 

Rahman as their provost."' Rahman usually opposed any Islamic orthodoxy in the hall. 

One of Rahman's student wrote: 
While he (Rahman) was provost, the number of the be- 
namaji (non-praying) students of the Hall increased faster 
than the namaji (praying) students. As a religious person. 
Shahidullah (one of the house tutors of the Hall) was so 
excited that he strictly imposed five-time prayer as 
compulsory for every student. As a result, students broke 
into two groups: namaji and be-numuji. Mer a lengthy 
debate between the two groups, the matter was referred to 
the provost. Sir A.F. Rahman solved the matter very 
diplornatically: ' M e r  the whole day you go to sleep. What 
is a guarantee that this sleep is not your etemal sleep? Can 
you take care of yourself when you are asleep? Should you 
not then commit yourself to the care and will of your Lord 
before you retire to bed. " I l J  

Rahman's mild but diplomatic reply did not help the praying group, who wanted a 

prograrn of Islamization of Muslim Hall. The non-praying group was united strongly. 

They demanded that during the month of Ramadan meals should be served as usual in 

the dining r ~ o r n . " ~  They entered into a heated debate with Shahidullah that religion is 

' I f  Born in 1889 in West Bengal, Rahman was educated at Oxford and London Un iven i~ .  For a few years 
in 19 1 Os, Rahman taught history at Mohammedan Anglo-Oriental College. In 192 1, Rahman joined Dhaka 
University as Reader in History Department. In 1924, he was elected as representative of Dhaka University 
to Bengal Legislative Council. In 1934, he was appointed as vice-chancellor of Dhaka University. In 1937, 
he was appointed as member of Indian Civil Service Commission. In 1942, Rahman was knighted- Rahman 
died on March 24, 1945. For biographical information of Su A.F. Rahman, see Mizanur Rahman, "A.F. 
Rahman," Jagaran, Vol. IV No. 9 (1945). pp. 294-295. B.C. Ghosh, "Jibani," Jagoran, Vol. IV No. 9 
(1 945), p. 297. Abul Khayer Ahmad Khan, "Smriti-Kanika," Jagaran, Vol. IV No. 9 (1 945). pp. 299-30 1. 
Moharnrnad Shahidullah, "Sir A. F. Rahman." Jagaran, Vol. IV No. 9 (1945), pp. 304-305. 
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I I 5  M. Ahmad Ali, "Alocana. Murlim Hall." Jagarun, Vol. 1, No. 5 (I928), p. 206. 



purely a private and peaond matter. Shahidullah compromised to the extent that they 

should declare themselves sick and then they would be dlowed to eat privately. The non- 

praying group was not satisfied. They sent a petition to the chancellor of the university for 

dining hall to be kept open during the month of Ramadan. Under chancellor's instruction, 

Sir A.F. Rahman temporarily calmed down the rebellious student group. The new 

provost, Mahmud Hussain made Ramadan compulsory upon Muslim students of the Hall. 

The non-praying group chaiIenged tiiis arbitrary decision of the provost and filed a case in 

the civil court against Dhaka University for violahg fieedom of religious beliefs of 

students.lt7 The decision of the court is not known to us. Nevertheless, the formation of a 

non-praying group, a willingness to eat during Islamic holy month of Ramadan, and 

finally filing a case in the civil court for safeguarding fieedom against Islamic injunction. 

was a classic example of Muslim bhadralok's radicalism in Dhaka University. before the 

MSS was founded. A rebellious student of the Muslim Hall, Khan Moharnmad Ataur 

Rahman, for exampie, even wote  an essay in which he drew picture-sketches of mauiabis 

who were intolerant and bringing torture to Freedom of expression (see, Appendix 1). 

The radicalism of the non-praying group can be accounted for by several reasons. 

One can see that the group had hlly utilized the religious freedom that P.G. Hartog had 

stipulated for Dhaka University. Second, though we have no evidence to prove Abul 

Hussain's specific influence on the group, yet, when the goup  emerged, Abul Hussain 

was one of the house tuton and published in Tarun Papa seveml radical essays that were 

critical of Islam. For exarnple. Abul Hussain wrote in one of the articles of Tarun Potru: 
You recite the Quran and Hadith wonderfuily, yet your 
mind will remain dry. The recitation will satisfy your 
tongue and ear but your mind will remain 
hun gry.... Performance of religious fomalism will not give 
you truth. If there is no life in religious formalism then it 
will Wear down your body and you will not go to the path 
of truth.... Have you not seen people snooze in prayer in 

' " M. Ahmad Ali. "Aiocana. Mutlim Hail, " Jagaran, Vol. 1. No. 5 (1 W8), pp. 203-2 14. 



moque and preaching in rnilod? Can we really achieve 
truth through these?"' 

The group's rebellion could also be explained as due to the popdarity of Brahmo 

Sarnaj among students of Dhaka University. Communist leader, Ginsh Candra Nag, said 

in a speech in Jagannath Hall in 1930: "Students in general had a leaning towards 

Brahmoism which was making headway in East Bengal."'I9 Abd Fazai, an undergraduate 

student of the Muslim Hall was a regular visitor of the Brahmo mandir in Dhaka. The 

location of the mandir was in Bidhan village. which was in the neighborhood of Muslim 

Hall. Abul Fazal wrote: "Every Saturday. there were speeches and songs in the mandir. 1 

used to go there fkequently because there was no restriction upon the non-Brahmos to 

enter into the mandir. Therefore many non-Brahmos, like me, enjoyed those functions."'" 

C. Means of infonnal intellectual exchanges : addas. 

Wadud and Abu1 Hussain were like immigrants in Dhaka city in the 1920s. 

Wadud came to Dhaka in 1920 and Abul Hussain in 192 1. They had no roots in the city. 

They owned no property and had no near relatives in Dhaka. Yet, within six years of their 

arriva1 in Dhaka they founded a large. important and unique intellectuai association. For 

formation of the MSS. Wadud recalled the years. 1920-26, as the years of "preparation." 

Wadud wote  to Abdul Huq, a writer who edited Wadud's writings in the 1970's: 
Your evaluation of the Shikha is good, but you have 

wrïtten nothing about Abu1 Hussain and my preparation 
during the years before the publication of Shikha-that 
made your essay sornehow incomplete. To know A b d  
Hussain's preparation, look at Tarun Parru (1925). To 
understand my preparation is less difficult 1 myself can 
answer your questions. "l 

I l 8  Abu1 Hussain, "Satya" or "Tmth,' Abul Hussain (ed.) Tarun Pam,  Vol. 1 (May-lune, 1925). See also 
Abu1 Hussain, "Ahamika," Tarun Potra Vol. 1 (April-May, 1925); "Agganubartifa," Tamn Patra, Vol. 1 
(June-fuly, 1925). The three articles are reprinted in Abdul Kadir (ed.), Abul Hussainer Racanabali, pp. 3- 
12. 
Il9 Rangalal Sen, "Jagannath Haller Ilihas.. .. " p. 23. 

"O Abul Fazal. ReMa Chitra. p. 168. 

'" Abul Huq, "Ka-i Abdul Waduder Pairaboli." May 8 ,  1969 published in Bangla Academy Patriku, 
( August-September, 1983), p. 9. 



Wadud's preparation was to build many informal intellectual circles or addm in Dhaka 

city. 

1. Characteristics of an intellectuai adda. 

The general meaning of adda in a Bengali context is an informal means of 

thinking and communicating through group conversation. Adda is one of typical socio- 

cultural experiences in the intellectual life of a Bengali. The prùnary cohesion among 

participants of an adda is not ordinarily based on kinship relation. The intellectual adda, 

or budhijibider adda, in Bengali society is formed when formal relationships, for 

example, a conventional relationship among professional colleagues, or formal 

relationship of teacher-student or peer relationship among snidents is M e r  extended 

into an informal relationship. e-g.. as among cornpanions or friends. The informal 

relationship grows M e r  by frequent casual meetings or addns. Unlike formal voluntary 

associations, an adda has no fixed agenda. An adda has no fixed time. place, 

membenhip. subscription. constitution and agenda. Nevertheless, many addos in Bengal 

had developed into formal voluntary intellectual associations or have published some of 

the finest Bengali journals. 

2. Examples of adda in Dhaka city. 

Many intellectual addas existed in Dhaka city during the 1920s. 1930s and 1940s. 

One good exarnple was the 'Pragati addu' or 'Progressive adda.' One participant of this 

adda was Buddhadeb Basu, a scholar graduated from Dhaka University. The Pragati 

adda originated in Dhaka University cafeteria in the 1920s, as Basu relates: 
Compared to our education in the univenity (Dhaka 
University). the facility of our cafeteria was very poor. 
Situated in one corner of the University, the cafeteria was a 
shanty place filled with wom out fumiture. It was here we 
ate our lunch and drink tea. It is here we met our fnends--- 
Tonu (later, Professor Ajit Kumar Dutt of Dhaka 
University), Amal (later, Professor Amalendu Dutta of 
Calcutta and Aligarh Universities), Parimal (later, Professor 



Parimal Roy of Dhaka and Delhi Univenities). Hour f i e r  
hour we spent here in oddas and drank tea and talked about 
literature, Bengali society, and politics.'" 

The adda gave itself a name in 1926-27, Pragaii adda, or Progressive Group. They also 

published a literary journal, Pruguii, edited by Budhadeb Basu and Ajit Kumar Dutta. 

Centered on this joumal. Pragaii, the Pragati adda in 1940 crystallized into a formal 

voluntary association. Pragati Lekhak Samgha or Progressive Wnten Association."' 

Detailed evidence is not available, yet there is a reference that the Prugati adda knew 

Abul Hussain and Wadud. Basu had been a student of Wadud in Dhaka Intermediate 

College. In 1926, 'rebel poet' Nazrui Islam came to the opening session of MSS. Basu 

literarally snatched Naznil away fiom Abul Hussain's house and brought him to Pragati 

Another adda was regularly held in the house of Mohitlal Majumdar, a teacher of 

the Bengali Department of Dhaka University. Shukumar Ray was a student of Mohitlai, 

yet Ray regularly artended the adda held in the house of his teacher. Roy described this 

adda: 
1 have studied Bengali literature and 1 have attended many 
addas of Bengali literature (in Dhaka city). But no a& 
had overwhelmed my thought so much as the adda held in 
the house of Professor Mohidal Majumdar. Usually the 
adda was held in the evening and participated in by 
students. teachers, professional writers, and scholars of 
literature. In the addas, night d e r  night, Mohidai discussed 
wri t ings of Rabindranath. Bankim, Madhusudan, and 
D e b e n h a t h  Thakur on the one hand, and recited poems 
of English poets of the romantic age on the other. 

I C  Buddbadeb Basu. " Dhaka Visvabidyalay: 192 1- 193 / ," Basanrxka. p. 89. 

I U  Kiran Sankar Sen Gupta and Sardar Fazlul Karim. C'attiser Dashaker Dhaka (Dhaka: Sahitya Prakash, 
19941, pp. 50-54. 

Iz4 Mohanunad Siddiqur Rahman, "Abd Hussain o MusIim Sahitya Samaj," Bhashu4ahitya Para, Vol. 
XVIII (Dhaka: Bengali Department, Jahangimagar University, 199 l), p. 78. 

'3 Sukwnar Ray. "Ekak Dristite VLFmabidyatq, Sahitya O Dhokar Sangit," Barontika, p. 95. 



We do not know if addas in Mohitiai's house were ever transformed into a voluntary 

association. But Mohitlal in the 1930s played an active role in the MSS. 

3. The addas of Kazi Wadud in Dhaka. 

Wadud organized an udda with Kazi Mutahar Hussain in Dhaka city in 1920. 

Mutahar Hussain was a 'dernonstratorl for the Physics Department of Dhaka University 

and Wadud was a teacher of Bengali literature of Dhaka intemediate College. Wadud 

was also a childhood fiend of Mutahar. Mutahar wrote: 
in childhood 1 met Wadud every year when he came to the 
village during summer vacations. At that tirne 1 was a rustic 
village boy and he was a well dressed and an intelligent city 
babu .... The village boys flew small kites, he flew a big 
kite. ... Yet he loved me.. . because he believed some 
intelligence was still lefi in my brain...'26 

In 1920, Kazi Wadud renewed this informai relation of childhood fiiendship with 

Kazi Mutahar in Dhaka. The two Kazis rented a house in Dhaka and lived together with 

their families for four years (to 1924). Mutahar was not only a physicist, but also a good 

singer and a renowned chess player. Wadud developed both these hobbies of Mutahar in 

This fkiendship with Mutahar brought Wadud into informa1 contacts with many 

other intellectuals of Dhaka University. For example, Professor R.C. Majumdar and 

Mohammad Shahidullah knew Mutahar. Murahar was a "favorite student of Satyen 

Bose," who was again a good &end of Professor Majumdar. Mutahar descnbed one 

incident in which Professor Majumdar expressed intirnacy with Mutahar: 
Ramesh babu once organized a cultural function of 
Jagannath Hall. For some reasons, 1 was late in that 
function. Rarnesh babu immediately sent a student to my 
home. When 1 reached the function, there was no vacant 
seat in the male spectators area. Ramesh 6abu directed one 

Iz6 Kazi Mutahar Hussain, " K d  Abdul Wadud O Tor Abadan," or 'Kazi Abdul Wadud and his contribution' 
published in Abdul Huq (ed.), Ke-i Mutahar Hossain Racanabali, 1 (Dhaka: Bangla Academy, 1984), pp. 
358-59. 

"' Kazi Mutahar Hussain, " Kazi Abdul Wadud O Tur .-Ibadan," p. 362. 



student, 'seat Kazi saheb in a vacant seat in the area of 
fernale spectators, because he (KaP) is the ladiest of the 
ladies'." 

Mutahar's familiarity with Shahidullah, however, was based on kinship. Mutahar wrote: 

"By matrimony: Shahiduilah was my matemal father-in-Iaw (baibahik samparke 

Shahidullah amar khafu svashur haren)." ':" 

Wadud cemented the informal contacts with Professor Majumdar and Shahidullah 

that he initidly established through Mutahar. At the same tirne, Wadud organized literary 

addus in his home, JO hara Monjii, where many professors including Professor Maj umdar 

fiequently participated. S.N.Q. Zulfiqar Ali, a Bengali civil servant, was one participant 

of addas in Wadud's home. Ali wrote: 
Frequent literary addas were held in Wadud's home, Johara 
Munjif. Dhaka. The participants usually read essays and 
self-composed poems. 1 have been introduced to many 
intellectuals in these addas: S.N. Maitra (principal, Dhaka 
Intemediate College); Dr. Kalika Ranjan Kanungo 
(Professor of Bengali. Dhaka University); Cam Candra 
Bandyopadhyay (Assistant Professor of Bengali, Dhaka 
University); Kazi Mutahar Hussain; Mohitlal Majumdar; 
Stayen Bose; A.F. Rahman: R.C. Majumdar and Haridas 
B hattycarj ya (Pro fessors of Dhaka University). 1 have 
noticed and respected one characteristic of Wadud in these 
ad&. He never thought himself infenor to these high 
profile Dhaka University professors. He never thought that 
he is only a govemment college teacher and they were hi& 
profile intellectuals of Dhaka University. In the addas, 
Wadud spread his ideas to these intellechials through 
conversations and debate~."~ 

'*' ~ a z i  Mutahar Hussain, "Dhaka Visvabidyalqer Smrili O Anyuna Prasanga," published in Abdul 
Ahasan Choudhury (ed.), Kazi Mutahar Hossain Racunabali, I I I  (Dhaka: Bangla Academy, 1 992), p. 28. 

I z9  Kazi Mutahar Hussain. "Dhaka Visvabïâyafuyer Smriti O Anyona Prasanga," p. 29. 

''O S.N.Q. Zulfiqar Ali. " K c i  Abdul Wadud," Wadud Carca (Dhaka: Academic Publishen, 1982), pp. 78- 
79. 



Wadud's home was not the only place of adda in Dhaka. Wadud took Mutahar to 

A n w d  Kadir's home, where he met Abd Hussain.13' A n w a d  Kadir (Professor of 

Logic) was a professional colleague of Wadud in Dhaka Intermediate College.I3' This 

fonnal professional relationship of Wadud and A n w d  Kadir was soon developed into 

what Wadud called: bandhubar Amvarul Kadir13' or great fiiend Anwarul Kadir. Whar 

had transfonned this foxmai relationship into an idormal friendship is difficult to 

establish. Perhaps it is an inherent social trait of Bengalis to mix fieely and frankly with 

strangers. if they sense some similarity of feelings. 

Anwarul Kadir's daughter, Zaheda Rahman (now residing in Dhaka), and son 

Hamidul Kadir (now residing in Calcutta), ~ o ~ r m e d  for me (1993) that Wadud 

frequently visited their home in Dhaka. In 1928. Kadir was transferred from Dhaka to 

Noakhali. Wadud was saddened by the departure of his fiend. He wrote in his diary: 
Today my bandhubar is leaving. I feel that 1 have not had 
so much of fiendship with anybody as with hirn. Pramatha 
(Pramatha Sarkar, Professor of Economics of a college in 
Calcutta), Niren (Nirendranath Roy, Professor of English of 
a college in Calcutta), A M  (Afialul Huq, editor and 
publisher in Calcutta) were my good friends. But with 
Kadir 1 have a relation of heart, more organic, the kind of 
relationship. 1 have with my children and a few relatives.'" 

Wadud met Abul Hussain at Anwarul Kadir's home, because Abul Hussain was a 

fiequent visitor at Anwanil Kadir's home. We have noted that Anwad Kadir was a 

school teacher of Abul Hussain. It was Anwad Kadir's hancial  subsidy and paternal 

care that supported young Abul Hussain's secondary education. At that tlme, young Abu1 

Hussain used to address Kadir, baba. or father. After many years, they met again in 

131 Interview with Zaheda Rahman, Anwanil Kadir's daughter, Dhaka, May 5 1993, unpublished. Zaheda 
wrote biography of his father, See, Zaheda Rahman, Bab& Jeman Peyechi (Dhaka: Glimpse Publication, 
1988). 
132 Sirajul islam (ed.). .hwar Pasha Racanabali. 1 (Dhaka: Bangla Academy, 198 l) ,  p. 252. 

13' Kazi Abdul Wadud. Nana Karha. p. 323. 
134 Kazi Abdul Wadud, Nana Karha, p. 324. 



Dhaka. Abul Hussain continued to cal1 Anwarui Kadir baba, although Abul Hussain held 

a higher professional rank in Dhaka University. A n w d  Kadir, like a father, advises his 

son, asked Abul Hussain to complete a degree of law. After Abul Hussain completed the 

degree of M.L.A. and obtained a distinction. he "touched the feet" of his baba, Anwad 

Kadir."' At a family level. Abul Hussain's children were like brothen and sisters of 

Kadir's daughter and son. Harnidul Kadir frankly admitted that his father, Anwad Kadir. 

did not develop a habit of writing because A n w a d  Kadir's view was: "Socrates did not 

write!" It was Abu1 Hussain who inspired Kadir to write and read articles in MSS 

~essions.''~ Abul Hussain inspired Anwarul Kadir to edit these articles and publish a 

book. The book was published in 1934 under the title, Amader Duhkha (1934) or 'Our 

Sorrows.' 

Wadud's informal acquaintance with Abul Hussain at Kadir's home was gradually 

cemented. Several times during 1924-25. Wadud, Abul Hussain, Kadir, and Kazi Mutahar 

Hussain had "closed door meetings" in Kadir's home.I3' We do not know what they 

discussed in these addas. Zaheda told me that she was young and was not allowed to 

enter into that room. Wadud's adda with Abul Hussain was also extended outside of 

Kadir's home. Together, they spent hours watching 'folk dramas and songs' (jana gan) in 

Dhaka. Importantly. together they visited, and enjoyed songs of, the Brahmo Samaj of 

Dhaka."' This informal companionship was M e r  strengthened by Wadud's respect for 

Abul Hussain's ideological stance. Wadud wote in his diary: 

He (Abui Hussain) is committed to the well-being of 
[Muslim] society. But how stupid Muslims are that they 
could not follow Abul Hussain .... Abul Hussain wants to 
present himself in Muslim society as an exemplary instance 
of devotion, dedication, and bravery. But M u s l h  society 

Interview with Zaheda Rahman. Dhaka, May 5 1993, unpubtished. 

Interview with Hamidul Kadir, Anwarul Kadir's son, Calcutta, June 23, 1993, unpublished. 

13' Interview with Zaheda Rahman, Dhaka, May 5 1993, unpublished. 

13' Kazi Wadud Nana Katha, p. 307. 



does not understand a single word of Abul Hussain. Not 
only that, they think him as an enemy of Islam and Muslim 
society. Of course, ordinary people are like this in every 
society, but none is so 'perverse' as of the Muslims. 1 do not 
blarne them too much if they do not understand me. But 
Abul Hussain's thought is so clear that, except blind people, 
everybody should understand each of his words. This blind 
and stupid (ahomrnak) Muslim society is probably fit to be 
destroyed. 13' 

Wadud's support of Abul Hussain's radical stance continued as long as Wadud 

lived. Specifically in MSS sessions. Abul Hussain was allowed to read most of his 

idiosyncratic radical essays and Wadud was one of their vocal supporters. in 1926, shortiy 

after MSS was founded. Wadud published his book, Naba Parjay or 'New Step.' Wadud 

respectfully acknowledged in the book: "This book's title. 'Naba Purjqv.' is given to me 

by my respected hiend, Professor Abul Hussain." '" 
A strong Rabindra-admiring adda had existed in Dhaka city at this t h e  in the 

1920s. Wadud entered into this adda. cailed Vishva-Bharati Sanmelani (1924), or 

Vishva-Bharati adda. The adda was first began by Manoranjan Dhar. Manoranjan was a 

cultured Hindu bhadralok as well as a business person. Inspired by Tagore, he opened a 

book store in Dhaka city. The store was not far away from Dhaka University and Kazi 

Wadud's house. For attracting customers to his shop, Manoranjan organized an adda of 

the intellecnials in his shop. Abul Fazal has described the Vishva-Bharati adda in Dhaka: 
The Vishva-Bharati Sanmelani offered a wondemil opport- 
unity to those of us who moved purposefully in Dhaka city 
to include ourselves in some addas for Iiterary activities. 
The book store of Manoranjan Dhar was named Boni 
Mandir (word-temple). And undemeath the name of the 

I J 9  Tini santajer kalyart con-sei tar aradhya. Kintu mussalrnan ki ohammok-ei lohir katha e h o  bujhte 
pare na .... Samajer samne emani ekri tyager emant ekra sahaser drisrantao fini pesh kurte can. K i ~ u  
mursaiman far e kajer eratuku artha bujhla na-shudhu rai nay, rakei tara bhave dharma o samajer satru 
baie. Abashya sadharan manusher su6 deshei ei cehara, kintu hayra eta 'perverse' (English phrase is 
Wadud's) keau nay. Amake jadi na bojhen tabe besi dosh dite pari na, kintu Abul Husainer samajpritx eta 
suspasrha je andha bhinna ar sabari najare paru ucit. Sei andha. ahammak, mussafman samaj hayta 
dhvama haye jaoyar jogya. Kazi Abdul Wadud, Nana Katha, p. 327. 
I M Kazi Abdul Wadud, Naba Parjuy, 1, p. 3. 



store was written: 'here are available books of 
Rabindranath, Sarat Candra. Naznil Islam, and books of 
many more modem writers.' We began to visit this shop 
every evening. Afier I got a taste of the literary activity of 
the shop, 1 became a member of Vishva-Bharati 
Sanrneiani. '" 

The Bani Mandir was also one of the distributors of Wadud's book, Naba 

Parjay, 1 & II (1926. 1929). Wadud participated in this adda because it largely centered 

on the life and thought of Rabindranath Tagore. The regular self-styled 'secretary' of the 

adda was Parimal Kumar Ghosh. Parimal was a colleague of Wadud and Professor of 

English in Dhaka Intermediate College. In many meetings of this adda, Wadud aiso met 

Cam Candra Bandyopadhyay. Cam was a specialisr on Rabindranath in Dhaka 

University. In 1934, Wadud had given three talks on Rabinciranath"' in three consecutive 

Vishva-Bharari addus in Dhaka. The addu had also arranged a staging of Tagore's drama, 

Falguni. Wadud aiso took a role in the drama dong with many other intellectuals of 

Dhaka city, including Dhaka Intermediate College pro fessors. "' 
He have noted above Rabindranath Tagore's visit in Dhaka in 1926. On the night 

of Febniary 14 1926, the Vishva-Bharari adda arranged a small meeting in honor of 

Tagore in the house Apurba Kurnar Canda. Canda was Wadud's colleague in Dhaka 

intermediate College. Wadud, Professor R.C. Majurndar, and a few other elite 

intellectuals of Dhaka were invited.'" Abul Fazal was also invited because of his close 

association with Vishva-Bharati adda. The reception arrangement of the meeting 

followed the typical Hinduized way. The two ;Muslim participants accepted this 

arrangement without questions. Abul Fazal noted this reception arrangement in his 

memoir: 

111 Abul Fazal, ReWlu Chitra, pp. 1 37- 1 39. 

la These t h e  articles were revised and published in Kazi Abdul Wadud, Rabinka Kabyu Parh. 
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1 looked behind and saw Kazi Wadud was entering into the 
adda. A Hindu woman outside the door received Kazi 
Wadud by pasting a mark of 'scented wood' (candan) in his 
forehead. The woman was doing the same to everybody 
who was entering. I took a relaxed breath. Mer d l  I am 
not the only one. Kazi saheb was a Iecturer and 1 was a 
mere student. .,. "' 

Abul Hussain knew R.C. Majumdar. Professor Majumdar was the Dean of the 

Faculty of A r t s  who recornrnended Abul Hussain for appointment in Dhaka University. 

Abd Hussain also knew Professor A.F. Rahman, because Abul Huscain was one of his 

assistant house tutors in Muslim Hall. No evidence is available, however, to determine if 

Abul Hussain had converted these professional relationships into an informal relationship 

in adda. However. there is evidence of Abul Hussain's informai relationship with Khan 

Bahadur Abur Rahman Khan. Khan was Secretary of the Dhaka Board of Education. 

A b d  Hussain's influence on Khan was responsible for the latter's participation in the 

MSS. Rahman Khan's biographer noted: "-4bul Hussain respected Rahman Khan as a 

murabbi (respected senior), because he was a fhend of Anwad Kadir."'46 Rahman Khan 

wrote in his autobiography. rlrnar Jiban ( 1  964). that his infornial relationship with Abd 

Hussain had brought hirn to participation in MSS: 
In 1928. he (Abd Hussain) told me that 'you have to be 
president of this session of the Dhaka Muslirn Sahitya 
Sarnaj .... 1 refused by giving him several reasons. But he 
(Abu1 Hussain) did not listen. I therefore agreed and 
become a president. '" 

By involving Dhaka bhadralok in informal intellechial networks, Wadud and 

Abu1 Hussain were ready to fotm a formal voluntary intellectual organization. We do not 

know exactly when and in which adda, if any, that they took the decision to form the 

Muslim Sahitya Samaj (MSS). Nonetheless, afier the MSS was formally founded, the 

"' Abul Fazal, Rekha Chifm, p. 148. 
146 Golam Saklayan, Khan Bahadur Abdw Rahman Khan (Dhaka: Bangla Academy, 1990), p. 47. 

'" Abdur Rahman Khan. .4mar Jiban (Dhaka: Mahabubur Rahman, 1964), p. 144. 



students and i n t e l f e c ~ s  of Wadud's and Abul Hussain's informa1 networks were the first 

batch of people who were its members. 

III. Foundation and structure of MSS and publication of its journal Shikha. 

A. Foundation of MSS. 

The MSS founded fomally in the aftemoon (4 p.m.) of January 17, 1926. The 

foundation was preceded by a formal meeting held in Muslim Hall. The meeting was 

presided over by Moharnmad Shahidullah and was participated in by four key individuds: 

Wadud. Abd Hussain and two students Abdul Kadir and A. M. Taheruddin. The 

foundation meeting lasted only short time. which gives the impression that the real 

decision to found the MSS had already besn taken in addas of Wadud. The MSS was not 

founded on a clear ideologicd consensus. This is clear fiom a disagreement in the 

foundation meeting. Shahidullah argued that the purpose of MSS is to create: "Muslim 

literature for safeguarding Muslim cult~re."'~' Wadud disagreed: "This organization 

(MSS) would make no distinction between East and West Bengali Iiterature."lig The 

divergence of ideals was thus clearly visible at the very foundation of MSS. 

B. Meaning of being a member (sadasya) of MSS. 

Membership in MSS was not rigidly defined. Abul Hussain made this policy of 

the MSS clear at its beginning, "...this Samaj is not the prisoner of a particular 

perimeter."lS0 Any individual, irrespective of gender, religion, race, and political opinion, 

who participated in the activities of MSS would automatically become a member. This 

unrestricted meaning of membenhip was continued until 1930. In that year, article iII of 

- - - - 

" '~bul  Hussain and Cam Candra Bandopadhyay. "Sucana." January. 3 1 ,  1926, MSSP, p. 3. 

149 Abul Hussain and Cam Candra Bandopadhyay, "Sucana," January, 3 1, 1926, MSSP, pp. 34. 

"O Abul Hussain. "Borshtk Bibarani." Shikha. Vol. 1 (1927). p. 27. 



the constitution of MSS restricted its membership: "(a) Any individual c m  be a member 

of MSS with the consent of Executive Committee; (b) Each should be able to pay an 

annual membership fee of at least Rs. 1 .OO"lsl No clause was provided in the constitution 

for canceling a membership. The two conditions were not implemented. Month d e r  

month. members did not pay the annual fees and there is no record that participants ever 

applied for membership to the executive committee. 

Additionally, no individual was ever barred fiom participating in the sessions of 

MSS. In the absence of a ngid set of rules, participants of MSS were usually called 

memben. The members participated in MSS through several ways: essay reader in 

sessions of MSS; discussant of essay or essays; president or member of an Executive 

Committee (EC); president or member of a Reception Committee (RC); president or 

secretary of a General Session (GS); president or secretary of an Annual Session (AS). 

C. Administrative structure of the MSS. 

The statistics used in this section and elsewhere in this chapter are not the figures 

that have been found in secondary or primary sources. It took months to read and compile 

statistical information on the MSS From some descriptive documents. Two primary 

documents are rnainly used for this purpose: i) the unpublished proceedings of MSS, 

1926-1938; ii) the five published volumes of Shikha (1927-31), a Bengali journal of 

MSS. The title of the unpublished proceeding is: Sabhar Samkshipta Karya Bibarani 

(1926-38) or "Concise Account of the Proceedings of the S~ciety."~ Hereafter we will 

refer to it as Muslim Sahitya Samaj Proceedings (MSSP). The two sources provide 

"' KaU Abdul Wadud and Abul Fazal, "Musiim Sahitya Sarnajer Nrymobolr" (Constitution). MSSP, p. 83. 

152 This document is collected fiom Kazi Abdul Wadud's private collection in Dhaka. This is a hand written 
document of 154 large size pages. The document is written in Bengali language. The document covered 
activities of the MSS from January 17, 1926 to December 20, 1938. ïhe private collection of Wadud is now 
preserved by Wadud's grandson, Enayet Akbar, House No. 5, Road No. 2-A, Dhanmodi Residential Area, 
Dhaka. Kazi Abdul Wadud Collection is also kept in Kazi Wadud's house, 8/B Tarak Datta lane, Calcutta. 



extremely fine details of MSS. From these narratives, we have constructed several 

appendices and the quantitative information that is reported. The appendices are included 

in the dissertation. 

The only administrative structure of the MSS was its Executive Cornmittee (EC). 

The fiuiction and mechanism of the ECs was not complex. Fifty-two different members 

held in 1 1 ECs that were formed during 12 years of the MSS (see, Appendix B). The 

highest executive position of an EC was the post of president. followed by a secretary. 

assistant secretary or secretaries, joint secretary or secretaries, treasurer and members. Not 

al1 executive positions were filled in dl 1 1 ECs. For example, the first EC (1926-27) was 

formed without a joint secretary. Out of the 11 ECs. the post of a president was included 

in only 5 ECs. The post of a treasurer was included only in sixth (193 1-32) and seventh 

EC (1 932- 1933). The post of secretary, however, was included in al1 1 1 ECs. 

It is also recorded explicitly in the MSSP that the first EC (1 926- 1927) and second 

EC (1927-28) of the MSS were elected bodies. The secretary's report of the foundation of 

MSS concluded: "ïhe session was closed after electing a president and four assistant 

secretaries of the EC.""' The second EC was also a body elected by a large audience of 

the AS. The secretary's report stated: "Aher the secretary's previous year annual report 

was read at 3 p.m. on Sunday. March 27. 1927, the second EC was elected. Professor 

Kazi Abdul Wadud was the presiding officer."lY For formation of the third to twelfih 

ECs, the secretary's report simply recorded that they were formed ( k m i  samsad gathan 

kara hay) in the first GS of every year. No EC was formed on the eleventh year (1937) of 

the MSS. Most probably this was due to the general political turmoil during 1937 

eiection. 

The main hinction of ECs was to organize intellecm seminars in GSs and ASs 

of MSS. The president of EC. with consent of its members, had authonty to form a large 

"' Abui Hussain and Cam Candra Bandopadhyay, "Sucuna,"January, 3 1, 1926, MSSP, p. 4. 

Kazi Mutahar Hussain, "Bmshik Adhibeshan, " March 27, 1927, MSSP, p. 32. 



comrnitîee known as the "Reception Cornmittee" (RC) of the AS. The latter committee 

was a large body that included its own president, secretary, and several members. This 

was a temporary structure created by EC for srnooth working of the Annual Session (AS)- 

-that usually lasted longer hours than a General Session (GS). What is more, RCs were 

created to raise funds for MSS. It was a precedent established by MSS that those 

individu& who would be selected for RC would donate funds for MSS. With a mandate 

fiom members of GS. an EC president had also power to select a president of the GS. For 

this purpose, the EC president normally made a forma1 approach by writing to the person. 

if he was not a persona1 acquaintance. Occasionaily, when a president was not available. 

an EC president could also serve as president of the GS. However, when the ECs had no 

position of a president. it was the secretary who performed functions of a president. But 

no secretary of an EC was simultaneously a president of GS. 

A secretary of EC. however, holds another portfolio. i.e., a secretary of GS. in that 

capacity, the secretary recorded the proceedings of each of the GSs. The proceedings 

included notes on al1 intellectual or procedural activities that occurred in a GS. Foremost 

arnong the secretaryfs task was to write a summary of each essay that was presented in a 

GS and to record any debates generated by those essays. For forma1 approval, the 

secretary then presented the proceedings of the session in the next GS. The secretary also 

prepared and presented a "Yearly Report" of GSs in the AS. In that capacity, a secretary 

had an opportunity. like president and secretary of a RC, to address a larger gathering of 

the AS. As the first EC secretary. and as first secretary of the GSs of the first year of the 

MSS (January 19.1926-March 27,1927); Abu1 Hussain used this fomal oppomuùty to 

declare meaning and motto of buddhir rnukti movement in MSS. Wadud did not get this 

formal oppominity. because he never was a secretary of any GS or any RC of MSS. 

Wadud was president of 4 ECs out of the 5 ECs that had a president. Wadud was 

aiso a treasurer of 2 ECs (1930-3 1 and 193 1-32) and he was a member of 1 EC (1929- 

30). He held the latter position under secretaries who were students. Mutaha. held the 



position of secretary of 2 ECs. Wadud and Mutahar were members of 1 EC (1929-30) of 

which the secretary was a student. Abu1 F d .  This EC was important because it drafted a 

constitution of the MSS. Abdul Kadir was an assistant secretary and member of 4 ECs. 

Among Wadud's adda cornrades, Anwarui Kadir did not hold any official position, 

because he found little time to spend for administrative positions in MSS. None of the 

positions of EC was held by a Hindu intellectual or Hindu student. But Muslim 

inteilectuais and students fiom outside the adda network also shared positions in the ECs. 

Khan Bahadur Tasadduk Ahmad. who was teacher of Dhaka Collegiate schooi, was a 

president of the first EC. His colleague in Dhaka Collegiate school, Mohammad Abdur 

Rashid, was secretary of 1 EC and an assistant secretary of 2 ECs. Mohammad Eusuf, a 

graduate student of Muslim Hall, was secretary of 1 EC. Ajhanil Islam, Shahidullah's 

"favorite student," was secretary of 1 EC. Other graduate and undergraduate students of 

the Muslim Hall who held the position of a secretary of ECs were Aminuddin Ahmad and 

Tofajjal Hussain. Many college students of the Dhaka Intennediate College and Islamic 

Intermediate College were CO-workers with their teachers in EC's. Many individuais 

began their involvement in MSS as students, but retained membership after they become 

professionals. An example was Sharnsul Huda, who was an Islamic Intemediate College 

student of Dhaka. Huda was a classic example how a student of an Islamic college was 

gradually tumed into a radical critic of Islam under an influence of the MSS. We will 

describe Huda's radicalism in next chapter. 

D. Statistics regarding social composition of office bearers and members of MSS. 

The statistical or quantitative information available shows that MSS was indeed a 

Muslim organization, but it was not exclusively composed of Muslims; nor were the 

Muslims exclusively male: nor were d l  the participants professional elite bhadraiok e.g., 

university teachers, lawyers, Khan Bahadurs etc. Such information enables us to see the 

acadernic and administrative roles of 'Nadud in MSS and the activities of rnember of 



Wadud's adda network in MSS. The evidence from the proceedings also show that MSS 

was purely an intellecnial organization. The topics of essays and debates, and their 

frequency have been recorded. Likewise. number of essays read by males, fernales and by 

Muslims. Hindus are also recorded. From the information in the sources that this section 

uses, one could elicit many more facts about MSS. "' 
A long list of 56 presidents of 56 sessions of MSS shows that 13 sessions were 

presided over by Hindus and 43 were presided over by Muslims (see, Appendix D). 

Among intellectuals of Hindu ongin, Wadud's adda associates, Professor Cam Candra 

Bandyopadhyay (Dhaka University) was president of 3 sessions and Professor R.C. 

Majumdar of 1 session. Wadud's colleague. S.N. Maitra. presided over 3 sessions. Other 

intellectuals of Hindu origin who presided were: Professor Parimal Roy (Dhaka 

University) 2; Professor Susil Kurnar De (Dhaka University) 1; Professor Umesh Kanti 

Bhattashaii (Dhaka University) 1 : Professor Nalini Kanta Bhattashaii (Dhaka University) 

1 ; and 1 session was presided over by Bengali novelist, Sarat Candra Cattyopadhyay. 

Wadud did not act as alone in selecting these intellectmis of Hindu origin. For 

example, Wadud invited Sarat Candra to be a president of the Tenth AS with the "written 

authorization" from a GS (July 7. 1 936).lS6 This authonty of a GS was stipuiated in article 

V of the MSS constitution: "Special membership could be created by a proposal of EC 

and by approval of GS" (see Appendix E). Many of these intellectuais of Hindu origin 

were moral supporters of Wadud's and Abu1 Hussain's viewpoints in sessions of MSS. 

What is more interesting, as we shall see in the next chapter is that these intellectuals as 

presidents participated in debates even on topics of Islam. 

Among 43 Muslim presidents, 5 presided over 29 sessions. Among these 5 

Muslim presidents, Kazi Wadud presided over 9 sessions, Kazi Mutahar presided over 4, 

'" For example, it is possible to determine how many times the sessions of MSS staned with verses of the 
Q u m  or with verses of Bengali song. The section has not given much attention to it for a risk that the 
chapter will be tengthy. 

Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Kmjya Samsad Adhibahan," JuIy 2, 1936. MSSP, p. 148. 



Khan Bahadur Tasadduk Ahmad over 3. Mohamrnad Shahidullah over 2. while Khan 

Bahadur Abdur Rahman Khan, presided over 11  sessions. The remaining 14 Muslirns 

who presided over one session each were: Khan Bahadur Kamniddin Ahmad, Khan 

Bahadur Nasimddin, Mohammad Wajed Ali, Mohammad Barkanillah, Mahabub-ul- 

Alam. Moajjem Hussain. .Abdus Salam Khan. Muzaffar Ahmad. Hekim Habibur 

Rahman. A. F. Rahman. Abdus Sobahan. Mohammad Eusuf. Abdu Samad and Fida Ali 

Khan. 

The MSSP recorded a total 54 secretaries for 56 sessions. Among the secretaries, 

four Muslims were secretaries of 29 sessions. Wadud and Anwad Kadir were not 

secretaries of any session. The four were: Kazi Mutahar Hussain, who was secretary of L 7 

sessions; Abul Hussain, 7 sessions; Abul Fazal, 6 sessions; and Abdul Kadir, 2 sessions. 

The secretaries of the remaining 25 sessions were 10 Muslims, of whom: Mohammad 

Eusuf was secretary of 5 sessions; Aminuddin Ahmad 5; Mohammad Abdur Rashid 5; 

Sharnsul Huda 2: Kamaluddin Ahmad 2: M. Tofajjal Hussain 2; Ajharul Islam 1 ; Tofail 

Hussain 1 ; Abdus Sobahan 1 : and Mohammad Abdul Wadud 1. 

For 56 sessions. there was no preçident of a European origin and among 54 

secretaries there was no secretary of Hindu origin. There was neither a female secretary 

nor a female president. A total of 37 persons (8 Hindu and 19 Muslim) presided over 56 

sessions. And 14 Muslims were secretaries of 54 sessions. Except for 2 presidents, 

academic qualifications of 25 presidents were recorded in MSSP and/or in the Bengali 

journal, Shikha. Among them, 3 had only a degree of B.A.; 1 had a B.C.L (Bachelor of 

Criminal Law); 15 had an M. A degree; 2 had an M.Ed.; and 4 had a Ph.D. Many 

presidents who were working in a higher secondary education board had a second degree 

of B. T (Bachelor of Teaching). A few presidents had a second degree of B. L (Bachelor 

of Law). Abd Hussain had a second and a third degree beside an M.A. Except for 2 

secretaries, academic qualifications of the 12 secretaries were recorded. Two secretaries 



had an 'Intermediate degree' (Grade XIV). 5 had a degree of B. A, 1 had a degree of B.Sc.; 

3 had a M. A; and 1 had a M. Sc. 

Arnong 27 presidents, professional backgrounds of 20 presidents were recorded; 

12 were engaged into a teaching profession. The other 8 presidents were: 1 Bengali 

novelist: 1 secretary. Board of Education; 1 Principal. of a college; 2 Head master of a 

school; 1 journal editor; 1 District and Session judge; and 1 Deputy Magistrate & Collect- 

or. Qualifications of the 11 out of 14 secretaries were recorded. The graduate and 

undergraduate students of Muslim Hall were a majority of 7; and 4 were engaged into a 

teaching profession. Out of the 4 teachers. 2 were from Dhaka University: 7 fiom the 

colleges. Among 27 presidents. 6 presidents were invited frorn outside Dhaka city. of 

whorn 4 came fiom Calcutta 1 fiom Chittagong, and 1 from Rangpur (nonh Bengal). 

Participants of the MSS sessions were not al1 residents of the city of Dhaka. 

Students, teachers and persons of other professions usually attended sessions from outside 

Dhaka city. The organizers of the ASs, Le.. ECs always invited these outside participants 

by a formal letter. For example, "delegates" £tom two student organizations, North Bengal 

Student Organization and Sirajganj Muslim Youth Association, participated in the first 

AS of the MSS.IJ7 In the second AS (1928), two more student organizations outside of 

Dhaka city participated: the Uttar Banga Chatra Samiti (North Bengal Student 

Association) and Munshiganj Chatra Sarniti (Munshiganj Student Association). Each 

student delegate paid a fee of Rs. 2.00 for participation. The student delegates who came 

fiom outside Dhaka were not simply spectators in MSS sessions. For example, 

Habibullah Muktitar. a student fiom Munshiganj (a subdivision of Dhaka Division) read a 

self-cornposed poem, "Abhahan," in the first AS. One verse of the poem said: 

Dhakhar bakser duti tara 
Tasadduk Rahman (A. F .  Rahman) diyeche sara, 
uthate jar ire kule; 

IS7 Abu1 Huusin. "Parishishia," Shikha, Vol. 1 ( 1  W), p. 129. 



Wadud, Hussain (Abd Hussain), Kadir (Abdul Kadir), 
Anwarul Kadir sane eder 
namiche sagar jale. 15' 

The verse reflects that the author perceives the new rnovement to have began in 

Dhaka. The last three lines have emphasized Wadud and CO-workers as a group. By 

categorizing them into a group. the author probably had understood an ideological unity 

of the four. Participants also came from West Bengal. One example was Akbamddin. a 

high school teacher of Krishnagar. who read an essay in one AS. Abul K a l m  

Shamsuddin, a liberal associate of Akram Khan, also came fiom Calcutta. Similarly, a 

vocal participant of Akram's neo-orthodox group, Syed Erndad Ali, came as spectator of 

the MSS from Calcutta. He was a member of RC of the first AS and paid Rs. 5.00 for his 

participation. 

Many other participants of the GSs also came fiom outside Dhaka. Motahar 

Hussain Choudhury. a school teacher of the district of Comilla (one hundred miles south 

of Dhaka). took part in the MSS sessions. Motahar (not Kazi Mutahar Hussain) read one 

essay in the fifth GS (January 18, 1930), and read two essays in two ASs (193 1 and 

1932). The three essays established a visible relation of Motahar with Wadud in MSS, but 

the essays also established Motahar's ideological polarity with Wadud's rational 

humanism. Anisuzzaman wrote: 
With Muslim Sahitya Sarnaj, his (Motahar's) ideological 
identity was more penetrating than an optic relationship ...A 
was for this reason that he (Motahar) had a deep feedback 
in the hem of intellectuals Iike Kazi Abdul Wadud, Abul 
Fazal and Abdul KadidS9 

It was due to the ideological unity of Motahar with Kazi Abdul Wadud, Abul Hussain, 

Kazi Mutahar Hussain. Anwarul Kadir, Abd Fazal and Abdul Kadir that one can cal1 

them as a 'Group of Seven.' at the core of MSS. We will present their radical ideological 

158 HabibulIah Mokhtar, "Ahaban," Shikha, Vol. 1 (1  927 ), p. 18. 

l s9 Anisuuaman, Molahor Hossain Choudhuty (Dhaka: Bang la Academy, 1 988), p. 1 7. 



unity in the next chapter. However, it should be pointed out that this group was a visible 

minority compared to other memben of MSS. 

In 1926-27, the MSSP recorded a total of 66 mernbers. This figure had risen to 96 

in 1928-29. but then the figure gradually dropped. The total memben in 1930-3 1 were 55. 

In 1932-33, this figure m e r  dropped to 45. in 1934-35, it was 36 and 16 in 1936-37. in 

the last year of 1938. its members were only 1 1. For social composition of members (see 

Appendix F), we cite here only years 1926-27 and 1928-29. Out of 65 members in 1926- 

27. academic qualifications of 55 are available. Out of those 55, 4 were only Matriculares 

(or intermediate students of a college). 18 were intemediates (or undergraduate students 

of university), 11  B.A.s (including 2 graduate students), 19 M.A.s; 1 M.Ed; 1 Ph.D 

(London); and 1 D.Litt (Oxford). Out of 55 members, professional positions of 47 

rnembers are available: 24 were students of college or univenity (graduate 2, 

undergraduate 18, and intermedizite 4); 18 were teachers of  college or university; 1 a 

headrnaster; 1 the secretary of a school education board: 1 a college inspector; 1 a 

zamindar and I a retired police inspector. 

Among a total of 96 members of MSS in 1928-29. academic qualifications of 90 

are recorded. A total of 42 members had a degree of M.A. M.Sc. and MBBS (a degree of 

Medical science); 28 had B.A.'s and B.C.L (including 6 graduate students); 16 had an 

intermediate degree (undergraduate s ~ ~ d e n t  of the Dhaka univenity); 2 had a degree of D. 

Lia; I DSc; and 1 Ph.D. Professional positions of 64 are available: 30 were teachers and 

22 were graduate and undergraduate students of Dhaka University. The other 12 were 

engaged in 12 different professions: politician; secretary, school education board 

member; medical doctor; lawyer; zarnindar; deputy magistrate and collector; retired 

deputy magistrate and collector; district and session judge; college principal; head master 

of school: inspector of school (makrab); and book publisher. 

A religion and gender breakdown of the 96 members indicates that 15 intellectuals 

were of Hindu origin. of whom 3 were female. Among the majority 81 Muslim 



intellectuals and students, 3 were Muslim fernales: Miss. Fajilatun Nesa, Khmhid Jaha 

Begurn and Mrs. Fatema Khatun. Fajilatun read essays in MSS sessions. She was selected 

also as a member of RC of the second AS (February. 1938) dong with twenty-five male 

members. Fajilatun read a paper in the sarne session. "Nari Jibane Adhunik Sikrar 

Asvad,"IM or 'Delight of modem education in Women's life.' The article stated that women 

would no longer be covered with ignorance of 'black veils,' "We will smash exploitive 

male d~mination."'~' The wornen are the 'complement' (the English word is Fajilatun's) of 

males in the work place said Fajilanin. who concluded that women should not be 

restricted to limited activities. The MSS gave a standing ovation to the boldness of 

Fajilatun. On her leaving for England for higher studies, MSS called a Special Session 

(August 26, 1928) to give a farewell to Fajilatun.'" One month later, MSS called a 

comparable Special Session of reception for one of its male members, Dr. Mohammad 

ShahiduIlah, on his return fiom France in 1928. 

A distinguished group of 6 Khan Bahadurs were members of MSS. Of these 5 

were Bengali-speaking Muslims and 1 a Bengali-speaking Hindu. The Hindu Khan 

Bahadur, Kali Prasanna Sen, was a medium-sized landholder. The Muslim Khan 

160 Faj i latun Nesa, ",Vari Jibane A dhunik Shikshar .4svad," in Kazi Mutahar Hussain (ed.), Shikha, Vol. II 
(1928) pp. 125- 128. Fajilatun was born in 1 905 in Myrnensing. She passed Matriculation and Intemediate 
examination fkom Dhaka Eden Schcol and then completed B.A. with distinction fkom Bethun College, 
Calcutta. She completed M.A. in Mixed Mathematics fiom Dhaka University and stood First class fmt. 
Fajilatun went to England in 1928 with a scholmhip fiom England to study one year on "Education 
policy." She wrote several articles on tieedom of Muslim Women. For example, one of her essays was 
entitled, "Muslim Narir Mukri" or 'Freedom of Muslim Women.' The article was published in Bengali 
journal, Saogar, Vol. VII, No. 1 (1  WJ), pp. 3 1-35. Another article, "Muslini Nari-shikshar Prayojanita" or 
Wecessity of Education for Muslim woman,' was published in Saogar. Vol. V. No. 6. (1927), pp. 525-527. 
The latter essay was read in Abul Hussain's Al-Mamun Club. For biographical information of Fajilam 
Nesa, see Kazi Mutahar Hussain's article, "Morhuma Fajilatun-nesar Sange amar Paricayl" published in 
Abul Ahasan Choudhury (ed.), K c i  Mutahar Husain Racanabali, III (Dhaka: Bangla Academy, 1992), 
pp. 46-50. See also, Rafiqul Islam, Ne-rul Jibani (Dhaka: Department of Bengali Dhaka University, 1972), 
pp 476480. 

"' Fajilatun Nesa. "Nari Jibane Adhunik Shihhar Amad" Shikha, Vol.II(1 928), pp. 125- 128. 

16* The Secretary's Report stated that the session was overcrowded. Protiva Ghosh and Shila Nandi, two 
women's activists of Dhaka, were present in the occasion. From outside the Dhaka city, 'addresses of 
welcorne' were sent by many girl's schools. See, Kazi Mutahar Hussaui, "Parishishta," MSSP, p. 65. 



Bahadurs who were members of MSS did not form an economic or social class. They 

achieved the title. Khan Bahadur, because they had demonstrated "outstanding 

performance" in the field of their professions. For example. Khan Bahadur Abdur 

Rahman Khan was a secretary of the Dhaka Board of Education for seven years (1926- 

33). His biographer noted: "For recognition of his service in the field of educztion, the 

British honored him with the title Khan Saheb in 1926 and then Khan Bahadur in 

Rahman Khan's academic career was brilliant. He got a distinction in 

Matriculation from Calcutta University in 1903. h 19 12 he compieted BA.(honors) in 

Mathematics from Dhaka College. In 1914, he stood first in fmt class in M.A. from 

Calcutta University. Following a convention of his family.'" Rahman Khan was a father 

dedicated to promoting education of his children. One of Rahman Khan's sons, Dr. Fazlur 

Rahman Khan was the reputed architect who designed the Sears Tower of Chicago. 

Another son, Zillur Rahman Khan is now Professor of Political Science in the University 

of Wisconsin at Oshkosh. 

Another Muslim Khan Bahadur member of M S S  was Tasadduk Ahmad. 

Tasadduk was a classic example of timidity and docility, which may have been one 

reason why several 'vluslim intellectuals of this son were invited into the MSS. Abu1 

Hussain descnbed Tasadduk's docile temperament and that of Khan Bahadur Kamruddin 

Khan: 

The Samaj (MSS) has invited workers like Khan Bahadur 
Tasadduk Ahmad and Khan Bahadur Kamruddin Ahmad as 

163 Golam Saklayan, Khan Bahadur Abdur Rahman Khan, p. 78. 

'" Rahman Khan came from a large family. His father, Asalat Khan, was an ordinary person of moderate 
education. Asalat educated his ten sons and daughters. Rahman Khan was the eldest, Rahman Khan's fourth 
brother, Arshaduzzaman Khan, was M.A. in Mathematics and was a sub-Deputy Collecter in 1924. His fifi  
brother, Anisuzzaman Khan. was a doctor and studied in Hekim A n a l  Khan's College in Delhi. The sixth 
brother, Abdul Aziz Khan, was a business person. The eighth brother, Abdul Hakim Khan was a district 
court judge in 1937, and become a judge in High Court. The ninth brother, Abdur Razzak Khan, was 
educated in England and becarne a civil semant in British Education Service in india. See, GoIam Saklayan, 
Khan Bahadur Abdur Rahman Khan, pp 1 0- 1 1. 



presidents of sessions. They are wonderful and thoughtful 
people and they wanted to work. But they were shy to 
express their opinion vocally. By the impulse of Samaj they 
have opened their mouths and thought aloud. At the same 
time they have begun writing. 16' 

Tasadduk was selected as president for the third GS (Sunday, Apnl 4, 1926) of 

the fint year of MSS. When an offer in this regard was presented to him by a formal 

letter, Tasadduk felt obliged and responded to Abul Hussain: "1 got your letter of request. 

The tirne of the session is not good for me [ 230 p.m. in the holy month of Ramadan]. 

Yet 1 have to corne .... If 1 can spend few hours of my time with al1 of you; why shodd 1 

not corne?"" Tasadduk was invited again to preside over the first AS. This time his reply 

to Abul Hussain was more self-effacing: 

I have no cornpetence of the honor that you have given to 
me. You have given me this honor because you are al1 my 
fnends .... 1 shall participate and 1 will enjoy the 
ceremony .... But I am not competent enough to be a 
president. 1 have never dared to enter into the world of 
literature not to speak of its temple. 1 wish a success of your 
ceremony. but please do not select me as your president. 
This is not my profession and 1 have no addiction.'" 

Abul Hussain exploited this docile intellectual temperarnent of the Khan Bahadurs in 

MSS sessions. None of them was intellectually or ideologically polarized. As a result, 

many of them were not critical of Abul Hussain's and Wadud's radical stance. 

E. Statistics regarding intellectual activities. 

The heart of MSS was its seminars, which utilized a format that still is followed in 

Bangladesh. For the general arrangement of academic serninars in our colleges and 

universities, the MSS may have established the prototype. The essay or essays to be read 

165 Abd Hussain, "Suhitya Samaje Cinta-Carca," Abu1 Hussainer Racanabali, p. 325. 

Tasadduk Ahmad to Abul Hussain, April 1 ,  1926, MSSP, p. 17. 

16' Tasadduk Ahmad to Abul Hussain, February, 2, 1927. See Abul Hussain, "Sampadaker Nikat Likhira," 
Shikha, Vol. 1 ( l927), p. 130. 



in GS and AS were decided beforehand. president of the session was also selected 

beforehand. The president and audience of the session were invited by a formal invitation 

letter or by some informai verbal communication. A typical GS conducted seminars after 

its president introduced the essay-reader to the audience. This was followed by a Song or 

music. The essay-reader would then read his or her essay. No fixed time was given to an 

essay-reader. An average essay of the MSS was short and was read by its author quickly. 

The president of the session then invited comrnents fiorn the audience. Absolute fieedom 

of speech was allowed to the commentaton, even though many cornmentators were 

students and paper readers were univenity or college teaches. Many of the harsh critics, 

as well as the supporters, of Abd Hussain's essays were students of Muslim Hall. AAer a 

debate subsided. at times by an order of the president the essay-reader was given time to 

reply and to defend his arguments. The president would then wrap up the session by a 

speech. This was followed by music or a Song and the event was concluded by a note of 

thanks by president of the session. 

One can see that Kazi Wadud. Abu1 Hussain and some intetlectuds who had 

previousiy participated in their addas read the highest number of essays. The total number 

of essays presented in the GSs and ASs between 1926 and 1938 was 176, read by 80 

authors. Of the 176 essays. 14 were read by 11 authors of Hindu origin (male 9 and 

femaie 2). The other 162 essays were read by 66 authors of Muslim origin (Muslim male 

61, Muslim female 4, one of whom read two essays). Mutahar and Wadud presented the 

highest number, 15 and 14 essays respectively. This was followed by 9 essays by Abul 

Hussain (1926-3 l), 4 essays by Abdul Kadir, 3 by Anwanil Kadir (1926-28), and 2 by 

Abul F d .  Thus a total of 47 essays was read by six stalwarts of the Wadud and Abul 

Hussain addo network. The other 1 1 5 essays by Muslim authors were read by 60 Muslim 

intellectuals. Shahidullah, it may be noted, did not read any essay in MSS. 

Statistical evidence (see, Appendix A) indicates also that the majority of essays 

(123 out 176) were read in "crowded Annual Sessions;" and only 53 essays were read in 



the small gatherings of GSs. No essay was in read in 1935 and 1937, and only one 1 essay 

was read in 1936 and 3 essays were read in 1938. Excluding these last few years of the 

MSS, the average number of essays read in each of 9 years (1926-1934) of the MSS was 

about 19 essays. 

Out of 176 essays presented, 48 essays were cornmented upon by 64 discussants. 

A total of 178 comments by 64 discussants on 48 essays are reported in MSSP (see, 

Appendix G). Wadud was a discussant of the highest number of essays, 23; Cam Candra 

Bandyopadhyay responded to 15 essays; R.C. Majunidar to 12; Mutahar 8; Abul Hussain 

3; Abdul Kadir 3; Mohitlal Majumdar 2; Abul Fazai 1. Nazimddin Ahmad, secretary of 

Abul Hussain's Al-Mamun Club, was discussant of 4 essays and Fajilatun (Muslirn 

female) commented on 1 essay. Bilayet Ali Khan, rnember of the Tagore reception 

cornittee in Muslim Hall, cornmented on 2 essays. S.N. Maitra, Wadud's colleague of 

Dhaka Intermediate Coilege. was a discussant of 2 essays. These intellectuals and 

students were affiliated with Wadud and Abul Hussain before the foundation of MSS. On 

an average each of these participants who had been acted in Wadud's or Abul Hussain's 

earlier addas commented on about 6 essays each. Excluding diese 12 fiom total number 

of 64 discussants, the other 52 participants commented on about 2 essays each. 

Shahidullah was the only cornmentator on 1 (radical) essay of Wadud; and dong with 

othen he cornmented on 1 (radical) essay of Shamsui Huda. 

Abul Hussain's essays attracted a highest number of commentaton. The average 

number of commentators on 4 essays of A b d  Hussain presented in GSs was 7.5. Abd 

Hussain's, "Adesher Nigraha" (Sunday, July 24, 1 927) or the 'Coerciveness of 

Commands' was the most debated essay in the MSS. The essay was debated by 12 

discussants for several hours. Abu1 Hussain was defended by 8 debaton, headed by 

Wadud and C m  Bandyopadhyay. Abul Hussain was criticized by 4 participants, lead by 

Mohammad Abdur Rashid, a higher secondary school teacher of Dhaka @haka 

Collegiate School). Four months later, Rashid defended his own standpoint against Abul 



Hussain in an essay, Mukrir Agraha banam Adesher Nigraha" (Sunday, November 13, 

1927) or 'The Love of Freedom venus the Coerciveness of Commands.' Wadud, Abdul 

Kadir and 3 other debators were critics of the liberal views of Rashid. The theoreticai 

division of the ideais of the MSS between the rational humanists and the Islamic liberals 

was most clearly reflected in the debates between these MO articles. We will elaborate 

this issue in the next chapter. 

The GSs and ASs were held in various spaces of Dhaka University campus- 

Muslim Hall; Central University Building; Jagannath Hall; Lyton Hall and Curzon Hail. 

Wadud, Mutahar and Mohitlal Majumdar arranged some of GSs in their homes. On 

October 7 193 1, Mahmud Hussain, provost Muslim hall, refused MSS permission to hold 

its session in the hall. Mahmud Hussain did not specifi any reason, but he wrote to the 

secretary of MSS: "1 am unable to recornmend your application to the vice-chancellor for 

a loan of the Assembly Hall for a session of the Muslim Sahitya Samaj, for reason which 

1 will describe to you at a great length, personally."" Mahmud did not explain the reason, 

but Mahmud. an 'Islamic liberal.' member. was deeply affected by the MSS radical stance. 

Many years later, in 1970, on the eve of Bangladesh liberation war, Mahmud confessed 

his antipathy to radicalism of MSS in 1920's: 
It was in Dacca (Dhaka) University that MusIim Sah iw  
Samaj was formed with university teachers such as Abu1 
Hussain and Qazi (Kazi) Motahar (Mutahar) Hussain as 
leading genius. This movement could not last long but it 
shocked the Muslim community by its radical ideas and 
modemizing zeal. It was almost an anti-religious 
movement. 16' 

Mahmud Hussain's decision not to allow MSS to hold its session at Muslim Hall 

was an individual provost's exercise of authority. This was not a decision of Dhaka 

University. M. Eusuf, secretary of MSS, in the following year, wrote a letter to the 

'" Mahmud Hussain's letter to Mohammad Eusuf, October 7, 193 1, MSSP, p. 106. Set aiso M. Ahmad Ali, 
"Alochano," Jaguran, Vol. 1, No. 5 (1928), p. 10. 

'" Mahmud Hussain. "Dacca University and the Pakistan movement," p. 370. 



registrar of Dhaka University for a space. The regism agreed and MSS held its GS 

(March 19, 1932) in Dhaka University's Central Building. In 1934 A.F. Rahman, who was 

honored by a title 'Sir,' was vice-chancellor of Dhaka University. In that official capacity, 

Rahman presided over a GS (Friday, December 9. 1934) held in the Curzon Hall of 

Dhaka University 

A typicai GS or AS was held on a Sunday aftemoon. An average GS lasted for 

about two hours. For exampie, the first GS of MSS started at 3: 45 p.m. and ended at 6 

p.m. without any break for magreb prayer at 530 p.m. Some GSs went up to 6: 30 p.m., 

but only once (third year II GSI Sunday. July 22, 1928) the MSS recorded a prayer break 

for fifteen minutes: "Afier deliberations of Kazi Wadud, it was t h e  for an 'evening 

prayer' (megriber namaj). The session was closed for fifieen minutes. AAer a break, the 

session re-started with a Song of Abdus Salam Khan."'7o Out of 56 GSs and ASs that 

MSSP recorded, 24 sessions began and ended with songs and music (see Appendix C. 

We have not included the two exclusively Cultural Sessions of the MSS in the 24 

sessions.) A total of 30 singers and musicians perfonned in sessions of MSS from 1926 to 

1938. Out of the 30 singers and musicians. 17 were Muslims and 13 were Hindus. Arnong 

Hindu singers. 6 were unmarrïed females and 7 were males. Among Muslim singers. 15 

were males and 2 unmarried females. Among the 'Group of Seven,' buddhir rnukti 

stalwarts, Mutahar and A n w d  Kadir took a major part in songs and music of MSS. 

Among singers who came from outside Dhaka, the main contribution was fiom rebel poet 

Kazi N d  Islam. Some rnembers of MSS objected to the emphasis on songs and music 

in MSS sessions. For exarnple, Professor Abdul Hakim (Dhaka Teachee Training) was 

adamant that the first AS should be opened with a recitation fiom the Quran. The rational 

humanist members respected this view, but they did not give up. The schedule of the 

session shows that a Hindu would sing after a recitation of the Quran: "The songs of 

1 70 Kazi Mutahar Hussain, " Tritiya Barsha, Dvitiya Adhibahan" MSSP, p. 60. 



Birendranath Gangdi (Professor of Economics of Dhaka University) followed a recitation 

of the Quran.""' The first GS (July 24, 1927) of second year of MSS, omitted a recitation 

fiom the Quran. Instead, the session started with a Song fkom Tagore: "kon alore prun 

pradip jalea îomi dharai esa ...." or "which light is buming in your hem when you corne 

to this universe ...." 

For shielding their radical stance fiom the denunciation of the orthodoxy, Wadud 

needed a group of allies in the MSS sessions. He had no control upon the general 

audience, who would walk into the GSs and ASs. And neither had he any control over an 

audience if they wished to denounce him or Abd Hussain. Wadud was, therefore, careful 

whom he selected as presidents and secretarïes of GSs and ASs. The president had 

authority to give an opening speech and to introduce an essay-writer. And at the end of a 

session he had an exclusive privilege to w a p  up the session and to give an opinion on the 

subject of discussion. His comment as a president was, therefore, crucial in General and 

Annual Sessions; especially at times when ideologies were in conflict over radical essays. 

In that situation. a traditional orthodox person or a neo-orthodox figure, if acting as a 

president, could cmsh a radical proposa1 at its very birth. Wadud was, therefore, cautious 

whom MSS would choose presidents for its sessions. 

F. ResoIutions of MSS. 

MSS passed several resolutions that condemned political terronsm and religious 

fanaticism. When an European police inspector generai was killed by a terrorist in 1930, 

the MSS passed a resolution that: "This session (August 3 1, 1930) condemn and express 

a deep sorrow for killing Inspector General of Police, Mr. Lomen."ln The MSS also 

passed condolence resolutions for natural deaths of many individuals--hndadul Huq 

"' Abd Hussain, "Borshik Sanmilaner Biberon." Shikho, Vol. 1, (1927), p. 125 

'" Abul Fazal, "Pancarn Batsar Prarhan Adhibeshan." November, 16, 1930, MSSP, p. 79 



(Bengali Muslim novelist); Ismail Hussain Siraji (Bengali Muslim writer); Amir Ali; and 

Altaf Hussain Hdi.'73 But scheduled sessions of MSS were not canceled to mark these 

occasions. A scheduled session (Sunday, December 26, 1926) was, however, canceled in 

response to the killing of Swami Shraddhanand. Swami Shraddhanand was Arya 

Samaj leader in northem hdia who was killed by a fanatic Muslim. On the following day, 

Abd  Hussain instxucted Abdul Kadir to post a notice outside the Union room of Muslim 

Hall, where MSS had schedded a session. The notice read: 
At the heart-breaking news of barbarous killing of Swami 
Shraddhanand, today's session of the Samaj is canceled. 
Swami Shradhanand was a nationalist (svadesh premik), a 
well-wisher of his people (svajati batsal); and a fiend of 
humans (manabhitaishi). '" 

Abul Hussain was himself a target of a Muslim intimidation in 1929. We should mention 

here that this threat to kill Abul Hussain forced him to resign (September 9, 1929) as 

founding secretary of MSS. We shall bring up this issue in the next chapter. 

G. Shikha: Bengali journal of the MSS. 

A yearly Bengali journal of MSS was Shikha. The journal published activities of 

MSS in ASs that included: essays, yearly report of the secretary of GS, speeches of the 

presidents of GS. speeches of the president and secretary of RC and a yearly financial 

statement of the MSS. The first volume of the journal was published in April 1927, Le., 

shortly afier the first AS (March, 1927). The fifth, or last volume, of the journal was 

published in 193 1. Among the five editors of Shikha, three were rational humanists who 

belonged to the 'Group of Seven' stalwarts of the buddhir mukri movement: Abu1 

Hussain, Kazi Mutahar Hussain, and Abul Fazal. Mutahar edited 2 volumes. Abul 
- 

173 See. MSSP pp. 19.96.63, 9 1, and 150. 

17' MSSP. p. 3 1 .  He was killed h Decernber 1926. following his attempt to reconvert to Hinduism some 
Rajputs, who were earlier converted into Islam. For m e r  information on Swami Shradhanand, see 
Kenneth W. Jones, The New Cambridge Hismty of India: Socio-Religious Reform Movement in British 
India, 111-1 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. in association with m e n t  Longrnan, 1 Mg), pp. 10 1 ,  
194 and 196. Jones did not mention any Muslim's condemnation of the death of  Swami Shradhanand. 



Hussain and A b d  Fazal edited 1 volume each. The fifth editor was an Islamic liberal, 

Moharnmad Abdur Rashid. 

The ShiWla was an under-subscribed journal. It may have been the only Bengali 

Muslim journal that did not print any commercial advertising. The reason may have been 

probably its radical stance. for which no business may have cared to publish its 

commercials in the Shikha. Volume I of the journal was printed with a total 1,000 copies. 

A retail price was fixed at "eight amas" (Sixteen a n n e  Rs. 1) per copy. Only 3 15 

copies were sold. A total 500 copies of volume II were printed. of which 276 copies were 

sold.'" For push sale of the back issues of Shi& (Vol. 1 & II) and to publish volume III, 

Abd Hussain, Wadud and Kazi Mutahar Hussain raised new proposais and took actions. 

The three vinually forced commitments from members of the MSS to purchase "one 

hundred and thirty-five copies of the undersold volume II of the ShiWla." For raising 

funds, they aiso formed a cornittee. Members were sent on a door to door campaign in 

Dhaka city. At one stage of the carnpaign, they approached Dhaka Taxi driven.ln Yet the 

b d s  were not raised. The secretary's report idormed a GS in Apnl 1928: "We are sorry 

to inforrn you that until now we have collected only Rç. 5.00"'78 

Despite this financial handicap, volume iII was published and so were IV and V. 

A crucial source of financial support was explained by Abul Fazal, who edited volume V 

of Shikha (193 1): 
Among members of the Samaj, his (Abul Hussain's) role 
was undoubtedly most important. He was the real editor of 
Shikha; even though his narne was not printed [as editor of 
volumes, II, III, IV and VI. We merely remained as editos 

"' The four volumes of ShiWIa are available in British Library, IOL 41 13. BEN. ST. 49. 

Kazi Mutahar Hussain, " Parishishta. " Shikho. Vol.  111 ( I929), p. 144. 

ln Kazi Mutahar Hussain. "Tritryu Barsha," April, 8, 1928, MSSP, p. 53. Also Professor J.T. O' ConneIl's 
interview with Syed Ali Ahasan at Dhaka, August 29, 1992. 

118 Kazi Mutahar Hussain, "Tritiya Barsha," April, 8,  1928, MSSP, p. 54. 



on paper. He supported the lion's share of the expenses of 
Shiwia and Sarnaj. l n  

Abd Hussain was not a secretary of MSS in 1930. But volume N and V of the Shikha 

were published on credit from Abu1 Hussain's publishing house, Modem Library, in 

Kazi Wadud uanslated the Bengali title. Shikha. 'the flarne of a £ire1 (oguner shish. 

anal-shikha"'). This title was inscribed on the fiont page as well as on the second and 

third pages of the journal. On the third page, the title, Shikha, was placed in the middle of 

a picture (see Appendix H). In the lefi side of the title picme, there is a sketch of hNo 

palm trees in a desert and sorne huge flames of fire with smoke. The flames of fue and 

smoke are shown to be tending toward a building, perhaps a mosque. The "mosque" was 

standing alone in the midst of some undesirable weeds. In the middle of "mosque" was a 

closed book, presumably the Quran. Below the picture of "mosque" and the book were 

written: Jnan jekhane simabaddha. budhhi sekhuna arasrha. rnuk-ti sekhane asambhab or 

"Where knowledge is restricted. there the intellect is inert and there fieedom is 

impossible. " 

The picture was fiercely objected to by some Muslim opinions. They charged that 

the picture depicted "Burning the Quran and mosque."'" This masthead of Shikha gave 

rise to new names for the MSS: Shikha-Sampraday or 'Fire-Group,' and Dhakor nastiker 

1 79 A bu1 Fazal, " ~Manishi A bu1 Hursain Smarane," in A bu1 Fazal (ed.) Shubhabuddhi (Dhaka: Mukta&ara, 
1974), pp. 94-95. 

i8O Syed Imamul Hussain, brother of Abu1 Hussain and "manager" of the "Modem Library," called back a 
credit o f  Rs. 600 from Kazi Abdul Wadud. Wadud wrote to his daughter. Jebunesa, to pay this money and 
an additional Rs 225 to Abdu1 Kadir who was editing at this t h e .  Abul Hussainer Racanabali. KaU Wadud 
to lebunesa dated, 9. 9. 1 969. unpublished. 

" ' Kazi Abdul Wadud and Anil Chandm Ghosh, Byobahmik Shobdcrkosh, p. 950. 

Ig2 Kazi Mutahar Hussain said, "Objection of Muslim opinion in Dhaka," but he did not specifi their narnes. 
See, Kazi Mutahar Hussain, "Tritiya Barsher Karjya Bibarani," Shikha, Vol.  II  (1928), p. 24. 



~ U Z ' ~  or 'Agnostic/atheist group of Dhaka.' Mutahar tned to give a justification of the 

pictue: 
The date tree in a desert depicts the birthplace of Muslirn 
Learning and culture. The flarne depicts Muslim civilization 
at the height of glory and then it died down to smoke. On 
the nght hand side in the picture, the mosque in the weeds 
and closed Quran in the mosque means: there is none to 
clean the weeds and open the Qum. The Shikhu will open 
the real tmth of the Quran. l" 

It may be credible that the flarnes of fire was not aimed at burning a mosque and the 

Quran. But it does seem that the picture shows the Quran and mosque in their present 

condition to be of no use for Muslims. Why did Abu1 Hussain "who drew this picture,""' 

and who was editor and publisher of Shikha (volume 1), rernain silent about this picture? 

Volume ILI (1929) reprinted the controversial pichire, but this time a new pichire was 

presented on the front page--a picture of Ta~mahd. The buddhir rnukti motto was written 

atop the Tajmahal and below the fire, smoke, rnosque and the closed Quran. Volumes N 

and V ( 1 930 and 193 1 ) abolished al1 pictorial mastheads of Shikha, but reprinted mono of 

buddhir rnukti on top of the third page. Shikha published only essays that were read in 

IL' Mohammad Abdur Rashid. "Sampadaker Katha," Shikha, Vol. IV (1930). p. 22. 

184 We cite the cornplete statement of Kazi Mutahar Hussain's on this picnire: Garo barsar 
"Shikhay"(Emphasis inserted by Mutahar) je ekkhana chabi deoya haiyachila. tahate keha keha apatti 
kartyachifen. Tahader dharana je, majid O Qurarr sarifie agun diya puraya dite haibe, ukra chibite tahai 
ingit kara haiyache. Jaha hauk amara bag bitanda na karrya, chabikhani je m h e  'Shikhay" (Emphasis 
inserted by Mutahar) sannibisrha kara haryachila tahai sadharanya gocar karirechi. Chabir barn dike 
mambhumir upar kayekri khejur gach ache. Tahai Murlim jnan o sabhyatar jnma-bhumi. h a n  O sabhyatar 
agun prathame kichu krinabhabe thakiya, Muslim gauraber dine ati ujal O byapak bhabe jaliya 
uthryachila. Abasese taha nibbapita haiya unekdin jabat andhakar dhumrnatre parjabarira chilo. Ati 
adhunik kale sey kundalikrtta dhum-rasir agrabhage abar ek agnisikha dekha jaiteche-iha dura Islamer 
naba Jagaran sucita haiteche. Chabir dan dike dekhun, ye masjid purbbe jnaner kençirasthal chila, taha 
bartamane andhakar purna, ebm sei andhakarer bhirare ekkhana bandha kara Quran Sarzff rah juche, 
taha khuliber Iokri pajanta nui. Ar ai rnwider caturdikejanja([,] abarjanar,] pargacha prabhiti spardbar 
sahit matha ucu kariya daraya ache. Islamer naba prajalita "Shikhay" [This tirne emphasis is not inserted 
by Mutahar] 'abor andhakar sthan alokita haibe' [Lhere is no sign of it in the picture] ' e h  aborjana pwiya 
g@a' [There is no sign in the picture that weeds are going to die in the future.] Qwan O masjider sataymp 
ujjal bhabe prakash paibe [ i f  this is the rneaning, why there is no sign in the picture?]. Mutahar Hussain, 
" Tritiya Barsher Karjya Bibarani, " Shikha, Vol. 1 I ( 1928), p. 24. 

185 Mohammad Siddiqur Rahman, ".4bul Hussain o iMuslim Sahiva Samaj," p. 9 1. 



"overcrowded" ASs. It shodd be noted. however, that most radical essays of MSS were 

not read in ASs and therefore they were not published in the Shikho. These essays were 

read to relatively small gatherings in GS. The footnotes of the next chapter narned the 

books and journais where these radical essays were published. 

No explanation was given in MSSP for why ShiMu had a premature death after 

193 1. Shikha's last editor, Abul Fazal. did not mention that volume V would be the last 

volume. It seems to us  that S h i k h  had a sudden death after 1931 because of Abul 

Hussain's departure from Dhaka Abul Hussain, who was fmancing this scholarly but 

unprofitable journal. had not decided until 193 1 whether he would join the Calcutta Bar. 

AAer he got a distinction in M.L.(Master of Law) in 1932, he suddenly left Dhaka for 

Calcutta. With Abul Hussain's departure fiom Dhaka in 1932, Shikho lacked both h d s  

and its main promoter. Like many journals of Dhaka it died mainly because of 

i n ~ ~ c i e n t  financial support. 

IV.Conclusion. 

The foundation of the MSS and publication of Shikhu originated in Dhaka not 

simply due to the fact that Wadud and Abul Hussain were working in Dhaka in the 1920s. 

A strong intellectual climate and context of voluntary intellectuai associations had existed 

in Dhaka city since late in the nineteenth century. These were direct and indirect results of 

British policies for developrnent of Dhaka city and Bengali patterns of communication. 

Two fundamental policies that British mle pursued in Dhaka were its urbanization and 

extension of English educational facilities. As a result, a newly educated bhaàraiok 

community grew up who were founders and participants of modem intellectuai 

associations in D haka. 

The establishment of a University in Dhaka by the British d e  directly contributed 

to the formation of MSS and the encouragement of similar intellectual initiatives. Among 

notable influences of Dhaka Univers i~  upon the formation of MSS, this chapter has 



emphasized two factors: i) Dhaka University tended to break down the hierarchy of 

formal relation between teacher and student; ii) Dhaka University recognized and 

supported freedom of thought and expression. The former, the encouragement of more 

intunate inf'ormd relations between teachers and students, was M e r  deveioped by 

rational humanist teacher, Abul Hussain, who with his students welcomed Tagore to 

Dhaka University. This informal mode of relationship induced many students to joui with 

their teachers in MSS. The MSS maintained that informa1 collegial relationship in its 

organizational structure. debates. editorship of Shikh  and other social activities. 

The fieedom of thought that was advocated by Dhaka University had its own 

predecessors, like the freedom to criticize and innovate in religion and society exhibited 

by Naba Bidhan Sabha in its standpoint of radicalism in late nineteenth century Dhaka 

city. Freedom of thought was also implicit in the religious pluralisrn of many Dhaka 

bhadralok editors and students of Dhaka city. Conservative and traditionai interests in 

Dhaka before the 1930s could not initiate and sustain any effective movements against 

liberal and rationai hurnanists view points. The racial and religious fieedom of Dhaka 

university, rightly or wrongly interpreted by some teachers and students, provided the 

supportive milieu on the university campus for intellectual initiatives culminating in 

MSS and Shikha. Early ordinances of freedom of thought of Dhaka University had 

enabled a radical 'non-praying group' to exist even in Muslim Hall. Furthemore, Abul 

Hussain was able. based on the fieedom of thought of Dhaka University, to publish a 

radical journal T a r n  Puna, a radical Al-Mamun Club, and finally MSS in the campus. 

The struchiml pattern of many journds and associations of late nineteenth and 

early twentieth century Dhaka had also influenced the shape of MSS and Shikha. The 

example of masthead used by Bangabandhu (journal of Naba Bidhan Sabha) was also 

visible in Tarun Patra and later in Shikha. Likewise, the Dhaka Sahitya Parishad had a 

president, general secretary, executive cornmittee. and annual meetings, i.e., a structure 

very similar to what would be utilized by MSS. 



Wadud, for his part, built on the intellectuai ethos and pattern of addm that 

existed in Dhaka. The adda network helped Wadud to have an informal in~ellecnial 

exchanges with bhadralok of Dhaka city. These bhadralok and students of Wadud's and 

Abd Hussain's adda circles were the firsr cadres of people who joined the MSS. For 

example. six intellectuais out of the seven stalwarts of the buddhir rnukti rnovement and 

the MSS, had been associated previously with Wadud's and Abd Hussain's addas. 

The MSS and ShiWla were forums founded by MUslirns. Yet, unlike many Hindu, 

Muslim and Brahmo associations and journais in Dhaka, a parochial and a religious 

exclusiveness was foreign to the MSS and ShiWla. This is evident in MSSts definition of 

membership, its composition, resolutions. rules of procedue, intellectual activities and 

contents of irs journal, Shikha. in none of the areas, was discrimination imposed by 

reason of religion, gender or professionai status. The next chapter on the deiiberation of 

MSS will show that radical Muslims of MSS were critical of Islam and Muslim society in 

several respects. This gave birth to an intellectual polarization between 'Islamic liberais' 

and 'radicals' in MSS, and this--dong with communal political pressures beyond the 

Sarnaj-Ied to the dernise in the rnid- 1930s. 

The essential contribution of the MSS was not its advocacy of any particular 

viewpoint. Its unique contribution was to provide a framework within which a range of 

divergent views could not only be expressed, but mutuaily assessed in orderly discussion 

and debate. As the next chapter shows. the topics of essays ranged over Bengali Muslim 

literature, society and religio-cultural life. But the ways of thinking about these Muslim 

topics were deljberately stnicnired, to be diverse and cntical. One of the significance of 

calling the association a Muslim Samaj was that this would demonstrate that one could be 

Muslirn and still engage in free and open debate on topics of concem to Bengali Muslim 

society . 



Chapter Four 

Deliberations of the Muslim Sahitya Samaj of Dhaka. 

1. Introduction. 

The deliberations of the Muslim Sahitya Samaj (MSS) of Dhaka began exactly a 

week after its formal foundation on January 17, 1926. These deliberations mainly took 

three directions: essays. debates on some of these essays, and speeches of the presidents 

and secretmies of the Generd Sessions (GS) and Annual Sessions (AS). The essays were 

presented on several topics.' For an analytical purpose, these topics can be organized into 

severd groups. Group A essays elaborate the meaning of buddhir rnukîi. Group B essays 

are on diverse Islamic topics: Islamic practices and prohibitions, trends of Muslim 

thought. Hazrat Mohammad, Muslim education and Muslim women. Group C essays are 

on language, Iiterature and issues of cultural significance. Group D essays seek causes 

and solutions of economic poverty of Bengali Muslims. Group E essays are written on 

Muslim Law. Group F essays appeal for new leadership and dynamism among Bengali 

Muslirn youths. Group G includes essays that cm be categorized only as on 

'miscellaneous topics.' 

This chapter sketches in bnef the range of opinions on some of these topics 

expressed by three groups of Bengali-speaking Muslim intellectuals: 'rational humanist.' 

'Islamic liberal.' 'independent Muslirn.' The more radical, or rational humanist, group in 

 mon^ 176 essays that were delivered in the GSs and ASs (1926-1938), 63 essays were read on Islamic 
practices and prohibitions: and views of lslamic orthodox, Muslim apologists, radical critics, and agnostics; 
Hanat Mohammad; Muslim education; position of Muslim women; and puism. This is followed by 65 
essays thot focused authors' views toward language, literanue and issues of socio-cultural significance. 
Among these, 19 essays were read on Iiterature and language; 25 essays were read on literary figures, poets, 
and philosophen of  Muslim, Hindu, and European ongins; 11 essays deliberated on Muslim-Hindu unity; 
and 10 articles were read on history and tradition. A total of 13 essays were written on the causes and 
solutions of economic poverty of Bengali Muslims. On the meaning of buddhir rnukri, 4 essays were read. 
A total of 4 essays were read for grow-th of a new leadership and dynamism among Bengali Muslim youth. 
A defense and a deconstruction of traditionai sources of Muslim law were eiaborated in 2 essays; and 2 
were essays read on the relation between the 'Orient and West.' Finally, 23 articles couid be placed under a 
heading of 'rniscellaneous topics' that included various topics on Hitler, physical science, science and 
religion, Bahai religion, travelers' accounts. See, Appendix A. 



MSS was represented by Wadud, Abd Hussain and their associates, the core mernbers of 

the buddhir mukti movement. The 'Islamic liberal' group was represented primarily by 

previously discussed Mohammad Shahidullah and Mohamrnad Abdur Rashid. The 

intellecnials classified here as 'independent Muslim' constituted the vast majonty of MSS 

participants. This chapter does not charactenze 'independents' under any strict ideological 

category. One reason is that, except for their deliberations in the MSS, some of these 

intellechials did not write any serious intellectuai work during their lifetimes. Also. some 

of hem, especially college students. read their first essay in MSS. There is no specific 

evidence that these college students wrote senous journal articles or published books 

before they came to MSS. Their statements, furthemore, tended to reflect a considerable 

range of viewpoints presented in this chapter. The evidence presented in this chapter, 

however. indicates that the cnicial interventions of many independent Muslims and Hindu 

intellectuals tended to strengthen the position of rational hurnanist Muslims in MSS. 

The central focus of this chapter is to examine in more detail a few representative 

debates between rational humanist Muslims and Islamic liberals. This enables us to see 

more closely the precise points of difference and the reasons being offered for the 

respective positions. In other words, this chapter argues that in the Bengali Muslim 

intellectual world. the Islamic liberals and rational humanist Muslims were not identicai 

groups. Instead, in the deliberations of MSS, one can see a clear and substantive 

ideological differentiation between the two groups. 

II. The meaning of buddhir mukti. 

We have noticed earlier that the phrase buddhir rnukri and the motto: Jnan 

jekhane simabaddha. buddhi sekhane arnsrha, m&i sekhane ecambhab, was tkst 

publicly aNculated by Abu1 Hussain as a motto for the MSS when Tagore visited Dhaka 

in 1926. The phrase buddhir muki created considerable difference of opinion in the MSS. 

The rationalists took this mono as their theoreticai orientation for an understanding Islam 



and pmblems of Muslim society. The Islamic liberals also took this mono as their 

onentation. Yet the two groups differed as to an understanding of the phrase buddhir 

mukti or "emancipation of intellect." The section examines how rational humanist 

Muslims, Islamic liberals and independent Muslims and Hindus understood buddhir 

rnukri or "fieedom of intellect". We shall see in later sections. how they treated salient 

issues according to this orientation. 

A. Buddhir mukri o f  rational humanist Muslims: unfettered fieedom of intellect. 

Abul Hussain clarified rneaning of the phrase and motto in the fust 'Annual 

Report of the Secretary,' delivered in the first AS (March 27, 1927). Abd Hussain told 

the audience that Bengali Muslirns' intellectual inertia is at the root of their poverty. To 

overcome intellectual destitution, Abul Hussain suggested: 
... We want first to make our life easy-going, brilliant and 
full of variations. By liberating our age-old inept intellect, 
we have to create among ourselves unrestricted hunger for 
new leaming .... For what we haven't got we must create an 
appetite .... For this we have to unite ail thoughtful and 
tolerant people and strike hard upon the inert life of our 
society.. ..The famous Arnerican philosophy professor, 
James, said. "The renovation of nations begins aiways at 
the top among the reflective members of the state and 
spreads outward and downward" .... Now, you probably 
understand what this Samaj (MSS) wants and which 
direction it wants to take us. We must one day turn from 
o u .  conventional paths. But we m u t  take care that we do 
not delay because of the severe shame and fwtration.' 

Z .sarbagay cai amader jibanke saras. sundar O baicirrabipul &are rola; amader jugiuganter arastha 
buddhike muha kare jnaner adyama piparha jagiye deoya ....j e jinish thake na tar j a v a  kshdha srirhri 
karte hay....Er janya jadi sahishnu cintashil gutikarak lok sva sva cinradhara ekmukhi kare samajer 
nihspanda jibaner upar oghat karen ebam sange sange sva sva jiban sampadpurna O anande bharpur 
kare tulle paren rabe samjer pran jege uthte pare.. . . .&nericar bikhyata darshanik adhyapak James balen 
The renovation o f  nations begins always at the top arnong the reflective members o f  the state and spreads 
outward and downward' (English quotation is cited Abul Hussain's) .... Apanara ekhan bujhte parlen ei 
samaj ki cay ebam kon path dharte cacche. Gatanugatik path hate amadigake phirtei habe ekdin; kintu se 
nidanrn faja O byarrhatar j a v a  apehha na kare aj amader sabdhan hate habe. Abul Hussain, "Barshik 
Bibaranr" or 'AnnuaI Report,' Abu1 Hussain (ed.), Shikha, Vol. 1 ( 1  927), pp. 2 1-27. 



The masthead of Shikha was one indication that the rationalist Bengali Muslims 

did not restrict the meaning of buddhir mukti to an apology for Islam. To give a more 

radical meaning of buddhir mukti, Abul Hussain aiso inscribed in S W a  (Vol. I) two 

passages. One of the passages is Tagore's and the other is Abul Hussain's. Tagore's 

passage is a verse of one of the poems of Tagore, which says: "Everybody will stop you, 

when they see the first light. They will rise up from a deep sleep when you strike hem 

hard. There will be war between tnith and untruth, but the defiant young will not be 

afiaid."' The words that Abul Hussain picked fiom his own wntings are: 
The jug-dharma (dharma of the age) is 'mother' (janani) of 
al1 'law books of dharma' (dhurma shastra) and 'teacher of 
dharma' (dharma gunr). Jug-dharma manifests in many 
aspects of human life. The law book of dharma that denies 
aspirations of the present jug-dharma is of no use for 
human lives; but it tunis into a moth-eaten book." 

Wadud was never secretary of the MSS, so it was not his forma1 responsibility to c 

the meaning of buddhir mukti. However, as a president of a few ECs. Wadud 

fiequently that Muslim Sahitya Sarnaj of Dhaka is distinct fiom many literary societies. 

The essays of Wadud presented in the MSS directly and indirectly defîned buddhir mukti 

as udettered fieedom to be enjoyed by the Muslims. For example. Wadud in the fint AS 

(March 27.1927) of MSS, said: 
How is Islam to be for the welfare of humans, this is the 
subject we have to think anew fiom top to bottom. The kind 
of Islam that has been given to us by our predecesson is 

Tore herhay M e  sabai mana 
hathat a10 dekhbe jakhan 

bhabe eki bisham kandakhana 
Samghate tor uthbe ora rege 
shayan chere asbe chute bege 
sei sujoge ghumer theke jege 

Iagbe larai rnithya ebam sacuy 
aya pracanda ayare amar kaca. 

Abul Hussain, 'Quotation o f  Rabuidranath' in Shikha, Vol. 1 (1927), p. 6. 

4 Jug-dharma dharma guru O dharma shasrrer janani. Jibaner bahu bhangimati se jug-dharmer prakash. 
Je dharma shastra ei prakashlal@at jug dharmake asvikar &are se dharma shastra manusher kuje na lege 
kirer khadaya parinira hay. " Abul Hussain, 'Quotation,' Shikha, Vol. 1 (1927), p. 20. 



sufficientiy clear.. .ln clear terms, 1s hm has been presented 
to us that has supported the seclusion of women, cursed the 
taking of interest, objected to the cultivation of fine arts, 
and in the realm of thought we have been told boldly 'al1 
your thought always m u t  be restricted by the thought of the 
Quran and Hadith.' AI1 these words, we have to think anew. 
[We have to] question whether imposing these new forms 
of barriers upon the efforts and fieedom of thought of the 
humans in Muslim society codd achieve real welfâre? .... It 
is essential for us to consider anew that to bring holiness 
and human control ... by shackling human buddhi, would 
only mean asking for something impossible. In other words, 
does it not mean an imposition of torture upon human 
nature?. . .' 

Kazi Mutahar Hussain denied that the masthead of Shikha implied "burning of the 

Quran and mosque." Yet. when he gave a formal meaning for buddhir mukti, he gave a 

rationalkt explanation: 
We do not want to listen to others with our eyes closing 
nor, after Iistening to others, do we want to follow them 
blindly. We wanr to see the tmth ourselves by opening our 
eyes. We do not want the real truth to be covered by 
emotion or infatuation. By 'flames of learning' (jnan- 
shikha), we want to burn to ashes al1 deadened thought and 
free ail eternal Truth fkom al1 that obscures it. We do not 
want to have a stniggle against Islam. We want that Muslim 
society would get rid of many aebilitating superstitions and 
mbbish that have accumulated for many years. We do not 
want to live in a sleeping drearn. We want that by our hard 
work the glory of Islam would rise in fiiture .... By keeping 
our relations with di the races of the world, we want to be 
powerfiil, learned and resourcehl ....In one word, by 
keeping our intellect fiee. we want to perceive, as well as to 

5 Islam ki bhabe manusher janya kalyanprasu habe sei karhatai hayto amader nutan kare bhabre habe. 
Antader purbabatira Zsiamer je rup prayas peyechen ta jatheshtha pariechanna. ..Spmtha bhabei amader 
samne grahaniyarupe-bidhita Islam narir abarodh samarthan kareche. sudher upar abhiSmpat janQeche. 
lalita kalar carcay apatti tuleche, ar cintar hetre amader drira kanrhe bale diyeche. tomader samaria 
cinta sab samqe jena simabadha thake Q u m  o Hadiser cintu h m  Ei samusta kathai amader nutan 
kare bhebe dekhte habe, bhebe dekhte habe. mussalman samajer manushder karma O cintar svadhinatay 
eibhabe je anekkhani nuran rakamer pratibandhakata upasthif kara hayeche eaie kare ki satyakur kolyan 
labh hayeche .... Amader nutan kare bhebe dekhbar prayojan ei janya je, samjam O pabitrake. ..manu.sher 
buddhi srinkhalita karar &ara, sambhabpar kare rulte prayas pele asambhab kichur prati hot barana hay 
ki na. rinyakathay tate kare manab-prakritir upar atyacar kara hay ki na. .. Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Bangali 
Mussalmaner Sahitya Samasya" (AS, l927), Shikha, Vol. 1 ( 1  927), p. 30. 



help others to perceive, the material world and world of 
t h0~gh t .~  

B. Buddhir mukti as understood by a few independents: Unfettered fieedom 

The unfettered interpretation of birddhir rnukri, including a criticism of religion, 

also appealed many student participants of the MSS. in the third AS, Nazimi Islam 

(independent), a graduate student of Muslim Hall. read an essay, "Manab Pragati O 

M u h  Buddhi" (1929)' or 'Human Progress and the Liberated Intellect.' The essay cited 

examples of rnukra budiihi in the thought of Charles Darwin, Herbert Spencer, Socrates, 

and Ibn Rushd (Spanish Mwlim philosopher). About Socrates. Naziml wrote that he paid 

the highest respect to humankind urging them to develop self-confidence in their thought: 

"Human thought is not less valuable than words or rules of shastra."' For this unfettered 

freedom of thought, Socrates was condemned to death for being, "a rebel against 

authority" (shastra drohi). Socrates died. but he did not compromise on fieedom of 

thought. Nazirul quoted a passage of Socrates' statement before he died: "If you propose 

to acquit me on condition that 1 abandon my search of truth, 1 will Say, 1 thank you .... So 

long as I have breath and strength. 1 will never cease fiom my occupation with 

phil~sophy."~ Nazirul interpreted Ibn Rushd as a non-con for mis^ philosopher who 

Antara 
dekh ite. 
dhakiya 

cakrhu 
satyake 
rakhite 

bujiya parer katha sunite cai na. ba suniyai rnaniya laite coi na;-amara cai, cokh meliya 
jibane prakira bhabe anubhab karite. ilmara kalpana o bhaktir moha-abarane s a w k e  
cai na. Amara coi jnan-shikha haro  ashar samskar bharmibhut karite ebam sanatan 

satyake kuhelika-mukra kariya bhaskar O diptiman karite. Amara Islarner birudhe samgram karite cai na- 
amara cai bartaman mussolman samajer badha- kusamashkar ebam bahukal sancita abaJana dur karite. 
Amara aliter mohe dubtya thakïya suùher svapna dekhite cai na-umara cai karma-shroate jhap d j a  
Islamer bhabishyatke mahima mandita karite.. . .A rnara cai jagater samuday jatir scshit sarnparka rakhiya 
inanaban, bafaban o esvatyuban huiyu jibaner paridhi bardhila karite ebam tahake purnabhabe asvad O 

bhog karite .... Ek kathay amara buddhike mukta rakhya prarhanta jnan drishti &ara bastu-jagat ebam 
bhab-jagater byapardi pratakirCra karite O karaite cai. Kazi Mutahar Hussain, "Tritiya Barsher Km&u 
Bibarani," Shikha, Vol. II ( 1  9%), pp. 22-23. 

Moharnmad Nazirul Islam. "ibfanab Pragati O Mukta Buddhi." published in Kazi Mutahar Hussain (ed.), 
Shikha, Vol. III  (1929), pp. 85-92. The article is reprinted in the Bengali journal, Chayabirhi, December- 
January ( 193 5 ) .  pp. 2 17-225. 
8 Mohammad Naziml Islam, "Manab Pragati O Mukta Buddhi," Shikha. III (I929), p. 86. 

9 Moharnmad Naziml IsIam, "Manab Pragati O Mukra Buddhi," p. 86. 



rejected categoncally belief in the "next world" @araka/). The rejection. according to 

Nazimi. came at a time when the medieval European Church had a firm conviction of the 

next worfd. and at a time when Europe was killing many rebels for their rejection of 

religion. 

Nazird then applied the notion of buddhir mukti to socio-economic noms of the 

Muslim tradition. He attacked Islamic law for suppressing buddhir rnukri in economic 

development. He wrote that "mursaiman shasrra," or Islamic law, had taught social and 

economic egalitarianism by the abolition of interest, the introduction of zakat (tax for 

benefit of the poor) and by the law of inheritance. These laws suited the needs of the 

people in the days when they were introduced. but had become unhelpful and oppressive 

iater on. By contrast. the law of inheritancc of Chnstianity denied property tto any except 

the eldest son. This law made the other sons more energetic to stand on their own feet. As 

the industrial revolution occurred, European social structure adjusted to the needs of an 

economic revolution. For massive investrnent in new industries. Europe introduced a 

system of compound interest. People deposited money in the bank and in turn it was 

invested in building new industries. The Muslirn, according to Nazinil, could not accept 

this 'creativity of the humans': 
He opened the decaying pages of his shustra. He saw in 
there that it is an act of transgression ( h u m )  to take 
interest and to introduce an unequal distribution of family 
prope rty.... What happened. as a result, is that 
egalitarianism within the Muslim society continued 
according to the d e s  of shasnu. But differences [in 
material welfare] become as sky and earth between the 
Western Christians and the Muslims.'O 

By citing ail these examples, Naziml concluded that shas~a  could not be valid for 

al1 ages of humankind. For bettement of society and human Iives, human thought should 

be given freedom to question shastrcz: 

10 Mohammad Naziml Islam. "bfanab Pragari O ,Ciukta Buddhi," p. 90. 



The basic source of orthodox attitude is the 'faith in shasn-a' 
( shas~afe  bishvas). shustra wants to shackle al1 of hurnan 
life perpenially. By the same hard d e s  of the past, it wants 
to shackle hurnan lives in the present and in the hure .  
Humans live in d l  their actions, in work leaming, and 
thought. and want diversity. When shasna, by disobeying 
these inherent human d e s .  imposed some etemal truths. 
human lives becorne stereotyped and dull. To get rid of this 
machine-life. humankind applirs mu& buddhi. The rnukra 
birddhi would not only bring variation but equip humankind 
to adjust and to achieve victory in the changing 
circurnstances of the world.' ' 

Sharnsul Huda (independent), another undergraduate student of the Muslim Hall. 

further elaborated the radical meaning of buddhir rnuki. Huda was an assistant sccretary 

in the seventh year of the MSS. In that year, Huda read his article. ".Muslirn Sahiva 

Sumaj" (July 3 1.1932) in the first GS of that year of MSSeL2 Huda elaborated the meaning 

of rnukla birddhi as: "independence of thought" (cinrer svadhinara): "cultivation of 

knowledge" (inan-carca): "universal welfare" (vishva-kalyan): "stmgglinp for freedom" 

( m k i  prqiashi): "deepest respect for the endless potentiality of the power inherent in 

humankind" (rnanusher antarnihafo shaktir ananfa sambhabanar prati param shraddha). 

Huda's definition of rnukra buddhi threatened the basics of religion. its divine and 

- inspired foundation. Huda wrote: 

Let me ask to those of you who argue that religious 
declarations should be accepted uncontested. Is religion a 
collection of messages that came through God's (bidhara) 
own mouth written in so many languages, Arabic, Hebrew 
and Sanskrit? Did God himeIf corne down and tell to 
originators of religious law (dharma shasna) His self- 
righteousness? Was not religion the product of an 
influential person's experience and thought? Should not the 
change of our life-styles change the tmth and untmth of 

' ' ~oharnrnad Nazimi Islam. "Manab Pragati O Mukta Buddhi," p. 88 .  

'' This article is not published in any Bengali journal. A copy of the article is found in the diary of Shamsul 
Huda, "Btbidha ba Elornefo." This unpublished diary is collected fiom Kazi Wadud's private collection. 
Dhaka. For Secretary's report on the article, see, Moslemuddin Khan, "Sapram Barsha Pratham 
.-fdhibeshan." July. 3 1. 1932, MSSP pp. 1 15- 1 17. 



religion? Today, in the twentieth century. why should 1 
accept that the enormous potentiality of my diversified life 
would not be greater than that of a seller of dates, thirteen 
hundred years ago? Why should 1 concede today that the 
hopes. aspirations, dreams, and endeavors of a Bengali life 
are equal to and continuous with those of 
Bedouins? .... There is no need for a religion in any age of 
the pasr. presenr, and future if it represses hurnan intellect 
to a blind adherence and shuts the door of ever inquisitive 
human thought. There is no need for a religion that not only 
endorses its believers' fadures in Iife but also creares 
obstacles for other people. No religion should ever function 
permanently in hurnan lives. The mith of one age must tum 
into untnith and wrong in another age. Humans, therefore. 
have felt it necessary to revise religions at the end of an era. 
Examples include the renaissance movement in medieval 
Europe and neo-reform movement of Mostafa Kemal in 
modem Turkey. For this effort of a neo-reform movement. 
what is essential is fieedom of intellect and fkeedom of 
thought .... It is also mie that for th is  blindness and sickness 
of thought, it was prophets and reformen who were mostly 
responsible. Because it was the prophets who set the mie 
that their particular thoughf their works in their age are the 
only final answers for ever new questions in ever new lives 
of humankind. They, whose works were wrong to deny that 
human lives are ever changing .... served to establish a cruel 
judgeship over huma. knowledge and intellect ... The 
prophets have done wrong by introducing religion 
(dharma). because what we ordinarily understand by 
religion. by the correct practice of which heaven is gained, 
has no purpose for any human in any age ...." 

" Shusrrar banike nirbbicare mene na nile calbe na, tader prati amader du ekti jiggasa ache. Dharma ki 
.-larbi[,] samskrita, Hebrew bhashay likhira svyarn bidharar mukhnihsrita banir samashri? Bidhata ki 
svyarn e a e  dharma shrasrhader kane kane armaprashumsar mantra phukechen ? Eki kona bishist ha 
Prcrribhashali rnanusher abhig;ga~a o cima prusuru nay? Jiboner paribartane ki er sapata asatyatar nrp 
badiay na? Paribardhanshil jibaner prayojane ki dharmake amur maner mata kare amar byabaharupiogi 
kare ruire parba na? Kena aj ami ekatha svikar karba je sare-terashatabatsar purbber sadharan ekjan 
khajur bikrera .-lrabir jibaner coite biggan-adhusita amar ei bimsha shatabdir bahumukhi bahu 
sarnbhabanapurna jiban ekrilo sresrha nay? Kena ekatha ami rnanba je ajker dineyo ekjan marubeduin ar 
t?kjan Bangaiir jibaner asha. bharsat] mapna[,] sadhano ek O abhinna .... Je dharmer athaba dharma 
sadhanar kona darkari kona juge hayni. hacchena ebam haoya urir nay, je-dharma rnanusher buddhike 
crrarrha kure svara-kauruhali maner sbabhabik abhibyaktike dar rudhra kare ar cake baniye rakhe ashakta 
o andha jar h a r a  sadhita hay shudhu nijer jibaner byarrhara ncy anyader agragatir pcllheo pracur 
badhar srishri. Ciradin kona ekri dharma m a n d e r  jibane samagra bhabe karjya kari hay na. Haoyara 
bancnl~ao n q s .  Ekdiner satya. sapa-bilmir shara praceshra satveo anyadin mithaya parinira haye jete 
badhju. sejan-vai take juge juge shudhre nebar pruyojano haye eseche-er praman svarup dhara jay 



Shamsul Huda was an example of how an initially independent individuai was 

converted to a radical rational humanist standpoint in the MSS. What was responsible for 

Huda's quick conversion seems to have been close personal contact with Wadud. Huda's 

social background and secondary education are not known. It is recorded, however, that 

hr studied two years in Dhaka Islarnic Intermediate College. We also do not know when 

Wadud first met Huda. in the early 1930s. Huda was appointed as a private tutor for 

Wadud's daughter, Jebunesa. In course of t h e ,  Huda fell in love with lebunesa" and the- 

were married in 1949. What is striking in Huda's essay is his using of favorite Bengali 

synonyms of buddhir rngkfi of Wadud and imitation of Wadud's dificult Bengali writing 

style. It is also striking that Wadud's earlier essay. "Sanrnohifa Mussaiman" (1926) or 

'Infatuated Muslim' was imitated by Huda's. "Hazraf .blohamrnader Praribh~~"'~ (-4s. 
1927) or 'Grnius of Hazrat Mohammad.' One could also see a continuity of radical 

thought between Huda's. "Muslim Sahiva Samaj" (1932) and Wadud's "Sanrnohiiu 

.Llzrssaiman" ( 1926). Huda's conversion to radical rationalism by Wadud was rnost 

probably happened during early 1930s. 

C. Debate on the meaning of buddhir rnukti: Islamic liberals and rational hurnanists. 

The debate on Huda's essay demonstrates a major ideological polarization 

between Islarnic liberals and rational hurnanists in MSS. Shahidullah (Islarnic liberal) was 

modlqwjuger renaissance. (English phrase is Shamsul Huda's), ebarn barrarnan Tuncske Mosrafa Kamaler 
naba-samskar praceshta. E naba samskar praceshrai prrryojan mukra buddhi ebam svadhin 
clnrar ..... -lbash-va eo thik je e andharar O rugnacittar janya nabi O samkarakgani atimarrai dayi. Karan 
rader kona-ek juger kona ekti bishesh srishrikei manusher naba naba jibaner naba naba jiggasar ekmarra 
caram m u r  bale tara bidhan djechen barambar. Tara bhul krvechen e asvikar kare je rnanusher jiban 
krarnabardhanshil. Jader kaj pratyahha bhabe monusher jnan O buddhir upar nisrhur bhabe jajiyari 
kara .. ..:V abira an-vay karechen dharmer srishti kure, karan pracalita karhay arnara jüke dharma bale jani 
ja hubahu palan karle amader habe svarga labh, tar kona pruyojani kona kde  rnanusher hayni. For 
complete text o f  the article, see, Shamsul Huda, "Bibidha ba Elomelo," unpublished diary. 
14 Shamsul Huda, "Bibidha ba Elornelo." unpublished diary. 
15 Shamsul Huda, "Hazrar hfohammader Pratibha," published Ui Abu1 Hussain (ed.), Shikha, Vol. 1 
(1927). pp. 70-72. Huda read two more articles in MSS. See, Sharnsul Huda, "Kusamskarer Ekri Di&' (AS, 
1929). published in Kazi Mutahar Hussain (ed.), Shikha, Vol. III (1919), pp. 92-96. 



president of the 

Islamic Iiberals 

GS in which Huda read "A4usIim Sahztya Samaj." As spokesman of the 

of MSS, Shahiddiah couid not tolerate Huda's unfettered tieedom of 

thought and expression. Neither would he give a counter-argument to Huda's anti- 

apologetic thesis. The secretary's report of the session States: 
Shahidullah became angry and objected bitterly to Huda's 
comments of "There is no need of religion" and "The 
prophets had made mistakes by introducing religion." He 
then objected to the 'Muslim' title of the Samaj and said 'If 
the Samaj wants to spread the idea of rejecting 
fundamentals of Islam, then the Samaj should withdraw 
'Muslirn' fiom the title of its ~rganization."~ 

Shahidullah lefi the session by giving as his reason that he had to attend milad. or a 

Muslim religious gathenng. Afterward, he told his favorite students of Dhaka University. 

"Listen. religion is a subject one should understand thoroughly. The way the Samaj is 

interpreting religion is like one blind person showing a Street to another blind person."" 

On the other hand. the rationalist Mutahar agreed with Huda that fundamental 

human freedom should not be rejected. Mutahar. however. objected to Huda's comment 

that "there is no need of religi~n."'~ Mutahar argued that religion is a last resort of 

ordinary people for solving day to day moral problems. But he rejected Shahiduallh's 

objection to using the title 'Muslim' for the 'Muslim Sahitya Samaj' (MSS). Mutahar 

boldly assened that MSS should use the title as long as "our problems are not solved and 

there is no h m  to understanding Islam with a kee intelle~t." '~ Wadud disagreed to an 

rxtent with Mutahar. "It is human life that is the standard of tmth. If any religion or 

religious code c m o t  make human life flourishing, then that religion wouid bnng only 

Ib  Moslemuddin Khan, "Saptam Barsha Pratham Adhibeshan," July, 3 1 ,  1932, MSSP, p. 1 16. 
i- Kazi Mutahar Hussain. "hlohammad Shahidullahke Jeman Dekhechi." in Muhammad SafiyuIlah (ed.). 
Shuhdullah Sangbardhana Granth (Dhaka: Renaissance Printers. 1967)- p. 19 1 .  

18 Moslemuddin Khan, "Sapram Barsha Protham Adhibeshan," July, 3 1, 1932, MSSP, p. 1 16. 
19 .-tmader sarnasya jatadike dekha diyeche fatudike Sahirya Samuj bishqy bmtu hisabe taha grahan karbe. 
.Lhkru buddhi diye dharma bicare akoiyun ney. Moslernuddin Khan, "Sapram Bursha Pratham 
.Idhibeshan." July, 3 1, 1932, MSSP, p. 1 16. 



disgrace. but not welfare, into human life."" Wadud disagreed with Mutahar and 

qurstioned. " Why is mankind so weak? Perhaps. if mankind had not been made so wealr. 

it would not be so weak. For this religion is responsible in many ways."" He offered an 

example of Islarnic practice which made Muslims weak enough to a practice "barbarity." 

Citing the ongin of the practice of cow slaughtering, Wadud said: "Slaughtering a son by 

Ibrahim is a practice of a 'barbaroust (English word is Wadud's) age. This is not for o u  

age."" Wadud concluded: "Time has passed for being proud of religion .... What I 

understand by religion is that 1 love this univene to the extent 1 can: that is my religion "" 
Mohammad Abdur Rashid. another Isiarnic liberal, was more rational than a n g q  

and motional. as Shahidullah had been. Rashid differed with Huda. yet he tolrrated 

Huda's freedom of thought: "Raising questions against religion and differences of opinion 

are a 'natural process' (English phrase is Rashid's). Huda has the freedom to become a 

nasrik (agnostic. atheist. non-religious); let him be a nastik. Sometirne nasrikr are more 

religious than a religious person."" This argument of Mohammad Abdu Rashid. that 

civility should be maintained in academic debate. did not end the matter. Some orthodos 

Urdu-speaking Muslim 'leaden' (sardars) of Dhaka summoned a religious court to try 

and punish Huda. The court chose the Islarnic liberal. Shahidullah as the judge. We shall 

10 ... Jibanta ari matrwu san*a[.] Kona dharma ba dharma bidhan judi jibanke jay juha kare tulte nu pare 
rahale rare jibaner apamani sadhita hay, kaiyan kichui hrry na. Moslemuddin Khan, "Sapram Barsha 
Prarharn .-ldhibeshan." July, 3 1. 1932, MSSP. p. 1 17. 

"~ lanurh  durbai halo kena? Jadi take durbal kare deyoya na hata tahaie se etn durbd haita hala na. 
Dharniai er jan-va anekhani dayi. Moslemuddin Khan, "Saptam Barsha Pratham Adhibeshan," July, 3 1, 
1932. MSSP, p. 1 17. 

7 7 -- ... lbrahimer purra korbani barbarous juger niti. Uha amader janya nay. Moslemuddin Khan, "Sapram 
Barsha Prùtham ..ldhibeshan," luly, 3 1 ,  1932, MSSP, p. 1 17. 

. . 
-' ... Dharma n y e  garba karnr din cale geche. Dharma balte nijei ama-dimba kichu bujhi na. Jadi bujhi ta 
ri je jagatke jatakhani bhaiabczsi rai amar dharma. Moslemuddin Khan, "Saptam Barsha Prarharn 
.-idhibeshan." July. 3 1, 1932, MSSP, p. 1 17. 

" Jadi prabandha lekhoker mat prakasher mata nastikato ere thake tabe take ta asvikar &ara jabe na. Anek 
Sam- nastikrai dharmiker caiteo beshi dharmik Moslemuddin Khan, "Saptam Barsha Pratham 
.4dhibrshan." July. 3 1 .  1932, AMSSP, p. 1 17. 



retum to this topic in a later section dong with Muslims intimidation of Wadud and Abul 

Hussain. 

D.  Buddhir mukri as understood by Islamic liberais: Fettered fieedom. 

Mohamrnad Abdur Rashid (Islamic liberal) refùsed to accept Huda's. Wadud's. 

and Abul Hussain's understandings of buddhir rnukri. Rashid constructed a counter- 

meaning of buddhir rnukri in the article that he entitled: "Buddhir Mukti o Cinrar Mukir 

Karha" (1927) or 'Meaning of Freedom of Intellect and Thought.' Rashid's difficulty in 

understanding buddhir mukti as unfettered fieedom is clearly visible in the article: "Shall 

ive accept buddhir mukti without giving any importance to the Quran and Hadith? Shall 

we not accepr the authoriîy of Sharia in our life? It is true that we want buddhir mukri. It 

is also a tme that we want to remain as Muslim .... The two cm be made possible in 

Muslim life."" Rashid's understanding of buddhir mukri. therefore. took position of a 

religious apologist. 

Intellectually. Rashid supported the Muslim apologetics of Sir Sayyid Ahmad 

Khan. According to the Secretary's Report of MSS. Rashid said: "Many people are 

suspicious of the term buddhir rnubi. but we think that there is nothing dangerous to be 

afraid of in this term. For mukra buddhi (freedom of intellect), Sir Sayyid .*ad 

confronred insult from his pe~ple."'~ Rashid did not, however, as Sayyid Ahmad did. 

harmonize many philosophical ideas of the West with the Quran and Hadith. For 

example. Rashid did not write, as  did Sayyid Ahmad, Muslim apologetics harmonizing 

the Quran rules with the natural law. Yet his tendency of thought was that of a Muslim 

apologist. This is clear in one of Rashid's arguments: "We will keep our fieedom of 

intellect open .... Keeping intact the Quran's d e s ,  we wili re-state its rules according ro 

- 5 

-- Mohamrnad Abdur Rashid. "Buddhir O Cintar Muktir Katha," Naoroj, Vol. I., No. 1 (1927). p.35. 

' 6  ~ohammad Abdur Rashid, "Sampadaker Katha," in Mohammad Abdur Rashid (ed.), Shikha. Vol. IV 
( 1930). p. 23. 



modem dernand~ . "~ '  Contrary to  the  rational humanists' understanding of unfenered 

freedom and intel lect  Rashid argued: "Our Islam is a religion which has suited al1 periods 

and al1 societies. In other words, Is lam is a religion of mukra buddhi."" 

D. Bziddhir mukri as understood by a Hindu intellecnial. 

Mohitlal Majumdar expressed considerable interest in the meaning of bziddhir 

rnukii and MSS. in the third AS (t929), Mohitid read an essay, "~Muslim Sahiva Samaj." 

in which he stated that t he  purpose of buddhir rnukti was t o  bnng Muslim-Hindu unity in  

Bengal. His standpoint on Muslim-Hindu unity was that of 'composite nationalism:' "The 

Hindus. by remaining Hindu. and Muslirns. by remaining Muslim. would be  inspired to  

form a Bengali n a t i ~ n . " ' ~  For this reason. Majurndar was cornfortable with the title. 

'Muslim.' for the MSS. The Bengali Muslims would derive a new ideal of a Bengali 

nation from the Muslim tradition in Bengal: 
From the thirteenth through fifieenth century, Bengali 
society experienced a 'new life' (noba jiban). The Muslim 
intellectuals would see how this new life was influenced by 
Muslim religion and civilization. What did the Musl im 
contribute to  the dynamism of Bengali culture? How far did 

. - - Moharnrnad A bdur Rashid. " Buddhir o Cintar 'Mukrir Katha." Naoroj. Vol. I., No. 1 ( 1327). p.36. 
" Mohammad Abdw Rashid. "Buddhir O Cinm Mukir Karha." Saoro~.  Vol. 1. No. 1 (1927). p. 35 .  
Identical meaning of buddhir mukti was articulated by many Islamic liberals and independents in MSS. See. 
hlohamrnad Wajed Ali (Islamic liberal), "rlbhibhashan," (AS. 1935). Chayzbithi. Vol. II. No. 7 (1935). 
509-5 15. itloslemuddin Khan (independent), "Muslim Sahirya Samaj" (GS, 1 W ) ,  unpublished, see MSSP. 
p. 1 16. Khan Bahadur Abdur Rahman Khan (independent), "Abhibhashan," (AS, 1928). Shikha, Vol. I I  
( 1  928). pp. 5- 18. Abu1 Muzaffar Ahmad (independent), "Abhibhushan." (AS, 1929) Shikha, Vol. III 
( 1929). pp. 5- 13. Khan Bahadur Nasiruddin Ahmad (independent), "Abhibhashan" (AS, 1 WO), Shikha, 
Vol. IV ( 1930). pp. 4-2 1. Mohammad BarkatuIlah (Islamic liberal), "Islam O Mukra Buddhi," Bulbul Vol. 
11. No. 1 ( 1934), pp. 76-8 1. Akbaruddin (independent), "Muktir Parh," Naoroj, Vol. 1. No. 1 (1927) The 
last essay was not delivered in the MSS. A group of Islamic liberals, who organized intellectuai associations 
for movement of Pakistan in Dhaka university in 1943, used buddhir mukti slogan to serve a communal 
purpose. A notable figure was Calcutta based, Abul Kalam Shamsuddin. Shamsuddin attended one session 
of the MSS and read an essay, "Sahitya o Culture" (AS, 1930). He was a strong critic of radical group of 
MSS: "So many derogatory comments were wrinen against Islam and Muslirn life-style in the writings of 
Muslim Sahitya Samaj leaders, that ordinary Muslirns of Dhaka stood against this association." In 1943, 
Shamsuddin understood and used the phrase, buddhir rnukzi, as East Bengali Muslims' cultural, political and 
economic fieedom from the Hindus of West Bengal. See, Abul Kalam Shamsuddin, "Alocana" (1943) and 
".-lbhyurthana Samirir Sabhapatir Abhibhashan (1944). in Sardar Fazlul Karim, (ed.), Pakistan rindolan O 

.Ctr<slim Sahiwu (Dhaka: Bangla Academy, 1968). pp. 127- 138 and 1 29- 136. 

'' Mohitlal Majumdar. "Murlim Sohizya Samaj," Shikho, Vol. I I I  ( 1929). p. 24. 



his religious life, social ideals, and literanire contribute to 
one Bengali mentality? What did this new religion, Islam, 
and its Muslirn culture add to the strength of the Bengali 
culture and life both before and after the Muslirn 

In other words. Majumdar suggested that developing Bengali culture is the purpose of the 

b~iddhir mrikri movement. The Bengali Muslim intellectuals should trace an ongin of 

buddhir mubi  from their own Muslim tradition in Bengal. Majurndar therefore. stood 

apart from Wadud and Abul Hussain, who did not seek precedents for buddhir rnukri 

from the tradition of Bengali Muslims. Ideologically, as well as in personal manners. 

Wadud and Abul Hussain were more open than Mohitlal. M e r  an Annuai Session of the 

MSS was held 193 1, Wadud invited Mohitlal for dinner dong with others at his home. 

Abul Fazal. who was present at the dinner, wrote: "Mohitlal did not touch the food sewed 

in the dinner. 1 do not knoa if it was for his religious orthodoxy or for any other reason."" 

The meaning of buddhir rnukti was thus interpreted differently according to two 

ideological frameworks. The rational humanisrs. supported by some independent 

Musiirns. defined buddhir rnukri as an unfettered freedom that allows critique of Islam. 

Extremr rsarnples are Huda's and Nazirul's essays. The Isiamic liberals. on the contrary. 

preferred a restricted. or fettered. meaning, i.e.. Freedom of intellect is to be used to re- 

- state Islam in the modem situation. Based on these two conceptual frameworks. the two 

groups responded differently to pnnciples and practices of Islam in Bengali Muslirn 

society. The sections below will show the divergence of the two groups on these issues. 

III. Islarnic rules and prohibitions in Bengali Muslim society. 

The two groups' responses to rules and practices of Islam were at the heart of 

deliberations of the MSS. Out of the 12 essays read in the first AS (March 27 through 

March 28. 1927), 10 essays addressed socio-econornic and culniral issues and 2 essays 

'O Mohitlal Majumdar. "hIuIim S a h i ~ a  Samuj," Shikha, Vol. 111 (1929). p. 27. 

" A b d  Fatal. "Buddhadeb Basu o Mohif Prasange." in Abul Fazal (ed.) ,  Shubitabuddhi (Dhaka: 
Muktadhara, 1974). p. 12 1. 



were direct comments on Islamic practices in Bengali Muslim society. These two essays 

were Anwaml Kadir's (rationdist) essay, " Bongali Mussalmaner Samajik Galad ( 1 92 7)." 

or 'Social Wrongs of Bengali Muslims' and Moharnmad Abdur Rashid's (Islamic liberal) 

essay. "Amader Naba Jagaran O Shariat," or 'Our New Awakening and Sharia.' The two 

rssays began an intellecnial battle on the applicability of many Islamic rules and 

prohibitions in Bengali Muslim society. 

.A. Rationalists' critique: Polygarny and the Islamic rule of divorce. 

hwarul Kadir's. "Bangali hlussaimaner Samujik Galad" was the first essay that 

he read in MSS. In his introduction, h w a d  Kadir was proud of Islam: "Practically. 

Islam is such a wondefil religion, its practice is so simple that one day everybody will be 

obliged to accept Isl Despite this praise, Anwad Kadir chastised Bengali Muslim 

society. It was bom a long time ago, "But why, during these long years, was there not 

bom in this society a Herbert Spencer, a Rousseau, a Rammohun, Bankim Chandra Piari 

Charan. Rarntanu Lahari, Rajnarayan Basu, or an As~tosh."~' For overcoming intellectual 

poverty. he advocated modem education for Bengali Muslims: but. importantly he also 

criticized some basic principies of classical Islam. 

.-\n\vanil Kadir writes in the article that Muslims should not simply obey Hauat 

Mohammad and the Quran because of the praise by which Hazrat Mohamrnad's life is 

glorified and the claim that everything is in the Quran." The essay made the criticism that 

Islamic social institution of polygamy is like a "primitive society, where a womm was 

" Anwarui Kadir. "~angali  Mussufrnuner Samajik Galad," Shikha, Vol. 1 (1927). p. 57. 

" ~ n w a r u l  Kadir. "Bangali Mussafmaner Samajik Galad." Shikha, Vol. 1 (1927), p. 60. 

54 Samajer netader ucit samajbhukta janaganke pabitra paygamvwer sarnyak paricayer subidha &are 
deoya. Ta na &are shudhu haoyai prashamsa kare ar kerube ache, Qurane ache pare dekha ei soja path 
dekhi1.e dik tara ta manbe kena. Shudhu hukum palane svad paoya jay na-bishesh &are jadi hakimke 

puropirri na jana j q  ar tar gune puropuri rnughdha na haoya jay. Anwanil Kadir. " Bangali Mussalmaner 
Scrrnajrk Galad." Shikha. Vol. 1 ( 1927). p. 60. 



treated foremost as a property." About the impact of polygmy, A n w d  Kadir further 

reports a sexual corruption that it introduced into Muslim society: "Very respected 

religious Muslims divorce one bibi (wife) out of four bibis in order to marp a young 

pretty virgin girl without any obstacle ffom Islam."35 What made it so simple in Islam. 

according to h w a d  Kadir. is that "you Say kaima and agree to pay mohar (dowy) and 

nobody would see your mi~deeds."'~ Similarly, A n w d  Kadir cnticized divorce niles of 

Islam related to re-marrying a wife by an earlier husband: "We know that according to 

sharia. if a Muslim wants to remarry his divorced wife, then the divorced wife must be 

rnarried to another Muslim and stay [with him] for sorne time before she will be allowed 

to remarry her former hu~band."~' Anwanil Kadir objected to this rule of Islam on the 

ground rhat the second husband may not divorce his wife to allow her to remarry the first 

husband. He cited the example of a pic who. after manying a divorced wife. had refùsed 

to divorce her in order for her to re-rnany her former husband. Anwarul Kadir paid no 

respect to Muslims' objection against "music before a mosque." He stated: let Muslims 

commit a sin by permitting Hindus to play music before a mosque. Anw.rul Kadir did not 

ser any reason that Muslims should give up life to protect a mosque from this sin of 

Hindus: "Do Muslims have to destroy life for this? 1s it really worth giving up life for this 

issue? What would happen to the children and farnilies of Muslims who died in nots to 

prevent music before mosque?"" 

B. Reply of an fslamic liberal: Sharia is to be re-stated in modem time. 

: 5 
Anwarul Kadir. "Bangah 1MussalmanerSamajik Guiad," Shikha, Vol. 1 (1927), p. 61. 

j6hwarul Kadir. "~ungali Mmalmaner Samajik Galad," Shikha, Vol. 1 ( 1927). p. 6 1. 

. - 
'' Anwarul Kadir, lt~ungali Mussalmaner Samajik Galad," Shikha, Vol. 1 (1 9 Z ) ,  p. 62. 

; S Anwarul Kadir. " Bangali Mussalmaner Samajik Gulad," Shikha, Vol. 1 ( 1 W7), p. 65. 



In contrast to the simple but clear exarnples of the rational humanist critique of 

.2nwanil Kadir. Rashid's essay was quite different. In the introduction of the essay. 

"dmader .Vaba Jagaran O Shariai," Rashid stated clearly that there is no need to eliminate 

sharia but to re-state its meaning in modem situations: 
Arnidst the new necessities that we corne across with the 
change of time and age, we need to keep a continuity of the 
imer meanings of sharia. But we have to adjust them to 
modem t ife-styles. This adjustrnent would not mean change 
of the imer thought and meaning of Sharia; but only a 
rational change of their exterior fom. 1 f m l y  believe that 
in this change. there would not be any disrespect to Islam 
and to the orden of Allah .... For Muslims, it is possible to 
make a synthesis between science and sharia." 

To bring a "rational change of the extemal form of Shari&' and for a "synthesis between 

science and sharia." Rashid cited severai d e s  of sharia. For exarnple. Rashrd took up the 

issue of interest. Rashid recalled that the holy "Quran has forbidden interest." Yet. for the 

economic cornpetition of Muslims with other "races," interest is desirable. Rashid could 

not cite a rationale from the Quran; but he found one in Hazrat Mohammad's conversation 

with one of his disciple. Rashid wrote: 
In this context (rationale of taking or giving of interest by 
Muslims), 1 am telling you of an event in Hazrat 
Mohammad's life. One day, Hazrat rusu1 asked Moad 
(governor of Yemen), "by which law will you govem 
Yemen?" Moad replied, "the law of the Quran." The 
Prophet then replied, "if there is a situation for which you 
find no law in the Quran?" Moad replied, "1 will govem by 
the practices of rmul." Again Hazrat asked, "if you do not 
get any law there?" Moad replied, "1 wouid apply my own 
judgnent. "" 

Rashid did not speciS, a source of this dialogue. It seems, however. that he drew 

it from ijrehud ("consensus" or l'judgrnentll). Rashid applied this fieedom within Islam to 

judge the restrictions of purdah imposed by Islamic prohibitions. He. however. only 

i 9 Mohammad Abdu Rashid, ".hader Naba Jagaran O Shariat," Shikha, Vol. 1 (1927), p. 93. 

''O Mohammad Abdur Rashid. "Amader Naba Jagaran O Shariat," Shikha. Vol. 1 (1927), p. 96. 



cnt icized abarodh or 'physical seclusion' o f  women." established in Bengali Muslim 

society by M u s l i m  traditi~nalists.~'  Like the liberal Rashid, the neo-orthodox Muslim 

Bengali intellectuals also demanded an abolition o f  abarodh o f  Muslirn females. 

Nevertheless. t he  neo-orthodox replaced aborodh by introducing d e s  o f  echlami purdah 

(Islamic pzirdah). The rules o f  Islamic purdah were re-stated by the neo-orthodox from 

the Hadith and Quranic d e s  on women that allowed public appearances and participation 

o f  Muslim female. but imposed restrictions on the f ieedom o f  Muslim females' 

sexuality." Rashid also favored Islamic purdah. For example ,  he justif ied freedom o f  

4 I A Bengali Muslim physician. Dr. Abdul Malek, wrote in 1928 that .-ibarodh is equivalent to 
"untouchable" (usu-va-spqa so much so that "Muslim women cm not see any male not even the suniight" 
(.\tunush IO durer katha surjyar aloka jena rahara [Mrislim women] dekhite na pay). Although the 
physician exaggerated the situation a bit extreme, nevenheless, he stated an impact of abarodh or physical 
imprisonment of Muslim wornen at home. The physician wrote that 2,2 16 people had died fiom tuberculosis 
in the city of Calcutta in 1922. It was Muslim women arnong 20-30 years' age group who accounted 7.1 
percent as against 1.8 percent of Muslim males of the same age group. See, Dr. Abdul Malek. ".4barodh 
Prathar .-lpakurira. " :Ma.sik ,Mohamrnadi, Vol. II, No. 5 ( 1928), 269-27 1. During the late nineteenth and tirst 
half of the twentietb centuries. several Bengali novels were published on the physical imprisonment or 
clbarodh of Bengali Muslim women. See Nauser Ali Khan Yusuhi,  Bangrya ~Mursafrnan (Calcutta. 1890). 
Rokeya Sakhwat Hussain, Motichur, I & II (Calcutta, 1905); Suitana's Dream (Caicuna, 1908): 
.-fbarodhbasini (Calcutta, 1928). Qazi Imdadul Huq, "Abduffah," reprinted in Abdul Kadir (ed.), Ka-i 
Imdadul Huq Racanabali, I (Dhaka, 1968). Abu1 Fattah Qureshi, Safeha (Calcutta 19%). Ali Akbar Khan, 
.Lluslim Mahifa Carira (Calcutta, 1920). Masih Al-Rahman Qureshi, Narir Pabitrata ba Parda Rakrha 
(Calcutta. 1922-23). Mohammad Ajgar Ali, Ukil Mqye O Vedata Kechcha (Serajganj, 1930). Mohamrnad 
1 brahirn. Jobeda (Calcutta, 1922-23). Mohamrnad Mansur Ali, Sari Rahima (Calcutta, 19 19). Mohammad 
Qurban Ali. .Wanoyara (Calcutta, 1927). Sayyid Mukararn Ali, Narir Dharma (Caicutta, 1924). 

'' Anisurzaman found an "unrestricted hate and suspicion towards women" in medieval ( 1  760-1 860) 
Bengali Muslim puthi literature. In purhi, "Kecha rilg Laila," author Mafizuddin Ahmad was so angry to 
unrestricted female sex that he suggested, "whipping is the best medicine to keep a wife obedient." See 
Anisuzzaman. ibtufirn Manas O Bangia Sahitya, pp. 138-141. The Ahl-&Hadith understood the Quran and 
Hadith supportive to the social rules of abarodh, They argued: "Social niles of abarodh are recomrnended 
principles of the Quran and Hadith and these rules were not manufactured by molla's and mauiabis. 
.ibarodh and purdah are iman of Muslim woman." See Abdul Hakim and Babar Ali, "Abarodh-Pratha," 
.-lhl-r-Hadith. Vol. I I I .  No. 3 (1917). pp. 97-1 I l ;  Vol. III, No. 4 (1917), pp. 145-158; Vol. 111, No. 5 
( 19 17). pp. 203-2 1 1 .  

" Fatima Memissi, a woman feminist of Morocco, argued for restrictions on women's sexuality by the 
Quran, Hadith, Muslim theonsts and Islamic rules of Muslirn States. See Fatima Mernissi, Beyond the Veil: 
Male- Female ûynamics in Modern Murlim Society (B  loomington: Indiana University Press, 1 987). For 
neo-orthodorc view of Islamic purduh, see Mohamrnad Akram Khan, "Abarodh O Ucchrinkhaia," hfasik 
.\fohamrnadi. Vol. VI, No. 1 (1932), pp. 9-14. The article criticized physicai seclusion of Muslim women 
but also criticized fkee mixing of women of the West. In the article, Alcram wrote: "In the name of fieedom 
of women. nations of the West had infested their social lives with great curses." He cited critiques of co- 
education of women with males in the West fkom writing of an Arnerican judge, Ben Lindsay's, The Revofr 
of Modern Youth: "The first item in the testimony of the hi& school students is that of al1 the youth who go 
to parties. attend parties. attend dances, and go together in automobiles, more than 80 percent indulge in 



education and public movements of Muslirn fernales, but justified burka ("a billowing 

garment that coven the whole body. The wearer cm see ordy through a mesh of veil"): 

"By wearing colorful b u r h  they c m  move around fieely. They can go to schools. 

colleges. parks and participate in  association^."^ Nevertheless, Muslim females are not 

equal to Muslim males. Rashid's reasons were: 

It would be unjustifiable to allow Muslim females to move 
freely like Muslim males. Europe has recognized a dark 
side of this practice, but they could not find any language to 
oppose it. Women's intellect may not be less than 
men's ... and men and women are children of humans: yet we 
could bnng many objections to this rationale.. . .The 
functioning power of Women is restricted by nature .... As 
long as satisfaction of sensuality by sex would be a 
factor ..A is essential that women should keep away fiom 
the eyes of men." 

C. Rationai hwnanists' critiques oE Purduh. ambivalence between Islamic faith and 
Islamic reforms. Islamic charity and fundamental practices. 

Abu1 Hussain instantly objected to Rashid's imposing of purdah upon Muslim 

females. As editor of Shikha (Vol. i), in which Rashid's article was printed, Abul Hussain 

commented: "What happens to control of male sex~ality?"~ Four months later. Abul 

Hussain read his own essay. Abul Hussain's essay, "Adesher Nigraha" or "Coerciveness 

of Commands.' is a devastating critique of some of the d e s  and prohibitions of Islam. He 

hugging and kissing ..." Mohammad Akram Khan, "Echlame Narir Marjada O Adhikar," published in 
iblarik Mohammadi. Vol. 1 ,  No. 2 (1927), pp. 65-72, N o .  3 (1927), pp. 137-145, Vol. 4, pp. 201-204. 
Mohammad Aluarn Khan, "Mostafi Cariter Baïshishta," Masik Mohammadi, Vol. III, No. 5 (1929), pp. 
3 22-323. Mohammad Akram Khan, "Id Sanmelane Narir Upasthiri," Masik Mohammadi, Vol. VIII, No. 4 
( 1934). pp. 323-328. Mohammad Akram Khan, "Purdah, Hijab O Abarodh," Ai-Islam, Vol. I I I ,  No. 3 
( 19 17). pp. 195-205. Mohammad Akram Khan, Quran Sharrfi 1 or 'The Q u m :  Bengali translation and 
commentaries' (Dhaka: Reprinted by Jhinuk Pustika, 1960). See Akram's cornrnentary on Sua  "Nisaa" or 
'Women" pp. 563-658. Mohammad Akrarn Khan, "Alocana," Masik Mohammadi, Vol. V ,  No. 12. (1932), 
pp. 873-875: Vol. VI, NO. 8 (1933), pp. 582-583; Vol. VIII, NO. 7 (1935), 250-251; Vol. VII, NO. 9 (I935), 
pp. 667-668. 

W Mohammad A bdur Rashid. "Amader Naba Jagaron O Shariat," Shikha, Vol. 1 ( 1  927), p. 97. 

" Mohammad Abdur Rashid. "Amader Naba Jagaran O Shariat." Shikha, Vol. 1 ( 1927). p. 97. 

'' Mohamrnad Abdw Rashid, "Amader NooaJagaran O Shariat," Shikha, Vol. 1 (1927), p. 98. 



read chis essay in the first GS (July 24, 1927) of MSS. In other words, Abul Hussain 

presented the essay in a GS that immediately followed the AS where Rashid read 

'2mader .Vabu Jagaran o Shariat (March 27-28, 1927)." Like Rashid's. A b d  Hussain's 

essay is well organized but it has a radical theoretical base: 
"Islam is an e t e d  religion* equaily applicable in al1 ages 
and in al1 countries." This daim c m  o d y  be sustained by 
brute force; not by reason or by the noms of the flow 
human history or of nature. The reason Muslims today can 
not completely accept the injunctions of Islam may be 
inquired into and made clear. And this must be considered: 
to what extent can seventh century Islam. which originated 
in the Arabian-desert, be applicable in the twentieth century 
in bountiful Bengal, green with harvest? If I consider Islam 
to be unchanging, a monolithic reality, an etemal religion 
(dharma) and attempt to apply that to life, the attempt will 
tum into useless tonnent: and he upon whorn such attempt 
is made will rebel and, looking upon his life, Say, "1 do not 
obey Islam, because 1 cannot obey or 1 do not want to obey 
it"..,.Islarn is for humankind, humankind is not for Islam." 

Abul Hussain had asked a fundamentai question, Le., does the clairn of an un- 

changeable Islam bring torrnent to human life? Abu1 Hussain analyzed several social 

practices of Islam fiom this perspective. For example, he criticized imposition of purdah 

upon 'vluslim women and the ambiguity between Islamic principles and Islamic reforms. 

Abu1 Hussain wote a psychological analysis of purdah's influence upon Muslim social 

life. He claimed that purdah today was becoming a deadly weapon for rousing sensuality 

of Muslim men and women that purdah is a syrnbol of Muslirn society's 'weakness' 

4 7 "Islam ekti sanatan dharma. sarba kale O sarbadeshe sarnanbhabe prajojya. Kintu ei dabi gqver jorei 
kura cafre pare. jukri ba manab-itihaser &ara ba prakritir nïyarnanusare se dabi tikre pare na. Aj 
mussalman kena Isfamer adesh purapuri palan karte porche na. tar karan khuje ber karte habe; ar eo 
dekhte habe. saptam shatabdir Ara6 manv islam bimsha shatabdir shasya-skyamal urbbar deshe 
katakhani karjakari hate pare. jadi Islam aparibarttaniya, akhanda satya sanatan dharma baie ~ake 
hubahu jibane grahan karbar janya ceshta kara hay, se ceshta nichak aîyucarei parinira habe. ebarn jar 
upar se ceshra habe se bidrohi haye tar jiban diye dekhabe je, 'ami Islam mani na; karan mante pari na ba 
mante iccha hay na'. ... islam je manusher janya, manush je Islamer janya nay. Abul Hussain, "Adesher 
.Vigraha." in Abdul Kadir (ed.), Abul Hussainer Racanabali, pp.  63-64. The article is also published in a 
Hindu journal. Shanri, Vol. IV, No. 8 (1929). The article should be read along with Abu1 Hussain's identical 
article. "Yishedher Biramvana," or 'Dilemmas o f  Prohibitions,' Abhijan, Vol. 1. No. 1 ( 1  926), pp. 20-37. 



(durbulata), 'sharnelessness' (nirlajara), 'narrow mindness' (sankinaciftata), 'heartlessn- 

rss' (hidayhinata), 'perversion of taste' (ruci-bibifi), 'il1 health' (svasthahinata), 'laziness' 

(alasya). 'loss of work ethic' (hrrne bigataspriha), and is indifference to the intellectual 

development (mastishka-carcar pari udasinya) of Muslirn females. Finally. Abul 

Hussain's stated that purdah is corrupting Muslim females: 

in Muslirn society, purdûh is becoming a wonderfûl 
system for violating the chastity of Muslim women. Behind 
the purdah, weakness of Muslim wornen has been 
nourished in such a manner that her individuality could not 
grow at d l .  At a slightest temptation she swims in 
sensudity--because since her childhood purdah, while 
habituating her to think exclusively of chastity, only 
encourages her sensualityu 

Abu1 Hussain paid respect to widow remariage in Islam. but he was unreserved in 

his criticism of the ambivalence between Islamic principles and Islarnic reforms in the 

case of widow remarriage : 
The high class Muslim single men have hatefully refused to 
marry widows. Even those who have married NO or three 
times have a craving for a virgin girl. Many Muslims do not 
hesitate to have sexual relations with a widow: but they 
refuse to accept a widow as their wife ... Yet they are ideai 
Muslims, because they pray five times. In other words, if 
one pays five times, but comrnits the wont vices, al1 the 
vices are gone. What a wonderfui religion! .... Frayer and 
vices are rnixed together in I~ lam. '~  

18 Barraman mussalman samaje purdah ei statirrv nusta kotber camarkm ekti upaye parinitu hayeche. 
Prtrdahar anrarale mussalman narir durbbalata erupe lafita hate thake je, tar byaktitva ekebare pusthilabh 
karre pare na, phale samanya ingite ba prafobhanei se pashabik lalcrshar shrote ga bhashiye dite badba  
hqp-karan purdah rake ati shaishab harei ai ekii marra basrtu arthar saritver katha bhabre abhyus~a karre 
giyei ai lalasakei pusrha k'are rule. Abul Hussain. "Adesher Nigroho." reprinted in Abu1 Hussatner 
Racclnabali. p. 72. 

49 Ekru zrccastarer biparnik mussalman bidhabake strinrpe grahan karar prastabe nak-mukh kuciye 
ghrinabhare ta pratyakhyan karen. Eman ki, dui ba tatodhik stri-biyog-katar bhadra musalmano kumarir 
(virgin) janya lalqvita haye uthen Kinru laba O paritaper buhay, mussalmaner aneke bidhabar sange 
pashabik sambandha pratista karte dvidha bodh karen na. ... Ai Samanta abaidha acarparasta bhadra 
mussalmankei adarsha mussalman bale dharen, h a n  tara namaj paren. Namaj pareli sut khun maph. Ku- 
karmer curanta &ara kintu masjide ease marha rhuke jao, tomar samasra pop dhuye jabe. Ki camatkar 
dharma!. . . :Vamaj ar kukarmma jena mita fi k'are baseche. Abul Hussain, " A  desher Nigraha," in A bul 
Hussainer Racanabali, p. 7 1 .  



Abu1 Hussain charged that Islamic polygamy and divorce have destroyed wonderfui 

human relations in the institution of rnaniage. He wrote that it is rare for Muslims to pay 

respect to the sanctity and obligation of mamiage: "Today, marriage has been taken by 

Muslim men for satisfaction of l u t  upon Muslim fernales. Similady. Muslim men take 

lslarnic laws of divorce and polygamy as ways of imposing coercion upon Muslim 

Abu1 Hussain also criticized Islamic rules of char@. e.g.. =oh. firra and sadka. 

as destroying the self-confidence of Muslims: "With ever increasing sources of Islamic 

charity. zakai.firra and sadka. there is a proportionate increase of Muslim beggars. There 

is no doubt that this obnoxious profession of begging was mostly responsible for 

senseless charity onginated by the orders of I ~ l m . " ~ '  

The most serious criticisrn that he brought against Islam in this article was 

targeted against several fundamental practices of Islamic religion: namaj @rayer), roju 

(fasting). aju (ablution). telawat (recitation of the Qum),  azan (cal1 for Muslims' prayer). 

and kalema (basic Muslim affirmation that Allah is one and Mohammad is His rasun. He 

challenged the narrow and dirty mind of those Muslims who obey these 'commands to the 

Irtter' (ahhure akshare palan) or to the last bit ( b o y  gandya hisab kare palun)." Abu1 

Hussain did not reinterpret the meanings of these practices. But he wanted to change thenî 

by appeal to some universal human standards. He appeaied to the Mawlanas: 
How long will you propagate aju, roja, namaj, etc., among 
Muslims? It is not crucial if humans are performing or not 
performing aju. Tell thern, if they do not know it, how to 
keep oneself clean instead of doing an aju. Tell thern that a 
hurnan cannot clean his body only by touching fingers and 
legs into (aju) water. Your duty is also to tell them about 
mental and bodily cleansing for better health, of which aju 
is only one of the acts .... What are Muslims going to 

50 Abul Hussain. ".-l desher Nigraha," .-î bu1 Hursainer Racanabali. p. 73. 

'' Abul Hussain. ".4desher Nigraha," Abu[ Hussainer Racanribali. p. 73. 

" Abul Hussain. "Adesher Nigraha." A b d  Hmsainer RacanabaIi, p. 67. 



achieve, when you Say that "if they perform namaj and roja 
they will receive seventy thousand 'rewards' (sowab) of 
God?" Instead, tell them how the namaj and roja could 
connibute to hurnanity in this world. If, by rejecting these 
acts. we could achieve humanity by other simpler means: 
tell them not to rigorously insist upon these obligatory of 
ri tu al^.^; 

These Islamic practices. according to Abul Hussain, are based on a notion of 

bishvas. In Bengali vocabulary, bishvas or believing, is a generic term. The Bengali word 

bishvas does not always carry the iranslated meaning of faith or Abul Hussain 

traced an ongin of dharma-bishvas (religious faith) to fear, weakness. and ignorance of 

humans: "Those people whose thought is like barbaric people or hl1 of ignorance, fear. 

feebleness, are the people who have bishvas. In other words, they obey each and every 

word of shastra for fear of punishment in the next w~r ld . " '~  In one specific case. dojakh 

and beheshta (the last day of judgment). which are not minor beliefs but fundamental 

lslamic doctrines. Abul Hussain questioned and rejected their validity in modem time: 
... No Muslim would be able to comprehend by the intellect 
(buddhi) the red character of dojakh and beheshta. To 
understand these, Muslims' 1 s t  resort is bishvas. 

'' Abul Hussain. ".ddesher Nigraha," Abd Hursainer Racanabali, p. 68. 

'" W.C. Smith distinguished "belief' lrom the "faith" in major religions: Christianity, Judaism. Hinduism. 
Buddhism, and Islam. About the "Islamic instance," Smith argued that faith is "theocenaic." The Qum 
does not ask Muslims simply "believing," but "to have faith." The English word "believing" is a "serious 
mistranslation" of the Quranic word amana "with iman, faith, as its verbal noun." Smith understands that 
the term "believing" ha prevailed among retigious people by an innocent and straightforward meaning. "In 
ordinary parlance .... believing is the concept by which we convey the fact that a view is held, ideationally, 
without a final decision as to its validity-explicitly without that decision." In contrast. Smith defined, "Faith 
is something that people do more than it is sornething that people 'have;' although one may also Say chat it 
pertains to something that people are, or become. The Quran presents ... a dramatic challenge wherein God's 
terror and mercy. simultaneously. are proclaimed to mankind .... The man of faith (mu'min) is he who 
accepts. who says 'yes' -30 the mumin, the man of faith, the yes-sayer .... By it, he identifies himself with 
the communal, and cosmic activity. Iman, the act of faith, means the positive response to the divine and 
dramatic challenge ,...The Muslim does not say, 1 believe that Muhammad is the apostle of God. Rather, he 
assens: '1  bear wimess to' these facts. His regarding them as Facts, not theories, as realities in the universe 
not beliefs in mankind .... The witness fomiula affirms that he is relathg himself in a certain way-of 
recognition. obedience, service-to a situation that akeady, and independently, and objectively, exists. He is 
corroborating it. not postulating it ,... Notions are not believed, they are presupposed." See, W. C. Smith, 
''The Islamic Instance: Faith as Theocentric," in W.C. Smith, Faith and Belief (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1 977), pp. 33-52. 

'' Abul Hussain, "Adesher Nigraho." A b d  Hussainer Racanabali, p. 60. 



Realistically, bishvrrs is a notion that can not be grasped by 
the intellect, so it can not be abided by hurnans. A notion 
for which intellect is unnecessary or unworthy must lose its 
hold ... Ordinary Muslims do not care about dojakh and 
beheshta. A bishvcis that tells Muslirns about distribution of 
dojukh and beheshta, in some unknown hihue, cannot 
salvage the practical life of Muslims, the daily necessities 
in this world ,... Therefore, the dharma-guru who gave the 
command to renounce pleasures of the present time by 
pointing to some far distant longing has denied the nature 
of hurnanity .56 

D. Debate on rationalists' critiques: Islamic liberals, independents and other rationalists. 

The debate (GS. September 23, 1927) on Abd Hussain's essay was divided. Out 

of 13 participants who commented on this essay, 7 Muslim discussants censured Abul 

Hussain. The 5 defenders of Abul Hussain in MSS were Kazi Wadud and the Hinclu 

participants. The criticism of the essay was based on several grounds Abdul Aziz 

(independent) cnticized that: "Abd Hussain wants to destroy Islam. He has not given any 

solution for the reconstruction of I~lam."~' Kazi Nunil Huq (independent) accused Abul 

Hussain of propagating criticism of Islam and advised Abul Hussain. "If you had learned 

to understand the tnie meaning of the Quran and Hadith, your thought would not have 

criticized I~larn."~~ Naziruddin Ahmad (independent) objected because Abu1 Hussain had 

spoken only about the dark side of Muslim society. He also mentioned: "It is a mistaken 

belief that Muslims. by rejecting religion, would think only about practicd life of this 

16 
... Dojakh beheshrer barnana hate kono mussalmani tar prakrita svarup buddhir dara dharana karre pare 

na, Kebal bishasi tar ekmaira sarnval. Prakitapakrhe, buddhi je bartiuke dharte pare na. brShvas haro 
take besh~ksan dhare rakha jay na. Buddhir prcryog jekhane anabahyak ba anarthak sekhane bishva. 
sithil hare bad-a ... Sadharan mussaiman dojukh beheshter bkhesh potoya &are na. Kon ajneya kale 
mriru-vr pare sei dojakh beheshrer batoyara habe ei bishas manushke far niwa-prayojaner pirapiri haie 
uddhar karre pure na. ... Sutatam sudur-bhabishya~er sukher lobh dekhiye je dharrnagunr barramaner sukh 
c a g  karte hukurn karen rini manusher prakritike awikar karen. A bu1 Hussain. "A desher Nigraha." .4 bul 
Hzmainer Racannbali. p p. 65-66. 

57 Kazi Mutahar Hussain, "Dvitya Barsha Pratham Adhibeshan" August, 27, 1927, MSSP, p. 35. 

58 Kazi Mutahar Hussain. "Dvitya Barsha Pratham Adhibeshan" August, 27, 1927, MSSP, p. 36. 



~ o r l d . " ' ~  Another discussant. Golam Maola (independent) was rnixed in his response. 

Golam stated that religious morality is acting as a force for law and order in Muslim 

society. Yet Maola argued: "If religion fatally suppresses our human instincts. why should 

we obey religion?"* 

Rashid's criticism was well organized within the framework of Islamic liberalism. 

He agreed with Abul Hussain that there is no doubt that khorba (Islamic sermons. usually 

delivered by the imam after Friday prayer) and aju have become lifeless; "but that does 

not mean we have to trample dl orden of Islamn6' (Tq baliya Islamer sab adesh j e  pada- 

clalita karite haibe. tahao nay). "In reality," Rashid continued, "Islam is a universal 

religion suitable for al1 ages and for al1 races." 

Kazi Waduds strong supportive comment came in the rniddle of the discussion. 

Wadud's comment was similar to Abul Hussain's indictment of fwidarnental Islamic 

practices and doctrines. Wadud said: 
We want to perceive and understand religion and Muslim 
society by our open eyes. Whether Islam is a universal 
religion is an issue on which there m u t  be a discussion. 
Professor Abul Hussain has given us a new ideology. This 
new ideology is full of agnosticism, no doubt. Yet in al1 
ages this ideology has inspired humans to many new efforts 
and creativity. Today. Muslim society is inept. There are no 
"doers" in it. There is no service of the society. no love at 
d l .  There is only dried up ritual everywhere. " 

The comments of Hindu intellectuals supponed Wadud and Abdul Hussaints 

rational humanistic critique. Nalini Kanta Bhattasali (independent Hindu) took a stand 

supportive of Abul Hussain. Nevertheless, he expressed his cornments in cautious 

" Kazi Mutahar Hussain, "Dvitiya Barsha. Pratham Adhibeshan" August, 27, 1927. MSSP, p. 36. 
60 Kazi Mutahar Hussain, "Dviriya Barsha Pratham Adhibeshan" August, 27, t 927, MSSP, p. 37. 

"' Kazi Mutahar Hussain. "Dvitiya Barsha. Pratham Adhibeshon" August, 27. 1927. MSSP. p. 35. 

'' .-irnara dharma o samajke khola cokh diya d e m e  coi. bujhite coi. Islam sarbbabhumik kina, raharo 
alocana kara darkar ..... 4dhyapak Abd Hussain saheb eàta nutan matabad diyachen. Matabadti nastikya 
rnufak Kintu sarba juge einrp nartikyo mulak rnatabadi karmmer janmadata hayeche. Mussalman sarnaj 
arastha, rahate karmmi nai-samaj seba, prem kichuy nai; ache shudhu shuska anusthan sarbbata. Kazi 
Mutahar Hussain, " Dvitiya Barsha Pratham Adhibeshan," August, 27, 1927, MSSP, pp. 36-37. 



language. He tried to convince independent and liberal cntics that they had 

misunderstood Abul Hussain's language. In reality, he claimed, Abd Hussain loves his 

society. One who loves his society has a nght to hurt his people.63 Chau Candra 

Bandyopadhyay took a straddling position. He praised Abul Hussain's "bravery and blunt 

statements." and appeaied to the audience that Abu1 Hussain had not rejected God. but 

had rejected religious formalism as a way for attainrnent of God. Cam. however. 

disagreed with Abul Hussain that there is nothing universal in religion: "Every religion 

has certain elements of universality. Othenvise, religions would not have survived so 

long. Religious formalisms are not entirely meaningless. But one should restate these 

rituals and make them adjustable to one's life.' Cam argued that he, for example. has not 

abandoned a Hindu ritual, sandhya bandana (twilight payer), but he has restated it in his 

own way? Outside the MSS, Abu1 Hussain's article in particular and rational humanists 

of MSS in general were bitterly cnticized by neo-orthodox Muslim inrellecnials of 

C a l ~ u t t a . ~  

.\fier the debate was over. the president of the session. Tassaduq Ahmad 

(independent). invited Abu1 Hussain to defend his position. Abul Hussain did not reply 

point by point to his cntics. But he did not shifi an inch from his radical position. He 

replied to his cntics: 

b5 Kazi Mutahar Hussain, "Dvitïya Barsha Pratharn Adhibeshan," August, 27, 1927, MSSP, p. 37. 

65 Kazi Mutahar iiussain, "Dvitjra B m h a  Pratham Adhibeshan," Augusî, 27, 1927, MSSP, p. 38. 

a5 Kazi Mutahas Hussain. "Dvitiya Barsha Prarharn Adhibeshan," Augusî, 27, 1927, MSSP, p. 38. 

* For example. Mahanunad Akram Khan denounced the rational humanists as dharmacirohi (rebels against 
religion), ilbishvari (unbeliever) and Islamer gupta shatru (secret enemy of Islam). Among several bitter 
cornments on Abu1 Hussain's essay, "Adesher Nigraha," A h  also wrote: "In the essay, the writer (Abd 
Hussain) has attacked the religion of Islam so much so that even the Arya Samaj and Christian missionan, 
(critics of Islam) would accept a defeat. It is astonishing that this kind of people (rationalists) were selected 
as teachen for our future generation." See for details, Mohammad Akram Khan, "Echlamer Jayjana," 
~Cfmik :tiohamrnadi, Vol. 1, No. 8 ( 1928). pp. 5 18-5 19: "Dhakar Bani" or 'Messages from Dhaka," Masik 
.\tohomniadi. Vol. III,  No. 2 (November, 1929), pp. 159-160. Akram's critiques were replied to by 
rationaiists other than Wadud and Abul Hussain. Abdul Kadir countered A h  in "Shastra-Bahaker 
Hrrmki" (December, 1929) or 'The threat of the bearer of religion,' Shanti, Vol. IV. No. 12 (1929), pp. 485- 
489. 



Muslims are increasing in the number of beggars and 
debauches in a society infatuated with the formalisrn of 
Islam. Today throughout the world the Muslims present one 
miserable picture. Should we not be awakened by seeing 
this dirty life of Muslims in the world? .... The great men 
(mahupumh) are like a series of light-towers. When one 
light goes dim another must be lit on that tower. 67 

The session was formally ended with a Song of Kazi Mutahar Hussain and a note 

of thanks by the president. Yet debate and criticism of the essay did not die. Outside the 

MSS. the essay was immediately reacted to. Some memben of Dhaka Nawab family 

immediately summoned Abd Hussain and threatened him. We return this issue below in 

section on the decline of MSS. Meanwhile, Rashid prepared to rehte Abu1 Hussain's 

criticism of Islamic injunctions and prohibitions. 

E. Defense of Islamic faith: lslarnic liberals. 

1 . Mohammad Abdur Rashid's apologetic essay. 

In less than two rnonths. Moharnmad Abdur Rashid read a counter-essay: "Mrkiir 

Agraha banam Adesher Nigraho" (November 23, 1927) or 'The Zeal for Freedom Versus 

Coercion of Commands [of Islam].' Rashid began the article by giving one general 

meaning of the phrase. 'zeal for freedom.' The zeal for freedom of humans, according to 

Rashid. had existed side by side with cornpliance with commands. Rashid argued that in 

primitive human society men who loved freedom had also tolerated 'coercion of 

commands' (adesher nigraha) by their leader. When the institution of mariage was 

ordered first in human society, many opposed it as a repression of male freedom. "But we 

now know that this repressive order has brought welfare to humans."' Rashid's argument 

67 ,btusairnan eta anushan parayan haïyao kebal bhikhuk ebam byabhicarir da/ prrstha kariteche. .-îj 
sarnagra jagate mussaiman maner ekay kadarja chabi. Iha dekhiyao ki arnader caitarrya haibe 
na?. .. . Mahapumhganke shrenibadha alok-stambhar sahit tulana kara jay. Ekti alo mian haia ashile sei 
shikhate anya alo jvalan ucit. Kazi Mutahar Hussain, "DVitjru B d a  Pratham Adhibahun" August, 27, 
1927. MSSP, p. 38. 

a8 Mohammad Abdur Rashid, "Mukir Agraha banam Adesher Nigraha," Saogar, Vol.  V. No. 10 (1927), 
p.788. 



was. therefore: "Zeal for fi-eedom and coercion of commands are both combined in the 

evolution of human society."" 

For constnicting a relation between religion and zeal for freedom. Rashid argued 

that prophets were also lovers of freedom. They fieed humans fiom a dark anarchic agr 

of moral and social degradation. Besides prophets (he did not mention any specific 

prophet). Rashid cited philosophen who were ardent followerç of muba buddhi but were 

not atheists or agnostics (nasrikr).'O For example, Rashid cited Hafiz and argued that he 

was a fervent Sufi and a hurnanist; yet "Hafiz never denied Allah and his rarul."" 

Similarly. Rashid stated that Spinoza was like pantheistic Muslim Sufis; but he had a fm 

faith in God. 

In specific Islamic context, Rashid's standpoint was that Islamic "orders and 

prohibitions may be a coercion (nigraha), but they are also beneficial for Muslim lives." 

No Muslirn. according to Rashid would ever deny iman: "Oh Allah! Let me die with my 

iman." At the sarne tirne' no Muslim would ever dispute that in "modem times. property. 

money. and resources are slipping out of the Muslim bands? Rashid agreed that 

pro hibition on interest is acting against economic cornpetition of Muslims: "But A Iiah 

does not Iike this kind of taking interest which is associated with human exploitation and 

torture.'"' Furthemore. Rashid justified music in Islam when music awakens a spiritual 

09 Mohammad Abdur Rashid, "Mukrir Agraha banarn Adesher Nigraha," Saogat, Vol. V, No. 10 (1927). p. 
788. 

'O The phi losophers that Rashid cited are Muslim phiIosophers, Ibn Rushd and Hafiz; Christian SC ientist- 
philosopher. Galilio: and Dutch Jewish philosopher. Bruce Spinoza. Mohamrnad Abdur Rashid, "Mukrir 
Agraha banam Adesher Nigraha," Saogaf, Vol. V, No. 10 (1927), p. 789. 

- 1  Mohammad Abdur Rashid, "Mukrir Agraha banam Addsher Nigraha," Saogar, Vol. V, No. 10 (1927), 
p. 790. 

" Mohammad Abdur Rashid, "Muktir Agraha banam Adesher Nigraha," Saogat, Vol. V, No. 10 (1927), 
p. 791. 

73 Ei prakar sudh grahaner sange julurn ba atyacar mirrita ache jaha ùhodarala kakhono pachanda karen 
na. Mohamrnad Abdur Rashid, "Muktir Agraha banam Adesher Nigraha," Saogat, Vol. V, No. 10 (1927), 
p. 79 1.  On this issue, the neo-orthodox intellectuals argued that interest is prohibited, but payment of Zakat 



feeling of Muslims. Yet, where Muslims pray and surrender to Allah, none should have 

the right and audacity to play music. Similarly, the drawing of pictures or paintings of 

human figures is not prohibited in Islam, if the painten and drawers of pictues do not 

compare the creativity of themseives with His creativity." 
For safeguarding our unique prayer system fiom an 
attachment with idolatry, we m u t  prohibit pictures of any 
type fiom our mosques. Islam came to this world as a 
protest against idolatry. From a faith (bishvas) in Islamic 
ideds we m u t  carry out prohibition for keeping picnues 
out of our mosq~es.'~ 

In conclusion. Rashid cautioned the rationalists that they should give up a romantic 

passion of freedom. They must not forget that there is a necessity to remain as Muslim: 
If there is a hope that by rejecûng Islam we would have a 
better prospect to get greater welfare, then refusal of Islam 
could have been normal. Islam is the greatest religion of 
world. some might not agree to dus.... But ... for solution of 
the worldly problems, the rationales that have been given 
by the religion of Islam, are no weaker than the rationales 
given by other religions. Specifically, Islam did not impose 
as much coercion of comrnands (adesher nigraha) upon 
hurnan zeai of fieedom of thought and intellect as did other 
religions .... Commands of religion do not act as an obstacle 
on our road to cultivation of knowledge: they rather inspire 
us. The earliest evidence is Hazrat Mohammad [who said]. 
"For accumulation of knowledge, you can go even to 
China." One name of Allah is Huq or tmth .... Whatever truth 

is obligatory for rich Muslims so that poor Muslims wouId not have ta go to moneylenders. See 
Mohammad Akram Khan, "Samwya Samadhan," Marik Mohammadi, Vol. I., No. 10 (1928). pp.593-597. 
-4 Jiber citra ankira karïya jadi srishtikattar saman asan Iabher dambhikata kaharo asheJiber citra ankita 
kara ~ a d i  srishrikartar sahit pratijagira karar saman hay, tabe brihha-lata O parra-pusper citra ankita 
karao seirup ekra kichu karar saman na haibe h a ?  Ei bimsa shatabdire emon-..sahasi milibe na je ekti 
manusher cirra ankira karïya ba tnurti prasm kariya apanah fshvaret suman kshamatmhali balïya 
kalpana karire sahas karibe. Mohammad Abdur Rashid, " Mukir Agraha banam A desher Nigraha," 
Saogar, Vol. V, No. 10 ( 1 p. 792. 

-' Moharnmad Abdur Rashid, "Mukir Agruha banam Adesher Nigraha," Saogur, Vol. V. No. 10 ( 1927). 
p. 792. The Muslirn Bengali neo-orthodox intellectuals defended similar viewpoints. Mohamrnad Akram 
Khan wrote: "The pictures and icons that are painted and built for the purpose of idolaay or the pictures and 
icons that would help to fostering a feeling of idolatry, are completely banned and always to be avoided." 
Akram's statement is based on re-statement of the Quran and Hadith. See Mohammad Akram Khan, 
"Cirrakula O Echlam." Masik Mohammadi, Vol. I I I ,  No. 8 (1930), pp. 561-565; No. 9 (1940), pp. 686-691; 
No. 10 ( 1930). pp. 732-727; NO. 1 1 (1 930). pp. 8 18-82 1 ; NO. 12 ( 1  WO), pp. 883-886; No. 12 (1930), pp. 
883-886. 



modem science and philosophy have achieved has its root 
set in the highest tmth. Huq." 

2. Debate on Islamic liberais' defense of Islamic faith. 

Rashid presented his essay in a GS in which Wadud was the president. Arnong the 

audience. 7 memben participated in the discussion. Rashid was supponed by 3. opposed 

by 3. and 1 discussant kept straddling. The suppon for Rashid's Muslim apologetic was 

short and Full of emotion. Moslemuddin Khan (independent) took a mixed position: 

"What are we going to change in Islam? What is truth will remain truth forever. For the 

cause of fieedom of thought, one could not support recklessness. It is equally unjust to 

adhere to the old as it is to destroy the old. It is better that we should take a middle 

position."" Moslemuddin was clearly straddling between rationalist and Islarnic liberal 

positions. Shaifiqur Rahman (independent), another supporter of Rashid's essay. 

questioned: "1s it really m e  that something is wrong in Islam? Why should one support 

pictures in mosques because Hindus worship a picture?"" 

The criticism of the essay was began by Mamtazuddin Ahmad (independent), a 

teacher of Dhaka University. Mamtaz said that many people firmly believe today that 

'6 .\lussafman thakar ceyeo jodi ekta br ihattar kalyan amader paoyar bharsa thakita, tabe amader 
rn ussalman dharma yag kara ekra svabhabik byapar ha iya daraita. Jagare " mussulrnan dharma 
sarbbarhrestha." ei karha svikar karite hayta aneker apatti ache. Kinru ...p rumathik mangaler s a m q a  
mussalman dharma je-sakal jukti &ara mirnamsa karryoche, se sakal jukti anya dharma-pradatra jukti 
apekha durbbal nahe. Bisheshara: rnanaber buddhir o cintar muktir agraher upar anyanya dharma jaro 
'udesher nrgraha' dqvi kariyache, Islam dharma baram ratara kare nui . . . . j  naner carca karite dharmer 
adesh amader pathe darai na baram urshahai dey, tahar pratham dalil amader Hazrarer hadis-"jnan 
aharane chin desheo jaibe. " Allahtalar ek nam 'Hu@ ... Buune paoya saryar O darshaner paoya saryar mu1 
prashraban sei param sapa " Haq. " Mohammad Abdur Rashid. " Muktir Agraha banam Adesher Nigraha," 
Saogat, Vol. V ,  No. 10 ( 1927). pp.  792- 793. 

7-8 

' Dhurmer abar ki rad badal habe? ja satya ta ciradini satya. Cintar madhinater name ucchrinkhalatar 
prashrm deo-va jay na. .. puratanke akre thakao jeman anyqv padaghat k a r o ~  toi. Modhyabartti pantha 
abalamvan rhrepskar. Kazi Mutahar Hussain, " Dvitiya Barsho T*>o Adhibeshan, " Decernber 12, 1927, 
MSSP p. 45. 

78 He also argued that in the twentieth century the Hindus worship picture of Cittaranjan Das. "ln that case," 
he asked: "why should 1 not be convinced that the painting (citra-bidya) and idolatry shall not be the sarne." 
Kazi Mutahar Hussain, "Dvitiya Barsha Trit j a  Adhibeshan," Deceinber 12, 1927, MSSP, p. 46. 



"religion is nothing but an accident of birth"" (English phrase is Mamtaz's). Muslims' 

attitude m u t  change. For example, Mamtaz stated: 
Many of us go to Mecca for Hajj; but we never rectify our 
thought. Haj is like taking a sacred bath in waters of 
Ganga Whatever mischief Muslims would do, once 
Muslims visit Mecca, everything is forgiven. It is for this 
narrowness that the West says 'we do not hate Islam, but we 
hate Muslims.' Religion, society. state. farnily. and 
conscience are essential for tiiller development of human 
life: but not for its repres~ion.~' 

Anwarul Kadir (rationdist) stated that there is no necessity for ordering human life 

according to religion: "Ideaiists of fkedom would find solutions to our problems."" 

Abdul Kadir (rationalist) complained that classical Islamic rules and prohibitions had 

never entered into the thought of ordinary Bengali Muslims: "Islam that has corne to 

Bangladesh is an admixture of Sufism, Vaishnavism, and Sahajiya th~ught."'~ The uni. 

of these three viewpoints had simplified religion in Bengali peasants' life. For example. 

Kadir stated that bdlads of 'Mymensingh girika,' composed by ordinary Muslims. had 

found "unity between Krishna and M~hammad."'~ Kadir added W e r  that emotional 

Bengalis perform bhakli (devotion) and pujas (acts of worship); "but these are not pujas 

of bhagaban  GO^)."^ Wadud's comment was short but direct: "Freedom is for die sake 

of enjoynent of fieedom. We do not care if someone is objecting to us (rnukrir anunder 

jun-vai mukri. amara dekhre jaba na. keu mana karche ki na)."" 

- - - - - - -- - - - - 

-9 Kazi Mutahar Hussain, "Dvittya Barsha Tritiya Adhibahan." Decernber 12, 1927, MSSP, p. 45. 

80 Kazi Mutahar Hussain, "Dvitiya Barsha Tritiya Adhibeshan." December 12, 1927, MSSP, p. 45. 

8 I Kazi Mutahar Hussain. "Dvitiya Barsha Tritiya Adhibahan." December 12, 1927, MSSP, p. 47. 

'' Kazi Mutahar Hussain. "Rvttya Barsha Tritiya Adhibeshan." December 12. 1927. MSSP, p. 46. 

Kazi Mutahar Hussain. "Dvitryo Barsha Tritiya Adhibeshan. " December 12. 1927. MSSP, p. 47. 

84 Kazi Mutahar Hussain, "Dvirrya Barsha Tritiya Adhibeshan," December 12, 1927, MSSP p. 47. 

85 Kazi Mutahar Hussain, "Dvitiya Barsha Tritiya Adhibeshan, " December 12, 1927, MSSP, pp. 47. 



F. Proposals for freedom of Muslim Women. 

Following Abul Hussain's devastating comments on purdah. several essays on 

Muslirn women were presented in MSS? These essays were read not only by Muslim 

men but also by Muslim women. By permitting Muslim females to read essays on their 

own downgrading conditions in the MSS, the buddhir mukri movement gave Muslim 

woman scope to speak and judge about the state of their own fieedom. This daring 

recognition came in the fourth GS (October 10, 1928), d e r  two Muslim male 

independents had read essays on Purduh and Muslim women." Abul Hussain stated 

boldly in the debate that followed: "If we restrict the boundary of the freedorn of women. 

it is not fieedom. Let us not restrict the fkeedom of Muslirn women by Iaw. Let the 

Muslim women decide their own fieedom."" Wadud supported this standpoint: " Women 

will be able to solve their problems once they are ed~ca t ed . "~~  Abul Hussain's proposition 

included many new rights of Muslim women. The voting right of women was one such 

!36 In the years. 1928- 1934, a total of 10 essays was read on Muslirn women in the MSS. The 10 essays were 
read by independents, of  whom 3 were Muslim female and 7 Muslirn males. The 3 essays read by Muslim 
females were: i )  Fazilarun Nesa, "Nari Jibane Adhunik Shikrhar Asvas' (AS, 1928), Shikha, Vol. II ( t W8), 
pp. 125- 128: ii) Khurshid Jha Begum. "Narir Katha," (AS, l928), Jagaran Vol. 1. No. 3 ( 1928). pp. 146- 
147; iii) Mrs. Fatema Khanui, "Taruner Dqitva" (AS, 1930), Shikha, Vol. IV (1930). pp. 3847. O f  the 7 
Muslim male independents who read essays on Muslim women, 2 supported purdah and 5 were against 
purdah. The 2 purdah supponive essays were: ( i )  Abdul Gani, "Purdah Prarha" (GS, 1928), unpublished, 
see. MSSP. p. 68. (ii) Shamsuddin Ahmad, ".5Iuslim Narir Karha" (AS, 193 l), published in Abul Fazal 
(cd.). Shkha. Vol. V (193 I ) ,  pp. 84-87. The 5 critics ofpurdah were: (i) Mohammad Naziml Islam, "Nari 
Samarya" (GS. 1928). unpublished, MSSP, p. 68; (ii) Abul Fazal, "Tarun Andolaner Gari" (AS. 1929), 
published in Shikha. Vol. III (1929), pp. 134-142; (iii) Kamaluddin Ahmad Khan, "Bibaha" (GS, 1934), 
unpublished. MSSP. pp. 127- 128; (iv) Kamaluddin Ahmad Khan, "Nari Pragafir Katha" (AS, 1932). 
unpublished, MSSP. p. i 10; (v) Bilayet Ali Khan, "Isiame Badi Pratha" (AS, 1930), unpublished, MSSP, 
p.78. 

" The two essays were: i) Abdul Gani, "Purdoh Pratha." (GS, 1928), unpublished, "MSSP." p. 68; ii) 
Mohammad Naziru1 Islam, "Nari Samasya," (GS, I928), unpublished, MSSP, p.68. 
88 .-lbul Hussain Saheb purdah pratha sambandhe baien. svadhinatar simana nirdesh kariya dile taha or 
siladhinata thake na. Ain kanun na kariya narir svabhaber upar chariya deoyai sangata. Kazi Mutahar 
Hussain, "Trittya Barsha Caturtha Adhibeshan" December 2, 1928, MSSP, p. 70. 
89 Kazi Mutahar Hussain, "Tritiya Banha Caturtha Adhibeshan" December 2, 1928, MSSP, p. 69. 



right? Abd Hussain also recognized: "Women are now ready to begin to be 

administrators and political leaders of Muslim h t e a d  of the systern of mmiage, 

Abul Hussain did not agree, however, with sexual relations of Muslim femaies outside of 

marriage. This disagreement of Abul Hussain was not based on the grounds of protecting 

the moral standards of Islam: "The meaning of moral ideals is now gradudly changing. 

Many people no longer consider that the marriage-bond relationship is necessary or 

beneficial. But this is an unnaturd way to reduce population and carry new disea~es."~' 

In 1934, Karnaluddin Ahmad Khan (independent), a student of Muslim Hall, read 

a daring essay, "Bibaha," (GS) or 'Marriage.' The article advocated severai rights of 

Muslim women. For example, Karnaluddin stated: "(i) Muslim women shouid know their 

husband or live together before marriage; (ii) second marriage must require a doctor's 

cenificate and wife's consent; and (iii) rnarriage is necessary for controlling sexual 

violence and Mfillment of 10ve."~ The English phrase "courtship" was fiequently cited in 

the discussion and it was criticized by lslamic liberals. in reply. Kamaluddin did not give 

up. but he restricted the freedom of "courtship" of Muslim men and women before the 

marriage." Wadud made no comment on 'courtship,' but he rejected polygamy: "When a 

first wife is alive. it is utterly contrary to human rnanners, love and mental happiness to 

90 A few Bengali Musfim feminist writers demanded nght to vote in 1930s. Shamsun Nahar, a woman 
feminist of Calcutta, was one such example. Nahar's view was that modem Muslim women demand a right 
to vote on their own right, not because she is a wife of a husband. See Shamsun Nahar, "Narir 
Bhoradhikar," Masik Mohammadi, Vol. IX, No. 3 ( 1  9 3 3 ,  pp. 155-1 59. 
91 Kazi Mutahar Hussain, "Tritiya Barsha Caturtha Adhibeshan," December 2, 1928, MSSP, p. 70. 

'' Yoirik udarshao krantashah paribartita haiteche. Bibaha bandhanke keha keha abashyak bu hitakari 
mane kariteche na. Ei rup arvabhabik upaye lokasamkhya hra kurite giya karaguli roger srishti haireche. 
Kazi Mutahar Hussain, " Trir iya Barsha C a t ~ h o  Adhibahan" December 2, 1928, MSSP, p. 70. 

9; ( i )  parasparer nikar paricq haoya ba thaka; (ii) Cikitshaker anumodan O patnir anumatite hit@a 
bibaha kara; (iii) Jauna himsar sarnadhan O prern bishah karane bibaher anibarja kariya tule. Aminuddin 
Ahmed, "..ishram Barsha Caturtha Adhibeshan," January, 14, 1934, MSSP, p. 127. 
Y4 Lekhak balen courtship baljra bishishta O simabadha sutra-bishishtha kono jinish nai. Sutaram nara- 
narir paraspar paricay haoyar janya courtshiper katha ullekh na kariya jatadur paricuy haiie ubhay 
paksher man jarheshtha bhabe santushta O raji haite pare toha abastha. papa, sthan O kai bhede bibecana 
kara jaibe. Aminuddin Ahmed, "Ashtam Barsha Caturtha Adhibeshan. " Janu;rrv, 14, 1934, MSSP, p. 1 Y. 



marry a second woman. To marry second tirne, the first wife must be div~rced."~' Wadud 

also added. "If [Islam] could allow Muslim men to have the nght of polygamy, why could 

not [Islam] agree to the equal right of polyandry for Muslim women?"" Naziruddin 

Ahmad (independent), cornmented radically, like Abd  Hussain, "There is no way Muslim 

men can restrict right of Muslim women. Why should Muslim men be so amious about 

moral standards of Muslim women? Let Muslim women decide their own moral 

standard. 'lq7 

G. Cnticism of fatalistic beliefs in Islam. 

The radical humanists' review of Islamic prohibitions continued unabated in the 

MSS. Two months after Rashid's essay (1927). Abul Hussain read another critique: 

"Bangali iMussahaner Bhubishy~t"~~ (January 15, 1928) or 'Future of the Bengali 

Muslim.' Abul Hussain's primary focus in this essay is on economic and educational 

backwardness of Bengali Muslims. Abul Hussain described the extent of backwardness in 

harsh language. It should be noted that he and rationai humanists were not the o d y  ones 

who described Bengali Muslims backwardness. The neo-orthodox and Islamic liberals 

w o t e  huge articles on the issue of Muslim backwardness. What is exceptional is that 

Abu1 Hussain in his essay did not blarne British d e  and Hindus for the backwardness of 

bluslims. On the contrary, he blarned Muslims for their own backwardness: Abul Hussain 

wrote: 

95 Ek stri bartamane dvitwa stri grahan kam ruci O prem ba rnanasik shantir dik diya jukrisangara nahe. 
baram prarhama srrike ei samqy pariîyag bancaniya. Aminuddin Ahmed, "Ashram Barsha Caturtha 
.-fdhibeshan. " January. 14, 1 934, MSSP, p. 127. 
96 Eradvayatit rini bahubibaher nyay bahusvami grahan samarthan kariya balen, "[ha jadi samarthan kara 
jqv rabe uhao karite apatti ki. Aminuddin Ahmed, "Ashtam Barsha C a ~ v t h a  Adhibeshan," January, 14, 
1934. MSSP, pp. 127-28. 
97 Kazi Mutahar Hussain, " Trit iya Barsha Caturtha Adhibeshan," December 2, 1 928, MSSP, p. 7 1. 

'' Abul Hussain. "Bangali Mussaimaner Bhabkhyat," Jagaran, Vol. 1, No.1 (1928). pp. 4-9; Vol. II, No. 2 
( 1929). pp. 43-47; Vol, 1, NO. 3 (1929), pp. 89-91. 



Wiatever position they (Bengali Muslims) have in these 
areas [of education, govemment service, econornic 
activities], they acquired it by concessions or by begging. 
Yet they hide their poverty by boasting about their religion. 
For poverty, they do not blame some fooiishness of their 
own past, but blame the Hindus. And they hold tight to the 
British hands out of fear that Hindus wouid send them back 
to the land of dates and desert." 

The article suggested a solution through modem education. Nevertheless, A b d  Hussain 

persisted in questioning why there was so much poverty in Bengali Muslim society. One 

answer that he gave was that poverty is fostered in Bengali Muslim society by some 

fatdistic beliefs of Islam: "Hundreds of Muslim beggars beg in the city streets and lanes 

by singing a song of 'Liluha illAllah, Mohammadur Rasulluha' (There is no God but Allah 

and Mohammad is the Rasul of Allah)"'"" The rural mollas recite the Quran and hadith 

and preach detachment of Muslims from matenal life. Abul Hussain quoted a Hadith that 

was popular in the preaching of the mollas. 
Today we are poor. Hazrat [Mohammad] said, "al1 my 
zrmrnar (Muslims) will be poor in this material world." They 
will enjoy etemal happiness in the next world 
(behashra) ... Hazrat in die last day of judgment will ask for 
rafayat (mercy) of his umrnat. Once you Say the kulerna 
(There is no God but Allah and Mohammad is the Rasul cf 
Allah) al1 your sins will be forgiven. 'O' 

The passage does not claim a distortion of Hadith by a molla, nor was it Abul 

Hussain's purpose was to criticize the molla. His purpose was to focus on the fatalistic 

beliefs of Islam as expressed in mollas' preaching. Abul Hussain sarcastically commented 

on the preaching of the hadith: "What a wonderfûl hope for Muslims! What a wonderfui 

simple religion! One time kulerna and another time Taobci (confession of a sin)." By 

99 Abul Hussain. "Bangali Mussalmaner BhabrShyat," Jagaran, Vol. 1, No. 1 ( 1  928), p. 4 .  

100 Abul Hussain, "Bangaii Mmsalmaner Bhabis@at7" Jagaran, Vol. 1, No. 1 ( 1  928). p. 6.  

'O'  Abul Hussain. "Bangafi Mursalrnaner Bhabirhyat," Jagaran7 Vol. 1, No.1 (1928). p. 7. 



insinuating endless "fear of sins at every step" @ade pade gunaher bhqy), the mollas had 

accumulated a huge arnount of fear in Muslims' mind: 
Muslims have become so much ovenvhelmed by fear that 

their hearts tremble when they see a sign of any new 
experience. They are willing, in no circumstances, to take a 
nsk of danger that is associated with innovations. Yet. 
without taking a risk of danger of innovation, there is no 
likelihood that creativity will emerge in Muslim society. 
The more Muslims will avoid dangers of innovations, the 
more these dangers will grow fiom large to larger. One day. 
Muslims will see that there is no way they cm escape fiom 
of these dangers. 'O' 

Abu1 Hussain complained that educated Muslims' reverence to pinsm had 

generated new wave of pessimistic feeling: "The educated rnuridr, infatuated by pirs. 

diink they get jobs in modem professions because of a pifs blessings." instead of working 

hard for success in examination in the univenity, Muslim students spend valuable time 

reading ajifalo3 and beg mercy for success. Abul Hussain gave an exarnple: 
1 am astonished to meet one of my Sufi student relatives. 
Last year he failed in B.A. examination. Now he is keeping 
a long beard and a round white cap on his head. He did not 
talk to me. because he thought my intentions are bad. 
Subsequently I heard that he is under a strict discipline of a 
pir (Abul Hussain used a satirical word, hajur kebla for pir) 
and, by the pir's instruction, he is devoted to ajifo to pass 
the B.A. e~amination.'~ 

'O2 Krame sarnaj (Muslim) aj ernani ekta bhae bihabbal haye pareche je kona kichu nuraner ingite rar 
(Muslim) hrttpinda rhar thar karte rhake. Naba abhiggatar bipad se baran karte kichutei raji hate cacche 
na. ..ithaca se bipadke baran na karle kona srishrii sambhabpar habe na-or take jatai erana habe tarai 
ubayab brihat hate brihartar hate rhakbe ebam ekdin sei eriye jaoyar lalane lalita bipader sanmukhin harei 
habe-takhan ar ta arikrarn karbcv shakti amader thakbe na-kamn bhayer durbbalara sei abhiggata 
arAianer sahas O shakiir sthan kramei adhikar karte thakbe. Abul Hussain, "Bangali Mussalmaner 
Bhabtshyat," Jagaran, Vol. 1, No.  1 (1928), p. 9. 

' O 3  Kazi Wadud defined ajva as: Nitya dharma shastra path. or reading a holy book everyday. See Kazi 
Wadud and Anil Chandra Ghosh, Byabaharik Shabdakosh, p. 8. 

I UJ Abul Hussain. "Bangali Mussalmaner Bhabishyar," Jagaran, Vol. 1, No.  2 (1929), p. 44. 



At the end of the article. Abul Hussain appealed to young Muslirns: "Uniess you are 

committed to oppose this process of exploitation of Muslims in the narne of mussalmani. 

no shining future will exist for y ~ u . " ' ~ ~  

This section thus shows that a first round of debate b e ~ e e n  Abul Hussain and 

Rashid centered on certain Islarnic practices and certain specific Islamic doctrines. Abul 

Hussain's and Rashid's essays had a degree of sirnilarity. The essays were expressions of 

their theoretical positions on Islam. They sharpened their standpoints. whether critique or 

defense of Islam. not by massive citation of verses from the Quran, practices of Hazrat 

Moharnmad. or fiom any past Muslim traditions. They defended their positions primarily 

by appeal to the practical consequences of Islam in Bengali Muslim society. Abul 

Hussain's critique of Islam. however, deconstructed some fundamental Islarnic doctrines 

and Islarnic social and ritual practices. But what Bengali Muslirn rational humanists 

replaced this by deconstruction was not a new interpretation of Islam, but rather a rational 

hurnanist standard of universal practices and thought. Esamples of this are Abu1 

Hussain's proposed reform of Muslim education and elevation of the position of Muslim 

wornen. 

IV. Reduced Islam in Muslim Education. 

A. Abul Hussain's proposal. 

Abu1 Hussain's critique of Madrasah educationlM and his charges about the evil 

effects of Islarnic education are examined in this section. He analyzed the harmful effects 

'O5 .4j he ranifi! Tumi ei mussahani namer daulate mussalmaner shoshan krryake bandha kar~e jadi 
badhaparikar na hao robe bhobishyat ar bacbe na. Abul Hussain, "Bangali Mussaimaner Bhabishyar," 
Jagaran. Vol. 1 .  No. 3 ( 1 !ID), p. 93. 
106 For a reference of Madrasah education in Bengal, see Mujibur Rahman, Hist0t-y ofMadrasah Education 
(Calcutta. 1977). Abdd Karim, "The Sadat, Ulama and Mashailch," in Rafiuddin Ahmed (ed.), Islam in 
Bangladesh: Society, C u h e  and Poiitics. W .  W .  Hunter, The Indian Musalmans (Delhi: Reprinted, 
hdological Book House, 1969). Anathanath Basu (ed.), William Adam, Reports on the State of Educarion 
in Bengal (Calcutta, 1941). Minute of Warren Hastings, dated April 17, 1781, cited by Sekandar Ali 
Ibrahimy. Reports on Islamic Education and Madrosah educarion in Bengai. V (Dhaka: Islamic 
Foundation. 1990). Nawab Abdul Latif, "A Paper on Mahomedan Education in Bengai" (Calcutta, I868), 



of Islamic education and drafted a new educational curriculum for Madrasah students. He 

read three essays in this vein in MSS. These essays were: "Bangali Musahane r  Shi& 

Samasya. 1" (AS, Marc h 27, 1 927); " Bangai Miusahaner Bhabishyat," (GS, January 1 5, 

1928); and "Bangali 1MussaImaner Shiksho Sarnasya, II" ( GS. July 22. 1928). The 

critiques of Islamic education and demand for reducing Islam in Muslim education were 

another example of rational hurnanisrn in MSS. This section will aiso record how 

independents in MSS, and various agencies outside, responded to rationaiist demands for 

reducing emphasis on religion in education. 

These three essays of Abul Hussain argued that the purpose of modem education 

is "liberality toward knowledge," and a "curiosity toward new ?ruth." In harsh language. 

Abul Hussain censured Islamic education for its failure to accomplish these objectives of 

modern education: 

Madrasah education ... does not increase liking, but 
disliking, for [modem] education. It (Madrasah education) 
is not increasing the liberaiity and power of [modem] 
knowledge, but increasing blind religiosity and self- 
deception. It (Madrasah education) is not increasing 
curiosity about mith but increasing narrow commundism, a 
passionate urge to prove others' religion as the worst, blind 
veneration of one's own religion, one's self-satisfaction with 
ignorance covered with mis t,... hiding one's mental 
destituteness by outward clothing. These wadrasahs] are 
increasing moral depravity, heartless attitudes to one's 
nation and people, extreme ignorance about acquiring 

reprinted in Enamul Eaque (ed.), Nawab Bahathv Abdul Latg  His Writings & Related Documents (Dhaka: 
Samudra Prakashani, 1968). Amalendu De, Roots of Separaikm in Nineteenth Century Bengaf (Calcutta: 
Ratna Prakashan, 1974). Kuldip Kaur, Mucirasa Education in India: A S t u 4  of its Pcrst and Prcsenr 
(Chandigarh: Center for Research ui rural and Industrial Development. 1990). Board of Intermediate and 
Secondary Education. Dhaka, Ratised Regulations, Chaprer XIV (Calcutta, 1939). For Abul Kalam Azad's 
supportive standpoint on fslamic education for Muslims, see Abduhu G. Rasool, The Edrtcarional Ideas of 
.Claulana .-i&ul Kalam Azad (Dethi: Sterling Publisher, 1973). Mawlana Azad supponed a project to 
establish an Arabic University in Chittagong. The project was started by neo-onhodox Musiim Bengali 
intellectuals in 1920. See Maniruijaman Islamabadi, "Arabi Vishva biajralay," Al-Islam, Vol. VI, No. 3 
( 1 920), pp. 135- 14 1. Syed Mostafa JarnaI, Islami Arabi Vishva birfyafay, Mauiana Islamabadi (Chittagong, 
1980). Imran Hussain & Sunil Kanti De, "ManiniJaman Islamabadir Shiksha Nifi: Arabi Vishvabi&aiay 
Parikalpana, " Chitragong Universiiy Studies, Vol. V ( 1 %9), pp. 20 1-205. 



knowledge and Ioss of individuali ty.... Think for a moment 
about what kind of creature the Muslim is becoming by 
learning everyday a mussalmani way of smiling, coughing, 
dressing, etiquetîe and even mussalmani way of 
swearing! .... The Islamia College on Wellesley Street 
[Calcutta] stands as a pillar of the wom communalism, 
calling to people, 'Corne on, brother, be a Mustim; 1 am a 
factory producing Muslim pe~ple.' '~' 

Abu1 Hussain also charged that harsh and compulsive learning of the Quran has 

produced baneful effects for Muslirn children. The memorization of the Quranic verses in 

an unknown language and harsh compulsion of makrab (lower religious school) had 

reduced Muslim children's intellectual caliber and potency: "What a Hindu child leams at 

dii age of 8, a Muslim child learns exactly the same at the age of 11 ."'O8 .4bul Hussain 

also noted that an aversion toward education also grew as a result of forcing Quran smdy 

in early childhood education. He argued also that many Muslirns who were compt and 

delinquent at adult age were those who had been forcibly taught Islam by "whipping" 

(betraghat) during childhood. '* Furthemore, he accused Madrasah education of 

equipping moulabis to treat their profession as "trade in religion" (dharma-byabsa) to sel1 

Islam. Besides these harmfùl influences, Abul Hussain also identified some other serious 

outcornes of Islamic education. For example. Abul Hussain argued: "Muslims know that 

iO7 itladrasah shikshaly] . . . .priti na bere barche sikshar prati birrishna. tare jnaner udarata O shakri na bere 
barche dharma-andhata O arma-prabancana, rare satya anusandhitsa na jege jagche sankirna 
sarnpradqikara. para dharmer nikristha pramaner janya akui agraha. svadharmer prati andha anurag, 
aggarar kuyasay acchanya atmaparitripti, ... bahiyik paricchad diye antarer dainya fuk j e  falan karbar 
prabrirti ebam rate barche naitik bhirwa (moral depravity, translation is Abul Hussain's), svadesh O svajarir 
prati hidayhinata. jnanarjane paramukhata O byakritvahinata. ... Niyata musalmani hasi, mzrssalmani 
kashi, m ussalmani poshak mussalmani bhasha, mussalmani cinta, mussalmani adab kuyada, mussalmani 
gali ayana karte karte mussalman je ki jibe patinata habe ta apanara ekbar bhabar ceshta 
karben.. . . lslamia College Wellesly streete matha ucu kare sampradayikarar ek n i d m n  smritisthambharupe 
dariye je jay take ishara kare jena balche, "esa bhai, esa-mussaiman haye jao. Ami mtlrsaimani manush 
rairir factory. ." Abui Hussain, " Bangali Mussalmaner Bhabistryot," Jagaran, Vol. 1, No. 2 ( l929), p p  44- 
45.47. and Jagaran, Vol. 1, No. 3 (1929), p. 90. 
108 A b d  Hussain. Bafigali Mussalmaner Shik-sha S a m q a ,  1 & I I  (Dhaka: Modem library, 1928), p. 10. 

' "~bu l  Hussain. Bangali Mussalmaner Shihha Samasya, 1 & I I ,  p. 1 1. 



Madrasah education has no practical value in the modem age; but, though knowing it to 

be wrong, they will not admit it is wrong."''' 

For originating this blind and pessimistic Islarnic faith for Muslims. Abul Hussain 

blamed the Quran and cited passages from Orientalist writings. For example. he quoted a 

passage frorn. Progress and Civiliration. written by Dr. Crozier: 

... The Koran professeci to be not oniy a spirinial revelation 
but a scientific treatise; to close not only the book of 
inspiration but the book of knowledge. It accordingly 
discouraged al1 attempts of man to discover the order of the 
world and thereby to improve his condition: while its 
central d o c h e  led him to repose indolently on the decrees 
of inexorable fate. The consequence was that under this 
belief the human mind stagnated; as we see at this hour in 
those nations that are deeply imbued with its spirit, 
progress. civilization and mordity lie rotting together (Abul 
Hussain cited this passage in English)."' 

Abul Hussain translated this passage into Bengali. What is. however. important in 

his Bengali translation is that he added new sentences that further afirmed that it is the 

Quran that is responsible for hindering new knowledge of Muslims. For example. A b d  

Hussain translated Crozier's statement, "The Koran professed to be not only a spiritual 

revelation but a scientific treatise ..." as "Not only does the Quran claim to be a religious 

book, but it is known as the depository of al1 knowledge's" (Quran je kebal 

dharmagrantha bale dubi knre taha nahe iho sarbbajnaner bhandar bale paricita). 

Crozier wrote: "...To close not only the book of inspiration but the book of knowledge." 

Abul Hussain translated: "With the coming of the Quran not only is God's message 

closed, but simultaneously knowledge is closed" (Qumer  abbirbhabe shudhu je khodar 

' 'O Abu! Hussain. Bangali Murralmoner Shikrha Samarya, 1 & I I .  p. 25. 

I 1 1  Abul Hussain. Bangali Mussalmaner Shikrha Samasya, 1 & II, p. 4. Abul Hussain did not give a full 
detail of the author and title of the book that he quoted, but he writes, "Dr. Crozier in his book Progress and 
Civilizorlon." 



bani ruddha hayeche taha nahe. sunge sange jnano r-udha hayeche)."' Crozier wrote: "tt 

(Qumn) accordingly discouraged al1 attempts of man to discover the order of the world 

and thereby to improve his conditions; ..." Abd Hussain translated this passage: "It is 

Muslim religious doctrine that there is and never will be any other book equivalent to the 

Quran. Based on th% faith Muslims. therefore, have rejected dl efforts to discover the 

secrets of this world and at the same tirne have given up effort for improving individual 

prosperity and resources" ( E m n  kona pustak nai ba habe na ja kakhano Qurnner 

ramahha hate pare. Ei halo mussalmaner dharmamat. Kajei, ri bishvuser basabarti- 

mussiaman jagarer rahasya tidghaianer sarbaceshtu tyag kareche ebam sange sange tar 

swkiyu jibuner shri O sarnpad bridhir ceshtao tyag kareche)."' 

In part II of his article on Muslim education, Abul Hussain submitted a policy 

proposal for reforming Madrasah education. The proposai did not reject freedom of 

Muslims to snidy Islam in Madrasah. but it introduced only a skeleton of Islamic study in 

the curriculum of Muslim education, because. as Abd Hussain suggested daringly. 

"Madrasah education must be open equally to Hindus."'" The reform proposa1 removed 

teaching of Islam at an entry level of Muslim education: but children would Ieam. "Unity 

of God: Fratemity of men; and [the] Univene (English words are Abul Hussain's. except 

'and').""' For the secondary level of education, Abul Hussain's proposal introduced 

"Elernents of islam and Hinduism." However, at 'Standard N,' Abul Hussain forbade 

study of the classical Arabic text of the Quran; "Muslirn students would read selective 
-- - 

' " ~ b u ~  Hussain. Bangali Mursalmaner Shikrha Samasyo, 1 & II. p. 4. Abul Hussain quoted also a passage 
of the writings of another Orientalist, "Renan," whom he designated as the "Great scholar." The passage 
Abul Hussain quoted, says: "lslamism will pensh without striking a blow by the sheer influence of 
European science and history will point to our century as the one in which the just causes of that immense 
event began to appear on the horizon ...." Abul Hussain did not cite fut1 name and titte of Renan's book, but 
he referred the year. 1848. See, Abul Hussain, "Muslim Culture O Uhor Darshanik Bhitti," published in 
A b d  Hwsainer Racanabali, p. 104. 

" ' ~ b u l  Hussain. Bangali Mussolmaner Shiksha Samasyu, I & 11. p. 5 .  
I I 4  Abul Hussain. Bangali Mursalmaner Shiksha Samarya, 1 &II, p.36. 
I l 5  Abul Hussain. Bangali Mussaimaner Shihha Sam-, 1 &II, p. 39. 



readings of the Quran. m l a t e d  into Bengali; Hindu students would read selective 

readings of the Gita or Mahabharat."' l6 For 'Standard K-X' (ages' 14- 16). Abul Hussain 

recommended eight compulsory courses that include four language courses but no course 

on any religion. The optional "Theology group" includes five couses. of which one was. 

"History of Muslim people," but it was not a compulsory subject even of the theology 

group. * '' 

For Madrasah students who have "ambition" for undergraduate and graduate 

degrees, Abu1 Hussain's proposal recommended no Islarnic College. For higher education, 

Madrasah students would leam English education in the college and university. They 

would compiete B.A. and M.A. rather than f&I and h i l  degrees of Madrasah. For a 

two-year undergraduate program. Abul Hussain designed identical courses for Madrasah 

students and English-educated students. Four subjects were proposed as compulsory: 

"Vernacular literature and language. English Iiteratue and language, modem world, and 

 sport^.""^ For Madrasah and English-educated students willing to study 'humanities and 

social science' ("Arts Group"), Abd Hussain proposed seven history courses: "History of 

the British Empire. History of Amenca, History of the Muslim Peoples, History of the Far 

East. History of Europe, History of the Modem World since 1914, and History of 

111dia.""~ Students would choose any three fiom these subjects. For Madrasah students 

who were willing to study Islam. there was no alternative but to snidy other areas of 

history apart from course on "History of the Muslim peoples." For two other compulsory 

history courses. they had to choose histories of non-Mulim peoples. Similarly, Abul 

Hussain designed four literature courses. Madrasah students could select "Arabic and 

116 Abul Hussain. Bangali Mussalmaner Shikha Sumasya, 1 &II, p. 44. 

117 Abul Hussain. Bangali Içfussalmaner Shikha Samusya, 1 &II, p. 52.  

II8 Abul Hussain. Bangali Mussalmaner Shiksha Samusya, 1 &II, p. 59. 

119 A but Hussain, Bangali Mussaimaner Shikrha Samasya, 1 &II, p. 59. 



Persian." but they had to take one course on non-Muslim literature.'" The "Theology 

Group" in Abul Hussain's proposal for an undergraduate program did not accommodate a 

major Islamic curriculum for Madrasah students. The door of "Theology Group" was also 

kept open for students who were not willing to study any Islamic subjects. Hindu 

students. who were not likely to study Islamic courses but still might be inclined to be 

theology students. could choose courses from the theology group: "French or German 

iiterature and Language. Comparative Religion--Hinduism. Buddhism. Christianity. 

Islam. and comparative Philology.""' 

When Abul Hussain read this essay in MSS. he had an official connection to 

primary and secondary education. He was one of a twenty-four member committee of the 

Dhaka Education Board.'" The board's chairman was Khan Bahadur Abdur m a n  

Khan. In addition to Rahman Khan and Abul Hussain, at least five members of the 

committee were also regular members of the MSS. 

B. Debate on radical critique of Islamic education. 

Rahman Khan (independent) was president of the GS in which Abul Hussain read 

his essay on Madrasah education. Bipin Chandra Pal (independent). a nationalist 

politician from Calcutta, was present in this session. Pal was allowed to comment first on 

the essay. He told that Abul Hussain is a "genuine leader of intellectual freedom." The 

secretary's report of the session states, "Pal was amazed and proud to see that such a big 

"O~bul  Hussain. Bongali M ~ ~ ~ s o h t a n e r  Shiksha Samasyu, I &II, p. 59. 

'-'I Abul Hussain. Bangoli Mussalmoner Shiksha Sumasyo. I &II. p. 6 1. 

'" News Report. "Dhaka Education Board," The iWssalmon. August 16, 1929. 

I3 They were: Dr. S.K. De (Prof. Dhaka University); Fida Ali Khan (Prof. Dhaka University), S.N. Bose 
(Prof Dhaka University); S.N. Mitra (Principal, Dhaka College); and Abdul Khaleq (Headmaster, Dhaka 
Government Muslim High Schoot). 



association (MSS) had developed among Muslims of East Bengal.""' Pal did not share. 

however. many of the radical views of Abul Hussain; but pointed out: "If Islam had not 

corne into the hdian sub-continent, Nanak. Kabir, Tulsidas and Chaitanya wouid not 

have emerged in uidia."'3 After this comment, Pd left the session and Rashid took the 

floor. 

Rashid approved of Abul Hussain's refomed Madrasah education as a means for 

solving Muslirn-Hindu problems. But Rashid imposed a condition that the cultural 

identity of Bengali Muslims m u t  be safeguarded fiom Hindus in Madrasah education. 

Rashid cited examples of the West: "In England and the United States. people work 

together. but they keep intact the 'sectarian distinctiveness' (sampradayik baishisra). " '" 

Rashid also did not agree with Abul Hussain that Islamic subjects taught in Madrasah are 

worthless: "These subjects on Islam are highly important for Muslims. But due to 

Madrasah teachers' lack of understanding of 'independent thoughtf (svadhin cintaj, these 

subjects did not produce a mighty and hopefbl outcorne." '" 
Afier Rashid. Wadud took the floor. He pointed out that there must be an inherent 

malaise in Muslim society, "There is no wony in this society. Muslims are sleeping with 

daydreams. 'we have to be Muslims. we have to be human.' But without generating a 

fernent urge for freedorn. what is the use o f  describing Muslim problems?"'" Wadud 

thanked Abul Hussain for his new proposal. But he also cautioned that reform proposais 

for Muslim education are not the only solution. The Muslim mind m u t  be fieed first: 

"" Kari Mutahar Hussain. "Trinya Barsher Dviriya Adhibeshun," August 12, 1928, MSSP, p. 58. 

''j Kazi Mutahar H w a i n .  " Tririyu Barsher Dvitea Adhibeshan. " August 12. 1928. MSSP. p. 58. 

'"~azi Mutahar Hussain, " Tritiya Barsher Dvitïya Adhibeshun. " August 12, 1928, MSSP, p. 60. 

' " ~ a z i  Mutahar Hussain. "Tririya Barsher Dvitiyo Adhibeshun," August 12, 1928, MSSP. p. 60. 

i 28 . hader  samaj ekhan sukh-niahi bibhor. E Sumajer kache ekhun kono samasyu nai-man na jagile 
s a m q m  olocanai ki kaj haibe ? Kazi Mutahar Hussain. " TritSfa Barsher Dvitiya Adhibeshan, " August 1 2, 
1928. MSSP p. 60. 



" We m u t  have a sense of universaiity. It is only then that Muslims would be able to learn 

that Hindus-Muslims-Brahrnos-Christains are one humanity. Only then will we be able to 

build red Muslirn workers and firifil1 Our cherished desire of fieed~rn.""~ Anwar Hussain, 

a member of the MSS. invited governrnent attention to Abul Hussain's proposal. in an 

English weekly, Anwar wrote: 
It is really gratiSing to note that Mr. Abul Hussain ... has 
recently published a bookiet criticizing the present system 
of Madrasah education and giving a detailed scheme of 
primary, secondary, and university education. He has 
proposed many new things, which, if duly introduced will 
do immense good to both Hindus and Muslims .... We only 
hope that Hon'ble Minister will not lose this opportune 
moment. I3O 

C. Independents' views on Madrasah education. 

The speeches and essays on education that preceded and followed Abul Hussain's 

essay were not staunch endorsernents of Islam in MuslKn education. Out of 13 essays and 

speeches of independents on education. 8 descnbed 'Muslims @ education' (but not 

Islarnic education for Muslims)."" One essay was read on the relation between religion 

Iz9 Kazi Mutahar Hussain. "Trirja Barsher Dvitya Adhibeshan. " August 12, 1928, MSSP. p. 60. 
150 The Mussalman, September 3. 1928. In another note, h w a r  wrote: "The educational problem of 
Bengali Musiims has been growing more and more cornplex day by day with changing times .... A nation 
whose brain power has not developed up to the required standard is dead intellectually and intellectual 
death is to be deprecated most .... We have sought to lay speciaI stress on religious education to the secular 
education which is so very important in this progressive science and art .... One gross defect of the Madrasah 
education is that Hindus are rnercilessly exciuded from the scheme .... Bengal is a land of both Hindus and 
Muslims. Nothing can be more dangerous and suicida4 than a policy of exclusiveness and 
denominationalisrn in the field of education." See, Anwar Hussian, "The Education Problern," The 
:Cfussalman. May 2 1, 1929. 

13 1 See Khan Bahadur Nasimddin Ahmad (independent), "Abhibhashan" (AS, I930), Shiha ,  Vol. IV 
( 1 930). pp. 4-2 1 .  Khan Bahadur Abdur Rahman Khan (independent), "Abhibhasan" (AS, 1928), Shikha, 
Vol. I I  ( 1  928). pp. 5-18. Abul Muzaffar Ahmad (independent), ".4bhibhaifhan" (AS. 1929). Shikha Vol. 111 
(1929). pp. 5-1 7. Ataur Rahman Khan (independent), "Musiim Bharate Shiksha Carcan (AS, 1928)- 
Shikha, Vol. I I  ( l928), pp. 105- 109. Mamtaniddin Ahmad (independent), "Shiksha Samasyu" (AS 1 927), 
Shikha. Vol. 1 (1927). pp. 86-92. Fatema Khatwi (independent, Muslim fernale), "Prathomik Sikshay 
 saima iman" (AS. 1928), Jagaran, Vol. 1, No. 1 (1 928). Abdul Kadir (Radical), "Bangaiir Imreji 
ShikshaM(AS, 1933), unpublished, see, MSSP, p. 1 18. Fazilatun Nesa (Independent, Muslirn fernale), "Nari 
Jibane Adhunik Shikshar Asvad," Shikha. Vol. II (1928), pp. 125-128 and Jagaran, Voi. 1. No. 1 (1928), 
pp.48-52. 



and education at a theoretical level."' and one on religion-fiee education in Europe."' 

Finally. three essays were without any reference to religion. lY 

Mamtazuddin Ahmad's (independent) essay, "Shiksha Sarnasya" (AS. 1 92 7). 

began by arguing two influences of modem education, the 'cultural' and then 'practical.' 

B y 'cultural' influences of education, Mamtaz understood development of 'intellect' 

(buddhi) and 'rationdity' (bibek). Marntaz understood that, according to the "theory of 

Evolution" (English phrase is Marntaniddin's), the human was a development fiom 

animals: "yet with intellect and rationality we have tuined into a new race (jati)."13' For 

developrnent of human intellect and rationality, he M e r  cited John Stuart Mill's saying: 

" tt is better ro be a Socrates dissatisfied than a pig ~atisfied." '~~ 

About "practical meaning" of education, he cited a Latin phrase (via Thomas 

Carlyle. 1795-1881): "Mens sana in corpore sano" or "A sound mind in a sound body." 

Inspired by these secular objectives of education, Mamtamddin demanded closing down 

al1 Madrasahs new and oid in favor of modem schoois and ~olleges.'~' but not reducing 

Islam in Muslims' education. Marntaniddin's objection against Madrasah was not for its 

Islamic education. but because Islamic subjects were not properly taught in Madrasahs. 

Mamtaz wrote: 
The Madrasah text books are two hundred years old .... In 
this. the mixing of English and Bengali causes confusion. 

"' Kazi Mutahar Hussain (Radical). "Dharma O Shiksha"(AS. 1930). Shikha. Vol. IV (1930). pp.47-53. 

"' Khan Bahadur Abdur Rahman Khan, "Europe Shihhar Adarasher Krarnabikath" (AS, 1929). Shikha, 
Vol. 111 ( 1929). pp. 40-5 1. 

"" Kazi Abdul Wadud "ShikrhaSankat" (AS. 1932). in Kazi Abdul Wadud (ed.). Samaj O Sahitya, pp. 
65-70. Wadud also wrote an essay that disthguished Rabinciranath's universal ideals of modem education 
fiom conservative ideals of Sarat Chancira. Wadud did not read this article in MSS. See for reference, Kazi 
Abdul Wadud, "Shiksha Sambanandhee Rabindranarh O Sarat Chanha (1921), in Abdul Huq (ed.), Kazi 
.-ibdul Wadud Raconabali, 1, pp. 6 15-622. Samsun Nahar (independent, Muslim female), "Shishur Shiksho" 
(AS, 1934). unpublished, see, MSSP, p. 134. Sujata Roy (independent, Hindu female), "The Education of 
the pre-school Child" (GS, 193 1), unpublished, see, "MSSP," pp. 10 1- 102. 
135 Mamtazuddin Ahmad, "Shiksha Sarnasya" (AS, 1927). Shikha, Vol. 1 (1927)' p. 85. 

'j6 Mamtazuddin Ahmad. "Shikrha Samaryo" (AS. 1927). Shikha. Vol. 1, p. 86. 
t 3: :Vufan puratan sakal madrasah bandha kariya school colleger Shikrha pranali abalamvan kara ucit. 
Mamtaruddin Ahmad. "Shiksha SamasyaW(AS. 1927). Shikha, Vol. 1, p.85. 



Students do not have knowledge of shesna as previously. 
They become 'jack of al1 trades. master of none' (English 
words are Marntaniddùi's) .... Also Islamic history, philosop- 
hy, shustm and literature are not [properly] taught in 
Madrasah-education. 13' 

Therefore. Mamatamddin did not like Abul Hussain, propose reduced Islam in Muslim 

rdu~ation."~ nor did he criticize secular education in the West. Mamtaz took a position 

somewhere between a secular meaning of education in the West and a neo-orthodox view 

that Islam shodd be taught to Mus1i.m students. 

Unlike Mamtaz, Rahman Khan in his presidential speech (second AS, February. 

1928) did not suggest abolition of Madrasahs. He argued: "Muslims would have remained 

completely illiterate without an arrangement of Madrasah ed~cation.""~ Nevertheless. his 

specific criticism was that the Madrasah curriculum is overburdening the students. High 

Madrasah students are taught "hi& English school subjects, such as English and Bengali. 

along with Islarnic subjects: Hadith. Tafsir. Quran. Kalarn. Fiqh. Usul. Mantaq.  et^...."'^' 

As a result of overburdening, Muslim students had turned into "machines." without 

proper development of their intellect. Like Abul Hussain, Ratrman Khan dso  criticized 

Islamic subjects of Madrasah. Yet it is be noted that Rahman Khan's speech was not an 

outspoken indictment of Islamic education. 

Rahman Khan visited Europe in 1928. In the third AS (1929), he read an 

appreciative essay on education in Europe: "Europe Shikshar Adarsher Krarnabikash" or 

' 3' Mzdrasahr Shikshar bishay pathya pustakadi dui safa Batsarer purber.. . . lhate ïmreji banglu jog karay 
bram ager mara shmtrajnantao tahader hay na-rahara jack of ail trades marrer of none .... Tadupari 
madrasah-Shikshai lslamic irihas, darshan. shustra, sahityao shiksha hay na. Mamtazuddin A h a d ,  
"Shikha Sama.yva" (AS, 1927)- pp. Shikha, Vol. 1.90-9 1 .  
139 Instead of Madrasah. Mamtazuddin suggested that universities and colleges shalI teach "Islamic 
studies." The purpose of Islamic stiidies, according to Mamtatmddin: "Muslims will glorify Islam not only 
to themselves. but ro people of this world .... Muslims mut understood Islamic books with relation to 
modem science and philosophy. Othenvise islam wilt be impractical and impossibIe and in many areas it 
will be laughable." Mamtamddin Ahmad, "Shikshu Samasya" (AS, 1927), Shikha, Vol. 1, p .  90. 

"O Khan Bahadur Abdur Rahman Khan, "Abhibh~thun." ShikAa, Vol. 11 ( 1  928). p. 13. 

"" Khan Bahadw Abdur Rahman Khan. " A bhibhmhan," Shikhu, Vol. 11 ( 1  928), p. 1 3. 



'Evolution of the Ideals of Education in Europe.' The article appreciated socio-intellectud 

movements of Europe, 'Renaissance' and 'Protestant Reformation.' for developing the 

ideals of secular education.'" But Rahman Khan (independent) did not suggest any 

refonn of Muslim education on the secular mode1 of Europe. 

D. Responses outside MSS to rationalists' criticism of Madrasah education. 

Outside the MSS.  the response to Abu1 Hussain's essays on education was mixed. 

The "Hon'ble Minister" of Bengal did not pay attention to Abul Hussain. A.K. Fazlul 

Huq, the Chief Minister of Bengai (1 937-38), went so far as to assert that he would not 

only promote Madrasah education, but he would approve an Arabic University in 

Brngal."' The Momin Cornmittee Report (1931) for reform of Madrasah education 

recornrnended to govemment a "new department of Islamic literature. History. Montiq 

and Hikmat in Calcutta Madrasah without further delay."'" The Muslim neo-orthodox 

intellrctuais of Calcutta rejected outright Abul Hussain's radical reforms of Muslim 

education. Additionally. the neo-orthodox intellecnials demanded Islarnization of text 

books witten by Hindu authors that Muslim students read on Muslim historv. culture and 

religion in Madrasah. school. colleges and even in ~niversity."~ 

Yet the Hartog Cornmirtee (1928) paid attention to Abul Hussain. The committee 

was formed for reforming primary and secondary education in India. The comrnittee was 

"' Khan Bahadur Abdw Rahman Khan. "Europe Shikshar Adarsher Kramabikush," Shikha. Vol. III 
(1929), pp. 4 1-5 1.  
1-83 Kuldi p Kaur. Aladrasa Education in India: A S t u 4  of its Par  and Presenr, p. 1 99. 
144 Kuldi p Kaur. iZladrasa Education in Zndia: A Stuày of its Pusr and Presenr, p. 1 97-98. 
145 See Mo hamrnad Akram Khan, "School- Parhshalar Pathyapusrak, " Mmik Mohammadi, Vo 1. VI 1, No. 5 
(1933)- pp. 362-367. No. 6 (1933)- pp. 393-398, No. 7 (1934), pp. 502-507. Mohamrnad Akram Khan, 
" C'ishvabiljlalay O ~Clursalman." hfasik Mohammadi, Vol. IX, No. ! (1935), pp. 2-7. Mohammad Akram 
Khan. " tlshvabi&alayer Dilemma." ~Vusik Mohammadi, Vol. IX. N o .  8 (1936), pp. 5 15-520. Moharnrnad 
Khaled. "Prabeshika Bangla Pathy ki Parhya Haibar joao." Mas;& Mohammadi, Vol. IX, No. 8 (1936), 
pp. 52 1-524. Modern Khan. "Inrarmidiyet Bengali Selekhan," Masik Mohammadi, Vol. IX, No. 8 ( 1  936), 
pp. 526-532. AI Faruq, "Sampradayik Samasya O Calcutta Vishuabic?valay," ,Masik Mohammadi, Vol. IX, 
No. 8 ( 1  936). 535-537. Abdul Mabud, "Jaghanya Akraman," Masik Mohammadi, Vol. IX, No.  8 (I936), 
539-540. Ali Haidar. " Prashnaporre Hinduyani," Masik Mohammadi, Vol. IX ,  No. 8 ( 1 936), 54 1-552. 
Arninuddin Ahmad. "Kalikara Vishvabidyalay O fhar Uddeskya," Masik Mohammadi, Vol. IX, No.  8 
( 1936), pp.557-562. 



headed by retired vice-chancellor of Dhaka University, Sir J.P. Hartog. The Hartog 

Committee which submitted its report to the Simon Commission. however. interviewed 

Abu1 Hussain in 1929." I t s  four hundred pages report is not avai!able to us. But an 

English newspaper reported that Sir J.P. Hartog, Sir John Anderson. and Raja Narendra 

Nath agreed that religious education "may be undesirable in public education."'" 

Abu1 Hussain's proposed reform of Muslim education is not a re-statement of 

Islam. He did not propose that Islam be completely removed fiom Madrasah education. 

Yet it was only a skeleton of Islam that would be taught in Madrasah. This is again 

overshadowed by Abul Hussain's repeated insistence to teach communities other than the 

Muslims in the Madrasah education system. Abul Hussain was probably the first Muslim 

educationist of India who opened the door of Madrasah education for Hindus. He was 

also probably the first to include the history of the United States in Madrasah education."" 

This inclusion of global society and culture in Muslim education by Abul Hussain. 

Wadud. and few independent Muslims was as radical as their advocating that there be no 

law restricting "freedom of Muslim women." The independent and Islamic liberal 

Muslims who disagreed with the rationalists deconstruction of Islam and the Muslim 

tradition provided no strong argument infavor of Islamic education. Rashid was orthodox 

in his defense of Islamic subjects in Madrasah, yet he was willing to give women the right 

to vote in 1929. Similady' Mamtaz and Rahman Khan both defended Islamic subjects for 

one reason or the other, but both were agreeable to the religion-fiee education in the 

146 News Report. " Hartog Cornmittee." The Mussalman, December 7 ,  1 928. 

157 News Report, "The Hartog Report," The Mussalman, April 19, 1929. 
t 48 This hypothesis is based on my study of several Bengali joumals since 1905. Abu1 Hussain was aware of 
the founding fathers of the Arnerican revolution. He mentioned Benjamin Franklin's "cultivation of 
knowtedge." and George Washington's "power" to fight in the Arnerican revolution. See Abul Hussain, 
"Carifra." read in 'Al-Mamun Club' 1927, pubiished in Naoroj, Vol. 1, No. 3 (1927). The history of United 
States in the curriculum of undergraduate program of the universities of Bangladesh has been introduced 
since late 1950's. See Kamal Uddin Ahmad, "American Studies Activities in Dhaka University," in Syed 
Anwar Hussain (ed.), Bangladesh Journal ofAmerican Shtdies, Vol. 1 (Dhaka: Dhaka University, Sumrner, 
I987), pp. 55-65. 



West. This straddling between Islam and Western rationdism was characteristic of 

severai independent and liberal Muslirn intellecnials of the MSS. 

V. Rationalists viewed theoretically. the standpoints of orthodoxy, apologetics, and non- 
belief. 

The rational hurnanists' deliberations in MSS also pointed out fiequently their 

theoretical attitude toward orthodoxy. apologetics. agnosticism (nusiik) and faith. This 

section concentrates on representative views of the rationaiists in the essays of Motahar 

Hussain Choudhury and Kazi Mutahar Hussain. 

A. Rationalists' critique of religious orthodoxy and apologetics. 

~Motahar Hussain Choudhury read three essays in MSS. The first essay. "Amader 

Dainya" (GS. 1931) or 'Our destitution,' is a critique of econornic, educational and 

intellectuai poverty of the Muslims of BengaP9 The second essay is written on 

Rabinciranath's universal humanism. "Rabindranath o Buiragvobilash" (AS 193 1). The 

third essay. "ddeshpanthi o Anupreranapanthi (AS 1932), also describes intellectual 

destitution of Bengali Muslims."' Motahar reviewed the views on religion of three groups 

of Bengali Muslirn intellectuals. He identified the three groups: (1) Orthodox 

(adeshpanrhi). those who follow the comrnands of religion: (2) jukribadi shmtrapanthi or 

religious apologist; (3) inquisitive (anupreranapanthi or "Know thyself," this English 

rendering is Motahar's), i.e., individualkt or rationai humanist. Motahar defined clearly 

the intellectual standpoints of the three groups and recorded his support and criticism. 

Motahar characterized the orthodox (adeshponthi) is those whose purpose is to 

c a q  out orders (adesh) of shastra, and who find it dangerous to follow any direction 

149 Motahar Hussain Choudhury, "Amader Dainya." in Motahar Hussain Choudhury (ed.), Samskriti-Kaiha. 
(Dhaka: Samakat Prakashani. 19%). pp. 1 13- 126. 

"O For hiIl text of the article. see, Motahar Hussain Choudhury, "Adeshpanhi O Inupreranapanrhi," in 
Motahar Hussain Choudhury (ed.), Samskriti-Katha (Dhaka: Sarnakal Prakashani, 1958), pp. 269-277. 



other than shustra."' "Holding a stick of commands of religion," Motahar characterized. 

"the orthodox search for a road like a blind person" (odeshpanthi kinru cale andher mata 

hntre hatre [.] adesher jasthi hate knre). 15' The orthodox do not know that the meaning of 

human life is not merely to breathe, but that "human life is full of unlimited potentiality to 

understand and experience its selfhood" (jiban mane anunta sambhabana-purna armar 

astimer upalabdhi. This phrase is borrowed f?om Wadud's writing). "j It is an exercise of 

independent human selfhood that creates literature, fine arts, and philosophy. Tnci 

orthodox are not creative people but followers of sharia. "There is no creativity (srishri) 

where one obeys the prohibitions and commands of sharia. Creativity (srishti) is there 

when one crosses the barrier of sharia and gives importance to the impetus of one's 

mind."'" Furthermore. Motahar states that the onhodox not only cannot create. but they 

are suspicious of the creativity of othen."' "It is ody the inquisitive (Le.. the rational 

hurnanists), and not the orthodox, who are creative" (anupreranapanthi srijondharmi, 

adeshpanthi nay). Motahar distinguished the two groups by dividing Bengal into 

intellectual periods: "One c m  see Bengal as a shastra-based society before Mahatma 

Rammohun Roy and in many ways a shastra-fiee Bengal in modem time."'s6 He 

cnticized. without citing a name, the beliefs of Muslim orthodox in Bengali Muslim 

socieîy : 
The poverty of Bengali Muslims provides glaring examples 
of how adeshpanthis could bring a society to a utter min. 1 

151 ..ldeshpanthi bhabe manush rakramarnser jib. apaurusher shastranidistha path chara anya pathe cala 
tar puhe maratnak. Motahar Hussain Choudhury, "Adeshpanthi O Anupreranapanrhi," p. 269. 

15' Motahar Hussain Choudhury, "Adeshpanrhi O Anupreranapanrhi," p. 269. 
153 Motahar Hussain Choudhury, "Adeshpanthi O Anupreranapanthi,"p. 269. 
154 Jekhane shariater adesh nishedh tini mene calechen sekhane tar srishtir paricay ney, ache sekhanei 

jekhane shasrrake dingiye antarer ingitkei fini baro kare de khechen. M o  tahar Hussain Choudhury , 
"A deshpanthi O Anupreranapanthi, "p. 270. 

"' Motahar Hussain Choudhury. "Adeshpanlhi O Anupreranapanthi,'' p. 270. 
156 Maharma Rammohun Royer purbber shustrararbbma Bangla or barfman juger anekta shastra 
shasanmukta Banglar rulanamulak samalocana karley kathatir saryata sohajbodhy habe. Motahar Hussain 
C houdhury , "ri deshpanthi O Anupreranapanrhi," p. 270. 



believe that the areas in which our society is poor and has 
failed to create anythng new are due to the dominance of 
the adeshpanîhis.' Ninety-nine per cent of adeshpanthis not 
oniy disobey the instinct of their selfhood; but even refuse 
to acknowiedge that there is something cailed human 
selfhood .... This is rather a slavish mentality ... Adeshpanrhis 
obey only dry beliefs of shastra on the ground that these 
will guide humans in honest directions. Shasira, which has 
been imposed and has not corne fiom within. is unable to 
keep humans in an honest direction.. . . S wailowing an 
outside order called shasrra is like swallowing some bitter 
tasting medicine.. . . "' 

Motahar also defined and criticized jukîibadi shastrupanthis, or religious 

apologists. He described the standpoint of religious apologists: "First they accept a 

particular religious idea based on shastra and then they try to suppoa that idea by 

rationalizing it."'18 ÿuktibadi shastrapanthi, era shastrer ekti bishesh mntke mene n i y  sei 

matke jukri tarker dvara praristhita korbcrr cesta kure). nieu attitude is not to accept 

reason independently, but to accept shastra first then rationalize. Motahar writes: 
The religious apologists want to defend their own thought. 
But the problem is that they resort to fake reasoning instead 
of [an independent] reason. The ideals that are now existing 
in shastra, even if there have been contrasting ideals within 
these shastra, the religious apologists would not hesitate to 
apply reason and use arguments to justifjc Their tendency is 
not to reason fint and then accept [shastra], but to accept 
[shastra] first and then reason. ' J9 

Motahar cnticized religious apologists on several grounds. The first is that their 

failure to endorse reason before doctrines is a barrier to distinguishing truth fiom untruth 

in religion. The religious apologists also, Motahar claims, do not want fieedom but only a 

loosening a bit of religious bonds ÿuktibadi shasîrapanthi mukti cay na. cay bandhan- 

15' Motahar Hussain Choudhury, "Adeshpanthi O Anupreranapanthi," p. 271. 

158 Motahar Hussain Choudhury, "Adeshpanthi O rlnupreranapunthi," p. 274. 
159 Juktibadi shastrapanthio tar svamater pakse anek kichu balte ceshta kare. Kiniu muskil ei je, jukrir caite 
goja mili deya tara beshi. Sastrer madhyo battamane je sab mat dekhte paoya jay, judi tader thik ulta mato 
thakto ta'haieo seguli sambandheo jukri tarka'er abatarana karre tara kunthita hala na. Age jukti pare 
mene neuya nay. age mene neoya pare jukri karai tader svabhab. Morahar Hussain Choudhury, 
"-4 deshpanthi O Anupreranapanthi, " p. 274. 



pash ekm shfarh karre). Likewise. they also do not emphasize human life, but shnsfra's 

authontative teaching. Motahar at this point quoted Wadud and Rabindranath. He quoted 

fiom Wadud's article, Sanmohita Mussafman or 'Infaniated Muslim': "The mysterious 

consciousness of life within us is most forcefûlly needed and then corne, Quran. Rasul. 

and Sufi devotion."'" From Rabindranath, Mutahar quoted: "What we get as religion 

fiom outside. shasrra, never can be my reiigion .... The etemd effort of a human is to feel 

religion within oneself." 16' 

B. Rationalists' view of faithhelief (bishvas) non-belief (nasrikya). 

Kazi Mutahar Hussain read. "Dharma o Samaj," or 'Religion and Society' (AS 

1929). on the difficult topic of religion. The article traced the origin of religious faith 

(bishvas) and its meaning in modem t h e .  Mutahar traced origin of religious faith or 

belief fiom human helplessness with events or facts that he could not control or answer. 

Mutahar wrote that faith in God and the last day of judgement originated in human mind: 
When the human felt that he is so little in cornparison with 
various events and powers of rhis worid .... When the 
unfidfilled desires of human mind are destroyed in one 
minute ... When sorneone dear and beloved dies or when 
someone suffers fiom oppressive exploitation for which 
humans c m  find no solution .... ''' 

Mutahar agreed that there is a need of faith in human life. For exarnple. he wrote that 

even the sharpest huinan intellect, consciously or unconsciously, in the end took shelter 

under faith: "Faith starts where intellect ends" (buddhir shesh sima haite bishvaser 

arambha). But Mutahar did not admit that religious doctrines, or the content or form of 

la) ... Jiban-rahusyor bodhi amader bhitar prabal bhabe coi, tari anwangik bhabe asbe quran, rasul, 
sufisadhana. Motahar Hussain Choudhury, "Adeshpanthi O Anupreranapanthi," p. 275. 

161 Amara bairer shasrra theke je dharma pai se kakhonoi amar dharma haye urhe na. ... Dharmake nijer 
maiihyo udhbhura ka're rolai manusher cirajibaner sadhana. Motahar Hussain Choudhury, "Adeshpanthi O 

.4 nupreranapanthi," p. 275. 

Kazi Mutahar Hussain. "Dharma o Samaj," Shikha, Vol. 1 1 1  (1929), p. 1 13. 



faith, are self-evident or above human knowledge. What is more important, Mutahar 

writes that the content of faith is subject to change: "With the development of human 

buddhi and knowledge, faith is gradualiy changing"'" (rnanusher buddhi O jnaner 

prasurer sange sange bishvaso kramasha paribartita haiteche). Not only does Murahar 

see changes in religious faith, but he further insists that "reforms of faith are necessary 

and inevitable" (bishvas 'er samskar abashyak ebam abasyurnbhabi, tahate kona sandeha 

m i ) .  Mutahar's reasons are not complicated. He daims that period after period in human 

history "blind religious faith" ( a n d h  dharma bishvas) has conflicted with "reason and 

science" (shudhu bijnan nay ... dharmer sathe julctiro birodh ghate). One result of this 

conflict. according to Mutahar, is that the "unchangeable religious' faith had also been 

changed" (aparibartaniya dharma-bishvas'o pariburtita hiyache). As a physicist Mutahar 

cites example: "Columbus, Bruno. Galileo, Magelan, Copemicus had changed the 

medieval religious faith that the earth is flat and the sun orbits around the earth ...." In the 

sarne spirit. Mutahar argued that d e s s  religious faith confoms to human buddhi. faith is 

only superstitious beliefs. This rationalist thought of Mutahar is not directed toward a re- 

statement of faith, as Muslim apologetics of northem India were. Mutahar's standpoint is 

to disbelieve some religious doctrines: 
In modem time even ordinary people are more developed in 
thought than many pro phets, abatars and saints.. . .Al1 
prophets who came to this world fought against 
superstitions and came out with new truths in their days. 
Nevertheless, that any individual or prophet had a direct 
contact with God and is bringing a message fkom God for 
the benefit of al1 humans probably in the present age would 
not be believed. The people of the modem age do not 
believe that God will interfere human actions that are also 
made by God.. ..Hazrat Mohammad.. .said that no prophet 
will come after hm. He also said that many people will 
come to this world to perform works done by the prophets. 

'" Kazi Mutahar Hussain. "Dharma o Somoj," Shikha, Vol. I I I  ( l929), p. 1 13. 



The modem people wiil cal1 them. not prophets, but 
Mozaddad or reforrners?' 

Two years later, Mutahar read, "Nmtiker Dharma" (AS 1931) or 'Religion of 

Agnostics.' Without a reference to Islam, the essay constructed a theoretical balance 

between believers (ustik) and non believers (nustik) of religion. The characteristic of 

nastikr' non-belief, according to Mutahar, is that they do not have faith in the existence of 

a "mighty and merciful God" (Debara. Ishvarer astitve abishvus).'" Other non-believers 

Say. "Ishvur is the creation of human mind, an effort of his ernotion" (ishvar rnanusher 

rnaner srishti kalpanar hrsaji). Furthemore, Mutahar writes that nastiks are also 

matenalists (nustik ba prakrifibadi) who believe that creation of the world is not done by 

God. but by "perpenially inanimate-nature, because of its strength and some etemal 

goodness."'" In other words, the universe is not created by God, but is the result of the 

highest development of the inanimate-nature vara prabiti). 

In the essay, Mutahar also drew similarity of thought between nastikr and 

believers of religion. His reason is to give a social legitimacy to non-believers that usually 

was not given in a religious society. Mutahar writes in the essay: "Between believers of 

1 fA Barttaman juger sadharan lokeo jnaner ksetre anek bishaye purbbakaler muni-risi pqvgamvar abatar 
prabhritrr ceye adhik unnata. suiararn purbbakaler paygamvar diger dvara je kaj hait o. barttaman juge 
raha haibar asha nai. ... Prithibite jato paygamvar asiyachen. tahara pratyakei apan apan samajer 
kusamskarer biruddhe shakti nryojita karivachen ... Kintu kono byakti-bishes sakat  bhabe AIlahar nikat 
huile sakaler upakarer janya adesh bahan kariya anitechen, ekatha bodh hay e juger loke or bishvas 
karibe na. Khoda sakiat bhabe jagahapare  hastaksep karya tahar sva-racita niyamer birudhata 
karibrn. e bishvas kramanvqe lop paiteche.. . . Hazrat Mohammad .. baliya gyachen je tahar par ar kona 
nabi usiben na- Sange sange tini ihao baliya giyachen je nabir kaj kariber janye juge juge bahu loker 
abirbhab haibe. Loke tahadigake nabi na baliya mojoddad ba samskarak balibe Kazi Mutahar Hussain, 
"Dharma O Samaj," Shikha, Vol. III ( 1  929). p. 1 15. 

16' Mutahar wrote that nastiks "Observing the sorrow and poverty, unfullfilment, disease and sadness of this 
world, hesitate to accepting God as rnerciful. Some of hem, out o f  sorrow, cursed god and some ... for 
fighting with God threw arrows in the air....Even some called them as Khoda" (Jibaner duhkha-dairryal 
asanpurnata, rog, sok dekhe tara debatake bhagaban ba karuna-nidhan purnabrahmo bale sv ihr  h r t e  
itastata karte laglo. Kau shoke debatake abhisap dite arambha kado, kau ba..debatar sange judha karbar 
jayne akmhe tir churte arambha karfo .... K m  ba nijeke khoda bale pracar karte laglo. Kazi Mutahar 
Hussain, "Nmriker Dharma," Shikha, Vol. V (193 1 ), p. 27. 
1 66 anadi ananta abinasvar jaraprakriti antanihita gun bale nirdrista nryame apnake apani bikashita karte 
karre ri bicitra tuhva  srishti koreche. Kazi Mutahar Hussain, "Nastiker Dharma, " Shikha, Vol. V ( 193 1 ), 
p. 27. 



religion and materialist, in the m e  sense. there is no difference of instinctive-efforts or 

instinctive-religion .... Although, both belong to two different levels of creation." 16' 

On IWO levels, Mutahar saw a congniity. First. non-believers found a cinrnayaîva 

(consciousness) in the inanimate-nature. The beiievers see God in the nature and depend 

on Him for fulfillment of their highest hopes, aspirations, and pleasures. The materialists 

also see a cinmayaiva in the nature, but only believes: "...lshvar or nature operates by 

impartial rules; it is not its religion to do good or bad to anyone." 

In another respects, Mutahar argued that believers perform virtuous work 

(sakurja) for reward of heaven or for fear of God. A n m i k  normally does not believe in 

the next world of religion. But an agnostic, as matenaiist (prakritibbadi) and evolutionist 

(bibarranbadi)? also performs virtuous work for fear: 
The materialists are also evolutionists. It is their faith 

(bishvos) that their religion is to act according to nature. 
Otherwise, they believe. there will be suffering and 
punishment. For exampie, obedience to rules of health is a 
natural d e .  If one disobeys, there will be severe 
punishment. This punishment is hell. [They believe] that by 
honest works humans have reached to a highest stage of 
progress of evolution which is the 'seventh heaven' for the 
materialists. '69 

Mutahar's defense of nastiks came from another direction also. Nasriks do not 

perform religious ceremonials. Mutahar defended this position of the nastih. 

Ceremonials of religion. according to Mutahar. are a naturd manifestation of the 'spirit' 

167 ..istik O prakririibadi ubhayer rnadhya karma-prenar ba dharma-bhabe kona saryakar parthaba 
na i... Tabe ubhaye srishtistarer bibhinya sopaner lok. Kazi Mutahar Hussain, "Nastiker D h m a . "  Shikha, 
Vol. V (193 1). p. 3 1. 

IO8 Praliribadi balen. Ishvar ba prakriti nirapekra niyam anusare kaj kare jacche karo hita ba ahiter dike 
Iak.yvi1 kara rar dharma nai. Kazi Mutahar Hussain, "Nmtiker Dharma." Shikha, Vol. V (193 1). p. 28. 

169 Prakritibadi abar sange sange bibartan-badi, Tar bishvm, prakritir niyam anusare calai dharma. rar 
birudhe calte gelei lanchanar abadhi thake na. Jernan musrhayer niyam palan kara prakriti-siddha. 
Aniyam karlei tar janya kadaor shasiir baybastha ache. Ei shasri narak Satprabittir abhyas karte kurte 
manush ùrarnash bibartaner uccarar sopane aruhan karche. Prakritibadir kache ei sab sopani sapa 
svarga Kazi Mutahar Hussain, "Nastiker Dharma," Shikha, Vol. V (193 1), p. 30. 



(English phrase is Mutahar's) of religion. But Mutahar observed that without knowing the 

m e  spirit of religion, performing religious ceremoniais tums humans into beings who 

delight in being servants or slaves (das-rripti). Mutahar aiso claimed that the importance 

and usefilness of religious ceremoniais are now decaying: 
Despite continuhg necessity and usefblness in al1 societies 
and periods. the normal direction of [religious] ceremonies 
is toward some dry performances. Therefore. one can see 
that many people oppose [religious] ceremonies .... 
Sometimes a new spirit of awakening changes their 
structure .... Codified [religious] ceremonies are only an 
insignificant part of hurnan life .... Beyond these. there is 
perpetual busy practical life (karma kolahal). It is this 
practicai life that manifests the mie spirit of religion 
(dharmabhub). ''O 

Mutahar criticized religious ceremonials for one more reason. Kurnans perform religious 

ceremonids as good ideals (bhola adarsha) of 'great men' (mahapurush and biraf 

manush); but Mutahar examines an il1 effect of following ideals of others: 
The danger of following ide& of others is that what is not 
normal (mabhabik) in one's life is believed to be normal 
and is to be propagated (pracar). As a result. humans 
becone resigned and ignore their own standard or 
individuality of life and become suspicious of one's own 
strength (arma-shakfi) and one's own character (arma- 
carirra) . ' " 

VI. Understanding of Hazrat Mohammad. 

A. Rational hmanists' critical evaluation of Hazrat Moharnmad and his infii 

Out of the 176 essays read in MSS during twelve years, only 4 essays examined 

Hazrat Moharnmad. None of four essays is biographical; three did not c l a h  divine 

revelation. or wahy, of God to Prophet Mohammad. The four essays, however asked a 

170 rinusthaner ashesh upajogita ebam apariharjara sameo sarbadese sarbakaiei kramik shuskatar dikei er 
svabhabik gari. Tai bahu lokke er birodhi dekhre paoya jay....Anek samay naba-jagaraner gatibege er 
angik paribarrano je na hay, ta nay.... Er baire je usim karma-kolahal, tar madhyai dharma-bhaber 
prakrktarar bikash. Kati Mutahar Hussain. "~Vastiker Dharma," Shikha, Vol. V ( 1  93 1 ), p. 29. 

171 Kazi Mutahar Huscain, "Narriker Dharma." Shikha, Vol. V ( 1  93 l),  p. 26. 



crucial questions: "How shodd modem Muslims understand Hazrat Mohammad? What 

did he stand for; and how much cm we take from him t ~ d a y ? " ' ~  Wadud was the first 

intellectual who addressed these questions in MSS. 

A. Hazrat Moharnmad is a 'great man', but not the 'greatest.' 

In the fifth GS (July 8, 1926) in the first year of MSS. Kazi Wadud read his essay 

"Sanmohita iMussolman" (GS, July 8 )  or 'Infatuated Muslims.' This was Wadud's first out 

of 14 radical essays read in MSS. The essay is divided into parts. In one part. Wadud was 

a harsh critic of Bengali Muslims' inhibited intellect. In the second part, Wadud blamed 

this inhibited intellect on Bengali Muslims' infatuation with Hapat Mohammad. Nowhere 

in this 13 pages article did Wadud address Mohammad as paygamvar (Persian equivalent 

or Arabic rasul. or Prophet) or affix the usual Muslim phrases: "Let the blessing and 

peace of God be upon him." instead of such titles a s  paygamvur. rasul. nabi. he wrote 

before Mcharnrnad's name a title "!Clahapurush Mohummad." (Great man Mohammad). 

or simply Hazrat Mohammad. Mahapurush is a title that Wadud dso frequently used for 

many eminent figures, such as Rammohun. Rabinciranath. Goethe. Sheikh Saadi. et al. 

We concentrate in this section on one essay of Wadud on Moharnmad read in MSS. 

though he wrote other essays and gave speeches on Hanat Mohanmad outside the MSS. 

Wadud essay. "Sunrnohita itfussalman," paid attention to Hazrat Mohammad as a 

reformer of his lifetime. For example. Wadud writes phrases such as: Hanat  

Mo hammad's " thunderous discovery of monotheism" (abiskritu bajrusar tauhià); 

"blazing egalitarianism" (agneya somyabad); and Mohammadts "astonishingly simple and 

prac tical 1 i fe (ashcarjya anarambur samsarik jiban)." ln Wadud also depicted 

Mohamrnad's Iife, like the lives of other great man as: "that Iife was diverse and great in 

discipline. in love, in action" (se jiban tapusyay, preme, karmme, bicitm o bir~r) ."~ 

'" Shamsul Huda " Harat Mohammader Praribha," Shikha, Vol. I ( 1 927). 
173 Kazi Abdui Wadud, "Sanmohita Mussalman, " in KaU Wadud, ffaba Parjay, 1, p. 7 1. 

t 74 Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Sanmohita Mussalman. " p .  73. 



Wadud also remarked that Rammohun, inspired by Mohammad, broke orthodoxy of his 

society: "The fieedom of intellect and reason that he [Rammohun] instilled into the 

chandimandap (Hindu temple of the goddess, i.e., orthodoxy) he drew to its 1st minute 

impulse fiorn Hazrat Mohammad's samya and tauhis'"' Equally, Wadud argued that the 

Spanish Muslim philosopher. Ibn Rushd (Averroes). whose witings "led Europeans to 

question veneration of sacred teachings (shasrras)" was a strong believer of Hanat 

Mohammad's tauhid.'" He wrote: "Nanak and Kabir. before the glowùig flarne of Islam's 

fauhid and samyabad, had again lightened a lamp of spirituality in India."'" 

Despite this pleasing rhetoric. Wadud did not categorize Mohammad as more than 

a mahapurush or 'great man.' This is noticeable in Wadud's critique of Bengali Muslims' 

infatuation with Mohammad. Wadud writes in the essay: "Muslims, especially modem 

Muslims. are 'infatuated' (sanmohita). They are not only idol-worshipen but they have 

reached an extreme state of idolatry. Al1 their rational intellect (bicarbuddhi) and riches 

of thought are strangely durnb."'78 The reason for this infatuation was not unknown to 

Wadud. In the essay, Wadud pointed out that Islamic faith in divine revelations is one 

reason for this "infatuation" of Muslims with Mohammad. For this, Wadud blamed 

"inspiration" i.e.. 'divine revelation to Mohammad.' 
... Built on the faith of divine revelations, the life that 
Muslims are living by kneeling down to a giant id01 

1 3  Banglar chandimandaper abandhata O nirudveger bhitare rini [Ramrnohun] je probahira karte 
perechilen sabal kandajnan, cinta O karmmer Vishvadhara, se samasther jogya prerana cittabikesher 
mahamuhurte tar fabh hayechila Hmrar Mohamrnader sadhana theke, -tar pracarita tauhid, samya.. . . 
Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Sanmohita Mussalman." p. 8 1 .  

'76 Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Sanmohita Mussalman. " p. 80. 

177 . . . Nanak. Kabir prabhriti bhakta satyakar adhyatmikatar dip bharate punh prj~alita karechilen, tader 
samneo shikhotupe jvalechila Islamer touhi O samyabad Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Sanmohita Mussalman." p. 
80. 

178 Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Sanmohita Mussalrnan," p. 72. 



(Mo hamrnad), fiom an standpoint of spiriniality , morality , 
and practicality. is a miserable poverty and confusion.'" 

Wadud continued to argue that by the influence of this "unhelpful unseen power" 

(asvastikur adrisha shahir prabhabe) the Muslims are persuaded to see the modem 

world with suspicion, as if they do not know. or had not been bom into. it. Wadud 

criticized Muslim caliphs and philosophers for surrendering individuality and the search 

for nuth for the sake of the "dazzling penonality of Hazrat Mohammad"" For example. 

he criticized Hazraî Umar for surrendering his strong individuality in order to follow 

Hazrat Mohammad, "as if he believed that truth and Hazrat Moharnrnad's devotion are 

one and inseparable" ''' (saîya ar Hazrar :blohamrnader sadhana ek O abhinna ei-i jeno iar 

manobhab). 

Without affvming that prophethood had been bestowed upon Mohammad and 

divine revelations transmitted through him, Wadud boldly assented: "Hanat Mohammad, 

like countless millions of people in this world, was a hurnan being. Mohammad was 

rminent for the greatness of his strength at one special phase of human histo ry...'1'82 

Wadud in the next sentence clarified Mohammad's "stxength:" "For the smooth working 

of material life of this world. it was normal for the etemal mler that He would combine 

i -9 ...p reritatvarup ek prakanda pratimar sumne natadristhi haye tara je jiban paf karchen. adhyatnikata, 
nailikata, samsarikata sab dik rhekei ta shocan jarupe duhsha O bibhranta. Kazi Abdul Wadud, 
"Sanmohiza Mussafman. " p. 7 1 . 
180 . .. Hazrar Mohammader byaktitver ei prakharjyor.. . Wadud explained this character o f  Mohammad as a 
result of his "love (prem) of humans" and "works"(karma), but also due to "meditation" ( t a p w a )  which 
Wadud defines a course o f  actions o f  Moharnmad before he recieved divine revelation. Wadud supports 
dazzling individuality of Moharnrnaci, because of his "love" of human, but criticized because of  influence of 
divine revelation: "lt is a f o m e  and misfortune of people to know details of him (Hazrat M o h m a d ) "  Tar 
upar tar punkhanupunkh bibaran janbar saubhagya bu durbhagyo manusher hayeche. Kazi Abdul Wadud, 
"Sanmohita Mussaiman." p. 73. 
181 Hazrat Urnarer bhitare dekha jay, tini tar prakunda pourushke jena ur sa& dike lauha-abesthane badha 
kare shudhu Harat Mohammader anubattitar pane unmukh rekhechilen; satya ar Hazrar Mohammader 
sadhana ek O abhinna ei-i jeno tar manobhab. Kazi Abdui Wadud, "Sanmohita Mussaiman," p. 74. 
IP Jagarer anantakoti manusher mato Hazrat Mohammado ekjan manush;-manusher itihaser ek bishesh 
srare shaktimahtmaya tini su prakat. .. Kazi  Abdul Wadud. "Sanmohita Mursalman," p. 70. 



the efforts of two classes of people, the powerful and ~rdinary." '~~ Wadud's understanding 

of Hazrat Mohammad was that he was a reformer. a great man (rnahapurush); but not 

necessary a Prophet. Even Wadud's using the title, great man (mahapurush), for 

Mohammad was very careful and restricted. Wadud wrote: 
Actually, great men are not omniscient. They are not the 
absolute masters of humans. A great man is only a great 
friend of humans, like a lighthouse is a fiend showing the 
route for travelers on the ocean. It is a serious insult to 
human efforts of great men to believe that the words and 
thought of great men have fixed a definite path forever for 
humans, because, as a result of this belief, an awareness of 
God, which is the root of al1 effort, will be closed to human 
vision. la 

Wadud restricted the proper influence of great men upon human even M e r .  "Prostrating 

at the feet of a great man and sacnficing one's intellect, judgment etc., is not showing 

genuine respect. Showing genuine respect is to undertake efforts with al1 one's life-force 

and brain for the sake of ths great world; and on that basis. if necessary to oppose 

him." "' 

A.. Debate on Hapat Mohammad: Islamic liberal, neo-orthodox, and rational hurnanist. 

Wadud's article did not produce substantid cnticism in MSS. The only 

commentator was Shahidullah. Confessing fiankly that the essay was of high standard, 

183 Jagaf samsarer jini cirajagrata nyamak ananra ka1 dhare rini emhnibhabe shakriman ar sadharan ei 
dui shrenrr cakrer samabaye samsar-rathke ciracalanta rekhechen. Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Sanmohita 
~Wussafman. " p. 70. 

I &I Basrabik. mahapurush je sabbrjna nan, rnanusher sabbamay prabhu nan, manusher jibamamgrarne tini 
ekjan bara bandhu marra-abashya jeman bandhu samuhacari porer janya alokstambha; tar karha O 

cinrar dhara cirakafer janya manurher pathke niyantrita kare diyeche ekatha b i s h a  karie manzrshrupe 
tar sadhanake je caram aparnane opamanira kara hay, kenana samasta sadhanar ja iahya sei alfahar 
upa fabdhi manusher dristiparh rheke rudha haye jay. Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Sanmohita Mussalman," p. 70. 

ISS Buddhi. bicar prabhiri manuser sresrha sarnval bisarjjan diye natajanu hoye mahapumer paye gar 
hoya ye taro proti saryakar sraddha nibedan noy. tar prori satyakar sraddha nibedan hocheye, prakanda ei 
jagoter upar doriye tar sadhanake samasra pran o masriska diye grahar! baya, ebam sei adhikare. 
proyojan hale, rake arikram karay... Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Sanmohita Mussafman," p. 77. 



Shahidullah cnticized only a few secondary aspects of the essay. As an Islamic liberal. 

Shahidullah was not intellecnially equipped to give a strong rebuttal of Wadud's 

unfettered rationalism. Shahidullah made only some scattered comrnents. For instance he 

observed that Wadud did not make substantial comments on the Sufi view of God and the 

Quran. Shaliidullah, howevez, asserted that Sufis Say that the human can experience God 

in many ways, but that among these many ways, the basic way is I ~ l a m . " ~  Further, 

Shahidullah questioned why Wadud did not refer to many philosophers who were 

inspired by Hazrat Mohammad and Islam. Lastly, Shahidullah stated: "Islam is a natural 

religion for hurnans. Blind subservience is altogether wrong. But for one class of human 

i t has necessity." "' 
While Islamic liberals failed to criticize the essay, the neo-orthodox Muslim 

intellectuals outside the MSS did not spare Wadud's critical comments on Hanat 

Mohammad. Afier the article was published in Wadud's book, Naba Purjay (1926), or 

New Phase. the neo-orthodox intellectuais wrote devastating critiques. Mawlana 

Mohammad &am Khan attacked Wadud fiom Calcutta, while his associate in MSS. 

Daliluddin Ahmad, attacked Wadud in Dhaka. The debate did not take place in bahas"" 

or in open public gatherings. but in published sratements. Akram wrote the critiques in a 

senes of essays under a satiric title: " ~ V U ~ U  Parjuy no Nnba [Bilparjay!"'g9 ( 1927-28) or 

186 Sujira baie thaken khoda bahu dik diye paoya jete pare. Take uplabdhi karbar bahu patho rayeche. Sei 
bahu pather sadharan path, sadharan rup hayeche Islam. Abdul Kadir. "Pratham Barsha Pancam 
..idhibeshan," September, 5 ,  1926 MSSP p. 26. 

187 Edam manuser svabhabik dharma. Andha anubattita nitanta anyay- Kintu ek shrenir manusher janye 
ero prayojanira rayeche. Abdul Kadir, " Pratham Barsha Pancam Adhibeshan," September, 5 ,  1926, 
MSSP. p. 27. 

'" Rafiuddin Ahrned reports that bahas which became a "common occurrence in rural Bengal during the 
closing years of the nineteenth century, were usually open public meetings held to debate controversia1 
theological questions." See Rafiuddin Ahrned. The Bengali Muslims, pp. 43, 74-76, 79-82, 1 03, 1 84, 2 12 
and 214. 

Ia9 Mohammad Akram Khan. "Naba-Par~q. na Naba-[BiJParjyu!" published in Mohammad Akram Khan 
(ed.). ~bfasik Mohammadi, Vol. I . ,  No. 5 ( 1  927). 272-276. No.6 ( 1928), pp. 346-352, No. 7 ( 1928), pp. 393- 
400. No.8 (1928), pp. 497-503. 



New Phase or New Disaster.' Akrarn's position is that Hana t  Mohamrnad is human, but 

the greatest human in the world. Wadud defended his own position sîrongly. But it is 

interesting to note that Wadud was aiso defended aggressively by his radical associates, 

notably Abul Hussain aiid Abdul Kadir. In course of defending Wadud, Abul Hussain 

aiso disclosed his standpoint on Hazrat Mohammad and he too entered into a debate with 

Ddiludain Ahmad. 

Abul Hussain's views were published in two essays, entitled "Sab-janta" or 

"Knower of (1928). The title itself is satirical of Muslim beliefs that Hazrat 

Mohammad is a knower of all. As he is "the Rauliyyah," he was the only perfect hurnan 

boni in diis world. Abul Hussain's critique was well organized. He cites first the 

arguments of Akrarn and then he wrote his rebuttal. Three arguments of Akramfs defense 

of Hazrat Mohammad were cited by Abul Hussain. First: "He (Akram Khan) said 

'Muslirns' faith (bishvas) is that al1 efforts, thoughts. knowledge and devotion of Hazrat 

Mohammad's life are full of eternal tnith. Not even an insignificant untruth had ever 

touched Mohammad's life or in any aspect.' "'9' Abul Hussain interpreted this statement of 

Akram: "In other words he (Hazrat Mohammad) is fadtless" (arfhat rini masum). Second: 

"Unlike millions of people in world, he (Hazrat Mohammad) possessed unique, 

illustrious and extraordinary greatne~s."'~' Third: "Muslim faith (bishvas) is that the 

Quran is not Words of Hazrat Mohammad. It (Quran) is not h i s  discovery. And no 

190 Abul Hussain, "Sab-janta" ( 1  !Z8), published in Jagaran, Vol. 1, No. 1 ( 1  928), pp.37-40; Vol. I., No.2 
(1928). pp. 80-85. 

19' Tini (Mohammad A h  Khan) baiechen, "mussalmanera bishvas kare je. Hazrat Mohammad Mostcfor 
jibaner samasta kaj, samasta bhab, samurta Shiksho o samasta sadhana anabil sava paripurna. Tahar 
kona starer kona amshe aratyar samanya ektu s a m s p d a  matrao nai. Abul Hussain, "Sab-janta" ( 1 928), 
Jagaran, Vol. 1, No.1 (1928), p. 37. For this comment on Mohammad by Akram, see Mohammad Akram 
Khan, "Naba-Parjay na Naba-[Bi] P a r = !  "(1 927), pubiished in Masik Mohammadi, Vol. 1, No.6 (1 927), p. 
350. 

lg2 Tini (Hazrat Mohammaa') duniyar ananra koti manush apeha svarantm birhista O asadharan mahimer 
adhikari. Mohammad Akram Khan, "Nabu-Parjuy na Naba-(Bi']Par&a!" (1 927). Masik Mohammadi, 
Vo1.1, No.6 (1928) p. 347. Abul Hussain interpreted this statement of  Akram: H m t  Mohamrnad was 
manusher arit manush or "hurnan beyond hurnan." Abul Hussain, "Sab-janta" ( 1 X8) ,  published in 
Jagaran, Vol. 1. No. 1 ( 1  938), p. 38. 



thought, planning and devotion of hirn (Mohammad) had any influence in the Quran. Its 

(Quran's) every letter, word and verse is directly the Word of Allah ... $1 193 

A b d  Hussain rejected these neo-orthodox standpoints of Akrarn. About die first 

two views. Abul Hussain alleged ihat these are "unnatural" (aprabit) demands. He traced 

the origin of the views to the "auspicious utterances of die religious pnests (dharma 

purohifder mangara bykshayo)."" For exarnple, Abul Hussain recited the Quranic verse 

that Akram cited: ma bmrurn m e d o h m  (1 am hurnan like you). But Akram had 

interpreted the verse to understand that Hanat  Mohammed was "human. but bevond 

human" (manzïsher afit rnan~sh).'~' because he received the wahy. Akrarn had somewhat 

de-spiritualized Hanat Moharnmad's life from the supematural image of Mohammad 

given by the traditionalists. pirs and mollas. But Akrarn also re-spiritualized Hazrat 

Moharnmad's life by his own interpretation of the Quran and Hadith.'" Indeed, Kenneth 

193 For Abd  Hussain's citation of this statement of Mohamad Akrarn, see Abul Hussain, "Sab-janra" 
(1928). Jagaran, Vol. 1. No2 (1928), p. 80. The Bengali version of Mohammad A k m ' s  statement is: 
~Mussalmanera mane pane  bishvas kare je, ei Koran Hazrarer karha nahe. Tahar abiskar nahe. rahar cinra 
kalpana O sadhanar kona sarnsparsa kona prabhab rahate nai. Tahar pratyak ayar o prayak shabda ebam 
prayak akihar sabarbhabe Allahar kalam. .. See. Moharnmad Akram Khan. "Naha-Parjq na Naba- 
[BijParjya!" published in ~Uasik Mohammadi, Vol.1, No.6 (1928) p. 350. Mohammad Akram Khan 
defended the Quran as the Word of God From writings and preaching of three groups: (i) Orientalist 
writings; (ii) Christian missionary polemics and ( i i i )  critics of radical Bengali Muslims, notably Abul 
Hussain. Akrarn's defense rested primarily on two arguments. First, Akrarn cited the Quranic suras. Second, 
Akram argued that Mohammad was an illiterate Prophet. Therefore. it was impossible for him to write the 
Quran. The problem of Akram was that he could not sustain the argument that Mohammad was illiterate. 
Because, Mohammad's illiteracy would also raise doubt about Akram's daim that Mohammad was faultless. 
For fiirther reference as why Musiirn neo-orïthodox had to defend the Quran the Word of God, see 
Mohamrnad Akram Khan, Mosrafa Carir ( 1  938), or Biography of Hamt Mohammad (Dhaka: Repnnted by 
Jhinuk Pustika 1975) and the Quran Shariff: 1 or 'The Quran: Bengali translation and commrnentaries,' 
(Dhaka: Reprinted by Jhunik Pustika, 1960). 
194 Abul Hussain, "Sab-janta" ( 1928), Jagaran, Vol. 1, No. 1 ( l928), p. 37. For Akram's interpretaton of the 
Quran to understand Mohammad, see Mohammad Akrarn Khan, " Naba-Parjay na Naba-[Bi] Parjya!" 
Masik Mohammadi, Vol. 1. No.6 ( 1928). p. 347. 
195 ... Maulana Saheb take "manusher atii manush" mane karte baien. Tai ki Koraner 'mtdokurn' er kona 
artha hay nu. See, Abu1 Hussain, "Sab-janta"(I928), Jagaran, Vol. 1 ,  No. 1 (1928), p. 39. 

'% See Mohammad Akrarn Khan's several essays on Hazrat Mohammad. These were published mainly in 
two Muslim Bengali journais: Masik Mohammadi and Al lslam. For a comprehensive neo-orthodox view of 
Akram on H m t  Moharnmad, see Mohammad Akrarn Khan, Mostda Carit ( 1  938) or 'Biography of Hanat 
Mohammad,' (Dhaka: reprinted by Jhinuk Pustika, 1975); Quran Shartfi 1 or 'The Quran: Bengali 
translation and cornmentaries.' (Dhaka: Reprinted by Jhinuk Pustika, 1960); " Mostafa Cariter Baishishta," 



Cragg, a Cambridge historian, has given examples to show that it is not difficult to give 

an image of Mohammed as "a vicarious proximity to God" with the help of "ambiguity" 

in sorne "pivotal verses of the Quran."'" 

Abul Hussain's rejection of the faultlessness of Hanat Mohammad was based on 

his comrnitment to buddhir muhi. He writes that this kind of thought, that Hazrat 

Mohamrnad was "faultless" (rnasum) and that "God had special favor on him" (tar upor 

khodar bishesh anugraha chila) blocks buddhir rnuk~i . '~~  (ei rup dharanay buddhir rnukti 

ruddha haye geche). He asked one difficult but crucial question of Akram. At what stage 

of Moharnmad's life c m  one cal1 him faultless? I f  it is answered that he was born 

faultless. then the Quranic verse, ... ana basrum moslekum ...( 1 am human like o u )  has no 

validity.'" If it is answered that Mohammad was not faultless in the early stage of his life. 

but become faultless in a latter stage; then Mohammad cannot be said to be "completely 

faultless" (tahale take ekebare nirdosh bala jay na).  Abul Hussain clearly stares that 

Muslims cannot follow Mohammad as an example if he is without human "failings [and] 

in Mohammad Akrarn Khan (ed.), Masik Mohammadi, Vol. il, No. 12 ( l929), pp. 7 1 1-72?; Vol. III. No. 1 
(1  9Y) ,  pp. 1-4, NO. 4 ( I93O), pp. 28 1-284, NO. 5 ( l93O), pp. 32 1-338, NO. 7 ( l93O), pp. 48 1-485. 
197 Cragg has cited several verses and words of the Quran. For example, he cited that Sura 2:255 asked: 
"Who is there that will intercede with Hirn Save by his leave?" The "leave" can be argued that it was given 
to Mohammed. Sura 3 3 5 6  reads: "God and his angels celebrate the Prophet. O, ye who believe, celebrate 
him and greet hirn with peace." The word "celebrate" means here "to pray." Cragg writes, "God cannot, of 
course be said to pray." Additionally Cragg cited several ambiguous words that can be interpreted to give 
divine character of Mohammad. For exmple, he cited the Quranic phrase, Tus1 @ah, technical noun that is 
closely related to Taslim or invocation of peace: "Greet him with peace" and, according to Cragg "this Iends 
support to the idea that the whote phrase may have to do with an inviolabiIity of the Prophet, a sort of 
Hosanna: God saves Muhammed." Furthemore, Cragg writes, "Mohammad was the .4hmad (a variant of 
Mohammad) without the lm1-meaning he was Ahad or the One, a title of Allah. Or he was the Arab without 
'A' that is Rabb or Lord." In addition, in the ritual prayer or salat, al1 MusIims are bound to incorporate 
Mohammad into acts of devotion. "Petition, eulogy, celebration ail came to be offered in his narne .... The 
RasulSyah that had been the high way of the word frorn God to men became the highway of rnany words 
from men to God." See. Kenneth Cragg, The House of Islam (Belmont, California: Dickenson Publishing 
Company, 1969), pp. 29-30. 
19s Abu1 Hussain, "Sab-janta." Jagaran, Vol. 1, No. 1 (1928), p. 37. 

19' Abul Hussain, "Sab-jonta,"Jagaran, Vol. 1, No. 1 (1928). p. 39. 



i n f i n i t i e ~ " ' ~  (English words are Abul Hussain's). In other words. Abul Hussain looked at 

Mohammad as a down- to-eh  human person. Abul Hussain writes: 
It is saddening that Mawlana (Akrarn Khan) saheb, without 
understanding at al1 this fact [Mohammad's filings and 
infïrmities would made him a suitable mode1 for human], 
has unnecessarily loaded his manriqi [Arabie word means 
logic] debate with worthless rernarks .... His (Hazrat 
Mohammad's) power cannot be matched with the power of 
ordinary people. We are 'imperfect' (English word is Abul 
Hussain's), but he (Mohammad) was 'perfect' (English word 
is Abul Hussain's). But unless one agrees that he 
(Mohammad) was imperfect, but later, through effon 
(sadhana) become perfect, or tried to become Lperfect], the 
example of his stmggle would be no use in our stmggle to 
be perfect. Because for one who is perfect. what need is 
there for him to have a ~tniggle?'~' 

Furthemore. Abul Hussain questions a Fundamental beiief (bishvas) of Muslims 

that "Hazrat [Mohammad] is the greatest Prophet and greatest man (mussolmangan 

Hazratke s~rbashrestha paygamvar o sarbashrestha manush &ale bishvas kare). Does 

this mean that no greater man was ever bom after he was born? And that no man as great 

as he will be born in the future?"'02 If the answer is positive, .4bul Hussain states. then it 

would render meaningless the Quranic understanding of the "evolution of humanity" 

(manusher kromabikash) and also a saying of Hazrat: "TakhaIIaku bi AkhZakiIIah" or "Be 

embellished with the virtues of Allah." If Hazrat Mohammad had believed himself to be 

the greatest. Abu1 Hussain writes, he would probably have had said: "TakhaIIaku bi 

Akhlakillah Mohammad' or 'lt is Moharnmad only who is embellished with the vimies of 

200 .. Jadi manushyacita bhul-bhranri O dubbalara rar jibane amara dekhre na cay to'hale anukaran karbar 
mata kichui amara rar jibane khuje paba na. Abul Hussain, "Sab-janra"(l928), Jagaran, Vol. 1, No. 1 
(1928). p. 38. 
?O 1 Duhkher bishoy Maulana saheb ei kathari adau bujhre na pere nana kathar abaüanya tar "mantiqr" 
takkake anabashyak bhabe bharab-anta karechen .... Tar shakrir sahit sadharan rnanurher shaktir rulana 
hale pare na. Amara impegect (English word is Abul Hussain's) ar fini pefect (English word is Abul 
Hussain's). Kintu tinio imper-ecr chilen pare sadhanar dvara perfect hayechen ba hale ceshta karechen- 
ekatha na manhle arnara pe$eci haoyar ceshta karze gele rat struggle (English word is Abu1 Hussain's) 
adarsha ra amader kona kajei fage n a - h a n  perfecf jini far abar stmggIe er datkar ki? Abu1 Hussain, 
"Sab-janta"( 1 R 8 ) ,  in Jagaran, Vol. 1. No. 1 ( t 928), p.39. 

" '~bul  Hussain. "Sab-janta"( 1928). Jagaran, Vol. I. No. 1 ( 1  928), p. 40. 



Allah.' Finally, Abu1 Hussain objected that Muslims' conviction that Mohamrnad was the 

'greatest Prophet and greatest man' was held them back thern fiom confidence in "etemal 

human potentiality" (manusher ananta sambhabana). As a result, Muslims sacrificed 

their ambition to deveiop and found no alternative but to live with 'shinted intellect' 

(kharbbn buddhi. English "stunted" is Abu1 Hussain's) and 'stunted power' (kharbbo 

A k a m ' s  third point \vas that the Quran is the Word of Allah. This statement of 

Akram is a fidamental principle of faith on which Islam as a religion has been founded. 

There is no instance in the historiography of Muslim modernism in India that I know of 

where any Muslim modemist expressed publicly the slightest doubt about this 

fundamental expression of Islarnic faith. W.C. Smith. H.A.R. Gibb, Aziz Ahmad and 

rnany others have not given reference to any MusIim modernists of India. who were 'no 

sayers' (nasriks) to this fundamental doctrine. For example, W.C. Smith wrote: 
In the Muslim world. you will not find. or would not have 
found for centuries gone by. a lecture announced for 
theologians canying as its title the question with which we 
have begun this essay ["Is the Qur'an the Word of God?"]. 
Nor do 1 know of any book in the Muslim world with this 
title. Muslims do not publicly ask. '1s the Qur'an the word 
of God? .... There are not books. and have not been lectures. 
in which the question was asked, precisely because the 
answer was given, was known and accepted.'" 

Abul Hussain, however, challenged the authenticity of the Q u m  as the Word of 

God. His challenge lacked substantial philosophical justifications or speculations and 

strong back-up arguments. Yet it is a fact that Abul Hussain challenged publicly the idea 

that the Quran is authored by God rather than by Mohammad. This is ciassic radical 

10: Erup dharanar bashabarri hale manusher ananfa sambhabanay ushahin haye parte hay ebam cirakali 
Harater adarsher samne narajanu haye, bara haoyar akanhhay jalanjali diye khabbu buddhi O khabba 
shakri (siunred) manush h q a i  thaka chara ar gatyantar ki? Abd Hussain, "Sab-janta" (1928), Jagaran, 
Vol. 1, No. 1 ( 1  928). p. 40. 

W.C. Smith. "1s the Qur'an the Word o f  God?" published in Willard G. Oxtoby (ed.),  Religiow Diverriry 
(New York: The Crossroad Publishing Company, 1982), p.29. 



example of what fieedom means to rational humanist Muslim intellectuals in Bengal. 

Abul Hussain wrote these views in the second essay of his debate with Akram. We will 

first quote a lengthy passage of Abul Hussain to show how he challenged the Quran. 

Second, we will note whv Abu1 Hussain chailenged the exclusively divine authorship of 

the Quran. Abul Hussain challenged authenticity of the Quran in assertive words: 
According to Mawlanas. one has to have faith that the 
words of Khoda (God) are the Quran. expressed through the 
mouth of Hazrat Moharnmad. Mohammad is but a machine 
through which the Quran is revealed. Mohamrnad's mind 
and thought had no touch in the Quran. Moharnmad is only 
a 'megaphone' (English word is Abul Hussain's) a lifeless 
'automaton.' If this is a belief. we are bound to say that there 
can be no more impossible and unrealistic demand than 
this. 'Quran is the message of Allah.' If this means that 
Hazrat's devotion, thought and emotions had in no way 
touched upon it. then the question will arise: Why it was so 
essential for Moharnmad, having so many diffcult 
problems. to wait unti1 forty years of age to receive the 
divine revelations of the Quran? .... If Khoda had felt it 
essentiai that this 'final code' (English word is Abul 
Hussain's) be delivered through the mouth of Mohammad. 
then would it not have been more 'miraculous' (English 
word is Abu1 Hussain's) if it came out of Mohammad at 
c hildhood? .... What need is there for revelations of the 
Quran phase by phase? .... Khoda cm say everything in one 
phase because He knows eveything, the present and the 
fùrure. ..:O5 

20s Mawlana saheber byakhya anusare-amader mante habe, Khoda kisti ba kisti Hazraier mukh diye 
Qurane byakta karchen. Hahrat marra ekti jantra-puttali bai or kichui nay. Tar man O mastisker kona 
sparshi Quraner kona shabde lage ni. Tini ekri megaphone (English word is Abul Hussain's) ekti nirjib 
niret automaton (English word is Abul Hussain's), ei jadi hqy tahale amara balte badhya haba er ceye 
asambhab. asangata dabi ar kichui hate pare na. "Quran Allahar bani" ei kathar byakhaya jadi ei hay je 
Hazrarer cinta. kalpana O sadhanar kono samsparsha kona prabhab tahate (Quran) nui-tahale svtahi ei 
prashna urhbe " k r a t k e  nana s a m q a r  snmukhin haye ca[fis (40) Barsar kathor sadhana kare Quraner 
bani grahan karar ki darkar chila? .... Khodutala jadi emani ekti final code (English words are Abul 
Hussain's) tar mukh d@e byakta karbar prayojan anubhab kare thakten tahale t h i  jakhan ati shishu chilen 
rakhan iar mukh dive bahir karle ra aro bismaykar (miraculous, English word is Abul Hussain's) byapar 
haro?. .. ..4r tahale kisti ba kisti bibhinna samasyar sanmukhin kare Quraner ukri tar rnarphare pracar karar 
k i  prqojan chila? .... Khoda ra bartaman bhabisayar sabi janten ... For complete text of the article see Abul 
H ussain. "Sab-janra," Jagaran, Vol. 1. No. 2 ( 1929). pp. 80-85. 



Abul Hussain describes several negative influences that may &se from the 

conviction that the Quran is the Word of God. The foremost impact is that this conviction 

will constrain humans' buddhir rnukri. Humans will not look beyond the Quran to soIve 

problems. because "...no words are essential except the words of the Quran" (Quraner 

katha chara ar kona kalha rnanusher janya abashyak haoya ucit nay). Again this 

conviction means: "There will be no necessity for new mies and laws. Any need for 

humans arising fiom a power of intellect (buddhi) will then be recognized as illegal."'M 

Furthemore, Abul Husssain writes that the solution of problems, according to Mawlanas, 

is: "Turn pages of the Quran and tell the mles and laws" (Quraner pata dtao or atn 

konun biri.vevejao). Abul Hussain also States: "Recognizing that. the messages of Quran are 

the Words of .-lIlah that have fixed permanently human directions wculd mean that apart 

from the Quran humans have no need to frame laws for driving out their sorrows and 

miserable situations "'O7 There would be no scope of employing intellect to introduce new 

rules and solve new problems that arise everyday in this world: 
Al1 is in the Quran; look at these and fondle your beard-- 
thar is it. everything will be fine! [There is no concem] that 
groups of destitute, convicted criminals, camouflaged 
fiaudulent 'humanitarians,' and fiaudulent religious traders 
are increasing day by day ... It is futile to convince 'Islarnic 
activists' (Islampanthi) that there is an urgent need of new 
d e s  and systems that are not in the Quran and Hadith 
because today's problems of society are completely 
different from the problems of those days. Today's human 
society is affected by new problems, which people in those 
days could not even imagine.'0' 

'" Nutan ,Vutan n @am kanuner ta darkar tahale hate pare na. Mnusher buddhi baie kona jinisher 
abashyakatar mikar kara tahale a n y q  Abul Hussain, "Sab-janta," Jagaran, Vol. 1, No. 2 ( 1  928), pp. 80- 
81. 
10 7 Quraner-bani ..illahar bani. manwher gatipath cirakal niyantrita kareche ekatha svikar karle svikar 
karre habe manusher duhkha dainya dur karbar janya kona ceshta caritra kare Quraner bahibhuta kona 
nuran fiqir karar kona prczyojan nai. A bu1 Hussain, "Sab-janta," Jagaran, Vol. 1, No.  2 ( 1 928), p. 8 1. 
108 Sab Qurane ache uhate bosa dao ar darite hat bulao-byas! Bhikuker dal, kara-nigrihirer dal, sebak- 
chadvabeshi prataraker dal, hujuk kare artha aj~an-kari O dharma-byabasayi bhander da1 din din bere 
caluk .. . Kintu etuku tader kichutei bujhan jay na-je, ddeskal papa bisheshe jagater bicitra samasyo 
Islampan hider samadhan karte habe ebam iar janya nutan eman byabasharo darkar-ja haito Quran 



Abul Hussain's message in this passage. therefore. is that for Muslims' worldly 

welfare. the Quran is to be supeneded by new rules and social system. even if that 

amounts to contradiction of the Quran. He saw the Quran as reflecting Mohammad's 

effort to understand problerns of his time. He urged his readen to do the same thing in 

their time of history. He did not give much argument to support his understanding of how 

Cod guided Moharnrnad in comparing the Quran. But his general objective was to show 

that the Quran is the words of Moharnmad. whose mind was stimulated or inspired by 

blessings of God: 
We know that for solving problems. specially of the Arabs 
and Medina, Hazrat Mohammad was engaged several tirnes 
in deep thought. It was during îhis time of deep thought that 
Mohammad, was inspired by God. understood the solution 
of problems. and reported these. The flames of his devotion 
and higher quaiity of his thought had achieved God's 
blessings-the result in his mind is the Q u m  . .At  has been 
said that many times Hanat became restless like an orphan 
in lonely places without receiving God's blessings. Why? 
Was this not a reaction of a temporary troubled mind that 
reacted to surrounding situations of obstacles and counter- 

The comments of Abu1 Hussain were not countered directly by -4kram. It was his 

intellectual follotver. Dali luddin Ahmad Khan. who reacted. Daliluddin was a retired 

deputy magistrate who lived in Dhaka. He was member of MSS and was selected two 

times as member of a Reception Cornmittee. As a rnember of MSS, Daliluddin also 

hadise nui-Karan takhankar diner samarya ar ajkar samasyar madhye dher parthakya; ebam ekhan eman 
nutan nuran samasya manab sarnajke byathita kareche O korche jar dharunao tatkufin samajer pakse 
asambhab chila. Abul Hussain, "Sab-janta," Jagaran, Vol. 1. No. 2 (1928), p. 81. 
2 0 9  .-imara jani He-rar .-trab o Medinar samasya samadhan karbar ~anya  bishesh kare biibhinna samay 
bibhinna cinraya nimagna haren ebam sei ranmayatar muhurtei rini khodar madad labh karten ebarn 
s a m q a r  surnadhan rar mane upcrlabdhi haro. Tai rini byakra karten. Tar sadhanar bahnite praj~alira o 
urkarsha-rnandira citta khodar rahamat labh karre samatha hayechila-sei chirrer phasali hacche 
Quran .... dmara aro jani. Harat  karadin khodar rahamater buridharay bancira haye anarh halaker mat0 
nijjane base charphat karechen. Kena? Eki rar paripasvik abashar ghar-pratigharer phale sur citter kanik 
anurbbrararpraman nq7. . .  A b d  Hussain, "Sab-janta," published in Jagaran, Vol. 1, No. 2 (1928), pp. 8 1- 
82. 



donated h d s .  Although he was irregular in attendance. Daliluddin was present in two 

Annual Sessions df MSS. 

Daliluddin wrote against the radical rational humanists. only after Abul Hussain 

had began the first round of rebutta1 against Akram. Daliluddin's entitled his critique with 

an Urdu phrase: "Kuch Nei Janla" or 'You do not know anything.' The critics were wrinen 

for one core reason. Daliluddin States that a 'believer of religion' (astik) will not pay 

attention to nastik. or non-believer. who denies God. But Wadud and Abul Hussain were 

not non-believers (nasiik) and they did not give up Islam. They have confidence in Islam; 

or at least people Say that they are Muslims. Yet, remaining as Muslims. Daliluddin 

wondered. they are refusing (naraj) something of 1~la.m."~ Daliluddin could not spell out 

in one sentence what it is that both have rehsed. He. however. justified .&am's orthodox 

stand: "Professor saheb (Wadud) has clearly rxpressed no confidence in Hazrat's 

receiving of divine revelations (Hazrater rechalat). In rhis situation. Mawlana Akrarn is 

right to protest.""' 

Daliluddin understood that Abul Hussain is a "well educated" but an "obscure 

person" (ek cij~ayatnama byakti). Muslims are bound (badhya) to obey the Quran and 

Hadith and. therefore. "If Abul Hussain (sab janra saheb) clairns himself Muslim. he is 

bound to obey the Quran and Hadith.""' In other words, Daliluddin's standpoint was that 

Abu1 Hussain. being a Muslim. has no right to cnticize Islam. Daliluddin could not, 

however. raise any substantive arguments against Abul Hussain's objections. He did re- 

cite the Quranic verse already cited by Abul Hussain. "Kol innama ana basrurn 

'Io Adhyapak Kazi saheb (Kazi Abdul Wadud) O Sabjanta (Abul Hussain) sahebke Islame ashaban baliyoi 
bodh h q  athaca tahara jeno ki ekri jinis grahan karite naraj crhaba sadharcn manabatit buddhir bale ki 
ekra jinise dharana karire tahara saksam baliya fahader bishvas. Daliluddin Ahmad, "Kuchnei Janta," 
published in Jogaran, Vol. 1, No. 2 (1938), p. 86. See also Daliluddin Ahmad, "Kuchnei Janta," Jagaran, 
Vol. 1, No.3 ( l928), pp. 132-1 36. 

"' Daliluddin Ahmad. "Kuchnei Janta," Jagaran, Vol. 1, No. 2 (1928), p. 86. 

"' Daliluddin Ahmad. "Kuchnei Janta," Jagaran, Vol. 1, No. 2 (1928). p. 86. 



moslekum." Abul Hussain stated that Hazrat Mohammad meant. "1 am human like you." 

Daliluddin reviewed the background of the verse and re-stated its meaning: 
When the Christians and the Jews clairned Kazrat Icha 
(Jesus) and H m t  Zayer as sons of God, the Quran ordered 
Moharnrnad? 'you Say that I am hurnan like you. but ivahy 
has been revealed to me? 

Daliluddin. therefore. argued that Hanat was human. no doubt. but he was receiver of 

wahy and Hanat position's is above the ordinary human. Abu1 Hussain's question in this 

regard was: "Does this mean that no geat men. like hirn (Moharnmad) was ever bom 

afier he (Mohammad) was bom and no great men like him will be bom in future?" 

Daliluddin replied: 
Hanat [Moharnmad] was bom as a religious preacher in 
this world. His religious book, the Quran. contains advice 
about al1 essential matters of this world. He is the last 
Prophet. according to the Quran. and no religious preacher 
has ever achieved so much celebrity. after him. Therefore, 
how can I believe that as great a religious preacher will be 
born afier him."" 

Daliluddin re-stated Hanat Mohammad's saying : " Takhaiiaku bi Akhlakillah" as 

"Follow the pinciples of Allah.""' Abul Hussain had understood it as: "Be embellished 

with rhe vinues of Allah." In addition. Daliluddin pointed out that many verses of the 

Quran refer to Moharnmad with superlative phrases. For example. Daliluddin cited 

Quranic verse. ajimen. and stated: " M a y  commentators understood by this phrase 

'greatest' (shreshtha). Other understand the phrase as "behaving Iike God" (parameshvar 

213 Khristhangan Hazrat Ichake ar Ihudigan O Jayerke paramesvarer putra balai khodaraia Hmrar 
.Llohammadke adesh karilen "tumi bala je ami tornaderi matai ekjan rnanush kintu Omar nikaf wahy najel 
ho<va rhake. Daliluddin Ahmad, "Kuchnei Janra." Jagaran, Vol. 1, No.  1 (1928), pp. 86-87. 

"' Hazrat dharma pracarakrupe prithibire janrnagrahan karjachiien; tahar dharmagrantha Qurone 
prithibrr jabatiya abash-yak bishayer upadesh bia)aman ebam tadullikhita "kharemennubiyan" shah  nabi 
athaba sampurna nabi bafiyai prakash kar jache; tahar hadich "ianbiyabadi" hoire o dekhi je tahar pare 
ar kone nabi janmagrahan kariben na; tahar pare e prajanta ar kona dharma-pratarak semp sresthama 
Iabh karite paren nai.--tahm dekhi. Tabe kirupe bishvas kariba je bhabishyare serup shrestha dharma 
pracaraker (Ernphasis is Daliluddin's) janma haibe? Daliluddin Ahmad. " Kuchnei Janra, " Jagaran. Vol. 
1. No. 2 (1928). p. 87. 

'" Daliluddin Ahmad. "Kuchnei Janta, " Jagaran, Vol. 1, No. 2 ( 1928). p. 86. 



byubaharer nqvay)."2'6 Abu1 Hussain argued that the 'greatest Prophet and greatest man' 

concept will discourage "endless human potentiality" (manusher unanta sarnbhabana). 

Daliluddin replied: 
Hanat Mohammad's life is hl1 of hurnan potentiality ... If 
we follow Hazrat Mohammad. it is inevitable that we will 
be direcred to endless hurnan potentiality. I do not 
understand how c m  one express doubt about the human 
potentiality of Hazrat Mohammad. If he (Abul Hussain) 
thinks that it is possible to go beyond the ideals of Hazrat 
Mohammad and that he can create some superior ideals. we 
think it is a wrong and impossible ambition."' 

Daliluddin did not give a direct reply to Abul Hussain's questioning that the Quran 

is the Words of God. Neither did his intellectual associate. Akrarn. enter into debate on 

this specific issue. The unwillingness of neo-orthodox and Islamic liberals to debate on 

the issue '1s the Quran the Word of God' was most probably due to their not wanting to 

publicize this issue in Bengali Muslim society. The question itself. not to speak of its 

negarive reply. is a threat to the foundation of Islamic theology and ideology. Daliluddin's 

counter-essay had. however, cited Abul Hussain's disrespecthl languages regarding the 

Quran and Hazrat Mohammad. The article also presented the onhodox stereorypes that. 

compared to all other religions, Islam is the holiest and greatest."' Wadud's and Abul 

Hussain's debate with the neo-orthodox on E-Iâuat Mohammad had influenced the 

rationalist Muslims. For example. Huda's radical comments on Hazrat Moharnrnad in 

1932. that we cited above. came afier this debate. The following section describes, how 

Kazi Mutahar Hussain. another rationalist associate of Wadud and Abui Hussain, viewed 

Hazrat Mohammad. 

C. Hazrat Mohammad: A "bhadrdok" (gentleman) with good and bad human qualities. 

216~aliluddin Ahmad, "Kuchnei Janra," Jagaran. Vol. 1, No. 2 (I928), p. 87. 

"' Daliluddin Ahmad. "Kuchnei Janra," Jagaran, Vol. 1, No. 2 (1928), p. 87. 

"' Daliluddin Ahmad. "Kuchnei Janta, " Jagaran. Vol, 1, No. 3 (1  928), pp. 134- 135. 



In 1930 two essays were read on Hanat Mohammad in MSS. The two essays are 

Kazi Mutahar's essay, "Manush Mohammad' (GS, 1930) or 'Hurnan Mohammad' and 

Mokhtar Ahmad Siddique's (independent) essay. "Pqgamvar Moharnmad' or 'Prophet 

Mohammad' (GS. 1939). The second essay is not published, but a summary version is 

recorded in the Secretary's Report of the session. 

Mutahar drscribed Moharnmad a "bhadralok" (gentleman). with wondrrful 

human qualities. but also with some human errors. Moharnmad was a happy. luxunous. 

courteous. humorous. kind, hospitable and peaceful Muslim "bhadralok." He used the 

term 'bhadralok' in the third paragraph of the essay: "In this essay. 1 shall describe how 

Hanat Mohammad was a bhadral~k.""~ Mutahar provided some unusual descriptions of 

Mohammad's bodily features and attire. In the 1960s. Philip K. Hitti's. History of the 

Arabs was banned in Pakistan because it published a sketch-picture of Hanat 

Mohammad. Mutahar. however. described Prophet Mohammad's physical feanires in 

1930s: 
hloharnmad was a handsome man. His long hair fell down 
to his shoulders and he managed his hair by careful parting 
in the middle of his head. He used color for his eyeiine. He 
had a long well trimmed beard. He used to Wear a big white 
turban and clean clothes. He used perfimes and color for 
his nails .... He took hours for dressing, before he visited his 
friends. One day his wife asked him, 'Hanat you are a 
revealed person of Allah and greatest among humans; yet 
why do you spend so much time for dressing? Mohammad 
replied 'Allah wishes people to meet their fnends well 
d r e ~ s e d . ' ~ ~  

Except for the "white turban," Mutahar's vision of Mohammad's physical features 

and mannen resembles the social dress of Muslim Bengali bhadralok of that era. Mutahar 

States that Moharnmad was courteous. Whenever he met people. he gave salam. He loved 

219 Kazi Mutahas Hussain, "Manush Mohammad." in Abdul Huq (ed.) K c i  Mutahar Nossain Rach&a[i, 1 
(Dhaka: Bangla Academy, 1984), p. 150. 

Kazi Mutahar Hussain. " M m u s h  ,Mohommnd." p. 1 50. 



to play with children and told them jokes. He loved his wives and used to play with them. 

Hazrat Mohammad was also humorous with women: "One day he told an old women that 

she will never be in heaven. The women cned and Mohammad replied laughing 'you will 

never be an old wornen in heaven. You will be a young girl in heaven ...""' Moharnmad 

was kind. sympathetic and merciful to others: "Mohammad forgave the Jewish woman, 

Zainab. who wanted to poison him." AAer wars, the poor and miserable pnsones were 

released without ransom. Mohammad released .4bul al-Has. who was Mohammad's son- 

in-law. M o h m a d  did not abolish slave-: but he was kind to slave men and women: 

"Many times a slave rode a came1 and Mohammad walked. Belal. who was a slave, was 

appointed to give prayer cal1 (azan). Mohammad arranged the marriage of his cousin- 

sister with a  lave."^" At times when Mohamrnad had problems. Mutahar descnbes, 

Mohammad acted upon his own common sense or by copying others. For exarnple. 

Mutahar writes, there was no wahy that told about digging a trench during war. Yet 

Mohammad ordered it by copying an example in Persia." 

Despite these positive human attributes. Mutahar criticized Hazrat Mohammad for 

his mors. Mutahar censured Mohamrnad for having elevzn wives before his death. 

Instead of becoming an apologist of Mohammad's polygamy, Mutahar was a critic: 
In the reckless sociery of Arabia. Hanat Mohammad did a 
very major reforrn by limiting marriage to satisfaction with 
only four women. But he (Hazrat Moharnmad) himself 
married twelve women. of whom two were slave-w-ifes[?] 
Hazrat got his first marriage with forty years old bibi 
Khadija .... But not even a year passed after Khadijafs death. 
when Hauat Mohammad married a young girl, Ayesha, and 
aiso an old women, Saoda. In the next sixlseven years, he 
married women one after another--Hafsa, Zainab, Salma, 
Rayhana. Habiba, Maria, Safia, and Maimona. At the time 
of his death, Hazrat had eleven wives. It is hard to believe 

"' Kazi Mutahar Hussain. "Monwh lbfoharnmad." p. 15 1 .  

7 7 7  --- Kazi Mutahar Hussain. "J4anurh Mohamrnad," p. 156. 

113 -- Kazi Mutahar Hussain, "Mantrsh IWohammod," p. 157. 



Mutahar 

that Hazrat Moharnmad, after keeping restraint [sexual 
control of having no more than one wife] until fi@ years of 
age. al1 of a sudden broke that resuaint .... Some say that he 
rnmied many wives for political reasons or to express 
equality of al1 classes of wornen .... One could not Say what 
was the situation in those days; but in modem days these 
reasons are not taken as justifications for marrying so many 
women.'lJ 

also States signs of other fondness for wornen by bloharnmad. For example. 

Mutahar writes that even in the battlefield: "Mohammad fiequently used to take one of 

his wives. To select one of the wives to go to the battlefield, Moharnmad played 'lorro' 

(English phrase is Mutahar's) garne."" in another description, Mutahar wntes that Hanat 

Mohamrnad had used abusive language against the Jews. for example: "Oh! brothers of 

markut (a mythologica1 aquatic animal) and baraha (the boar, the h ~ g ) . " " ~  In still another 

example. Mutahar brought an accusation that Moharnrnad was invoived in an 

assassination plot: 
Like the Quresh. who sent assassins to kil1 Hazrat 
Mohammad. similarly Hazrat Mohammad also sent twa 
assassins to kill Abu Sufiyan. For political reason in those 
days. Mohammad could be defended. But as  a human. for 
this assassination attempt by Hazrat Mohammad. he could 
not. by any circumstances be called not guilty.'" 

ï 4  .Iraber ucclrrinkhaf sarnaje bibaher samkhya simabdha kare prayojan mat0 marra cariri narire 
santusrha rhakar byobastha diye Hazrat Mohammad khub baro ekri samaskar sadhan karechifen. Hazrarer 
Pratham bibaha hay calfish Batsar bayusku bibi Khadijar sange .... Kintu Khadijar mrituyar par ek Barsar 
ghune na ghuriei rini (Hanat  Mohammad) balika .-l-vesha ebam bridha Saoda'r sange bibaha bandhane 
abadha han. Parabarri chay sur Batsarer madhyai krarnanaye Hafsa, Zainab, Salma, Rayhana, Habiba. 
.Maria, Safia O Maimona'keo parnirupe grahan karen. Hazrater mriruyar samay ei egaro jan jibitu chifen. 
Ja hok pancas Batsar pajanra samjam raha kare sahasa erupbhabe Hazrrarer samjamer badh bhenge 
jabe. ekarha basrabiki bishvas kara jay na .... Kezc keu balen. rini rajtytik karane, ba sarnyabhab pradasaner 
ja-a mekguli bibaha karechilen .... Se samayer abas~ha keman chilu, rhik bala jay na kinru barraman juge 
eguli aririkra bibaha karbar sangura koranrupe g o v a  hqv na. Kazi Mutahar Hussain. "iManush 
.Cfohammad." p p .  1 53- 1 53. 

'" Kazi Mutahar Hussain. "Manurh Moharnmad," p. 15 1 .  

x6 Kazi Mutahar tiussain. "Mmush Mohammad," p. 15 1 .  

" Kazi Mutahar Hussain. "Manush Mohommad," p. 156. 



Contradictory to Mutahar's thesis was Mokhtar's (independent) essay on 

Mohammad. The surnmary of the essay indicates that Mokhtar's ernphasis on Hazrat 

Moharnmad was: "Out of al1 the Prophets, Hazrat Mohammad was the greatest.""' The 

secretary's report states in the surnmary of the essay that Mukhtar did not despiritualize 

prophet Moharnmad's supernaturai actions; but he confinned these by several arguments. 

D. Debate on rational hurnanists' view on Hazrat Mohammad. 

The Islamic liberal leaders. for example. Shahidullah and Rashid. were absent in 

the session in which Mutahar read his essay on Mohammad. As a result. Mutahar's 

bhadralok portrayal of Hauat Mohammad c&ed the day. Wadud began the discussion. 

He pointed out a crucial question and a new promise: 
Whether Hazrat Moharnmad was the last prophet and 
whether the Quran was revealed by divine power. are not 
big issues for us today. Our problem is that living in this 
age. climate, and environment, how much c m  we take From 
Hazrat Mohammad's life and from teachings of the Quran? 
Let us not be dazzled by the monumental personality of 
Hazrat Mohammad. If we get nothing for our life From any 
aspect of Hanat Mohammad's life, let us not hesitate to 
reject i ~ . " ~  

. Abul Hussain repeated what Wadud had said: 
There is no use for Muslims justifiing eveq aspect of 
Hazrat IMohammadls life. He (Hazrat Mohamrnad) has to be 
judged as a hisroncal person who was bom in an age of the 
past and in a different environment. From the life-style that 
he led and the knowledge that he gave, we will take only 
what gives us light to lead our life in this country and in 
this age. Without doing this, if we justify him at every step, 
then he wilI not be understood and our life will be 

Abd  F a t a l .  "Pancam Barsar Protham Adhibeshan," November, 16, I W O ,  MSSP, p. 80. 

 ai ai rot Mohornmad shesh paygarnvar kina, Quran pherestar mar@ walrynpe najef hayechila kina ajkar 
dine e sab amader baro sarnea  nay-Amader samasya hache ei juge ei abhaoya O pariparvikatar rnadhya 
dariye Hcrat Moharnmader jiban O Quran theke amara amader jibane katakhani purheo samgraha karte 
pari? Hazrar Mohammader birar byakritva jeno amader cokh jhalse na dey. Hazrat Mohammader jibaner 
kona Prarharn a jadi amara amader jibane na nire pari-raha parihur karre jeno amader etafuku divdha na 
hny. Abul Fazal. " Pancarn Batsar Prarham ..ldhibeshan." Novem ber, 1 6 .  1 930, MSS P. p. 8 1.  



bewildered.. . .Let there be no unchanging ideal to obstruct 
our road. We have to move from ideal to idealism. 

Surendra Nath Maitra, the Hindu who presided over the session, participated in the 

discussion of this purely Muslim issue. Maitra Babu made some diplomatic comments: 

"Today in Bangladesh we are discussing the child (Mohammad). who was bom in the 

family of undistinguished parents (akhyara pila-matar ghare) in the far off past. This 

itseff [suggest] the supematuralism of his life. There cannot be any greater pnze for him 

than t h i ~ . " ~ '  Maitra Babu also commented: "It is also a pleasure to me to Say that a leader 

of my community (probably he referring to Rammohun) was inspired by this 'great man' 

(mahapurush).""' 

The rationalists' essays on Mazrat Moharnmad and the radical comments that 

followed from the discussion of these essays did not pay any attention to prophethood of 

Moharnmad. Nor did rationalists consider Hazrat Mohammad the "greatest human" ever 

born. Kazi blutahar analpzed Mohammad sirnply as a mode1 bhadralok with human 

limitations. These analyses of the rationalist contrasted sharply with neo-orthodox and 

Islarnic liberals' understanding of Hanat Mohammad. 

VII. Physical and intellectual intimidation against Abu1 Hussain. Wadud. and Shamsul 

Huda. 

The radical critiques of Islam and deconstruction of Muslim identity by Wadud 

and Abu1 Hussain did not go unchallenged by Muslims--neo-orthodox. Islarnic liberal and 

250 He-rater jibaner praryak byaparke j ust@ (Engl ish Phrase is A bu1 Hussain's) kare mussalrnaner ar kona 
iabh ne;. Take bicar karre habe ekjan aitihasik byakrvi hisabe--irihaser ek atit juge bhinna abesthane rini 
jnmechilen. Sekhane base fini je jiban karechen je Shiksha dlvechen, rar rheke ei juge ei deshe base arnara 
kararuku aio pai amader jrban calar pathe arnara [ai shudhu neba. Ta na &are jadi amara pade pade take 
justrfi karte jai ra hale takeo bujha habe na. amara nuerao shudhu biramvita haba .... kono adarsher 
pashan ese jeno amader path agie na darai-amader calte habe ndarsha hare adarsasarre. Abul Fazal, 
"Pancam Batsar Pratham Adhibeshan," November, 16, 1930, MSSP, p. 8 1. 

" Abul Fazal. " Pancam Batsar Pratham A dhibeshan," November, 16, 1 930, MSSP p. 82. 

'jL Abul Fazal. "Pancarn Batsar Pratham Adhibeshan," Novernber, 16, 1930, MSSP p. 82. 



others-outside the MSS. The fierce opposition outside the MSS was concentrated at two 

geographical locations. Dhaka and Calcutta. In Dhaka it was essential. a few loyalist [to 

British rule] Muslim zamindars who intimidated physically and violated the fieedom of 

thought of Abul Hussain and Wadud. At Calcutta it was mainly the neo-orthodox. Akrarn 

Khan and Daliluddin Ahmad, and islarnic liberals, e-g., Sheikh Wajed Ali and 

Mohamrnad Wajed Ali. who challenged Wadud's and Abu1 Hussain's critiques of Islam. It 

is interesting to note that none of the Dhaka-based Islamic liberals. for example. 

Shahidullah and Mohamrnad Abdur Rashid. went into debate with the rationalists except 

within the MSS. This section concentrates only on Dtiaka Muslims' intimidation of .4bul 

Hussain. Shamsul Huda and Wadud. and assesses its impact leading to the demise of the 

MSS. But to show how Muslims' of Dhaka were incited by the Calcutta neo-orthodox 

leader. Mohammad Akram Khan. we write a brief background. 

The Dhaka Muslims' direct anack was against two essays of Abul Hussain. 

lt.Visheder Birarnvana" (published in 1926. but not read in the MSS) or "Dilemmas of 

Prohibitions" and ".-ldesher .Vigraha" (read in the MSS. July 1937)--one essay of Wadud- 

- "Sanrnohira .Mtssalman" (read in the MSS July 1926) or "Infatuated Muslims;" and one 

essay of Huda. ".Cl~rslirn Sahiva Samaj" ( 1  932). '" The four essays. as we have already 

mentioned above. were critiques of Islam. Afier publication of Abul Hussain's ".Yisheder 

Biramvann" ( 1926) and Wadud's. "Sanmohita .Mussalrnan (1926)." it was Akrarn Khan 

whom first declared that the "articles aim at attacking Hazrat Mohammad and his 

religion, Islam.""' Akram also brought charges against Wadud for an "extreme insult to 

Prophet M~hammad.""~ The daily Bengali Muslim journal, Sultan, published from 
- - - 

233 ~ b u l  Hussain's. ".4desher ,YigrahaM was published in Shanti, Vol. IV. No. 8. 1929 and "NLrheder 
Biramvana" in Abhijan. Vol. 1, No. I ,  1926. The two artides are reprinted in Abdul Kadir (ed.), Abu1 
Htrssainer Racanabali. Wadud's, "Sanmohita rCiussalman," was published first in Kazi Abdul Wadud, 
edited. :Vda  Paryq.  1. and later reprinted in .46h@an, Vol. 1, No. 1 ,  1926. 

"' Moharnmad Akrarn Khan. "Naba-Parjay na Naba-[BiJParjya!" M a r k  ,Mohamrnadi. Vol. 1. N O S  ( 1927). 
p. 274. 

'" Moharnrnad Akram Khan. "!V~ba-Parjay na Naba-(BiJPaW!" hiasik Mohamrnadi, Vo!.  1. No. 6 
(1938). p. 35 i .  



Calcutta. followed Akrarn. The Suiran. in an editorial, " D h a h y  Tarun Dai," condemned 

.Abu1 Hussain and Wadud as "knfr" or '~nbeliever.'"~ Wadud and Abul Hussain. joined 

by Abdul Kadir. fought back against this extreme charge and their articles were published 

by some Bengali joumals of East Bengal in 1928. The most notable example was the East 

Bengali radical Muslirn journal. Jagaran. or 'Awakening.' The Calcutta neo-orthdox 

Muslim intellecnials thus began the amck and were soon followed by a loyaiist Muslim 

zamindar of Dhaka, Khan Bhadur Kazemuddin Ahmad Siddique."' 

By devising an ingenious method. zamindar Kazemuddin trapped and compelled 

Wadud and Abul Hussain to sign notes of apology for their criticisrn of Islam. 

Kazemuddin invited the two rationalists for conversation in his home. Abul Hussain's 

biographer reports that on August 10. 1928. the two carne to Kazemuddin's house. but 

met with several of his Mustim orthodox a~sociates.'.'~ After several hours of heated 

debate. the nvo radicals were required to sign notes of apology (See. Appendix J). The 

two lengthy notes of apology were published only by Akram's weekly. ~ktbhamrnadi. We 

only quote a few sentences from each of the notes. Abul Hussain had to declare: 
1 am extremely sony if the language 1 have used 
could not express my thought and hurt my Muslim 
brothers (Amar byabaharira bhashar janya Umar 
maner karha jadi sampurnarupe prakash paiya na 
rhake. ra[rljanya ami antarik duhkhita). For this 1 
apologize to Allah and hope that Muslim society 

'" Ser. Sufian. Novernber. 16. 1927. Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Bad-Pratibad." published in Kazr.4bdul Wodud 
Racanabafi. 1. p. 39. 
13 7 Kazemuddin was a petty zamindar of a suburban region of Dhaka known as Baliadi. Kazemuddin had no 
basic ideological difference with Moharnmad Akram Khan on Isiamic orthodoxy, but he differed with 
Akrarn on the question of British rule in India. Akram was anti-British but Kazemuddin was a loyalist. In 
conespondence with Akram, Kazemuddin wrote: "It is illegal and dangerous for India if it is independent 
and even if Muslims would have been the majority in India. Because Muslims were divided into sects of 
Shia and sunni." See, Mohammad Akram Khan, "Alocana" published in Masik Mohammadi, Vol. IV, No. 
2 ( 1930). p. 158. 

Abul Hussain's biographer has not rnentioned the name of these orthodox Muslims of Dhaka. See Abdul 
Majid, Abu1 Hussain (Dhaka: Bangla Academy, 1988), p. 85. The incident is also mentioned by 
Mohammad Siddiqur Rahman, " A b d  Hussain O MusIim Suiiitya Sumaj," published in Bhasha Sohitya 
Patra, p. 84. Khondkar Sirajul Huq, "Muslim Sahitya Sarnaj: Samaj Cinta O Sahitya Karma, (Dhaka: 
BangIa Academy. 1984). 



would forgive my mistakes (Se janya ami khodar 
nikat muph cai, ebom samajer nikaro asha h r i  
amar aparudh marjitu haibe). My o d y  objective is 
to express the beauty of Islam and Hazrat 
Mohammad's (sm) life in my life and in society of 
modem Muslims (Hara t  Mohammad (dh) O 

Islamer raonak nijer jibane O adhunik iMuslim 
samaje phutaiya rolai. arnar ekmatra uddeshya). "9 

Wadud had to declare: 
.kcording to my knowledge and faith. 1 have said nothing 
about islam or Hapat Mohammad that is impossible or 
lacking in respectifaith (Amar jnan bishvas anusare Islam O 
Harar ~Moharnrnad (dh) sambhandhe m a n  kona karha ami 
byabahar kuri nui jate asambhab ba ashradha prakash pere 
pare). On the contrary. 1 believe that 1 in this my linle life 
have been inspired and [still getting] inspiration frorn the 
Quran and Hazrat Mohammad (sm) (Baram ami bishvas 
kari je Quran O Hmrat .Woharnmad (dh) rheke ami amar ei 
samanya jibane prerana labh katechi o kari .. )"O 

The two rational humanists continued. however. to wi te  radical essays and made 

radical comrnents in the MSS. For exarnple. A b d  Hussain published "Adesher iVigmha" 

in a Hindu-edited Bengali journal. Shanfi. in 1929. Wadud continued to mi te  radical 

critiques of Islam in many essays that he read in the MSS. Privately in his dian;. Wadud 

noted his antipathy against reprisais by the Muslirn against the freedom of thought and 

expression. Sometirne between June 20. 1928 and October 33. 1928. Wadud wrote his 

diary: "Muslim society is a half-civilized socie ty.... Here fool is above the schoiar. The 

scholar is afraid of the fool. But we must stand against this fear. That is religion.""' 

Wadud continued in his diary to trace the root of this problem in the "half-civilized 

Muslim society:" 

'j9 Moharnrnad Akram Khan. "Dhakar Duikhana Ghoshana Parra," Saprahik Mohammadi, August 3 1 .  
1928. p. 7. The notes are also reprinted in Khondkar Sirajul Huq, ,%luslim Sahitya Samaj: Samaj Cinra 
Sahiva Karma. pp. 123- 124. Abdul Majid. ,46d Hussain. p. 8 5 .  

"O Mohammad Akrarn Khan. "Dhakar Duikhana Ghosana Parra." Saprahik rMoharnrnadi August 3 1 ,  1928, 
p. 7. 

"' ,CIussalrnan sarnaj ardhasabhyar samaj .... Ekhane rnurkha punditer upar, murkhaer bhaye pundi! bhita. 
Kinru ei bhirir birudhe darare habe. Sei dharma. Kazi Abdul Wadud,   va na Kutha, in Kazi Abdul Wadud 
Racanabali, I I .  p .  328. 



For this it seems Hanat Mohammad is responsible. I t  is 
tme that he had said very high words and formed a society: 
but in making a society he took enough care to see that a 
society was formed--but inside they were not Fully 
developed mind-using humans. Ail are dolls--press the 
belly and sounds corne out! That's dl!  .... Those who Say 
H m t  Mohammed was successfid are wrong. He created a 
huge Muslim society but did not build a huge human 
society .... Perhaps a revolution is a last resort for 
Mu~Iirns.-.'~' 

This radical rationalisrn again made the two intellectuals target of Muslims' 

communal attack. .&am continued to blast Wadud In Mohammadi fiom Calcutta. In 

Dhaka this time Abul Hussain was handled more roughly by Muslim opponents. After 

the ".-ldesher Mgraha" essay was published. a few leading Urdu-speaking Muslims of 

Dhaka city becarne agitated. An Urdu-speaking Muslim. Khan Bahadur Syed Abdul 

Hafiz. vowed to kill Abul Hussain. Ataur Rahman Khan. an 'independent' member of the 

MSS. described the incident: 
Khan Bahadur Syed Abdul Hafiz went to Abul Hussain's 
home at Dewan Baur  [neighborhood in Dhaka] with a gun 
in his hand. He first insulted Abul Hussain in filthy 
language. Afierward. he pointed the pistol at Abul Hussain 
and threatened to kill him. if he did not promise to stop 
criticizing Islam. At ihis time, Abul Hussain's wife and 
minor children came and stood behind Abul Hussain. Abul 
Hussain looked at them and replied. 'No, 1 will not write 
any more.' ''j 

This \vas not the end. however, and Abul Hussain was not spared further 

harassment. Urdu-speaking leaders brought the matter to the Dhaka Nawab family.'u 

"' Er jonyu Harar iWohammad jeno d-i. Tini khub baro karha balechen sapa, kintu dal gorar dike eta 
cokh diyechilen je dali gara hayeche-kintu bhirare man-oyala raja manush nai. Sab putul pet tiple aoyaj 
beroy-b-vas!. . . . Hazrat Mohammadke jara saphufkam balen tara bhul bu fen-tini ek brihar dal gamy 
saphaiya arjan karechen-kintu rnanush garai reman nay.. .. Haito biplabi mussalman samajer pariniti. .. 
Kazi Abdul Wadud, iVana Katho published in Kazi Abdul Racanabali, 11, p. 328. 

"' Abul Hussain's biographer, Abdul Majid, who is currently holding a hi& position in Bangladesh Civil 
Dervice. gathered this information from Abul Hussain's student, Ataur Rahman Khan. Ataur Rahman Khar. 
was once Chief Minister of East Pakistan. See Abdul Majid, Abul Hussain, pp. 84-88 and pp. 96. 

'" Dhaka Nawab farnily then consisted of the branches of Nawab Sir Salimullah's farnily. We do not know 
for sure who was the head of the Nawab fmily  in 1929. 



Abul Hussain was summoned to the 'Anjurnan office' of the 'Ahasan Manj il' (narne of the 

Nawab's house in Dhaka). On the night of December 8 1929, he had to sign again a 

ksama patra or 'Note of Apology.' On his way home around midnight. Abul Hussain was 

again harassed: "Some people of the locality threw human soi1 in Abul Hussain's face."'" 

Insulted and intimidated. Abu1 Hussain. on the following moming, December 9. 1929. 

resigned from the post as secretary of the MSS. Nevertheless. he had the frankness to 

defend his resignation: 

I have been given responsibility to be secretary of the fourth 
year of the Samaj .... But I was not been able to cal1 a session 
and 1 cannot do that in future. For this inability of mine. 1 
specially state to members of the Muslim Sahitya Samaj 
that fiom today 1 resign as secretary of the Samaj .... For this. 
1 think 1 should tell the real reason for my resignation. The 
mono of the Samaj is the 'Emancipation of Intellect.' but 1 
think it is impossible in the Muslim society to live up to 
that mono .... From the recent agitation that followed from 
y "Adesher :Vigraha." 1 understand that none in this 
society will listen to a philosopher who wants the welfare 
of this [Muslim] socie ty... My position [English phrase is 
Abul Hussain's] is not truly like a philosopher. My position 
is like a srnaIl worker [who is] thirsty for welfare .... Last 
night there was a meeting held in the 'Ahasan Manjil.' 
Many representatives [Urdu-speaking] of D haka's Muslim 
society were present there. My essay "Adesher iVigrnha" 
was translated for them into Urdu. They gave unanimous 
judgement--'l am an enemy of Islam. 1 have ndiculed Islam. 
I do not want the well-being of Muslims ...' It is useless to 
resist this judgement. Only time will give a cornplete 
judgement." 

"' Interview with Syed Abul Maqsud. Dhaka. May 15, 1993. Abul Maqsud is a journalist of Dhaka and 
editor of a Bengali journal. Asrima. A b d  Maqsud gathered this information fiom Abul Hussain's younger 
brother. Syed Mohammad Hussain. 
L4b 1' Musfim Sahiva-Samajer" caturrha barsher janya sampadaker karrabya arnar upar n las ta  
haechila ..... 4mar dvara anaya Adhibeshaner jogar kara sambhabpar hai nai ebam bhabishyate haoyar 
asha nai. Ei ahamatar janya bishesh kare ami aj "Musiirn Sahitya-Samajer" sabhyabrinder nikat nibedan 
kari je, ami a&a hare ukrn samajer sampadak pad tayag karfam .... Ei padarayag karar mal uddeshyari ei 
prasange baie deoya darkar mane kari. "Sahitya-Samajer" mukhya uddeshya chifa cinta carca kara. Kinru 
bartaman mtlrsafman samaje cinta-carca kara asambhab bafe mane kari. ... Sumprati amar "Adesher 
nigruha" niye je-andalon hayeche. rate ami etuku bujhte perechi je. samajer prakrita kafyanakanksi 
darshaniker kaihay keu karnapat karbe na-. . Amar position ( Engl is h word is A bu1 H ussain's) thik 



Three years later, in 1932. Huda's idiosyncratic cnticism of Islam again stirred 

Muslim communal stalwarts in Dhaka, who condemned Huda as a knfir."'" They forced 

Huda to appear before a local Shalish (informal court, organized pnvately to deal with 

social offenses) and selected Mawlana Shahidullah as their judge. In the trail. Huda was 

accused of being deserving of death. but Shahidullah. in his verdict. acquined Huda with 

a strong warning: "The writer is warned that in future these subjects (Mohammad. Quran. 

and Allah) must be written with sufficient respect (raim)."'" 

Aj haml Islam. one of Shahidullah's favorite students of Dhaka University. 

explained Shahidullah's anger against radical rationalists. Shahidullah was a Muslim heart 

and sou1 and was intolerant of any organization or individual Muslirn who considered 

Islam "old and displeasing." Shahiduallh was not willing to create confusion or dissension 

in the Islamic resurgence movement being initiated at this time by neo-orthodox leaders, 

Mawlana tUcram Khan and Manirujjarnan Islamabadi. by continuing his association with 

the Sarnaj. '49 

This harsh incident deeply upset Wadud. On December 12. 1930, the MSS took a 

resolution that expressed sorrow for Abul Hussain's resignation. We have noted eariier 

that Abul Hussain's resignation and subsequent leave from Dhaka in 1932 had stopped 

darshanrker n q  amar position karakra kaipnpipasu samanya karrnir.. . . Garakal sandhyar par 'A hesan- 
.Manjile' ekri chorakhara majlis hayechila. Dhakar musalman somajer represenrarive (English word is 
Abul Hussain's) lok aneke sekhane chilen. Tader nikat Urdute "Adesher nigraha" prabandharsr artha kara 
hayeche. Tate sarnabera 6-vaktibarga ekbakya je ray dilen. seta ei-"Ami Islamer (?) sarru. lslarnke niye 
uphas karechi. Musalmaner kalyan ami cai na ... " Ei rayer birudhe praribad kara nirarhak Kalai er 
punabicar karbe. Abul Hussain, "Ekkhani Parra," Abu1 Hussainer Racanabofi, pp. 75-76. The docuement 
was first published in Bengaii journal, Masik Sancay, Vol. I I . ,  No. 4 ( 1929). Abul Hussain's biographer has 
confirmed this meeting held in the "Ahasan Manjil" on the night of December 8, 1929. 

Prof. J.T. O' Connell's interview with Syed Ali Ahasan. who was a witness of Huda's trial by Muslim 
orthodoxs of Dhaka in 193 1 .  The interview was recorded in Dhaka on August 29, 1992. 

'" ~ a z i  Mutahar Hussain. ".l.lohammad Shahidullahke Jeman Dekhechi," Shahidullah Sangbardhana 
Granrha (Dhaka: Renaissance Printers. 1967), pp. 202-203. My interview witb Syed Ali Ahasan on May 
29, 1993. Syed Ali Ahasan was a Class VI11 student at the time of Huda's trial. 

249 Aj haml 1 s lam. ",Mohammad Shahidullah: Ekri Smaraniya nam. " Shahidullah Sangbardhana Granrha. 
pp. 318-219. 



publication of the Shikha. But Muslim opponents in Dhaka did not at first threaten the 

very existence of MSS. the organizational base of the Muslim rational humanists for 

spread of criricism of the failings of Bengali Muslim life. For seven years îfrer the first 

act of intimidation. the sessions of the MSS were unintemipted. A total of 32 sessions 

were held between the incident on December 8. 1929. and the last session of the MSS on 

January. 1938 A total o f  108 essays were read between 1930 and 1938. However. the 

membership of the MSS dropped fiom 96 in 1928-79 to 55 during 1930-3 1. 

Decline of membership was more shaky leading up to the 1937 provincial 

legislatiw elections. No session of the of the MSS was held in 1937. Membership 

dropped to i 6  in 1935-36. and to 11 in January 1938. The total essays read and sessions 

held were also Iow. Between 1935 and January 1938. a total of 5 GSs and 1 AS were 

held. but only 4 essays were read. We have not enough evidence to show how this decline 

was affected bu the Muslim League's communal slogans on the eve of or after the 1937 

election. However. Ajharul Isiam. who was last secretary of the MSS. gave us some 

interesting indications of Shahidullah's religio-political rolr in Dhaka and the adverse 

impact of his actions on the MSS. As a provost during 1932 to 1936. Shahidullah began a 

rnovement of Islamization of the Muslim HaII students. It was Muslim Hall that had 

supplied the bulk of the snident members of the MSS. The Islamization movernent 

includrd rnany programs. One of the programs of Shahidullah was to invite and arrange 

speeches of the newly converted European Muslims. Khaled Sheldreck and Khaled 

Sirn~on."~ It also included Shahidullah's own long speeches to students afier the Fnday 

prayer.'" Ajhaml Islam also wrote that Shahidullah's purpose was to infuse religiosity 

"O Aj h m 1  Islam, " Mohammad Shahidulloh.. €hi Smaraniyu nom." Shohidullah Sangbardhana Gronha, p. 
213. 

?-" Aj haml Islam. "Mohammad Shahidullah: E h i  Smaranip nam. " ShohiduIlah Sungbardhnna Gramha, p. 
2 16. 



arnong students of the Hall by conversation and debate with them?' After Shahidullah 

was appointed provost of the Muslim Hall in 1932.33 Dhaka University banned sessions 

of MSS in Muslim Hall.?5" 

On the eve of the 1937 election, Shahidullah. along with some student leaders of 

the Muslim Hall. Dhaka Hall. and Jagannath Hall of Dhaka University. founded the Purba 

Bangla Sahitya Samaj or 'East Bengal Literaq Society.' The foundation of Shahidullah's 

Sarnaj led to the diversion of members fiom MSS. The most notable example was 

.4jhanil Islam. Ajahar was nominated secretary of the MSS in 1938; but fiom 1936 he 

had been an active organizer of the Purba Bangla Sahitya Sa~naj.''~ The mono of the 

Purba Bangla Sahitya Samaj was not known. but Ajhanil Islam wote. "So long as there is 

no attack on our Iman. Bishvas. dkida (faith, belief and rituals) everybody is welcome in 

this S o ~ i e t y . " ~ ~  With the organization at his back. Shahidullah now desired to contest in 

die 1937 election under a manifesto. "Muslim Bangla is to be converted truly into 

Islarnistan. for which workers are required""' (...1kfzrslim-Banglake sayikar Islamisihane 

parinara karte habe ebnm rar jmyu karmir pruyojan). Wadud could not do anything 

against this rising Muslim communal enthusiasrn. except to leave East Bengal. There is 

no evidence that MSS was formerly closed by Wadud in 1938. well before he lefi Dhaka 

in 1940. However. our assurnption of its closing in January 1938 is based on Our finding 

'" Ajhaml Islam. ".Cfoharnmad Shahidullah: Ekri Srnraniya nam." Shahidullah Sangbardhana Granrha. p. 
216. 

53 Shahidullah was appointed provost of Muslim Hail in February, 1932. The Mussahan. Saturday, 
February 20, 1932. 

"" Abd Hussain. "Sahiyu Samaje Cinra-Carca." speech delivered in che 'Sixth Annual Conkrence' of the 
MSS (March. 25-26 1932). published in Abul Hussainer Racanabali, p. 335. We are not sure if the 
'Ordinance' was a government ordinance. It may be that the Dhaka University Ordinance had prohibited 
Sarnaj from holding session only in the Muslim Hall. Wadud also confirrned this ban on the MSS, see Kazi 
Abdul Wadud. " Pariciri," in Shamsul Huda (ed.). Kaekti Kabita, (Calcutta: Nur Library, 1 %6), p. 3.  

255 Ajharul Islam, "Mohamrnad Shahidullah: Ekri Smaran&ta nam." p.  2 I 9. 

"' Ajharul 1slam. "Mohamrnad Shahidullah: Ekti Smaraniya nam." p .  222. 

Y? Ajharul klam, " Mohamrnad Shahidullah: Ekti Srnaraniya nam. " p.  226. 



no record of any session of the MSS in the Mulim Sahitya Sarnaj proceedings affer 

January 1938. 

VIII.Conclusion. 

The deliberations of the MSS give us crucial evidence to reach several 

conclusions. The foremost evidence is that there was a radical group of rational humanist 

Muslims in the history of Muslim modernism in India. This group was centered in East 

Bengal. especially at Dhaka. The thrust of Muslirn rationalism in the MSS was not to 

construct Muslirn apologetics, Le.. to clothe Islam in tems acceptable to liberals in the 

West: but to deconstnict Islam in vital areas. The rational humanists understood bzlddhir 

mukri. or freedom of intellect, to mean unfettered freedom. This meant that freedom of 

thought and expression should not be constrained by Islamic faith. doctine or practice. In 

the second phase of their deliberations, they used their unfettered fieedom to analyze and 

criticize the theological and social niles of Islam in Bengali Muslim society. 

The rationalist critique addressed several areas of Islamic ideas and practices of 

Muslims in Bengal. These included, for example: polygamy, niles of divorce. purdah. 

Islamic charity. fundamental tenets of Islamic faith. contradictions between traditional 

Islamic tenets and Islamic reforms. Also the rationalists denounced at a theoretical level 

the intellectual trends of Muslim onhodoxy and apologetics, and j usti fied the position of 

non-believers/agnostics/atheists (nasriks). Furthermore. they critically evaluated the life 

of Hazrat Mohammad. The Fundamental point in this critical evaluation was not to give 

an emphasis on 'Prophet Mohammad.' or 'Mohamrnad, the greatest human,' but simply 

treat him as a 'great man' with human virtues but also with human faults. This was 

followed by Abu1 Hussain's questioning publicly the Quran when understood literally as 

the Words of God. Wadud cnticized the divine authenticity of the Quran in more 

sophisticated Bengali phrases in many debates with Islarnic liberds outside the MSS. The 

thmst of these critiques of Islam, therefore, was not only objecting to specific 



applications, prohibitions and practices of Bengali Islam; but also challenging the 

theoretical foundation of Islarnic f&th as understood by traditionalists as weil as 

modemists of neo-orthodox and Islarnic liberal Muslirn types. 

Yet even the most radical of the rational hurnanists in the MSS understood 

themselves as Muslim. -4 non-cornmunalistic. or tolerant secular. understanding of 

"Muslirnness" by Wadud and Abul Hussain c m  be found in many of their explanations of 

being Muslim. We cite only a few examples in this section. Wadud did not refuse to be a 

Muslim. But he rejected a communal boundary of society as established by religion: "It is 

ridiculous that 1 have to get out of Muslim society. because I do not agree with what other 

Muslims think. A society is not a prison. Society is a ground on which we stand up and 

exercise our fiee thought. Getting out of Muslim society. where would I go? The 

Christian and the Hindu are not societies of my ch~ice."'~' Similady. Abul Hussain wrote 

in Shikha: 
One day. one of my friends said, 'Looking at the apathetic 
situation of the present Muslim society. 1 feel it is my 
misfortune that 1 belong to the Muhammadan community.' 
In reply 1 said. 'It is for this reason that 1 do not feel 
asharned to cal1 myself a 'Muslim.' 1 do not feel proud of 
the history of the Muslims. 1 feel proud of the apathetic 
situation that Muslims have fallen into the present time. 
The reason for my proudness is that 1 was bom and brought 
up in this destitute society. Therefore. I would get many 
chances to serve humans of this so~iety."~ 

Furthemore. one can see that the deliberations of the above two radicals in MSS 

and outside. had one grand objective: the irnprovement of Muslims in modem times. This 

bottom line of the two radicals kvas not different fiom any group of Muslim rnodemists of 

"' Wadud also wote  in his diary on May 1. 1926: "Do 1 love Muslims only, Otherwise. why I am so sad 
when 1 hear the Hindus' glory and Muslims' miserable positions. No, it is not the cnith that I love Muslims 
only. Above all. 1 want human welfare. Hindus are progressing in that road but Muslims are not. Therefore, 
1 am so sad for Muslims. Also, 1 was born into die Muslim society and 1 couId not deny this fact. 1 have an 
organic relation with this societv, but deepness of my love and sorrows for Muslim society is clear. Today 
Muslims are extremely destitue." See. Kazi Abdul Wadud. Nana Karha. pp. 306 and 3 13. 
3 9  Shikha , Vol. 1 ( 1927). p. 99. 



India. Yet the cru? of the question is how the rational humanist Muslims found solutions 

to improve the backward situation of Muslims. The neo-orthodox and the Islarnic liberals 

did not criticize fundamental doctrines and practices associated with Islamic faith; but the 

radical rational humanist Muslims did. This is where the radical Muslim intelligentsia of 

Eastern Bengal contrasted with neo-orthodox and Islamic liberals in Bengal and 

elsewhere in India. The neo-orthodox and Islamic liberals were defensive of Islam for 

improvement of Muslim conditions. On the contrary, rational humanist Muslims were not 

defensive. but rather critical. of Islam for the improvement of Muslim conditions along 

with humans of any cornmunity. 



Chapter Five 

Kazi Abdul Wadud's and Abu1 Hussain's Views of the "Religion of Creativiq" 
(Srishti Dharma): the basis for non-communal Lndian nationalism. 

1. Introduction. 

Kazi Abdul Wadud was not an activist in the nationalist politics of India. He had 

no formal or informal. social or political, linkage with political clubs or organizations of 

the Muslirn League, Congress or Jamiyat Ulama-i-Hind etc. Wadud's diary. Nana Katho. 

and his written correspondence indicate that Wadud had no social or intellectud 

communications with nationaiist Muslirn or communal Muslim political figures. Yet 

Wadud was not an unconcerned intellectud who kept to himself his views. about political 

developrnents in India. Wadud wrote a large article on the Khilafat movement. He reacted 

in print to the Civil Disobedience movernent. He comrnented on the British rule in india. 

He responded to the political question of 'mixed electorate.' And in 1935. Wadud 

developed a clear. detailed thesis on the causes and solutions of Muslim-Hindu division 

in India. What emerged out of Wadud's response was in fact a new thesis--a secular 

humanistic nationalism for India. Wadud cailed this thesis srishti dharma or 'religion of 

creativity.' Its objective was not to huny a nationalist movement for ending political 

unfieedom of Indians, but to start a movement of social freedom of Indians, first fkom 

infatuation or obsession with religion so that "Hindus and Muslims can lead an integrated 

life" (Hhdu-rnussalrnuner sanmilira jiban). l He also told educated Bengali Muslims that 

their life-style ought to be changed to a "life of knowledge and love" (inan o premer 

jiban). On another occasion, Wadud lectured the Muslim audience on "humans' loving 

union with their surroundings" (paripasvikntar sange manusher prembandhan).' 

- - 

' "Hindu-Mussahaner sanmilita jiban bhinna ar kichu jadi edeshe sambhabpar na hay tube hindu- 
samskriri, mussaiman-samskriti, arya-samskriti, semiya-smskriti esab katha haye pare dayitvahin, ebam 
esaber pracalan amader bhmhay O sahitya jato kam hayi tatay mangal. ..." Kazi Abdu1 Wadud, "Samskritir 
Katha," K c i  Abdul Wadud Racanabali, 1, p. 5 1 1 . 

' Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Abhibhoshan," Bulbul, Vol. IV, No. 7 (1937), p. 578. 



This chapter elaborates three components of Wadud's srishti dharma. First. the 

chapter indicates the extent to which Wadud's own thought was liberated from a 

communal self-coi~scioumess of being a Muslim. which was necessary to enable him to 

develop so novei a conception as srishri dharma. the religion of creativity. Second. it 

examines Wadud's secular or humanistic standpoint in relation to British rule in 

panicular and the West in gefieral. In fact. Wadud expected that British rule would play a 

positive role for freeing Indians from infatuation with religious cornmunalism. Third. the 

chapter explores the most important component of srishri dharma. namely 

accommodation of Muslims with the Hindus. not on the ba i s  of their respective religious 

apologetics. but through accommodation of Muslims with Hindus via rational humanism 

and human creative endeavors. Wadud did not subscnbe to the thesis of composite 

nationalism. i.e.. that enhanced Hindu communal self-consciousness and enhanced 

Muslim communal self-consciousness could lead to CO-operation for a stronger Indian 

national identity . indeed. Wadud's response to composite nationalisrn was critical and he 

pointçd out its weaknesses. Furthemore. Wadud's standpoint was that Muslims' 

accommodation with Hindus should be unconditional and unrestricted. 

This chapter is divided into three main sections, the first of which is further 

divided into chronological sub-sections. The first section starts with Wadud's own 

lukewarm Muslim response to the Khilafat movement, 1921. and ends with Wadud's 

secular humanistic response to the Civii Disobedience movement and his accommodation 

with Hindu revivalism in the afiermath of the movement. The second main section treats 

.\bu1 Hussain's version of Wadud's srishii dharma. Most interestingly. Abu1 Hussain 

strengthened srrisri dharma with new arguments for accomrnodating with Hindus and 

British nile in India. The third section examines in detail Wadud's three lectures, " Hindu- 

!Llussalmaner Birodh." delivered at Vishva-Bharati, March 26-28, 1935. The three 

lectures of  Wadud are crucial to understand how a rational humanist Muslim saw the 

causes of and gave a solution for Hindu-Muslim division in India. It was in the Vishva- 



Bharati lectures that Wadud fully elaborated the thesis of srishîi dharma. the "religion of 

creativity." that he proposed for legitimating a secular humanist Indian "nationalism." 

I I .  Srishti dharma in Wadud's thought ( 192 1 - 1934): British rule. West. lessened emphasis 
on Musiim communal self-consciousness and accommodation with Hindus. 

This lengthy section is divided into four parts: A) Wadud's response to the 

Khilafat and Won-Cooperation movement ( 192 1 ): B) Wadud's lessened emphasis on 

Musiim communal self-consciousness (1924-29): C) Wadud's standpoint on the Civil 

Disobedience movement (1930-31); D) Wadud's sympathetic treatment of Hindu 

revivalism ( 1932-34) to encouraging Muslims' accommodating with Hindus. 

A. Wadud's response to the Khilafat and Non-Cooperation movement in 192 1.  

Wadud wrote on the Khilafat movement and Non-Cooperation in 192 1. a len-dy 

article. ".Von-Cooperarion ba Asahajogifo." The essay was written before Wadud 

conceived the btcddhir mrlkti mono. Yet Wadud's essay does not conform to the views of 

nationalist Muslims to Non-Cooperation movement. For example. Urdu-speaking 

nationalist bluslim leaders. such as Abu1 Kalam .&ad. Hussain Ahmad Madani. -Mahmud 

Hasan. etc.. "gave the Non-Cooperation rnovement a religious sanction."j In other words 

the "nationalist" LTlema claimed the Quranic sanction for Non-Cooperation against the 

British nile? 

Wadud stressed several issues of the Non-Cooperation movement. He wrote that 

"we believe we have to understand Non-Cooperation by oür intellect. which is the 

greatest resort of humans."j Wadud restricted his definition of Non-Cooperation to its * 

political meaning. " ... Non-Cooperation is only a political issue. In larger human life there 

3 Rizwan Malik, "Mawlana Hussain Ahmad Madani And Jarni' yat Ulama-1 Hind 1920-57: Status of Islam 
and Muslims in India"(Unpublished dissenation. University of Toronto. 1995), p.76. 

Rinvan Malik. "Mawlana Hussain Ahmad Madani And Jarni' y î t  UIarna-I Hind 1920-57: Status of Islam 
and Muslims in india" pp. 77-78. 

5 Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Non-Cooperation bu .lsahajogira." published in Kazi Abdul Wadud Racanabati, 1, 
p. 556. The article was also published in Bengali journal, Modern Bharat, lanuary-Febmaiy, 192 1. 



cannot esist anything called. noniooperation."6 And a political non-cooperation against 

British rule in India. according to Wadud. should not set a precedent for non-cooperation 

with a democratic political system of India. 

Wadud expressed his objection against British mie by using several strong 

Bengali phrases: danab shakri or monsnous power. dharmahzn. or irreligious: and said 

the British attitude to India was filled with ainambharita or arrogance. These objections 

were largely repetition of Gandhi's and nationalist Muslims' accusations against the 

British mie. For example. following Gandhi. Wadud wrote that the British were 

determined to rule India by the sword: 
The gruesorne murder in Punjab is one indication. In this 
age of science. leaming. freedom. equality and fraternity the 
British rule marked a distinction of value between Indians 
and English. They think that one English person is equal to 
one thousand Indians.. . 

Yet, unlike Gandhi and nationalist MusIirns, Wadud saw this "monstrous rule" as an 

outgrowth of the highest development of European democracy and material civilization. It 

is interesting to note that Wadud showed a deep respect for the development of 

democracy and material culture in Europe. He wonderfully described three ideals of 

European democracy: "Equality. Fratemiry. Liberty" (Samya. .Maitri. Svadhinara)"a The 

European raj shakri. or 'highest executive power' of European states. according to Wadud, 

is not concerned for the well-being and happiness of vested interest groups. but for al1 

citizens who live within a raj shakri. The rise of the democratic type of raj shakri. 

according to Wadud, began a new phase in human history. 
Its direction is not so much concemed with development of 
a spiritual life of humans. The cornitrnent of modem raj 
shakri is now directed toward matenal development of 
hurnans in this world. For exarnple, raj shalai has 

Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Non-Cooperafion ba Asahajogila," pubIished in K a 5  Abdul Wadud Rocanabafi, I .  
p. 568. 

' Kazi Abdul Wadud. "LVon-Cooperafion ba .-isahajogîta," p. 568. 

Kazi Abdul Wadud, ".Von-Cooperarion bu Asahajogira," p. 56 1. 



introduced policies and programs so that humans would 
lead a happy and prosperous life, protected from poverty 
and disease. The modern ruj shakri of Europe while 
creating a new order of state and society. has aiso created 
avenues for an unrestncted development and fulfillment of 
ambition. hope and aspiration of humans? 

Wadud also expressed respect for other influences of democratic (ganafanmz) 

developrnent in Europe. For example. he cited the rising 'power of masses' (ganashakti) 

and also observed that humans were given incredible opportunities for coming out of 'al1 

kinds of superstitions' (sarbo prakar sumskor birnukti). This freedom of thought of the 

masses in Europe. according to Wadud, "is always essential for hurnankind's highest 

achievement of civilization"io (vishvu-manaber sobhwer carum uiknrsha labher janya 

surbuda apariharja). Furthermore. according to Wadud. the form of governrnent in 

Europe. i.e.. "raj shakri. the way it functions through a parliament or gathering of people 

etc.." (raj shukri. parliament bu janasabha itayadir madhya diyu je pranaiite kanu 

nirbbha kare) should be taken by hurnan as a universal standard of state mechanism. 

because it is a highest fonn of govemment thar cm guarantee 'well regulatrd freedom' 

(srtniyaaniritu svadhinara). 1 1 

Wadud contrasted this European development of democracy and rnaterialism with 

Asian civilizations. Wadud argued that Asian civilizations had also stressed materialism. 

but only at the cost of yet more emphasis on spirituaiity. On the contrq .  "raj shakti in 

Europe found out the secret tmth of human life--a new tnith, the splendors of the desire 

for enjoyment"I2 (bhogahkshar saundarya). Wadud described the mazing splendors 

and elegance of material civilization achieved by Europe: 
In this perceptible world (drisymnan jagat, as opposed to 
parakd. or next world). variety of earthly pleasures (bhog) 

Kazi Abdul Wadud. " Non-Coupemion ba Asuhujogirrr.," p. 559. 

I o  Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Non-Cooperarion ba Asahajogita," p.  560. 

l l Kazi Abdul Wadud, "JVon-Cooperation bu ,-îsahajogira," p. 560. 

l 2  Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Yoton-Couperafion ba Asahajogita," p. 559.  



has made human life charming. The earthly pleasures have 
given human life a new vigor (nabmphurti) and new 
strength (nabashahi). Now. modern people no longer have 
to wait like dull-witted persons for pleasures in the next 
world (parakao. The ancient sages of Asia had stated that 
for heavenly pleasure people should promote spirituai life 
in their society. But modem people have brought pleasures 
into this earthly world by the power of intellect (buddhi) .... 
We should not hesitate to rulogize the beauty of hurnan 
intellect that has been inspired in the heart of the 
Europeans. 13 

Yet. Wadud was disappointed by British rule in India. He argued that 'Equalitv, 

Fratemity. Liberty' were also ambitions of the Indian nation (bharatiya jati).14 yet the 

British would not grant these to India. The British rule was inflated by an arrogance 

(atnambharita) arising from their highest achievements in material and democratic 

development: "British rulers want in India the highest fülfillment of their selfish purpose, 

no matter what honest or dishonest means they achieve them."" Wadud. however. did not 

claim that the British mlers in India were the only examples of this arrogance. Neither did 

he exclusively blarne India for being the first victim of European arrogance. Wadud 

argued that the highest form of European arrogance was expressed in "Nietzsche's ideal of 

the superman."~6 Germany had begun World War 1 due to the superman ideal of 

Nietzsche. After Germany's defeat. the victors of Europe themselves took this ideal and 

made ineffectual the "Amencan scholar president." Woodrow Wilson's. ideals of "League 

of Nations" and "self-determination of nations."17 

Notwithstanding these criticisms, Wadud thought that non-cooperation against 

British "political d e "  should be non-violent and peaceful: "It is only non-violent non- 

- - - . . - - 

l 3  Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Non-Cooperation ba Asahajogita," p. 560. 

l-' Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Non-Cooperation ba Asahajogita," p. 56 1 .  

' 5  Kazi Abdul Wadud, "!Von-Cooperacion ba .isahajogita," p. 57 1. 

l 6  Kazi Abdul Wadud, ".Von-Cooperarion ba Asahajogira," p. 57 1 .  

l Kazi Abdul Wadud. "'Von-Cooperarion ba Asahajogira," p. 57 1 .  



cooperation which is our goal."I8 For self-restraint in the face of British rule, Wadud 

offered severai suggestions. He forbade any kind of physical violence. For example, 

Wadud appealed for guarantee of persona1 safety of British officiais and their staffs. More 

importantly. Wadud understood non-violent non-cooperation only as: srishri dharmi 

asahajogira. or 'non-cooperarion is to be founded on the "religion" of creativity.' Its one 

positive aspect is that non-cooperation versus the British is also the "cementing bond 

amongst ourselves (Indians)." Wadud reminded: "Our miserabie unfreedom is not only 

effected by our d e n ;  but it is also our creation." 19 

Wadud also proposed reforms for probiems for which he blamed Indians. The 

reform proposals of Wadud were so extensive that at times he forgot that his target was 

British nile in India. For example. when the Central Khilafat Cornmittee asked students to 

leave al1 British educational institutions. Wadud did not accept this proposa1 outright. His 

answer was ambivalent: "Unless students are properly indoctrinated in the broader 

purpose of non-violent non-cooperation. they should stay in schools and ~olleges."~0 That 

indoctrination. according to Wadud. was to educate students that "Non-Cooperation is 

with well-established but irreligious mlers in India. In other words. in a broader sense. it 

is only with modem European thought that is against the equality and freedom of 

universal h ~ r n a n i t y . " ~ ~  For teaching "universal hurnanity" (vishva-manab) in education, 

Wadud proposed a reform of 'nationai education' (iatiya shiksha). The proposa1 suggested 

new curricula in school and college education. one central purpose of which was to 

resolve Hindu-Muslim division. The secondary purpose was to popularize vocational and 

l 8  Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Von-Cooperation bu Asahajogita." p. 583. 

' Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Aron-Cooperation bu dsahajogita," p.  577 

?O Kazi Abdul Wadud. ",Von-Cooperation bu Asahajogita," p. 5 79 .  

21 Asahujogifo haiteche bharate supratisthita athaca dharmahin shasanrhukrir sahit. athaba uro 
byapakbhabe balite gele vishva-manaber samaya-svadhinatar birodhi adhunik Europiya citter sahit. Kazi 
Abdul Wadud, "Non-Cooperation ba Asahajogita." p. 578. 



adult education. These proposals tended to deflect attention fiom any direct or indirect 

indoctrination of students against the British colonial power in Lndia.2 

In a separate section of the article, "Non-Cooperation and Muslims," Wadud aiso 

articulated some of the views of nationaiist Muslims: 
The Christian world is fightened and jealous due to 
Muslim power and might. The destruction of Khilafat 
means to Muslims the loss of their worldly power. Political 
heedorn of Muslims is indispensable for Islam and for 
Muslims. Pan-Islamism is a f o m  unity of universal 
humanity? 

Yet, unlike nationalist Muslims. Wadud did not elaborate where and how British rule had 

destroyed Muslim traditions and Islam in India. Similarly Wadud did not share the view 

of nationalist Muslims that it is simply un-Islamic for Muslims to [ive under a Christian 

d e r .  Wadud. however. did suggest that Muslims should not forego a religious identity of 

Islam. Yet it is important to note that it was only during the KhilafatlNon-Cooperation 

movement that Wadud spoken favorably about Muslim and Hindu communal identities. 

Wadud explained why he did seek support of religion for Hindu-Muslim unity during the 

Khilafat/Non-Cooperation movement: 
I think it is not time yet for breaking the boundaries of  
religion. Wirhout breaking a boundary. they (Muslims and 
Hindus) should be kept within religious boundaries. so that 
they may get more strength and firmness fiom religion. But 
one should bear in mind that while keeping separate 
religious identities. they should keep alive true religious 
feeling (prabiia dharma bhab). True religious feeling is 
involvement of Indians in wider social and material life and 
removal of the repression (atyacar) of rneaningless 
ceremonials of religion. In other words, the highest order of 
all religions is that humans have entered into an inseparable 
organic unitv, because humans are united under AIluh or 
Bhagaban.2 

i 1 -- Kazi Abdul Wadud. ",Von-Cooperation ba Asahajogita," pp. 599-606. 

23 Kazi Abdul Wadud. "'Von-Cooperarion bo Asahajogita," pp. 606-6 14. 

Kazi Abdul Wadud. " Non-Coopercztion bu Asahajogita." p. 6 1 0. 



During the Khilafat movement. Wadud also resolved. in his own thinking anyway. 

one of deep-rooted tensions of composite nationalism: "Are we Muslirn or Indian first?" 

To this question. a typical nationalist Muslim's response was: "Lndia is the physical and 

Islam the spintual force for the Indian Muslirns."" Convenely. Wadud argued: "If the 

Khilafat. for the restoration of which we are fighting today. were to attack India 

tomorrow. then it would be our obligation to fight back .... Because nobody has the nght. 

not even our Khalifa, to impose bondage on countless Muslirn-Hindu-Christian- 

Buddhists in India."?6 In other words. Wadud's own resolve, in the ongoing tension 

becween religion and nationalism, was to ernbrace an "un-conflicting patriotism." of the 

bhararbasi. or Indian. Wadud wrote: "The national patriots sometimes would help 

Muslims against non-Muslims: but also [sometime] help non-Muslims against 

Muslims. "Y 

B. Wadud's lessened Muslirn communal self-consciousness ( 1924- I929). 

Whatever Muslim communal self-consciousness Wadud had expressed dunng the 

Khilafat movement began to change steadily in the aftermath of the Khilafat campaign. 

From 1924. the ideals of freedom (mukti). intellect (buddhi) and creativity (srishri) had 

- been evolving in Wadud's thought. We have also noted that Wadud appreciated the 

thought of Tagore and Rarnmohun in ternis of those ideals. A rational humanistic 

tendency in Wadud's understanding of Islam was also evident in the essays and cornrnents 

that he prescnted in MSS. as we have seen. This sub-section provides additional evidence 

of Wadud's reduced emphasis. even prier to the launching of the MSS. on Muslim self- 

consciousness. In particular. it shows the difference of emphasis in Wadud's view of 

- - - 

25 Aziz Ahmad. Islamic Modernism in lndia and Pakistm. 1 857- 1 967. p. 192. 

26 Kazi Abdul Wadud, " Non-Cooperrrtion ba Asahojogita," p. 6 13. 

l7 Kazi Abdul Wadud. ":Von-Cooperat,on bo Asohojogiro." p. 6 14. 



Hanat Mohammad as compared with the view of composite nationalist Muslims. who 

took "Prophet Mohammad" as an Islarnic justification for Muslims' cooperation with 

Hindus in India.18 

1. Wadud's critique of Khilafat. 

Despite Wadud's initial suppon for the Khilafat and a non-violent Non- 

Cooperation movements. his diary in 1924 was privatelp cheerful over the destruction of 

Khiiafat: "The destruction of Khilafat was most nece~sary"~~ (khilajâi dhvarnsa hala ei 

sab cuite darkari). Since 1924. he had denied that Indian Muslims had political and 

financial responsibility for presewation of Khilafat. "We will protect al1 Muslim 

countries--this is largely not true .... Why should we protect hem? Who are you to protect 

hem? Above ail. how long should the Khilafat arrangement continue. like a plant 

protected in a pot?"30 Wadud thought that Muslim countries until now had sunived on 

physical force and not on the strength of modem science and knowledge. Under the narne 

of "so-called Khilafat." Muslims mled their countries with imposition of religious 

dogmas. The destruction of Kihilafat would give them relief: "They would not allow 

religious rules to dominate the human intellect."jl As for those who argued that 

destruction of Khilafat hun  the image of Muslims. Wadud commented. "1 agree wirh 

them. but 1 am not s o q  for it. It is now very essential that a part of 'mussnlman feeling' 

Rizwan Malik "Mawlana Hussain Ahmad Madani And Jami' yat Ulama-l Hind 1910-57: Status of Islam 
and Muslims in lndia." pp. 85-86. Mushir U.  Haq, Muslim Politics in ,l..lodzrr; / d i a  (Meerut: Meenakshi 
Prakashan. 1970). p. 1 18. Yohanan Friedmann, "The attitude of the Jam'i~at-i-Ulama-i-Hind," Asian and 
..lfi.ican Studies, Vol.VlI.. ( 197 1). p. 164. 

29 Kazi Abdul Wadud. .Vana Kafha. Ke-i .-lbdul Wadud Racanabali. I I .  p. 298.  

Sab mussalman desh amara raksha karba er bherare anekkhani maya  ache ... Ken rahha karbo? Tumi 
raksha karbar ke? Tar upar shudhu emani karei tabe jiiye rakhbar mura raksha kare ar katadin calbe? 
Kaz i  Abdul Wadud. Nana Karha. dated March 7 ,  1924, pp. 298-299. 

31 Kazi Abdul Wadud. Nana Karha, dated March 7 .  1924, p. 299. 



(mussaiman bhab) should be desaoyed. L'p to now, religion had brought torture. Now it 

would be cut back and would be situated in its proper place in [human] life."j? 

Privately. Wadud also crîticized two nationalist Muslims. Mawlana Abu1 Kalam 

.kad  and Mawlana Mohammad Ali. Wadud cnticized Azad for aiming to found "an 

international Muslim association" (vishvabyapi mzissulman-samgha) for protecting the 

interest of Muslims in the world: 

The fault of this organization [vishvabyapi mzissalman- 
samgha] is not because it is a huge crganization. The 
problem of this organization is that its basis for unity is 
religion and religion of the tradition. They [promoters of 
~ishvabyupi mussaiman-samgha] do not recognize 
senousl y the 'universal humanity' (vishvu-rnanabata). If we 
compare it with (Romain) Rolland's 'International Lcague 
of intellectuals.' then we sasily see its problem. In today's 
world. one society is coming into acquaintance with other 
societies. Such an introduction and fmiliarity should lead 
to a mighty civilization. Pan-lslarnism is opposed to 
universai humanis.. As a result. the Muslim world is not 
able to adjust its owr, tirne? 

The starting point of Wadud's criticism of Mohammad Ali was latter's proposa1 

for demanding an exclusive temtory for Muslims. Wadud pointed out this demand in a 

speech that Mohammad Ali delivrred in the afiermath of the Khilafat movement. Wadud 

quipped about this proposai: 
He [Mohammad Ali] daims that for Islam it is essential ro 
have such temtories. 'Jejirai-iil-Arab,' over which there 
would be no control by unbelievers. [I say], 'Well! It has a 
cultural value ... But what is its relation with a true religious 
life? Leading the life-style in a specific way does not mean 
re!igious life. For this [religious life]. means that everybody 
should do self-effort. i.e., person has to grow within himself 
a religious feeling: love of God and love of humanity .... It is 
not impossible, but it is dificult to get a true sign of 

32 . h i  lader katha muni  Kintu tare ami duhkhira nui. lMussalmun bhaber ei amshik àvamsai ekhan aryanta 
prqojan(va. Eta din dharma kareche agacar. Eiber kere chere rake jibaner jarhajogya sthane basbar 
jogya &are neoya habe. Kazi Abdul Wadud, Nana Karha. dated M a c h  7, 1924, p.299. 

j3 Kazi Abdul Wadud, ,Vana Katha, March 2 1, 1924. p. 302. 



religion in life-style closed in by rules of 
shariar .... Mohammad Ali said, 'Islam is an original religion 
of hurnanism, an etemal religion for al1 people. Other 
religions are only manifestations of Islam.' [I said]. 'It is 
dificult to cd1 it Islam. It is better to cal1 it a religion of 
humanity-that is rnacifested in many forms: Islam. 
Chstianity. Buddhism. and Hinduism. 34 

2. Lrssened emphasis on Hazrat Mohammad. 

Not only privately. but publicly. Wadud urged Bengali Muslims to think about 

rnanab dharma or 'religion of humanity.' Wadud repeated his appeal for n change of 

attitude toward Hazrat Mohammad in 1936 on the occasion of Mohammad's birth and 

death anniversary when he paid a tribute to Mohammad's humanity. Wadud's three-page 

article. llFa~eha-i-Doy~jdaham,~* did not give glorious citations concerning Mohammad's 

socio-political refoms. but gave only polite reference to Mohammad's glonous humanity. 

Wadud spoke of prophet Mohammad as mahaguru (great guru). 
If we look into our mahaguru's life. we becorne silent 
brcause of Our praise and respect. He [Hazrat Mohammad] 
entered deeply into the hopes and desires. capacities and 
incapacity's of human. Like a healthy and normal human 
person. he (Hazrat Mohamrnad) was active as well as 
inactive in daily work. He became restless at the sight of 
human sorrow and poverty. He becarne impatient at the 
sight of human exploitation. 35 

Wadud also reviewed several biographies of Hazrat Mohammad. In 1926. he reviewed a 

biography of Hazrar Mohamrnad: itfanab iMukut (1922) or 'The Crown of Humanity.' by 

'" Tini can Islamer janya eman ekd jayga rhakar darkar, "jezirat-ul- rab. l' ja kono bideshi &a bidharmir 
udhine rhakbe na. Beshkarha. kiniu rar songe prakrira dharmajibaner ki samvandha? Er khub baro cultural 
value ( Eng 1 is h words are W adud's ) rayeclie. Bishesh kona dharane Jibanjapan karlei dharmajiban japan 
huy na. Tar janya prvaker arrnaceshta cai. dharrnabhabke arthat ishvarprem O manabpremke antare 
janmadan karre hq.....Yîyam-kanun-shara-shariat badha jibaner pakhe dharmer prakrira ingit paoya 
asmbhab na haleo kastasadhya ... Mohammad Ali balechen--Islam adi manaber dharma. sab rnanusher 
cirantan dharma. Bibhinna dharma eri bibhinna (ka1 ar desh curania) dharaner prakash, kinru setike 
Islam balle mushkil ache. Tar cade rake manabdharma bala-ar Islam. Khristadharma, Budhatva, 
Hinduiva irqadi rar bahubhangtma prakash. Kazi Abdul Wadud, Nana Kacha, March 2 1 ,  1924. p. 30 1. 

35 Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Fateha-i-Doyajdaharn," Kazi Abdul, Naba fa-, II, p. 43. 



an lslarnic liberal. Yakub 41i Choudhury ( 1 888- 1 940).j6 Wadud praised Choudhury 

because the biography was not an onhodox re-statement that: "Mohammad was the 1 s t  

and greatest Prophet and his coming had been mentioned in holy books of Jews and 

Christians." Wadud aiso approved the author's quoting of Hazrat Mohammad's statement. 

"1 am human like you." Nevertheless, Wadud criticized the author for his statement: 

"Hazrat Mohamrnad's ideal of hurnanity is the greatest of this w0rld."3~ Wadud called this 

attitude of Muslims "partisanship" (pakshapnritra). 

Wadud criticized this partisan attitude from several directions. First: he said 

"Muslims are so much infatuatrd by the dazzling glory of Mohammad's power that they 

have no time to look anywhere. eitcept at Mohammad."jg Second: Wadud cautioned the 

author that while his love of fellow Muslims (sajan-prem) and love of Islam (sadharma- 

prem) may be wondemil. yet a person who believes in the religion of creativity (srishri 

dharma) would look at these differently. Wadud quoted Amencan hurnanist philosopher. 

Ralph Waldo Emerson (1  803-1882): "No facts are to me sacred. none are profane: 1 

simply esperiment. an endless seeker with no past at my back" (English quotations are 

from Wadud)? 

In the following year. Wadud's article. "Sahipa Samaso" (1927). stated a 

fundamental standpoint of modem intel lectual criticism: "A genius (pratibhaban) is not 

'infallible' (the English word is Wadud1s)."40 Wadud also pointed out: "lt is not tme that 

36 For a biographical reference of Yakub Ali Choudhury. see Abdul Kadir (ed.), Yakub Ali Choudhury's 
-4prakashita Racanabali (Dhaka: Bangla Academy. 1963). The biography of H a m t  Mohammad is written 
in three essays of Choudhury's that he published in a Bengali journal. See. Yakub Ali Choudhury, 
"Manabatai Harat Mohammad' or 'Hanat Mohamrnad's contribution to hurnanity;' "Haro1 Moharnmader 
Shaktilabh Manaber Adhikar" or 'Hanat Mohammad's achievement of power and rights of mankind'; and 
"Hazral :\.lohammaa"er Jibane Proner Praridhani," or 'Rhythm of vitality (mankind) in H m t  
Mohammad's li fe;' published in Bangiya-hfussalman-Sahirya-Patrika, January-February, 19 19; July- 
August. 1922 and October-Novernber, 1922. 

Kazi Abdul Wadud. " Manab Muku<," in Kazi Abdul, Nabo Parjay, 1, p. 33. 

j8 Kazi Abdul Wadud. ''btmab A4ukuf." p. 33. 

j9 Kazi Abdul Wadud. ".Clanab Mukur." p. 34. 

40 Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Sahipa Samqa." in Kazi Abdud Wadud. Naba Parjay. I, p. 19 



monotheism was completely unknown in the brutal and idolatrous society of Arabia-"jl 

He tactfully pointed out that Moharnmad also faced severe opposition: "Throughout his 

life. Mohammad had physically suffered torture and torments by some ordinary Arabs. 

.4fter his death. even die majority people of his own tribe. Quresh, did not understand his 

basic teaching. 

3.  Wadud's defense of his position of lessened Muslim self-consciousness. 

When the neo-orthodox weekly Bengali journal. Sultan (November 16. 1927)," 

edited by Manirujjaman Islamabadio condemned Dhaka radicals for "kafiri fama." 

Wadud fought back. Wadud defined his own and the rationai humanist groupts position 

against the neo-orthodox and Islarnic liberals of Calcutta: "Young Group and Shikha sect 

of Dhaka" (Dhakar Tarun Da1 Shikha Sampradaya) versus "You. the argurnentative 

S haria advocates" (Apnara. .-l rrhat Jukribadi Shariar-panrhi). Two wee ks after the 

Calcutta neo-orthodox had attacked the rational humanists of Dhaka. Wadud wote a 

lengthy reply (November 30. 1927) to the editor of Sultan. with a request that his reply 

should be published in the joumal. The joumal did not publish Wadud's reply? 

Nevertheless. Wadud repeated in the letter his earlier point that Hazrat Moharnmad is a 

hurnan and as a human has limitations: 
Your [editor of Sultan] rationale is so inadequate and 
meaningless; its mode1 is Mawfana Mohammad Akram 

Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Sahitya Samaryo." p. 16. 

42 Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Sahiya Samaiya," pp. 16- 1 7. 

43 The journal was fint published by Kunjalal Das. a Hindu publisher From Kushtia (East Bengal), in 190 1. 
Naziruddin Ahmad. one of the journal's editor, also published it from Pabna (East Bengal). in 1902, the 
joumal was financed by some zamindars of Rangpur (East Bengal). They published the joumal also from 
Calcutta. The editors of the joumal published from Calcutta were: Munshi Meherullah (of Jessore), Munshi 
Zamiruddin and Mawtana Mohamrnad Manimjjarnan Islamabadi. From 1904, Islamabadi held the 
editorship of the journal. See Anisuuaman (ed.), Ahslirn Banglar Samayik Patra, pp. 65-66 and 394. 

" Wadud's leners to the editor of Suhan were published in a Hindu joumal, Pradip, August-Sptember, 
1934. These letters were reprinted in Kazi Abdul Wadud (ed.), Shnrhvata Banga and Abdul Huq (ed.), Kazi 
.ibdul Wadud Racanabali, 1. A recent journal in Bangladesh reprinted these leners. See, Kazi Abdul 
Wadud, "Ekti Cithi," reprinted in Zahangir Kabu (ed.), Bishay Manuh, March, 1995. 



Khan's huge :Cfosrafa Carit [a biography of Hazrat 
Mohammad]. The book tried in many ways to detect 'tnie 
hadith' (sahi hadis). but more than that. the book was al1 
about cnticizing the Chrinians. But nowhere did the book 
portray the hurnan character of Mohammad, for example, 
how Mohamnad's human thought grew day by day. how he 
loved his family life, and for that matter how from time to 
time also cornrnitted mistakes .... But excuse me. your Iine 
of reasoning is this: 'The person who would be a last 
messenger of truth must be truthhil and possess ail the 
virtues. Hazrat Mohammad is the last messenger of tmth 
and therefore he m u t  be tnithfil and virtuous.' J5 

Wadud posed two fundamental questions. First: "What does it mean to Say that 

the Quran is the message of Allah (Quran Allahar boni kon arthe)?"J6 Second: "The way 

Muslim society was asked to obey the phrase 'last messenger of tnith.' does it not distort 

humans relation with God and commit i do l a t~y?"~~  Wadud reminded: "It is up to you. 

how you are going to answer the two questions. But do not repeat answers that have 

already been given. We are not satisfied with those answers. Because those answers do 

not recognize complete and unfettered freedom of hurnan th~ught."~a 

The two questions were not answered by the editor of Szdtan. On the contrary. the 

journal asked Wadud: "If he (Wadud) respects the Quran in any sense as the Words of 

.-\Ilah" ( T i ~ i  kona arrhe Quranke -4llahar buni bale manen kina). Second: ' ' I f  he (Wadud) 

respects Hauat Mohammad as a prophet and last messenger of Allah"J9 (Tini Hazrar 

.'* .4panader juktibad je kata asampurna or nirarthrak tcr ek bara praman Maolana ,Mohammad Akram 
kha[n] saheber birotkar Mostafi-carif. Sekhane sahi hadis nirnayer ceshta besh ache, puhider dhoka- 
bhanjaner ceshta tar caiteo beshi ache. kintu nei manush-Mohammader caritra; keman kare tar citta-korak 
dine dine bikashira hayeche, keman kare fini parïjanke bhalabesechen manushke bhalabesechen jibanke 
bhalabesechen, keman kare sama, samay bhulo karechen .... Kinru maph karben. apanader juktibader 
dhara hacche-Khatemunnab<vin jini haben tar sarbagunalankrita O nirdosh haoya cai. Harrar 
.Cloharnrnad Khatemunnabiyin. atayab H m a t  Mohammader sarbagunalankrita O nirdosh haoa cai Kazi 
Abdul Wadud, "Bad Pratibad," in Kazi Abdul Wadud (ed.), Shashvata Banga, p. 404. 

46 Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Bad Pratibad," p.404. 

" Khatemunnabwn (shesh boni-bahak, rneaning is Wadud's) kathatake mursaiman sarnaje je bhobe mante 
bala hay rate rthtrar sange manirsher samvandhake bikrita kare dekha ha), kina. o pauttalika kara hay ki 
na. Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Bad pratibad,"p.404. 

48 K a z i  Abdul Wadud. "Badpra~ibad."p. 105. 

49 Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Bad protibad, d." p. 105. 



iWohammadke nabi O Khatemunnabiyin bale manen h a ) .  Wadud cautiously avoided any 

direct answer. However. his reply (December 3 or 4. 1927) to the neo-othodox 

intellectuals was botd: 
These questions are not only irrelevant but wong to raise in 
our debate. You are supposed to know aiready what is the 
~ m e w o r k  of our debate and how you should debate with 
'Free-thinkers' ( English phrase is Wadud's) of D haka.. . . We 
believe that you have not enough streiigth to answer our 
questions. For no reason. you are tdking big. If you had the 
suength to answer these modem questions, then, by this 
tirne. Muslim society would have changed completely . j0 

At this point in debate. editor of the S u h n  withdrew and did not bring furt her 

accusation against the "free thinkers" of Dhaka. But -4kra.m and his journal. Mohammadi. 

did not spare them. Wadud boldly defended his radical theological views in replies to 

Akrarn. For example. when Akram Khan condemned Wadud as a non-Muslim 

(amussaiman) Wadud replied: 
You declare that I am not Muslim (amicssalman). What 1 
am is only known to Him, who is my creator. Certainly. I 
am not so anvious to prove myself a Muslim. because 
Muslim and Hindu are only group identities of humans. 
Since 1 live in a sarnaj or community. 1 would get the title 
(padabi) of that community. But for proving it. 1 am not 
very anuious.~l 

Prashnakarra Qurankr A llahar bani bale manen kina. Hcrat Mohammad nabi O Khatemunnabiyin baie 
manrn k h i ,  icadi jignasa kara shudhu aprasangkik nqv an-vay. Dhakar dalke apanara ek srenir Free- 
thinker (English words are Wadud's) rhaurechen; sei Free-thinker-der sange je bhabe mokabela karre hay 
sei dhara abaiamvan karben e' ra age rhakre jana katha .... Amader sadharan dharana ei je, e-sa6 prashner 
santoshjanak urrar debar hamata apanader nei. shudhui akarane bara karha baiechen; kenana, adhunik 
juger e samasta prashner utrar debar shakti jadi apanader thakra ta hale apanader hate mussalman 
samajer cehara etadine phire yera. Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Bad proribad," p. 405. See also Kazi Abdul 
Wadud's Ietter to the editor of ~biasik Mohammadi. Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Amader Karha," Jayati, Vol. I, No. 
S (1930). pp. 158-160. 

j1 "Abashyo ami mussalman ki na ekatha praman karbar j q v a  khub byasta ami nai. kenana Murcairnan 
Hindu esab hacche manusher samajik ba shrenigata paricay, ar ami jakhan ekti samje bas kari rakhan sei 
samajer padabiti amar prapya ekatha praman karbar janya byagrara anabadyak." Wadud's lener to the 
editor o f  Mohammadi, December 13. 1928. Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Bad Praribad," in Kazi Abdul Wadud 
(ed.), Shashvata Banga, p. 407. 



Wadud. interestingly. elsewhere gave a sociological meaning to being Muslim: "Muslim 

is one who is bom in or who takes shelter in Muslim society."Q 

In public speeches and writings, Wadud sought to liberate Muslims of Bengal 

fiom a Muslim communal self-consciousness. In 1926, Wadud was invited to give a 

lecture in Hindu ashram in Rajshahi. Wadud declared: "It is not right to categorize 

humans into two groups. Hindu and Muslim."jj Hindu and Muslim. thesr two religious 

categories. "may be m e  according to Shnsrras. but not in the life that the Creator 

(bidhata) has given to them."jd Wadud dso stated that if a religious distinction is made to 

supersede everyday way of life of Hindus and Muslims. and if their relationship is not 

categorized as "close relative" (nikmar armiya), based on "normal human self-identity 

(manzrsher svabhabik armapratistar ceshra); " then "al1 our efforts [toward Mus lim-Hindu 

unity] would be in vain due to the fault of basing [them] on this untruth [separation of 

Hindus and Muslirns]."~j In 192% Wadud told a young Muslim audiences in Faricipur: 
... Strengthened by an inspiration of love. stand up strongly 

in the bosom of the modem age. and say--"My inheritance 
lies in the deeds of humans. If 1 deprive mysel f of this daim 
of inheritance. 1 shall not only be a destitute, but the flow of 
human history will be thwaned in me" .... You also say oh! 
Young Bengali Muslims. "1 am a human first. simply by rny 
human binhright. 1 am a relative of the humans. regardless 
of their binh in any specific country. age. jati and religion." 
After that ...." 1 am a child of Bengal. Bangalee (Bengali). 
[and 1 have] lified my head under an open sky." And Say 
lastly, "1 am a Muslim." 56 

j2 Kazi Abdul Wadud. " Bangali Mussalmaner Sahitya Samaryo" (AS,  1 927). ShiWta. Vol. 1 ( 1927). p. 
32. 

53 Hindu o mursahan manurhke ei dui daIe bhag Lare dekha asatya ... Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Milaner 
Katha." in Kazi Abdul Wadud. Naba Parjay, 1 1 ,  p. 12. 

5J ... Hindu O iMussalman manusher ei dui svatanrra samgno hayta tader racita shastra prajanra sayu, 
kinru bidharar racito rader je jiban sekhane ta saya nay. Kazi Abdui Wadud, "Mifaner Katha," p. 1 1 .  
2 5 .. Ei asag.ake abalamvan karar aparadhe amader samasta ceshta byartha h'ae jabar sarnbhabanai beshi. 

Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Miianer Karha." pp. 1 1-12. 

56 I I  ...p reme baliyan h'ae samasamayik kaler buke drirha-pratisrha h'ae apanara daran. dariya balun- 
mantrsher sakal sadhanay amor uuaradhikar,-se uttaradhikar rheke nijeke bancita k'arle ami shudhu 



Wadud's essay "Bangali Mussalmaner Sohitya Samasya" ( 1 927). also claimed that 

Musiims are hurnan first: 
Men and women who live in MusIim society are ~luslims. 
but they are humans. They are family member of al1 races. 
countries. and religions. Flowing out of a vast univenal 
human society are hopes. aspirations. endeavors. In these, 
there are the message that humans are courageous. their 
longings are endless. and they do not agree to any limitation 
on their thought. Should not Muslim society make 
arrangements to do something about these messages of 
human society.?j7 

Wadud's view of univenal human identity thus takes as the main standard of 

value of anything its ability to enhance the potential of human life. Implied by this grand 

view was Wadud's judgrnent that Islam and the much vaunted Muslim cultural ethos were 

of secondas importance. and ofien served to positively block the greater good. the 

universal potential of hurnan life. 

C. Wadud's stand during the Civil Disobedience movement. 1 930- 1 93 1 : Criticism of 
Gandhi. defense of British rule. and Muslim accommodation with Hindus in joint 
electorate. 

During the early 193Os, Gandhi was pursuing a new way to bring Hindu-Muslim 

unity. the political slogans of sayagraha and svaraj proposed new kinds of actions for 

challenging the legitimacy of British rule. These. it seemed to Gandhi. would bring 

Hindu-Musiim unity through shared poIitical consciousness of Indian nationalism. The 

Sait saegruhn defied British mle by producing salt illegally by boiling sea water. The 

dardrai haba na. manusher irihmer dhara anrar bhirare biparjasra habe .... Aro balun he Banglar tarun 
.Llulim, je. manabjanmer sahaj adhikare sarbbapralhame ami manush-desh, ka/. jari. dharma 
nirbbisheshe manusher arrniya; rarpar, ami marir sanran ... ami akasher nice marha rule-ami Banglar 
santan Bangali; ar sheshe balun. ami Muslim.,. . " Kazi Abdul Wadud, "-4 bhibhashan" pu blished in Kazi 
Abdul Wadud, Naba Parjqv, II. p. 35. 

5 7 ~ ~ l ~ ~ a l m a n  samaje je somma naranari bas kare tara shudhu mussolman nay, tara manurh-derh 
bidesher nana dharmer nana dharmer nana barner manausher atmiya. Sey vishva-brihar manab samajer 
nana asha akankrha ceshra-biphalarar madhya diye utsarira hacche ei boni je, manush duhsahasi. tar 
ananra krudha; jara-jagarer bandhanai se mante raji nay, cinrar jagarer fa karhai nai. Manusher ei banir 
sarthakarar kono uyojan ki mussalrnan samaje karre habe na? Kazi Abdu1 Wadud, "Bangali Mussolrnaner 
Sahiya Samasya" ( A S ,  1927), Shikha, Vol. 1 (1927), p. 33. See also Naba Parjoy, I I ,  pp.14-3 1 .  



campaign included dso  other types of sayagraha. "...boycon of foreign cloth .... non- 

payment of certain taxes. contravention of forest laws, and disobedience to the 

Ordinances with which government attempted to control the rno~ernent."~~ But these 

tactics failed to bnng Hindu-Muslim unity. The majonty of Muslims kept apart from the 

sayagraha and by the end of 1930. "Out of a total of 29.000 in prison. only 1.500 were 

bI~siirns.' '~ 

Wadud was a cntic of Gandhi's politicai nationalism by the 1930s. This shift of 

Wadud from support of Gandhi's non-violence in 1920. to critique of civil disobedience 

in 1930 was due to several reasons. Tagore's influence on Wadud was one factor. Tagore 

had not supponed Gandhi's Non-Cooperation movement in 1920. Afier Turkey was 

declared a republic in 1923. Tagore valued Gandhi's 'communal entente' as a "fragile 

solution" (rheko-deoa byabastha)."60 h a private correspondence, Tagore wrote that. apart 

from cunng the disease of religious orthodoxy. he saw no alternative for solving Hindu- 

.Lluslim problem." Wadud endorsed this attitude of Tagore: "Rsbindranath has said. 'our 

biggest problem is to go beyond the rnentality from which Muslim-Hindu conflict 

originated.' Mahatma says the solution is by 'ending the safanic government' (English 

phrase is cited by Wadud)."b? Wadud. like Tagore. was not willing to accept Gandhi's 

solution. 

j8 Judith M. Brown. Modern India: The heriginr ofan h ian  Democracy (Delhi: Oxford University Press, 
1988). p. 267. 

j9 Judith M. Brown. Modem lndia : The 0rigin.s of an Asian Democracy, p .  270. 

60 Rabindranath Tagore. "Samasya." Prabasi. Vol. XXIII, No. 2. Part 2 (1923). p. 150. See also 
Rabindranath Tagore, "Sayor Ahabun." Prabasi, Vol. XXI, No.7, Part 1 ( 192 1 ), p. 1 1 .  

6' Hindu mussalman samasyar kul paoya jw na. Lathalathir h a r a  kona jiniser samadhun hay na. Je 
riîimaîa jnan shiksha hura  dharmandharar araggya ghare îa chara upay nei. Rabindranath Tagore- 
Prarnatha Choudhury Correspondence. April 6. 1936. Rabindranath Tagore (ed.), Chiîipaîra, V (Calcutta: 
Vishva-Bharati. 1945). AIso see Khondkar Sirajul Huq, Muslim Sahirya Samaj: Sarnaj Cinta O Sahiva 
Karma. p .  234. 

62 Rabindranath balechen--amacier rab caife baro samarya Hindu-Mussahan-birodh balte je manobhub 
bojhq. ta-i dingiye jabar samasya. Mahatma balechen-ending or ending this satanic goverment. Kazi 



Wadud's discomfon with civil disobedience and communal participation in it was 

m e r  evident in Wadud's correspondence with Abdul Kadir during the Civil 

Disobedience movement. When Gandhi launched the Civil Disobedience movement in 

1930. Kadir unearthed an apparently parallel anti-British appeais by the Wahabi and 

Svadeshi movements.63 Wadud imrnediately cautioned Kadir. The Svadeshi leaders. he 

said at least thought about the economic emancipation of Indians generallp. On the 

contrary. Wahabi movement was a purely Muslim religious movement. or at best: "An 

attempt of the defeated [Muslims] to stir themselves up? Kadir wrote in one editonal of 

the Bengali journal. Jayuti: "Without doubt we (Muslims) should stand side by side with 

Hindus. If we ignore this movement. there will be no welfare for Muslims [in the present] 

and there will be endless problems in the Future."b' In reply. Wadud cautioned Kadir: 

"We have said 'Hindu' and 'Muslim' too many times. Let us forger those symbols. Why 

should we say 'Muslim'? Say. a human should come to aid or follow another 

human .... Freed from a syrnbol of 'Muslim.' we are bom under an open sky ..At is better 

that we should delete terms like 'Islam' and 'Muslim' fiom our dictionary"66 

Wadud opposed Gandhi's progran at several levels. Wadud complained that 

Gandhi's towering leadership had not produced any 'creativity' (srishri) in India. Gandhi's 

- -  - -  - - - - - -  - - - - - - - - 

Abdul Wadud. "Ekkhanl Parra." Kazi Abdul Wadud to Abdut Kadir. published in Juyati. Vol. 1. No. 4 
( 1930). p. 14 1 .  reprinted in Ka=[ .-ibdtd Wadud Racanabali. II. pp. 149- 153. 

63 Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Ekkhani Parra." Kazi Abdul Wadud to Abdul Kadir. Jqrari. Vol. 1, No. 2 ( 1930), 
p.77. reprinted in Ka5 Abdul Wadud Racanabali, I I .  p p .  146- 148. 

Kinru Wahabi andolan mulata: religious (English word is Wadud's) andolan athaba bora jor bvirader 
rkbar ga jhara deoyar ceshra. Kazi Abdu1 Wadud, "Ekkhani Parra." Kazi Abdul Wadud to Abdul Kadir, 
Jlari.  Vol.1, No. 2 (1930), p. 77. 

65 Arnader mir kona dvidha na kariya Hindur parshvasrhan adhikar kura. Ihake (bartaman andolanke) 
upekrha karile, amader kalyan nui. bhabishyar durgarir anra nai Cited by Kazi Abdul Wadud, see Kazi 
AbduI Wadud, "Ekkhani Parra." Kazi Abdul Wadud to AbduI Kadir, Jayati, Vol. 1, No.  2 (1930), p. 77. 

66 'Mussalman.' 'Hindu' eder katha bahu baia h'aeche. O pala ekhan a k j a  dao ....' Mi.ssalman'ke dakbe 
kena. balo manush ke acha manusher kalyaner kaje eso .... iClusaimantver kukshi theke amura matir upare 
udar akasher nice janma niyechi .... lsfam iMussalman kathagulo ekhan amader abhidhan rheke muche 
phela bhat'o." Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Ekkhani Parra." Kazi Abdul Wadud to Abdul Kadir, Jayati. Vol. 1, No. 
2 ( 1930). p. 77. 



leadership did not even sustain whatever 'creative power' (srishti krhamata) had already 

existed in Lndia before him. Except for jealousy and bittemess, Gandhi's non-violence is 

now meaningless for his disciples. Gandhi's movement for freedom and rights of the 

untouchables has been interpreted by many Hindus and Muslims as manipulation by the 

Hindu establishment. Gandhi by and large had failed to understand and correct the 

underlying problem of communalism: 
Can we cal1 someone a doctor who cannot give medicine 
for the worsening cause of the disease while the patient 
suffers fiom the disease. For Hindu-Muslim conflict, 
Mahatma's last word is, 'The Moharnmadan is a bully and 
the Hindu is a coward' (English sentence is cited by 
Wadud). Mahatma's leadership has raised very much the 
country's 'political consciousness,' (English words are 
Wadud's) but not its 'conscience' (English word is 
Wadud's). In human society. a person is dangerous whose 
'consciousness' has nsen. but not his 'con~cience.'6~ 

Wadud's conscience in nationalism was not founded on ami-British political or 

social outcnes: "1 respect Europe more than 1 respect ancient India and ancient Isiam."68 

Wadud. however. cautioned that this respect does not mean that: "We have to surrender 

our srishti shakri (creativeness. English translation is Wadud's) .... We will adopt European 

things and ways. not because they are European. but because these are necessary for us."69 

67 K z i  Abdul Wadud. "EMani  Purra." Kazi Abdul Wadud to Abdul Kadir. published in Jqari. Vol. I. 
No. J(1930),p.  141. 

68 Pracin bharaf ba pracin Malamer caife ami bartraman iyopopke beshi shradha kari. Kazi Abdul 
Wadud. "Jnan O Prem" ( 1  930), in Kazi Abdul Wadud (ed.), Samaj O Sahirya, (Calcutta: Moslem Publishing 
House, 1934). p. 85. See aiso Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Banglar Tarun Cirra," Buibui, Vol. I I . ,  No. 2 (1934), p. 
97. 

69 iyoroper kono acar-padhari grahan korba iyoroper jinish bale nay arnader janya prayojaniya baIe. 
Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Jnan O Prern"(I930). p.85. Wadud's understanding of German poet Goethe can be 
noted in this context. Wadud's first essay on Goethe was presented in the MSS in 1930. Wadud quoted in 
the essay some praising comments of European authors on Goethe. Wadud cited Thomas Carlyle ( 1  795- 
188 1). Heroes. Hero-worship, and The Heroic in Hisrory (1 84 1 )  and wrote: "Goethe has, as is to be 
expected, a large number of disthguished admirers. But Carlyle seems to excel them al1 in full-throated 
profision. In his Heroes and Hero-worship, he opens his discourse on Hero as a man of letters with Goethe, 
and after giving in a few charged sentences how Goethe is a new wonder before the world, how he towers 
even above Mohammad, the hero of the desert-whom he admires deeply-he changes his topics saying that 
people are not fit enough to receive Goethe at this stage ... But we would be making a more dependable 
approach to Goethe by trying to understand Croce's (one of the biographers of Goethe) appraisal of him, 
narnely that Goethe represents in large measure, the "modem spirit" (emphasis insened). Wadud higfilighted 



Wadud also described another purpose of srishti shakti: "To make the power of the state 

more effectiveM70 (raj shaktike bishesh w y a k a r i  h). At the same tirne. Wadud also 

wrote. "We have to try to free ourselves fiom al1 intellecnial destituteness (amader jata 

rakamer manasik dainya, sab dur karte ceshta h e  habe)."71 The two meanings of 

srishti shakti are not antagonistic, but complementary. For example, Wadud wrote: 
What we understand by initiative (English word is 
Wadud's) will be taken by raj shakti (state power). Yet it is 
also true that peoples' minds should be built first and then 
the raj shakti would take initiative. In other words. for any 
new endeavors. it is individuals who would first take 
initiative and then the raj shakti would function in relation 
to individuai initiatives.'' 

For this. Wadud. by the 1930s supported continuing Bntish mle in India because 

he expected that Bntish rule would help minimize the religious barriers and end 

communal identity: "If the Hindu caste system has been breaking down in India, it is not 

being done by the Mahatma. but by the British r ~ l e . " ~ )  

several ideals of Goethe's modern spirit. First. Goethe represents a major development of the spirit of 
Renaissance. Second. Goethe was the "loftiest and grandest" of  the Gennan awakening rnovement. Third. in 
Goethe's writings. one can see "entwined quest for knowledge and susceptibilities to love." Fourth. Goethe 
was no believer in religion in the ordinary sense. Fifih. Goethe was markedly deficient in patriotic zeal. 
Sixth. Goethe believed in internationalism. Wadud's conclusion on Goethe was: "Goethe was an epitome 
indeed. The spontaneity and urge of nature and the seeking and shifting of human nature met in his life and 
genius splendidly. The breath of the ocean chat is Goethe will prove invaluable for the human psyche in al1 
ages possibty." Sse Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Goethe" (1929) published in Kazi Abdul Wadud (ed.), Creative 
Bengal. pp. 143- 15 1 : "Goethe" published in Jayati. Vol. 1. No.? (19?0). pp. 69-70: No.3 ( 1  930). pp. 1 15- 
1 18: No. 1 1-13 ( 193 1 ). pp.25 1-34;  Jqati .  Vol. t 1.. No. 4-6 ( 193 1 ) .  pp. 69-74. Also see. Kazi Abdul 
Wadud, "Goethe" in Chayabirhi. January-February 3933. p p .  261 -264; February-March 1933. pp. 324-330; 
March-April 1935. pp. 422-424. Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Goerher Praricya-Praqva Diwan." Saogat, Vol. 
XXVIII, No. Z (I945), pp. 66-68. Wadud did not suggest a blind following of Western literary thought, but 
he appealed to search for a "creative universality in the thought of European poets." Kazi Abdul Wadud, 
"Bangla Sahityar Carca" (AS, l929), Shikha, Vol. 111 (1929), pp. 1 17-1 24. See also Anwarul Kadir, 
"lmreji Sahirya Rornanric Jug" ( 1928) or 'Age of Romanticisrn in English literature,' Shikha Vol. II ( 1928), 
pp.90-98. This article is useful to show an identical undentandhg of the "Romantic Age" by H.A.R. Gibb 
and Anwanit Kadir. For Gibb's definition of Romantic age, see H.A.R. Gibb, Islam in the World, p. 1 10 and 
for Anwarul Kadir's understanding, see "lmraji Sahirya Rornanric JugW(I928), p. 90. 

70 Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Jnan O Prem" ( 1930). in Kazi Abdul Wadud (ed.), Samj O Sahitya, p. 83. 

7 I  Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Jnan O Prem" (1930). p .  85. 

'' Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Jnan O Prern" (1930), p. 82. 

73 Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Ekkhani Parra." Kazi Abdul Wadud to Abdul Kadir. Jayari, Vol. 1. No. 4 (1930). 
p. 143. 



Furthemore. Wadud objected to Gandhi's Civil Disobedient movement on 

another account: "It is a dangerously extreme measure (English phrase is Wadud's) 

because it has shaken respect for law. which is a very basic n o m  of a civilized society. "74 

Wadud rebutted those who Say. "exueme measures should be taken in an extreme 

situation." His reply was that extreme measures may or may not lead to a positive 

impact: "Afier flood water subsides. the ground could be either fertile or there could 

remain a big concentration of contaminated water in the s0i1."~5 This supportive attitude 

toward British rule does not indicate, however, that Wadud was opposed to the eventual 

politicai freedom of india: "We do not oppose a separate nation state for India. The real 

question is which course we should fo l lo~ ."~6  

During the Civil Disobedience movement, Wadud gave his decision in favor of 

'mixed electorate.' Among Muslim politicians. mixed electorate was supported only by a 

few nationalist Muslim leaders. Wadud did not cal1 them "nâtionalists" but "friends of &ie 

mixed electorate." He summarized two reasons for their support of a rnixed electorate: 

"First. they sa? that they are children of this country (desh). Therefore. they want to fight 

for the welfare of this country. Second. Islam is a universal brotherhood. So Islam's 

interest tvould be narrowed and faisified. if its followers would not look out for other 

people's intere~t."'~ Wadud praised their suppon for mixed electorate. Yet he differed 

with their motivation--theirs being a religious motivation for support of a mixed 

electorate. Wadud wote: "1 am a realist (English word is Wadud's) ... Wlatever is the 

reason. Hindus and Muslims are divided in this country. They are not completely 

enemies to each other. Neither they are Fnends. For this. I do not want to Say anything. 

74 Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Ekkhani Patra." Kazi Abdul Wadud to Abdul Kadir. Jqati .  Vol. 1, No. 2 (1930), 
p. 78. 

75 Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Ekkhani Patra," Kazi Abdul Wadud to Abdul Kadir, Jrivatl. Vol. 1, No. 2 (1930), 
p. 78. 

'' Kazi Abdul Wadud. ":Virbacan Prasanga," Kazi Abdul Wadud to Abdul Kadir, published in Jayati, Vol. 
1, No. 1 1 - 12 (193 l),  p. 28 1 ,  reprinted in Kazi Abdul Wadud Racanabali, 11, pp. 153- 158. 



good or bad. about their past because to Say something forcefûlly good or bad about the 

past is [another] sign of force."'g When he did blarnr anyone for communal tensions, he 

tended to biame his fellow Muslims, at any rate their leaders. 
If anyone is to answer, who is to blarne for a discord 
between Hindus Muslims. a straight answer is the Muslims. 
1 do not Say that Hindus are better .... Yet. Hindus have taken 
a step toward a new human life; but Muslims? Their 
respected and dear political leaders are bowed down to the 
feet of powerful in the hope of minor gain (samanvu labher 
ashay kshumarar pade cira-abanarashir) or are arrogant. 
Even today, Muslim religious leaders are a group of 
destitute (bubhuhhur dao. who are habitually illogical. 
immoral. even ignorant of religion. And their world of 
literature is still being dominated by a group of 'tasteless 
ha1 f-educated people' (rucihin ardhashikshiter dan. 79 

Wadud constructed a new role for Muslim representatives in an elected "national 

parliament." For this new role. Wadud suggested Muslims adopt creative power (srishti 

hhamara). This Wadud did by pointing Muslims to the creative power of the Jews in 

multinational jocieties of Europe. Wadud wrote: 
The lewish community is a minority group in Europe. For 
this they had suffered violence and insult for long years in 
Europe. Yet the Jews have reached a highest position in 
European material and intellectual Me. For one special 
rearon. the Jews have achieved this highest position: for 
self-protection a rninority's sense of creative power must be 
higher? 

Wadud wanted to rouse the creative power (srishti ksharnata) of rninority 

Muslims of India in order to follow this intellectual and material development of the 

..Ami realist..Je karanei hok Hindu O Mussaiman dui svaranfia da1 deshe ache, ar [ara parasparer 
puropuri shatru na haleo bandhu nay. Eder kar arit keman chila se samvandhe kono kathai ami balte cai 
na. kenana atit samvandhe bhalo manda kono kichui jor Kure balte jaoya haito joreri paricayak.. Kazi 
Abdul Wadud. ".Virbacan Prasanga." Kazi Abdul Wadud to Abdul Kadir. Jayati. Vol. 1, No. 1 1 - 12 (193 1). 
pp. 38 1-383. 

79 Kazi Abdul Wadud. ";Virbacan Prasangu, " Kazi Abdul Wadud to Abdul Kadir. Jayari. Vol. 1, No. 1 1 - 12 
(193 1). p. 284. 

Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Nirbacan Prasanga," Kazi Abdul Wadud to Abdul Kadir, Jayaii. Vol. 1. No. 1 1-12 
( 1  93 1). p. 282. 



Jewish population in Europe. Wadud suggested several ways to do it. First. Muslim 

leaders must fully realize that dernographically they are a 'minority cornrnunity' (chora 

da() in India. Therefore. Muslim leaders must stay away frorn the communal path. for 

which it was inevitable for 'Muslim masses' (rnussalman gunashakti) to fight with other 

cornmunities of India. For example. Muslim leadership should not battle with a majoris 

community (bara dan on issues of "music before mosque" (masjider samne bajna). "cow 

slaughtering" (go-korbani) and "separate electoratet' (svaranrra nirbacan).gl This surely 

would mean concessions by Muslims to Hindus. Yet such concession. according to 

Wadud. would be valuable for Muslims: "1 am telling Muslirn to 'accept this defeat' (har 

svikar). because it is only by accepting this defeat the mental depression (rnanasik asvad) 

and discomfon (asvasri) of the Muslim in the present time would go. His whole intellect 

would be creative (srishti praban) and simultaneously he would help India in many ways 

to be creative (srishfi praban)."g' Second. Indian Muslims must "get rid of infatuation 

(moha)": "Muslims are the majority in some provinces and at time of danger they would 

be rescued by some 'invincible religious brothers from outside India' (Bharater bairc 

fader durdharshu dharma bhrafa)."83 Finally. Wadud wanted Muslims to bc strong and 

powerful only by creative ability (srishti kshamara) in unison with Hindus: 
In politics of a country's elected parliament. it is impossible 
that a rnajority community (barn da1 or Hindu majority) 
would give up an established principle to mle a minority 
community (chota dai or Muslim minority). Let the 
majority community keep up domination. But the 
domination should aim for the welfare of al1 classes of 
people. The effort for welfare by the majority community 
would not achieve success unless the minority community 
would give up separatist talk (chora da/ jadi daladdir 

Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Nirbacan Prasunga. " Kazi Abdul Wadud to Abdul Kadir. J w i .  Vol. 1. No. 1 1 - 1 ? 
(193 l), pp. 283-284. 

82 Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Nirbacan Prasonga." Kazi Abdul Wadud to Abdul Kadir, Joyori. Vol. 1, No. 11-12 
(193 1). p. 283. 

83 Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Nirbacan Prmanga." Kazi Abdul Wadud to Abdul Kadir, Jqvati. Vol.  1, No. 1 I - 12 
(1 93 1 ), p. 282. 



katha man theke dur kare diya ...). By giving up a sepasatist 
talk. the minority party wouid devote itself o d y  to various 
actions of crea~ivity (bibhinna srishtite amaniyog kore) so 
that the rnajoriry cornmunity can direct various projects of 
human welfare. It may sound ludicrous that a minorîty 
would influence a majority, but this is a law of the world. 
Ibsen said, 'The strongest man is one who stands in the 
minority of one' (Wadud qucted in English).s4 

D. Muslims' Accommociation with Hindus (1930-1934): Wadud's defense of Bankim. but 
minimal attention to Abu1 K a h n  Azad and Mohamrnad Ali. 

During the Civil Disobedience movement. Wadud also searched an understanding 

of nationalism in the Bengaii literature: " Bangla Sahiva Jatiyatar Ad~rsha" ( 193 1 ) or 

'Ideals of nationalism in Bengali Literature.' The article analyzed nationalist thought of 

some eminent SC holars of Bengali literature: B hudev Mukhopadhyay. Vivekananda. 

Keshab Chandra Sen. Sarat Chandra Chattopadhyay, and Bankim Chandra. Wadud was a 

harsh critic of Bhudev's rationalist Hindu identity. Wadud acknowledged some concem 

for jatiya jiban, or a 'national life;' beginning in Bhudev's essays. Samajik Prabandha 

(Social Essays) and Paribarzk Probandha (Domestic Essays). that sought a solution o f  

Hindu-Muslim tension. Yet Bhudev. feeling threatened by the Young Bengal attack upon 

Hinduism. wanted to prove that "Hinduism is the greatest religion in al1 ages of 

history."*~ Wadud did not object ro a 'self-esteem' (arma-prashamsa) on the past of 

Bhudev. but he objected to the purpose for which this self-esteem was being used: 
This self-esteem is not derived fiom a habitua1 self-esteem 
coming fiom one's ability to move freely and to gain 
strength in this world .... But this self-esteem is generated for 
the purpose of a debate--an ongoing effort to defeat a 
powerfil opponent and safeguard a religion .... nerefore,  for 
an energized national life (ojasval jatiya jiban) of India and 
Bengal. perhaps nobody should probably be indebted to 
B hudev.86 

84 Kazi Abdul Wadud. ";Virbacan Prasanga.'* Kazi Abdul Wadud to Abdul Kadir, Jayari. Vol. 1. No. I 1-1 2 
(193 i ) .  p. 283. 

85 Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Bangla Sahiye Jariyatar Adarsha" (193 1 ) .  in Kazi Abdul Wadud (ed.). Samaj O 

Sahina. p.5 1 . 

86 Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Bongla Sahiye Jatiyatar Adarsha" ( 193 1 ), p. 53. 



Wadud criticized Vivekanada on two accounts. First, Wadud objected that 

Vivekananda's 'benevolent hermitage' (sebu asram). although originatea from patriotisrn 

(svudesh batsaha). were rnythical and would downgrade hurnan dignity: 
We must have to consider that to solve Indian's sorrows by 
a hennit and self-sacrificing life (sannyas jiban) and by 
begging (bhihha), is nothing more than repairing a tom 
cloth. By charity or by begging, econornic inequality might 
be slightly removed. But a highest essential of human 
dignity would not corne by begging or by charity.g7 

Second, for solving Hindu-Muslim tension, Vivekanda's famous dictum was: "The 

character of Indian nationalism would be, 'Islam is the body and Veda is the brain.' 

Wadud objected to several weaknesses of this synthesis. For example. Wadud argued that 

it is probable: "fslam is in the Vedanta and Vedanta is in tslam."88 Yet that synthesis is 

only: "an accommodation of several old and conflicting religious ideals." and it is not a 

"clearly defined resolution of hurnan 'welfare and misfortune' (kalyan-awvan) in today's 

practical world. "89 

Wadud stated that Bankim Chandra Chattarjee's ideal of Hindu revivalism is a 

'narrow and harsh view of nationalism' (sankirnu o ugra ja~iyara). Bankim was unable to 

form a single ideal of nationalism suitable for al1 tndians because Bankim's talent 

(praribha) was not a talent 'rooted in the religion of creativity' (srishti dharrni).gO 

These objections do not imply that Wadud wanted a communal separation of 

Muslims from authors of Hindu nationalism. Wadud criticized Mindu revivalist 

nationalism because such nationalism did not fit with Wadud's conception of secular 

humanistic nationalism. For this reason. Wadud never told Muslims to stay away fiom 

reading writings of Bankim. On the contrary. for accornmodating Bankim with Bengali 

Muslims and to stop the later h m  branding Bankim as a communal Hindu, Wadud wrote 

87 Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Bangla Sahitye Jatiyatar Aàarsha" (193 1 ), p. 57. 

8g Kazi Abdu1 Wadud, "Bangla Sahitye Jariyarar Adarsha" ( 1  93 1 ). p. 58. 

89 Kazi Abdul Wadud, " Bang[a Sahitye Jaryarar Adarsha" ( 193 1 ), p.58. 

90 Kazi  Abdul Wadud. "Bangla Sahive Jatiyarar Adamha" (193 1 ), p. 54. 



apologetics of Bankim's witings designed to counter Muslims' demand of separatism 

from Hindus because of Bankim's alleged anti-Muslim stand.g1 Wadud interpreted 

Bankim's hurnanism from 19 19 to 193 1 in several essays which were not exclusively 

written on Bankim.9' However. it was the "high noon" of Muslim separatism fiom 

Hindus in Bengal. after the civil disobedience movement, that inspired Wadud to rvrite 

his major interpretations of Bankim's writing. Wadud wrote five essays in this vein from 

193 1 until 1 939.93 

91 For ami-Bankim wrirings by ilsamic liberals. see Abul Kalam Shamsuddin."Sahiya Gurur Bangali 
priti." .-Il-Islam. Vol.II1. No.? (1 9 17), pp. 1 13-120. S.M. Akbamddin. "Barraman Bangla Sahizye 
hlussalrnaner Srhan. " A i-Islam. Vol. 1 I, No. 8- 1 0 ( 1 9 1 6) .  M .  A ftabuddin, ".-inandamath O Jatiyatar 
..ldarsha," ;Masik :tlohammadi. Vol-VI, No 13 (1933), pp. 841-843. Bankirn's Anandamarh was 
ceremoniously burnt in 1934 by Calcutta Muslim League. Many Islamic liberals and neo-onhodox Musiim 
intellectuals had participated in the burning ceremony. The incident was described by Fazlur Rahman, a 
rational humanist intellecniat of Calcutta: "On that day (Bankim Chancira's one hundred birth anniversary in 
1934), the Muslim League held a public meeting in Calcutta. The educated Muslim Leaguers of al1 
professions were present-poets, writers. intellectuals. members of the Legislative Assembiy. They dumped 
many copies of rfie .-handamath at one corner and arnicist loudest cheers and slogans they set fire and 
bumed .-inandamath. They enjoyed the fire with great contentment and decIared that a new age had dawned 
in Bengal. that there is no reason for Mulims to worry about. The civilized world was stunned to see that in 
one of the big cities in modem India and with the consent and presence of so many educated and intellectuai 
people a barbarism was committed at such a level for which there were no ins:ancrs even in the fanatical 
medieval period." See Rezaul Karim.".-lnandamather Bahni Ursab" or "The Buming Ceremony of 
Anandamath." reprinted in A bu1 Qasem Fazlul Huq (ed.). L okqat .  Vol. X. No. 3 ( 1 992). pp. 35-36. 

92 For example. Wadud's article. ".Llussaiman Sohryik" ( 19 19). denied onhodox Bengali Muslims' assertion 
that Bankim deliberately constructed inferior characteristics of the Muslim historical figures, such as: 
"Muslim women. Ayesha, had fallen in love with Hindu Jagath Sin* (war hero)." Wadud's reply was that 
no rational Muslim could deny Bankim's hurnanism: "This natural admiration of women toward a helpless 
war hero. this union of love between nvo religions which crossed the baniers of family, society, and jari, no 
Muslim reviewer of Bankim can ignore." Wadud's article, "Banglar Jagaran" ( 1927). argued that Bankim's 
"imrnonal" Anandamath probabiy did not fulfill feelings of "pleasure and sorrows" of its hero and heroine 
characters. Yet Anandamath is an imperishabIe document, Bankim, by wonders of his creativity, has 
portrayed, "The bleeding h e m  of his distressed people." Wadud also argued that Bankim becomes a Hindu 
revivalist only at the end of his life. The Hindu revivalism of Bankirn, according to Wadud, was due to the 
death of Bankim's close relatives. In the Hindu revivalism. Wadud explained, Bankim was playing the role 
of a nationalist patriot. By nation, Bankim understood a nation of the Hindus. "but not al1 Hindus, only 
those Hindus who were suffering at the hands of the British." See. Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Mussalman 
Sahityik," Prabasi, May-June. 1 9 19. The anide is reprinted in K a '  ri bdul Wadud Racanabaii, 1. pp. 527- 
534. 

93 The following are the five essays of Wadud on Bankim. i) Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Bankim Chanaia" 
(1932). published in Kazi Abdul Wadud (ed.), Samaj O Sahitya. pp. 62-64. ii) Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Bankim 
Chandra" (1933). was read in the MSS, but unpublished. iii) Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Bankim Chanaia," read 
in Dhaka on occasion of Bankim's one hundred birth anniversary and published in K c i  Abdul Wadud 
Racanabali, I I ,  pp. 183-186. iv) Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Bankim Pratibha," published in Kazi Abdul (ed.), 
Samaj o Sahiva, pp. 163-166. Wadud wrote that he read this article in MSS. But the titles of the two 



The five articles defended Bankirn's Hindu revivalism in several ways. Fint. 

Wadud reminded those 'rootless Muslims' @ruristhahin ~MusIim) of Bengal who feel pain 

today by Bankim's remarks that once upon a time Hindus aiso felt heiplessness and 

dishonor by Muslirn conq~eroe.9~ Wadud gave an exarnple: "By Sultan Mahmud's 

onslaughts. India's wealth was looted.. ..The Hindus. like dust, were blown away ... .This 

uprooting of  Hindus is the cause of anti-Musiim antipathy."9s Today. if the defeated 

bh~rarbashi (Indian) has begun a reaction under Bankim's leadership, it is not abnormal. 

Second. Wadud agreed, however, that it is an ofTense for a 'genius' like Bankim, to 

have inordinate concem for brotherhood exclusively for Hindus. which he did not feel for 

Muslims. Wadud also agreed that there is no doubt that "some sort of Hindu revivalism" 

had been w-itten in the .lnandamarh. Nevertheless, Wadud questioned. does this really 

indicate that Bankim was not a hurnanist? Wadud's answer was: "Bankim tried hard to 

glorify Hinduism. but the significant glorification that he actually achieved was 

glorification of truth and humanity alone: hence his claim to be reckoned as a man of 

genius ...."96 Wadud argued that even Bankim's love of Hindus is another example of 

strong anachment with humans kith and kin. Wadud dso asserted that. for focusing the 

'universals. a writer can be concemed with the "particular" or concrete: 
The relation between the universal and the particular in the 

words of Tagore. is a ceaseless interchange between Spirit 
and Fo m.... The view that no creativity is worth the name, 
if it iàils to be a record of the particular in space and time, 
is not truer than the other view that such a creation equally 

- - -  -- - 

articles are not similar. v) Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Bankim Chandra" ( 1 938), published in Kazi Abdul Wadud 
(ed.), Ajkar Katha (Calcutta: General Printers and Publishers, 194 l) ,  pp. 60-69. Tnis article was banslated 
into English and published in Kazi Wadud (ed.), Crearive Bengal, pp. 90-97. A year before the Lahore 
Resolution, Wadud reviewed Bankim's book, Dhormararva (?). The review article, "Bankim Chandrer 
Dharmatatva" (19391, was published in Kazi Abdul Wadud (ed.), Ajkar Katha, pp. 88-94. 

94 Kazi Abdui Wadud. "Bonkim Chandru," Ajkar Katho, p.63. 

95 Kmi Abdul Wadud, "Bankim Chandra," Ajkm Katha, p. 63. In a separate article, Kazi Wadud m t e  
details of Sultan Mahmud's attack on Hinduism in India. See Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Ekri Aitihasik Caritra," 
in Kazi Abdui Wadud (ed.), 4kar  Katha, pp 1 16- 1 19. 

96 Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Bankim Chandra." in Kazi Abdul (ed.), Creurive Bengal, p. 92. 



fails if that particular is not lighted up by the steady glow of 
the love of tnith and h ~ m a n i t y . ~ ~  

in other words, Wadud recognized that an emphasis on 'particulart (religion, 

language, time, and space could also be a kind of creativity) if it focuses the universality 

of "love. t h  and hurnanity." Wadud re-interpreted Bankim's controversial novel, 

.-lnandamarh. Wadud argued that a strong feeling of Hindu revivalism was no[ prominent 

in the novel. A Hindu resurgence was pomayed to the extent that Hindu rebels wanted to 

wreck a Muslim state. But, Wadud added: "The Muslim state was already suffering in a 

decrepit condition" before the Hindu rebels wanted to wreck it. Wadud also pointed out 

that. despite the Hindu rebellion against Musiim nile. Bankim did not in the novel re- 

establish a 'Hindu Kingdom' in India. For that. Wadud wote, Bankim pointed his finger 

to the distant future: "The great possibility of the reinstallation of the Hindu power with 

the help of the English. who are skilled teachers in secular thing~."~* 

Wadud also asked the question: "What exactly is the 'Hinduf or 'Hindu way' that 

Bankim Chandra describes in the Anandamath?" Wadud directly quoted From 

.-lnandamarh that Bankim's meaning of 'Hinduism' was not an orthodox interpretation: 

"Sanatan dharma (etemal [Hindu] religion) does not consist in the worship of thirty-three 

crores (330.000.000) of deities: that is an ignorant popular cult. Hindu religion is based 

on knowledp."99 By this notion ("Hindu religion is based on knowledge and not on 

formalisrn"), Bankim places himself in opposition to many an authonry on Hinduism. For 

example. Wadud pointed out that Bankim's remark, "ignorant cult," had been rejected by 

Ramakrisna Paramahansa as "a betrayal of ignorance of matters of religion."l00 Wadud 

97~ab i r  (Rabindranth) kathqi. e b-vaparke bala jay 'bhab theke abiram ~ a o y a  asa' .... Desh-kaler bishesh rup 
jare na phureche ra r a h i ~ a  h q  ni r kaîha jarakhani SaNa. sei desh-kaler rupe saryashrayïtar O manabarar 
ciranran duyri jadi na phure rhake rabe tao sahiva hai ni, eo rarakhani sapa." Kazi Abdul Wadud. 
"Bankim Chandra." .djkar Korha, p. 62. For English translation of this passage. see Kazi Abdul Wadud. 
"Bankim Chandra." published in Kazi Abdul Wadud (ed.), CrearNe Bengal, p. 92.  

98 Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Bankim Chandra." Creative Bengal, p .  92. 

99 Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Bankim Chandra," Crearive Bengal, p.  92. 

'O0 Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Banki.cn Chandra," Creative Bengai, p .  93 .  



also had doubts about Bankim's eagemess for understanding "religion [as] the submission 

of al1 hurnan faculties toward the Isvar." Io [  Wadud's answer was: "Do we really perceive 

within novelist Bankim Chandra--or within Bankim Chandra.. author of Krishna-Carirra 

and Sumya-this peace of looking toward the lord in al1 activities. Do we not rather see in 

Bankim's novels a sense of sorrow. disappointment and discord? Sorrow at the harshness 

of nature. disappointment at human weakness, discord within his own nature?"'02 

Wadud refüted the charge that Bankim distorted Muslim historicai figures as 

"mean characters." Wadud defined a mean character in literature as one "who is wanting 

in vigor. misshapen and--when the character is not nourished by the emotion of its 

creator--fails to excite emotion of the reader." in this sense. Bankirn did not distort the 

Muslim character. Zebunnissa. Wadud wrote: "In the eyes of co~oisseurs.  Zebunnissa 

towers head and shoulders above the big personalities and the battles and intrigues of 

Rujsingha. The author first presents her to his readers as a monstrosity (danabiya) who 

toys with love, but he goes on revealing with delicate care and curiosity the loving 

woman hidden in that monstr~si ty ." '~~ If communal Muslim intelligentsia disregard this 

hurnan image. Bankim should not be blamed. Bankim presented the Hindu woman 

character. Shaibalini in Chandrashekhar as a "si nful woman" and Hindu male character, 

B habananda in .-lnandamath as "a vicious scoundrel. " From the perspective of literary 

execution. these three "simers" far out balance in magnificence the "goodies." Bankim 

draws in his novels. Wadud. therefore. concludes that Bankim was a humanist. despite his 

concern for establishment of the Hindus and the Hindu way. 

Tini (Bankirn) balechen, sarnudai brittir ishvarmukhi hao-var nam dharma. Kazi Abdul Wadud, 
"Bankirn Pratibha, " pubtished in Kazi Abdul Wadud (ed.), Samaj o Sahitya, p. 163- 164. 

Io* Kinru upanyasik Bankin Chundrer bhirare-athaba Krisnacaritra O samaya-pranera Bankim Chandrer 
bhirareo-ei sarnuduy brittir ishvarmukhi haoyar shanli bastabiki ki amura anubhab kari? Tar caite 
duhkhabodh. nairashya O ashanti--prakririr nirmrnamarar janya duhkha manusher akshamarar janya 
natrczshya O tar nijer prakritir bhitarkar ki-ek ashanribodh-ei sabhay ki tar upanymgulite amara beshi 
&are anubhab kari na? Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Bankirn Praribha," Samaj O Sahitya, p. 164. 

IO3 Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Bankim Chandra." Crearive Bengal. p. 94. 



He (Bankim) is steeped in the philosophical and scientific 
ideas of the civilized world of his tirne, and with those 
ideas and ideals he tries to dispel the foggy outlook of men 
and women ... and lead them to secular welfae--as has been 
done by thinkers and philosophen.. . .Bankim Chandra was a 
child of the nineteenth cenniry Bengal which witnessed a 
curious nig of war between illusions on the one hand and 
attempts at emancipation frorn them on the other.lOJ 

Wadud also Iooked into Muslim writings. but Wadud's cffon to search out 

humanism in writings of the nationalist Muslims was rernarkably insufficient. Wadud did 

not write any essay on Madani's ideas, including his Islamic view of composite 

nationdism. Wadud identified Mawlana Abul Kalam Azad rnerely as a leader of the 

group of "thoughtful Ulema:" 
... A leader of a class of thoughtful Ulema in Bengali 
Muslim society is Urdu-speaking Muslim Bengali alim. 
Mawlana Abul Kalam Azad. In the introduction of a 
recently published book, The Tarjuman-i-Quran 
[ Tarjurnan-A 1-Quran] Azad has given a liberal and 
inspiring commentary on Islam. As a result, he has earned 
respect from the alokpanthis [enlightened]. 1 hope his 
commentaq would help Muslims to get nd of Wahabi 
influence of hatred and disliking to rationalityios 

Wadud recognized Mawlana Moharnmad Ali as a Pan-Islarnist: 

IO4 Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Bankim Chanch"  Creatfie Bengal. p.95. Wadud's article, " Bankim Chandrer 
Dharmatafia" (1939) reviewed Bankim's book, Dharmatama. In this book, Bankim re-stated Hinduism. 
Wadud stated that Bankim was influenced mostly by Bhudev and partially by Rammohun. Wadud's review, 
however, did not emphasize on the "new Hinduism" of Bankim, but interpreted it as the "new-Humanism." 
Wadud pointed out that Bankim's Hindu faith was not strong enough than Keshab Chandra Sen. In Jiban 
Veda. Wadud argued, that Keshab acted as a religious guru. In Dharmatarva, Bankim also acted like a 
guru. Nonetheless, "Keshab was ecstatic by his faith in Ishvar, conversely Bankim's faith was devc-ted to 
every day human life." Wadud also focused Bankirn's cliché in Dharmatarva: "Nationalism is above 
religion." Furthemore. Bankim had an instinctive respect for modern science and that Bankim's ideals of 
"humanity" and "mental freedom" had never faded. This "new humanism of Bankim," according to Wadud, 
was expressed in Bankim's celebrated saying: "1 concede to Hinduism but 1 do not agree to the foolishness 
of Hindu religion." For complete text of the article. see Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Bankim Chandrer 
Dharrnatatva." published in Kazi Abdul (ed.), Ajkar Kalha, pp. 89-93. 

IO5 ... Cintasil alimder mukut-moni hacchen Urdu-bhasi Bangali Alim Mnvlana Abu1 Kalarn Arad Tar 
samprat i-pro kasita "The Tarjuman-i-Quran " er bhum ikay tini Islamer ye udar O san,ibani bakhya dite 
perechen tate desher afokpanthider sraddhabhajan tini hoyechen. Tar bakhya mussalmun smaj 
Wahabiprobhaber kandajnanbimukhata O aprem rheke mubi pabe asa kara yay. Kazi Abdul Wadud, 
"Bangla Sahityor Muslim Dhara" (1932), published in Kazi Abdul Wadud (ed.), Samaj O Sahiva, p.  105. 
For Wadud's comment on Azad's commentary of the Quran, see Kazi Abdul Wadud's two pages article, 
"Quraner Nutan Byakhu," Sabuj Bangfa, Vol. 1, No. 4 ( 1939, p. 182. 



Moharnmad Ali was a nationalist. no doubt; but more than 
a nationalist, he was a Pan-Islamist .... 1 do not know for 
what curse such geniuses as Jamal Uddin Afgani, Sir 
Sayyid, Arnir Ali. and Mohammad Ali shed tears [crying], 
'Oh Islam!' (hay Islam) 'Oh! Muslim!' (huy Musiim) .... Many 
mamrnoth animals of the past no longer exist on the surface 
of the earth in the present. Similady, irnperialism of the 
past and its cornpanion religious communalism (Pan-Islam 
is one case) are perhaps no longer required for this present 
world. [We should agree] with a scholar, who said recently, 
'Let us live rationally and nationally' (English words are 
Wadud's). '06 

III. Abu1 Hussain's accommodation with Hindus and British mle in India: New Creativity 
or .Vaba Srishri. 

When Wadud developed his new thesis of non-communal nationalism, Abul 

Hussain. Wadud's "CO-worker" and pnmary follower. stood solidly tehind Wadud. Abul 

Hussain coined an expression. akin to Wadud's srishri dharma, namely 'nuba srishri' or 

'new creativity.' This section is divided into three subsections: (A) Abul Hussain's 

understanding of naba srishti; ( B )  his view of social and political accommodations of 

Muslims with Hindus and; (C) his preference for upholding British mle in order to 

facilitate Muslims' accommodation with Hindus. 

A. Abul Hussain's understanding of naba srishri. 

Mohammad Ali jatiyarabadi chilen sandeha nai. Kinru tar ceyeo hairo beshi chilen (arhaba rake hare 
hayechila) Pan-is lam badt.. . . Jani na kon abhisarnpater j a v a  Jamaluddin. Sir Sayyid .4 hmad, rimir .A fi, 
.Mohammad ..ilir rnaro Praribhaban byakrtider svabhubik saundarja "hay Mzrslim! hay Islam! er ashrupate 
jagarer samne shresrha prakasher sarrhakata haie bancira hrryeche .... Atiter anek atikay jib dharaprisrhe or 
barttaman nai. Temani ariter samrajyabad ebam samrajyabaderi dosar prakanda prakanda dharma- 
sangha- bad (Pan- Islamism, tari ekrr] e-saber hairo jagare ar prayojan na;. Ekaier ekjan manishi balechen; 
"Let us live rationally and nationaily." Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Mohammad Alf' (193 l), published in Kazi 
Abdul (ed.), Samaj O Sahitya, pp. 70-72. As a source for Bengali Muslims' accommodation with Hindus, 
Wadud did not emphasize, either, on the humanistic tendencies of the purhi literature, written by some 
ordinary Bengali Muslims. See Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Bangla Sahityor Musiim Dhara" (1932), published in 
Kazi Abdul Wadud (ed.), Samaj O Sahiiya, 94-109. Abdul Kadir, a rational humanist associate of Wadud, 
differed on this issue. Kadir presented three essays in the MSS on the "syncretistic tradition" of the 
ordinary Bengal Muslim literawe. See Abdul Kadir, "Bangfar Lok Sangit" (1927); "Bangfar Palli Sangire 
Litabad' ( 1927); "Bangfar Palli-Gane Buddha-Sadhana O Islam" ( 1928). For comptete text of the three 
articles. see Abdul Kadir (ed.), Bangiar Lokayata Sahitya. (Dhaka: Bangla Acaderny, 1985). For Wadud's 
difference of opinion with Kadir on this issue. see "MSSP." p. 49 



Abu1 Hussain defined srishti or 'creativity' as the highest and sharpest of al1 

intellectuai resources of humans. It is srishti, according to Abul Hussain. that makes 

hurnans imrnortal through the ages. It is srishti that gives bkth everyday to new histories. 

Civilization is the collection of srishti that has been achieved by individuai efforts at the 

persona1 level. When creative individuals are 'infatuated' (moha) with srishti, an entire 

society is filled by srishri of the individuals. A naba srishti, or 'new creativity,' according 

to Abul Hussain, cannot be achieved by 'infatuation with the past' (atiter moha).'O7 Abu1 

Hussain argued that infatuation with the past would depress dynamism of creativity in the 

present. A person infatuated with the past would not feel a new need for the necessities in 

the present, but would only seek to enjoy glories of the past. By dreaming of "the stones 

of [a p s t ]  age of tnith" and the "so-called amazing enlightenment of the past." one would 

lose self-confidence and would lose srishfi-kshamafa, or creative power. The nations. 

Abu1 Hussain argued. who were able to corne quickly out of an infatuation with the past 

were the ones who contributed the most to human civilization. iiis obvious reference was 

the West: 
The Western nations are no longer happy with the past. For 
solving the present problems and sorrows, they resort to 
everyday 'new and newer creativity' (naba naba srishti). 
They no longer believe in the golden age of mith in the 
past; but in a golden age in the fiiture. The new creativity of 
the West at present is an easy road to reach to that future.lo8 

Based on this justification of new creativity in the present, Abul Hussain pointed to 

Muslims' and Hindus' infatuation with past as the root of social division. "Hindus are 

1 0 7 ~ b u l  Hussain. "Afirer Moha." pubIished in Abdul Kadir (ed.), Abul Hussainer Racanabali, pp. 39-47. 
The essay was also published in Sahityik, Vol. 1, No. 8 ( 1927). 

lo8 Pashcatrya jarir barraman irihas parle mane hay je, ra'ra aliter mohe ar mugdha nay. Ta'ra bartumaner 
duhkha-samaîyar samadhan-kalpe nirya naba naba srishtir udbhaban karche. Tara ar mane &are na, 
'sava jug ba suborna-sabhyafa atite chila;'-ekhan tara mane kare, 'se jug bhabishatye ebam raderi nuba 
naba srishti se juge pauchar parh sahaj ka're lulbe. Abd Hussain, "Atiter Moha," published in Abdul 
Kadir (ed.) ,  Abul Hussainer Racanabali, p. 40. 



dreaming of restoring an Aryan power and Say: 'India belongs to Hindus, and Muslims are 

foreigners.' Muslirns Say, 'We are Muslim and we will rernain Muslim in India."lw 

B. Social and politicai accommodations of Muslims with Hindus. 

Abul Hussain, though he wanted to end Muslims' infatuation with the past. did not 

reject a11 Muslim traditions. He modified the term 'tradition' to "selective tradition." with 

an emphasis that selective traditions of Muslim historyuo could be inspirational for 

Muslirns. Nevertheless. he also cautioned Muslims: 
We must not indulge our pnde and romance about ancient 
history. but o d y  take examples From ancient history as 
inspiration for our present creativity. These examples must 
not infatuate us and make us arrogant. We rnust believe 

' O 9  A bu1 Hussain. "Atiter Moho," published in Abdul Kadir (ed.), Abul Hussuiner Racanabali. p. 4 1. 

I l o  Abul Hussain jwtified Muslims unity with Hindus on essence of some verses of the Quran. For 
exarnple, he cited sura 11213, "Mankind were one communi ty..." The rest of the verse, that Abu1 Hussain 
ignored, is: "And only those unto whom (the scnpture) was given differed concerning it, after clear proofs 
had corne unto hem, through hatred one of another. And Allah by His wilt guided those who beiieve unto 
the mth  of that conceming which they differed. Allah guideth whom He will unto a straight path." Again, 
Abu1 Hussain cited a verse of sura 11:30. Abul Hussain interpreted the verse to mean that Hindus and 
Muslims are children of .-ldam, who was sent by one Allah to bring a kingdom of heaven in this world. 
Hindus believe in one supreme Brahma, master of the universe. As well. the- had opened up avenues for 
human welfare. A complete verse of the sura is: "And when thy Lord said unto the angels: Lo! 1 am about 
to place a viceroy in the earth. they said: Wilt Thou place therin one who will do h m  therein and will shed 
btood. while we. we h m  Thy praise and santiQ Thee? He said: Surely 1 know that which ye know not." 
This effort of AbuI Hussain. to be an apologetic of Islam for Muslims unity with Hindus, was essentially a 
shon lived atternpt. He stressed this only one time in his writings. See Abul Hussain, "Amader Rajniri." 
Jqat i .  Vol. 1. No. 1 1 - 12 ( 193 1 ), published in Abu1 Hussainer Racanabali, pp. 179-9 1 .  [t is likely that AbuI 
Hussain was attracted by English Muslim, Mohamrnad Mmaduke  Pickthall. In 1927, Pickthall delivered 
seven lectures on "Muslim Culture" in ~Madras. Abul Hussain m s l a t e d  Pickthall's lectures into and 
published these in a BengaIi journal. See Abd  Hussain, "Muslim Culture," Saogat, Vol. V, No. 2 (1927), 
pp. 107-I 10; No. 3 (19271, pp. 197-202; No. 4 (1927). pp. 299-306; No. 5 (1927), pp. 379-383; No. 6 
(1927). pp. 474-480; No. 7 (1928). pp. 547-552; No. 8 (1928)- pp. 660-662. The lectures did not directly 
address the issue of Muslims' unity Hindus, but provided comparable examples. Pickthall wrote that for 
generations Muslims had been living peacefully with non-Muslims. Kajir in the Quran is not an id01 
worshipper: "The correct meaning of kufir in the Quran refers only to agnostics. Kafirs are those who do not 
trust any religion. follow any ho ly book, have no faith in prophets as rnessenger of truth, and do not rely on 
God's mercy." Pickthall atso argued that Islam does not recognize separate laws, one for Muslirns and one 
for non-Muslim. For "selective Muslim traditions" that Abu! Hussain agreed with, see Abul Hussain's 
articles: "Saracenic Commerce and Industry," published in The Calcutta Review, August, 1926, pp. 2 1 1-226 
and September 1926. pp. 44 1-454; "Stihaser Bhaugalik Bhittt (1  925)," Abul Hussainer Racanabali, pp. 79- 
85; "Fiqa-phobia (1928)," a debate with Islarnic liberal Mohamrnad Wajed Ali, published in Abu! 
Hussainer Racanabali, pp. 1 12-1 19; "Muslim Culture O Uhar Darshanik Bhirti," Bulbul, April, 1933, pp. 
43-49 and "AI-Marnun" (193 1), published in Abu/ Husainer Racunabali, pp. 25 1-262. 



that we have achieved a higher power of creativity than the 
creativity's of our traditions. We are not for history. history 
is for us .... We will treat equally the creativity's of ancient 
Hindus and ancient Muslims as human creativity and feel 
proud about these. We will not have a slightest hesitation in 
our thought that these are Muslim and those are Hindu. We 
will take both as created by humans."' 

The passage thus affirms a human commonness based on the creativity's of 

Hindus and Muslims. Abul Hussain gave linle or no emphasis on the communal labels. 

such as 'Hindu' and 'Muslim.' He wrote clearly that a creative human does not have a label 

Hindu, Mustim or Christian: "To name the creative human (kriri manush) with labels of 

Hindu. Muslim. Christian shows only the difference of colors of humans as flowers ... The 

real identity of humans-who bear diverse religions as if garments-is within them. where 

there is no difference." l l2  

Abul Hussain rejected the emphasis of Hindu leaders on territorial fieedorn of 

India. Oppositely. Abul Hussain was emphatic: "We want first the freedom of human 

beings. then liberation of the soil (amara cay manusher mukri--rarpar rnalir rnuk t i )"H3  A 

true national fieedom. according to Abul Hussain. is the social freedom of people bom on 

indian soil. Abul Hussain appealed to Hindu leaders who have real feelings of freedom of 

India to first uplifi the Muslims: 

Despite hundreds of problem of Muslims, a Hindu leader 
has to recognize Muslims as inhabitant of this soil (India) ... 
He should have a sympathetic attitude toward Muslims. He 

l l1 Prachin itihas arnader garba O asphalaner prmhray na drye se itihaser dristanra amader barraman 
srishtir janya anuprerana sanchar kamk kznru jeno stambhita biramvita na kare. Se srishrir ceye aro 
brihartora srishrir kamata amader hayeche. e bishvas jena amader karme utsaha urtaronar bridhi kare. 
Itihas amader janya-amara irihaser janya na.. . . Amara jena pracin Hindur srishti o pracin mussalmaner 
srishri saman-bhabe manusher srishri mane kari O antarer sahit rare gaurab anubhab karte pari. E jena 
umader rnane [il-bindu sthan na pay je. aha. or! Hindur--ar eri mwsalmaner. Amara jena mane kari-O sab 
manusher. Abul Hussain, "Atirer Moha,"pp. 42-43. 

12 Kriti manush prasphutita pusper mata adaraniya hok-hindu. mussalrnan, khriistlan nom dile bara jor 
se manush-pusper ramer parrhakya dekhan hay marra.. .Sutarum bibhinna dharma-paricchad-parihita 
manusher mal sutra tar antare-jekhane prithak karbar kichui nay. Abui Hussah, "Atiter Moha," p. 43. 

l 3  Abu1 Hussain, "Tamn Muslim," Abul Hurrainer Racantzbali, p. 59. The article was also published in 
Barshik Saogat, Vol. II (1927). 



should Say, 'Oh! such a big Muslim cormunity was bom 
and has been raised in the Indian environment. Why are 
they habiniated to bad practices and being misled in a 
wrong direction? .... The concem of a Hindu leader should 
not be hate. satire and mockery of Muslims .... The cause of 
his (Hindu leader) sorrow should be that they (Muslims), by 
adopting some bad practices. are stigmatizing this country. 
To get rid of these conditions of Muslirns is a matter of 
concem to every freedom lover of India .... Education. 
wealth and upnghtness. ..if Muslims mistakenly do not 
participate in these activities of human welfare. then real 
lovers of the country should persuade Muslims to do so.l14 

Abul Hussain also required Muslims to accommodate with Hindus. For this Abul 

Hussain criticized Muslims. "My blasting objection to the Muslim society is that they are 

not doing anything speciai to get respect from their Hindu brother~."~~s For this. Abul 

Hussain drew attention of Muslims to Rammohun."6 On the eve of the Civil 

Disobedience movement. Abul Hussain also appealed to the Muslim young generation for 

self-criticism (aima-samalocana) and only then to be cntical of Hindus. He cautioned 

.-îj hlndzikeo mussalmaner shara rruri rhaka sarveo rake desher manush bale svikar karre habe .... Tim 
(Hindu). . . karunar artitude (English word is Abui Hussain's) dekhabrn. ar ei ba'le rini duhkha karben. ' d a !  
eru bara ekti sampradqva ei desher jal-bayute manush h q e  ken eman bipathgarni ku-rlcar-parasra halye 
pureche?' .... Tar (Hindus) se duhkher madhya ghrina-bidrzip ba shlesher ban lukkqita rhakbe na .... Tar 
duhkher karan habe er je. tarra ku-acar-parasta ha:vr desher kalanka baracche. Se kalanka apanodan 
karar bhar shudhu sei sampradayer upar nqrlasra karlr calbe na-car bhar prarqvak madesh-premike 
svecchq grahan karre habe .... Shiksha. dhan, niti .... mussalman jadi bhul kare ei samarra rnangler kaje jog 
ni dey, rabe prakrrta desh-premike rake jor ka're se mangakr kaje prabirta karate habe. Abu1 Hussain. 
".-îrirer ,Mohs." pp. 44-45. In a separate article, Abul Hussain appealed to Hindu leaders for an "elder 
brotherly" (agra~) attitude to Musiirns. He stated that Hindu-Muslh relationship is iike "fllowers of the 
same me"  (Hindu-Mussalman ekay brikîyer duity puspa). Abu1 Hussain traced an uneven social 
development of Muslims and Hindus in India. He wrote that "elder brothers" (Hindus) were born in a 
rational environment, On the other hand. Abd Hussain asked, "Whrit is the environment into which 
Muslirns were born?" Abu1 Hussain appealed to compassion of the i-iindu leaders to Muslims: "What your 
children will be leaming in eight years by growing up in a liberal environment of your predecessors, a 
Muslim youth would be learning the sarne in fourteen years .... As elder brothers you are to lifi the Muslims 
out of a pitiable situation." Abul Hussain. " Tarun ~Muslim," Abul Hussainer Racanabali. pp. 49-50. 

I I j  Abul Hussain. ".-frirer .Mohs," Abu1 Htrssainer Racanobali, p. 46. 

l I 6 ~ b u l  Hussain, "Taruner Sadhana," Abul Hussainer Racanabali, p. 154. Abul Hussain wrote in this 
essay: "1 know many people will be angry at me. But i rnust confess that among founders of modem India 
Raja Rarnmohun was the greatest. For India. Rarnmohun was a 'man of the era' (jug manab). Rammohun 
emphasized knowledge above freedom and told us: during the British rule. accept European science, 
knowledge and philosophy and cease worshipping the Sashrra. This epoch-rnaking ideal began a 
mernorable movement in Bengal and lndia." The article was published in Saogat, Vol. VI, No. 12 (1929). 



Muslims that it is a habituai rule the strong will assert power upon the weak. "If you want 

to escape fiom this. get rid of the degrading conditions of your own society." M e r  British 

corne to rule India "our Hindu brothers" took al1 advantages of Western learning, but "our 

forefathers by being infatuated with religious-romanticism. were engrossed in old 

m a n u ~ c n p t s . " ~ ~ ~  The result was that Muslims had been tumed into a "community of 

beggars. begging to British to give me this and give me that.""g If diis "begging 

community" is criticized by non-Muslims, "could you blame non-Muslims?" l l9 

For Muslims' accommodation with Hindus. Abul Hussain rejected any more 

truces or any conditional alliances with Hindus. He wanted genuine mutual respect based 

upon a sense of common humanity and shared Indian history and culture. Muslim-Hindu 

accommodation is not possible between a 'prejudiced Muslim' (samskarusakta 

mussalman) and a 'prejudiced Hindu' (samskurasakta Hindu). " Abul Hussain rej ected 

Muslim blaming of Hindus for music before the mosque: "If Hindus are to respect the 

mosque. they should have respect for life-style of its iman;. If the Iife-style of an imam is 

ugly. his taste is perverted, his rnanners are not honorable and his profession is mean. 

then how should others respect the Muslim mosque?"l~l Instead of Iabeling Hindus as 

kafir. said Abul Hussain, Muslims should respect Hindu culture and history: 
Esteern Hindu culture and history, because Hindus history, 
Iraming. and efforts are created by hurnans of India. For 

' .-!mader aparadher anta nei. .-!mader purbapunrsh dharma-joshe marra hqrre gunke grahan na ka're 
atiter puthitey mushgul thaklen.. . A bu1 Hussain. " Tarun hfuslim." .4 bu! Hussainer Racanabalt. p.49. 

l 8  Abd Hussain, "Tarun Muslim."p. 50. 

' l9 Abul Hussain, " Tamn Muslim." p.50. 

'20 Abu1 Hussain also wrote that the problems for which religions had onginated in the past have no longer 
existed in the present. Today, new problems have begun in Hindu and Muslim society. Therefore, there is a 
need of 'new religion' (Naba dharma) to which both can submit equally. See AbuI Hussain. "Sahitya Hindu- 
,Mussalman." Abu! Hursuiner Racanabali, pp. 3 15-3 16. This essay was a speech of Abu1 Hussain first 
delivered in a literq gathering, Bazitpur Sahitya-Sanrnelan. The gathering was organized by Pabitra Sen, a 
noted Hindu intellectual. The speech was also edited by a Hindu author, Sureshcandra Das, and first 
published in a Hindu Bengali journal, Dipika, Vol. III., No. 5 (1927). See aIso Abul Hussain's article, 
"Sahiore Svaranira," .-î bul Hussainer Racanabali, pp. 3 18-322. 

I Z I  AbuI Hussain. " Tantn ,Muslim," A bu1 Hussainer Raconabali, p .  50. 



that history, Hindus are proud and so are you .... Every 
human is my brother. So. 1 am an equai inheritor with 
Hindus of India's srishL.1 repeat, Hindus hate (ghrina) 
you because you have done nothing exceptional for which 
you deserve respect .... You do not improve your religious 
rules. you do not cultivate new knowledge, and your 
tolerance is not satisfactory. Why then should Hindus and 
British rulers respect you?II2 

Abul Hussain opposed sepante electorates for Muslims because he wished to 

bring an end to using lslam in politics. He wrote an exclusive article on this issue in 193 1. 

Afier the Gandhi-Inÿin 'mice' (English word is Abul Hussain's) was siçned. Abul Hussain 

wrote an article on the mixed electorate in which he supported the Gandhi-Invin truce and 

urged its support by Hindus and Muslirns: "That truce requires sincere and unconditional 

embrace in the heart of the Muslims. The Hindus must forget that they are Hindus and 

Muslims must forget they are Muslirn~."~~' For bringing Muslims into the Indian National 

Congress. Abu1 Hussain appealed Congress leaders to win over Muslims; "if not by 

peacehl persuasion. then by invisible coercion or conversion. in spite of Muslirns' 

medieval foolishness and adamant obstinacy." Iz4 

l x  Abul Hussain. "Tarun Musiim." p.58. He also accused Muslirns that it is for their religion that violence 
and intolerance are habitua1 in their life-style and in their history, Abul Hussain fùrther stated that Muslims' 
violence and intoierance are directed not only against 'non-Muslims' (pardharmi), but Muslirns shed blood 
of other Muslims. Abu1 Hussain cited the bloodshed as a result of the conflict between Hanafi and 
Mohammadi sects of the ordinary Muslim population in Bengal. Abd Hussain also cited historical evidence 
of Muslirns' intolerance and violence: "Ibn Rushd, Ibn Sina, Ibn Khaldun, Abu Hanifa, Khalifa Al Hakam, 
poet Abul Atahiya al1 were terrorized." For Abul Hussain's more provocative criticism of Muslirns' 
intoterance, see Abul Hussain, "Nishedher Biramvana,"Abhijan, Vol. I,  No. 1,  (1926), pp. 20-27. 

I 2 j  Abul Hussain. "The Gandhi-lrwin Truce and the Muslims" (Calcutta: reprinted, 1933). frorn the Eus 
Bengaf Times. Dhaka. April f 8 & 25. 193 1 .  

Abul Hussain. "The Gandhi-Irwin Tmce and the Muslirns" (Calcutta: Reprinted. 1933). p. 2. Nationalist 
tMuslim leaders advocated conditional participation of Muslims in the lndian National Congress. Rizwan 
Malik wrote: "The Deoband fatwa. however. did not advocate unconditional Muslim CO-operation with the 
Congress. The ulema stipulated that CO-operation with the Congress should be conditional, as long as it did 
not defi any ordinances of Shari'yah. Madani inherited this Deoband tradition and felt closer to the 
Congress than to the AI1 India Musiim League," See, Rizwan Malik, "Mawlana Hussain Ahmad Madani 
And Jam'iyat Ulama-1 Hind 1920-57: Statu of Islam and Muslims in India," p. 88. For Abul Kalam's 
theological justification for "political alliance" of Muslims with Hindus, see, Aziz Ahmad, lslamîc 
Modernism in lndia and Pakisran. 185 7- 1 967, p. 1 88. 



Abu1 Hussain used al1 kinds of pejorative words to stigmatize communal 

electorate. He accused Muslim political leaders who were elected by a communal 

electorate as: "educated sneaks, treacherous hirelings, mean hypocrites. self-conceited 

cowards. fanatical jo-hukum ('Yes sir'). . . worthless dro~es. and brazen faced [sic] 

rnediocrity'~."~~5 About the impact of communal electorate for raising a communal 

consciousness of ordinary Muslims, Abul Hussain was dso fnistrated: "It [communal 

electorate] has arrested natural and healthy growth of public spirit among the 

Muslims ..A has kept the Muslim mass locked in the backwaters of ignorance, credulity. 

idolatn;. and primitive barbarity, of which the communalists have made great capital by 

invoking their medieval traditi~n."'?~ Muslim candidates approach their constituencies 

without any program of work. except with their label of religion. including "certificates of 

their spirituai guides, the pirs."lz7 Abu1 Hussain described one incident of corruption of 

communal appeal: 
The disgrace of religious appeal was once expenenced by 
some of my CO-religionists who were approached by two 
Muslim candidates, one being certificated by a Nawab and 
the other by a Pir. The man of the Nawab had no beard and 
the man of the Pir had beard and moustache well trimmed 
according to Shariat. Both appealed to Muslim voters as 
Khadem-ul-Islam (servant of Islam. meaning emphasized 
by Abul Hussain) not as Khadern-141-Consrifuency (servant 
of the constituency). The Nawab could not ovemde the Pir. 
The beardless candidate was denounced by the disciples of 
the Pir as Khilafi-Shariar (transgresser). A compromise was 
inevitable. The appeal to purse was resorted to. The Pir 
supported the Nawab and the beardless candidate was 
returned. 

Rejecting separate electorate for its communal appeal and outcome, Abul Hussain 

advocated mixed electorate, for its non-communal impact. His theoretical agreement with 
- --  - 

12 j  Abul Hussain. "The Gandhi-Invin Truce and the Muslims," p. 3 .  

1 2 6 ~ b u l  Hussain. "The Gandhi-lwin Truce and the Muslims." p. 3 .  

I Z 7 ~ b u 1  Hussain. "The Gandhi-trwin Truce and the Muslims," p. 6. 

'28 Abul Hussain. "The Gandhi-Invin Truce and the Muslims."p. 6. 



mixed electorate was that a state cannot be divided into small cornpartrnents. The state 

exists because the people want to survive. The measures of state are required to make life 

of the people happy. good and healthy. 4 s  Muslims and Hindus both require these basics. 

it is not possible to distinguish between the Muslim interests and the Hindu interests in a 

nation: "Sunshine or the rains cannot be divided into two different doses for each 

community in a Abul Hussain rejected the Muslim communalists' argument 

that Hindus. having financial muscle, would never allow Muslim candidates to succeed at 

the polls, as Hindu candidates would buy the Muslim votes in a mixed electorate. Abu1 

Hussain replied: 
In the transition period probably the Muslims as they have 
become weakened and demoralized under the present 
system will succumb to the purse and influence. but the 
time will soon corne when youth of Islam wili not seII 
themselves so easily. They fear that consequence because 
they think the demoralizing propensities that the system of 
communal representation has developed. will also remain 
in operation in a cornmon electorate .... The next advantage 
of a common electorate is thar the better type of Muslims 
will corne to compete with the Hindu candidates and 
necessarily they will have to resort to attractive program of 
work in the councils. The voters will then be compelled to 
decide on the most advantageous program for their ultimate 
choice. Assuming that the Hindus will buy off the Muslims. 
the Hindu candidates will yet have to go to the polls. In this 
way the parties will deïelop on different interests. not on 
the label of religion.Ij0 

By the advocacy of common interests, Muslim candidates may secure a majority 

in Hindu majority provinces and Hindu candidates may do so in Muslim majority 

provinces. The advocacy of cornmon interest, Abul Hussain M e r  stated. "will develop 

common outlook and add strength to the union of al1 the forces of al1 the communities 

Iz9 Abul Hussain, "The Gandhi-Invin Tmce and the Muslhs." p. 4. 

Abul Hussain, "The Gandhi-Invin Truce and the Muslims," p. 9. 



inhabiting our rnotherland."l31 He concluded the essay with a "warning" to Gandhi for 

"misleading" Muslims regarding their religious symbols: 
Mahatma Gandhi has once done a great injury to India and 
Islam as well, by backing the shadow of Khilafat, after 
which the Muslims were led, rather misled. He ought to 
have denounced the shadow and ought not to have lent 
support to that at al1 .... It is therefore necessary to warn him 
this time so that he may not. in his anxiety to placate the 
Muslirns. gives too rnuch prernium to their 'medieval 
mentality' and instinct of fear. 132 

C. Upholding British mle for Muslims' accommodation wïth Hindus. 

Like Wadud. Abul Hussain was aiso a loyal 'citizen' (nagarik) under the British 

political rule in India. The political loyalism of Abul Hussain was expressed on several 

occasions. For exarnple. he did not participate in anti-British Khilafat movement in 1920 

or anti-British Civil Disobedience movement that threatened the legitimacy of Bntish 

rule in India. And he criticized those agitators who blarned the British for al1 their 

problems during the Non-Cooperation movement: "Accusing the British is declared by 

the political nationalist as a sign of a moral strength. This kind of thought only inspires us 

to m a g i e  wrongs of a foreign power and suppress Our own faults. There could be no 

worse rniscducation than this propaganda."[33 There is hardly any scope to misinterpret 

this loyalisrn of Wadud and Abul Hussain as due to professional or economic interests. 

Neither of them coveted any lucrative positions in lndian Civil Service. Neither they held 

any political position nor formal nor ififormal membership in any political organization. 

Nor did they own any commercial 'agency houses' that made fortunes out of British 

economic rule of India- 

' 3 1 ~ b u l  Hussain. "The Gandhi-Invin Tmce and the Muslims." p. 10. 

'32 Abul Hussain. "The Gandhi-Invin Truce and the Muslims." p. 1 1 .  

'33 Abu1 Hussain. "Tarun ;Mttsiim." Abu[ Hussainer Racunabalt, p. 49. 



Two factors were responsible for their loyalty to the British mie. One was that 

throughout their buddhir mzrkfi rnovement, Wadud and Abul Hussain were never 

distwbed or interfered with by British rule in India.Ij4 The other was that they saw British 

rule as a positive source of secular and humanistic thought. Accordingly. Abul Hussain 

and Wadud believed that social freedom. including freedom from communalism of 

Indians. should be achieved before political freedom. As Abu1 Hussain said in 1927: "We 

must liberate people before we liberate the soi1 (rnarike svadhin karar age rnanushke 

svadhin karre habe). " 135 Again he wrote in 1 929 : 
Nowadays. various movements have started in India-- 
'political emancipation' (English words are A b d  Hussain's). 
'civic and economic emancipation' (English words are Abul 
Hussain's). No movement of emancipations could succeed 
unless there is first a movement for 'intellectual 
emancipation' (English words are Abul Hussain's) or a 
fieedom of the restncted mind of the pe0p1e.I~~ 

Abu1 Hussain argued emphatically that in ancient. rnedieval and even recent India. 

no political movement or mlers had ever thought in this direction: "The Congress 

movement of today is not an effort for liberation of servile (sudra-like) metality 

(shudra~a manabhab). At best, Congress only makes educated hdian aware of this 

servile mind. Without a liberation of people From this servile rnind. no political 

movement could be successfùl in India."Ij7 But his view of the British was somewhat 

mixed. Abul Hussain wote  at one time: "The British rule kept intact the Brahmin- 

I j J  Abu1 Fazal compared intellectual freedorn under the British rule with the freedom under Pakistani mie: 
"The unfreedom under the British rule was outward or territorial unfreedom. but that did not exert pressure 
upon our intellectuaI Freedom. Beyond politics. unfreedom was relaued. and it was during the British nile 
that many distinguished intetlecnials had emerged in Bengali socie y.... We have achieved political freedorn 
under Pakistani regime, but intellectually we were enslaved." See. Abul Fazal, "Lekhaker Svadhinara," 
published in Abu1 Fazal (ed.), Shubhabuddhi (Dhaka: Muktadhara, 1974), p.  3 1 .  

135 Abul Hussain. "Tarun Mulim," A b d  Hussainer Racanabali, p. 56. 

136 Rastriya mukri (Political Emancipation), jagatik Jibaner prqvojan anusare arthik O samajik mukti 
(Ci vic & Economic Emanci pat ion) samparke nana prakar andolan hacche. E-samaster mule rayeche 
maner mukri (Intellectual Emancipation). Se mukti jekhane nai. sekhane anya kona muktir andolan 
jnmalabh karte pare na. Abul Hussain, "Mukrir Katha." published in Abul Hussainer Racanabali, p.  173. 
The essay was first published in Saogar, Vol. V!I, No. 4 (I929), pp. 2 18-224. 

'3' Abul Hussain. " Mukrir Katha." A bu1 Hussainer Racanabali, p. 1 74 .  



controlled power apparatus in India although the British had given the oppominity to the 

shudra to become a Brahrnin . . ." '38  .At another time he also wrote: "1 believe india is 

favored by British rule, because it is a British power, radiant with European leaming and 

science and fieed from an infatuation with the past. that has corne to rule India."I39 

For the secular and humanistic influence of British policy in India Abul Hussain 

offered Further cvidence. For exarnple. he argued that British mle "developed" Muslirn 

law. The 'Tagore Law Lecture.' delivered by Abu1 Hussain at Calcutta University in 1935. 

stronely - supponed British policy for developing 'Muslim law' into '-4nglo-Muslim law.' 

The lecture was extensive. full of legal terminologies. as it highlighted a transition of 

Zviuslim law fsom the Mughal penod to the British rule. Abul Hussain concluded that 

"development" of Muslim law by British mle created scope for non-communal 

accommodation of Muslims with India. 
Different minds (British policies) have tested its (Muslim 
law) validity from different standpoints and have 
fomulated the propositions in the language of the law that 
tends to suit a11 nationalities that are destined to be 
consoIidated into a mighty nation. which will coincide with 
humanity itself. ... The Anglo-Muslim law in its career in the 
hands of the judges in British India will be e ~ c h e d  with 
new conceptions, new outlooks; and with the growth of 
social complexities will gather round 
and tastes peculiar to the enlightened 
created by the British a d m i n i s t r a t i ~ n . ~ ~ ~  

i t various tinctures 
social environment 

138 British moter upar Brahmin paricalira rastrakei bajay rekhe cafchilen-parhakyu ei je. tara rhudrake 
Brahamanrva labhe kichu sahajya karechen ... Abul Hussain, "Amader Rajniri," Abul Hussainer 
Racanabufi, p. 18 1 .  

139 Ami mane kari, bhararrr saubhagya je iuropiya jnan-bij~an-diplu, aliter mohe-samskar hare mukra 
imraj edeshe probhurva karre eseche. Abul Hussain, "Turuner Sudhana," Abul Hussainer Racanabali, p. 
154- 

Abul Hussain. The Histov of Developmenr of Musfirn L a w  in British India (Calcutta: Publisher A b d  
Hussain. 141-3. New Theatre Road. 1935). p. 77. The lecture was delivered in English. There are some 
excellent studies of  British law relevant to Hindu law in India. See J.  Duncan M.  Derren, "The 
administration o f  Hindu iaw by the British," Comparative Smdies in Sociefy and Hkroy Vo1.W (1 96 l ) ,  
pp. 10-52. Derren was Tagore Professor of Law in Calcutta University. D.A. Washbrook, "Law, State and 
Agrarian Society in ColoniaI India," in :Clodern Asian Studies, VoLXV.. No. 3 ( 198 1). pp. 649-72 1 .  



This subsection will not go M e r  into the details of Abul Hussain's Tagore Law 

Lecture' for risk of over-extending this chapter. However. 1 )  it may be pointed out in 

conclusion that Abul Hussain wanted that Muslirn law should be separated tiom Muslim 

religion: 2) Abul Hussain appreciated the non-communal ernphasis of British policy that 

"developed" the Muslim law into Anglo-Muslim law. 

1. Muslim Law should be separated from religion 

Abu1 Hussain stated: "theology and law CO-exist in Islarn."iJl He viewed this as 

opposed to "historical method"1Q and a "comparative method."143 in studying a legal 

system. Acting on the b a i s  of historical rnethod. Abu1 Hussain argued that English 

judges of British India were ofien shocked at some provisions of Muslim law. for 

example: "ailowing ruhk (divorce) under compulsion or the condition validating re- 

Abul Hussain detined Muslim law: "Muslim law in the most extensive sense of the term shara'or deen1 
Islam comprehends the ordinances of religion and the duties of man towards his Creator as well his rights 
and obligations toward his fellow creatures. It comprises five principal heads: (a) I' liqad (articles of faith); 
(b) Ilradar (acts of worship and piety); (c) Mua 'milut (affairs of life or civil transactions); (d) Muzajw 
(punistunents for the prevention of crimes); and (e) adab (morals and rnanners)." This principal heads. 
according to Abul Hussain, "Aim at protecting five things: deen (din or reiigion), naf (self). aql (mind), mal 
(property). and nasl (progeny)." Abu1 Hussain, The Hisrory of Developrnenr ofMdim L a w  in British lndia. 
p. 5 .  

la Abul Hussain defined the 'Historical method:' "lt lifis up the thick veil which once concealed the origin 
of law and society: and explain away the absurdity and barbarity in which a legal institution of the past 
appears to the modem mind." Abu1 Hussain quoted an English 'positivist.' Frederick Harrison ( 183 1 - 192 1 ); 
"The Historical method is a key to unlock ancient riddles, a solvent of apparent contradictions, a touchstone 
of sophistries and a potent spell to exorcise those phantoms of superstions, sheeted now in the garb of 
religion. now of humanity. now of the free spirit of science itself that do yet squeak and gibber in our 
streets." Abd Hussain. The Hisros. of Developmenr of Muslim Law in British India. p. 8. Harrison was 
educated at Wadham College, Oxford. He began to practice as a barrister-at-law in 1858. The meaning of 
'positivisrn' h a  been defined as: "In its origin and narrower sense. the system of the French thinker Auguste 
Comte. which confined intellectual inquiry to observable ('positive') facts and their relations, and eschewed 
al1 consideration of ultirnate issues, including those of phiIosophy and theology .... Sirnilar doctrines were 
taught by H. Spencer and other defenders of agnosticism." See, F.L. Cross (ed.), The OrIord Dictionav of 
the Christian Church (Oxford University Press, 1958). pp. 6 10 & 1094. 

14) Abul Hussain defined Comparative method: "Comparative method is practically an extension of the 
historical method. Comparative method will enabIe us to collect, examine, and collate the notions, 
doctrines, rules and institutions of Muslirn law ... with other deveIoped legal systems. in British tndia, the 
social environment is a complex product of various types of culture ... application of the comparative method 
will prove extremely profitable." Abul Hussain, The Hismry of Development of Muslim L a w  in British 
India, p. 8. 



marriage with a di~orcee."~" On the b a i s  of comparative method. Abul Hussain gave 

another reason. for which Muslim law was to be divorced from religion: "Political 

necessities of the people of India will ere long lead to a movement for a code of common 

law applicable to the Hindus. Muslims. Sikhs, Christians. and other natives alike?S 

For separation of Muslim iaw from religion, Abul Hussain Iooked back inro 

Muslim law that had been administered under .Muslim mlers of India. He cited a few 

anempts of Alauddin Khaiji. Firoz Shah Tughlaq and Akbar to separate Muslim law from 

religion.i46 Yet. he argued. there were not such anempts by al1 or most Muslim rulers of 

India.Id7 Second. Muslim Law in India cm hardly be said to have passed to the stage of 

legislation. The Muslim law was adrninistered by the m i s  with the assistance of Mufris. 

who were neither "equity judges of England nor jurisconsults ... of Rome. So we can not 

expect to find the body of case law in Muslim India."I48 Most irnponantly. Abu1 Hussain 

objected that Muslim rulers did not bring about the fusion of Hindu law Muslim law 

14" Abul H ussain. The Histon of Development of .llusirm Lmv in Brirish India. p. 7.  

I4 j  Abul Hussain. The H i s t o ~ .  of Developrnenr of .Lhslim Lmv rn British India, p. 8. He Save another 
example: "The Christian worid afirr a promcted travail of inteliectual snuggle. shook off the yoke of 
religious thralldom in the 18th centuq and since then it has been under the regime of pure law completely 
divorced from religion." Abu1 Hussain, The Histon ofDeveloprnent of 12.1~lirn L m  in British Indrax p. 6. 

For exarnple. Abul Hussain cited Firoz Shah Tughlaq who prohibited punishment by mutilation. though 
ar variance with the shariat. Akbar's policy of legal reforms included policy such as: (i) rnarriage between 
first cousins, permirted in the Quran was prohibited: (ii) wine drùiking was permitted under medical advice 
and govemment regulation; (iii)  polygarny was not allowed except in case of the first wife's barremess; (iv) 
every man was allowed the liberty to change his religion if he so thought fit; (v) dispute between the Hindus 
were to be decided by learned Brahmins and not by Muslim Quazis. These references of Abul Hussain were 
based on writings of the European historias. For exarnple, Abul Hussain's reference of Akbar was based 
on: R.K. Wilson. An lntrodzmion to the Study of -4nglo-iCluharnmadan L a w  (1894) and Elphinstone's, 
Hisrory of India (9th edition). See Abu1 Hussain, The History of Development of Muslim Law in British 
india, p. 22. 

I d 7  Abul Hussain cited re-introduction of Islarnic rules by Shahjehan and Aurangzeb: "Complete reaction 
for the revival of Muslim law appeared in the reign of Aurangzeb. Great efforts had been made to revive the 
study of shariat and India beheld for the first time a really serious atternpt at codification of MusIim law by 
a Muslim sovereign. The attempt succeeded in the production of Fatawai Alamgiri. It corresponds to the 
Digest of Justinian. but differs in the very important point that it does not profess to derive any of its 
binding force from the Emperor or to supersede the sources from which its rnatters were extracted." Abul 
Hussain. The Histoq? of Developrnenï of llfulirn Law in British India. p.  22. 

IJ8 Abu1 Hussain, The H i s w  of Development of Muslirn Law in British India. p. 17. 



in india: "Only criminal and revenue Law was introduced to supersede those branches of 

Hindu law .... Cases to which both the parties were Hindus were decided by Hindu judges 

and the cases to which one of the parties was Hindu were referred to the state tribunais 

administering justice in accordance with urf and discretion of kings.. ." '49 In other words. 

in the cases of dispute. where both parties were Hindus or both were Muslims. the 

Muslim rulers could not devise a 'common law,' based on legisiation, except for some 

specific customs and usages. 

2. Abul Hussain's conception of a non-communal Anglo-Muslim law. 

Abul Hussain understood Anglo-Muslim law in a non-communal sense. He re- 

emphasized in his 'Tagore Law Lecture' that Muslim law "must be studied" 10 "construct 

a system which will be natural. philosophical. and truly serviceable to suit al1 types of 

culture and social conditions."lFo Abul Hussain analyzed this notion of non-communalisrn 

of law in several developments of the Muslim law under the British in India. 

First. a uniforrn cornmon law, applicable to both Hindus and Muslims, had been 

introduced in the domain of criminai law and law of procedure and evidence. contracts 

and torts. Muslim criminal law was f in t  rnodified and then altogether superseded by 

those changes. 

Second. A b d  Hussain pointed out that some traditional Muslim personal laws 

were retained. ihose conformed to English law of "equity. justice. and conscience;" some 

were anglicized. and some were replaced by a new set of English laws. These include 

laws relating to disposition of property, law of inheritance. family law, and reiigious 

usages and customs. Furthemore, Abul Hussain argued that Muslim family law, as 

developed by British rule, not only helped to lessen conflict within Muslim society, but 

149 Abul Hussain. The Hisroty of Development of iMuslim L a w  in British India, p.  18. 

I j O ~ b u l  Hussain. The Hisrory of Developmenr of ,Murlim Law in British Indiu, p. 6 .  



helped Muslim adjustment with other cornrnunities of India.151 He acknowiedged that 

Muslims had suffered economically as a resuit of this policy. For example. hereditary 

proprietors of religious estates could be hurt when Anglo-Muslim law gave a legal 

definition of the 'Waqf as the "appropriation of a pious and charitable trust." instead of 

hereditary  possession.^^^ But Abui Hussain pointed out that Muslims also had suffered 

economicaily under traditional Muslim law.153 

Third. British policy opened up an avenue for the development of a cornmon law 

of 'justice. equity. and good conscience' in India. agreeable to al1 Indians. For exarnple. 

'Regulation VI1 of 1832 (Section 9)' suspended the application of Hindu or Muslim law to 

any civil suit to which parties are of different religious persuasions. In al1 such suits, the 

decision of the judges in the British courts was govemed by the pnnciples of 'justice, 

equity, and good conscience.' Act XXI of 1850 had extended this pnnciple throughout 

'j i  Abul Hussain argued this point in three areas of the developrnent of Muslim personal law: i) 
development of Muslim law relaring to rnarriage: i i )  developrnent of Muslim law relating to dissolution of 
rnarriage and judicial separation: and i i i )  growth of the law relating to parental relationship. About an 
impact o f  British acts on the developrnent of Iaw relaring to Muslim rnarriage. Abul Hussain stated. 
"Muslim rnarriage treated as a civil contract in British India." Inequality of Muslirn female to Muslim male 
recognized in the traditional Muslirn law of rnarriage was abolished. For exmple, Abu1 Hussain drew from 
the Indian 'Contract Act of 1873' (Sec. 13, 14. 17, 18. 20. 21 -22) that defined: consent and free consent; 
consents. express or implied: and factors vitiating consent, such as. compulsion. coercion, fiaud, 
rnisrepresentation. mistake: and consent of adults distinguished fiom that of minors. Sirnilariy, Abul 
Hussain cited acts and case laws that aboiished impediments of inter-marriage among and between Hindus, 
Muslims. Christian. Brahmo. Sikhs, and Budhist. He cited three acts and severai case Iaws in this context: 
W idow Remarriage Act of 1 856; Act XXI of 1 850 (Freedom of Religion Act, or its oficial narne Caste 
Disabilities Removal Act of 1850); Christian Marriage Act of 1872; and such case laws that derived fiom 
inter-racial rnarriages. One noted case Iaw, that Abul Hussain cited, was rnarriage behveen Humayun Kabir 
(MusIim) and Santi Das (Hindu). The British courts approved "inter racial rnarriage" by a "minirnized 
diflerence of religion owing to more liberal interpretation of the Quranic injunctions, Buddhist, Brahrnos, 
Hindus and Sikhs." The 'Widow Remarriage Act of 1856,' fitrthermore recognized a "right to a Hindu 
wornan retaining her religion. marries a Muslim husband and vice versa." For details, see. Abul Hussain's 
synopsis of "Lecture VI. VI1 of 'Tagore Law Lecture' in The Hisrory of Deveioprnent of Muslim Lmv in 
British India. p.  XXXVIII-LXI. 

I" Abul Hussain. The Hisroy of Developmenr o/:Musiim L a w  in Bricish India, pp. 62-63. See also Abul 
Hussain, " Brirish-Bharare .Mussaiman Ain." Sllikha Vol. IV ( 1 930). pp.78-79. 

I s 3  Abd Hussain wrote: "One of rny senior lawyer colleague had told me once: 'Thanks to the great Prophet 
of the desert, because. but for his Law of inheritance 604'0 litigation of our courts would have been 
diminished and half of the judges would have been discharged. Abul Hussain, "Brirish-Bharate Mussalman 
Ain." Shikha, Vol. IV., (1930). p. 78. 



territories under the control of British East India Company. "These two enactments." 

Abul Hussain declared. "opened the door for fiee and progressive intrusion of English 

legal principles, analogy and decisions into the systems of Muslim and Hindu law."lj4 

Fourth. the British abolished Persian as the court language. This change of the 

court language was "productive." according to Abul Husszin. because "the demand for 

more close and faithful application of (traditional) Muslim law to changed conditions 

became less keen."Ijs Abul Hussain closed the Tagore Law Lecture with a strong appeal 

for the divisibility of law from its original sources so as to suit persons of nationalities 

who live in a given temtory. Abul Hussain had been selected by Calcutta University to 

deliver the Tagore Law Lecture in 1935. the same year that Kazi Abdul Wadud was 

invited by Rabindranth Tagore to deliver three lectures at Vishva-Bharati. The two 

leaders of buddhir rnukri movement were thus given ample opportunicy to express their 

views. We have no evidence to Say that Rabindranath Tagore was present on occasion of 

.4bul Hussain's delivery of Tagore Law Lecture at Calcutta University. But he definitely 

attended the three lectures that Wadud delivered in Vishva-Bharati. 1 5 ~  

IV. Wadud's three lectures at Vishva-Bharati: "Hindu-lMussaIrnaner Birodh" or Hindu- 
Muslirn Contlict. '5' 

- - - - - - -- - - - - - 

' jJ For introducing this foreign law into India. Abul Hussain. however. rejected the notion that the British 
rule was a rather communal force that destroyed an entire legai systern of Hindus and Muslirns. With 
substantive legal svidence. Abu1 Hussain refùted this notion: "ln fact the law of 'justice. equity. and good 
conscience' meant in practice the jiidges' conceptions of English law in so far as they regard it suitable to the 
circumstances of India. Of course, 'Section 9 of Regulation VI1 of 1832' did not make it incumbent to apply 
the English sense of 'justice, equity. and good conscience.' It was added to the section that 'it being clearly 
undentood. however, that this provision shall not be considered as justiwing the introduction of the English 
or any foreign law or the application to such cases of any niles not sanctioned by those principles' .... The 
proviso was wide enough to admit of those principles of 'justice, equity, and good conscience' that was 
consistent with and not repugant to the principles of Hindu, Muslirn, or English law." Abul Hussain, The 
Hisfov ofDatelopment ofMus1im Law in British India, p .  56. 

[ 5 5  Abul Hussain, The Hisrory ofDevelopmenr of Muslim Law in British India, p. 53 .  

156 Bhuiya Iqbal, Rabindmnather Ekguccha Patra. p.24. 

15' Kazi Wadud read in one session of the MSS (1936). the three lectures that he delivered at Vishva- 
Bharati. In sessions of MSS, I I  essays were read on Hindu-Muslim division before Wadud delivered the 
three lectures at Vishva-Bharati, March 26-28. 1935. Out of the 1 1  essays, 8 essays argued Muslirns unity 
with Hindus and 3 essays rejected such unity. Naziruddin Ahmad's (independent) essay, "Svadhin Bharater 



Kazi Wadud's humanistic non-communal conception of nationalism had attracted 

the attention of Rabindranath Tagore. He assigned Wadud the honor as we11 as 

responsibility for getting to the roots of Hindu-Muslim division, as well as drafting a new 

solution for solving this problem. For giving this rare honor to a Muslim intellectmi. 

Tagore adrnitted frankly: 
When my mind is amious over the barbarities of Hindu- 
Muslim hostility in this country. 1 see no end of this cruelty. 
Then soon fiom tirne to tirne. 1 see in the distance with two 
arms, like a bridge. bringing the two opposite streams 
together. When it become known to me that Kazi Wadud 
saheb's intellectual liberality is one of the large roads to this 
oneness of Hindus and Muslims, then with open heart 1 
salute him. 1 saw in hirn a mental creativity, 
undiscriminating subtle judgment and a distinctive power 
of expression in Bengali language. Thus, one day with full 
respect. 1 invited hirn in Shantiniketan ashram, requested 
him to give a lecture in Vishva-Bharati. My expectation is 
fulfilled and for this pleasure, 1 am wnting these few 
sentences. 158 

- - - - -  - - - - - - - - 

Dus" (AS. 192 1).  argued that Muslims would be "slave" of Hindus in education. economy and politics. if 
Muslims live with Hindus in the united independent India. Yet Naziruddin blamed Islam for Muslims 
backwardness: "It is either because of social reasons or religious obstacles that Muslirns lost a11 strength for 
living squally with other races." See Naziruddin Ahmad. "Svadhin Bhararer Dm," Shikha. Vol. V (193 l), 
p. 109. Moslernuddin Khan's (independent) essay. "!%filan-Saudh" (AS, 193 1 )  argued, "My proposa1 is not 
an abstract solution of Musiim-Hindu division. We have to develop arnong ourselves a new dynarnism of 
work (karma-ksamara) and strength to move ahead (agae cafar shakti) of time, so that we will have no 
reason to ask ourselves which jari we belonged to." See Moslemuddin Khan, "Milan-Saudh," published in 
Shikha, Vol. V ( 193 1 ), p. 1 15. Ali Nur's (independent) essay, " Bhararer .4darsha" (AS, 193 1 ), argued: 
"Today it is for the British rule that a Hindu is not as a Hindu, and Muslim is not as a Muslim, were able to 
stand up as bharatbasi." See Ali Nur. "Bhararer rldarsha." Shikha. Vo1.V (193 1), p. 38. Mohammad Abdw 
Rashid, was closer to Abul Kaiam Azad's theological justification of Islam for Muslims CO-operation with 
Hindus. See Mohammad Abdur Rashid, "Hindu ~Mussalmaner Katha," Shikha, Vol. V (193 l ) ,  pp. 87-90. 
Mohammad Abdur Rashid, "Bhararbarshe Ki Paygamvar Prerita Hon Ni," published in Moajin, Vol.11, 
No. 3-4 ( 1929). 

lj8 Edeshe Hindu-mussalmun-birodher bibhishikay man jakhan harasvas haye pare. ei barbatar anta 
korhay bhese pqv na. fakhan majhe majhe dure dure sahasa dekhte pai du biparit kulke dui bahu dtye apan 
ka're ache ernan ek-ekti seru. .-ibdul Wadud saheber cittabritir audarya sei milaner ekti prashatha parh 
rupe jakhan amar kache praribhata hqeche, rakhani ashanvita mane ami rake namaskar karechi. Sei 
sange dekhechi rar mananshilata, rar pahhaparhin sukrna bicarshakti. banglabhashay tar prakash shakrir 
bishisrara. Tai ekdin samadarpurbak rake shanrinikeran ashrame ahaban karechi, anurodh karechi Vishva- 
Bharatiya bidyabhabane bahrira karbar janya. Amar sagraha pratyasha kshunna hayni ei anandatuku 
janabar abhipraye amar ei kuyri chatra lekha. Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Hindu Mussalmaner Birodh," 
reprinted in Kazi Abdul Wadud Racanabali, 1 (1988), p. 315. The three lectures were aIso published in 
Kazi Abdul Wadud, (ed.), Shashvata Banga ( 1 95 1 ). The three lectures were published by Vishva-Bharati as 
a book in 1935. Hindu-Mursafrnaner Birodh (Calcutta: Vishva-Bharati, 1935). 



Wadud was a personal guest of Tagore at Shantiniketan. Wadud took a year to prepare for 

the three well-written lectures. For assisting him at S hantiniketan, Wadud took two of his 

associates: Abdul Kadir and Motahar Hussain Choudhury. Abdul Kadir, reminiscing his 

first meeting with Tagore in 1935, described the warmth of Tagore's hospitaliv at 

Shantiniketan: "We stayed in Shantiniketan for one week. Everyday during lunch-hour. 

Kubi guru (Poet G u )  was personally present and spoke with us on several 

issues .... Tagore blessed me on this occasion of Kazi Wadud's l e c t ~ r e . " 1 ~ ~  Wadud 

presented three lectures. entitled: ",Mussalmaner Paricay" or ('lntroducing the Muslims'): 

"Desher Jaguran" or ('Country's Awakening'); and "Byartharar Pratikar" or (Remedy for 

the Failures). Wadud focused upon two fundamental. but problematic issues. First. he 

asked who is to blarne for Hindu-Muslim division and why? Second. he defined srishri 

dharma. or 'religion of creativity,' and proposed it for solving the Muslim-Hindu problem. 

The two issues were analyzed at the all-India level and. where appropriate. Wadud made 

specific references to Bengal. 

.4. Causes of Hindu-Muslim division. 

For Hindu-Muslim division, Wadud looked into the view of 'Divide and Rule.' 

But. unlike the nationahst Muslims. Wadud blamed the indians for their own division. 

This sub-section first describes Wadud's rejection of the accusation that British mle 

divided Hindus and ivIuslirns. Then follows Wadud's own explanation for the causes of 

Hindu-Muslim division 

1. Rejection of the accusation of 'Divide and Rule' 

Wadud began his lecture by quoting a nationalist leader, Sir Surendranath 

Banerjee. "The Hindu-Muslim division began with the svadeshi movement. Before ths 

l S 9  Shamsuzzaman Khan, "Kabi Abdul k'adir," Sharnsli7taman Khan's interview with Abdul Kadir, 
pubiished in Caritra. Vol. 1, May ( 1970). p. 5 1 .  



movement. Hindu-Muslim relationship was cordial."*60 Wadud rejected this Hindu 

nationalist claim that it was the British partition of Bengal (1905) into west (Hindu) and 

east (Muslim) which originated Hindu-Muslim antagonism. By citing several histoncal 

references to Hindu-Muslim riots161 during the Mughal penod. Wadud refuted nationalist 

blarne of the British rule. Wadud referred to two Hindu-Muslim riots. one in Gujarat and 

another in Kashmir. that occurred toward the end of the Mughal penod. The communal 

characteristics of these nots. according to Wadud. were surprisingly similar to riots that 

occurred under the British rule.I6z Wadud also rejected a nationalist accusation that the 

British pursued a so-called 'divide and rulet policy. The British support to backward 

Muslims was a natural process of administration and not a divide and rule policy. Wadud 

also argued that long before the British came. communalism had originated in ancient 

India. and at no tirne in its history was India a country of non-violence and tolerance to 

other religions. The conflict between Buddhists and Hindus in ancient India was one in 

which the former were persecuted. Second. Wadud argued that if drrhashasrru (written 

by Kautilya) and Buddhajataka were accepted as accurate reflections of ancient Indian 

political life. then "bloodshed is not only a characteristic of India of the Mughals and 

Pathans but also a characteristic of India as a wh0le."~63 tnstead tc accusing the British for 

Wadud quoted from Surendranath Baneqee's. A Narion in Making. See Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Hindu- 
hfusaimaner Birodh," ka-i .Abdul Wadud Racanabali, 1, p. 3 17. 

I 6 l  Wadud cited reference fiom Golarn Hussain Khan Tabtabaee's. Siere Murakhkherin (1575). The book 
has given an account of the political and social history of Mughal rule in India. See Dr. M. Abdul Kader 
(ed.), Siere Mutakhkherin (Dhaka: Bangla Acaderny, 1978). Wadud translated into Bengali a part of the 
Siere Murakhkherin ( 1575). See Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Desher Duhkha," Bulbul, Vol. III, No.5 ( l936), pp. 
331-335. NO. 7 (1936). pp. 486-489. 

I b 2  .;Inandabazar Parrika countered this statement of Wadud: "Rioü in those days originated from acts of 
individual hypocrisy" (sekaier danga byaktigara hatakaritar phal). Wadud's reply was: "It  is tme that the 
riot in Kashmir was directly the result of an individual vendetta. But the riot continued for a long time and 
many people were behind the riot. This proves a communal division" (Kashmirer ghatanari ekri byaktir 
akrasher phal mukhya~a. Kintu se byakrir pichane eta lok je jure gela. etadin dhare danga callo, e theke 
bojha jay dui sampradayer bhirarkar bibhed). Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Hindu-Mussalmaner Birodh," Kazi 
Abdul Wadud to Abdul Kadir, July 7, 1936, Moaj~in Vol. [X (August-September, I936), pp. 185- 186. 

163 Kazi Abdul Wadud, " Hindu-Mussalmaner Birodh. "Kazi Abdul Wadud Racanabali, 1 ,  p. 3 19. 



onginating Hindu-Muslim division, Wadud, however. blarned them f ~ r  failing to 

interfere: 
The British are not be blarned for a policy of divide and 
rule. Yet they are to be blamed on one account, i.e., the fear 
and blindness of the British to interfere in the religious and 
social issues of rhis country. This fear and blindness in 
British policy may have been due to the fanatic mind of the 
Indians in the Sepoy mutiny. But one blindness cannot be 
resolved by another blindness. I f  thjs country is grounded 
on an obsession with ritual (achar pradhan), i.e.. if 
rationality is not preferred by people: then it is not enough 
rhat British rule would merely try to stop escalation of 
conflict of religions. This kind of policy is intelligent. but 
not a sign of power and farsightedness because the policy 
did not remove the root of conflict of Hindus and Muslims 
by substituting 'religion of creativity' (srishti dharma).~M 

Unlike nationalist Muslims. Wadud also did not accuse the British of destroying 

Muslim traditions and h i s t o ~  in India He quoted W.W. Hunter: "The permanent 

settlement most seriously damaged the position of the Mahommedan house ...." but 

disagreed with bim: "1 do not think that these measures were aimed to make h.luslims 

weak in India. The purpose of the British revenue policies is to get larger and more stable 

revenue from India."lb5 The theory of economic nationalisrn of India is based on the 

accusation that the British revenue policirs had 'drained India's economic wealth.' Wadud 

to some extent agreed and hence partially objected to British revenue policy. But his 

objection is based primarily on the argument that British revenue policy helped to 

encourage religious fanaticism of Wahabi movement arising from the economic decline 

of rural Muslim society. Wadud made a specific reference to the "Faradi movement, a 

Wahabi sect of Mohamrnadan fanatics of Bengai."166 

IM~az i  Abdul Wadud, "Hindu-Mursulrnaner Birodh, " K e i  Abdul Wadud Racanabali, 1. p.342. 

65 Kazi Abdul Wadud. " Hindu- Mussalmaner Birodh." Kazi Abdul Wudud Racunaboli, 1. p. 328. 

Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Hindu-lursalrnaner Birodh." p. 328. There is a confusion in Wadud's analysis to 
distinguish Faraizi fiorn Wahabi movement in rural Bengal. Rafiuddin Ahmed wrote: "It seems unlikely that 
the Faraizis at any stage got rnerged with the wider Wahabi movement, as suggested by Hunter, although it 
was perfectly possible that in the period of confusion, resulting fiom confûsed religious and political 
propaganda by the preachers of  both the doctrines, the distinction was hardly obvious to an outside 



Rejecting the nationalist accusations. Wadud saw Hindu-Muslim conflict as 

caused by the 'distorted intellect' (bibitu buddhi) of Hindus and Muslims. 
1 have no power to change die minds of those who accuse 
'Divide and Rulef policy as the source of al1 diseases of 
India. But it is undeniable that there are strong arguments 
against their accusation. Whatever the irnrnediate causes of 
Hindu-Muslim conflict. it is strongly relevant to assert that 
the 'distorted intellect' (bikrita buddhi) of Hindus and 
Muslims of many ages was at the root of al1 causes. Not 
only history. but simple hurnan reason, will justify this 
charge. When a house is on fire, an irnrnediate cause may 
be carelessness of its resident. But those who would protect 
this house should see that the house is not built of easily 
inflammable materials. 147 

Wadud blarned Muslims for communalism not only in early Islarnic history but in recent 

Muslim political developments in India. And he blarned Indian nationalist leaders for 

their failure to accentuate the non-communal (humane 

'Bengal renaissance' in politics. Finally. Wadud objected 

not use the tem "Hindu nationalism" for what in fact 

humanistic nationalism. 

or humanistic) thought of the 

that Hindu nationalists should 

is and should be a hurnan or 

2. Mwlim responsibility for cornrnunalism. 

In the first lecture. "Introducing the Muslims," Wadud sketched cornrnunalism of 

Muslim thought in ealy Islamic history. Wadud distinguished Hanat  Mohammad's 

preaching life at Mecca from his political life at Medina. "At Mecca, Mohammad was 

like al1 other religious preachers. a searcher of truth and a lover of humanity. At Medina, 

he was a victorious hero. a political leader and builder of a Muslim state."'68 Muslims are 

observer." See Rafiuddin Ahmed, The Bengali Muslims, 1871-1906: A Quest for Identity, p. 40. For 
Wadud's analysis of Wahabi movement in Bengali Muslirn situation, see also Wadud's article. "Bangali 
h.iussalrnaner Katha" ( 1937) or 'Origin of Bengaii Muslims,' published in Kazi Abdul Wadud (ed.), Ajkar 
Katha, p.1-32. For an English version of the article, see Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Mussalmans of Bengai," 
published in Kazi Abdul Wadud, (ed.), Creative Bengal, pp. 39-62. 

16' Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Hindu-Mussalmaner Birodh," Kazi Abdul Wadud Racanabali, 1, p. 347. 

168 Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Hindu-Aiursalrnaner Birodh," Kmi Abdul Wadud Racanabali, 1, p .  320. 



more inclined toward following Mohammad's political life at Medina. Their mistaken 

belief is that al1 the works and ideas of a person they think of as their dharma guru are 

above everything.169 This blind following of Moharnrnad's building of a Muslim nation 

state at Medina had led to Muslims' intolerance of other religions. For example. Wadud 

claimed that for building a Muslim nation state at Medina, "Mohammad's political role in 

Medina generated an extreme antipathy to Jews and idolatrous Arabs."17* Because of this 

indivisibility of Islam from politics. it became essential for early Muslims to stand united 

under Mohammad and become suspicious of the religions of their opponents. As a result, 

when a verse of the Quran (60:13), revealed in Medina, says: "Oh! ye who believe! Be 

not friendly with a folk with whom Allah is wrath. who have despaired of the 

Hereafter. ...,"fll the Muslim commentators in early days. and even today. took it (60: 13) 

to mean that: "It is not the Quran's intention that Muslims be friendly with non-Muslims" 

vara rnussalman- sampraday bhukiu nay iader soihe bandhutva Quraner anabhipreta). 

Wadud did not dispute strongly this hostile meaning of the Sura (60: 13) toward non- 

Muslims. However. he argued that merging of Islam with politics aas a basic cause of 

communalism in Muslim thought: 
When ideals of religion take a societal and political shape. 
then its separation [from politics] is virtually impossible. 
h example is Muslims' hostile relations with non- 
Muslims. Many verses of the Qum, Mohammad's 
practices and sometimes Muslim history wanted a fnendly 
attitude with opponents of the Quran. Yet once Muslims' 
po litical relationship with non-Musl ims has been fixed by 
the sword. it is now vimially impossible for Muslims to put 
that sword away. 172 

'69 ~Mussairnun daler bhul-yake raru dharmaguru jnan karechen rar kaji tara mane karen bicarer arit. 
Kazi Abdul Wadud, " Hindu- Mussolmaner Birodh," Kazi .4 bdul Wadud Racanabali, 1, p. 3 20. 

170 Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Hindu-!Llussalmaner Birodh," Kazi Abdul Wudud Racanabali, I. p.320. 

I 7 l  Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Hindu-Mussalmaner Birodh." p. 320. Wadu'ds Bengali translation of the Sura 
(60:13) is uanslated into English Frorn Mohammad Marmaduke Pickthall. The Meuning of the GIorious 
Koran (Toronto: Mentor Book: n.d. ), p. 397. 

172 Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Hindu-Mursalmaner Birodh," Kazi Abdul Wadud Racanabali, 1, p. 32 1. 



Wadud reconstmcted a different type of communalism in early Muslirn thought. 

This was intolerance of one group of Muslims for another Muslim group. The emergence 

of a Muslim 'rationalist's group'17j (bicar panthi) in early Islam was well known. During 

Abbasid rule. the leader of the rationalist group was Imam Abu Hanifa. Under Imam 

Hanifa Wadud stated, rationalism had continued for some time in the Muslim world. 

"Until the 'extreme scriptualists' (ekanta shastranugata) under Imam Gazzali persecuted 

the rationalist group."l7' The rationalist group could not tolerate the differing opinions of 

the extreme scriptualists. This culminated in the "inhuman torture and killing by the 

rationalists of the scriptualist leader. Imam Hambai."175 After Imam Hambal died. the 

'extreme scnptualists' in the thirteenth c e n t q  were organized under Imam Ibn Taymiya- 

who had started a movement of 'return to puritan Islam.' Wadud wrote that the intolerance 

of Taymiya had gone to the extreme: "Except the Quran and reliable Hadith. al1 other 

sources of knowledge--Khali fa. Sufis. philosophies--are declared unreliable." 1 7 ~  But 

Sufis. who were dominant in Muslim society at that time. "tortured Tayniya." 

In the righteenth cenniry. a disciple of Ibn Taymiya. Mohammad ibn .Abd al- 

Wahhab. had successfully re-established puritan Islam in Arabia. In the nineteenth 

century. Wahabism became a powerful trend arnong Indian M~s1i rns . l~~  Wadud 

accounted for the communalism of the Wahabi movement in two ways: return to 

primitive Islam (adim lslame prapabarian) and use of Islam as a political force." On 

'73 Wadud argued that early Muslim rationalists were also scriptualist. Le.. they did not question the Quran; 
but the? re-stated the Quran. Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Hindu-hhssalmaner Birodh," Kazi Abdul Wadud 
Racanabali, 1. p.322. 

7J Kazi Abdul Wadud. " Hindu-ttlwsalrnaner Birodh." Ke-i Abdul Wadud Racanabdi. 1. p.323. 

17' Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Hindu-~Mussafmaner Birodh." Kazi Abdul Wadud Racanabaii. 1. p. 322. 

176 Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Hindu-Mwafrnaner Birodh,"~. 322. Some scholan reject this understanding on 
Taymiya. Fazlur Ratiman wote, "Ibn Taymiya has an important and interesthg passage which clearly 
shows that contrary to the opinions generally held, he was not only not inimicat to Sufism as such, but 
considered it as necessary, a part of religion as law." See, Faziur Rahman, Islam (Chicago: University of 
Chicago. Second edition, 1979), p. 1 12. 

17' Wadud's primary sources on Wahabi movement were. W. W. Htinter. Indian MussaIntans (1 871) and 
Imperial Garetleer, Vol. VII, (nad.) . 



both accounts. Wadud argued. the Wahabis aggravated Muslims' intolerance toward non- 

Muslims. By a fuma (mling) that India was a 'Dard Ho&' the Wahabis justified a 

political use of Islam. Le., to declare a jihad against the British d e .  And by a movernent 

of Islamization for return to puritan Islam. Wahabis had destroyed Hindu-Muslim unity in 

rural Bengal. Wadud wrote: "Before the Wahabi influence corne to Bengal. rural Muslims 

were not intolerant of worship of idols. Some respected Muslim families in those days 

used to worship Hindu deities. for example. Kali and Durga."Iî8 ~ f i e r  the Wahabis came. 

the relationship was destroyed. "The honest minded Hindus." according to Wadud. "were 

now sad. They complained that while Muslim peasants used to take part in our pujas, and 

did not even mind to eat with us ... now ihey are not willing to know their Hindu 

neighbors." n9 

Wadud objected that Wahabis think it is a perpetual religious duty to r e m  to 

primitive Islam. Wadud reacted to this ngid ideal: "It is needless to say that this kind of 

thought is always inimical to expansion of human thought and is suspicious of al1 new 

experirnents of humans .... The Indian Muslims could not get free of this. because of their 

consciousness of Muslim weaknesses in India." It tvas because of their w x h e s s  and 

'inferiority cornples' (English phrase is Wadud's). according to Wadud. that "two objects 

178 Banglar kono kono sombhranra mussaimano Durga, Kali prabhriti debir puja karren ekatha 
suprasiddha. Er bara karan bodh hcy ei je ÇVahabi prabhaber purbe mussaimander manasik abasrha 
prarik carcar ekanta Birodhi chila na. Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Hindu-Mussalmaner Birodh," Kazi .4bdul 
Wadud Racanabali. 1, p. 325. 

79 Banglar sadhu-samka fpa Hindu jakhan duhkhita haye balen-mu.ssalman cashira [O age amader puja- 
arcay besh jog dira, amader barire kheteo rader aparti chila na. kinru din din sab keman h q e  jacche- 
takhan tar praribeshider gharer khabar sambhandhe sampurna ajjatar paricay rini den. Kazi Abdul 
Wadud. "Hindu-Mussalman Birodh." Kazi Abdul Wadud Racanabali, 1, p. 323. For cornprehensive study o f  
Wahabi movement and its impact in rural Bengal, see Rafiuddin Ahmed, "Fundamentalist Refonn and the 
Rural Response" in Ahmed's. The Bengali ,Lluslims. 1871- 1906: .4 Quesr For Identity. pp. 39-7 1 .  Wadud 
also criticized impact o f  Wahabi movernent in the thought and literanire of Bengali Muslims. See Kazi 
Abdul Wadud, "Sahiyu-shakhar Sabhapatir Abhibhashan," Kazi Wadud's speech to Sangiya Mussalman 
Sahitya Sanmelan. Masik Mohammadi. Vol. IV. No. 4 (1932), pp. 249-254. The speech was criticized by 
neo-orthodoilt Muslim intellectuals of  Calcutta. See Moharnrnad Abdullah-hel Kafi. "Bangla Sahirya 
lMussalmaner Ruci-biparjay," 1î4asik Mohammadi, Vol. VI,  No. 5 (1933), pp. 299-304; No. 6 (1933), pp. 
380-384; No. 7 ( 1933). pp. 487-491 ; NO. 8 ( I933), pp.  566-568; No. 9 (1933), pp. 634-637. 

Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Hindu-Mussofmaner Birodh." K a i  Abdul Wadud Racanabali, 1, p. 329. 



become a special subject of respect of Muslims of India--the Quran and the messages of 

Mohamrnad or to put it bluntly subservience to both." 1 8 1  

Wadud analyzed an aspect of cornmunalism. obsession with Islam, in the 

thought of nineteenth and twentieth century Muslim modernist intellectuals: Sir Sayyid 

Ahmad Khan. Sayyid Amir Ali and Sir Mohnmad Iqbal. Sayyid .Ahmad had an innate 

liberality that was fiee from a Wahabi intolerance, but his emphasis on Islam was fairly 

explicit and intense: "Islam is an ' u ~ v a l e d  etemal light' (Wadud quoted Sayyid Ahmad's 

Urdu phrase, ek iajaob nur), Le.. Islam is universally bright and universally perfect."lg2 

Wadud also argued: "Sir Sayyid's thought of Muslims' separatism in education and 

politics was not merely on account of the ,Lfussalmanst backwardness."l83 It was Sayyid 

.4hmadts ingrained impulse that Islam is the best civilizing force of the world. He said 

fiequently. "Were not the Muslim civilization and culture unforgettable things in the 

annais of human history? Why then should not A4ttssalmans of India. the lawful inheritors 

of those proud traditions' exert themselves to have at least as honored and useful an 

existence as any other nation or community?" 185 

Wadud constructed Arnir Ali's obsession with Islam in another direction. Amir 

Ali was not totally in the dark about the Bengal Renaissance that went on arnong his 

"non-Muslim fellow citizens" in Bengal. where he was bom. But his acquaintance was 

"outrageously imperfect and rneager."l85 The Central Mohamrnadan Association that he 

established undenook even more "absurd" politics than the association established by Sir 

hlussalrnaner jartya ekal parjanta bishesh shraddhar samagri haye ache duite bishay-Quran O Hazrar 
Mohammader bani, arhaba sojasuji-bhabe ei duiyer anubartita. Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Hindu-hlussalmaner 
Biradh," Ka=i Abdul Wadud Racanabali, 1, p.  322. 

Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Our Nineteenth Century Renaissance." Creative Bengal. p. 75.  The article is 
English translation of Kazi Abdul Wadud's Vishva-Bharati lecture, "Desher Jagaron." We follow here the 
English translation of  the lecture. 

18) Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Our Nineteenth Century Renaissance," Creative Bengal. p. 75 .  

84 Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Our Nineteenth Century Renaissance," Creutive Bengal. p. 7 5 .  

l a s  Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Our Nineteenth Cenniry Renaissance," Creative Bengol. p. 75 .  



Surendranath Bane jee. The Mohammadan Association had succeeded to establishing 

onjumans ("associations") in different areas of Bengal "but the long and short of al1 their 

orations and thundering seems to have been that Mussalmans are different from the 

Hindus ... Sir Sayyid. although a separatist, was creative. but Amir Ali had almost nothing 

except separatism." l 86 

Wadud acknowltdged that Iqbal wrote genuine patriotic poems. lqbal had even 

expressed in an Ail India Muslim League conference (1930) that he would accept Indian 

nationhood had it been established on the lead of Akbar and Kabir. But Wadud criticized 

this rhetorical nationalism. Why, in the absence of Akbar and Kabir, could he not think of 

any other solutions except "strengthening each religious community of India in its 

particular ideology and way of life?" As a result, Wadud wrote. "The old inarticulate 

suspicion of Indian :Mussalmans of their uncharitable environs has under its [Iqbal's 

literature's] influence. flared up to undisguised belligerency ." 87 

The aspect of non-communalism (hurnane. humanistic) that Wadud was 

expecting from Muslim intellectuals was "unfettered reason." As Rammohun's 

"unfettered reason" had broken out of particular religious bonds. Wadud expected the 

same from so-called creative Muslim modemists. They should be free from obsessions 

and infatuations. Wadud wote: "Rammohun has been esteemed by the Hindus as 

ancestor of the saints of Brahmoism; similarly Rarnrnohun is an authoritative disciple of 

Hazrat Moharnmad's tauhid and egalitarianism in modem time."188 The mode1 of 

adjustment to modem non-communal life for Wadud was Rammohun, and the necessary 

condition for getting agreement with other religions is one's getting rid of obsession or 

infatuations with one's o\vn religion. But this mode1 of "unfettered reason." Wadud could 

not find in many intellectuals, except among the intelligentsia of the Bengal Renaissance 

186 Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Our Nineteenth Century Renaissance." Crearive Bengal. p. 77. 

I s 7  Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Our Nineteenth Century Renaissance." CreafNe Bengal. p. 78. 

I s e  Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Neta Rammohun," Naba Parjay, Vol. II, p. 4. 



and some of its twentieth century followers. especially his young rational humanists 

among the Muslims of Dhaka. 

3. Critique of 'self-interest' of Hindu politicai leadership. 

Wadud was enthusiastic that the ideals of the Bengal Renaissance should spread 

to the general body of the educated Hindus and Muslims. But the relationship between the 

'creative intellectuals' of the Bengal Renaissance and educated Hindu-Muslim body. 

according to Wadud. has not been that of a "rightful intellectual and spiritual succession 

of pioneers by admiring followers; rather. it has been of the nature of an inheritance of 

estate and status of a self-made father by his surviving children."'g9 The impact of these 

creative intellectuals upon the educated body of Muslims and Hindus that Wadud was 

seeking was "Revitalization of the national life"[90 through self-criticism of one's religion 

and society. but he was disappointed in what he found. Likewise. Wadud had expected a 

positive response from Indian political leadership to the humanistic trends of the Bengal 

Renaissance. This too did not really happen. .4n& Wadud blasted nationalist political 

leaders: "The effort of the reform movement or revitalization of the national life. received 

a yet harder blow from the political movements of the country."191 "The politics of the 

late nineteenth century Bengal or India," Wadud complained. "was. with al1 its 

pretensions. mere agitation by our English-educated people for the hirtherance of their 

'rank and status' @ada marjada) .... Self-criticism lost al1 relish for our people and yielded 

place to the zeal for fault-finding."lg? Wadud criticized politics of Sir Surendranath 

Banejee. an admirer of Mazzini (nationalist leader of late nineteenth century Italy), a 

man of 'religious faith' (dharrnapran) and clearly a politician. Wadud argued that 

Surendranath's politicai objective was to gain privileges and honor for educated Indians. 

189 Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Our Nineteendi Century Renaissance," Creative Bengal. p. 69. 

I9O Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Our Nineteenth Century Renaissance." Creative Bengal, p.69. 

91 Kazi Abdul Wadud. " Hindu-:Wucsalmaner Birodh," Kazi .A bdui Wadud Racanabaii, 1, p. 3 34. 

19? Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Our Nineteenth Cenrury Renaissance," Creative Bengal, p. 70. 



The Indian National Congress initially wanted to separate politics fiom religion, yet these 

were endeavors of only a few politicians. like Ananda Mohan Sen. Some may point out, 

Wadud continued. that this trend was replaced in due time by a sterner variety of political 

activists. of which the svadeshi (1906) advocates and the anti-partition 'revolutionaries' 

were the shining examples. Wadud cnticized their self-satisQing rhetoric: "In reply we 

would say in al1 humility that a path of Iife's fulfillment is as it were a razor's edge over 

which may not be vouchsafed an easy passage for al1 that look rnighty and fascinating, 

and that sacrifices. though ever worthy of our best regards. do at times lead to new fonns 

of fanaticism." 193 

4. Opposition to calling a movement 'Hindu' a movement of humanism. 

Wadud was aware of humanistic movements that took place in nineteenth cenniry 

Maharastra. After Bengal. Wadud declared. "Maharastra is the second largest center of 

awakening." This high intellectual image of Maharastm according to Wadud, broke the 

mç-th that "depicts Marathas as Iargely relentless free- booters. " Ig4 Wadud pmicularly 

cited a "genius." and a "patriot" of blararha intellecrual history. Mahadeb Gobinda 

Ranade. Wadud argued that Ranade in his book. d Theisils Confession of Faith, was 

"unreserved in his criticism of the Hindu observances and ideas he considered 

unprogressive."l9' Furthermore. Ranade appeared to have been in his tirne the ablest 

193 Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Our Nineteenth Century Renaissance," Crearive Bengal. p. 70. 

Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Our Nineteenth Century Renaissance." Crearive Bengal. p.72. 

7 This indicates that '95 Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Our Nineteenth Cenniry Renaissance." Crearive Bengal, p. 7-. 
Wadud was conscious of "The Prarthana Samaj," a society organized by EngIish educated Chitpavan and 
Sarasvat Brahmans in Maharashm. Like Muifiim Sahiwa Samaj, the organization had published a joumai, 
Shubodh Parrika. Kenneth W .  Jones argued that "The Prarthana Samaj," started a humanistic movement in 
the late nineteenth century. For example, Jones quoted Ranade: "Our friends of the Prarthana Sarnaj seem to 
be perfectly satisfied with a creed which consists of onIy one positive belief in the unicy of God, 
accompanied by a special protest against the existing corruption of Hindu religion, vk. ,  the article which 
denounces the prevalent idolatry to be sin and an abomination." Jones, however, argued that radical 
criticism of Hinduism by the Samaj was not continuous: "They softened their attack considerabIy by a 
rejection of religious inflexibility." See Kenneth W. Jones, The New Cambridge Hisrory of lndia, III-[., 
pp.  14 1 - 144. Marthew Lederle, Philosophical Trends in Modern Maharashrra (Bombay: Popular Prakashan. 
1976), Chapter VII, "Origin and Growth of Liberalism in Maharastra." 



successor of Rarnrnohun. Wadud also paid respect to Ranade for the achievements of his 

disciple. Gopal Krishna Gokhale. in the field of "creative politics" (srishti dharmi 

rajniri).l96 By contrast Wadud was a critic of Bal Gangadhar Tilak: "India has hailed him 

as a defiant leader. But his powers ... flash fearfully in stormy nights without caring to 

enlighten the path of perplexed trave1ers."lg7 Wadud cited Ranade's movement of 

humanism as an example of how educated Indians were unable to comprehend a 

humanistic movement in its own terms. without giving it a communal label, 'Hindu'. He 

argued that 'idealist Bengaiis' and 'practical Marathas.' misunderstood Ranade and many 

creative intellectuals only as "an exclusively Hindu-awakening" (Hindu jagran). '98 

B) Wadud's solution for Hindu-Muslim Conflict: 'Srishri Dharma' or 'Religion of 
Creativil.' 

Wadud narrowed down solutions of Hindu-Muslim conflict in modem times to 

the viewpoints of two Bengali spokesman: Ramakrishna Paramahansa and Rabindranath 

Tagore. Regarding Ramakrishna's dichm. "As many views. so many paths" vara mai rata 

parh). Wadud analyzed that "the phrase has a tendency toward new creativity. but there is 

'" Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Our Nineteenth Century Renaissance." Creative Bengal, p. 71. 

19' Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Our Nineteenth Century Renaissance." Creative Bengal. p. 72. 

'98 Wadud roughly sumrnarized their views: "First. it means Hindus. now considered fallen. to be elevated 
to a snong and ageeable stage of humanip. This school of thought looks upon various 'nations' uati) or 
'community' (samprdayer) as unique entities as finai and worthy of perpetuation in their separateness with 
of course mumal understanding and CO-operation. Second. it means the revitalization of the wondehl 
powers inherent in the Hindu civilization which has outtived ail its compeers possibly for no other reason 
except that its foundations have been very strong, perhaps the strongest ever conccived. So the Hindu 
awakening means the coming to Iife of the greatest civilizing force in the world. Third, India had achieved, 
prior to the advent of the Muslims, 'a particular thought of nationhood' (ekti bishesh manabhaber jatir 
srishri hcryechiia) composed of the non-Aryans, Dravidians, Scythians, Huns, and the like. A name of this 
'mixed community' (misrita jatrl was Hindu. The Muslims did not, it is nue, merge themselves in this Hindu 
nationhood. but they too could not withstand its powers of assimilation. Muslims' manners and customs, arts 
and sculpture. and even their spiritual outlook were influenced by the 'Hindu' or 'Indian' influence .... The 
'Hindu-awakening,' therefore, is an 'awakening of Indimess.' This should now receive the fostering care of 
al1 Indians irrespective of 'cornrnunity or religion' (jati-dharma-nirbisheshe). The composite character of the 
of the Indian nationhood need not to be disturbed, but al1 component parts must combine effectivety to 
create the grand India harmony." Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Our Nineteenth Century Renaissance," Creative 
Bengal. pp. 73-74. For Bengali version. see. Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Hindu-Musalmaner Birodh," K a t i  
.4 &du/ Wadud Racanabaii. I, p.3 36. 



more in it of worship of ancient shastras and ~ o c i e t y " ~ 9 ~  Rabindranath's uniSing 

viewpoint has two aspects. On the one hand, it c m  be categorized as. "As many views. so 

many paths." which respects the charactenstic of human diversity. On the other. "he also 

believed in srishri dharma that sees humans not as divided into by country or class. but 

members of an inter-related society in which the humans' only truth is the highest 

development in sociaI-life."~00 Wadud fiankly admitted that his ideai, srishii dharma. or 

'religion o f  creativity,' was inspired by Tagore's 'Hibbert Lectures.' The Religion ofil.ion. 

at Manchester College in Oxford (May, 1930). In those lectures. Tagore did not use the 

Bengali phrase. srishfi dharma or its English equivalent 'religion of creativity.' n e  

nearest expression to srishfi dharma that Tagore used in the Hibben Lectures was "The 

Creative Spirit." One difference in approach was that Tagore defined creative spirit in the 

Hibben Lectures in metaphors but did not directly criticize Hinduism or Islam.'ol On the 

contrq .  Wadud though he drew inspiration from Tagore's creative spirit. and seems to 

have coined the term. srishri dharma. in response to that idea. He then used srishti 

dharma as an ideal by which he criticized historical religious systems. especially his own 

Islarnic system. 

Wadud took srishii dharma as the only r d  solution of Hindu-Muslim conflicr. 

He declared it in clear terms: "Unless a movement o f  srishii dharma begins in our 

199 Kazi Abdul Wadud,  "Hindu-tVussalmaner Birodh." Kazi .-1 bdul Wadud Racanabaii. p. 345. 

?Oo Rabindranarher satnanvay-bader duiri dharc. Ekdike takeo bala jay "jaro mat tata path" badi- 
Bibhinna shrenigara O deshgaro baïshisa@ar dike tar drisri shraddhapurna: ar ekdike fini bisheshbhabe 
srishridharmi-manwhke deshe kale bibhakta na dekhe ek akhanda bikashman samajer sabhyampe 
dekhechen. samajjibane urkarshalabh jar java  param saiya. Kari Abdul Wadud, "Hindu-Mussalman 
Birodh." Kazi ,4bdul Wadud Racanabalt. I, p. 345. 

?O1 See Rabindranath Tagore, The Religion of Man (New Deihi: Harper Collins Publishers India PM. Ltd., 
Reprint, 1993). Rabindranath Tagore, Manusher Dharma (Calcutta: Vishvabharati, Reprint, 1972). Swami 
PraJanananda, Rabindrasahiwa Dharmocetana (Calcutta: Shri Rmakrishna Vedanta Math, Second 
Edition, 1987. 



thought, the sorrows of Muslim-Hindu conflict. as we understand them. will not be driven 

fiom our country. This is our solution."20? Wadud defined srishti dharma: 
Srishti dharma is the boundless curiosity of humans toward 
knowledge and enterprise .... Age after age, it was by srishti 
dharma's inspiration that humans had dreamt of new 
possibilities of human life and sacnficed their lives for 
celebrating al1 new efforts. ïhis  does not indicate that 
srishti dharma changed hurnans suddenly and completely 
into something rnarvelous. Humans wodd only change 
slowly in their new profundity of understanding .... Srishli 
dharma. aiso. does not reject hurnans' relation with 
surrounding living beings with whom they have entered 
into intimacy. Rather. by hlly recognizing this intimacy. 
srishri dharma creates new potentiality of human life and 
this process has been continuing steadily. This ability of the 
humans to bloom into new the life dong with their 
surroundings is not o d y  a wonder, but it is inevitable-as 
oxygen is fundamentai for the buming and reconstitution of 
the tells of a human body.203 

For building up a new life of creativity, Wadud suggested several measures to 

Hindus and Musiims. First. Wadud's srishri dharma rejects ouuight Muslims' and Hindus' 

'infatuation with religion' (dharma moha). This rejection by Wadud was expressed in 

clear and explicit terms: "An infatuation with religion ... is an age-old thoughtless 

anachment to ritual. "?a-' There is a well-known hypothesis of composite nationalisrn. 

according to which: "If the Hindu is devoted to Hinduism and the Muslirn is devoted to 

' O 2  Kazi Abdul Wadud, " Hindu-Mussaiman Birodh," Kazi Abdul Wadud Racanabali, 1, p.  345 

203 Ei bikmh-dharma arhaba srishti dharma ki? Khub ghoralo na kare sahajbhabe bala jay-jnana O 

karmer kserre manusher je anrahin kauruhal seiri rar srishti dharma .... Juge juge manush je jibaner 
sarbaksetre nuran sambhabanar svapna dekheche. nutan nuran kurmer udjapane pranpar kareche, se-sab 
rar srishtidharmeri preranv. Er arrha abasha e n w  je srishridharnrer prabhabe manush rararari agagora 
badle giye adbhur kichu h q e  orhe. Huyta anrarer nutan upalabdhir garharar dik diye se badle 
jay....Charpasher jibaner sange manush je nibir joge jukra srishri-dharma rake kakhono amikar kare na, 
baram purnabhabe mikar ka're rare phuleye role nutan sambhabana-ar kramagata cale er kaj. Ei je 
manusher kramara-paribesrhanke niyae nuran haye phure orha-e shudhu paramashcarja nay 
aryabashyak, jeman a yabash-vak deher koshanusam uher oxygen samsparshe pratim uhurte dagdha O 

purnagothira haoya. See, Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Hindu-Mtlssalmaner Birodh," Kazi Abdul Wadud 
Racanabali. 1. p. 345. 

Dharmil moha ... hoeche dirgha kaler bicarhin acarprbara. Kazi Abdul Wadud, " Hindu-1Mursalmaner 
Birodh," Ka=i .4bdul Wadud Racanabali. 1. p. 346. 



Islam, their unity is possible, because, in each religion, essential truths of human welfare 

are inherent."IOj Wadud found flaws in this thesis of composite nationalkm on two 

grounds: i )  the conflict and contradiction in the thought of the leaders who proposed this 

thesis: ii) its basis being purely in religious faith. but not a "piece by piece analysis of 

Hinduism and Islam." As to the first flaw. Wadud referred to Gandhi's contradiction: 
By religion. Gandhi accepted ritual (or formalism) (acar) as 
well as the intellectual discernrnent (bicar bzlddhi) of 
religion. Nevertheless. Gandhi could not attract people to 
oniy the intellectual discernent; but he told people to be 
devoted to the totality of their own religions. As a result. 
Gandhi gave an opportmity to popularizing infatuation 
with religion instead of the rationalism and humanism of 
religion. Thus it can be said that Gandhi is partly 
responsible for Hindu-Muslim conflict in our age.206 

Wadud's second objection was chat a Hindu-Muslim unity is proclaimed on religious 

humanismi rationalism. 'only on the b a i s  of faith on religion' (shudhu bishvaske 

parhe-varupe abalamvan kara hayeche): 
[The leaders who] depend the well-known conviction that if 
Hindus are devoted to Hinduism and Muslims devoted to 
Islam their unity will be possible were inspired by an 
honest objective but gave steps to a wrong direction. Before 
they propounded this thesis, they should have realized of 
what do they understand by Hinduism and Islam? But to 
analyze that way. their understanding should not be 
Hinduism and Islam, but their understanding should be 
srishii dharma inherent in the both. Saying this in another 
way means, that it is meaningless of the real form of 
Hinduism and Islarn that took shape in the past and taking 
shape in the present. Instead, how these religions should be 
sources of knowledge and working-power. these should be 
subject of study of people of Hinduism, Islam and al1 
cornmunities. This is reflected in this saying of 
Rabindranath--'what is a shastra is not believabie, but what 
is believabie is a shasrra.' ?O7 

Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Hindu-iMussalmaner Birodh," Ka-i Abdul Wudud Racanabali, 1, p. 347. 

206 Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Hindu-Mussalmaner Birodh," Kazi ,4bdul Wadud Racanabaii, 1. p .  347. 

? 0 7 . . . ~ i  je suparicita siddhanta je hindu hindutve nisthaban hale e b ~ m  mussalrnan mrrssalmantve nisthaban 
ha'le rader milan sambhabpar habe er upare jader nirbhar tara sadhu-uddshyo-pronudita hayeo 



On the contrary, Wadud's srishti dharma. was intended to dissolve blind faith in 

religious. including Islamic, niles. "It is possible to escape from this dificulty if we do 

not think of religion as a matter of rules but as a matter of discovery. Then religious 

books and gea t  men--1ike the thinkers of the word and works--would be the objects of 

trustlrespect (shraddha) by mankind; but not the objects of worship and ritua1."?08 Srishri 

dharma. therefore. is not antagonistic to Hindu-Muslim unity on the basis of religion: but 

it must be religion as new creation (srishti): not as re-stating @unar-gathita) religious 

rules. Religions could be used for a unity, but only by an application of 'unforced 

knowledge and intellect' (nirankush jnanbad ba jukribad) to religious d e s .  Wadud 

applied this understanding of religion to Islam in a debate on "Hindu-Muslim conflict" 

with a Bengali Islarnic liberai apologist. Wadud wrote: 
[To Muslims], the Quran is the message of Allah, Hanat 
Mohammad is merely the carrier of that message. The 
Muslim is expected to follow that Quran whole heartedly. 
This thought may have two implications. One implication is 
essentiality that of 'Quran puja,' or blind following of the 
literal Quran. which is bound to be excessive. like blind 
puja to the pirs. The other implication could be accordinp 
to uncoerced knowledge or reasoning. For exarnple, Quran 
as the message of Allah. means knowledge. Knowledge 
indicates the varieties of knowledge. Therefore it is 
desirable for hurnans to search for knowledge of various 
sorts. from the Quran or. if necessary 'to reject the Quran' 
(Qirran tayag kareo). ?O9 

andhakure pa baran. E-sidhante upanita habar purbe tader jacai kara ucit-ffindutve O mussalmantve 
balte tara ki bojhen. Kintu reman bhabe jacai karte gele tader abalamvan Hindutva O mussalmantve habe 
na, habe ei duyeri antanihita srishti dharma. Anyabhabe kathata balle dciray. Hindurva O mussalrnanhre 
atite O bartamane je-rup parigraha karechila o kareche taii se-sabher prakrita rup ekarha arthahin. tar 
paribarte eisab dharma bhabishyate ki bhabe manusher jnan O karma-shaktir sutikagar habe eii haoya cai 
Hindu Mussalmon sab sampradqer lokderi bishesh sadhmar bishay. Ei k a t h i  rayeche Rabindranather ei 
banite-ja Shastra rai b i s h v q a  nay, ya bishvasya tcry Shashtra. Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Hindu-Mussalmaner 
Birodh." Kaz  Abdul Wadud Racanabali, 1, p. 347-48. 

E-anarther ha[ rheke udhar paoya sambhabpar hai jadi dhurmake cirashita bidhanrupe ganya na &are 
abrskarer bishay baie bhaba jay, rahale dharmagranth O mahapurush haben jugarer cintashil o tader banir 
mata manusher shraddhar bastu-tara puja-aratir bartu nay. Kazi Abdul: Wadud, "Hindu-Mussalmaner 
Birodh." Kazi  Abdul Wadud Racanabali, 1. p.347. 

l o 9 ~ u r a n  Allahar (Allah) boni. Harrar Mohammad sei banir bahak maIra. mussalmanke ekantobhabe 
anusaran karte habe sey Koran-ei ye mat, ear duti parinati hote pare. Ekii ekantabhabe Koran-puja 



Wadud's srishii dharma also called for redefining 'Indian culture' (bharatiya 

samskriri). Wadud criticized. that Indian culture is a fragile and emotional thinking of 

rhose cultural nationalists who recognize only the 'Indiane~s'?~o of their culture. The 

cultural nationaiists give no respect to the imate creativity of humans as humans. They 

also cannot not clearly answer: " M a t  is really meant by Indian culture?--Buddhist. 

Vedic. Puranic. Mughal. or British? If it means a synthesis of al1 these. in which ways and 

what areas would there be a synthesis? And why should there be a synthesis?"?ll 

Therefore in Wadud's redefined sense of culture it is neither essential nor possible that 

bharatlva samskriti or Indian culture (what to speak of Hindu or Muslim culture) would 

arhaba Koraner aksharik anubarran-andha pirpujar rnatani utkat hote badhya. Er bvitiya parinati hore 
pare nrrankus jnanbade bu jukribade. Jatha-Koran ailahar ban1 arrhat jnan. h a n  arrha jnaner bicitra 
ingrr. kajey Kwan theke. athaba proyojan haie Koran rayag koreo. sey bicitra jnananvesan manuser 
kamya .... Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Hindu-rMuslim." K u i  Abdul Wadud CO Mohamad Wajed Ali. Bulbul. Vol. 
IV. No. 1 (Febniary 7. 1937). p. 59. The correspondence is reprinted in Kazi Abdul Wadud Racanabali, I I ,  
pp, 160-164. For details of Kazi Abdul Wadud's debate with Mohammad Wajed Ali. see Kazi Abdul 
Wadud. "Dharma Samparke Du-zkri Katha." Kazi Wadud to Mohammad Wajed Ali, published in Bulbul, 
Vol. IV. No. 5 (March 5. 1937). pp. 35 1-354. Mohammad Wajed Ali. "Dharma Sarnparke Dui-ekti Katha." 
Moharnmad Wajed Ali to Kazi Abdul Wadud. n.d.. published in Bulbid, Vol. IV. No. 6 (1937), pp. 410- 
41 7. Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Hind2~-!Lluslim." Kazi Abdul Wadud to Mohamrnad Wajed Ali. Bulbul, Vol. III. 
No.9 { 1936). pp. 703-704. Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Hindu-Muslim." Kazi Abdu! Wadud to Moharnmad Wajed 
Ali. Buibul. Vol. 111. No. 13 ( December 7, and Decernber 27, 1936), pp. 934-935. Moharnmrid Wajed Ali. 
"Hindu-iCfuslim," Bulbul. Vol. III, No. 6 (1936), pp. 427-433. Mohammad Wajed Ali. "Hindu-Muslim." 
Mohamrnad Wajed Ali to Lilarnay Ray, Bulbul, Vol III, No. 9 (November 30, 19361, pp. 703-706. 
Mohamad Wajed Ali. "Hindu-Mzcslim," Moharnmad Wajed Ali to Lilarnay Ray, Bulbul, Vol. III, No. 9 
(December 5. 1 936), 706-708. Mohammad Wajed Ali, "Hindu-Muslim," Mohammad Wajed Ali to Kazi 
Abdul Wadud. Bulbul. Vol. IV. No. 1 (February 25. 1937), pp. 60-66. Mohammad Wajed Ali, "Hindu- 
,Muslim," Moharnmad Wajed Ali to Lilamay Ray, . 1937. Bulbuf. Vol. III, No. 13 ( February 26. 1937), pp. 
935-939. Lilamay Ray (Annadashankar Ray). "Hindic. iMussalman," Bulbtrl, Vol. [I. No. 2 (1934). pp. { I O -  
1 14. Lilarnay Ray (Annadashankar Ray). "Hindu-itfuslim." Lilamay Ray to Mohammad Wajed Ali, Bulbul, 
Voi.111. No. 8 (1936). pp. 61 1-614. Lilamay Ray (Amadasankar Ray), "Hindu-Mtdim." Lilamay Ray to 
Mohamad Wajed Ali, October 25, 1936 and November 13. 1936. Bulbul. Vol. III,  No. 9 ( l936), pp. 702- 
703. These ierters are also reprinted in K a i  Abdul Wadud Racanabali, II. pp. 158-1 72. For Moharnmad 
Wajed Ali's Islamic liberal views, see Abdul Mannan Syed, Mohammad Wajed Ali Racanabali, 1 (Dhaka: 
Bangla Academy, 1990). Abdul Maman Syed. Mohammad Wajed ..ifs Racanabali. I I  (Dhaka: BangIa 
Acaderny, 1992). 

? I o  Wadud ex plained their view: . .. Bhararer je bishesh prakursha-dhara jarmare ho& ba ajjarasare ho& 
tari huoya ucir bhartbasir jibaner ntyarnak..Ei cintadhara jader tara khub bara ei kathati balen je desher 
je bahukakr bhaugofik parishiri o jibun-dhara ta sei desher iokder svabhaber angibhura haye jay, se; 
svabhaber dike dristi rekhe na cafie svabhab samtrye bhayankar prarishodh ney. Era ahar-bihar poshak- 
paricched theke ararnbha kare bishesh bishesh adarsher anusaran parjanra jibaner sarba byapare desher 
iokder je desher prakritir dike lakshya rekhe calte balen-.. Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Hindu-Mussalrnaner 
Birodh." K c i  .-t bdul Wadud Racanabali, 1, p. 348. 

' Kazi Abdul Wadud. " Hindu-~MussaImaner Birodh." Kazx Abdul Wadud Racanabali, 1, p. 349. 



be the o d y  meaning of sarnaskriri. or culture. in India. Conversely. Wadud stated, "It is 

inevitable and essential today not only to be acquainted with the world but also be one 

who is blended into this world."212 This meaning of 'universality' (vishva-joninata) of 

culture, Wadud expressed in various Bengali phrases, for example: vishva-manab 

(universal human). vishva-bisri (universal culture), antarjatikbad (intemationalism) or 

par ibesfaner sange nibir jog (one's intimac y with surrounding) . Wadud. there fore 

concluded: 
If we look at culture frorn this standpoint, then such 
categories as Hindu culture. Muslim culture. Semitic 
culture. and Aryan culture. these are not functional. If 
Hindus and Muslims are to be united into one nationhood, 
then their cultural life cannot be different. If this difference 
persists. then prime objective of that culture. i.e.. 
achievement of societal or national progress of India, would 
be hindered. "'l3 

Finally. for implementing the ideals of srishri dharma, Wadud was looking for a 

new political and intellectual leadership in India. Wadud wrote that the qualities of new 

leadership would be to "respect traditions." but not as their worshipper @ujari). Their 

e'tpectations would not be unity of "ancient Hindus and Muslims." because that would be 

an unuuth and an impossibility. Instead. the expectation should be to build a "new 

nation" of humans in India. The new leadership should never recognize a nation divided 

by religion, because that would result an anathema. the "division by jati." It  is not 

division by jati, or communal and cultural divisions, that should be the goal of new 

1eadership.'i4 instead, the new leadership should work tirelessly for infusing srishti 

? l 2  Kazi Abdul Wadud, " Hindu-Mucsafrnaner Birodh," Kmi A bdzd Wadud Racanabali, 1, p. 349. 

? 1 3  Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Samskritir Katha ( 1 94 1 )." published in Kazi Abdul Wodud Racanabali, 1, p. 507. 
See also Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Ekaler Jiban O Ekaler Sahitya." essay read in Bangiya Sahitya Sanmelan, 
April, 1939. published in Kazi Abdul Wadud (ed.), .4jkar Karha. pp. 69-88. The article is reprinted in 
Brrshir Al Helal (ed.), "Raja Rammohun Royer Dvi-shara Janmabarshiki O Kazi Abdul Waduder Dvir iya 
.tfrir)w-vabarshiki" (Dhaka: Raja Rarnmohun Roy and Kazi Abdul Wadud Srnriti Udjapan Kamiti, May 19, 
1972). 

214 See Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Shrotabarta." Kazi Abdul Wadud to Mahbub-ul-Alarn, August 26, 1938. 
Purabi. August-September, 1938, p.336. 



dharma into political and intellectual life. Wadud concluded his three lectures at Vishva- 

Bharati by rejecting Swami Vivekananda's notion of a composite character of the future 

Indian nation: 
Swarni Vivekananda said. 'the character of the fndian 
nation would be a body of Islam and a brain of the Veda.' 
To this it is better to Say, die chardcter of the indian nation 
would be a completely human body and a completely 
human mind where manifestations of srishti-shakti 
(creative power) would be without limits. Islam and the 
Veda are only manifestations of the srishti-shakri of 
humans. Srishti-shakri is endless. inexhausti ble and 
unfailing, and this is the humans' birthright. Let this 
birthnght be true in our lives.?lj 

IV. Conclusion. 

Kazi Wadud's srishri dharma is a new thesis by Bengali Muslims of secular 

humanist approach to British rule and accommodation of Muslims with Hindus and 

eventual independence of India. Srishri dharma was a new thesis because it contradicts 

both separatist Muslim nationalists' and indian nationalist Muslims' views of British mie 

and Muslims' relation with Hindus. We have noted in the introduction of the dissertation 

W.C. Smith's portrayal of Muslims' view toward nationalism. Ws return here to Smith's 

conception of the "religio-nationalist relation" of Muslim nationalists to show how it 

differs from Kazi Wadud's srirhli dharma. Smith noted four components of religio- 

nationalist relationship of Muslim nationalist movernents (Indian and Pakistani 

nationalists both). First. the fundamental objective of the Muslim nationalists movement 

was to eject British mle from India. because British rule was considered basically not 

compatible with Islam. The pro-British attitude of such rational humanist Muslims as 

Wadud is quite different. Wadud and Abu1 Hussain wanted the British to stay in India 

because they did not think that British rule was responsible for Hindu-Muslim conflict. 

? 1 5  Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Hindu-Mursalmwer Birodh." p. 3 5 1 .  In the years 1935-1947, Wadud continued 
to emphasis Muslims accommodation with Hindus in many essays and books. Wadud wrote a drama in 
1939 in which he repeated srishti dharma. See Kazi Abdul Wadud, Path o Bipath (Calcutta: Vishva- 
Bharati. 1939). 



Moreover, Wadud and Abul Hussain understood nationalism not pnmady in terms of 

gaining imrnediate political Freedom. but in terms of social freedom or freedom of 

thought of people from the shackles of religio-communal bigotry. They saw continuing 

British rule and Western influence as supporting such social Freedom and "fieedom of 

inteIiect." 

Second: Smith pointed out the leadership of such ulema figures as Deobandis and 

Abul Kalarn Azad in the Muslim Indian nationalist movement. This may be true of 

leadership of Indian nationalist Muslims in north India. But the leadership and 

sympathizers of the rational humanist Muslims, or buddhir mukti group, in East Bengal 

was not at al1 drawn from the ulema. whether Deobandis or others. 

Tnird, Smith has also written: "Whatever nationalism bas been adopted in the 

Musfim world. and in whatever Muslirn fonn. the 'nation' concemed has been a Muslim 

group. No Muslim people has evoived a national feeling that has meant a loyalty to or 

even concem for a communiiy transcending the bounds of Isiam."?'6 Smith also States. 

"No where in the Muslim world (except perhaps Indonesia) do Muslims feel that non- 

Muslim member of their nation is one of us." Again this thrsis of Smith contradicts 

sharply the srishri dharma of such rational humanist Muslims as Wadud and buddhir 

rnukii group. Unlike composite nationalists, Kazi Wadud and Abul Kussain did not argue 

for a fragile "CO-operation" with Hindus. Srishti dharma demanded a more fundamental 

and permanent relationship of Muslim 'accommodation with Hindus.' This would be 

accomplislied. according to srishti dharma, not through an apologetic feaninng what in 

current circumstances would be good for Islamic religion. Instead, srishri dharma urged 

Muslim accommodation and solidarit)? with Hindus which would come about through 

lessened emphasis on religious niles, rejection of Muslims "obsession" or "infatuation" 

with Islam, recognition of the positive values of the Indian national revival and finally 

- - 

n6 W.C. Smith, Islam in Modem History, p.83 



fidelity to the rational humanist ide& of the Bengal Renaissance. even though most of its 

leaders had been non-Muslims. 

Faurth. Smith stressed the Pan-Islamic component of Muslim nationalism. Smith 

said. "The Muslim's feeling for his total community is well known. We have previously 

noted the deep religious base on which this rests ..." Smith characterized the Pan-lslarnic 

feeiing: "Pan-Islam is. and always has been. primarily a sentiment of cohesion. It is not 

cohesion itsele or any institutional or practical expression of it. The unity of the Muslim 

world is a unity of sentiment.""7 Wadud hirnself wrote only one essay on the Non- 

Cooperation movement which manifested this sort of Muslim self-conscious sentiment of 

solidarity. This was before he becarne convinced of the priority of bitddhir mzrkti. AAer 

the Khiiafar rnovement was over. Wadud rejected Pan-Islarnism in clear terms. However, 

it can be argued that Muslims writing essays on the topic of Pan-Islam do not necessarily 

do so for the sake of "unity of Muslim sentiment." At least in Eastern Bengal. many 

essays were presented on Pan-Islamic topics in MSS that overtly address Pan-Islarnic 

concem but inwardly contain critiques of or disclaimers to Pan-Islamic Muslim unity."8 

-4 year before the independence of India in August 1947. Wadud was mistrated as 

he watched communal agitation gathering rnornennim for the division of India and 

Pakistan. Publicly he did not make a last bid to reassert his outspoken advocacy of srirhti 

dharma for h/Iuslimsl accommodation with Hindus. His CO-worker Abu1 Hussain had 

died. and privately. Wadud felt in that charged environment of communalism that it was 

h i t l e s s  to appeal to Muslims for oneness with Hindus. "By heart and sou1 Muslim 

? j 7  W.C. Smith, Islam in Modem History, p. 88. 

For example, many essays of Pan-Islamism also glorified Mutazilites tradition and atheistic thought of 
Ibn Rushd (Averroes, 1 126-98), a disciple of Aristotle. Similariy, essays of Pan-Islamism also called Ezid, a 
killer of Hazrat Mohammad's grandsons, "Poet Ezid." See Fida Ali Khan, "Abhibhashan." (I933), MSSP, 
p .  1 19; " Mutazilabader Krarnabikash, " Saogaf, Vol. XXII, No. 2-4 ( 1939). Kazi Akrarn Hussain, "Abbmju 
Jug," Shikha, VoL.111 ( 1  929). Mohammad Kasem, "Arabi Kabya," Shikha, Vol. II1 ( 1  !ID), pp. 104- 1 10; 
"Svabhab Kabi lrnrul Kayes," upublished, "MSSP" p, 75. Khondakar Mohammad Abdus Salam, "Kabi 
Ezid," unpublished, "MSSP," p. 1 18. Mamtazuddin Ahmad. "Darshad Ibn Rushd' (AS, 1929)- Shikha , 
Vol. 111 (1929). pp. 75-8 1 .  



separatists are now coming to a climax. They have never united with Hindus and they will 

not be united in the h t ~ r e . " " ~  Wadud condemned the separatist Muslim leaders. who 

were proposing an "Islamic foundation" of the new Muslim state. He condemned some of 

the Muslim separatist leaders as "Nazis and Bolsheviks"?~o However. Wadud demanded 

of the Muslim leadership who insisted on a communal state of Pakistan: "They must go to 

the Northwest of India and f o m  an independent religious Kingdom."?" one to which 

Bengal would not be a pmty. Wadud flarly declared. "Bengali Muslims' geographical and 

cultural union with Punjabi Muslims' is impossible."~2~ 

219 Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Griha Juddher Prakkale" (May 4. 1946), K a t  Wadud Racanabali. 1, p. 493. 

220 iVa~~i-bad O bolshebhik-bader samagriknra ekale byapakbhabe manusher citta abkra kareche. Arnader 
desher nabanerarao je esabher &ara prabhabiru hayechen ra bhoja korhin nay. Marner naba rasrrik ruper 
katha jura bhabchen tader keu keu je bishesh prerana peyechen natsi-bad rheke. FR. Khan krita 
nabaprakasira. A Plan o f  Muslirn Educational Reform (English title is cited by Wadud), granrhe rar ek 
suspasra paricq.. . . Ekal er bidian O budhhiman mussalmano je pracin Marner jay ghoshana karre gye  
prakrira prasrabe jayghoshana karben samasamayik prabal narsi-bader arhaba bolshevik-bader tao 
karakta apariharja. Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Griha Juddher Prakkale. " Kazi Wadud Racanabali, 1, p. 496- 
497. 

?' ' Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Griho Juddher Prakkale, " Krci Wadud Racanabali, 1, p. 494. 

?" Kazi Abdul Wadud, "Griha y~ddherprakkde,'~ Kazi Wadud Rucanabali, 1, p. 496. 



Chapter Six 

Concluding Review and Epilogue 

1. Review. 

The five chapters of this dissertation thus far indicate that the buddhir mukti 

movement was essentially a rationai humanistic trend of Muslim modemism rmerging 

toward the end of British d e  in India. This trend. begun by some rational hurnanist 

Bengali-speaking and Bengali-wrïting Muslim intellectuals of East Bengal, up to now has 

been virtually unstudied in English language histonography of Muslim modemism in 

South Asia. This dissertation. therefore. as its basic contribution, introduces into the 

histonography of Muslim modernism in India, the rational hurnanist. buddhir rntikti 

("emancipation of intellect"). dimension of Bengali Muslim thought and values. The 

rational humanistic trend was significantly different from the neo-orthdox communal and 

liberal apologetic types of Muslim modemisrn that current historiography of Muslim 

modemism has examined so far. The latter two types either aggressively or apologetically 

aimed to "rehabilitate" the image of Islam in modem times. But the rational humanist 

Muslims of East Bengal markedly dit-ered from such communal and apologetic 

restatements of Islam. Although still considering themselves Muslims, they sought radical 

refom of the cultural and social life of Bengali Muslims. In doing this, they were 

prepared to challenge any traditional authority or allegedly revealed doctrines and 

practices. if these violated basic universal human values, especially human creativiry and 

fieedom. 

The Bengali-speaking and Bengali-writing rational hurnanists did not emerge in 

the intellectual milieu of Bengal fiom elite Bengali-speaking Muslim or Urdu-speaking 

Muslim families. Almost al1 the rational humanists active in the Muslim Sahitya Samaj of 

Dhaka, including their leader, Kazi Abdul Wadud, came from very ordinary Bengali 

Muslim families. Their fathers' and grandfathers' social ranking were aimost equivalent to 



that of ordinary ("subaltem") Muslims in Bengal. Yet these relatively subaltern fathen 

had managed to give their sons English education. These English-educated, but non-elite. 

sons could not visit the West. as Sir Mohammad Iqbal or Sir Sayyid Ahmad did. Neither 

did they ever have an opponunity for significant dialogue with European intellectuals or 

with high ranking Europeans in Bengal. Yet some of the finest strands of modem rational 

humanism of the West were discussed in the writings of these rational humanists. They 

learned about the West in their own ways. This came initially perhaps. fiom their English 

education. but. more imponantly. fiom their creative individual efforts to study the 

literary works of the West and of the other Bengali humanist intellectuals. mostly Hindus. 

already in dialogue with West. If historians argue that Rammohun and Rabindranath. two 

stal warts of the Bengal Renaissance. were inspired by "British Orientalism," then rational 

humanists like Wadud may be considered as f ist  generation of Muslims inspired by 

British Orientalism through Tagore and Rarnmohun. 

The rational humanists' critique of islam within and outside Muslim Sahitya 

Samaj at Dhaka (MSS) was no mere hesitant and inconsistent critique of certain practices 

and doctrines of islam. There was force and consistency. for example. in the writings of 

Wadud. and Abu1 Hussain in the way they understood and used key value-laden terms: 

buddhi (intellect), mukri (freedom) and srishti (creativity), as the basis for unfettered 

cntique of the most fundamental practices and doctrines of Islam. This unfettered 

fieedorn is also visible in the membership, structure, and masthead of the MSS, the 

contents of its journal. Shikha. The MSS was free of almost d l  kinds of discrimination: 

gender. racial. ideological and hieraschical. Any person of any category--Hindu-Muslim- 

Christian. male-female. orthodox-liberal-radical. Bengalist-Pan-Islarnist-Western--was 

allowed into the MSS. The Anglo-Indians, Europeans and Hindu students did not present 

essays or take major part in the debates on Muslim issues, but this was by their own 

choice. The constitution and the mles of procedure of MSS did not impose any kind of 

restrictions on any category of people. 



Wadud's understanding the ideals. muhi (fieedom). buddhi (intellect) and srishfi 

(creativity), was also consistent with his analysis of the thought of his two distinguished 

Bengali mentors. Rammohun and Rabindranath, and also with this critiques of Iqbal. 

Arnir Ali. Sayyid Ahmad Khan. Mawlana Mohammad Ali. Abu1 Kalam Azad and M.K. 

Gandhi. One should also note that what Wadud learnt fiom the two Bengali mentors. by 

way of unfettered freedom of thought and universal humanism. was less radical than what 

Wadud appealed for and demanded fiom Muslims. The rational critiques of Islam and 

Muslim society by Wadud and his associates in MSS were more severe than the critiques 

of Hinduism by Rammohun and Rabindranath. For example. to encourage Muslims' 

accommodation with Hindus. Wadud wrote apologetic interpretations of Hindu 

revivalism. But no such apologetics of Muslim revivalism were ever offered by 

Rabindranath and Rammohun to foster Hindu accommodation with Muslims. There was 

hardly any direct critique of their own Brahrno religion in the writings of Rammohun and 

Rabindranath. yet rational humanist Muslims did not hesitate to cnticize Islam; but 

interestingly they did not propose any new religious organization for that purpose. To 

rational humanist Muslims. the meaning of mukti. buddhi and srishti was universally 

human and thus above the practices and doctrines of any particular religious tradition. 

organization or communi~ .  even the Muslim. 

Finally. as typical of the rational humanist Muslims of the 1920s and 1930s, 

Wadud's view of nationalism was consistent with a universal and unrestricted sense of 

buddhi, mukri, and srishti. Wadud did not see political nationalism as main goal or 

political un-freedom as the fundamental problem or cause of weakness of the Indians. 

The nationalism Wadud sought was primarily freedom of Indians fiom d l  sorts of diverse 

communai religious self-consciousness. For an ideal pattern of human values to support 

this kind of nationalism. Wadud coined the phrase. srishli dharma, or 'religion of 

creativity.' One basic emphasis of this srishti dharma was Muslims' accommodation (not 

simply CO-operation) with Hindus. From the ideal standpoint of srishti dharma, Wadud 



found the intolerance and blatant communalism in Islam and Muslim tradition, as he saw 

it. to be in need of criticism and correction. But Wadud did not criticize Hinduism to the 

sarne degree. Wadud's final proposa1 for Muslirns was creativity. the most crucial 

condition for which was to get out of a communal obsession (or infatuation. mohu) with 

self-consciousness of being a Muslim. at the cost of losing one's self-consciousness of 

being universally human. 

The unfettered meanings of rnukti (freedom), buddhi (intellect) and srishti 

(creativity) that were originated, emphasized and given organized shape by rational 

humanist Muslims in Dhaka during the 1920s and 1930s was only the most sharply 

focused "tip of the iceberg" of rational humanist. even secular, Bengali Muslim self- 

consciousness. Much of that submerged mass of non-communal Bengali Muslim 

sentiment rose IO the surface soon afier Pakistan's independence arnong Muslim 

intellectuals in East Pakistan and more recently in Bangladesh. This dissertation does not 

anempt ro document in any systematic and complete fashion the histo- of the rational 

humanist tendency of Bengali Muslim thought beyond the buddhir rnukti rnovement and 

its Muslim Sahitya Sarnaj at Dhaka in the 1920s and 1930s. However. to suggest that the 

buddhir rnzikri movement was not an aberration or momentary accident. a bnef sketch of 

subsequent expressions of rational humanist vitality arnong Muslims in East Bengal (for a 

while East Pakistan and now Bangladesh) is provided in this epilogue. 

II. Epilogue. 

A. Independence of Pakistan and Official Islamization and Urduization of East Pakistan. 

The cornrnunal division of India in 1947 brought forth a communal division of 

Bengal. The basic reason for separating the eastem half of Bengal from its western half 

was that Muslims formed a majority in the eastem half of Bengal. but were in the 

minority in western Bengal. In 1947: the eastem half of Bengal was given a new name, 

East Pakistan. although geographically, historicaily, linguistically, economically, socially 

and even in understanding of Islam, ordinary Bengali-speaking Muslims were different 



From Urdu-speaking and Punjabi-speaking Muslims of West Pakistan.' From 1947 until 

1971, Pakistan was therefore a "double country," characterized by "intemal coloniaiism" 

From the time of Jinnah. as most East Pakistanis came to view their newiy independent 

country. 

Moharnmad Ali Jinnah. the founder of Pakistan. in 1947 was not instinctively a 

communal Muslim political leader. Yet Islam needed to be politicized for its ideological 

use ever since Pakistan was bom as a double country. A revisionist historian. Ayesha 

Jalal. has recently given reasons for establishing "Islam as ideology and culture" in 

politics and society in Pakistan.' Jalai's key arguments are four. First, that the state of 

Pakistan in 1947 did not "organically cmerge" with socio-econornic structures that existed 

below. but began with constructing a central government at the top, which then would 

impose authority upon the provinces. Second, a large number of orthodox religious 

groups. the Jamat-i-Islam. the Ahrars and the Khaksars. had adversely reacted against the 

formation of Pakistan. Yet members of these groups who settled down in Pakistan were 

the "loudest proponents of an Islamic State." Third. the state of Pakistan had to justi- its 

own distinctiveness from the state of India. Founh. Islam was necessity to integrate 

closely West Pakistan with the fa flung "linguistically distinct" East Pakistan.' 

Several major studies have been published in the English language on the socio-cultural. religious, 
econornic and political disparities between East and West Pakistan. See Richard Weekes, Pakistan: Birth 
and Growth of a .Muslitn Nation (Princeton: Van Nostrand Company, 1964). Rounaq Jahan. Pakistan: 
Failure in National Integrarion (New York: Columbia University Press, 1971). Charles Burton Marshall, 
"Reflections on Revolution in Pakistan," Foreign Affairs, Vol. XXXVII (1959). R.K. Dasgupta, Revolt in 
East Bengai (New Deihi: A. Dasgupta, 1 97 1 ). Anisur Rahman, Emr and West Pakistan: A Problern in the 
Politicai Economy ofRegionai Planning (Cambridge: Center for International Affairs, Harvard University, 
1 968). Ramendu Majumder (ed.), Sheikh Mujibur Rahman: Bangladesh my Bangladesh (New Delhi: Orient 
Longrnan, 1972). Philip Oldenburg, Ralph Nicholas and Marata Nicholas, Bangladesh: The Birth of a 
.Vation (Madras: M .  SeshachaIam and Co., 1 972). Gauri Pada Bhanacharjee, Renaissance and Freedom 
.Ciovement in Bangladesh (Calcutta: The Minerva Associates, 1973). Ministry of External Affain, India, 
Bangladesh Documents. I & 1 1  (New Delhi: 197 1 ). Pakistan Ministry of Economic Affairs, Twenty Years of 
Pakisran in Statisrics (Karachi: The Manager of Publication. Government of Pakistan Press, 1968). 

' Ayesha Jalal. The State ofA4artial Rule (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990). 

Ayesha Jalal did not enlarge this point further. Jalal merely stated in nvo sentences: "...That Urdu would 
be the official language of the state. For the Bengali majority this was not merely an insult to their language 
and cutture, but an outright denial of their statu as equal citizens Pakistan." The statement needs to be 
rewritten. First, it is not merely the imposition of Urdu language, but Islarnization of the Bengali language 



The Islarnization of Bengali culture was therefore a priority and the campaign to 

do this in East Pakistan was a state-sponsored rnovement. Jinnah began this state 

sponsored campaign in 1948. in that year on March 19. Jinnah bluntly told the Dhaka 

Universil students: 
Let me tell you in the clearest language that there is no tmth 
that your normal Iife is going to be touched or disturbed so 
far as your Bengali language is concemed .... But let me 
make it very clear to you that the state language of Pakistan 
is going to be Urdu and no other language.' 

Jinnah's recognition of Urdu as the state language rneant an Urdu cultural hegemony that 

he wanted to establish over the Bengalis of East Pakistan. even though according to the 

Cènsus Report of Pakistan of 195 1. 51.6 per cent of Pakistan's population spoke Bengali. 

28.4 Punjabi. 7.2 Urdu. 5.8 Sindhi. 7.1 Pushto and 1.8 English.' 

On Febmary 23 1948. the first Constituent Assembly of Pakistan rejected a 

proposal that Bengali be used in the deliberations of the Constituent Assembly dong with 

Urdu and English. The Prime Minister of Pakistan. Liaquat Ali Khan. said: "Pakistan is a 

Muslim state and it must have its Iinguafianca the language of the Muslim nation."Wot 

only was Urdu to be recognized as the state language of Pakistan, but Fazlur Rahman. 

Education Minister of Pakistan in 1947-1949. himself a Bengali. reported a project to 

mnte Bengali letters in .Arabie script.' Rahman instructed his assistant. Dr. Mahmud 

and literature of its secular and contents of its Hindu origin. This was not mereIy "insult" but flagrant 
violation of Bengali culture of the Bengali Muslims. Third, the rational humanist Bengali Muslims resisted 
Islamization of Bengali language and literature not to become "equal citizens of Pakistan" but to become 
culturally 'autonomous,' that finally led to the fùll-fledged struggle for freedom-fkom Pakistan in 1971. 

' Quaid-kam Speak (Karachi), p. 136. cited by Gauri Pada Bhattacharjee, Renaissance and Freedom 
Movement in Bangladesh, p.  6 1 .  
5 Cited by Gawi Pada Bhattacharjee, Renaissance and Freedom Movement in Bangladesh, p.  5 8 .  See also, 
R.K. Dasgupta, Revoit in East Bengal (Delhi A. Dasgupta, 197 1 ), p. 2 1. 

Constituent /Issemb(v of Pakistan. Debates, Vol.  I I ,  February 1948, pp. 15 & 17, cited by Gauri Pada 
Bhattacharjee, Renaissance and Freedom Movement in Bangladesh, p. 59. See, also Badruddin Umar, 
Purba Banglar Bhasha Andolan O Tatkalin Rajniti, 1 (Dhaka: Maola Brothers, 1970), pp. 50-5 1. 

' See Fazlur Rahman's speech to Pakisran Teachen Conference, Kmchi, December 27, 1948 and speech to 
Educational Advisory Board. Peshawar on February 7, 1949. The two speeches were pubiished in Akram 
Khan (ed.), Bengali newspaper, Azad. December 28, 1948 & March 3. 1949. The two speeches were cited 
by Badruddin Umar. Purba Banglar Bhasha Andolan O Tarkalin Rajniti, 1, pp. 256-257. 



Hussain (former Muslim Sahitya Sarnaj member) and Fazle Ahmed Karim, East Pakistan 

Education Secret- 10 implementing this project.' The East Pakistan Education secret. 

motivated an orthodox Maulabi Zulfiqar Ali to publish a journal. entitled: "Arabi Akrhore 

Banga Bhashar Saprahik Dharma Barra" or 'Weekly Message of Religion Wrinen in 

Bengali. using the Arabic Script.' The journal was published from Chittagong (see. 

Appendix K). This was not the end of it. 

In 1949. Pakistan government formed the East Pakistan Language C~mmit tee .~  

The officia1 purpose of the Cornmittee was to reform Bengali language. The Committee's 

report was submitted to government in 1950. Munier Choudhury, an eminent scholar of 

Bengali language and literature of Dhaka University, objected that the Language 

Committee's report waged a "battle for the welfare of religion."l0 but not the welfare of 

Bengali language. Choudhury mentioned that the Committee did not change the syntax 

or grammatical arrangement of Bengali words. but abolished Sanskrit and Hindu words 

infavor of unpopular Urdu. Farsi and Arabic words." In 1950. the Constituent Assembly 

The project began since April 18. 1950. In several districts of East Pakistan. nventy centers were opened 
in which Arabic was written in Bengali and taught to the illiterate adults. For the success of the project, 
central governrnent spent Rs. 67. 764. Badruddin Umar. Purba Banglar Bhasha Andoian O Tatkalin Rajniti. 
1. p. 268. Mohammad Abul Kasem, "Bangali IMusohander Rujnaitik Svatanrracetana: Bangfa Bhasha O 

Sahiyu C a r c l  Tar Pratiphalan" (Unpublished Ph.D. thesis: Rajshahi University, 1988). The thesis 
includes detailed discussion of effons to Islamize and Urduize Bengali language and Iiterature prior to and 
during the Pakistani period. 

' The rnembers of East Bengal Language Comminee were: Mohammad Akram Khan, President; Habibullah 
Bahar Choudhury, provincial rninister: Dr. Abdu1 Motalib, provincial minister; Dr. Moazzem Hussain, vice- 
chanceilor, Dhaka University; Mawlana Abdullah Al-Baki. Iawyer; Dr. Moharnmad Shahidullah, Professor 
Dhaka University; Abul Kalam Sharnsuddin. editor, Azad. See Badruddin Umar, Purba Banglar Bhasha 
..indolan O Tatkalin Rajniti. 1. p. 275. 
10 Munier Choudhury . "Purbabanga Sarkari Bhasha Commirreer Suparesh Prasange," published in 
Anisuzzarnan (ed.), Munier Choudhury Racanabali. I f 1  (Dhaka: Bangla Acaderny, 1984), p. 650. Munier 
Choudhury was one among the scores of Bengali intellectuals murdered on the eve of Bangladesh 
independence on December 16. 197 1 .  
I I  He cited several exarnples from the Cornrninee's report. For example, the Comminee changed the Bengali 
sentence. "Ami tomai janrna ianrnanrare bhuliba na" to "Ami tornai kiyarnater din parjanta bhuliba na." 
The dispute here is between nvo sets of words, janma ianrnanrare, which is a Hindu phrase meaning 
'rebinh,' to be replaced by kivamarer din, which is a phrase of Islam, meaning the Iast day of judgement. 
Munier Choudhury, "Purbabanga Sarkari Bhasha Commirteer Suparesh Prasange," p. 655-56. 



of Pakistan formed the Basic Principle Committee. Its report "stated categorically that 

Urdu would be the national language of Pakistan."" This was reiterated in 1952 by 

Khawja Nazimuddin. the Urdu-speaking premier of Pakistan, who came h m  the Dhaka 

Nawab farnily. On 26 January, 1952 he announced formally in Dhaka that Urdu would be 

the only national language of Pakistan. 

B. Bengali Resistance to Islarnization and Urduization. 

These state-sponsored prograrns for promoting Urdu language and Muslim culture 

and religion at the expense of Bengali culture/Ianguage and literature were increasingly 

resisted in East Pakistan. A huge number of books. journals. seminars. student 

organizations and street demonstrations affirming Bengali culture gained populaxity in 

Dhaka University. in the wake of communal nots of 1950, student leaders of Dhaka 

University celebrated the birth anniversary of Rabindranath Tagore. But the East Pakistan 

Govenunent issued warrants of arrest against students. including their leader Oli Ahad.I3 

The movement of Bengali cultural autonomy took a militant tum in 1952. Al1 student 

organizations (except the Muslim League) of Dhaka University in that year formed a 

State Language Cornmittee. The Committee declared February 21. 1952 as the State 

Language Da?. Professor Rafiqul Islam of Bengali Department. Dhaka University. has 

described the tragedy and symbols of martyrdom that followed after the government took 

action against the students: 
The government promulgated prohibitory orders banning 
al1 sorts of meetings. processions and demonstrations. 
Dhaka University students defied government ban. held 
protest meetings, and brought out massive demonstrations. 
This brought them into direct clash with the government. 
The police and para-military forces resorted to widespread 
tear gas, shelling, clubbing and fmally, shooting. As a 
result, several students were killed, hundreds were injured 

'' Gauri Pada B hanac harjee. Renaissance and Freedom Movemenr in Bangladesh, p. 65. 
13 M.R. Akhtar, ",Michhifer Xam Shapath," Desh. lune 12, 1971. See also, Gauri Pada Bhattacharjee, 
Renaissance and Freedom Movement in Bangladesh, p. 76. Yatindra Bhatnagar, Bangla Desh-Birth ofa 
Narion (New Delhi: Indian School Supply Depot, 197 l), p. 54. 



[the injured students who died later in the hospital were: 
Abdul Jabbar. Abul Barqat and Rafiquddin], and thousands 
were arrested. A reign of terror was let loose by the 
government but the language movement did not stop .... A 
martyr's column was irnrnediately raised on the spot where 
the first student was slain. 'Ekushe Febrzmy' or '21st 
February' .... From 1932 onwards the Bengalis of Pakistan 
drew inspiration kom the sacrifices made on Zi February in 
al1 subsequent stmggles. l 4  

In 1956. Field Marshall Mohammad Ayub Khan rose to the head of a military 

j u t a  and took up political power in Pakistan. Ayub's memoir. Friends not Masters. 

clearly reflects the sense of racial and cultural supenority which Urdu-speaking and 

Punjabi-speaking Muslim leaders felt over Bengali-speaking Muslims of East Pakistan. 
Bengalis.. . belong to the very originai Indian races .... Up to 
the creation of Pakistan they had not known any real 
freedom or sovereignty. They have in tum been ruled either 
by caste Hindus. Moguls. Pathans or the British. In addition 
they have been and still are considerably under 
cultural ... and linguistic influence. As such thev have al1 the 
inhibitions of down trodden races and have not vet found it 
possible to adiust psvchologicallv to the requirements of 
their new born freedom (Emphasis inserted)." 

This intemal cultural colonialism. as perceived by Bengalis. of Ayub continued 

unintempted throughout the 1960s. Following resistance of the Bengali Muslims. both 

Urdu and Bengali were recognized as national languages in the 1956 and 1962 

constitutions. Despite this belated recognition. "Bengali was not given the same position 

in West Pakistan as Urdu was given in East Pakistan."16 The government-controlled radio 

in East Pakistan preferred Bengali words with Arabic and Persian origin.17 In 1962. at a 

meeting with newspaper editon at Dhaka. Ayub even proposed the "introduction of 

14 Rafiqul Is lm, "The Language Movement," in S.R. Chakravarty and Virendra Narian (eds.), Bangladesh, 
1 (New Delhi: South Asian Publishers. 19861, p. 154. 
15 Mohammad Ayub Khan, Fiienàs Nor Masfers (London: Oxford University Press, l967), p. 187. 
16 Gauri Pada Bhattacharjee. Renaissance and Freedom Movement in Bangladesh, p. 69. 
l i  For example, the Bengali word arirhi means guest was opposed by the Radio. See, Ittefaq, lune 5 ,  1970. 



common script for both Bengali and Urdu."" He apparently was haunted by the fear of 

the traditional comrnon script used by Bengali Muslims of East Pakistani Muslims and 

Hindus in both East Pakistan and West Bengal. 

The 1 960s also witnessed a state-sponsored carnpaign against Rabindranath 

Tagore in East Pakistan. A member of the National Assembly of Pakistan in 1967 

demanded a ban on Dhaka Radio against broadcasting the songs of Rabindranath and the 

celebration of the first day of the Bengali month and new year. Bairh~kh.'~ In reply. 

Central Information Minister. Khawja Shahabuddin. reported that Dhaka Radio could 

broadcast Rabindm music only two days a week. The A ~ i b  governrnent was not satisfied 

and in June 1967 a total ban was imposed upon Rabindra music from Dhaka Radio. A 

general stnke followed irnrnediately in East Pakistan and the governrnent withdrew the 

ban. The Jamat-i-Islam leader in East Pakistan, Mawlana Abdur Rahim, argued that 

Rabindra music was full of Hindu ideas including id01 w~rship. '~  

At the intellectual ievel. in East Pakistan during 1960s and 1970s. three groups of 

Bengali Muslim intelligentsia became united in the movement for cultural freedom from 

Urdu. These were Islarnic liberals. who experienced some tension between the secular 

humanist aspects of Bengali culture and their Muslim self-consciousness. In other words, 

they suffered from a crisis of identity between being "Muslim Bengali" (iMussaIman 

Bangali) and "Bengali Muslim" (Bangali iMussaIman). Examples were Mohamrnad 

Shahidullah. Abu1 Kalam Shamsuddin, Mohamrnad Mahfujullah, S yed Ali Ahasan, et al. 

The second group was neo-Marxist, represented for example, by Ahmed Sarif, Badruddin 

18 Gauri Pada Bhatîacharjee, Renaissance and Freedom Movernent in Bangladesh, p. 70. 
19 His argument was: "In the narne of observance of Pahela Baishakh and Rabindra Jayanti, anempt had 
been directed to hit hard at the very base of Pakistan founded on Islamic ideologies by making infiltration of 
foreign culture. After the general election in India such activities had increased in an alarming proportion 
and unless proper anention be given to it the very existence of Pakistan rnight be jeopardized." Narional 
..lssembly of Pakistan Debares, Oflcial Roporrs. July 4 .  1967, p. 2663, cited by Fazlur Rahman, Cultural 
Conflicrs in East Pakistan (Dhaka: Sejuty Prakashani, 1 990), p. 1 52. 



Umar. AkhIakur Rahman et al. The third was the rational humanist group, represented by 

three living memben of Muslim Sahitya Sarnaj: Abul Fazal, Kazi Mutahar Hussain. 

Motahar Hussain Choudhw: and aiso by a younger generation of rationai humanists. for 

example. Shamsur Rahman. Hasan Hafinir Rahman, M o f d  Haider Choudhury. 

Sikandar Abu Jafar. Kabir Choudhury, Serajul Islam Choudhur). et al. The nunbers of 

rationai humanist Muslims are increasing in current Bangladesh. of whom severai 

examples may be noted: Humayu Azad, Hayat Mahmud, Abul Momen. Abul Qasem 

Fazlul Huq, Mafidul Huq, etc. Included in the liçt are two noted women feminists in 

recent Bangladesh. Taslima Nasrin and Sultana Kamal. 

Despite intemal differences of the three groups. they arrived at a consensus. Le.. 

they rejected what they considered intemal colonialism of Pakistan and thereby opposed 

communal Muslim nationalism of Pakistan in 1970. The Bengali nationalism. articulated 

by rational hurnanist Bengali Muslim intellectuals since 1952. was not based on Islam. 

None was concerned with apologetics for the Quran and Hazrat Mohammed. Continuity 

of Wadud's ideals of rational humanisrn, if not direct influence. may be traced in the 

thought of those later humanist intellecnials--along with a strong comrnitment to specially 

Bengali nationalism. First. Wadud's understanding of nationalism, Le., srishti dharma or 

religion of hurnan creativity. regardless of religio-communal origin, can be found in the 

expressions of  Bengali nationalism in the 1960s and 1970s. These later Bengali 

intellectuals, though for the most part Muslim were, like Wadud. also oriented toward 

Rabindranath and used non-communal Bengali cultural symbols. One difference is that 

Wadud had not wanted to eject the colonial British power frorn India. But the new 

generation of Muslim rational humanists wanted a total rejection of colonialism, in this 

case the "intemal" religious, political and economic colonialism of Pakistan. This 

difference is due to the fact that Wadud and the Mwlim Sahitya Samaj did not have sarne 

negative experience fiom the British mle as the East Pakistanis experienced fiom 

Pakistani rule. 



Islam's eclipse in the thought of Bengali nationalists even though most werehre 

Muslims was clearly visible in the preference for secular or non-communal symbols of 

Bengali culture." One such symbolic preference was fiequent emphasis on Rabindranath. 

In 1950s and 1960s. when Pakistani rulers tried to discredit Rabindranath. Bengali 

intellectuals de fiant1 y re-emphasized Rabindranath's universal humanism. One notable 

initiative taken in this regard was by a Bengali journal. Sarnakul. The journal's first editor 

was Sikandar Abu lafar. Sikander was born in an ordinary Muslim fmily and completed 

education up to B.A. at Ripon College. Calcutta. Yet Samakal was one of the leading 

rational humanist journals published From Dhaka in the late 1950s. Sikanderts intellecnial 

view was articulated by a close friend after Sikander died in 1975: 
His [Sikandar Abu Jafar's] professional life had started 
before the partition of India (1947). 1 saw no Iack of his 
care-free life before or after the partition. The buddhir 
mrrkti movement was originated by the late Kazi Abdul 
Wadud and Abu1 Hussain. Sikandar Abu Jafar was their 
real succe~sor.~' 

Sikandar was on the one hand strongly against Muslim communalism of Pakistani 

nile. on the other. he was a cntic of Islam. In one of his poems. "Beheshti .Meo.va." 

Sikander stated how poor Muslims. by obeying the iman. become hungry and destitute 

Muslims." In the Samakal. Sikander published or republished essays. book reviews and 

" Even the political party that articulated the Bengali smggle for autonomy and evenaially independence 
began as the Muslim Awami League, but soon changed its name to Awami League and accordingly sought 
Hindu support in election. 
-3 

-' Abu Jafar Shamsuddin, " Jibanke Jini Jesrrupe Grahan Karechilen," Samakui, Vol. XV I I I  ( 1  9 7 9 ,  p. 1 1 .  
For biographical essays on Sikander Abu Jafar, see Mustafa Numl Islam, "Jafar Bhai," Samakal, Vol. 
XVIII (1975). p. 15. Abdul Hafij, "Sikandar Abu Jafarer Kabira Bhuban," Samakal, Vol. XVIII (1975), 
pp. 56-74. 

I3 The Bengali verse of the poern says: Jibane chifam ati naganya n i h a  
hajar puyer (anchana saye 

adhar dekhechi vishva 
Tabu praribad karini, 

lrnaner jore nachib kabul kareche. 
Ksudhar jvcday gharani hqveche panya 
mareche purrrrkanya, 
rabuo dhairja menechi 
nachiber lekha phalbei jene 



debates of the rational hurnanists of the 1920s and 1930s. Likewise. Sikander ais0 

published essays of the new generation of rationai hwnanists, like Kabir Choudhw. 

Kabir in one essay. " Purba Pakisraner Sumakalin Sahirye .4 itihyer Bhumika." identified 

an intellectual group in East Pakistan which he called udar manabufabudi" or 'liberal 

hurnanists.' Kabir read this essay in the association called Congress for Cultural Freedom. 

which was organized in Rajshahi University in 1959. Kabir was opposed to the revival of 

Muslirn self-consciousness in Bengali Muslim literature. but wanted a closer relation of 

Bengali Muslim literature with 'universal literature' (vishva-sahiyu) and 'universal 

outlook' c vishila-dristi)." 

In 196 1 .  Samakal celebrated Rabindranath's birth anniversary and nine essays 

written on Rabindranath were published in one issue of the journal. Mofaual Haider 

Choudhury's article. " Rabindrunath O Hindu-Mustim Sarnparka." cited dozens of 

Rabindranath's w-ritings that called for Hindu and Muslim unity in Bengal. The article 

also cited several comments showing Rabindranath's respect for Muslim tradition and 

religion. However. for Muslim unity with Hindus. Mofazzal also cited Wadud's srishfi 

dharmd6 Professor Moniruzzarnan's rssay analyzed Rabindranath's volume of short 

maner jore nachib kabul koreche 
Cited by Abdul Hafij, "Sikandar .-!bu Jafarer Kabita Bhuban." Samakal. Vol. XVI I I  ( 1975). p. 63. 

?" Kabir Choudhury. " Pitrba Pakisraner Samakalin S a h i ~ e  .liti&ar Bhumika. " Samakal Vol. VI11 ( l96O), 
p. 565. 

25 Kabir wrote: " Within a few years afier independence ( 1947), a group of intef lectuals made conscious 
attempts to fiIl  ow literanire with Muslirn tradition. At first ihey were subjective. They introduced in 
Bengali Muslim literature, Prophet, pir, saints, ancient superstitions and romantic stories of Muslim life. 
They imported communal and orthodox subjects in our literature .... They forgot this truth that tradition is a 
process for survival of hurnan but that process must include change .... For creation (srishtr) of literature of 
any country, we must remember T.S. Eliot's comment of a need of tradition, but we also remember Eliot's 
comment 'we are always in danger in clinging to an old tradition or attempting to re-establish one, of 
coniüsing the vital and the unessential, the real and the sentimental' (English comment of T.S. Eliot is cited 
by Kabir in English). Kabir Choudhury, "Purba Pakistaner Samakalin Sahitye Aitihyer Bhumika," 
published in Samakal Vol. VI11 (1960), p. 564. 

' 6  The Bengali passage that Mofaual cited from Wadud's essay. "Hindu Mussafmaner Birodh," was: ... Ei je 
suparicira siddhanta je hindu hinduhre nisrhaban hale ebam musalman mursalmantve nisthaban ha'l e 
tader milan sarnbhabpar habr er upare jader nirbhar tara sadhu-uddeshyo-pranodita huyeo andhakare pa 
baran. E-sidhanre upanira habar purbe tader jacai kara ucit-Hindutve O mussafmannte balte tara ki 



stones, Galpaguccha (1 933), and stated that Rabindranath did not characterize Muslim 

characters as mean." Mohammad Delawar Hussain Khan's essay traced "universa! 

hurnanism" (vishva-marnabata) and "universal nature" (vishva-prakrNi) and "creativity" 

(srishri) fiom Rabindranath's writing." Hasan Hafinir Rahman's essay highlighted 

"human ccnsciousness" (mannb cetana) and "consciousness of beauty" (saundayu ceruna) 

in Rabindranath's ~ r i t i n g s . ' ~  In 1967. Anisuzzarnan edited thirty essays written on 

Rabindranath by Bengali Muslim intellectuals. The rational hurnanist Muslim 

intellectuals, thus. continue to return to and re-emphasize Tagore's universal humanism. 'O 

The Song of Rabindranath. dmar Sonar Bangla Ami Tomai Bhafobashi.. or ' M y  

Golden Bengal, 1 love You,' now is the national anthem of Bangladesh. But long before 

the song was formaily recognized as national anthem, Amar Sonar Bangla was a popular 

syrnbol of Bengali nationalism and resistance to the forced cultural integration of 

Pakistan. During the 1969 mass movernents against Pakistani mle. the Song was played 

on Street corners. in the tea stalls. in the shopping ceniers and even Sung by peasants and 

factory workers. Rabindranath wote  this Song when Bengal was partitioned in 1905. In 

this thirty-nine line Bengali poem. Sonar Bangla. Rabindranath used six times the 

Bengali phrase ma or 'mother.' In first eight-lines. Rabindranath used 'mother' twice: 
1 love you, my golden Bengal. 
Ever your sky and your breeze 

play flute in my sou1 

bojhen. Kintu teman bhabe jacai karre gele tader abalamvan Htndutva O mussalmantve habe na, habe si 
k e r i  anranihita srishti dharma Anyabhabe kathata balle daray. Hindurva O mussalmanrve atite O 

barramane je-rup parigraha karechila O kareche raii se-sabher prakrita nrp ekatha arthahin, rar paribarte 
eisab dharma bhabishyare ki bhabe manusher jnan O karma-shaktir sutikagar habe eii haoya cai Hindu 
ittusalrnan sab sarnpradqer lokderi bishesh sadhanar bishay. Ei kathai rayeche Rabindranather ei 
banire-ja Shastra rai bishuasyu nay. ya btshvasya r l  Shashrra. See Mofaual Haidar Choudhury, 
" Rabindranath O Hindu-Muslim Sarnparka" published in Samakal. Vol. IV ( 1 96 1 ), p. 65 1. 

" Mohammad Moniruuaman. "Galpaguccher Muslim Carifm." Samakal, Vol. IV ( 196 1 ) .  p. 69 1. 

" Mohammad Delawar Hussain Khan. "Rabindra Kabyar Shesh-adhyae Manabata Bodh," Sarnakal Vol. 
IV ( 196 1 ), p. 699. 

I9 Hasan Hafizur Rahman. "Bangla Kabya Mulyabodher Bibartan: Rabindranath," Sarnakal Vol. IV, No.  9 
(i961), p. 667. 

'O Anisuuaman (ed.), Rabindranath (Dhaka: S~dentways, 1968). 



O mother. in spring the forests of mangos, 
fragrance intoxicates 

alas. alas-- 
O mother. in summer in your full fields. 

what sweet smiles 1 have seen." 

The "mother" symbol that Rabindranath and many earlier Bengali poets had used 

frequently in poems and essays was also used by many other humanist Bengali Muslims. 

Poets Shamsw Rahman, Hasan Hafinir Rahman, Al Mahmud, Abu Jafar Obiadullah. 

during the days of freedorn movement against Pakistan, regularly used the 'mother' 

symbol in their poerns." One poem of Shamsur Rahman, Amor Make or "To my Mother," 

may be cited here. In the first three lines of the poem. Rahman sees his mother as a 

religious lady: 
Every day I find my Mother going on her meditative rounds. 
covered in shadows, in her own household.j3 

The phrases "meditative rounds." "covered in shadows" and "her own household" refers 

to a Muslim rnother, covered with purdah. who recites the Quran while confined in the 

household. Soon Rahman personified as mother the etemal Bengal. full of paddy fields. 

rivers. orchards. hills." The next few lines depicted mother. "...devoted lifelong to the 

verses of the Quran."" Nevertheless. in the concluding verse. Rahman Iaments that he 

does not share his mother's hopeful religious faith: 
It's my mis fortune that, in that land of faith 
I find rooted no heavenly tree. that may 
lead me to a life to sacrifice myself 

in quest of heavenly happine~s.'~ 

Mohammad Nurul Huda, a rational humanist Muslim intellectual of Bangladesh, 

interprets these lines: "To the poet, surrendering to religion for unworldly pleasure means 

" Marian Maddem. Bengali P o e v  into Engfish (Calcutta, 1974), p .  79. 

32 For detaits, see Mohammad Numl Huda, Flaming Flowers: Poets' Response to the Emergence 01' 
Bangladesh (Dhaka: Bangla Academy, 1986). pp. 7 1 - 10 1 .  

33  Mohammad Numl Huda. Flaming Ffowers: Poets' Response fo the Ernergence of Bangtadesh, p.  73. 

Mohammad Nurul Huda. Ffaming Ffowers: Poers' Responre ro the Emergence of Bungfudesh, p.  72. 
3 5 Mohammad Nurul Huda. Fiaming Flowers: Poets' Response to the Ernergence of Bangladesh, p. 74. 

j6 Mohammad Numl Huda, Fiaming Ffowers: Poets' Response [O the Emergence ofBongfadesh, p. 74 .  



the meaningless negation of individual liberty."" In the iast line of the poem, Rahman 

expressed a cnsis of  his Muslim self-consciousness. Rahman does not know if he redly 

know his devout mother: "Do 1 correctly know her.. .do I ?lU3' 

The three other popular secular Bengali symbols that were most frequently used 

by the rationai humanist intellectuals during the freedom movement were: "Ekushe" 

("21 sr." Le.. the language crisis of February 2 1. 1952); "Shahid .C.linar" or the "Marty's 

Monument:" and "Jay Bangla" or "Victory to Bengal." These symbols of Bangladeshi 

nationdism. likewise were very much an antithesis of the communal Muslim ideals that 

led to the creation of Pakistan. Similarly. Bangladeshi nationalism was different fiom the 

Indian composite nationalism of the 1940s. as there was no appeal to Islarnic values to 

free East Bengal from Pakistani "intemal colonial" domination. The inspiration of 

Bangladeshi independence and nationalism had more in common with Wadudls srishti 

dharma. which is also found rooted in the non-communal hurnanism of much of modem 

Bengali lirerature and culture. 

Wadud's and Abu1 Hussain's understanding of mukri (freedom) and buddhi 

(intellect) as unfettered freedom of intellect had also a continuity in East Pakistan and 

later Bangladesh. One of the earliest organizations in East Pakistan in 1950s. in this 

regard. was the East Pakistan Humanist Association (EPHA). The Association was 

founded in 1957 by a professor of Dhaka University. Jotirmoya Guha Thakurta (murdered 

by Pakistan army in the night of Mach 25. 1971). Shamuel Huda, a former member of 

Muslim Sahitya Sarnaj (MSS) was also associated with the EPHA." The objectives of 

EPHA were: 
( 1  ) Free exploration for knowledge conceming moral and 
social problems; (2) critical appraisd of ideas, practices and 
prejudices based on dogmas and traditions; (3) feasible 

;7 Mohammad Numl Huda, Fiaming Flowers: Poers' Response to the Emergence of Bangladesh. p. 74. 

Mohammad Nurul Huda, FIamtng Flowers: Poers' Respome to the Emergence of Bangladesh, p. 74. 

39 1 have collecteci handouts and constitution of the Association from Sharnsul Huda's house in Dhaka. 



redress and relief in human ills by social services; (4) 
promotion of peace. social justice and happiness among 
mankind, irrespective of caste. creed or community; ( 5 )  to 
preach and affïrm autonomous nature of ethics as well its 
priority over "spintual values;" (6) rejection of ideas of 
supematural guidance and other worldly aims." 

Like MSS. the EPHA had a written constitution, president. secretary. treasurer. EC 

(Executive Cornmittee). annual fee and imponantly, EPHA was open to all: "Any person 

interested in the Aims and Objectives of the Association and acceptable to the Executive 

Council may be admirted to the rnembenhip of the Association."" The first publication 

of EPHA was a book entitled: Manab Marier k a d i  (1964) or "Freedom of Human 

Mind"" One notable difference beween the MSS and the EPHA was that the latter 

established its affiliation with one hurnanist organization in the West. narnely. the 

International Humanist and Ethical Union (IHEU), based at Utrecht in the Netherlands. 

Another difference was the presence of non-Muslirns arnong the office-holders and 

leaders of the Association. For instance. Guha Thakurta was deputed by EP HA to attend 

the Board meeting of IHEU at Utrecht, held between July 10 to M y  12. 1964." 

C. Buddhir .bhk~i  tendencies in Independent Bangladesh. 

For achievement of the demands of freedom and secular Bengali culnual 

nationalism. Bengali Muslims fought long nine months of freedom struggle in 197 1. But 

the price they paid for achieving the victory of freedom was huge. Pakistan A m y  and 

m e d  Jamat-i-Islam cadres murdered dozens of eminent Bengali nationalist intellectuals. 

including several professors of Dhaka University, in the last three days of Pakistani rule, 

40 Handout of the East Pakistan Humanist Association, "Memorandurn of Association of nie East Pakisîan 
Humanist Association" (Dacca n.d.), p. 1 .  The address of the Association as written in the Memomdum 
was: 3 l .  Topkhana Road, Dhaka-2. 
J !  "Memorandum of Association of The East Pakistan Humanist Association" (Dhaka. n.d.), p. 2. 

"' Handout of the East Pakistan Humanist Association, "East Pakistan Humanist Association EPHA" 
(Dhaka, 1964). p.2. 

J3 Handout of the East Pakistan Hwnanist Association, "East Pakistan Humanist Association E P W "  
(Dhaka, 1964). p.2. 



from Decernber 13 to December 16. 1971. This was one last blow of the "cultural 

genocide" in East Pakistan. The bulk of genocide was executed by the Pakistan ârmy. 

which during nine months (March 25 through December 16. 1971) may have killed as 

many as 3 million Bengalis. destroyed nearly 6 million homes. rzped 300.000 Bengali 

women and forced 10 million people to take refuge in India? 

In independent Bangladesh since the devastation of 1971. unfettered political and 

intellectual freedom has not yet been achieved. Up to now political power and its 

mechanism have not been entrusted to rational humanist intellectuals, nor have their 

views been reflected the working of the state. Yet within this society, cultivation of non- 

communal Bengali culture and unfettered freedom of thought have survived and still 

flourish. even though challenged." .4n important institution for research and cultivation 

of Bengali language and literature in Bangladesh has been the Bangla Academy. From 

1972 to 1993. this research Academy had published five research joumals in Bengali and 

one in English. But more importantly. the Academy had published a huge nurnber of 

biographies. memoirs and essays of Bengali-speaking and Bengali-witing Muslim 

intellectuals of nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Up to 1993. according to offcial 

statistics. the Academy had repnnted in edited volumes the collected writings 

(racanabali) of 45 Bengali Muslim intellectuals, published 10 1 biographies/memoirs and 

28 books on "language-martyrs." In four volumes, Bangla Academy has already published 

the witings of Kazi Wadud and, in another four volumes, the witings of Kazi Mutahar 

Hussain. The reprinting of Kazi Wadud's works includes Wadud's critiques of Islam, and 

most interestingly, these were (unknowingly?) funded by govemment of Hussain 

Mohamrnad Ershad. 

44 Talukdar Manin iman ,  "Radical Politics and the Emergence of Bangladesh," pub lished in Marcus 
Franda and Paul Brass (eds.), Radical Polirics in South Asia (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press), p. 223. For an 
overview of genocide in Bangladesh, see ako Robert Payne, Massacre (New York: MacMillan, 1973), pp. 
76-78; KaIyan Choudhury, Genocide in Bangladesh (New Deihi: Orient Longrnan, 1972). 
45 Among the former buddhir muk~i advocates, Abu1 Fazal, has served as cultural adviser to one political 
regirne in Bangladesh. 



The first two repnnted volumes of Wadud's works were edited by Abdul Huq, an 

Islamic liberal who suffered from the "dilemmas of secularism,"' but who agreed to be an 

editor of Wadud's works. For months, he worked hard and collected Wadud's 87 essays, 

Wadud's diary, his books and several book reviews fiom old journals and private 

collections. These were reprinted with an introduction by the editor in which Huq did not 

criticize Wadud. The chird and fourth volwnes of Wadud's works similady were edited by 

intellectuals who were not strong admirer of Wadud. 

The publication of the works of other buddhir mukti intellectuals of the 1920s and 

1930s was privately financed in recent Bangladesh. Abul Hussain's works were collected 

by one of the surviving members of  MSS. Abdul Kadir. The reprinting of works of A b d  

Hussain were funded by Wadud and by relatives of Abul Hussain. Aged Abdul Kadir. 

before his death in 1987, told Mohammad Abu1 Majid. Abul Hussain's one biographer 

and also a high ranking civil servant of Bangladesh: "1 am pleased that you are keeping 

the Bames of buddhir mukri alive in Bangladesh."" Like Kadir. Abul Fazal. another 

bttddhir mztkri staiwart. took a successfd initiative in 1968 to have Wadud's writing 

included as text books for undergraduate students of the Bengali Depanment of 

Chittagong University. Bangladesh.'* In 1983. BRAC (Bangladesh Rural Advancernent 

Cornmittee). a non- eovernmental organization in Bangladesh funded by G-7 countries 

and United Nations. when approached by Dhaka University. reprinted several hundred 

copies of Kazi Wadud's Shashvora Bongo or "Etemal Bengal. " 

Abul Qasem Fazlul Huq, a professor of Bengali of Dhaka University, is cunently 

teaching Wadud to undergraduate students of the Bengali Department. In 1993, Huq 

urged vice-chancellor of Dhaka University, Prof. Emajuddin Ahmed, to formally honor 

See Abdul Huq. Sah~na. Airilya o Mulyabodh (Dhaka, 1966) and Sahiryo O Svudhinara (Dhaka: Bangla 
Academy. 1974). 

" Interview with Abdul Majid. Dhaka May 23. 1993. 

48 Abul Fazl's lerter to Shamsui Huda Kazi Wadud's son-in-law in Dhaka, May 6, 1968. 



Wadud's one-hundredth birth anniversary in Dhaka University on Apnl 24. 1994.49 We do 

not know if Dhaka University actuaily celebrated the occasion. but Vice-chancellor 

Emajuddin Ahrned stated in a speech in Dhaka University's Convocation ceremony for 

Professor Abdus Salam (Nobel laureate scientist) in 1993: "Buddhir mukri movement. 

which originated in Dhaka University's environment during a decade of 1920-30. was a 

most glotious event in the history of the evolution of our knowledge. thought and 

in te l le~t ."~~ Qasem Fazlul Huq penonally informed me in an interview that his own 

intellectual orientation is inspired by Wadud's Banglar Jagaran. The book had been 

recommended to him by Professor Munier Choudhury when Qasem Fazlul Huq was an 

undergraduate student in Dhaka University in 1962? Wadud's unfettered freedom had 

attracted Huq. This is reflected in Huq's book. .Manu o Tar Paribesh ( 1988)." or "The 

Human and His Environment." and in Huq's selection of topics from and references to 

Wadud's wrïting in his teaching." 

Sharnsuzzaman Khan and several other officers of Bangla Academy drafted a 

proposa1 in 1977 for revival of buddhir mukti movement of 1920s and 1930s. The 

proposa1 was that the day of Ehshe (celebrating the language cnsis of Febniary 2 1. 1952) 

in 1977. shouid be observed in the Academy with a discussion on the Muslim Sahitya 

Samaj and the ideals of buddhir mukii movement. The proposai, as usual. was released to 

newspapers. An officia1 of the newspaper Ittefaq, Khondakar Abdul Harnid (subsequently 

a Minister in the Govemmenr of President Ziaur Rahman), was reported to have been 

19 Abul Qasem Fazlul Huq to Emajuddin Ahmed. vice-chancellor Dhaka University September 8, 1993, 
unpublished document. 

'O Emajuddin Ahmed, "Bhashan." Srnaranika (Dhaka: Dhaka University, May, 23, 1993). p. 8. 
5 1 Interview with Abul Qasern FazluI Huq, Dhaka May, 28. 1993. 

" Abul Qasem Fazlul Huq, Munush O Tar Paribesh (Dhaka: Bangla Academy, 1988). pp. 1 - 13 and chapter 
on "Sahiryar Srishtiprakrjlo" or 'Evolution of creativity in Literature,' pp. 144- ! 65. 

'' The two key topics that Qasem had chosen for his students were Kazi Abdul Wadud's srishfi dharma and 
Wadud's understanding of Hanat Mohammad. For this he referred to students Wadud's, "Sanrnohi~a 
,Lïussalman. " and " Hindu lMussalmaner Birodh." This information is gaîhered kom an undergraduate term 
paper that was submitted to Professor Qasem. See Mihir Mushaki, "Kazi Abdul Waduder Dharma o Sumaj- 
Smaskar Cinta." unpublished. 



enraged at this decision of the Bangla Academy. On January 3. 1977. Itîefaq contained an 

editorial: 
We have been observing that there are many activities 
going on recently in the narne of 'mukra buddhl and Shikha 
movement. Originated half a century ago. the Shikha 
movement was dangerously controversial and in those days 
people cnticized the movement." 

Following this editonal. the plain clothes officers of the National Security Intelligence 

(NSI) of Bangladesh picked up Shamsuuaman Khan fiom his office and detained him for 

several hours for interrogation. Khan was asked why he was interested in the buddhir 

rnukri movement and why he wanted to spread the ideas. '' 
Araj Ali Matubbar. a self-educated Bengali Muslim villager of Barisal. had also 

suffered resistance to his mukta man or "Free mind" and for reprinting some key writings 

of Wadud. Abul Hussain, Abul Fazal, Moiahar Hussain Choudhury. Sibnarayan Ray and 

others. Araj was bom in a remote village. Lamchari. which is 7 or 8 miles away from 

Barisal tom.'' He did not have formal education, except a few months of study in a 

village makrab. Nevertheless. the aduit Araj become a "self-raught" intellectual in the 

subjects of philosophy. religion and Bengali literature. Toward the end of his life. k a j  

sold his little landed property and spent his linle savings for building a fine l i b r q  in the 

village of Lamchari. 

Araj's first publication was Sayor Sandhane (1973) or "ln Search of Truth." The 

book made a distinction between formai Islam and folk Islam in Bengal and also argued 

that incomprehensible mies of Islam are not acceptable to the modem mind." Before Araj 

died. he edited another book, iî4ukta Man (1988) or "Free Mind." The book repnnted 

54 Iuefiq, January 2,  1977. p.2. 

" Interview with Shamsuzzaman Khan. Dhaka. July 29, 1993. 

'' For biogmphical information on Araj Ali Matubbar. see Ayub Hussain. Araj Ali Matubbar (Dhaka: 
Bangla Academy, 1993). 

" See Araj Ali Matubbar. Saryor Sandhane (Dhaka: Third edition. Bangladesh Lekhak Shibir, 1992). pp. 
12. 58-95. The publication of the second and rhird edition of the book was fmanced by London branch of 
Bangladesh Lekhak Sibir. 



selections from. among others. the writings of buddhir mukti intellecnials of the 1920s 

and 1 930s. These articles were: Motahar Hussain Choudhury. "Adeshpamhi O 

Anupreranapmthi" ( 1 932); Abu1 Hussain. "Adesher Mgruha" ( 1 927). "Mshedher 

Brirnvana" ( 1926);' Kazi Abdul Wadud. "Sanrnohita lliussalman" ( 1  026) or 'Matuated 

Muslim.' These articles were significant pieces of writing by these intellectuals on 

rational humanism and unfettered freedom and containing critiques of Isiarn." The 

publisher of the book claims that Araj's thought has been reviewed in the New York 

(September. 1983). under the title "Araj Ali, the hsurre~tionist ."~~ 

Following the demolition of the Ayodhya mosque in Lndia (December 6. 1992), 

communal nots flared up throughout Bangladesh. Many Bengali intellectuals of Hindu 

and Muslim origin in Dhaka and Calcutta criticized the demolition. Some of these 

critiques were recentlg published in Bangladesh in a book. Dhwmsastupe ,410 (1993) or 

Li& in the Ruins. The book was edited by a Muslirn and a Hindu. The objective of 

thirty-one Bangladeshi Muslim intellectuals in the book was not sirnply to protest the 

dernolition. but to criticize Indian politicians for using religion in politics. Nevertheless. 

the thirty-one Bangladeshi Muslim intellectuals in the book also stood solidly against 

retaliation against Hindus in Bangladesh. 

However. there were differences over how these Muslim intellectuals of 

Bangladesh wantcd to stop communalism and protect the minority Hindus. Some cited 

from the Quran that Islam does not permit demolition of temples. Still others cited 

histoncal evidence of cordiality between ordinary Hindus and Muslims in Bengal. They 

were, however, not critical of religion as such. Rational hurnanist statements and 

arguments in the book are somewhat different. Shamsur Rahman made the basic point: 

'' Set Araj Ali Matubbar. Muha Man (Barisal: Musharaff Hussain Matubbar, l988), pp. 1 1-40, 129- 144, 
221-23 1. 
59 Araj Ali Matubbar, Muka Man, p. 2. 



"bbindranath has spoken about hurnanism, but we have not understood his w o r d ~ . " ~  

Hanin Habib's essay is entitled: "Let there be a rising of hurnanism; only then freedom 

would be achieved""' (Jege Urhuk Manabufa. Tabei mukti). Hayat Mahmud's essay was 

entitled: " The human sou1 is crying ou: from the lashes of religion" (Manabatma Kade 

Dharmer Prahore)."' Other raiional humanists rejected using Islam in politics; in 

particular. they demanded that there should be an end of Jarnar-i-Islam's using of Islam in 

the politics of Bangladesh. 

It was in the afiermath of the Ayodhya incident that Taslima Nasrin, a women 

feminist in Bangladesh, wrote the controversial novel, Laj~a (1993) or 'Sharne.' The book 

depicts the fate of a Hindu farnily who immigrates to Bangladesh. but feels harshnrss and 

betrayd at the hands of the forces of comrnunafism. In the end the family emigrates back 

to India. In India. the book provided powerful impetus to the Hindu comrnunalist 

Bharatitya Janata Party. who then dernanded forcible eviction of "illegal" Bangladeshis 

from India. In July 1993. the book was banned in Bangladesh and the author was 

denounced by Mrs. Khaleda Zia's govemment for "blasphemy" and "insulting Islam." 

We do not know if Taslima had read writings of Abu1 Hussain and Wadud. Yet. 

like the two giants' of the buddhir rnzrkri movement. Taslima's central concem is freedom 

to express her critical views. unfettered by religion or ideological inhibitions. An Indian 

newspaper reported Taslima as saying: "The Quran should be revised thor~ughly."~~ 

Taslima denied this version of her remark, but said: "1 hold the Quran, the Veda, the 

Bible. and al1 such religious texts determining the [ives of their followers. as out of place 

bo Shamsur Rahman. "Ghor .-fmabasya Duri .-ilor Sarnker." in Mafidul Huq and Arun Sen (eds.), 
Dhvarnsasmpe .-l fo (Dhaka: Sahitya Prakash, 1 993), p. 260. 
6 l Harun Habib, "Jege Urhuk Manabara, T ~ b e i  iMukri," in Mafidul Huq and A m  Sen (ed.), Dhvamsartupe 
Alo. pp. 268-27 1.  

'' Hayat Mahmud. "Mmabarma Kade Dhamer Prahare." in Mafidul Huq and Arun Sen (ed.), 
Dhvamsasrupe Alo. pp. 22 1-225- 
63 News Report. " Writer Ordered Arrested," Globe and Mail, Toronto, June 6,  1994. 



and out of time . . N e  have to move beyond these ancient texts if we want to progress? 

Sentiments and phrases like these were expressed by many buddhir mukri intellectuals 

back in the 1 920s and 1 930s. In a telephone interview with a Toronto-based organization. 

Women and Revolution. Taslima said f i e r ,  "1 have seen that women are oppressed by 

religion. by state and by tradition. so 1 have written about al1 types of oppre~sion."~~ 

Taslima's novel. Jabo na Kena? Jabo (1992), cited how Islam of the Bengali mollas and 

also classical Islam have downgraded Muslim women in Bangladesh. For indicting the 

former. Taslima cited a most popular book of ordinary Muslim households, Mokchudul 

.,Clominin? which some critics characterize as "Islamic pornography." For indicting the 

latter (classical Islam). Taslima cited several Hadiths. but more importantly identified 

verses of the Quran. for example: 2: 187. 127. 223, 230: 3 : 14."' The m o h  of Dhaka 

called for her execution." This cal1 was repeated by Sheikh Ahmed Deedet, a prominent 

Muslim scholar of South Afnca. The Sheikh gave a verdict that Taslima Nasrin "should 

be stoned to death" and this verdict was announced at a press conference. in one of the 

"civilized" cities of the world, T ~ r o n t o . ~ ~  

Sultana Kamal is another Bengali Muslim feminist of contemporary Bangladesh. 

Sultana is the daughter of Kamaluddin Ahmad. a long-time vocal member of Muslim 

Sahitya Samaj of Dhaka. We have noted in chapter four. that Kamaluddin was one of the 

younger associates of Wadud and Abu1 Hussain. Kamaluddin demanded fieedom of 

Muslim women. who have been restncted by Islam and Muslim tradition. Kamaluddin's 

64 News Report, Taslima Nasrin,' lndependenr, London. May 25, 1994. 

6s Amy Rath, "Interview with Taslima Nasrin." Women and Revolurion. No. 44 (Toronto: Winter 1994- 
Spring 1995), p. 15. 
66 Taslima Nasrin, Jabo na Kena? Jabo (Dhaka: Mujibur Rahman Khoka, 1992), pp. 35-38. 
67 Taslima Nasrin, Jabo na Kena? Jabo (Dhaka: Mujibur Rahman Khoka, 1992), p. 46. 
68 News Report, 'Taslima Nasrin,' Guardian, London, December I O, 1993. See. also Globe and Maif, June 
6 ,  1994. The critics of Taslima Nasrin are published in a book by Mohammad Mokaddes Hossain, Ucit 
Jabab or "The Justified Direction." (Dhaka: Ucit Prakashan, 1993). 
69 News Report. "Stone Her to Death." The Toronto Sun, Thuïsday, July 7 ,  1994. p. 36. 



wife. Mrs Sufia Kamal. mother of Sultana Kemal. is also a noted activist for women's 

right in Bangladesh. The International Centre for Hurnan Rights (based in Montreal. 

Canada), which awarded Sultana the JO hn Humphrey Freedom Award for 1 996.-' 

explained the reason for giving this prestigious award to Sultana: 
She (Sultana Kamal) has been a Iegal consultant for the UN 
High Commissioner of Rehgees and Coordinator of the 
Women's Program for International VoIuntary Service 
(IVS) in Sylhet. Bangladesh. She is a member of Unity for 
Sociai Action (USKA) and Ain O Salish Kendra (ASK). a 
legd aid and hurnan rights center.Her work is done at great 
personal nsk. Last year, her home was bombed by the 
Sahaba Soldien as the police stood by at a distance of 50 
yards without intervening. The attack was led by the sarne 
group that passed fatwa (Islamic decrees) against Taslima. 
Recent years have seen the rise of right-wing forces that, 
under the guise of religion. have led a Frontal attack against 
women's rights, secularisrn and civil nghts." 

In conversation with me at Toronto. Suitana told me that her husband is a Hindu and is 

not converted to Islam. Sultana also told me that she is inspired by her father. 

Karnaluddin Ahmad. and mother Sufia Karnal. although she did not know that 

Kamaluddin had been a member of bluslim Sahitya Samaj of Dhaka. 

During my field trip to Dhaka and Calcutta in 1993, 1 took interviews of many 

relatives of rational hurnanist Muslims who had been active in the earlier buddhir rnukri 

movement. The critiques of Islam of these family members are recorded. but for their 

safety and security in Bangladesh, 1 do not want to idenri@ them or discuss their religious 

practices and ideas in detail. Like Wadud and Abu1 Hussain. many told me they are 

'O Handout of the International Centre for Human Rights, "The 1996 John Humphrey Freedom Award" 
(Montreal: International Centre for Human rights, 1996). 
: I Handout of the International Centre for Human Rights, "The 1996 John Humphrey Freedom Award," p. 3. 
Identically. The Toronto Srar, wrote: "Sultana Karnal, a 45-year otd Bengali feminist lawyer who puts her 
life ... to challenge lslarnic decrees against women ..." The Canada-Asia working group who organized a 
discussion meeting with Sultana on October N, 1996, wrote in their handout: "...Sultans is a human rights 
lawyer who has been particularly active in opposing Shar'ia (Islamic Law) which detrirnentally affect 
women." See, News Report, "The Bengali Feminist Honored," The Toronto S m ,  October 26, 1996. 
Handout of the Canada-Asia working group, "A Rare Opportunity to DiaIogue with a Woman Activist frorn 
Bangladesh," October 29, 1996. 



Musiims. because they live in the Muslim comrnunity in Bangladesh. But in the 

households of many such families. Islamic rituals of numaj. fasting during the holy month 

of Ramadan. milad. recitation from the holy Quran and slaughtering cow for celebrating 

Id are gradually gening less effective than vigorous celebrations of Ekushe and 

:Vubabarsha. Some Hindus were being married without being converted to Islam. Some 

observed that slaughtering cows is a "criminal offense." and that observing Ramadan fast 

is scientificaily wrong in Bangladesh. At home, the children are not given training in 

reading the Quran and how to pray. Some members complained that these are burdens 

upon children in addition to burdens of school and homework. A daughter-in-law of a 

rational humanist told me that she painted a picture of three poor working village women 

smoking cigarettes in fiont of a mosque. Her idea. she told me, is that Islam could not 

change the life-style of these village women, who traditionally srnoke and do not care 

about the mosque. Some family members institutionalized their cornmitment to rational 

hurnanism by founding a primary school, where formal religion is not taught. Teachen of 

this school are recruited. not on the b a i s  of training in Islamic education. but for depth of 

reading and knowledge of Tagore. Special teacher training classes were organized 

privately to give training in Bengali culture and humanism. for exarnple. discussion on 

Rabindranath Tagore. 

III. Conclusion. 

This brief sketch thus indicates continuity of rational humanistic tendencies From 

the buddhir mukîi movement through the thought of successive generations of humanist 

Muslim (and Hindu) intellectuals in East Pakistan and then in Bangladesh. There is no 

doubt that tendencies of Islamic liberalism, Islamic orthodoxy and neo-orthodoxy, 

fundamentalism and neo-Marxism have aiso existed in parallel with rational humanism in 

East Bengali Muslim thought. One problem of the later generations of rational humanists, 

unlike the buddhir mukti intellectuals of 1920s and 1930s, has been that they have not 



been united and organized under such leadership as Wadud and Abul Hussain could 

provide. Like Wadud and Abul Hussain. rnost prorninent Bengali Muslim humanists are 

not directly afiliated with any political party nor have they organized a new political 

platform. Taslima Nasrin said: "1 was not involved in any politics or any social 

organization. I was alone. and I am alone now roday. becaüse I have seen that what I 

believe in my hem very few persons can share with me."' 

Nevertheless. the fact remains that there is a persisting wider spectrum of Muslim 

thought and values in Bengai, one that makes room for more critical. independent non- 

communal thinking. The rational humanistic trend emerged clearly in East Bengal during 

British rule by fonning an explicit buddhir rnukri movement with its association and 

journal in 1920s and 1930s. In 1940s the trend was opposed to communal Muslim 

nationalism and division of India and specifically opposed to inclusion of East Bengal 

with Pakistan. From 1950s to independence of Bangladesh in 197 1. this trend along with 

others helped frustrate official Pakistani attempts to impose communal nationalism and 

Islarnic ideology in East Pakistan. 

Within Bengal. the rational hmanist intellectuals of the budàhir mukii movement 

at the 1920s and 1930s kept themselves ideologically distinct from Bengali-speaking and 

Bengali-writing Muslim neo-orthodos and Islamic liberal trends of Muslim modemism. 

They also consciousiy claimed that their rational humanist thought was distinct fiom 

Urdu-speaking Muslim modemist intellectuals and politicians--in Bengal and elsewhere 

in India. Wadud did not enter into direct debates with Sir Mohammed Iqbal and Mawlana 

Abul Kalarn Azad. He criticized their thought in print. however, but neither ever replied 

to Wadud. It is also apparent fiom Wadud's critiques of Iqbal, Azad and other Urdu- 

speaking Muslim modemists that he understood these intellectuals' attitudes toward 

Islam. Knowing their intellectual standpoints well, Wadud criticized their views 

Amy Rath. "Interview with Taslima Nasrin" p. 15. 



confidently. For example. Wadud and his rational humanist associates in 1920s and 19Xs 

cnticizrd Muslim apologetics almost in the way recent historians in the West have 

criticized Muslim modemism as apologetic. 

Wadud ailowed al1 kinds of Muslirn views to be spoken fieely and fiankly in the 

Muslim Sahitya Sarnaj. Wadud also visited literary societies and organizations of the neo- 

orthodox and islamic liberais. Wadud consciously entered into several fairly long-lasting. 

ideological debates. We have cited only a couple of these debates. There were more. 

however. and these show clearly the basic ideological differences between neo-orthodox 

and Islamic liberal and bzrddhir rnukii trends in Bengali-speaking and Bengali-writing 

Muslim intellectuals in Bengal. 

The rational humanistic trend of buddhir mtrkti that began in East Bengal in the 

1920s was a new trend in the colonial and post-colonial history of Muslim modernism in 

pre-independence India. The ideological distinctiveness of this movement from neo- 

orthodox and Islarnic liberals in Bengal. and from the better known Urdu-speaking 

modemists of nonh India. lay in several crucial areas. But the key ideological difference 

was that these rational humanists exercised. and appealed to others to do so too. 

unfettered freedom to examine and criticize fundamental doctrines and practices of Islam 

in a way that no known neo-orthodox Muslim or Islamic liberal in Bengali. or Urdu- 

speaking Islamic apologists outside Bengal. did. This distinctive trend of Muslim 

modemism in Bengal is at Iast being brought to the attention of English-language 

scholarship by means of this dissertation. Historians, on the basis of evidence presented 

here from Bengali language sources, will now be in a position to reject certain sweeping 

generalizations that. unfortunately, have become cornrnon in our standard history books-- 

but which apply only to Urdu-using, or north Indian (or West Pakistani) Muslims. 

Objective historims should now feel uncornfortable and suspicious over any 

generalizations about Muslim modernism in the Indian subcontinent that fail to reflect the 

plentifid Bengali sources and that ignore the distinctiveness of modem Muslim thought 



and values in Bengal. rspecially in East Bengal. current Bangladesh. The persistence of a 

collectively self-critical rational hurnanist tendency in debate wiùi other. more familiar. 

types of Muslim thought and values is the most distinctive characteristic of modem 

intellectual history of Muslims in East Bengal. now Bangladesh. 



APPENDICES 

Appendix A 

1. Papen Read in General and Annual Sessions of the MSS. 1926-1938' 
AS=Annual Session GS= General Session 

1 . Abdul Gani. " Purdah Pratha" (GS. 1 928). 

2 .  Abdul Hakim. "Europe Ekhane Okhane" (AS. 193 1 ). 

3. Abdul Kadir. "Banglar Lok Sangit" (AS. 1927). 

4. -: " Bangiar Palli Sungite Lilabad' (GS, 1 92 7). 

5 .  - . " Bangfar Palli-Gane Buddha-Sadhana o Islam" (GS, 1928). 

6 -  - . " Bungaiir Imreji Shiksha" (AS. 1 9 3 3 ). 

7. -4 bdul Muid C houdhury. "Shupatya-carcai !Mussalman" ( 1 92 8). AS. 

8. .Abdul Wahab. "Puter Karha" (AS. 193 1 ). 

9- - . " Tarztn .tlmlim" (AS. 1 934).  

10. - . "-4kbar" (AS,  1932). 

1 1 . Abdus Sadek. "Cirastayi Bandobyastu" (AS. 1 930). 

1 2. Abdus Salam Khan. " 1 950 Sale Bharatbarsha" (AS. 1 93 1 ). 

13. - . " Mughal Juge Citrn Carco" (AS ,1928). 

14. . "Sebhirn Byank O Sudh" (GS,1930). 

15. - . " Bharatiyu :Mussalman O Rashtraniri" (AS. 1 93 0). 

16. - . "Parashya Sahiiya" (AS. 1930). 

1 7. Abu1 Fazal. " Bahai Dharma" (GS, 1926). 

18- -, " Tarun .-indolaner Gari" (AS, 1929). 

19. Abu1 Hussain. "Satknra Paytallish" (GS, 1926). 

20. -. " Bangali Mussalrnaner Shihha Samasya, 1" (AS, 1 92 7). 

1 Sources: MSSP (unpublished); and Shikh, VoI.1-V (1927-3 1). 
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21. - . "Adesher Nigraha" (GS. 1927). 

22. -y " Bangali iWussalman 'er Bhabishyat" (GS. 1928). 

23. -, " Bangali Mussalmaner Shiksha Samasya, II" (GS, 1928). 

24. - , "Justice Amir Ali Morhum" (GS, 1 928). 

25. - . "Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan" (AS. 1929). 

26. - . " British-Bharafe :Mussahan Ain" (AS. 1930). 

27. - . " A  mader Rainiri" (AS. 1 93 1 ). 

28. A bu1 Muzaffar Ahmad. "Kears Kabye Parrhiba Prem" (GS. 1 93 8). 

29. Abu1 Kaiam Sharnsuddin. "Sahityu o Kalcar" (AS. 1930). 

30. Afsaruddin. "Dharmer Abashyakara" (AS, 1934). 

31. A.K. Ahmad. "Baideshik Banijya o Banglar Mussalrnan" (ASJ928). 

32. - . "Banglar Ryot" (AS. 1 930). 

33 - Abdur Rahman Khan. "Europe Shikrhar Adarasher Krarnabikash" (AS, 1 929). 

34. Ali Nur, " Bharater .4darsha1' (AS. 193 1 ). 

35. Xlimdad Khan. "Bernard Shaw" (AS. 19%). 

36. Aminuddin Ahmad. ".-lrsver Dimba" (GS. 1933). 

37. - . "Sufi-mai" (AS. 193 1 ). 

38. -, "Adhunik Arabi Sahitya" (AS. 1933). 

39. -, "Adhunik Arabi Sahitya" (GS. 1934). 

JO. Anwar Hussain. "~Mussulmaner Arfhik Sarnasyat' (AS, 1 927). 

41. -, "Banglm Krishi Samasyu" (AS, 1 928). 

42. - . " Dhakar Bahire Kaekdin" (GS, 1 930). 

43. Anwanil Kadir. "Hindu ~Mussafman Samasyar Ekta Dik" (GS. 1926). 

44. - . " Bangali ~\.Iussdmaner Samajik Galad' (AS. 1927). 

45. - . "lmreji Sahiryn Romantic Yug" (AS, 1 928). 



Asutosh Bhatîacarya, " Bangla Sahiva Mussalman Yug" (AS. 1 93 2). 

Khan Mohammad -4tau.r Rahman Khan. ".Muiim Bharate Shiksha 
(AS. 1928). 

Ajhaml Islam. "Jari Garhne Isium"(AS. 1933). 

- . "Amir Khasru" (GS, 1934). 

Bilayet Ali Khan. "Islarne Badi Pratha" (AS. 1930). 

- . "Islam O Sharir Carca" (AS. 1929). 

Fatema Kharun. "Prathamik Shikshay Mussaiman" (AS. 1928). 

- . "T~runer Dayiiva" ( A S .  1930). 

Fajilatun Nesa ".Vari Jibane Adhunik Shikshar ..lsvad" (AS. 1928). 

Fida Ali Khan. ".tIu~a=ila Sampradavu" (AS. 1933). 

Hafïmliah Khan. "Itihaser Dhara" (AS. 1934). 

Hemanta Kumar Sarkar. "Sahirya Srisri" (GS. 1926). 

Jamaluddin. ".drthanairik Kalaha" (GS. 1930). 

Kalika Ranjan Kanungo. "Hindi Sahitya hîussaiman'' (GS. 1 978). 

-. "Darar Dharmamat" (AS ,  1 929). 

Kamaluddin Ahmad. "Bharater Utaradhikar" (AS. 1 93 1 ). 

-. ".Vuri Pragurir Karha" (AS. 1 93 2).  

. "Bljjunbad' (AS. 1933). 

- . " Bibaha" (GS. 1 934). 

- , "Janrna Niyunrran O Arnara" (GS, 1 934). 

-9  "Cirhi" (GS. 1934). 

-9 ".4lkimiyaW (GS, 1934). 

-1 "Gita" (GS. 1934). 

Kamaluddin Ahmad & Abu1 Mansur Ahmad. "Pracva O Praticva" (AS-1930) 

Carca" 



70. Karnruddin Ahmad, "Qurane Manaber Srhan" (AS .  1929). 

71. . "Samabay Andholane Mussalmaner Kurtabya" (AS,1 928). 

72. Karuna Gupta. "Amader MahiIa Upanyasik" ( A S ,  193 0). 

73. Kazi Abdu1 Wadud, "Sanrnohitu .~ussalman" (GS, 1925). 

74. - . " Bangali .Mussahaner Sahitya Samasyu (AS. 1 92 7). 

75. - " Banglar Jagaran" (AS. 1 928). 

76. - " Bangla Sahityar Carcan (AS. 1929). 

77. - . "Sahiyiker Sudhana" (GS. 1929). 

78. _, "Goethe" (AS, 1930). 

79. . "Bangla Sahitya Jitiyatar Adarsha" (GS. 1 93 1 ). 

80. - . "Shiksha-Samkat" ( A S .  1932). 

81. - . "Bankim Chandra" (ASJ933). 

82. - . " Rammohuner Bilat Gaman" (GS. 1 933). 

83. - . " Rammohun o !Cluslim Sadhana" (GS. 1933 ). 

84. - . " Banglar Tarun Cirta" (AS. 1 934). 

85. - . " Hindn ~Mussalmaner Birodh" (GS. 1 936). 

86. - . "lmdadul Nuq" (GS. 1926). 

87. Kazi Akram Hussain, "Abbasiya Jug" (AS, 1 929). 

88. Kazi Mutahar Hussain, "Sangit Carcay Mussalman" (AS, 1927). 

89. - . "Ananda O ~Mussalman Sumaj" (GS, 1 927). 

90. - . "!Manab Maner Kramabikash" (AS, 1928). 

91. . "Dharma O Samaj" ( A S .  1929). 

92. . "Dharma O Shiksha" (AS. 1 930). 

93. -, "Manush Mohammad' (GSJ 930). 

94. - , " Nastiker Dharma" ( A S ,  1 93 1 ). 





120. . "Parakafer Katha" (AS .  1933). 

121. , "Semitic Civilkarion" (AS. 1 934). 

122. Mohammad Abdul Wadud. "Al-Beruni" (AS, 193 1 ). 

1 23. Mohammad Akbaruddin. "Calar Katha" (AS. 1939). 

124. Mohammad Ajraf Choudhury. "Dharma o Xairikara" (AS. 1932). 

1 25. Moharnmad Eusuf. "Sumatare Kharga Shashan" (AS .  1 933). 

126. , "ltzhaser Gorar Katha" (AS. 1934). 

127. Mohammad Foshe. "Arabi Bhasha O Kabya" (AS. 1929). 

128. Mohammad Kasem, "Tatva O Sahitya" (AS.1927). 

119. - . "Arabi Kabya" (AS.1929). 

130. . "Svabhab Kabi h r u l  Kayesh" (GS. 1929). 

1 3 1. Mohammad Mansuruddin. "Marfati Sahiva" (AS. 1 933). 

132. - . "Banglm Lok shilp" (AS.1934). 

133. blohamrnad Naziml Islam. "Xari Samasya" (GS.1928). 

1 3 4  - . "Manab Pragari o Mukta Buddhi" (AS. 1 929). 

135. Moharnmad Syed, ".S'a@a Mithya" (AS.193 1). 

1 36. Mohi tlal Mrij urndar. ",MusZim Sahitya Samaj"(AS. 1 929). 

137. - ."SahityaRashoSamusya"(AS.1932). 

1 38. blokhtar Ahmad Siddique. "Allahr Bani" (AS. 1 932). 

1 3 9. , "Mufri ;I bdus-kita Quraner Tafsir" (AS, 1 93 3). 

140. -. "Mufri Abduh" (ASJ914). 

141. - . " Fiqer Udbhab O Parinifi" (AS, 1929). 

142. . "Paygarnvar 1I.loharnrnad1 (GS, 1930). 

143. Moslemuddin Khan, " MiZan-Saudh" (AS, 193 1 ). 

144. , "Muslirn Sahityo Samaj" (GS, 1 932). 



145. - . "Banglar Pir Puja" (AS.1928). 

146. . "Ekey Bafe Idam" (GS.1930). 

1 47. . "Mymensinger Gif" (AS, 1 929). 

1 48. Motahar Hussain Choudhury, "Adeshpanthi O ..lnuprenapanthi"( AS. 1 93 7). 

1 49. . "Amader Dainya" (GS. 1 93 1 ). 

1 O . " Rabindranafh O Bairagya Bilash" (AS, 193 1 ). 

15 1. Naziruddin Ahmad, "Svadhin Bharafer Das" (AS. 193 1 ). 

152. - . ":Muslirn Jagaran" (AS.1930). 

1 53. A.Z. Nur Ahmad. ".Mussalman Jagate Library" (GS. 1 930). 

154. -. "Abu Han@" (AS. 1933). 

155. -. "Mohaddesh Prasange" (AS. 1931). 

1 56. Nuruzzarnan Khan, "Arabi Bhasha" (AS. 1 934). 

157. A.Y. M. Obiadul Huq, "Kichu ~Vay" (AS. 1934). 

158. Parimal Kumar Ghosh. " A f i  Adhunik Sahi~ya" (AS. 1930). 

I 59. Rakibuddin Ahmad " Bangafi .Mussalrnaner rlrrhik Samasya" (AS. 1 927). 

160. . "Banglar Luptn Shifpa" (AS. 1928). 

16 1. Samsun Nahar, "Shishnr Shiksha" (AS, 1934). 

i 62. Sujata Roy. "The Education of the pre-school Child" (GS. 193 1 ). 

163. Shamsuddin Ahmad. "1Muslim Narir Katha" (AS, 193 1 ). 

164. Shamsul Huda, " Hazrat Mohammader Pratibha" (AS, 1 927). 

165. - , "Kusamaskarer Ekti Dik" (AS? 1929). 

166. , "Desher Katha" (AS, 193 1 ). 

167. -, "iMuslim Sahitya Samaj" (GS, 1932). 

168. Satish Ranjan Khastagir. "Dharma-Bisvas O Bijjon" (AS, 1933). 

169. Sirajul Islam, "A4anub o Islom" (AS. 1928). 



1 70. Syed Abdul Wahed, " Banglar Pir Puja" (AS? 1928). 

1 7 1. Syed Zahunil Huq, "Hitler O Tahar Niti" (AS, 1934). 

172. S.N.Q. Zulfiqar Ali, "Rabindranather Ekri Kabita" (AS, 1933). 

1 73. A M .  Taheniddin. " Rabindru Kabyar Svatup" (GS. 1926). 

174. -. " Imdadd Hq." (GS. 1926). 

175. Tofajjai Hussain. "Rin Bhar-prapirita Banglar KrishakU(AS, 1933). 

176. Umesh Chandra Bhattacarya, "Bharatiya O Europea Darshane Jagat O 

Jiban" (AS, 1930). 

II. Distribution of Essays Read in GSs and ASs 

Essays read in 1926: 8 (GS:08, AS:OO) 
Essays read in 1927: 15 (GS:04, AS: 1 1) 
Essays read in 192894 (GS:07, AS: 17) 
Essays read in 19392 1 (GS:02. AS: 19) 
Essays read in 193024 (GS:07, AS:17) 
Essays read in 193 1 :2 1 (GS:04. AS: 17) 
Essays read in 193215 (GS:03, AS:12) 
Essqs read in l933:XI (GS:05, AS: 15) 
Essays read in l934:X (GS:09, AS: 15) 
Essays read in 1935:OO (GS:OO. AS:OO) 
Essays read in 1936:Ol (GS:Ol. AS:OO) 
Essays read in 1937:OO (GS:OO. AS:OO) 
Essays read in 1938:03 (GS:O3, AS:OO) 

Tot& 176 (GS53 .  AS: 123) 

III. Total Muslim, Hindu. Male and Female Paper-readen in GSs & ASs of MSS 

Total articles read by Hindu & Muslim intellectuals: 176 
Total Muslim & Hindu authors who read those articles: 80. 

Total Hindu intellectual-written articles: 14 
Total Hindu authors who read those articles: HM 9 + HF 2 = 1 1 

Total Muslim intellectual-written articles: 162 
Toial Muslirn authon who read these articles: MM 6 1 + MF 4 [one wrote 2 aiticles] = 66 



Appendix B 

1. President. Secretary and Membes of Executive Cornmittees of MSS. 1926- 193 8' 

Foundation Meeting (January 1 7. 1926), First EC ( 1 926- 1927). elected: 

Abul Hussain: Secretary 
Abdul Huq: Assistant secretary 
-4.2. Nur Ahmad: Assistant secretary 
Abdul Kadir: Assistant secretary 
Anwar Hussain:Assistant secretary 

First Annual Session (March 27 through 28. 1927), Second EC ( 1927-28). elected: 

Tasadduk Ahmad: President 
Kazi Mutahar Hussain: Secretary 
Mo hammad Abdur Rashid : Assistant Secretary 
Abdus Salam Khan: Member 
Golam Ahmad: Member 
Abdul Kadir: Member 
A. M. Taheruddin: Member 
Bilayet Ali Khan: Member 
Khan Mohammad Ataur Rahman Khan: Member 

Second Annuai Session (February. 1928). Third EC ( 1928- 1979). selected: 

Kazi Mutahar Hussain: Secretary 
Mohammad Abdur Rashid: Assistant secretary 
Abdul Kadir: Member 
Abdus Salam Khan: Member 
A. M. Taheruddin: Member 
Bilayet Ali Khan: Member 
Kham Mohammad Ataur Rahman Khan: Member 
Golarn Ahmad: Member 
A.Z. Nur Ahmad: Member 
Ali Nur: Member 
Shamsul Huda: Member 
S.M. Abdur Rouf: Member 
Sufi Motahar Hussain: Member 

Fourth Year. First Generd Session (August 1929). Fourth EC (August 1929-December 
1929). selected: 

Sources: MSSP (unpublished). Abul Fazal. Rekha Chirra (Chittagong: Boi Ghor, 1965). 



Abul Hussain: Secretary 
Members name are not available 

Fifth Year, First General Session (August 3 1, 1930). Fifth EC ( 1930-3 1). drafted 
Constitution of tiie MSS: 

Abul Fazal: Secretary 
Shamsui Huda: Assistant Secretary 
Kamaluddin .Munad: Assistant Secretary 
Kazi Abdul Wadud: Member 
Kazi Mutahar Hussain: Member 
Nazimddin Ahmad : Member 
Ali Nur: Member 
Ahmad Sobahan: Member 
Aminuddin Ahmad: Member 

Sixth Year. First General Session (Sunday. August 1. 193 1). Sixth EC ( 193 1-33). 
selected: 

Mohammad Eusuf: Secretary 
Mohammad Abdul Wadud: Assistant Secretary 
A.K.S. Fazlul Huq: Assistant Secretary 
Kazi Abdul Wadud: Treasurer 
Kazi Mutahar Hussain: Member 
Shamsul Huda: Member 
Mahafuzur Rahman Bhuyian: Member 
A.T.M. Ayub: Member 
Abdu Taher: Mernber 

Seventh Year. First General Session (July 3 1. 1932), Seventh EC ( 1932- 1933). selected: 

MosIemuddin Khan: Secretary 
M. Tofajjal Hussain: Assistant Secretary 
Sharnsul Huda: Assistant Secretary 
Kazi Abdul Wadud: Treasurer 
Kazi Mutahar Hussain: Mem ber 
Mohammad Abdul Wadud: Member 
Ansaruddin: Member 
Araraf Hussain: Member 
Aminuddin Ahmad: Member 

Eighth Year, First General Session (September 3, 19?3), Eighth EC (1933-34), selected: 

Kazi Abdul Wadud: President 
Aminuddin Ahmad: Secretary 



Aj harui Islam: Assistant Secretary 
Kazi Moharnmad Hussain: Assistant Secretary 
Wasiul Huq: Member 
A. N. Baziur Rashid: Member 
Abu1 Masud Moharnmad Khan: Member 

Ninth Year. Fini General Session (August 10. 1934). Ninth EC ( 1934- 193 5)- selected: 

Kazi Abdul Wadud: President 
M-Tofajjal Hussain: Secretary 
A.K.M. Abdul Awal: Assistant Secretary 
Amej uddin howlader: Assistant Secretary 
Kazi Mutahar Hussain: Member 
Kamaluddin Ahmad: Member 
Bazlur Rahman: Mernber 
A. N. Bazlur Rashid: Member 
Aminul Islam: Mernber 

Tenth Year. First General Session (Febniary 2. 1936). Tenth EC 1935-36. selected 
(except the position of President): 

Kazi Abdul Wadud: President elected 
Mohammad Abdur Rashid: Secretary nominated 
Mujibur Ralunan: Assistant Secretary 
Moazzem Hussain: Reception Cornminec 
Kazi Mutabar Hussain: Member 
Moharnmad Abdul Bari: Member 
Ajhaml Islam: Member 
Musharaff Hussain: Member 
Abul Masud Mohammad Khan: Member 

Eleventh Year 
No EC 

Twelflh Year. First General Session (January. 19383, Twelfth EC ( 1937-38), selected: 

Kazi Abdul Wadud: President 
Ajhanil Islam: Secretary 
Mujibur Rahman:Assistant Secretary 
Abdul Kadir: Assistant Secretary 
Kazi Mutahar Hussain: Member 
Abul Muzaffar Ahmad: Member 
Abdul Khaleq: Mernber 
Mohammad 1dris:Member 
Mozarnmel Huq: Member 



II. Participation in Executive Cornmittees 

Totai EC : 11 
Total Members of EC: 89 
This came by a participation: 52 
Average size of an EC: 8.09 members 

Kazi Abdul Wallud 
Involvment: 7 EC 
As a President: 4 EC 
As a Treasurer: 2 EC 
.4s a Member: 1 EC 

Abu1 Hussain 
Involvement: 2 EC 
As a Secretary: 2 EC (Resigned on September 9. 1929) 

Kazi Mutahar Hussain 
Involvement: 8 
As a President: O 
As a Secretary: 2 
As a Member: 6 

Abdul Kadir 
Involvement: 4 EC 
As a president: None 
As a Secretary: None 
As an Assistant Secretary: 1 EC 
As a Member: 3 EC 

Abu1 Fazal 
Involvement: 1 EC 
As a president: O 
As a Secretary: 1 EC 
As an Assistant secretary: O 
As a Member: O 

Total Position of President in 1 1 ECs: 5 
Total Position of Secretary in 1 1 ECs: 1 1 



Appendix C 

Gender and Religious Composition of the Singen and Musicians of MSS.' 

Mushm Male= MM. 
Hindu Male= HM 
Muslim Fernale= MF 
Hindu Fernale= HF 

First Year. Fint General session ( Sundsy. Jan. 3 1.1926). Muslim Hall. 
Singer: Golarn Ahmad, MM. 

First Year, Second General session ( Sunday February 2 1. 1926). Muslim Hall. 
Singer: Ardhendu Bhusan Mukhopadhya HM. 

First Year. Fourth General Session (Sunday. June 27. 1926), Muslim Hall. 
Singer: Kazi Nazrul Islam. MM. 

First Annual Session (Sunday March 27 through Monday 18. 1927). Muslim Hall. 
Singers: Anwanil Kadir. MM: Akkas Ali. MM: Birendranath Ganguii. HM: Kazi 
Mutahar Hussain. MM: Kazi Nazrul Islam. MM. 

Second Year. First General Session (Sunday July 24. 1927). Muslim Hall. 
Singers: Abdus Salam Khan. MM: Kazi Mutahar Hussain. MM. 

Second Year. Second General Session( Friday September. 33 19-7). Muslirn Hall. 
Singer: Korshed Uddin Ahmad. MM. 

Second Year, Third General Session (Sunday. November 1 3. 1 937). iMuslim Hail. 
Singer: Abdus Salam Khan, MM. 

Second Year, Fourth General Session (December 4. ! 927). place ? 
Singer: Abdus Saiam Khan. MM. 

Second Annual Session (February, 1928). place ? 
Singer: Kazi N m l  Islam. MM. 

Third Year, First General Session (Sunday. April8. 1928). place ? 
Singer: Mohamrnad Hussain, MM. 

'Ihird Year, Second General Session (Sunday, July 23. 1928), place ? 
Singer: Abdus Salam Khan, MM. 

3 Sources: MSSP (unpublished); and Shikha. Vol. 1-V (1927-3 1). 



Special Session of Farewell to Fajilatun Nesa (August 26. 1928). Lyton Hall. 
Singer: Miss Pratibha Ghosh. HF. 

Fourth Year, Fint General Session (August ? 1929). place ? 
Singer: Kazi Mutahar Hussain, MM. 

Fourth Annual Session (Apnl 1 8- 19. 1 930), place ? 
Singer and Musicians: Kulchandra Sen. HM: Kazi Anwanil Huq. MM: S N .  
.Maitra, HM. 

Fihh Year. Second Generai Session (November 16. 1 %O). Dhaka University Building. 
Singer: Rrzaul Kaiim. MM. 

FiNi  Year. Third General Session (December 14. 1930). Dhaka University Building 
Singer: Kulchandra Sen. HM. 

Fifth Year. Fourth Generai Session (Decernber 18. 1930). Jagannath Hall. 
Cultural Functions: Songs and poetries by HM. HF. MM. MF. 

Fifth Annual Session: (April 1 2- 13, 1 93 1 ), Muslim Hall. 
Singen and Musicians: Ku1 Chandra Sen, HM; Moharnrnad Hlissain. MM: Kazi 
Anwaml Huq. MM: S. N. Maiira, HM; Birendranath Ganguli. HM; Joadul Karim. 
MM. 

Sixth Year. First General Session (Sunday. August Z 193 l),  Central Building. 

Sixth Year. Second General Session (September 2 1. 193 1 ), Jaganath Hall 
Singers: Ku1 Chandra Sen HM; B.D. Habibullah. MM; Abu1 Mansoor. MM. 
Birendranath Ganguli. HM. 

Sixth Year. Third General Session (October 5. 193 1). Dhaka Interrnediate College. 
Cultural Function. "iMusaera Mcjkh." Singers: Mohammad Hussain. MM; Miss 
Sarma Basu. HF; Birendranath Ganguli, HF; Miss Usha Tara Bhattacarya, HF: 
Narendra Candra Ghosh, HM; Habibur Rahman, MM; Abdur Rashid, MM; Miss 
Juthika Roy, HF: Asutosh Chatte jee, HM. 

Sixth Annual Session (March 25-26, I932), Curzon Hall. 
Singen and Musicians: Moharnmad Hussain, MM; Miss. Jiaunahar. MF; 
Nagendra Ghosh, HF. 

Seventh Year. First Session (July 3 1, 1932), place ? 
Singers: Miss Jiaunahar, MF; Kulchandra Sen. HM; 

Eighth Year. Third General Session (Sunday 1 9. 1 93 3). Lyton Hall. 
Singer: Miss. Jobeda. MF. 



Nineth Year. Fint General Session (August 10. 1934). Dhaka intermediate College. 
Singer: Kazi Mutahar Hussain. MM. 

Nineth Year. Second General Session (September 16. 1934). University Cenual Building. 
The session begun and ended with songs. Singer's narne are no t mentioned in 
MSSP. 

Nineth Year. Fourth General Session (December 9. 1934). Curzon Hall. 
Singers: Chorus Song: "participated by two fernale Hindu studenrs. Miss Citra 
Chatte rjee and Miss Roma Nag of Dhaka University and four male. Hindu and 
Muslirn students of Dhaka University and Dhaka intermediate College. 



1. Gender and Religious Composition of the Presidents and Secretaries of GSs and ASs of 
MSS.1926-1938' 

DU= Dhaka University. HM= Hindu Male. MM= Muslim Male. 

First Year. First General Session (January 3 1.1926). Muslim Hall. DU. 
President: C a .  Candra Bandyopadhyay. HM. 
Secret-: Abul Hussain. MM. 

First Year. Second General Session (Febniary 2 1, 1926). Muslim Hall. DU. 
President: Abdur Rahman Khan, MM. 
Secretary: Abul Hussain. MM. 

First Year. Third General Session (ApriI4. 1926), Muslim Hall. DU. 
President: Tasadduk Ahmad, MM. 
Secretary: Abul Hussain, MM. 

First Year. Fourth General Session (June 27. 1926). Muslim Hall. DU. 
President: Kazi Abdul Wadud. MM. 
Secretary: Abul Hussain, MM. 

First Year. Fi fi General Session (July 8, 1926). Muslim Hall. DU. 
President: Mohammad Shahidullah. MM. 
Secretary: Abu1 Hussain. MM. 

First Year. Sixth General Session (September 5 .  1926). Muslim Hall. DU. 
President: Abdur Rahman Khan. MM 
Secretary: Abdul Kadir (Acting), MM. 

First Year. Seventb General Session (December 26, 1926), Pvluslim Hdl.  DU. 
President: Cam Candra Bandyopadhyay. HM. 
Secretary: Abdul Kadir (Acting), MM. 

First Annual Session (March 27 through 28, 1927), Muslim Hall, DU. 
President: Tasadduk Ahmad, MM. 
Secretary: Abul Hussain, MM. 

Second Year First Generai Session (July 24. 1927).Muslim Hall, DU. 
President: Tasadduk Ahmad. MM. 
Secretary: Kazi Mutahar Hussain. MM. 

-- 

' Sources: MSSP (unpublished): and Shikha. Vol.1-V, 1927-3 1 



Second Year, Second General Session (Septernber. 23 1927). Muslim Hall. DU. 
President: Abdur Rahman Khan. MM. 
Secretary: Kazi Mutahar Hussain. MM. 

Second Year, Third General Session (November 13, 1927). Muslim Hall. DU. 
President : Kazi Abdul Wadud. MM. 
Secretary: Kazi Mutahar Hussain, MM. 

Second Year. Fourth General Session (December 4. 1937). place ? 
President: R. C. Majurnder, HM. 
Secretary: Kazi Mutahar Hussain MM. 

Second Year, Fifth General Session (January 15, 1928), place ? 
President: Kazi Abdul Wadud, MM 
Secretary: Kazi Mutahar Hussain, MM. 

Second Year. Sixth General Session ( March 18. 1928). place ? 
President: Abdur Rahman Khan, MM. 
Secretary: Kazi Mutahar Hussain. MM. 

Second Annual Session ( February. 1928). place ? 
President: Abdur Rahman Khan. MM. 
Secretary: Kazi Mutahar Hussain. MM. 

Third Year. First General Session (April 8. 1928), place ? 
President: Abdus Salam Khan, MM. 
Secretary: Kazi Mutahar Hussain, MM. 

Third Year. Second Gensral Session (July 22. 1928), place ? 
President: Abdur Rahman Khan. MM. 
Secretary: Kazi Mutahar Hussain. MM. 

Third Year. Third General Session (August 17, 1928), place ? 
President: Abdur Rahman Khan, MM. 
Secretary : Kazi Mutahar Hussain. MM. 

Special Session, farewell to Fajilatun Nesa (August 26, 1928). Lyton Hall, DU 
President: Abdur Rahman Khan, MM. 
Secretary: Kazi Mutahar Hussain, MM. 

Special Session, Reception to Shahidullah (September, 10 1928). Muslim Hall, DU. 
President: Abdur Rahman Khan, MM. 
Secretary: Kazi Mutahar Hussain. MM. 

Third Yeu, Fourth General Session (October 10, 1928), place ? 



President: Abdur Rahman Khan, MM. 
Secretary: Kazi Mutahar Hussain. MM. 

Tnird Year. Fifth General Session (December 2. 1928). place ? 
President: Nalini Kanti Bhattashali, HM. 
Secretary: Kazi Mutahar Hussain. MM. 

Third Annual Session (held sometime between January-August 1929). place ? 
President: Abu1 Muzaffar Ahmad. M M  
Secret.: Abdus Sobahan. MM. 

Fourth Year. First General Session (August 1929). place ? 
President: S. N. Maitra HM. 
Secretary: Abul Hussain, MM. 

Fourth Year. Second General Session (January 12, 1930). Lyton Hall. DU. 
President: Umesh Chandra Bhattashali, HM. 
Secretary : Mohammad Abdur Rashid. MM. 

Fourth Annual Session (April 18- 19. 1930), place. 7 
President: Nasiruddin. MM. 
Secretary: Mohammad Abdur Rashid. MM. 

Fifih Yrar. First General Session (August 3 1. 1930). place ? 
President: S.N. Maitra. HM. 
Secretaxy: Abul Fazal. MM. 

FiNi Year. Second General Session (November 16. 1930). Uni7 
DU. 
President: Kazi Abdul Wadud, MM. 
Secretary: Abul Fazal, MM. 

entra1 Building, 

Fi fi Year. Third General Session (December 14. 1930). University Centrai Building, 
DU. 
President: Abdu  Rahman Khan, MM. 
Secretary: Abul Fazal, MM. 

Fifth Year, Fourth General Session (December 18, 1930), Jagannath Hall, DU. 
President: Kazi Mutahar Hussain. MM. 
Secretary: Abul Fazal, MM. 

Fifth Year. F i f i  General Session (January 1 8, 193 1 ). place ? 
President: Kazi Mutahar Hussain, MM. 
Secretary: Abul Fazal, MM. 



F i f i  Annuai Session: (April 12- 13. 193 1 ). Muslirn Hall. DU. 
President: Hekim Habibur Rahman. MM. 
Seceretary: Abu1 Fazal. MM. 

Sixth Year. First General Session (August 2 193 1). University Centrai Building. DU. 
President: Cam Candra Bandopadhyay. HM. 
Secretary: Shamsul Huda, MM. 

Sixth Year. Second General Session (September 2 1. 193 1 ), Jagannath Hall. DU. 
President: Abdus Samad 
Secretary: Mohammad Eusuf 

Sixth Year. Third General Session (October 5, 193 1 ), Dhaka intermediate College. 
President: S .N. blaitra. HM. 
Secretary: Mohammad Eusuf. MM. 

Sirth Year. Fourth Generai Session (March 19. 1932). University Central Building. DU. 
President: Kazi Abdul Wadud. MM. 
Secretary : Mohamrnad Abdul Wadud (not Kazi Abdul Wadud). MM. 

Sixth Annud Session (March 25-26. 1932)- Curzon Hall. DU. 
President: Kamruddin Ahmad 
Secretary: Mohamrnad Eusuf 

Seventh Year. First Session (July 3 1 ,  1932), place ? 
President: Moharnrnad Shahidullah. MM. 
Secretary: Mohammad Eusuf. MM. 

Seventh Annual Session ( April 3. 1933).Dhaka Intermediate College. 
President: Fida .4li Khan, MM. 
SecretaryMoharnrnad Eusuf. MM. 

Eighth Year. First General Session (September 3, 1933). Kazi Wadud's home. 109 Dewan 
Bazar, D haka. 
President: Kazi Abdul Wadud. MM. 
Secretary: Aminuddin Ahmad, MM. 

Eighth Year, Second General Session (September 10, 1933, 109 Dewan Bazar, Dhaka. 
President: Kazi Abdul Wadud, MM. 
Secretary : Aminuddin Ahmad, MM 

Eighth Year, Third General Session (November 19. 1939, Lyton Hall, DU. 
President: Mohammad Eusuf. MM. 
Secretary: Aminuddin Ahmad. MM. 

Eighth Year. Founh General Session (January 8, 1934), Kazi Mutahar Hussain's home. 



President :Kazi Mutahar Hussain, MM. 
Secretary: Arninuddin Ahmad, MM. 

Eighth Y ear. Fi fth General Session (January 1 4. 1 934). 1 09 Dewan Bazar. D haka. 
President: Abdus Sobahan. MM. 
Secretary : Arninuddin Ahmad. MM. 

Eighth Year. Sixth Session (March 1 1. 1934). Mohitlal Majumdar's home. 
President: Susil K m a r  De. MM. 
Secretary: Kamaluddin Ahmad. MM. 

Eighth Annual Session (March 30, 1934). Dhaka intermediate College. 
President: Mo h m a d  Barkatullah. MM. 
Secretary: ? 

Nineth Year, First General Session (August 10, 1934), Dhaka intemediate College. 
President: Kazi Mutahar Hussain, MM. 
Secretary: Tofajjal Hussain, MM. 

Nineth Year. Second General Session (September 16. 1934). University Central Building. 
DU. 
President: Kazi Abdul Wadud. MM. 
Secretary Shamsul Huda. MM. 

Nineth Year. Third General Session (December 9. 1934). place ? 
President: Parimal Roy. HM. 
Secretary: Kamaluddin Ahmad. MM. 

Nineth Year. Fourth General Session (Friday. December 9. 1934). Curzon Hall. DU. 
President: Sir A. F. Rahman, MM. 
Secretary: M. Tofajj al Hussain, MM. 

Nineth Year. Fifth General Session (Febmary 3. 193 5 ) ,  University Centrai Building, DU. 
President: Parimal Roy, HM. 
Secretary: Tofail Hussain, MM. 

Nineth Annual Session ( 1935)? Jagannath Hall 
President: Mohammad Wajed Ali. MM. 
Secretary: ? 

Tenth Year. First Session (Febmary 2, 1936), Kazi Abdul Wadud's home, 26 Purana 
Paltan, Dhaka. 
President: Moazzern Hussain, MM. 
Secretary: Mohammad Abdur Rashid. MM. 

Tenth Year, Second Session (July 2, 1936), 26 Purana Paltan, Dhaka. 



President: Kazi Abdul Wadud. MM. 
Secretary: Mohammad Abdur Rashid. MM. 

Tenth Annual Session ( August 2, 1936). Iagannath Hall. 
President: Sarat Chandra Chattopadhya HM. 
Secretary : Mohammad Abdur Rashid, MM. 

Eleventh Year (August 3. 1936-December 1937), place ? 
No session. 

TweIfth Year. First General Session (January, 1938). 26 Purana Paltan. Dhaka. 
President: Mahabub- ul-Alarn. MM. 
Secretary: Ajhaml Islam. MM. 



Appendix E 

iMuslim Sahitya Samajer Niyamabali (Constitution)' 

Gala satai september ( 1930) kurma samsader pratham adhibeshan bashe. Sei sabhay 
ninmaiikhita niyarn hnunguli sadharan sabhay pesh h r a r  janya gr ihi f a hay . 

1 . .Vam : Ei pratisthaner nam iMuslim Sahitya Samaj 

7. LJdeshya: Saya priri O sahiva carca 

3. Subhay: (ka) Kurrna samsader anumodankrarne je kona b-vakri ihar sabhyu haire 
paribrn. fkha) Prari sabhyer barshik coda kam pakrhe ek raku haibe. Baisukh haire 
Samajer barsha ararnbha haibe. 

4. Bisisfha sabh-va: Karma Samsader prastabe O Sadharan Subhar anumodone bishisrha 
sobhva manonita haite pariben. 

5.  Sadhuran Sabhu nay jan sabhayr karma samsad gafhan kariben: sampadak o duijan 
sahakari sampadak O chayjan nirbacita sabhya. 

6 .  Prari batsar nutun karma samsad gathita haibe. 

7. Balsare antata chaybar Sadharan Subhar adhibeshan haibe. 

8 .  Barshik sab ha sadharanra easter'er ch urite ( Easter vacation) haibe . 

9. Karma Samsud haite Sadharan sabha ekjan kosadhakya nirbacita kariben. 

10. Sampadak nue. alhabu sa[ jan sadharan sabhyar cahiday, sadharan sabha ahaban 
kariben. 

5 Source: MSSP (unpublished). 



11. Barsare duibar hishab parikshar janye Sadharan Sabhu duijan hishab-parihak 
nijukra kariben. 

12. Sampadak rive. athaba Karma Samsader d u w  sabhyur cahiday, Karma Samsnd 
ahaban kariben. 

13 .  Karma Sarnsader 'koram' cari jon sabhye gaihita haibe. 

14. Barshik cada pujar bandher purbe dite haibe. 

(Signed & approved by Fifth Year. Second Generai Session. MSS. November 16. 1930) 

Kazi Abdul Wadud 
Sa6 hapati 

16.1 1. 30 

.4 b ul F a a l  
Sadharan Sampadak 
16.1 1. 1930 



Appendix F 

Educational and Professional Background of the Members of MSS6 

Members were: those who read papes: discussants of papers: members of the 
Executive Cornmitees: Reception Commitees: president of the GSs and ASsi and editors 
of the Shikha. Following abbreviations are used to identify each member's academic and 
professional standing for first three years (1926-29) of the MSS. 

B.C.L=Bachelor of Cnminal Law. B.A.=Bachelor of Arts. CAL=Cdcutta. CI=Coliege 
Inspector. CS=Collegiate School (Dhaka). D.Lit.=Doctor of Literature. D.Sc=Doctor of 
Science. DMC=Deputy Magistrate & Collector. DSG=District & Session Judge. 
DU=Dhaka University. Edit (Editor of journal). GS=Graduate Student. HF=Hindu 
Female. HM=Head Master of School. IC=lntemediate College. IIC=Islamic Intermediate 
College (Dhaka). iS=Intermediate Student. JIC=Jagannath Intemediate College (Dhaka). 
KRSNGR= Krisnanagar (district of West Bengal). M.A.=Master of Arts. M.Ed.=Master 
of Education. MI=Maktab Inspector. MD=Medical Doctor. MF=Muslim Female. 
MH=Muslim Hall. MUNSHI=Munishiganj (sub-divisional town of Dhaka). 
MYM=Mymensing (district of East Bengal). PB=Publication Business. PC=Principal of 
College. Ph.D.=Doctor of Philosophy. PNA=Profession no t available. POL=Poli tician. 
RANG= Rangpur (district of East Bengal). RDM=Retired Deputy Magistrate & 
Collector. RNA =Record not available. RPI=Retired Police Inspector. SEB=Secretary. 
Education Board. TEACH=Teaching. TTC=Teachers Training College. 
üS=Undergraduate Student. ZAMNDR=Zarnindar. 

1. Abdul Hakim ( M A .  teach.. IIC) 
3. A. M. Taheruddin (US.. MH) 
3. A.2. Nur Ahmad (US., MH) 
4. A.K. A h a d  (M.A.. teach.. IIC) 
5. Abdul Aziz (B.A., CI) 
6. Abdul Aziz Talukdar (M..4.. PNA) 
7. Abdul Hakim Bikrarnpuri (1s.. MUNSHI) 
8. Abdul Huq (US.. MH.) 
9. Abdul Kadir (US.. MH) 
10. Abdul Wadud (US., MH) 
I 1. Abdur Rab Choudhury ( M.A. teach.. IIC) 
12. Abdus Salam Khan (GS. MH) 
13. Abdus Sobhan (M.A., PNA) 
14. Abu Yusuf Serajuddin (US., MH.) 
15. A b d  Fazal (US, MH) 

Sources: MSSP (unpublished). Shikha, Vol.  1-V ( 1927- 193 1 ). Abul F a z a l ,  Rekha Chirra (Chittagong: Boi 
Ghor. 1965). 



16. Abul Hussain (M.A.. teach., DU) 
17. Abul Kasem (M.A..teach.. IIC) 
18. Ali Ahmad (US., MH) 
19. Ali Akbar Khan (RNA) 
20. Ali Anwar (US. MH.) 
2 1 .  Ali Nur (M..4., PNA) 
22. Arninur R a d  (RNA) 
23. Anwar Hussain (US..  M.H.) 
24. Anwarul Kadir (MA. .  teach.. IC) 
25. Arshaduddin .4hmad (RNA) 
26. Khan Mohammad Ataur Rahman Khan (1s.. IIC) 
27. Bilayet Ali Khan (US.. MH) 
28. C m  Candra Bandyopadhyay (M.A., teach.. DU.) 
29. Faiz Ahmad (US.. M.H.) 
30. Golam Ahmad (US.. MH) 
3 1. Golam Maola (RNA) 
32. Hemanta Kumar Sarkar (M.A. tech.. IC) 
33. Kazi Abdu1 Wadud (M.A., teach., 1C) 
34. Kazi Abdur Rashid (B.A., PNA) 
35. Kazi Mahabbat Ali (RNA) 
36. Kazi Mohammad Nurul Huq (RNA) 
37. Abdur Rahman Khan (M.A., S E B . )  
3 8. Kamruddin Ahmad (B.A.. PNA) 
3 9. Tasadduk Ahmad (M-Ed, teach.. CS) 
40. Khondakar Faizuddin (US.. MH) 
4 1 .  Khorseduddin Ahmad (B.A., PNA) 
42. Majumdar Mohammad Idris (RNA) 
43. Mamtazuddin Ahmad (M.A., teach.. DU.) 
44. Mohammad Abdul Khalek (B.A., HM) 
45. Mohammad Abdur Rashid (B.A.. teach..CS.) 
46. Moharnmad Eusuf (US.. M.H.) 
37. Mohammad Habibullah Mokhtar (1s.. MUNSHI) 
48. Mohammad Mohasin Ali (RNA) 
49. Mohammad Moklesur Rahman (M.A., teach.. TTC) 
50. Mohammad Shahidulah (M.A., teach., DU); 
5 1. Miss. Fajilatun Nesa (GS., MF., D. U.) 
52. Miss. Prabhabati De (HF., RNA) 
53. Moslemuddin Khan (US, M.H.) 
54. Muhammad Ismail (B.A., PNA) 
55. NaIini Kanta Bhattashali (M.A., teach. ) 
56. Naziruddin Ahmad (US., MH) 
57. Parimal Kumar Ghosh (M.A., teach.) 
58. Dr. R.C. Majurndar (Ph.D. teach.. DU) 
59. Rdubuddin Ahmad (M.A., PNA) 
60. Rejay Karirn (US., MH) 



6 1. Safiqur Rahman (RNA) 
62. Sharnsul Huda (1s.. IIC) 
63.  Dr. Susil Kumar De (D.Lit. teach.. DU) 
64. Syed Emdad Ali (B.A., WI) 
65. Syed Hasan Ali Choudhury(B.A.. ZAMNDR..MYM) 

1. Abdul Hakim (M.A.. teach. TTC ) 
2. A. M.Taheruddin (PNA) 
3. A.Z. Nur Ahmad (US., MH) 
4. A.F. Mohammad (US., MH) 
5. A.K. Ahmad (M.A., teach.. IIC) 
6. Khondakar Abkari Sabyan (RNA) 
7. A.S.M. Tyfur (US.. MH) 
8. Abdul Aziz T alukdar (MA.. PNA) 
9. Abdul Gani (B.A.. PNA) 
10. Abdul Hakim Bikrampuri (US.. MH) 

Abdul Kadir (US.. MH) 
Akbaruddin (M.A., teach. school. KRSNGR) 
Mohammad Abdul Khalek ( M A .  HM.) 
Abdul Latif (M.A., PNA) 
Abdul Muid Choudhury (B.A., PNA) 
Abdur Rab Choudhury ( MA.. teach.. IIC) 
Abdus Salam Khan (M.A.. PNA) 
Abul Fazd (US.. MH) 
Abul Fazal Muhammad (B.A. PB) 
Abul Hussain, (M.A.. teach., DU.) 
Ali Ahmad (US.. MH) 
Ali Nur (M.A.. PNA) 
Altafur Rahman (M.A., PNA) 
Anwar Hussain. (US.. MH) 
Anwanil Kadir (M.A.. teach.. DI) 
Arifuddin Ahmad (B.A., PNA) 

27. Khan Mohammad Ataur Rahman Khan (US.. MH) 
28. Bilayet Ali Khan (US., MH) 
29. Bipin Chandra Pal (B.A., POL.. CAL) 
30. Daliluddin Ahmad (B.A., RDM) 
31. Dr. Susil Kurnar De (D. Lit., teach., DU) 
32. Dr.Gyan Chandra Ghosh (D.Sc.teach. DU.) 
33. Dr. R.C. Majumdar (Ph.D. teach., DU) 
34. F. Ahmad, (M.A., PNA) 
3 5 .  Fakaruddin (US ., MH) 
36. Fida Ali Khan, (M.A, teach DU) 
37. Golam Ahmad (US.. MH) 
38. Golam Rahman (M.A.. PNA) 



39. Jalauddin Ahmad (M.A.. PNA) 
40. Kalika Ranjan Kanungo (M.A., teach., IC) 
41. Kazi Abdul Wadud (M.A., teach.. IC) 
42. Kazi Akram Hussain (M.A. teach, ) 
43. Kazi Mutahar Hussain (M.A. teach., DU.) 
44. Kali Prasanna Sen (B.A., ZAMNDR) 
45. Abdur Rahman Khan (M.A.. SEB) 
46. Mohammad Musa (B.A.. PNA) 
47. Naziruddin Ahmad (B.A.. PNA) 
38. Khan Mohammad Abul Hasnat (B.A.. PNA) 
49. Karnamddin Ahmad (B.A.. PNA) 
50. M. 1. Borah, (M.A., teach.. DU) 
5 1. Mahatab Uddin Ahmad (B.A.. PNA) 
52. Mahmood Hasan. (M.A., teach., DU) 
53. Mamtazuddin Ahmad (M.A. teach, DU) 
54. Mohammad Abdullah (US., MH) 
5 5 .  Mohammad Abdur Rashid (B.A.. teach.. CS) 
56. Mohammad Abdus Salam (GS.. MH) 
57. Mohammad Abdus Sobahan (M.A.. teach.) 
58. Mohammad Bilayet Ali Khan (GS.. MH) 
59. Mohammad Foshe (B.A.. PNA) 
60. Mohammad Kasem (M.A., teach. Edit.) 
6 1. Mohammad Naziml Islam (GS .. MH) 
62. Mohammad Serajul Huq (B.A., PNA) 
63. Mokhtar Ahmad Siddique ( B.A.. MI) 
64. Mohamrnad Yahiya (M.,4.. PNA) 
65. M o h m a d  S hahiduIlah. (D-Lit., teach.. DU) 
66. Mirza Abu Jafar (MA.. PNA) 
67. Miss Pronir Nath (HF.. RNA) 
68. Miss Pratibha Ghosh (HF., RNA) 
69. Miss Shila Nandi (HF., RNA) 
70. Miss. Fazilitun Nesa (M.A., PNA) 
7 1 .  Miss.Khurshid f ia Begurn, (MF., RNA) 
72. Mrs. Fatema Uatun, (MF., RNA) 
73. Mohitlal Majumdar (M.A., teach, DU) 
74. Moklesur Rahman (B.A., teach., TTC) 
75. Moslemuddin Khan (GS., MH) 
76. Muizuddin Khan (MBBS, MD) 
77. Abul Muzaffar Ahmad, (B.C.L. DSJ.. RANG) 
78. Nalini Kanta Bhattashali (M.A. teach.) 
79. Naziruddin Ahmad (GS. MH) 
80. Nazmul Hasan (MA, PNA) 
81. Nazmul Hussain ( M.A., teach., IIC) 
82. Parimal Kumar Ghosh ( MA., teach.IC ) 
83. Rakibuddin Ahmad (M.A., teach.) 



84. S. N. Maitra (M.A.. PC.. IC ) 
85. Abdur Rouf (GS., MH) 
86. S.N. Basu (M.Sc.. teach.. DU) 
87. Saleh .4hmad (B.A.. PNA) 
88. Sharnsul Huda (US., MH) 
89. Satish Chandra Nath (M.A.. teach.. DU.) 
90. Sirajul Islam (US., MH) 
9 1 .  Sufi Motahar Hussain (US.. MH) 
92. Sultanuddin Ahmad (M.A., Lawyer). 
93. Syed Abdul Wahed (B.A ... PNA) 
94. Syed N u l  Huq (B.A., teach.. JIC) 
95. W.H. A. Sadani (M.A.. PNA) 
96. W. H. Wazir Ali (B.A., DMC) 

1. A. B. Aminuddin 
3. A. K. Ahmad. 
3. A.T. M. Ayub 
4. A.Z. Nur Ahmad 
5.  Abu Taher 
6 .  Abdul Hakim 
7. Abdul Kader Khan 
8. Abdul Wahab 
9. Abdur Rab Choudhury 
10. Abdus Sadek 
1 1 .  Abdus Salam Khan 
12. Abdus Samad Khan. 
13. Abul Fazal 
14. Abul Hussain. 
15. Abu1 Kalam Shamsuddin 
16. Abul Mansur Ahmad 
1 7. Ahmad So bahan 
1 8. Aj it Kumar Duna 
19. Ali Nur 
20. Anwar Hussain 
2 1 .  Bazlur Rahman 
22. Bilayet Ali Khan 
23.  Cam Candra Bandopadhyay . 
24. Hekim Habibur Rahman 
25. Jamaluddin 
26. Karnaluddin Ahmad 
27. Kazi Abdul Wadud 
28. Kazi Anwarul Huq 
29. Kazi Mutahar Hussain 
30. Nasiruddin. 



3 1. Abdur Rahman Khan 
32. Mahafunir Rahman Bhuyian. 
33. Mohammad Abdul Wadud 
34. Mohammad Abdur Rashid 
35. Mohammad Eusuf 
36. Nunizzaman Khan 
37. Mohammad Shahidullah 
3 8. Mohammad Syed 
39. Miss. K a m a  Gupta 
40. Mohitlal klajumdar 
4 1. Moslemuddin Khan 
42. Motahar Hussain C houdhuq 
33. ME. Fatema Khatun 
44. Sujata Roy 
34. Mokhtar Ahmad Siddique 
46. Naziruddin Ahmad 
47. Parimal Kumar Ghosh 
48. Reazul Karirn 
49. S. N. Maitra 
50. S hamsuddin Ahmad 
5 1. Shamsul Huda 
52. Susubhan Sarkar 
53. Syed Moazzirn Hussain 
54. Umesh Chandra Bhattashali. 

1. AB. Aminuddin. 
3. A.N. Bazlur Rashid 
3. '4.2. Nur Ahmad 
4. Abdul Kadir 
5. Mohamrnad Abdur Rashid 
6 .  Abul Hussain. 
7. Abul Masud Mohammad Khan 
8. Afiabuddin Ahmad. 
9. Araraf Hussain 
1 0. Asutosh Bhattacarya 
1 1. Ajharul Islam 
12. Fida Ali Khan 
13. Jainal Abedin 
14. Kamaluddin Ahmad 
15. Kazi Abdul Wadud 
16. Kazi Mohammad Hussain 
I 7. Kazi Mutahar Hussain 
1 8. Kamruddin Ahmad 



19. Khondakar Mohammad Abdus Salam 
20. Tofajjai Hussain. 
2 1. Mahfujur Rahman Bhuyia 
22. Moharnmad Abdul Wadud 
23. Mohammad Abdul Wahab 
24. Mohammad Abdur Rashid 
25. Moharnmad Ansaruddin 
26. Mohammad Ajraf Choudhury 
27. Mohammad Barkatullah 
28. Mohammad Eusuf 
29. Mohammad Mansuruddin 
30. Mohammad Serajul Huq 
3 1 . Mo hammad S hahidul lah 
32. Mohammad Wajed Ali 
3 3. Lutf-i-Ahmad Siddique 
34. Mokhtar Ahmad Siddique. 
35. Moslernuddin Khan 
36. Moharnmad Abdus Salam 
37. Motahar Hussain Choudhury 
38. Mohitld Majumder. 
39. S.N. Maitra 
40. Sharnsul Huda 
11. Satish Ranjan Khastagir 
42. Sirajul Islam 
43. Syed Numl Huq 
44. S.N. Q. Zulfikar Ali 
45. Wasiul Huq 

1. A.N. Bazlur Rashid 
2. A.Y.M. Obiadul Huq 
3. A.K.M. Abdul Awd 
4. Abdul Wahab 
5 .  Abdus Sobahan 
6. Afsaruddin 
7. Alimdad Khan 
8. Amejuddin Howlader 
9. Arninuddin Ahmad 
1 O. Aminul Islani 
1 1. Bazlur Rahman 
12. Shamswi Naha 



1 3 .  Kedamath Badyopadhyay 
14. A. F. Rahman 
15. Dr. Susil Kurnar De 
1 6 .  Fida Ali Khan 
17. HafiniIlah Khan 
1 8. Kalika Ranjan Kanungo 
19. Karnaluddin Ahmad 
20. Kazi Abdul Wadua 
2 1. Kazi Mutahar Hussain 
72. Mohammad Wajed Ali 
23. Mohammad Mansuruddin 
23. Mohammad Abdur Rashid 
25. Mohammad Barkatuilah 
26. Mohammad Eusuf 
27. Mohitlal Maj umdar 
28. Mokhtar Ahmad Siddique 
29. Moslemuddin Khan 
30. Nuniuaman Khan 
3 1 .  Osman Gani 
32. Parimd Roy 
33. Shamsul Huda 
34. Syed Zahunil Huq 
35. Tofail Hussain 
36. Tofajjal Hussain 

1. Dr.A.F. Rahman. 
2. Ajhaml Islam 
3.  Karnaluddin Ahmad 
4. Kazi Abdul Wadud 
5. Kazi Mutabar Hussain, 
6.  Wajed Ali 
7. Mohamrnad Abdul Bari 
8. Mohammad Abdur Rashid 
9. Mohammad Masud 
1 0. Moazzem Hussain 
I 1. Mujibur Rahman 
12. Musharaff Hussain 
1 3 - Parimai Roy 
14. Shamsul Huda 
I 5 .  Sarat Chandra Chattopadhya 
16. Tofail Hussain 



1. Abu1 M d a r  Ahmad. 
2. Abdul Kadir 
3. Abdul Khaleq 
4. Asutosh Chattopadhya 
5 .  Ajharul Islam 
6 .  Kazi Abdul Wadud 
7. Kazi Mutahar Hussain 
8. Mahbub-ul-AIarn 
9. Majumdar Moharnmad Idris 
10. Mozamrnel Huq 
1 1. Mujibur Rahman 



Appendix G 

Discussants of Essays Read in MSS, 19264938' 

Tne figures on the right hand side indicate nurnber of essays each one cornmented on. 

A. 2. Nur Ahmad: 5 
A.K. Ahmad: 2 
Abdul Aziz: 1 
Abdul Huq: 1 
Abdul Kadir: 2 
Abdur Rab Choudhury: 1 
Abdus Salam Khan: 1 
Abdus Sgbahan: 1 
Abu Yosuf Serajuddin: i 

10. Abul Fazal: 1 
1 1. Abul Hussain: 3 
1 3. Aflabuddin Ahmad: 1 
13. Ali Ahmad: 1 
14. Ali Anwar: 1 
15. Ali Nur: 3 
16. Aminuddin Ahmad 2 

Aminur Rasul : 1 
Anwar Hussain: 1 
Arshaduddin Ahmad: 1 
Bazlur Rahman: 1 
Bilyet Ali Khan:S 
Bipin Chandra Pal: 1 
Caru Candra Chanopadhya: 1 5 
Faiz Ahmad: 1 
Fida Ali Khan: 3 
Golarn Maola: 1 
Jainal Abedin: 1 
Kaiika Ranjan Kanungo: 3 
Kamaluddin Ahmad :3 
Kazi Abdul Wadud: 26 
Kazi Mahabbat Ali: 1 
Kazi Mohammad Numl Huq: 1 
Kazi Mutahar Hussain: 8 
Abdur Rahman Khan: 1 
Khorseduddin Ahmad: 1 
Mamtamddin Ahmad: 12 

' Sources: MSSP (unpublished), and Shikha. Vol. 1-V ( 1  927- 193 1). 



37. Moharnmad Abdul Kader: I 
38. Mohammad Abduilah: 1 
39. Mohammad Abdur Rashid: 7 
40. Mohammad Barkatuilah: 1 
4 1 .  Mohammad Mohasin Ali: 1 
42. Nuruzzaman Khan: 1 
43. Mohammad Serajul Huq: 1 
44. Mohammad Shahidullah: 3 
15. Mohammad Wajed Ali: 1 
46. ~MohamrnadAbdul Wadud: 2 
47. Miss. FajiIatun Nesa: I 
38. Miss. Prabhabati De: 1 
49. Mohitlal Majumdar: 2 
50. Moslernuddin Khan: 5 
5 1. Fakaniddin: 1 
52.  Muhammad Isrnail: 1 
53. Naiini Kanta Bhattashdi: 3 
54. Naziruddin Ahmad: 4 
55. Parimat Roy: 1 
56. Dr. R.C. Majumdar: 12 
57. Rejay Karim: 1 
58.  S. N. Maitra: 2 
59. Safiqur Rahman: 1 
60. Shamsul Huda: 1 
6 1 .  Sirajul Islam: 1 
62.  Dr. Susil Kumar De: i 1 
63. Syed Erndad .Ali: 1 



Appendix H 

An enlarged version of the masthead of the Shikha. Vol.1-III ( 1927- 1929) 



Appendix 1 

Khan Mohammad Ataur Rahman Khan, "Shasne o Jibane," published in J a g a m ,  
Vol. 1, NO. 7 (1928), pp.271-272. 







Appendix J 

Full Bengali text of the "Note of Apology" (Ghoshana Patra) that Abu1 Hussain had to 
sign on August 20. 1928: 

dmar byabaharira bhasar janya amar maner kaha jadi 
sampurnarupe prakash paiya na rhake. ra[rbanyu ami 
anrarik duhkhita. Se janya ami khodar nikat maph cai. 
ebam samajer nikaro asha kari amar aparadh marjita 
haibe: Hazrar Mohammad (dh) O Islamer raonak nijer 
jibane o odhunik .blusIim samaje phzrtaiya folai. Umar 
ekmarra itddeshya. Ajkur din. ami ei majlise. khodar nikat 
prarhana kari. he khoda! Trtmi .-lmake sei raonak phuraiya 
rulibar jonya shakridan karo ebam prakrira sayapathe 
(Sirarul mustakime) calita kard  

Full Bengali text of the "Note of Apology" (Ghoshana Parra) that Kazi Abdul Wadud 
had to sign on August 20. 1928: 

.bar jnan bisvas anusare Islam o Hazrar Mohammad ldh) 
sambhandhe eman kona kutha ami byabahar kari nai jare 
asambhab ba ashraddha prakash petr pure. Bararn ami 
bisvas kari je. Quran O Hmraf Mohammad (dh) theke ami 
amar ei samanya jibane prerana Iabh karechi O kari. 
abasya Qurun O Hazrater jiban ari barn byopor. huyru 
bhabishayar jibane ei dztiyer mahatma aro upalabdhi karte 
purba eman asu rakhi. kinfu e-samparke ashradha amar 
dharanar atir. manushe manusher bibhed uchei kajri amar 
an-vanya musralman bhayer range kona kona byapare amar 
marabhed khub sabhabik b-vapar ! Kinru Hazrat 
Mohammader (dh) jiban theke jibaner patheya somgraha 
karar byapare ami amar anyanya mlissalman bhaider caite 
kam manajogi. e amar dharana nay. ~\.fussalmun Samajer 
unnati ami karnana kori ar se sambhandhe jatoîuku amar 
dharana ose. bhashuy ta prakash karte cesta kari. Duhkher 
bishay amar bhasha bartamane anekeri kache adbhuf 
thekche. ebam aneker nikat eman artha jcrypan karche ja 
likhbar samay amar svapner agocar chila. Erjonayci 
bishesh byasta haoyar karan chila na. Kintu ghatanakrame 
amar lekha rnussafrnan samaje ek bishum asantos O 

manohksobher srisri kareche. Er janya ki katha bale je ami 

S Source: Mohamrnad Akrarn Khan. "Dhakar Dukhana Ghosana Patra" published in Saprahik 
Mohammedi, August 3 1. 1928. p.7. 



nijer duhkha. lu j~a O byatha prakash karba ru bhebe pai na, 
khodar dargay prathann kari. jadi ajjoras~reo amader 
dharma sambhandhe eman kona katha amar kalam rheke 
bar haye thoke ja satya o mussalman sarnujer kalyaner 
paripanrhi tabe khodaond karim amar gonah rnaph kare 
amake "Siratul Mustakirne" pauche din. Islam o mussalman 
samajer kichurnatra ksati amar dara na hok ei rar dargay 
barbur monajaf knri. ' 

Source: Mohammad Akrarn Khan. "Dhakar Dukhana Ghosona Parra" published in Saptahik 
Mohammedi, August 3 1. 1928, p.7. 



Arabi Ahhare Bmga Bhasm Saptahik Dharma Bmta, or "Weekly Message of Religion" 
Written in Bengali, using the Arabic Script," Chittagong, 1949. 
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